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ADJUNCT FACULTY
MEDICINAL & BIOLOGICAL CHEMISTRY UNIT
Allan R. Doane, 1976 Adjunct Professor PhysiologyPharmacology
M.D., Dalhousie University, Halifax, Nova Scotia, 1941
Richard A. Hammerstrom, 1972, Adjunct Professor of
Biological Chemistry and Molecular Biology
B.S., Montana State University, 1951
M.S., 1953
Ph.D., Washington State University, 1960
PHYSIOLOGY-PHARMACOLOGY UNIT
Ralph L. Gainey, 1975 Adjunct Professor
Physiology-Pharmacology
B.A., Stanislaus State College, 1969
M.S., University of the Pacific, 1973
Harvey I. Goodman, M.D., 1974 Adjunct Professor of
Physiology-Pharmacology
B.S., 1958, University of California, Los Angeles
M.D., California College of Medicine, 1962

V^ilson C. Kelly, 1971, Lecturer in Small Animal Surgery
B.S., Colorado State University, 1950
D.V.M., 1952
Donald E. Kobrin, 1974, Adjunct Professor
Physiology-Pharmacology
M.D., University of Geneva, 1966
s
Robert Gene O'Briant, M.D., 1973 Adjunct Professor,
Physiology-Pharmacology
B.A., 1959, University of the Pacific
M.D., 1963, Marquette University
Hubert C. Stanton, 1969 Adjunct Professor of Pharmacology
B.S., Idaho State College, 1951
M.S., Oregon State College, 1953
Ph.D., State University of Iowa, 1958
Eugene W. Tobias, 1971, Lecturer in SmallAAnimdl- Surgery
B.S., University of California, 1950
D.V.M., 1954
John J. B. Wiley, 1971, Lecturer in Small AnimakSurgery
B.S., Colorado State University, 1954
D.V.M., 1956
PHARMACEUTICS UNIT

Gary L. Cavanaugh, 1974, Adjunct Professor
B.A., Drake University, 1963
M.D., University of Iowa, 1967

Denise Miya, 1974, Adjunct Professor
Pharm.D., University of California, San Francisco, 1973

Robert F. Chard, 1972, Adjunct Professor
B.A., University of Southern California, 1956
M.D., California College of Medicine, 1962
Douglas G. Christian, 1973, Adjunct Professor
B.S., University of the Pacific, 1968
William D. Clyde, Jr., 1974, Adjunct Professor
B.S., University of Cincinnati, 1967
Richard J. Cornell, 1973, Adjunct Professor
Pharm.D., University of California Medical Center, 1965
Robert Denton, 1974, Adjunct Professor
B.A., University of California, Berkeley, 1945
M.D., University of California, San Francisco, 1947
Sister Marilynn Dittbrenner, 1974, Adjunct Professor
B.A., Dominican College of San Rafael
Paul J. Duean. 1974. Adiunrt Prnfp«nr

George L. Dunson, 1975, Adjunct Professor
B.S., University of Florida, 1956
M.S., University of North Carolina, 1969
John P. Farkas, 1974, Adjunct Professor
B.A., Swarthmore College, 1960
M.D., University of Rochester, 1964
Fred N. Fowler, 1972, Adjunct Professor
B.A., University of California, Los Angeles, 1959
M.D., California College of Medicine, 1963
James S. Godwin, 1973, Adjunct Professor
B.S., College of Charleston, South Carolina, 1956
M.D., Medical College of South Carolina, 1960
Theodore G. Goldfarb, 1975, Adjunct Professor
B.S., Western Reserve University, 1953
M.D., Ohio State University, 1957
Harvey I. Goodman, 1972, Adjunct Professor
B.S.. University of California, Los Angeles, 1958
M.D., California College of Medicine, 1962
John S. Hambright, 1972, Adjunct Professor
B.A., University of California, Santa Barbara, 1968
Pharm.D., University of the Pacific, 1971
Darrell R. Hansen, 1974, Adjunct Professor
B.A., California State University, Fresno, 1966
M.D., University of California, Davis, 1973

Glen L. Cureton, 1975, Adjunct Professor of Industrial Practice
Pharm.D. 1963, University of California Medical Center
M B.A., 1964, Harvard Graduate School of Business
Administration

James R. Hughey, 1974, Adjunct Professor
B.S., Oregon State University, 1969
M.S., University of Arizona, 1974

JohnK. Haleblain, 1975, Adjunct Professor of Industrial
Practice

Ruby M. Jones, 1974, Adjunct Professor
R.N., St. Francis School of Nursing, Minnesota, 1945

Russell E. Phares, Jr., 1975, Adjunct Professor of Industrial
Practice
B.S., Purdue University School of Pharmacy, 1959
M.S., 1960
Ph.D., 1962
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'
ho Stale University, 1956
Ph.D., University of Wisconsin, 1963

CLINICAL PHARMACY UNIT
Wayne Adachi, 1973, Adjunct Professor
m D"

University of Southern California/1971

Robert W. Barnard, 1974, Adjunct Professor
Ph,™ IT:?"? °f Cali'°rn,a' San Prancisco, 1959
rharm.D., Umversity of California, San Francisco, V959
I. David Bernard, 1970, Adjunct Professor
B.S Umversity of South Dakota, 1954
M.D., University of California, 1957

Ralph Bernhardt, 1976, Adjunct Professor

Robert D. Joedan, 1976, Adjunct Professor
B.A., University of California at L.A., 1951
M.S., U.S. Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, I960
Masanobu Kamigaki, 1974, Adjunct Professor
B.A., Stanford University, 1961
M.D., Tulane University, 1965
William F. Kimbrough, 1974, Adjunct Professor
B.A., West Texas State University, 1960
D.D.S., University of Texas, 1964
M.S., The George Washington University, 1974
Gordon H. King, 1972, Adjunct Professor
B.S., University of the Pacific, *966

Miguel Nieves, Jr., 1976, Adjunct Professor
B.S., University of Arkansas, 1951
M.D U :versity of Madrid, 1956
Dennis A. Nousaine, 1975, Adjunct Professor
B.S., University of Minnesota, 1967
M.S., 1971
Robert G. O'Briant, 1972, Adjunct Professor
B.A., University of the Pacific, 1959
M.D., Marquette University, 1963
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A.B., New York University, 1951
M.D., Chicago Medical School, 1955

Richard L. Littenburg, 1974, Adjunct Professor
•
Rensselear Polytechnic Institute, 1965
M.D., State University of New York, 1969

Lawrence P. Bratt, 1973, Adjunct Professor
B A., Calvin College, 1964
M.5k, University of North Dakota, 1967
' University of Vermont, 1969

Kenneth G. Macdonald, 1972, Adjunct Professor
^ University of California, 1934
Philip Matin, 1974, Adjunct Professor
B.S., Penn State University, 1957
M.S., Vanderbilt University, I960
M.D., Stanford University, 1967
George F. McCormick, 1971, Adjunct Professor
, Providence College, 1941
M.D., Georgetown University,-1946

Julian C. Zener, 1972, Adjunct Professor
B.A., Harvard University, 1959
M.D., Columbia College of Physician and Surgeons, 1963
i

HEALTH CARE ADMINISTRATION UNIT
Norman A. Ashcraft, 1974, Adjunct Professor of Hospital
Practice
B.S., University of California, San Francisco, 1956
Pharm. D., 1957
John M. Banducci, Jr., T974, Adjunct Professor of Hospital
Practice A*.A.,
College of the Desert, 1968
B.S., University of the Pacific, 1972
Gary A. Bauer, 1974, Adjunct Professor of Hospital Practice
A.A., San Joaquin Delta College, 1966
B.S., University of thej'acific, 1970
Robert M. Belluomini, 1974, Adjunct Professor of Community
Practice

N.M.T., Sutter Community Hospital, 1972

Pharm.D., 1967
Douglas E. Bennett, 1971, Adjunct Professor of Community
Practice

Gordon W. Pedersen, 1974, Adjunct Professor
B.S., University of Nebraska, 1949
D.D.S., Creighton University, 1954

Ronald S. Cavallo, 1974, Adjunct Professor of Community
Practice
A.A., Merritt College, 1964
Pharm.D., University of California, 1968
Charles R. Chase, Jr., 1974, Adjunct Professor of Community
Practice
B.S., University of California, 1948
Willis D. Corkern, 1974, Adjunct Professor of Community
Practice
B.S., University of the Pacific, 1964

Jerome J. Piepmeyer, 1974, Adjunct Professor
Pharm.D., University of California, San Francisco, 1971
Thomas L. Pitchford, 1975, Adjunct Professor
B.A., Washington & Jefferson College, 1954
M.S., New York University, 1966
M.B.A., University of Utah, 1971
Marvin H. Primack, 1974, Adjunct Professor
B.S., Wayne State University, 1953
M.D., University of Michigan, 1957
John B. Quick, ^1974, Adjunct'Professor
B.S., University of California,Los Angeles, 1937
M.D., California College of Medicine, 1962
Denis J. Ramirez, 1974, Adjunct Professor
B.S., University of the Pacific, 1973
Pharm.D., 1974
Kevin C. Rockwood, 1974, Adjunct Professor
B.S., Notre Dame University, 1965
Pharm.D., University of California, 1970
James Allan Ruggles, 1975, Adjunct Professor
B.S., Iowa State University, 1965
M.D., University of Iowa College of Medicine, 1971
Allan G. Schmidt, 1972, Adjunct Professor
D.O., College of Osteopathic Medicine and Surgery, 1951
M.D., California College of Medicine, 1962
Edward G. Schroeder, 1974, Adjunct Professor
B.A., University of California, Los Angeles, 1964
M.P.H., 1968
Rose A. Sharpies, 1974, Adjunct Professor
R.M., Sacramento City Junior College
Douglas J. Silvernale, 1975, Adjunct Professor
B.A., Macalester College, 1951
B.S., South Dakota State University, 1954
M.S., University of Michigan, 1959
Darrell F. Snook, 1974, Adjunct Professor
Pharm.D., University of Southern California,'1970
John M. Steele, 1973, Adjunct Professor
B.A., University of California, Berkeley, 1962
Pharm.D., University of California Medical Center, 19

Frank P. Tarantino, 1974, Adjunct Professor
Pharm.D., University of the Pacific, 1972

"1™*", 1974' Ad'unc« p™fessor

: Stephen G. Weyers, 1974, Adjunct Professor
B.A.,San Jose State University, 1970
M.D., University of California, Irvine, 1973

Bert B. Oubre, 1974, Adjunct Professor
B.S., Louisiana State University, 1963
M.D., 1968

Kenneth I. Letcher, 197S, Adjunct Professor
U",v««i<y of California, San Francisco, 1958
pj
v
Pharm.D., I960

B?1NC^!n'1975' Ad*UnCt Prof«sor
• •, orth Dakota State University, 1951
1962

Harriet F. Catania, 1974, Adjunct Professor
University of the Pacific, 1970

Bruce S. Nickols, 1973, Adjunct Professor
A.B., College of the Pacific, 1950
M.D., University of Southern California, 1954

Robert B. Talley, 1974, Adjunct Professor
B.S., Northwestern University, 1952
M.D., Colorado University, 1956

,U'Chner' 1974' Adi"nrt Professor
»•:>., Wesleyan University, I960
M.D., Yale University, 1965

Roger M. Burgess, 1974, Adjunct Professor
B b., University of Kansas, 1962
M.B.A., George Washington University, 1970

John F. Nelson, 1975, Adjunct Professor
B.S., University of Minnesota, 1957
D.D.S., 1959

lack D. Korteeborn; 1972, Adjunct Professor
B.A., Walla Walla College, 1952
M.D., University of Southern California, 19S7

Rutgers University, 1959
M.D., Hahnemann Medical College, 1963

M-5.,

John I. Morozumi, 1974, Adjunct Professor
M.D., Loyola University, 1953

-

M.D., Jefferson Medical College, 1956

Terry L. Harbaugh, 1975, Adjunct Professor
B.S., State University of New York, Buffalo, 1972
Pharm.D., University of Michigan, 1975

Richard E. Jones, 1974, Adjunct Professor of Industrial Practice
A.B., Dartmouth College, 1965
Ph.D., Stanford University, 1970
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Robert A. McDonald, 1971, Adjunct Professor
B.A., Idaho State College, 1956

Zak T. Chowman,*1975, Adjunct Professor of Industrial
Practice
M.S., University of Colorado, 1965
Ph.D., University of Michigan, 1972

Ph.D., University of Southern California, 1964

.no

Edward H. Caul, 1974, Adjunct Professor
M.D., Harvard Medical School, 1950

~Ulf» 'iliJi..'
Judith K. Jones, M.D., 1974, Adjunct Professor,
Physiology-Pharmacology
B.A., Baylor University, 1962
M.D., Baylor College of Medicine, 196§ j,
Ph.D., University of California, San Francisco, 1973

1955
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Charles E. Thomas, 1974, Adjunct Professor
B.S., University of Missouri, 1959
M.S.. University of Michigan, 1970
Frederick E. Turner, 1974, Adjunct Professor
B.S., Idaho State College, 1961
M.S., University of the Pacific, 1970
M.S., University of Southern California, 1971
Henry T. Uhrig, 1974, Adjunct Professor
A.B., Fordham University, 1947
M.D., New York Medical College, 1951
David E. Waugh, 1974, Adjunct Professor
B.S., University of Dayton, 1951
M.D., Ohio State University, 1955

B.S., University of the Pacific, 1966

Deanna M. Dimmitt, 1974, Adjunct Professor of Hospital
Practice
B.S., University of Texas, 1964
Pharm.D., University of Southern California, 1970
M.S., University of Texas, 1967
Gordon D. Eiwood, 1974, Adjunct Professor of Community
Practice
B.S., Oregon State University, 1962
Robert B. Faus, 1974, Adjunct Professor of Community Practice
B.S., Oregon State University, 1967
Carl J. Fink, 1974, Adjunct Professor of Community Practice
B.S., University of the Pacific, 1961
Jerome R. Fletcher, 1974, Adjunct Professor of Community
Practice
A.A., Sacramento Junior College, 1931
B.S., University of California, San Francisco, 1935
Paul E. Frieman, 1974, Adjunct Professor of Industrial
Practices
B.S., Fordham University, 1955
Evelyn E. Fuller, 1974, Adjunct Professor of Hospital Practice
B.S., State University of Iowa, 1953
Carl E. Gould, 1974, Adjunct Professor of Community Practice
A.A., San Francisco City College, 1948
B.S., University of California, San Francisco, 1951
Charles R. Green, 1974, Adjunct Professor of Community
Practice
B.S., U.O.P., 1968
lohn D. Grosenbach, 1974, Adjunct Professor of Community
Practice
B.S., University of Arizona, 1962
John K. Haleblian, 1974, Adjunct Professor of Industrial
Practice
B.S., American University of Beirut, 1960
Pharm.D., University of Southern California, 1961
Ph.D., 1967
William J. Halus, 1974, Adjunct Professor of Hospital Practice
B.S., Ohio State University, 1955
B.A., 1957
Nolan S. Hasegawa, 196S, Adjunct Professor of Community
Practice
B.S., Oregon State University, 1965
Dennis Y.lnouye, 1974, Adjunct Professor of Community
Practice
Pharm.D., University of Southern California, 1967
Donald N. Isetti, 1974, Adjunct Professor of Community
Practice
B.S., University of the Pacific, 1970
J. Craig Joachim, 1974, Adjunct Professor of Community
Practice
A.A., Fullerton Junior College, 1965
Pharm.D., University of the Pacific, 1971
Melvin K. Kahn, 1974, Adjunct Professor of Community
Practice
B.S., University oflhe Pacific, 1964
Gordon P. Kost, 1974, Adjunct Professor of Community
Practice
B.S., University of-the Pacific. 1970
Norman H» Kobayashi, 1974, Adjunct Professor of Industrial
Practice
B.S., University of the Pacific, 1970
M.S., 1973
Jim C. Kuhtz, 1974, Adjunct Professor of Community Practice
B.S., University of the Pacific, 1968
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Eugene S. Machida, 1974, Adjunct Professor of Community
Practice
B,S., Idaho State University, 1951
Duncan McCarter, 1974* Adjunct Professor of Community
Practice
B.S., University of the Pacific, 1969
Steven S. McCarter, 1974, Adjunct Professor of Community
Practice
A.B.S., Boise Junior College, 1947
B.S., University of Utah, 1950
Milton F. Minor, 1974, Adjunct Professor of Hospital Practice
B.S., University of Arizona, 1965
Ralph D. Mounts, 1974, Adjunct Professor of Community
Practice
A.A., Monterey Penninsula College, 1958
B.S., University of the Pacific, 1962
Katherine Owyoung, 1974, Adjunct Professor of Hospital
Practice
B.S., University of the Pacific, 1959
Robert A. Pokorny, 1974, Adjunct Professor of Hospital
Practice
B.S., Stanford University, 1955
Pharm.D., University of the Pacific, 1971
Stanley E. Poncetta, 1974, Adjunct Professor of Community
Practice
A.A., Hartnell College, 1961
B.S., University of the Pacific, 1965

ilk

Dean D. Reavie, 1974, Adjunct Professor of Community
Practice
B.S., University of Saskatchewan, 1951
Pharm.D., University of California, San Francisco, 1956
Donald ). Scaggs, 1974, Adjunct Professor of Community
Practice
A.S., Reedley College, 1965
B.S., University of the Pacific, 1969
Donald H. Shiromizu, 1974, Adjunct Professor of Hospital
Practice

Mr. Richard Andrade
Longs Drug Store
347 E. Alisal St.
Salinas, Ca. 93901

B.S., University of the Pacific, 1968
R. Barry Sirard, 1974, Adjunct Professor of Community
Practice
B.S., Oregon State University, 1959
Kenneth K. Siu, 1974, Adjunct Professor of Community Practice
A.A., Modesto Junior College, 1960
B.A., University of the Pacific, 1966
B.S., University of the Pacific, 1966
Irving A. Sprugasci, 1974, Adjunct Professor of Community
Practice

Mr. Ben Faus
Longs Drug Store
347 E. Alisal St.
Salinas Ca. 93901

J« R. Fletcher
2728 J Street
Sacramento, Ca.

96816

B.S., Idaho State University, 1953
W. Alvin Thunquest, 1974, Adjunct Professor of Hospital
Practice
Pharm.D., University of Southern California, 1958
Chester R. Tienken, 1974, Adjunct Professor of Community
Practice
Ph.G., University of Southern California, 1934
James I. Tsunekawa, 1974, Adjunct Professor of Community
Practice
B.S., University of the Pacific, 1969
Sally C. Tsunekawa, 1974, Adjunct Professor of Hospital
Practice
B.S., University of the Pacific, 1972
Pharm.D., 1972
Norman P. Van Walterop, 1974, Adjunct Professor of Hospital
Practice
B.S., University of Iowa, 1954
M.A., 1958
M.Div., Pacific School of Religion, 1963
Donald Waber, 1974, Adjunct Professor of Community
Practice

Larry Horton
Clinic Pharmacy
600 Coffee Rd.

B.S., Philadelphia College of Pharmacy, 1943
Kay R. Watanabe, 1974, Adjunct Professor of Hospital
Pharmacy

J. Sydney Logan
Metropolitan State Hospital
1140 Norwalk Blvd.
Norwalk, Ca. 90650

Lawrence Enright
Clinic Phafmacy
600 Coffee Rd.
T=

A.A., Reedley College, 1 962
B.A., Fresno State College, 1 967
Pharm.D., University of the Pacific, 1971
David R. Wells, 1974, Adjunct Professor of Community
Practice
Pharm.D., University of Southern California, 1967
Harley R. Wilson, 1974, Adjunct Professor of Community
Practice
B.S., University of Illinois, 1954
Neil MacCuish
Pharm.D., University of California, 1964,Community Pharmacy
Jim Kocolas
B.S.,; University of the Pacific, 1972, Community Pharmacy
Bill Collins
B.S., University of the Pabific, 1969, Community
Pharmacy
Randy Brannon
Pharm.D.; University of the Pacific, 1972, Hospital Pharmacv
y
Joyce Matzen
Pharm.D.; University of the Pacific, 1974, Community
Pharmacy
LeRoy Rohrbach
Pharm.D.; University of Southern California, 1965, Community
Pharmacy
Fred Willson
B.S., University of California, 1959, Community Pharmacy
Pharm.D., University of California, 1960
Ed Muramoto
Pharm.D., University of California, 1963, Hospital Pharmacy

w

Glenn M. Taketa, Pharm. D
El Camino Hospital Pharmacy
2500 Grant Rd.
Mountain View, CA. 94042

Edwin E. Muramoto, Pharm. D.
El Camino Hospital Pharmacy*
2500 Grant Rd.
Mountain View, CA. 94042

Mr. Hal Stewart
S™ ^dical Center Pharmacy
loJO Flower Street
Bakersfield, Ca. 93305
••

Mr. Don Behler
Rose Pharmacy
1926 Pacific Ave.
Stockton, CA. 95010
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Richard Lukasko
1750 41st Ave.
Capitola, Ca. 95010

Jack Herrod
General Drug
1115 Plaza
Healdsburg, CA 95448
"• "ticxjLp nemor
7901 Frost Street
San Diego, Ca. 92123
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Donald Hal leek
Manager
General and Special

Michele Berglund
Pharmaceutics
Intermediate Clerk Typist

D i a n n e LaRue, P h a r m . D .
Campus Pharmacy
I n s t r u c t o r i n C l i n i c a l Pharmacy

PERS0NNEL

Joyce Matzen, Pharm.D.
M a n a g e r , Campus Pharmacy
I n s t r u c t o r C l i n i c a l Pharmacy

C a r l W. S c h w e i t z e r
Business Operations Supervisor

armacy

Sandra McNett, M.S.
Audio-Tutorial Program
Consultant-Supervisor

J o y L . Moore
Pharmaceutical Sc
Senior Secretary
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SUPPORTIVE

K a r e n H a l 1 e r n ei vsr
Secretary to Director of
Pharmacy Student A f f a i r s

Jean M. Oman
Student Affai
Secretary

Pat Stegen, B.S
Pharmacist
Campus Pharmacy

PERSONNEL

Arlene Lind
Intermediate Clerk Ty
Health Care Practices

Norma Pace

Secretary, P h y s i o l o g y Pharmaco1

^'a Sutton, B.S., M.S
Teaching Assistant,

Mary

Candidate

Department of Pharmaceut

Hi 1dred Yamamura
Pharmaceutical Sciences
Intermediate Clerk Typist

Raitt,

Science Libr
Supervisor

^ r r y P. Tutupalli
Student Affairs
Records Evaluator
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New pharmaceutical association president Fran Camagna

Fran Camagna
marks a first
The Central Vallev
Pharmaceutical Associ
ation will install its first
woman president
Saturday night —
pharmacist Fran
Camagna, who Works at
a Modesto drugstore.
Mrs. Camagna, who
lives in Hughson with
her husband Ray and
son Andrew, 3, will be
installed by State
Assemblyman John
Thurman, D-Modesto.

University of the Pacific
School of Pharmacy
with honors in 1966. She
has been working as a
pharmacist for seven
years. In 1972 she
became a member of
the pharmaceutical
association board of
directors, then
secretary, then vice
president. She also is
active in the 20th
Century Club of
Hughson, a community
service organization.
More than 100 are
expected to attend the
installation dinner
dance beginning with a
social hour at 7:30 p.m.
in Harry's Chuck Wagon
restaurant, Modesto.
Guests will include Max
Polinsky, assistant

maceutical
Installing Charles into
office was Robert Hunnell,
Lodi pharmacist and
President-elect of the Cali
fornia Pharmaceutical
Association.
The San Joaquin County
Pharmaceutical Associa
tion, over 120 members
strong, is a regional
component of the Cali
fornia Pharmaceutical
Association.
CHARLES GREEN is
the new president of the
San Joaquin Phar
maceutical Society.

Hal Copp
In addition to the phar
macy, the store offers the
most complete card and
party good sections in the
Valley. Hallmark cards are
featured.
The store's photographic
department offers cameras,
film and developing service.
Cosmetics offered for all
needs are in the most famous
brand riames. A complete line
of sundries, health and
beauty aids is also available
to shoppers.
Copp, a native of Fresno,
graduated
from
thj
University of the Pacific with
a doctorate In pharmacy. He
is a ski enthusiast and a
member of the Oakdale
Rotary Club. He and his wife,
Chrys have a daughter.
Dayton received his degree
in pharmacy from Oregon
State University at Corvallis.
A native of Hughson, he is a
past director of the Oakdale
Chamber of Commerce. He
and his wife, Bev have a son
and daughter.
The staff at Valley Oak
Drug also includes Valerie
Herriage, Patsy Haley, Carol
Hays, Doreen Neljo, Ron
Mostowski, and Mark Ellis.

a.-\\-7 <o
Writing Possible for cerebral palsy victim

A University of the
Upjohn, grandson of the
Pacific School of Phar- founder of the Upjohn
Charles Green heads
uu
m a c y s. .t u
d„
e nu tl Ihiaa ss pharmaceutical company,
devel
ed
a
pharmaceutical society3
°P
device that started working on the
,
makes written corn- project more than a year
Charles Green was in munication possible for a
stalled as President of the Lodi girl who has been ago. Using biofeedback
principles, which involve
San Joaquin County unable to write for some 12
Mrs. Camagna, born
recovering biological
Pharmaceutical
Society
at
and raised in Stockton,
years.
signals from the body and
the group's annual instal
graduated from th
Laurence R. Upjohn of converting this into
dean. University of the
lation dinner meeting held Carmel, a senior phar
Pacific, and Paul,
recently at Ferroni's macy student studying audible or visual informa
Humbert, executive
Elbow Room in Stockton. electrophysiology, has tion that the patient can
secretary of the
,
—
" control,
I
, he
n c developed
u e v e i o p e a a
Mr. Green is a practicing developedj a device
to allow special piece of equipment.
Stanislaus County
pharmacist and Vice 29-year-old Cass Moreland The small box that Upjohn
Medical Society.
President of Green to activate a special type constructed
To be installed with
Brothers Inc., which has writer by using the fron amplify the serves to
Mrs. Camagna are Ron
been providing phar talis muscles in her fore activity from electrical
Toy, vice president;
the movemaceutical services in head.
ment of the girl's eye
Robert Espinola,
Stockton since 1930.
Miss Moreland, who brows—-via
secretary, and Harvard
electrodes
Charles Green is an ad suffers from congenital
Pfitzer, treasurer, all of
placed
on
her
forehead
junct professor of com Cerebral Palsy and is un
Modesto, and board
with
a
band
and
wired to
munity practices with the able to speak, has been
members Roger
the
box.
This
allows
the
internship program at the confined to a wheelchair
Strange, Ceres; Stan
girl to activate a switch
University
of
the
Pacific
since birth. Her only form and control panel and thus
Geizsler, Sheldon
School of Pharmacy.
of written communication use the specially designed
Teranishi and Bruce
A native of Stockton, was an especially designed typewriter.
Doern, all of Modesto;
California, he received a typewriter that she could
Bob Betti of Escalon
For Miss Moreland, the
Bachelor of Science activate with her shoulder
and Don Peterson of
device
is a slow process of
Degree in Paramacy from muscles—until surgery in
Turlock. Past president
written
communication,
the U.O.P. School of the early 1960s made this
Gil Toso also will serve
but
it
does
allow her to
Pharmacy in 1968. Among impossible. Despite these
a year on the board.
convey her thoughts in
his memberships are the handicaps she has com written form. "Cass has
The association, an
American Pharmaceutical pleted high school and at- been able to adjust to the
organization of
Association,
the Phar
tended enough classes at
professional phar
maceutical Institute, and Delta College to be a n e w d e v i c e w i t h , a
macists, is involved in
the California Phar- sophomore at the local minimum of training time
activities ranging from
and now has a slow but
community college. How viable method of com
community service
ever, her inability to write munication,' '
projects in the area of
explained
had prevented her from Upjohn. "This will allow
public health to an
extensive program of
g o i n g m u c h f u r t h e r her to complete her college
through college.
continuing education for
education," he added.
members. /
When Dr. Howell I.
Lodi, California
The girl is now on an
> News-Sentinel
Runion, director of the extended cross-country
electrophysiology unit at trip with her family and is
(Cir.6xW.11,448)
the UOP School of Phar expected to return to Lodi
macy, found out about the sometime next year and
problem facing the girl the r e s u m e h e r c o l l e g e
current project began.
studies.
Los Angeles, Calif.
FEB 2 6

The pharmaceutical
association was formed
in 1957. It serves
pharmacists in
Stanislaus and Merced
Counties.

Armenian Observer

Pharmacists to hear Garamendi

(Cir. W 5000)
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Ass-em bty i an
J nhti
Ganjxnfiodi will be the guest
speaker for the San Joaquin
County
Pharmaceutical
Association meeting tonight at
9 p.m. at the University of the
Pacific School of Pharmacy.

Armen Gostanian
Receives Degree
STOCKTON - Armen Gostan
ian, Jr. has completed postgrad
uate work at the University
„ of
I acific School of Pharmacy and
ieceived a Master's Degree in
Pharmaceutics.
His Master's
thesis, the result of two years'
research has been published and
made available for use in Pharm
acy Schools and the Library of
Congress. Upon receiving his degiee last July, Armen further
pursued a concentrated 4-month
study at Letterman's Hospital in
San Francisco and recently was
°ei tilied as a Nuclear Pharmacist.
Armen and his wile, Marilouise,
also a Pharmacist, currently reside in Stockton.

Her
First
Words

J

Looking forward to a public
grand opening within a few
weeks, Hal Copp and John
Dayton, partners in the
ownership of Escalon's new
Valley Oak Drug, have noted
"encouraging growth" since
the store opened last month.
The new business is located
in the new Paddack shopping
complex on Highway 120.
"Our main purpose in
coming to Escalon was to
provide the city with a
modern, competitive drug
store," said Copp.
Both Copp and Dayton, who
and one-half years at Oakdale
Village Drug, are phar
macists. There will be a
pharmacist on duty at all
hours.
Open seven days a week,
the store hours are 9 a.m. to 8
p.m. weekdays and from 10
a.m. to 6 p.m. Sundays.
The pharmacy itself will
feature high quality phar
maceuticals'at competitive
prices aimed at the discount
chains both in Modesto and
Stockton. It also offers a free
delivery service in this area.

Garamendi, whose 7th
District encompasses nor
thern San Joaquin County, will
discuss with area pharmacists
current health care legislation
proposed
in
being
Sacramento.
/

Fresno, Calif.
California Courier

Laurence UPi°hn

examines a computer microcircuit "chip

UOP Helps Palsy Victim Learn To 'Talk' Ago in
By KEN PAYTON
Writer
STOCKTON — The only program in
tne nation that involves un
•

using a televisivn screen instead of a
typewriter. With what he has learned
in Howell's unit, he said he can
develop such a device for $1,500.
New and far less costlier electronic
components, including a miniature
computer "chip" using microcircuits
smaller than a paper matchbook, will
allow students to carry on com
parative monitoring of body functions
during different bodily stresses and
after the use of medications.
Patients wired with electrodes
already can be told by a warning
signal to take medicine or to calm
down, Howell said.
Miniature computers can store
thousands of pieces of information
about how a body functions under
certain circumstances. These can be
compared weeks later, said Howell.
Then medication can be used to
correct a malfunction using a com
puter read out or a graphic chart to
determine the drug's effects.
"The only real danger is that of
becoming dependent upon
machines," he said, and failing to
maintain proper personal contact.

dergraduate work in elec
trophysiology at a pharmacy school
has returned to a cerebral palsy
victim the ability to communicate
A device developed by University of
Pacific student Laurence Upjohn now
allows 29-year-old Cass Moreland of
Lodi to activate a typewriter by using
her forehead muscles to trigger
electrical pulses.
It was developed in the UOP
laboratory of Dr. Runion I. Howell.
His laboratory lpoks more like an
electronic factorythan a classroom at
the School of Pharmacy here. Howell
director of the electrophysiology unit*
said it is the only program in any
university where final year students
are allowed this type of study.
"This field involves the use of
electronic instrumentation to monitor
normal or abnormal bodily func
tions," he said. "Our students are
well trained in pharmacy when they
come to me, and thev wnnt to rrr\
seme Cthci 1i'-L, vituci ».»•«!.» u!r classic

drug store pharmacist."
The program has been under wav
since 1970 and today represents an
investment of $200,000 in electronic
equipment, some of it donated.
Howell specializes in alcoholism
! monitoring consenting patients at the
ban Joaquin County Hospital during
natural and medicinal withdrawals.
Upjohn, great-grandson of the
founder of the Upjohn phar
maceutical firm, used biofeedback
principles to convert Miss Moreland's
muscle movements into audible or
visual information she can control.
Miss Moreland has been confined to
a wheelchair since birth and cannot
speak. Until the early 1960s she
communicated by using her shoulder
muscles to activate a special
typewriter, but an operation made
this impossible.
Upjohn constructed a small box
that amplifies the electrical activity
from Miss Moreland's eyebrows via
electrodes placed on her forehead. An
indicator light continuously scans unit
by unit four rows of switches

Only 10 students per year take
Howell s lab courses. He calls the
program applied technology instead
of theoretical technology.
" And as an example of such ap
plication, he said, two students next
semester will be monitoring flat feet
and normal feet to see if electronics
can help those with problems.
Another student will monitor
human tongues, lips and skin to see if
dentists1CS °an
corresponding to the keys on an
electric typewriter.
Miss Moreland moves her eyebrows
when she wants to stop the light on a
letter, which activates a typewriter
key.
It is a slow process but allows
communication for the first time in
more than 10 years for Miss
Moreland. A one-page letter might
take her two hours to write, Upjohn
said.

"The first thing she ever wrote for
me was 'thanks,' even though it was
justTNX," he said.
The girl is now on an extended'trip
with her family and is expected back
sometime next year to resume her
college studies.
Upjohn, who hopes to apply elec
tronics to pharmacy after college,
wants to continue working with
Miss Moreland toward development
of a completely electronic system

adaPtec* *or

Still another student is interested in
pesticides and their long-term effect
on frogs, an important animal
because it eats many insects and
other pests.
Alcoholism will remain the leading
project, however,
"Alcoholism is our number one
drug problem," said Howell. "Three
per cent of alcoholics still die during
withdrawals, and that's worthy of
taking a close look at."
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Pharmaceutical Group Head

Former Fresnon
Receives MA
STOCKTON - Armen Gostan
ian, formerly of Fresno, has
completed postgraduate work at
the University of Pacific School
of Pharmacy and has received
the m a s t e r ' s d e g r e e in
pharmaceutics.
After completing his course
work at UOP, Gostanian en
rolled in a concentrated four
month program at the Letterman's Hospital in San Francis
co, where he earned certifica
tion as a Nuclear Pharmacist.
Armen and his wife, Mari
louise, also a pharmacist,
reside in Stockton.

Charles Green, a Stockton pharmacist
and adjunct professor at University of
the Pacific, has been installed as presi
dent of the 120-member San Joaquin
County Pharmaceutical Association.
He is a 1968 graduate of UOP and a
member of the A merican and California
Pharmaceutical associations and the
Pharmaceutical Institute.

y
CHARLES GREEN

i
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Miss McMillan and Upjohn check equipment which

use by

senses the electrical pulses from eyebrow movement.
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Pharmacy Reviews and News
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Faculty Member Receives Starter Grant
Dr. Raymond M. Quock, a recent
addition to the faculty at the
University of the Pacific School of
Pharmacy, was awarded a 1975
Research Starter Grant from the
Pharmaceutical
Manufactures'
Association Foundation. This grant
will be utilized to establish a
research program in neurophar
macology at UOP.
The proposed project, entitled,
"Monoaminergic Thermo- and
Behavioral-Regulatory Mechanisms
in the Rabbit," will endeavor to

identify
multiple
forms
of
monoaminergic
receptor
mechanisms in the central nervous
system and also attempt to correlate
the narcotic abstinence syndrome
with disturbances in the thermo
regulatory
behavior
at
the
neurochemical level.
These investigations, it is hoped,
will contribute to our understanding
of the physiology of the brain, the
neuro-chemical pathology of certain
types of disorders, such as
Parkinson's
disease
or

Pharmacy Associates Set
Year Recruiting Goal
A 100-member goal was set by the
Board of Directors of the Pacific
Pharmacy Associates at their recent
meeting in Stockton. The directors
pledged to increase their Associate
recruiting efforts, in that the '76
membership goal represents a 63 per
cent increase over the '75 figure.

is about $290,000.
Other items discussed by the
directors included membership
dues, which will remain at $100
annually, and the Pacific Associate
Luncheon, which will be held during
the convention of the California
Pharmaceutical Association in Las
Vcgoa. The luncheon will be opened
to the alumni and friends of the
university.

Th<=» nrojo#-t for fhp nrg?nl73tion

during the new year will be the
perpetuation of the student loan
fund. To this date, the Pacific
Pharmacy Associates have provided
educational loans in excess of
$200,000 to students of the second
and third professional years. The
current lending capacity of the fund

Those interested in more in
formation about the Pacific
Pharmacy Associates and their
programs are encouraged to write or
call the School of Pharmacy for a
brochure.
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months learning different aspects of
pharmacy under the close super
vision of a professional pharmacist.
The pharmacist serves as an adjunct
professor for the school and offcampus faculty member.
With

some 200 students

par
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Suggestions

schizophrenia,
and
the
neuropharmacology of certain
medicinal agents used in the
treatment of these disorders.

For Moderation
In Drinking

Dr. Quock is a graduate of the
University of San Francisco and the
University of Washington, vyhere he
earned his Ph. D. degree in phar
macology under Professor Akira
Horita. After teaching in the
University of Washington School of
Medicine for one year, he joined the
staff of the University of the Pacific
School of Pharmacy as an assistant
professor
in
physiologypharmacology.

The holidays are now past and
much of the partying has subsided.
But not all of it. Throughout this
new year, people will gather
together, enjoying the company of
friends and celebrating various
occasions. One School of Pharmacy
faculty member is aware of a
prominent activity associated with
such occasions—drinking.
Dr. Howell I. Runion, associate
professor of
physiology-phar
macology, has been conducting
basic research in alcoholic with
drawal at San Joaquin General
Hospital in Stockton for the past five
years. He has also noted that people
will continue to drink despite
statistics that show drinking can not
only be harmful but deadly.
Therefore, he has looked for
responsible ways to deal with
alcohol.

The Pharmaceutical Manufac
turers' Association Foundation
presents 25 research starter grants
each year to promising young
pharmacologists in schools of
medicine and pharmacy. Each
award consists of a research grant of
$5,000 per year for two years, with
the second year of , support con
tingent upon the productivity of the
first year's grant.
This program by the P.M.A. strives
to assist those individuals who are
attempting to establish their in
dependent research careers with the
hope that further funding of
research projects will flow from the
initial efforts assisted by the P.M.A.
foundation grant.

Runion gives several suggestions
to
remember about "party"
drinking:
—When a person arrives at a
party, he should quench his thirst
with a non-alcoholic drink such as
punch.
—A person should only have one
alcoholic drink every 40 minutes.

ticipating annually, the UOP
program is believed to be the largest
in the nation, and the specified
duties and organization of the
program make it unique in phar
macy education throughout the
world.

~A person should stick to the
non-salted
and
non-greasy
fingerfoods, such as cheese dips and
raw vegetables, and high protein
snacks, such as salami and cheeses.
Salted foods, such as potato chips,
increase one's thirst and the thirst
quencher usually is an alcoholic
beverage.
—A person should stop drinking
approximately 45 minutes before he
plans to leave for home. At this
time, he also should drink some
coffee (not to counteract the
alcohol but to increase awareness)
and eat some cake or spongy food to
slow down the absorption of any
remaining alcohol in the body.

receptor of the year awards were presented to Irving Sprugasci and
Uo7fa"u
"i Y3 'unChe°n this fa,L Above C to r> CreRory P. Matzen,
UOP field coordinator for Preceptor-.ntern program, Max Polinsky, assistant
dean for Health Care Administration, Sprugasci, Ashcraft and Dean Ivan W
Rowland.

UOP pharmacy students are
required to participate in the intern
program, where they spend four
Page 12

AMATEUR RADIO OPERATOR VICTOR KATTAN OF LODI AT HIS DESK

The native Honduran helped locate several persons in Guatemala

Contact made with 3
ll
residents
in
Guatemala
--J1: • Hi ' MlaiaMMilifilWBI WSBM

Two Preceptor Awards Presented
Preceptor of the Year awards were
presented to pharmacists in San Jose
and Roseville this past fall for their
participation in an internship
program at the University of the
Pacific School of Pharmacy.
Irving Sprugasci, owner of Family
Pharmacy in San Jose, and Norman
Ashcraft, the chief pharmacist at
Roseville Community Hospital,
received the awards at a dinner on
the UOP campus in Stockton.
The two men were honored for
their "effective participation with
the preceptor-internship program
and effective teaching and positive
influence upon their interns and
profession. Their efforts in teaching
and overall concern for the intern
have been exhibited by their under
standing and leadership," the
citation states, "and their knowledge
and professional attitude are
reflected in the high standards of
their practice."

Lodi, California
News-Sentinel
(Cir.6xW.11,448)

Hosts and hostesses should also
mix drinks out of the sight of guests,
and to measure them accurately,
with one ounce of alcohol to three
or four ounces of water or mix, plus
ice. This way, the guest is not im
pelled to make strong drinks, nor
drink heavily throughout the night

mon proselyting missions in
Kattan said he made contact
the tiny Central American with a Ted Smith of the Cen
nation, were located Feb. 10 tral American Mission in
through the efforts of Lodi Guatemala City, another
amateur radio operator Vic amateur radio operator, who
Kattan, of 1186 N. Ham Lane. was instrumental in locating
Kattan, a native of Hon the area residents.
The two young LSD
duras,
which
borders
Guatemala, earned his state missionaries were found to be
"ham" radio operator's helping rural Guatemalans in
license in 1974 and since has the village of Patzicia, near
been instrumental in locating Chimaltenango where the
numerous persons from this quake's center was.
The three girls, who all live
area caught in bad weather
in Stockton, presently are
situations.
During the recent crisis he staying at Lake Atitlan, in the
located Bernhardt and Sch mountains about 25 miles
moliinger, contacted the northwest of Chimaltenango
father of a University of and reportedly intend to
Pacific student in"Guatemala remain there another two
Cify Through a "relay" months before returning to the
operator at sea off the United States.
Venezuelan coast (Feb. 8) and
Through Smith, Kattan was
contacted his brother in on the trail of the three and
nearby San Pedro Sula, probably was responsible for a
Honduras, on Feb. 5S whose call from a ham radio operator
two daughters presently at in New York to Mrs. Herrera
tend the UOP School of several days ago telling
Pharmacy.
*
their safety.

Three residents of San
Joaquin County who were
believed to have been in
Guatemala Feb. 4 when a
major earthquake struck
apparently weathered the
onslaught in the mountains
near the quake's center and
emerged unscathed.
Mrs. Mike Herrera, mother
of identical 20-year-old twins
Christine and Ernestine
Herrera, received a letter
from her two daughters
Thursday saying they were
"pretty lucky girls" and are
-nrini
reading at a lake
about
80
miles
from
Guatemala City. Lisa Kane,
18, daughter of Stockton
Record reporter Maury Kane,
is travelling with the Herrera
twins and also escaped
unharmeJ, according to the
girls' letter.
Twc other county residents,
Fred Bernhardt and Steve
Schmoliinger, of Stockton,
who both were serving Mor
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UOP Gets Grant
The School of Pharmacy at UOP has

a^ n s t !Th 4 ' 3 2 3 i n f e d e r a , s t " d e »''oan
assistance, bringing the total amount it

™ e C e 'r ! d
HeSth

t0 $129'855
g0t

^

year.

m°ney under

the

Writing Made Possible for Cerebral Palsy Victim
A

Jeffrey Bohrman and Mario
, Sylvestri, graduate students of
J UOPs School of Pharmacy, each
j have been awarded a $1000
! scholarship by the Northern
• California
Chapter
of
the
! Achievement Rewards for College
|Scientists Foundation. The found a t l °n is a non-profit organization
;i of women volunteers devoted to the
j support of future scientists.

li

)j
John G. Pech, a graduate student
j 'n the physiology-pharmacology
/j department, was one of ten phar, macists in the country selected to
r e ceive a 51,500 Roche Hospital
|
D k
Jj Pharmacy Research Grant for the
I Year 1975-76. The title of his
\ research project is "Antimicrobial
|Utilization Review in a Community
/ Hospital: Its Impact Upon Rational
| Drug Therapy." He is currently
|
carrying on his clinical study at the
'j Pacific Medical Center in San
Francisco.

Whittier, Calif.
DAILY NEWS
(Cir. D. 22,882)
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A UOP School of Pharmacy
student has developed a device that
makes written communication
possible for a Lodi girl who has been
unable to write for some 12 years.
Laurence R. Upjohn of Carmel, a
senior pharmacy student studying
electrophysiology, has developed a
device to allow 29-year-old Cass
Morel and to activate a special type
writer by using the frontalis muscles
in her forehead.
Miss Moreland, who suffers from
congenital Cerebral Palsy and is
unable to speak, has been confined
to a wheelchair since birth. Her only
form of written communication was
an especially designed typewriter
that she could activate with her
shoulder muscles—until surgery in
the early 1960s made this impqssible. Despite these handicaps
she has completed high school and
attended enough classes at Delta
College to be a sophomore at the
local community college. However,
her inability to write had prevented
her from going much further
through college.

from the body and converting this
into audible or visual information
that the patient can control, he
developed a special piece of equip
ment. The small box that Upjohn
constructed serves to amplify the
electrical activity from the move
ment of the girl's eye brows—via
electrodes placed on her forehead
with a band and wired to the box.
This allows the girl to activate a
switch and control panel and thus
use the specially designed type
writer.
"There is electrical activity in all
of our muscles, and in the situation
facing Cass we had to come up with
the proper electronic equipment to

For Miss Moreland, the device is a
slow process of written com
munication, but it does allow her to
convey her thoughts in written form.
"Cass has been able to adjust to the
new device with a minimum of
training time and now has a slow but
viable method of communication,"
explained Upjohn. "This will allow
her to complete her college
education," he added.
For

Runion

and

Upjohn

the

project has resulted in the
satisfaction of helping someone in
need of the services of professionals
in electrophysiology. "This field
involves the use of electronic in
strumentation to monitor normal or
abnormal bodily functions," said
Runion, who directs what is believed
to be the only program in the nation
that involves undergraduate work in
electrophysiology at a pharmacy
school.
He added that pharmacy students
have numerous skills that can be
used in this area, and the program at
UOP is geared toward an expanded
role for pharmacists in the coming
years.

Laurence Upjohn tests the equipment that enables Cass Moreland (r) to communicate in writing
Page 3

Pharmacy student js

St. Joseph's starts infection control study
A $1,000 grant to conduct
an infection control study
at St. Joseph's Hospital in
Stockton has been ap
proved for Miss Elizabeth
Lithco, Infection Control
Nurse.
E. Fougera and Com
pany, Inc., will support the
national pilot study of
Nosocomial Urinary Tract
Infections, involving the
institution of new catheter
care procedures for
patients with indwelling
Foley catheters. Assisting
with the project are Mr§.
Katherine
Owyoung..

the

w

Passionals,

degree at the University of
the Pacific, and serving as
chairman of the Northern
California Practitioners of
Infection Control.
Classes for St. Joseph's
Hospital nursing per
sonnel, demonstrating the
new procedures, are being
incorporated as routine
training for better patient
care. At the completion of
the program in April,
results will be published
for the use of hospitals
nationally.

pharmacy

4S££SJ2E. and Mrs. Teresa
Bryant, M.T. (ASCP),
micro-biology laboratory
supervisor.
Miss Lithco graduated
from San Joaquin Delta
College in 1971 to become
the youngest RN in the
state at the age of 19. In
1974 she received her B.A.
from California State
University at Chico.
Miss Lithco completed
Infectious Disease
training at the Center of
Disease Control in Atlanta,
and did graduate work in
Epidemiology at the
University of Minnesota.
She currently is working
toward her master's

When Dr. Howell I. Runion,
director of the electrophysiology
unit at the UOP School of Phar
macy, found out about the problem
facing the girl the current project
began.
Upjohn, grandson of the founder
of the Upjohn pharmaceutical
company, started working on the
project more than a year ago. Using
biofeedback principles, which
involve recovering biological signals

ELIZABETH LITHCO, Infection Control nurse at St.
Joseph's Hospital, checks culture media.
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magnify the impulse from the
muscles in her forehead," explained
Runion, who has been studying the
relationship of electronics to
physiology and pharmacology for
the past 15 years.

Fairbanks, Alaska
All Alaska Weekly

FEB 6 JG76
STUDENTS LEARN
RADIOACTIVE DRU<
STOCKTON, Calif. (AF
Twenty students in a
pharmacy class under Wi!
Christopherson Jr. at the
versity of the Pacific are v
ing with radioactive d
which are used more for t
nient than diagnosis.
"The only difference beti
radio pharmacy and
ventional pharmacy is thai
drugs we are dealing with
radioactive," says
Ch
opherson, an assistant pr<
sor of clinical pharmacy, '
this is certainly a signifi.
difference."
Students learn about 1<
ramifications, handling pn
dures, shipping and dos
regulations and basic ra
logical health, Christopher
said.

INTER
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Alcoholism, drug abuse,
and its legal implications
will be the subject of the
Tully C. Knoles P.T.A.
program set for February
17 in the multi-use room.
The program's emphasis
will be on use by children,
and will discuss causes and
effects and what the law is
doing to correct the
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AUTACOID SEMINAR
Highlighting

STOCKTON — Three students at University of the Pacific's School of Pharmacy

the

received scholarship grants from the Northern California Chapter of the Achievement
Rewards for College Scientists Foundation Inc. and a awards^presentation in Sin

PROSTAGLANDINS:

Francisco.
Graduate students Jeffrey Bohrman of Philadelphia, Penn., John Taylor of

DRUGS
OF THE
FUTURE

Pocatello, Idaho, and Mario Sylvestri of Burlingame received $1000 each at the
awards luncheon, where Dr. Stanley E. McCaffrey, UOP president, presented the
awards.
The ARCS Foundation, a national non-profit organization of women volunteers,
promotes the advancement of science and technology by providing scholarship funds

SEVEN ACCREDITED CONTINUING EDUCATION HOURS

college science students who are outstanding academically and in need of
support.

Eureka - February 29,1976

Also represented at the awards luncheon were the University of California,

Stockton - March 7,1976

Stanford, and other Northern California institutions.

mm
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Writing Possible for cerebral palsy victim

An

UOP Pharmacy Students Receive Scholarships

AT
//

Drug Abuse Talk at Tully C. Knoles

1

WINTER 1976
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problem.
Speaking that evening
will be Dr. Howell I.
Runion,
physiologypharmacology professor at
the University of the
Pacific. Dr. Runion is
currently involved with an
alcoholic detoxification
program at San Joaquin
(Continued from Page 1)
General Hospital.
Other speakers will be
Dr. John K. Brown,
professor of phar
macognosy at the
University of Pacific, who
is internationally known
for his street drug iden
tification program, and
Jack Rosenberg, deputy
public defender for San
Joaquin County, who is
presently seeking the
Municipal Court Judge
seat of Department No. 1.
Prior to the program
there will be a short
business meeting which
will start promptly at 7:30
p.m. Mrs. Darwin Sarnoff,
P.T.A. president, will
preside.
Babysitting will be
provided, and coffee will
be served following the
program. The meeting is
open to the public.

A University of the
Upjohn, grandson of the
Pacific School of Phar founder of the Upjohn
m a c y s t u d e n t h a s pharmaceutical company,
developed a device that started working on the
m a k e s w r i t t e n c o m  project more than a year
munication possible for a ago. Using biofeedback
Lodi girl who has been principles, which involve
unable to write for some 12 r e c o v e r i n g b i o l o g i c a l
years.
signals from the body and
Laurence R. Upjohn of c o n v e r t i n g t h i s i n t o
Carmel, a senior phar audible or visual informa
macy student studying tion that the patient can
electrophysiology, has control, he developed a
developed a device to allow special piece of equipment.
29-year-old Cass Moreland The small box that Upjohn
to activate a special type c o n s t r u c t e d s e r v e s t o
writer by using the fron amplify the electrical
talis muscles in her fore activity from the movehead.
ment of the girl's eye
Miss Moreland, who brows—via
electrodes
suffers from congenital placed on her forehead
Cerebral Palsy and is un with a band and wired to
able to speak, has been the box. This allows the
confined to a wheelchair girl to activate a switch
since birth. Her only form and control panel and thus
of written communication use the specially designed
was an especially designed typewriter.
typewriter that she could
For Miss Moreland, the
activate with her shoulder device is a slow process of
muscles—until surgery in written
communication,
the early 1960s made this but it does allow her to
impossible. Despite these convey her thoughts in
handicaps she has com written form. "Cass has
pleted high school and at been able to adjust to the
tended enough classes at n e w d e v i c e w i t h a
Delta College to be a minimum of training time
sophomore at the local and now has a slow but
community college. How viable method of com
ever, her inability to write munication,"
explained
had prevented her from Upjohn. "This will allow
g o i n g m u c h f u r t h e r her to complete her college
through college.
education," he added.
When Dr. Howell I.
The girl is now on an
Runion, director of the extended cross-country
electrophysiology unit at trip with her family and is
the UOP School of Phar expected to return to Lodi
macy, found out about the sometime next year and
problem facing the girl the r e s u m e h e r c o l l e g e
current project began.
studies.

St<M-kton

(Calif. I Kerord

Sun.. Fej). 29. |976
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UOP Pharmacy
School Offers
Drug* Seminar
A seminar on drugs of the
future will be conducted for
pharmacists March 7 by the
University of the Pacific
School of Pharmacy staff.
The March 7 seminar, at the
school of pharmacy, will follow
one in Eureka on Sunday
Each session will involve dis
cussions on prostaglandins, autacoids and allergy and antiallergy agents. The program is
accredited for seven units of
continuing education by the
California State Board of
Pharmacy.

Electrophysiology New Remedy

At thp
nf fLrt
^
At
the TTniuDrciht
University of
the Pacific,
Stockton, Calif., a student in phar
macy has devised a device which
allows a cerebral palsy patient tc
communicate by using his forehead
muscles to activate a typewriter.
The system employs biofeedback
— magnifying and utilizing

CIRCl11 atiom
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Perspective
Additional Editorial Comment
Monday, March 29, 1976—Page

Paul Harvey

'
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M E M O R A N D U M

JOHN PETERSON (left), Scott Miller, and Greg
Matzen (center), of the University of the Pacific
School of Pharmacy, Robert Hunnell, Lodi Phar
macist and President-elect of the California Phar
maceutical Association, and Charles Green, president
of the San Joaquin County Pharmaceutical Associa
tion, were among 60 California pharmacists recently
attending a one-day symposium, "Public Relations
and the Family Pharmacist," at Syntex Laboratories,
Palo Alto. Ray Jones, vice-president of the California
Pharmaceutical Association, sponsor of the sym
posium, said the meeting was designed to sharpen the
communications skills of California pharmacists.

TOj

Pharmacy Faculty

FROM:

Ralph Saroyan, Pharrn,
Director of Pharmacy
Student Affairs

RE:

THE
MOST
RAPIDLY
DEVELOPING and most, exciting

Steve SkaHsky, 1972
1 am pleased to announce that Steve Ska 11 sky, Pharm.D,
class of 1972 has recently accepted a staff position
with the American Pharmaceutical Association in
Washington, D.C.
His initial assignment will be, Acting Executive
Secretary to the Student American Pharmaceutical
Association* He will assume this duty as of February
15, 1976.

V'

3Tl|c JJaetficait

FEBRUARY 3, 1976

PHARMACY FACULTY AND STAFF
NEI, HORVATH
Administrative Secretary
PARTY

y

March 5, 1976

National group gives $1,000
to three pharmacy students
Three pharmacy students recently
received $1,000 grants for outstanding
academic achievement.
Graduate students Jeffrey Behrman of Philadelphia, John Taylor of
Pocatello, Idaho, and Mario Sylvestri of
Burlingame received the awards from
the Northern California chapter of the
Achievement Rewards tor College Sci-

entists Foundation, Inc. at a luncheon
held in San Francisco.
The foundation is a national non
profit organization made up of women
volunteers. It provides funds to those
who need help paying tor their educatin, in the interest of the further ad
vancement ot science- and technolo

gy-

ON FERRUARY 1, 1956, THE FIRST PERSONNEL ARRIVED TO MAN
THE NEWLY ESTABLISHED PACIFIC SCHOOL OF PHARMACY.
TO HELP CELEBRATE OUR 21st YEAR, COFFEE AND CAKE WILL BE
SERVED IN THE FACULTY LOUNGE:
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 5th

APR 3 0 1976

2:00 P.M.

Pharmacy Degree
Deanna' Narnaftny of Santa
Cruz received one of the 210
degrees just conferred by the
University of the Pacific School
of Pharmacy.
t

APR 3 0 1376
Lodions received pharmacy degrees
Five "Lodi residents were
among the 64 students
receiving bachelor of science
degrees in pharmacy Sunday
during University of the
Pacific School of Phlarmacy

new medical specialty is
"electromedicine"
or
4 4 electrophysiology.''
. As just one for-instance, broken
bones, which might require six
months in a cast, with properly
applied electrical stimulation may
heal completely in six weeks!
We've known that 'you are
electric."
We check for malfunctions of
your
brain
with
an
electroencephalograph. We've ex
perimented for 60 years with
electricity as an anesthetic.
But only now are responsible
researchers considering electricity
for treatment as well as for
diagnosis.
A tiny radio-like electronic
device the size of a silver dollar,
implanted under the skin below the
rib cage, within months will
straighten a curved spine!
AND HEAR THIS: Two major
complications of surgery are lung
collapse and bowel paralysis. At
Methodist Hospital, Minneapolis,
they have reduced the former by
three-fourths and have virtually
eliminated that latter complication
altogether.

commencement ceremonie
Degrees were conferre
upon Randall Fukunaga, Alic
Martini, Rodney Okamotc
David Prudhel and Micha<
Willems.

asr- -

Students Help
With Campaign
On Poisoning
Pamphlets describing poison sub
stances and spelling out ways to prevent
poisonings will be distributed to the pub
lic this week by members of the Univers
ity of the Pacific chapter of Kappa Psi
pharmacy fraternity.
Students will man information booths
Monday through Friday at the University
Center, from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. each day,
and on the Weberstown Mall, from noon
to 6 p.m. The safety campaign is part of
a coast-to-coast effort by the national
fraternity to focus attention on the dan
gers posed by common household items
and medications.

Copley News Service

m WHY DO YOU FEEL TUF ELECTRIC GUITAR m DtFECTO '
7

Electroanesthesia — relieving
pain without any side effects,
pioneered in France and now
promoted by our U. S. Army —
passes current from a headband
through the brain of the patient. On
500 patients, "totally effective,
totally harmless."
A sort of 44pacemaker" device
has been adapted to the treatment
of epilepsy. Epilepsy may result
from nothing more complicated
than a "short-circuit" in electrical
brain waves.
At any event, epilepsy, which
resists all drugs, has responded to
an implant in the cerebellum. One
man, 26, who'd suffered un-

controllable seizures every day,
has had none since implantation of
this device.
With electrophysiology we may
remedy a wide spectrum of mental
illnesses. We know the foods which
fuel your body are converted
chemically into the electricity
which makes you function.
Now we're going to learn to
regulate it!
San Jose, California
East San Jose Sun
(Cir.2xW.26,615)

4 *3 1 * *

DAVID EGI
«-VJI INTERN
MM|C
AT PILLBOX PHAI
Davity'Eg£ a student a
of the Pacific, is'working
quarter at the Pillbox phf
of the school's pharmacy
working fulltime for four n
direction of Ronald Spring
and adjunct professor.

Felton, California
Valley Press
(Cir.W.4,944)

Stockton (Calif.) Record

Sun., March 28, 1976 1K3
Santa Cruz, Calif.
Sentinel
(Cir.5xW.22,063)
(Cir.Sun23,524)

Lodi, Calif.
News-Sentinel
(Cir.6XW.11,448)

THE BUREAUCRATS

electrical activity in forehead
muscles. There is electrical activi
ty in all muscles.
Interestingly, the student
developer in this case is Laurence
Upjohn, grandson of the founder of
Upjohn Pharmaceutical.
Where preceding generations
have been preoccupied with "body
chemistry," young Larry's genera
tion is pioneering a new under
standing of "body electricity." You
are electric!

February 12, 1976

NLH

ClariomLeDger

mar 3 1 W g

Antibiotics and You'
topic of Cabrillo lecture
offered'8by

p£

P 1

University of Pacific, will Z
speaker. Hfs
presentation
— ^
vocnuauon wil
wii
Ue a consumer orientec
discussion of relationships

CabriUo College April ? in

Forum Room 454.

2

m

* doctor o

P"?rmacology intern fron

S}"£iaWM and f00d
reactions
Physiological
reactions.
Livingston says it is in

*
Public be aware of how helpful
2 K - - i na c™isand
EUso how they can cause a crisis
mp0rtznt that

for an individual. Audience
questions will be answered after

nr«"lg«t0n's
presentation.

one-hour

14
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A Professional Fraternity of Pharmacy

The Official Publication of Region 8 of the Student American Pharmaceutical Association
Volume No. 1

As we all know, the 1976 SAPhA meeting is
to be held in April. This promises to be an
exciting and educational experience. The
meetings, as well as the city, offer the op
portunity for all in attendance to have a
memorable time.
Our Region VIII showed excellent represen
tation last year in San Francisco. The out
standing number of national officers from
our region is another reason to encourage
the trip to people in each chapter. Attend
ing a "National" is probably one of the best
ways to "fire up" SAPhA members. This us
ually carries back to the chapter, and it is
often the stimulus needed to improve chapter
activities. It would indeed be good if each
chapter in the region could send as many
members as possible. (At least a delegate
and alternate). Even though the meeting is
many miles and dollars away, the experience
will probably be one of the most rewarding
in any member's career.
K. Michael Mills, Regional Advisor
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Delegate's Report
Although it was a very cold transition
from Los Angeles to Minneapolis, the SAPhA
Executive Council Meeting held on January
3-4 in the "Land of 10,000 Lakes" proved to
be most profitable. Plans for our 1976
Regional Meeting were discussed and are in
the process of being implemented by our
Regional Coordinator, John Jackson. It is
rather early to be speaking of the next
Regional Meeting, so the focus will turn to
the rapidly approaching SAPhA Annual Meeting.
New Orleans holds the door open to all who
wish to share in the partaking of the SAPhA
Annual Meeting to be held on April 1-4, 1976.
If each of you would take only ten minutes
to review the Preliminary Program, the evi
dence of many (not just a few) fine work^
ahops, symposiums and programs would feast
before your very eyes. The opportunity is
being presented to every student to bask in
the warmth of the New Orleans sun and to
soak up so many educational, informational
and cultural exchanges. Opportunity costs
are pointing to the benefits of participa
tion in New Orleans.
Consider what and whom you may discover
and take the leap
join us in New
Orleans!!!!!!
Lauren Krup, Regional Delegate

Region 8 Relator

page 2

Regional Editor

Contributors

(Eljt

Gerry Hobson
833 17th Street
Boulder, Colorado
80302

One of the greatest assets of the Pharmacy
Profession is its widespread availability
and accessibility. Potentially no other
health profession possesses a better po
sition within the Health Care Delivery
system to meet primary service needs. The
excellent deployment of these health care
professionals is enhanced by the lack of
physical and economic barriers which in
hibit the utilization of most other health
professionals. Unlike many health service
units, pharmacies are usually profession
ally manned for an average of 12 hours
per day, with 24 hour service available.
Contact with pharmacists without cost
should be ah essential element in any
comprehensive health plan.
The manpower resources of pharmacy have
remained relatively stable over recent
years, while the demand for prescription
drugs has markedly increased. Today the
typical pharmacist dispenses twice as many
prescriptions as he did 10 years ago. This
improved productivity has been made pos
sible by withdrawing from tasks of general
retailing, the introduction of subordinate
personnel, automation, and better work
design.
In response to manpower shortages, aided
by federal incentives and influenced by a
changing labor market, pharmaceutical ed
ucation has engaged in a significant effort
to increase enrollment and practitioner
output. Infact colleges of pharmacy mav
well achieve a doubling of graduates in a
single decade.
During the 1960-1970 period, approximately
40,000 graduates were produced. The 1970-80

.Dan Baker,UNM; Andrea
Rubio,UCSF; Gary DeLander,UofCol; Alex
Marques,UOP; and the
Regional Officers.

Vol 4 No IT

STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA

period should vield 63,000 new pharmacists.
Holding this level of output constant a ra
tio of 75 pharmacists per 100000 people will
exist.Although drug demand will likely in
crease faster than the population, advances
in technology, use of ancillary personnel^
the number of pharmacists should adequately
meet this rise.
Contemporary pharmacy graduates will be pre
pared to assume much broader service func
tions than the existing practitioners. The
unanswered question is the ability of the
system to incorporate this modified profes
sional and properly utilize this new re
source. This doubt leads to some caution in
forecasting manpower requirements. This con
servatism is supported by the potential of
the paraprofessional movement. The logic is
that as the pharmacist moves into a patient
service related role, many of the traditional
tasks will become the responsibility of
others. In light of these developments, it
appears prudent to plan on maintaining the
pharmacist output at the estimated 1976-77
level until there is a substantive,indi
cation of a dramatically changed or increas
ed demand for graduates.
C.A Rodowskas Jr. Ph.D
Director Manpower Information, AACP
The preceedins article was taken from App.T
to the AACP statement on Health Manpower. The
AACP is an extremely Influential organization
In the world of pharmacy. Not only does it
set and enforce accreditation standards for
the colleees of pharmacy but for the contin
uing education procrams as well.Their poli
cies will be largely responsible for the
character of vour future careers in pharmacy.

Page IS
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Poison strikes thousands yearly
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Pharmacy Adds Consultation Rooms
by
Patricia Stegen
Pharmacist-Manager
Campus Pharmacy
In

accordance with the_ everchanging times, a private con
sultation room and two semi-private
consultation booths have been

constructed in the UOP Campus
Pharmacy. This allows the patient
more privacy when receiving his
medication and the instructions for
its use.
At the booths, brief patient
medication histories reflecting drug
allergies, chronic health conditions

New to the campus pharmacy are semi-private consultation booths and a
private consultation room.

and familial health problems are
obtained from patients prior to
filling their prescriptions. Then the
prescription is entered into the
Pharm-Assist computerized patient
profile system which has been
operational in the pharmacy for
about a year. Upon receiving the
medication, the patient is cautioned
by the pharmacist regarding side
effects of the drug, best time to take
the drug and concurrent therapy. If
the patient has any further
questions, the pharmacist will be
able to confer with the patient
either in the booth or in the added
privacy of the consultation room.
The beauty of the addition has
been enhanced by the incorporation
of an antique stained glass window
in one of the walls of the con
sultation room. The window and the
lovely matching show globes which
have decorated the pharmacy for
several years now were donated to
the School of Pharmacy by Byron
Jackson of Fresno.
The Campus Pharmacy is a non
profit business providing services
and products at a discount to
faculty, employees, and students of
the University of the Pacific.

Manteca, Calif.
Bulletin
(Cir.2xW.5,642)

I
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K. Michael Mills, assistant"
professor of pharmaceutics in the
School of Pharmacy, has been
appointed to the National Advisory
Committee of the Student American
Pharmaceutical Association for the
fifth consecutive year. Mills was
elected regional advisor to the
Western Region of SAPhA at their
annual meeting held this fall a t !
UOP.

Manteca, Calif.
Bulletin
(Cir.2xW.5,642)

j
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"Coihe
Pound
the
Pharmicana Drum!" is the
theme of the third annual
Dinner Dance to be held by
the San Joaquin County
Pharmacy Auxiliary in the
Bicentennial year.
The major fund raising
event is slated for Saturday,
April 24 in the Italian Athletic
Club, 3541 Cherryland Ave. in
Stockton and is open to the
public. Proceeds will be used
to provide scholarships for
University of the Pacific

Pharmacy students.
Festivities will begin with
no-host cocktails at 6:30 p.m.,
accompanied
by
hors
d'oeuvres
prepared
by
Auxiliary members. At 7:30
p.m. guests will be served a
veal scallopini dinner with
homemade Baklava for
dessert.
True to the evening's
theme, the hall and tables will
be decorated with drums and
streamers in the American
colors.
Woven
dough

The John Barron Band,
seated in front of an enormous
flag, will provide music for
dancing from 9 p.m. to 1:30
a.m. Serving as chairperson
for the event is Mrs. Robert
Christian.
Reservations
may
be
obtained by calling 462-6150 no
later than tomorrow, April 22.

Rehabilitate an old metal
wastebasket by enameling
itv
eling it,
and then cementing wallpaj
illpap^gT
flower cutouts or decals
als onto
it.

Earn Degrrees
Two Vallejoans, E m i I e
Pappas and William Wong,
were among the 164 gradu
ates who were awarded Doc
tor of Pharmacy degrees at
commencement ceremonies
held by the University of the
Pacific^SehtJSTof Pharmacy
at Stockton.
Dr. Ivan W. Rowland,
dean of the pharmacy
school, and Dr. Stanley E.
MCaffrey, UOP president,
addressed the graudates./

"We hope the public will be in
formed by this event. Maybe they will do
a little more this week to safeguard their
homes against poisons, " he said.
"Save a life by preventing a poisoning."

A CHILD'S GARDEN OF POISONS

MAR 1 2 1976

Common household products kill or disable thousands

Tho Stockton NEWS
Wed., March 3, 1976

Lodi, Calif.
News—Sentinel
(Cir.6XW.11,448)

MAR 6

Pharmacy seminar
slated for Sunday

1976

Discussion by
Safety Council
on poisoning

APft 3 0 1976

Two^Vallejoctns

Kappa Psi, the pharmacy frater
nity, is sponsoring the event, and mem
bers will be available at the displays to
answer questions.

Steven Walden, chairman of the
Professional Events for Kappa Psi, is
coordinating the event.

APf?2 1 1976
breadbaskets
made
by
members will serve as
decorations and double as
table prizes. Other prizes will
also be awarded.

*

the Weberstown Mall Saturday where a
slide presentation will be shown.

The average American-has at least
40 of the 250,000 potential poisons in
their home according to the National
Safety Council's home department. The
pharmacy displays will call attention to
common household supplies which are
poisonous such as bleach, nail polish
remover, various cleaning solutions
and detergents.

Vallejo, California
Times-Herald
(Cir.D.28,643)
(Cir.Sun.28,736)

Dinner dance to benefit
UOP pharmacy students

*•

N e x t w e e k i s P o l s o n Prevention
caused197^^^'6^0'000^3^5 "
ta'
130 000 victim
PO'soning; Week. Informational posters and
W6re
6r
V6 years
p u b l i c a t i o n s w i " b e °o display in the
of age
University Center through Friday and in

'Touch A Life'
WO clinics held earlier this year as part of the K

T

°'

mended by members of the community. Blood'T .J " !
orwarded to the American Heart Associating 0 0 P . r e S S U r e
iesired. Students from University of the Pacific Ph
•nd the Pink Ladies (Manteca H o s t e l AuS

admims,ration

"
is

c h e <*ed

^
^

nembers and Registered Nurses Betty Stotlar an7 Qh T ™
Murse Betty Kratz. Everyone is w e l c o m ^ f C f l no^harg

building. The

were well
and the results

patlent'8

"S

Physician if
^ C,Ub
With Kiwanis

LiCe"Sed V°Cati°nal

The prevention of accidental
poisonings will be the subject
of Wednesday's Lodi District
Safety Council meeting at 7
a.m. in Sambo's Restaurant.
The month of March has
been designated National
Poison Prevention Month by
the National Safety Council.
Gregg Matzen of the
UniversiDLQf the^^ic,
Scnool of Pharmacology, will
be the guest speaker at
Wednesday's meeting. His
talk will cover current
pharmaceutical problems on
safety and will outline the
council's program on poison
prevention.
-

particirSlTnln H?**
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/
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A seminar for phar
macists on drugs of the
future is scheduled for
Sunday, March 7, at the
University of the Pacific
School of Pharmacy.
The day-long presenta
tion will involve discus
sions on prostaglandins,
autocoids, and allergy and
anti-allergy agents. The
faculty will include Dr.
Alice J. Matuszak, and Dr.
Marvin H. Malone from
the UOP School of Phar
macy and Dr. Stephen A.
Tillson and ur. .Bruce B.
Pharriss from the Alza
Corporation in Palo Alto.
The program is ac
credited for seven units of
continuing education by
the California State Board
of Pharmacy. More in
formation is available by
contacting Robert B.
Supernaw at the UOP
School of Pharmacy.
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UOP Receives Grant To Study Disease That Causes Birth Defects
STOCKTON — A clinically rare disease that can cause birth defects is being
investigated at University of the Pacific to determine how prevalent it is among

MARCH - APRIL
1976
ALEX MARQUES EDITORS STEVE NANCE

pregnant women in this area.
Dr. Warren J. Schneider, an associate professor at the School of Pharmacy,
received an approximate $2,000 grant for the research from the Sierra Joaquin March

We are approaching that time of the year when the School of Pharmacy
loses some of its students. Most the graduates will be entering active prac
tice in pharmacy. Others will be going on to graguate education. Whatever
they do, we vzish them the best in the future years.

of Dimes Foundation.
Joyce Matzen, a graduate student in clinical pharmacy, will be assisting

- :U-:
For those who are leaving the realm of formal education, we encourage
them to stay abreast with the progress of pharmaceutical education. Because
of their recent experience with education, they will be in the best position
to give valuable input to those who are trying to improve the profession of
pharmacy. Their ideas and comments will always be welcome.

*L' ' •

Schneider in the study on toxoplasmosis, a disease that can cause birth defects
if the mothers contract it while pregnant.
Schneider, whose field of epidemiology involves how disease acts in popula

Again, we would like to congratulate the Seniors of 1976, and wish
them a fulfilling and exciting future. Many of the graduates will be missed.
The class of 1976 has had many accomplishments, both academically and extracurricurally. We hope the students remaining , and those to follow in the
coming years will be able to take up where the Seniors left off. We hope too,
that we learn from what they
have done, and to improve on it.

tions of people, will be working with Dr. Harry John, chief of obstetrics and
gynecology at San Joaquin General Hospital, to screen 2,000 pregnant women for
toxoplasmosis.

"We will be able to do this from normally required blood samples

of the mothers. This will tell us how significant the disease is in this area and
if it should be a cause of concern," Schneider said.

Alex Marques
Steve Nance

"No studies have been conducted to determine how prevalent this disease is
among pregnant women on the West Coast," explained Schneider, "but research in New
York and Europe shows as many as 60 per cent of the women surveyed are capable of
acquiring the infection during pregnancy.

Some of the problems that may result

include damage to the eyes and nervous systems in infants at birth, or later on in
(more)
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Commencement Activities On Sunday At UOP Pharmacy School
STOCKTON — Approximately 220 students will receive degrees on Sunday (April
25) in commencement ceremonies at the University of the Pacific School of Pharmacy.
The 10 a.m. event is scheduled for the lawn area between Knoles Hall and
Burns Tower.
Dr. Ivan W. Rowland, pharmacy school dean, and Dr. Stanley E. McCaffrey, UOP
president, will each present brief remarks to the graduates.

Bachelor of Science

in Pharmacy degrees will be awarded to U7 students and Doctor of Pharmacy degrees
will go to 171 students.

McCaffrey and Rowland will confer the degrees.

The program will include a student valedictory addrcrc' titled "Professionalism
and Ethics - Your Responsibility" by John W. Main of Elkhart, Indiana.

Senior

class president Eve M. Kurtin Gf Van Nuys also will speak.
Pharmacy commencement proceeddngs ere hold in April because of an ll-month
academic year at the school.

Classes are in session during the traditional June

commencement time.

•
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switch than fight

He'd

By JOEY SCANAP1CO
the left (politically radical) or
Staff Writer
the right (political conservaA 43-year-old Turkish tive) when he was actually
professor who left' his country neutral
Finally disgusted with all
four years ago "because of its
political instability" is now the fighting (Aksoy says the
learning
the
pharmacy school used to be closed down
business at an Antioch drug for two or three days at a time
when riots used to break out),
store.
Necati Aksoy, a student at he moved to San Francisco in
the University of the Pacific in 1972.
Originally, Aksoy's plans
Stockton,JTasbeen working at
here
included teaching and
Long's Drugs for the past
the
three months, learning the doing research at
University
of
California
at
pharmacy business firsthand.
A total of 64 future pharma Davis but when that didn't
cists at UOP are spending this work out, he moved, to Stock
semester in pharmacies ton and became a student at
throughout California, Mary- UOP
land and Hawaii as part of a
unique internship program
that school officials claim is
the largest in the world.
Approximately 200 students
annually participate in the
pharmacy education program
at UOP.
Aksoy, who has attended
UOP for the past eight
Selma, Calif.
semesters, says he left Turkey
Enterprise
in 1972 because of the political
(Cir.W.3,014)
upheavel in his homeland.

For the past three months,
Aksoy has been commuting
from Stockton to Antioch
every day, learning about the
pharmacy business from
behind the counter.
And even though it seems
like a lot of trouble for a
student who's married and
has three children, Aksoy
admits that "this is the only
way to learn."
After completing his intern
ship later this month, Aksoy
says he'd like to take his state
board exam to become a
licensed pharmacist.
Where? Hopefully closer to
his family, he says.

PHARMACY STUDENT INTERNS HERE — Nicati Aksoy, a pharmacy
student at the University of the Pacific in Stockton fills out a Pres£™Pk°n
while serving as an intern at Long s Drug Store in Antioch. Aksoy is oneof
64 pharmacy students at UOP who are spending this semester getting
practical experience in pharmacies throughout California.

"I'm a scientist," he says.
"I don't want to get involved
in any one political side."
Aksoy originally came to the
United States in 1961 and
graduated from the Univer
sity of Nebraska five years
later with a PhD in microbio
logy.
For the next six years he
taught at two different
Turkish institutions, first at
Izmir University and later at
Ataturk University.
The students at both schools
Debra J. Howe, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Keith E. Howe, will receive
were turbulent, Aksoy says,
wanting him to lean either to a doctor of pharmacy degree from the University of the Pacific school of

APR 1 5 1976.

She's earned
her doctorate

pharmacy at its commencement exercise on April 25. She graduated with
honors from Coalinga High School and has consistently been on the dean's
list at UPO. She served her internship at Dameon Hospital in Stockton.
Since completing final exams, Miss Howe immediately started studying
in preparation for her California state pharmacy board exams.
ims. After
Aner
obtaining her license, she plans to practice in hospital or clinical
lical^p^afmacy. She is affiliated with Lambda Kappa Sigma.

Lodi, Calif.
News—Sentinel
(Cir.6XW.11,448)

Santa Cruz, Calif.
Sentinel
(Cir.5xW.22,063)
(Cir.Sun23,524)
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UOP pharmacy
MAR 2 5 1376
students to
UOP Pharmacy
graduate Sun. Program Here
Approximately 220 students
will receive degrees on Sunday
in commencement ceremonies
at the University of the Pacific
School of Pharmacy.
The 10 a.m. event is
scheduled for the lawn area
between Knoles Hall and
Burns Tower.
Dr. Ivan W. Rowland,
pharmacy school dean, and
Dr. Stanley E. McCaffrey,
UOP president, will each
present brief remarks to the
graduates.
Bachelor of
Science in Pharmacy degrees
will be awarded to 47 students
and Doctor of Pharmacy
degrees will go to 171 students.
McCaffrey and Rowland will
confer the degrees.
/

A University of Pacific in
ternship program locally has
enabled students Dominic Chu,
Mark Livingston and Gregory
Carroll to study pharmacy in
area businesses.
Chu is working fulltime at
Longs Drug Store in Santa Cruz
under direction of Ken Siu and
Bill Louie, adjunct UOP pro
fessors. Livingston is working
at Vessey Drugs in Aptos under
direction of Robert Vessey, ad
junct UOP professor. And Car
roll is at Longs Drug Store in
Capitola, working under direc
tion of Ralph Mounts and Rich
ard Lukasdo, adjunct UOP pro
fessors.
j

I

The year- 1976 surely makes all of us think of our heritage from the past,
in addition, we speculate about what our future may be. The Open House had
5 \ Pharmacy - PastPresent and Future". Displays were planned
in^Pharmacy LSt°riCal theme aftd some exhibits demonstrated future development;
Colonial Pharmacy
,am,Tlie large "display window was transformed into a replica of a colonial
direction of Dr. Alice Jean Matuszak, Associate Professor
of MedlJj Trl
r tf Chemistry, and Dr. John Brown, Professor of Pharmacognosy.
PMDelta Chi constructed a fine preset Lption casein*
shelvin t'T1'
shelving unit, using pictures of Colonial Williamsburg and the Parke-Davis
aS wr& supplied to the Revolutionary Army (accord4^! r 4^ w{
tam^!t"!!S..!uU?f1S^afS-S,t0ppered salt mouth bottles on the shelves
An ornamenca! "antique" pill tile, bearing the Coat'o'f Aras^f rte ^rshlP

ono po.
l7

/ display of hand-rolled pills (made by Professor Emer. Cisco Kiharft)
with a°^ilR a\6arly yedSew°cd Pill tile, bearing an eagle motif,along
with a pill machine. A set of antique nested brass cup weights and a set of
scales attested to the apothecary's need for accuracy L

bI'c°

Although pharmacists in Colonial.America usually stored their druvs in
r
also.

P1'0baMy"
"
JTP*'
'
®« decorative jars
1
8
t
h C e n t ™ y « y l «
i
j a r s o f
factn^f Zhitef P°ttary; °ne °f these had the" common motif of two peacocks
facing a basket of fruit and a cherub's head
peacocits,

n

EXHIBIT BY THE UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC SCHOOL OF PHARMACY
IN HONOR OF THE BICENTENNIAL CELEBRATION OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

ai
JeeCh&S WSre * cotnmon ^ock Item, we included a leech iar in o„r
isplay. This jar, which was borrowed from the Pioneer Museum and Hacc-tn
1776-1976

PHARMACY IN COLON!AT. AMERICA

E3S HoldenSD°Cktrn' aCtUally Was USed ±n '-he early days of Stockton at the
L.S. Holden Drug Company, established in 1849.
Several mortars and pestles were'displayed: a wooden revolutionary war
h-yp , a large brass one, and a marble mortar with metal pestle
BurIan
sacks of crude drugs and a glass iPercolator for extraction were included

fvno

Pharmlcis^nniM31^

IT

m

!

u8S

" ^h\late
~

Century in America was very likely Physician and
Ptescribing and dispensing. He sold many items in his
tiedicines — cosmetics, tobacco products, paint, etc. The
18th

b0t^

like George Wash^T7 ^ ±n Predericksbur8. Virginia, had a room where gentlemen
like George Washington came to have their wigs powdered.

Colonial Medicine was based upon the theories of Galen that there were Four Mai or
Humors of the body: Blood, Phlegm, Yellow Bile and Black Bile. T^e underlying cause

?;:m\rf°1SX^K^K?sXtclties of the era'such as T-^0;.s

Ba

Students involved: in-helping prepare the display included Geof Henrietta
and GeneaLew

G&rddnne' Diane Mu, Linda

Okada, Nona Berry,

or deficientaauantiS &
""f °£ theSS HuM°rS " perha?s Present
excessive
exc
through bleeding vomiti
fs±ve» Patients could be cured by reducing the amount
aided
by diet and
^ °u SWeatin8' If deficient, the patient could be
aiaed Dy diet and drugs to increase the amounts.

S.O.P. Open House
Colonial Pharmacy

'
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An Invitation to Pacific Day

S.O.P. Open House - 1976
Colonial Pharmacy
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Entertainment, food, workshops, seminars, and displays will literally flood UOP on Satur
day, April 24, for the annual Pacific Day.
Designed as an all-university open house, more than 70 individual events have been
scheduled between 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. on Pacific Day. In addition, virtually every department
within the University will have an information table on campus.
The program gets underway with the traditional Anderson Y Strawberry Breakfast from 8
a.m. to 11 a.m. Cost for the breakfast, which is a fund raising event for Anderson Y, is $2 for
adults and $1 for children under 12.
Another food highlight of the day will be a colonial county fair featuring authentic food
from the colonial era. UOP Food Service will be staging this event from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. on
the lawn between Knoles Hall and Burns Tower. Numerous booths will be set up with each
serving a different dish that can be purchased at a nominal cost.
A host of entertainment features are planned for the day. The Conservatory of Music
will be presenting a continuous program from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the University Center
Gallery. The Folk Dance Camp organizers for the regular summer program on campus will be
on the stage on Knoles Lawn for authentic folk dancing. The Physical Education and
Recreation Department has scheduled no less than 14 activities throughout the day ranging
from Judo and Aikido demonstration to the UOP-San jose State baseball game.
Numerous departments and schools are planning special seminars and gatherings.
Among them are Business Administration, Religious Studies, School of Education, School of
Pharmacy, and Elbert Covell College.
A complete schedule of events is included in this publication. Page two and three list
the events by school, college or department and the back page is a schedule by time of day.
Numbers listed with each event refer to the map below.
Everyone is invited to Pacific Day. Look over the schedule and you will see something of
interest to all members of the family. The University of the Pacific looks forward to having
you as a guest on Saturday, April 24.

S.O.P. Open House - 1976
Dr. Jean Matuszak - Medicinal Chemistry
Colonial Style Periodic Table

S.O.P. Open House - 1976
Display of Old Books by the
Library

V

PROSPECTIVE STUDENT RECEPTIONS

10:00a.m.and "Pacific Presents"
(9) GraceCovell
2:30p.m.
An overview of the University Main Lounge
and meeting with President
Stanley E. McCaffrey and
other University faculty
and administrators

S.O.P. Open House - 1976; Gary Hutchinson
makes suppositories in pharmaceutics lab.
Gary also constructed the prescription
counter and shelving unit for the
Colonial Pharmacy Display.

S.O.P, Open House - 1976
Geof. Henrietta - Co-Chain

S.O.P. Open House - 1976
Dr. John Brown - Pharmacognosy
Marijuana Display
5«°sy

•

S.O.P. Open House - 1976
Sue Wasp - Co-Chairman
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S.O.P. Open House - 1976
Med. Chem. - Dr. C.W. Roscoe
with Soxlet extraction equipment

S.O.P. Open
Med. Chem.
with liquid

S.O.P. Open House
Med. Chem. - Tim
Invention of soda
Joseph Priestley

S.O.P. Open House - 1976
Med. Chem. - Cathy Dudley
with Alchemical display

S.O.P. Open House - 1976
Bruce Wright
Greg Schapansky
Morphine Catalepsy - Pharmacology

?.J.. •' v •..

•

S.O.P. Open House - 1976
Med. Chem. - Tim Breau & Cathy Dudley
Reinactment of Joseph Priestly dis
covering oxygen. (Watch that mouse
gettine out of the hell iar.',L=.

S.O.P. Open House - '
Pharm. Chem. Display
Pellitier & Caventou

.O.P. Open House - 1976
S.O.P. Open House - 1976
Med. Chem. - Cathy Dudley
with Alchemical display

Alkaloids

M. Chaubal

S.O.P. Open House - 1976
Pamela Moe and Dr. Darwin Sarnoff
put on a puppet show about the
changing role for women in Pharmacy

S.O.P. Open House - 1976
Tom Rogers, John Schnare
Industrial Pharmacy

S.O.P. Open House - 1976
Jim Vassar - Street Drug Program

KNKLLAL
AUTKIUOSCLKUOSIS

.

S.O.P. Open House - 1976
August Harter - Preventive Medicine

20
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Clinical Pharmacy Program Reports Expansion
BY
DR. RICHARD JACOBS

Since the last discussion of the
Clinical Pharmacy Program at UOP
in the Newsletter of November,
1972, much revision and expansion
has characterized the program and
its growth. Since the inception of
the Clinical Pharmacy Program, the
emphasis has been on the training of
pharmacy students in the hospital
setting to better enable them to
apply the theoretical information
learned in the classroom setting to
the more practical setting of the
wards and outpatient clinics. In the
summer of 1970, Dominican Hos
pital of Santa Cruz initiated the
clinical pharmacy clerkship program
with six students. Since that time,
the clerkship has expanded to en
compass eleven West Coast hos
pitals located from as far south as
San Diego to as far west as Hawaii
and offering training facilities for
upwards of forty pharmacy students
a semester.
While it is quite difficult to offer a
definition of clinical pharmacy due
in part to the difficulty in deciding
just what clinical pharmacy is, it is
generally agreed that clinical
pharmacy has offered the profession
an opportunity to assume more of
an active role in the delivery of
health care, to patients both in and
out of the hospital setting. Since
defining the new aspects of phar
macy are so difficult it can best be
summed up that the pharmacist of
today is not only voluntarily assum
ing a greater role in the medication
regimen of a patient but is more and
more expected to assume this role.
To meet this obligation of the "drug
expert" requires a thorough under
standing of the pathologies of the
patient, diagnostic methods avail
able to ascertain the severity and
breadth of the disease, proper
techniques of communicating with
other members of the health pro
fession and the patient, and a com
plete and thorough working
knowledge of the drugs available for
use on both a therapeutic and
prophylactic basis.
With these concepts in mind, the
clinical pharmacy clerkship program
was established under the director
ship of Dr. James C. King, in an at
tempt to offer the student a setting
within which many of the lessons
and experiences gained would
enable him to assume the role of a
professional drug consultant. At
present the clerkship program is set

up to offer the student the op
portunity of rotating through differ
ent areas of the hospital in which he
is completing his clerkship. These
rotations range from the various
diagnostic areas in the hospital such
as the laboratory or X-ray, to the
various therapeutic services such as
medicine, emergency room, surgery
and anesthesiology, pediatrics,
obstetrics and gynecology, and the
coronary and intensive care units.

While spending the allotted time on
each one of these services, the stu
dent is given the opportunity of
observing firsthand the ways in
which pharmacy input can play a
vital role in the rapid and uneventful
recovery of the patient. In addition,
the pharmacy student is given the
opportunity to interact with mem
bers of the hospital's pharmacy,
medical, and nursing staffs in a
positive manner, by offering sound,

professional
recommendations
regarding the drug regimen of the
patient. The end result is the
development of the skills and
confidence needed to assume a
place in the delivery of health care
after graduation. While most of the
pharmacy students' activities center
around these various medical serv
ices, what they learn and experience
is geared toward the practice of
pharmacy.

Industrial Pharmacy Gaining Interest
The Industrial Pharmacy program
at UOP is beginning to generate
wide interest, reports Dr. Ravindra
Vasavada. To date, inquiries for
information and admission into the
program have been received from
several states including Delaware,
Michigan, Minnesota, Tennessee,
Washington D. C. and the territory
of Puerto Rico. The class of 1976-77
is expected to include at least two
students from out of state (Colorado
and Utah).
Dr. Vasavada was invited to
present details of this program be
fore the National Pharmaceutical
Council on March 2. He also dis
cussed
this
program
with
managers of the various divisions of
Johnson and Johnson group of com

panies in New Brunswick, New
Jersey on March 3.
Representatives of three major
Southern California Companies,
Allergan, Riker and Towne Paulsen,
recently met with Dr. Vasavada to
discuss the Industrial Pharmacy pro
gram at UOP, and to explore ways of
working together. As a result
Allergan and Riker Laboratories
have agreed to develop an intern
ship program in Industrial Pharmacy
for our pharmacy students.
Of the three courses, namely In
dustrial Pharmacy, Quality Control,
and Product Development offered
during winter term, the course titled
Quality Control has proven to be of
a broader interest than "others.
This course was first developed by

Dr. Vasavada and offered last year
in close collaboration with Quality
Control personnel of Syntex Labora
tories, headed by Dr. Hyman
Mitchner. This year, industry par
ticipation has been expanded to
include Alza and Barnes-Hind
Pharmaceutical Companies and a
discussion of the much broader role
of the Food and Drug Admin
istration has been added.
The participants in this course
learn about the organization and
function of Quality Control within a
Pharmaceutical Company and just
how FDA regulations are interpreted
and implemented to assure quality
in a drug product on the pharmacist's shelf and most importantly
to the consumer.

'Howie's Spof Occurs Weekly on TV
by

Diana Clouse, Alumni Director, Dr
Donald Duns, Chairperson, Com
munication Arts Department,
College of Pacific, and Bill Keim for
Sports. I have the challenging and
rewarding task to prepare weekly
four to five minute segments of the
program known as "Howie's Spot"
and thus adding a fourth dimension
to the weekly program.
There are three objectives that I
attempt to meet each week. First, to
present to our viewers a glimpse of
the diversified teaching that the
School of Pharmacy offers in its
professional training program;
second, to bring to public awareness
the immense responsibility that the
community pharmacist bears in
preparing, dispensing, and sub
sequently counseling the patient
whether it be for a prescriptive or
OTC drug. Finally, each topic
presented is aimed as a public serv
ice in providing better understand
ing of basic health care considera
tions that revolve around the use of
drugs or services that the phar-

HOWELL I. RUNION
School of Pharmacy

Public awareness of the com
munity pharmacists has not had the
widespread appeal for a television
drama series that other professions
have enjoyed since TV began to
enter our home nightly in the early
1950's. However, beginning late last
year in December, the School of
Pharmacy was invited to participate
in a seventeen week television series
known as Pacific Weekly. The pro
gram emanates from the studios of
Stockton/Sacramento KOVR,
Channel 13. The basic weekly
format had been one of campus
news, special program reviews, and
sports. When I was asked by the
Public Relations office to par
ticipate with health, I recognized
that here was an unique opportunity
to promote the profession of
Pharmacy.
Pacific Weekly is directed
Carlin Jardin and co-hosted

by
by

Recreating History
Three members of the San Joaquin Pharmacy
Auxiliary recreate a famous historical scene in
preparation for the group's third annual din
ner dance, "COMePOUND the Pharmicana

macists can offer the patient.
The program contents thus far
have explored such diverse topics as
temperature recording in infants
and appropriate selection of fever
thermometers; aspirin aids and their
claims; antibiotic therapy and the
importance of total compliance
with the therapeutic course; time
release drugs; patient profiles, radio
isotope drugs in tumor and cir
culator diagnostics; IV additives; all
you ever wanted to know about
warts, but were afraid to ask; safety
tops on prescription bottles, and
variety of other topics yet to be
covered.
How can you participate in these
program efforts? First, I welcome
any suggestions for program content
or specific concerns that you may
have for promoting professionalism,
and secondly, all but the remaining
eight programs have Grant sponsors.
Should you be interested in either of
these two areas, please contact us
for further discussions or informa
tion (209-946-2488). Call collect.

Members of the San Joaquin
County Pharmacy Auxiliary are
bidding interested area residents to
COMePOUND the Pharmicana
Drum!" at their third annual dinner
dance April 24.
A Bicentennial theme will be car
ried out at the benefit event, pro
ceeds from which will be used to
p. ovide scholarships for pharmacy
students at University of the Pa
cific.
Festivities will begin at the Ital
ian Athletic Club with no-host cock
tails at 6:30 p.m. A variety of
complimentary hors d'oeuvres pre
pared by auxiliary members will be
arrayed on platters that will rest on
drums of various sizes. The drums
will be decorated with Bicentennial
colors and motifs.
Centering each of the tables

Colusa, Calif.
Sun Herald
(Cir.5XW.3,197)

Two
Business Women to
hold potluck dinner

9

The Delta Queen Chap
ter of the American Busi
ness Women's Association
will meet at the home of
Mrs. Mary Randolph, 103
W. Churchill, for a potluck
dinner at 6:30 p.m. tonight.
,Dr. Howell Rlininn
associateprofessor of
psysiology - pharmacology
at the University of the Pa
cific School of Pharmacy,
will speak on "Sleep and
Dreaming." Dr. Runion is
active in electropsysiology and the
detoxification programs at
San Joaquin General Hos
pital. Over the recent holi
days, he appeared on radio
and TV with information
on how to keep from im
bibing too much.
The vocational speech
will be given by Mrs.
Olivia Knight who is
employed by the Fiberboard Credit Union.
Plans for the Bicen
tennial Membership Tea
and a Rummage Sale on
March 20 are on the
agenda as well as Casino
Night, according to Mrs
June Teeple, Chapter
president.
The award for "Boss of
the Year" went to Dr.
Alfredo Leon based on a
letter written by Mrs. June
DeCero. Mrs. Bea Tuttle
announced the .winner and
made the presentation at
the January meeting.

man for the auxiliary's major
fund-raising event of the year.

Heading committees are Mmes.
Craig Norton and Donald Shiromizu, decorations and mu^ic; Dennis
Regan and Lohit Tutupalli, invita
tions; Charles Green and Wayne
Davis, reservations; Stephen Laverone and Allen Young, donations and
prizes; Ravindra Vasavada, public
ity; Roy Takeuchi, hors d'oeuvres;
and Max Polinsky and Regan, des
sert.
Reservations are being accepted
by Mmes. Green and Davis until
Monday.

Lodi, Calif.
News—Sentinel
(Cir.6XW.11,448)
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yop Degrees

Ruth Eggett of Colusa has received
both her doctor of pharmacy and her
bachelor of science degree in pharm
acy from the University of the Pacific
School of Pharmacy, according to a
UOP announcement.
The school conferred 210 degrees
during the commencement ceremonies
which were held last Sunday at
Stockton. Of this total, 164 doctor of
pharmacy degrees were awarded and
16 bachelor of science degrees were
:onferred.
UOP spokesmen explained the com
mencement ceremonies were held in
April due to the 11-month academic
year at the School. Classes are in
session during jthe traditional Junecommence. ient time.
/

co/tc(ia£fiy (.Mites you to the
16tk lAnnuafi School o^^ha/imacy
©pewWouse
sponso/tec( by tke Sfawbda ^Kappa Sigma
and
Wi^efita Cbi^/iate/twltles
ow 2atu/ic(ay, uAp/ilfi 24, 1976
751 ^/toofesicfe^oad, Stockton
^/tow 11:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

0 1976

z
ns
pharmacy
graduates
.

Ruth Eggett Gets

The Stockton NEWS
Wed., March 3, 1976

RODERICK SUGI, 25. a second year pharmacy student at
Prepares a prescription at Rancho Pharmacy. Sugi
commutes daily from Stockton to the pharmacy. His full time
internship will end next month when the semester is
concluded, but he will continue to work part-time at the
pharmacy, the only one in Manteca participating in the UOP
internship program in community pharmacy. Working at the
pharmacy has given Sugi approximately 450 hours toward the
1500 needed to be a registered pharmacist once he has passed
his State board exams.
/
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Intern pill pusher

where partygoers will be seated at
7:30 p.m. for a gourmet veal scallopini dinner will be red, white and
blue snare drums. Bread will be
served in the woven dough baskets
that members are creating as table
prizes, and miniature American
Flags will top each serving of
homemade bak lava that will be
served as the meal's finale.
Red, white and blue balloons con
taining special prize tickets will be
popped by guests between courses.
A huge American Flag will serve
as a backdrop for the John Barron
Band, which will provide music for
dancing from 9 p.m. to 1:30 a.m.
Mrs. Robert Christian is chair-

Paso Robles, Calif.
Press
(Cir.5xW.2,884)

Manteca, Calif.
Bulletin
(Cir.2xW.5,642)
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Record Photo

Auxiliary Pounds Party Drums

Pago 11

m m

Drum."" Taking the parts of the Revolutionary
trio are (left to right) Mmes. Ravindra Vasa
vada., Robert Christian and Dennis Regan.

^ <T
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The University of the Pacific
School of Pharmacy conferred
210 degrees Sunday (April 25)
during
commencement
ceremonies at the UOP campus
in Stockton.
Among the graduates were:
Roy Kelley and Roger Toevs of
Paso Robles.
Of the 210 degrees awarded,
164 were Doctor of Pharmacy
and 46 were Bachelor of Science
in Pharmacy.
Dr. Ivan W. Rowland, dean of
the pharmacy school, and Dr.
Stanley E. McCaffrey UOP
president,
addressed
the
graduates.
Pharmacy
commencement
ceremonies were held in April
due to an 11-month academic
year at the school..
/

San Bernardino, Calif.
Sun Telegram
(Cir.D.87,614)

MAY 12

Fortuna, California
Humbolt Beacon & Advance
(Cir.W.3,765)

I People &
I places
^

MAY 6

lee Woodcock Of Fortuna Graduates Pharmacy School
UOP president, addressed the
graduates.

due to an 11-month academic
year at the school. Classes are
in
session
during
the
Pharmacy commencement traditional
June
comceremonies were held in April mencement time.
/
San Rafael, Calif.
Independent-Journal
(Cir. 6xW. 41,949)

r Al*iPn^jthe graduates were
Lee Woodcock of Fortuna.
Of the 210 degrees awarded,
164 were Doctor of Pharmacy
and 46 were Bachelor of Scien
ce in Pharmacy.
Dr. Ivan W. Rowland, dean
of the pharmacy school, and
Dr. Stanley E. McCaffrey,

-7
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1976

„ity of
Stockton - the University
the Pacific School oF Phar
macy Tfonfeiicd 210 degrees
Sunday, April 25, during com
mencement ceremonies at the
UOP campus in Stockton.
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1976
the fersit-v

of

has been

the Pacific School^F^/ma™^'

r°m

awes
Receiving both a doctorate of pharmacy and a
bachelor of science degree
m Pharmacy was Alan HelfmanofSan Bernardino
RrflHL°n^Hkier °f RiaItO,
£ *?Jey Gilberfcjon of High
land, Raylene Parrett of
and
J o h n
v »ni
Vanderveen of Redlands all
were awarded doctorates of
pharmacy. Donald Chene of
Ridgecrest was given a
bachelor of science degree
m pharmacy.

Monterey, California
Peninsula Herald
(Cir.5xW.29,449)
(Cir.Sun.28,940)

4PR 3 0 m

BS Degree Awarded
Helen Cook of Pacific Grove
has been awarded a bachelor of
science degree in pharmacy at
f®miy^ncement ceremonies at
the University of the Pacific at
Stockton. The school of parmacy awarded 164 doctoral
degrees and 46 BS degrees at the
ceremonies.

7

ROBERT HUNNELL
UOP award

Hunnell
honored
b y UOP
Lodi pharmacist Robert
Hunnell has received a
Distinguished Service Award
from University of the
Pacific's School of Pharmacy.
The award was one of four
presented by Ivan W. Roland,
dean of the pharmacy school,
during Sunday's graduation
ceremonies.
Hunnell, who will be in
stalled as president of the
California Pharmaceutical
Association next week, was
cited for his "community
leadership and active interest
and participation within the
profession."
He opened his first Lodi'
pharmacy in 1952 and now
operates in two Lodi locations.
A former Lodi City Council
member and a past mayor, he
is currently serving as
president of the San Joaquin
Pharmacy Society and is
president of the UOP Phar
macy Associates.
Hunnell and his wife, Eloise,
have three children.
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Friday, May 21 — 7:30 p.m., All-University Convocation and
Graduate School Commencement.
Saturday, May 22— 10:30 a.m., Elbert Covell College; 2 p.m., School
of Education; 5:30 p.m., Raymond College; 7:30 p.m., Conservatory of
Music.
Sunday, May 23 — 9 a.m., College of the Pacific; Noon, School of
Engineering, luncheon followed by ceremonies; 4 p.m., Callison College.
Sunday, May 29—2 p.m. McGeorge School of Law, Memorial
Auditorium in Sacramento.
Friday, June 18—4 or 4:30 p.m., School of Dentistry, Masonic
Auditorium, San Francisco.
Also scheduled during the May commencement weekend is the 50year Reunion for the Class of 1926.

• ft

Pharm grads

/•••fjZf f

i

4.

bid farewell to campus
STOCKTON. SAN FRANCISCO.
SACRAMENTO. CALIFORNIA

/

COLLEGE OF THE PACIFIC / RAYMOND COLLEGE/ELBERT COVELL
C0LLEGE/CALLIS0N COLLEGE/CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC/

/

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION/SCHOOL OF PHARMACY/SCHOOL OF
ENGINEERING/SCHOOL OF OENTISTRY/McGEORGE SCHOOL
OF LAV*/SCHOOL OF MEDICAL SCIENCES/GRADUATE SCHOOL

#

Dean Ivan Rowland presented some 210 diplomas to Pharmacy
graduates at their April 25 ceremony.

0%/i€W4nacy

[he Stockton NEWS
Wed., May 12, 1976

*4)

School of Pharmacy
confers degrees
The University of the
Pacific School of Phar
macy conferred degrees
April 25 during commence
ment ceremonies at the
UOP campus.
Stockton graduates who
were awarded the Doctor
of Pharmacy degree were
Necati Aksoy, Nona Berry,
Domeniek Bertelli, Dennis
Blinn, Craig Caron, James
Dee, Michael Giovannoni,
Gregory Glaser, Laurence
Golden, David Grillo,
Joseph Haid II, Julia
Konrad, Howard Lamborn
III, Dianne Lareu, Wilton
Lee, Wallace Louie,
Martha Mah, Gregory
Mayer and William
Mcintosh.
Other Stockton gradu
ates were Gerald Miller,
Dariush Noori, Chukwudimma Okorocha, Thomas
Rogers, Mark Sanguinetti,
Stephen Schwamb, Albert
Souza Jr., Santiago
Tabarangao and David
Valencia.
Stockton students
receiving their bachelor of
science in pharmacy were
Beverly Asako Chu, Rob
ert Migliori, Raymond
Oneto, Alan Roscelli and
James Vassar.
Dr. Ivan W. Rowland,
dean of the pharmacy
school, and Dr. Stanley E
McCaffrey, UOP presi
dent, addressed the gradu
ates.

€t/
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SCHOOL OF PHARMACY COMMENCEMENT

The Stockton NEWS
Wed., May 12, 1976
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Pharmacy School gives special awards

April 25,1Q76

UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC

Anderson, Calif.
Cottonwood Press
(Cir. W)

I, f MAY 5

13/6

Lrooawin graduates
The University of the Pacific
School of Pharmacy conferred
210 degrees April 25 during
commencement ceremonies at
the UOP campus in Stockton.
J Among the graduates was
Marilyn Goodwin of Anderson.
Of the 210 degrees awarded,
164 were Doctor of Pharmacy
and 46 were Bachelor of Science
in Pharmacy. Marilyn received

~
' of Science degree.
a Bachelor
Dr. Ivan W. Rowland, dean of
the pharmacy school, and Dr.
Stanley E. McCaffrey UOP pre*,
sident, addressed the graduates,'
Pharmacy commencement'
ceremonies were held in April'
due to an 11-month academic
year at the school. Classes are irtsession during the traditional v
June commencement time.
i

Eureka, Calif.
Times-Standard
(Cir.D.23,257)
(Cir.S.23,775)

Four special awards
were presented at the
recent annual University
of the Pacific School of
Pharmacy
commencement ceremonies.
Dr. Ivan W. Rowland,
pharmacv school dean'
presented the honors at
graduation ceremonies for
210 students.
Those honored were
Stockton pharmacist
Charles R.-Chase Jr., who
received the 1976 Out
standing Preceptor Award
for his work with UOP

Concord, Calif.
Transcript
(Cir.5XW.7,579)

Redding, Calif.
Record-Searchlight
(Cir.6xW.25,650)

pharmacy students in the
intern-preceptor program,
Lodi pharmacist Robert F.
Hunnell, who received a
Distinguished
Service
Award for his community
leadership
and active
active
?eaaersftlP and

Orinda, Calif.
Sun

MAY i 4 1976
MAY 5
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Receives degree
Pharma^degVTom
Pacific

tie

Stockton. Woodcock was in
one
°f 210 pharmacy
school
graduates.

MAY

6

igpe

/ Two are^
sti
area, students
received their

Stockton, recently.
MichaeT Guthrie. Redding,

awarded h i s " do/or 'of/'/'
degree and Marilyn Go

Anderson

receiver! h

Was

Goodwin,

«««i, pKS Su*'
*

*

*
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Over 200 diplomas
for pharmacy grads
Except for a strong wind which blew
the graduation caps oft some of the
speakers, the 1976 Pharmacy Gradua
tion ceremony went smoothly.
Two hundred and ten diplomas
were presented during the ceremony
which lasted about an hour and a half
There were 46 Bachelor of Science
Degrees, and 164 Doctor of Pharmacy
Degrees given out. In addition there
was one August 1975 graduate, 10
December 1975 graduates, and 35
students who should be August 1976
graduates, among the graduates in the
ceremony.
Over 1500 people attended the
Sunday ceremony which started at 10
a.m. President Stanley McCaffrey, Vice
President
Over 1500 people attended the
Sunday ceremony which started at 10
a.m. President Stanley McCaffrey and

Rolf j. Ullestad of Carmel,
a retired educator and
member of the Pfeiffe
Research Foundation
Hoard of Directors, who
received a Meritorious
Service Award for his
contributions
to
professional health care in
American
higher
education.

(Cir. W 2,837)

The UrrtveiffitV of the Pa
cific School of Pharmacy
conferred 210 degrees Sun
day during commencement
ceremonies at the UOP
campus in Stockton.
Some local graduates re
ceiving a Doctor of Phar
macy are Diane DeForest
of Pleasant Hill; Clarie
Holmsen of Clayton; Larry
Munkelt of Martinez; and
Cheryl Thate of Concord

President McCaffrey and Dean Rowland
address Pharmacy school graduates

UOP PHARMACY
SCHOOL GRADUATE
John Gelinas»'olf Moraga
received/a doctor of phar
macy detrgfc at the .Univ
ersity of the Pacific School
of Pharmacy commence
ment recently at the UOP
campus in Stockton. Dur
ing the ceremony, 210 de
grees were awarded of
which 164 were doctor of
pharmacy.

H Sunday, May 16, 1976

Stockton (Calif.) Record

2 Pharmacy Awards
University of the Pacific
School of Pharmacy has
presented special awards
to Stockton and Lodi phar
macists .

Castro Valley, C a l i f .
Reporter
(Cir. W 2,275)

MAY fi

members of the Board of Regents, Dean
Ivan Rowland of the School of Pharm
acy, assistant deans of pharmacy and
the pharmacy faculty all took part in the
event.
The ceremony took place on the
lawn area between Knoles Hall and
Burns Tower. Pharmacy commence
ment proceedings are held in April
because of an 11-month academic year
at the school. Classes are therefore in
session during the traditional June
commencement time.
Rowland was presented with a
check for $350 as a gift from the grad
uating class to be used to improve plant
life at the-School of Pharmacy. Upon
receiving the check, Rowland said that
he assumed the check meant that
there would not be "any marijuana."
Senior Class President Eve Kurtin made
the presentation.

1976

Area students
win degrees
^TOCKtON -— Two Castro
Valley students received
"JE6®* from the University
of the Pacific School oT Phar
macy hi April 25 commence
ment ceremonies.
Geoffrey Sieux received a
doctor of pharmacy degree,
while Leslie Runge received a
bachelor of science degree.

Those honored were
Stockton
pharmacist
Charles R. Chase Jr. who
received the 1976 Outstanding Preceptor Award for
work with UOP pharmacy
students in the intern-pre
ceptor program and Rob
ert F. Hunnell, Lodi
pharmacist, who was ^'re
sented a Distinguished Ser
vice Award for his
community leadership and
active interest and partici
pation within the profes-

sion.
Also honored were Dr.
Rolf J. Ullestad of Carmel,
a retired educator and
member of the Pfeiffe Re
search Foundation board
of directors, who received
a Meritorious Service
Award for his contributions to professional health
care in American higher
education.
Louis L. Stein of Berke
ley, a retired pharmacist
who has contributed signif
icantly to pharmacy mu
seums, was presented a
certificate of commenda
tion from the American In
stitute of the History of
Pharmacy.'

K 1 W™" M A * ,
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Special Awards Presented At UP? Pharmacy School Graduation

UOP Pharmacy Student Receives Graduate Fellowship

STOCKTON — Four special awards were presented at the annual University of the
Pacific School of Pharmacy commencement ceremonies on Sunday, April 25.
Dr. Ivan W. Rowland, pharmacy school dean, presented the honors at graduation

STOCKTON — John E. Taylor of Pocatello, Idaho has received a fellowship
grant from the American Foundation for Pharmaceutical Education (AFPE) for grad
uate work at the University of the Pacific School of Pharmacy.

ceremonies for 210 students.

Taylor is the recipient of the $3200 Henry S. Wellcome Memorial Fellowship.

Those honored were:

He is one of the Jb graduates chosen from lk9 applicants from throughout the country

— Stockton pharmacist Charles R. Chase Jr., who received the 1976 Outstanding
Preceptor Award for his work with UOP pharmacy students in the intern-preceptor
program.

for an AFPE fellowship.

Working in the area of physiology-pharmacology, he plans

to get his doctorate by making a study of hypertension in rats that will provide
insights into the treatment and prevention of human hypertension.

— Lodi pharmacist Robert F. Hunnell, who received a Distinguished Service
Award for his community leadership and active interest and participation within
the profession.

For more than 30 years the AFPE has served pharmacy by providing more than
$7 million for pharmaceutical education for both graduates and undergraduates.
foundation is supported by leading companies of pharmacy related industries.

— Dr. Rolf J. Ullestad of Carmel, a retired educator and member of the Pfeiffc
Research Foundation Board of Directors, who received a Meritorious Service Award
for his contributions to professional health care in American higher education.
— Louis L. Stein of Berkeley, a retired pharmacist who has contributed signif

The

In

addition to providing fellowships and scholarships, the foundation supports the
American Association of Colleges of Pharmacy Office of Student Affairs, the Ameri
can Council on Pharmaceutical Education

and the American Journal of Pharmaceutical

Education.

icantly to pharmacy museums, was presented a Certificate of Commendation from the

##m

American Institute of the History of Pharmacy.
wm
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Temple City, Calif.
Temple City Times
(Cir. 2xW. 3,614)
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Tokalon Alumnae 'Rememocr When' At Anniversary Luncheon

-J

I

"WE USED TO have a heck of a
good time,'," said one oldtimer recal
ling the way it was on the Fresno
State College campus 50 years ago.
There was lots ,of "remember
when" going on at the Tokalon Alum
nae Association's golden anniversary
celebration held last Saturday at the
Sunnyside Country Club. Several
remembered that the first alumnae
luncheon was held at Sunnyside in
February 1927 with former dean of
women, Maude E. Schaeffer, as host
ess.
One alumnae, a 1931 graduate of
FSU, Dr. Martha (Googooian) Ensher

Side
Lights
\{J>

By Lois McFarland

lV

dtuiuay, May 2, 1*76

.Stockton (LaliiJ tiecord

Rare Birth Defects
Disease Is Studied
Researchers at the University of
the Pacific, aided by an approxi
mately $2,000 grant from the SierraJoaquin March of Dimes, are at
tempting to determine the extent lo
cally of a clinically rare disease,
toxoplasmosis, that can cause birth
defects.
Dr. Warren J. Schneider, an asso
ciate professor at he university's
School of Pharmacy, is conducting
the research with the aid of Joyce
Matzen, a graduate student in clini
cal pharmacy. Schneider is working
with Dr J^rry John, chief of obste-

San Francisco, Calif.
Nichi Bei Times
(Cir. D 6 , 8 8 0 - S 6 , 8 8 0 )

MAY 4
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UOPSCHOOL OF
PHARMACY
GRADUATION
STOCKtON, /May 3—The
University of Pacific school of
pharmacy commencement was
conducted Sunday, April 25 with
210 students receiving degrees,
icans

8

"

JaPanese

Amer-

The graduates included those
receiving doctor of pharmacy
and bachelor of science in
pharmacy degrees.

j

!i
J
m '

The 11 Japanese Americans
were:
Doctor of Pharmacy -- Naoki
Ishibashi, Los Angeles; Susan
Emiko Matsuda, Sacramento;
Isao Nakasone, Cerritos; Linda
Hiroko Okada, Hanford; Debra
Sasaki, San Jose; Linda Terada,
Gardena; and Keith Yoshizuka,
Sacramento
Bachelor of Science in Phar
macy - Beverly Asako Chu,
Stockton; Randall Fukunaga,
Lodi, Janette Kimoto, Kingsburg and Rodney Okamoto,
Lodi/

a

tries and gynecology at San Joaquin
General Hospital, to screen 2,000
pregnant women for incidence of
the disease.
This will tell us how significant
the disease is in this area and if it
should be a cause of concern,"
Schneider said.
"No studies have been conducted
to determine how prevalent this dis
ease is among pregnant women on
the West Coast, but research in
New York and Europe shows as
many as 60 per cent of the women
surveyed are capable of acquiring
the infection during pregnancy."
If women contract the disease
while pregnant, it can cause their
children to have eye and nervous
system damage at birth or later in
life.
Schneider said the disease nor
mally is contracted from cats or
from eating raw or poorly cooked
meat. Cats are considered to be the
primary host of the protozoan that
causes the disease, a common par
asite of mammals.
There are many unanswered
questions regarding toxoplasmo
sis, he said, "and many of them
relate to the fact that the disease
can be virtually without symptons
or have symptoms that are so com
mon to other diseases that toxoplas
mosis is not even suspected."
Martinez, Calif.
News Gazette
(Cir.5xW.3,074)

m
8
.
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GETS DEGREE - Larry
iMunkell, of Martine-z, grad|uated from the University of
jlhe Pacific School of Pharjmacy recenTfy.
' He was one of the 210 per
sons receiving degrees from
the University in Stockton.

of Sacramento attended the luncheon
for the first time in 40 years. Dr.
Ensher, received her doctorate from
Columbia University and has taught
music to pupils from kindergarten
through graduate school. She current
ly is engaged in ranching the 1,350acre Elkhorn Ranch near Bryte, Yolo
County, and supervising a packing
and shipping firm started by her late
husband, Homer E. Ensher.
MARY SUE (PEAK) SAVORY was
the only charter member of the origi
nal 12 to attend the 50th year celebra
tion. She recalled being initiated into
the upper division honor fraternity for
women on Feb. 4,1926 and taking part
in the popular College Night program
which was a variety show written and
directed by Tokalon members.
Another early-day graduate, Anna
(Detjen) Rickenbacher, class of 1934,
who livesIn Orinda with hepJntabcrml;
Richard, told of their plans to visit
Russia the end of May. After Russia,
they will take a cruise to Caracas,
Venezuela, in July. Zona (Aldrich)
Humphreys, class of 1932, reminisced
about a recent near miss. She and her
husband, Miles, missed the earth
quake in Guatemala City by acciden
tally taking a right turn in Merida,
Yucatan which took them to Mexico
City instead. Morva Taylor, class of
1937, attended with her daughter,
Susan Whitefield of Lompoc, who
graduated in 1966. Susan teaches
home economics at Santa Maria High
School and is the mother of 9-monthold Brian and Kristie, 3 V2. Another
mother-daughter duo were Muriel
Smittcamp and her daughter, Carol
Lewis, who had just come from the
Clovis Day Parade. The Earl Smitt
camp Ranch once again will be the
scene of the FSU Alumni Associa
tion's annual spring barbecue on June
12. Muriel also is looking forward to
her Fresno High School class of '26
reunion at the Hilton Hotel on June 5.
"THE OLD TIMERS" coffee party
J)eing held next Sunday morning at

Kerman, Calif.
News
(Cir.W. 1,450)

MAY 5

Marge and Bill Zelhart's home with
Lois, and Russ White cohosts, will be
the 16th annual event held on West
Coast Relays weekend. Marge, a 1929
Tokaloner, found time to boast about
her son-in-law, William J. Cook, who
is a writer in Newsweek's San Fran
cisco office and covered the Patty
Hearst trial.
Mary Bartlett rushed to the lunch
eon from the Clovis Day Parade in
which she rode with her husband,
Paul, a supervisorial candidate. That
evening the Bartletts attended Mary's
Fresno High class of '31 reunion at the
San Joaquin Country Club.
Martha Froelich, t><* fckalori
Alumnae president *elc ned the
anniversary
including
sponsors.
wright, Mary Helen
McKay and Ruth D. Waterman. The
president also greeted several mem
bers from the 1927-1930 era Including
-Jfeannie Campbell of CHowchilla,
Eloise Poppe of Sacramento, Helen
Jones, Evelyn Baltzar, Constance
Burrows, Lorraine West and Mina
Kimble of Fairoaks.
•

Among the graduates wereMike Kister, son of Mr. and Mrs
Ron Kister of Kerman.
degrees

of

Palo Alto, Calif.
Times
(Cir. 6xW. 43,961)

Peninsulans win
college degrees

1976

feUsrantgthe°nnpnCement "Mon
ies at the UOP campus in Stock-

Doctor

SEVERAL AWARDS were present
ed to outstanding members of the
Alpha Xi Delta Sorority at the annual
Founders Day luncheon held last Sat
urday at Smuggler's Inn. Kathy Uros,
president., was named "Girl of the
Year
Barbie Bronstein, most
inspirational; Liz Eberly received the
alumnae scholarship; Ann Fresenborg, the alumnae award for the high
est GPA and Julia Lickey, the pledge
award for highest GPA.

on Jay Gould of Los Altos Hills, and Barbara Lim of
Sunnyvale, at commencement ceremonies Held
April 25.

The/Univejrsity of the Pacific
School of .^Pharmacy conferred
210 degrees Sunday (April 25)

2^°

WHAT DOES a bride do when her
bouquet doesn't arrive in time for the
ceremony? In the case of Dr. Marghuerita Zanini of Milan, Italy, and Dr.
Galen B. Fisher, a former Fresnan, of
Gaithersburg, Md., friends hastily
assembled a bride's bouquet from
flowers placed about St stonhon'c
Church in Providence, RI. The bouquei arrived in urne tor me reception
which was held at the Faculty Club on
the Brown University campus where
the bride is a physicist. (Galen is a
physicist at the Bureau of Standards.)

The bridegroom's parents, Bruce
and Florence Fisher of Fresno, were
in Providence for the nuptials where
they met for the first time, the bride'
parents, Antonio and lone Zanini from
Milan. The two sets of parents kept
the bride busy translating their greet
ings.

MEREDITH THURSTON was
MAY 2 4 J97&
chairman of the anniversary event m
and also of the scholarship selection
V
committee which chose Jean-Mari
Ullmann of Clovis, a junior agricul
ture-communications major at FSU,
to receive Tokalon's $500 Ina Gregg
MMpenm^il
ala students have received degrees
Thomas Scholarship. Jean-Mari, who
from colleges and universities across the country.
maintains a 3.96 GPA and is president
Winter and spring graduates include the following:
of Blue Key National Honor fraterni
Robert McMillen of Palo Alto was granted a
ty, attended the luncheon.
bachelor of arts degree, in absentia, from Pacific
University, Forest Grove, Ore., at commencement
of Selma had a
ceremonies on May 16.
_____ family and friends
Charlotte Eastman of Mountain View received a
at the University of Pacific's School of
bachelor of arts degree from the College of Great
Pharmacy commencement exercises
Falls, Great Falls, Mont.
last Sunday. Debbie, who has been in
Colleen Brosnan of Menlo Park was granted a
the UOP intensive tri-master phar
bachelor of arts degree from Western Washington
macy program completing six years
State College, Bellingham.
of work in five, received her doctor of
Robert Zucker of rupertino has received a bache
pharmacy degree during morning
lor of arts degree from Knox College, Galesburg, 111.
ceremonies on the east lawn of Knoles
Joyce Harmelin of Palo Alto was granted a bache
Hall.
lor of arts degree at commencement exercises held
Those attending Debbie's gradua
May 16 at Curry College, Milton, Mass.
tion included her parents, the Keith
Therese Strasnick of Palo Alto was awarded a
bachelor of science degree, cum laude, at the Jan
uary graduation of Boston University's School of
Nursing in Massachusetts.
Debbie Bodily of Los Altos was graduated from
Ricks College, Rexburg, Idaho, on April 23.

Mike Kister Graduates
From Pharmacy School

lfi?f JhG
were

Howes of Selma; Debbie's sister,
Christie, a college student in San Die
go; and uncles and aunts, Dr. and
Mrs. John Falchifrom Ohio, and Dr.
and Mrs. Gerrett Paine from South
ern California.

awarded,
Pharmacy

and 46 were Bachelor of Science
in Pharmacy.
Dr. Ivan W. Rowland, dean of
the pharmacy school, and Dr.
Stanley E. McCaffrey UOP pres
ident, addressed the graduates.
Pharmacy
commencement
ceremonies were held in April
due to an 11-month academic
year at the school. Classes are in
session during the
traditional
June commencement time.
/

Whittier, Calif.
DAILY NEWS
(Cir. D. 22,882)
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DOCTORATE
Kent Males of Whittier
received the degree of doctor
of pharmacy during commen
cement ceremonies held at the
University of the Pacific in'
Stockton.

JtroCfCre*/

MrA?lAT£Pft)RJT£IST ~ ,ohn D
son of
Srl'aJ all a L' °}j Houston of Arcadia, recently
d
ctor
Un.vor!;* *1V /
of pharmacy degree from the
University of Pacific and is on the staff at Arcadia
"e received his B.S. at University of
Utah a n d i n t e r n e d a t V.A. Hospital, S a n Diego
/

~ —

z
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School of Pharmacy
confers degrees

The University of the
Pacific School of Phar
macy conferred degrees
April 25 during commence
ment ceremonies at the
UOP campus.
Stockton graduates who
were awarded the Doctor
of Pharmacy degree were
Necati Aksoy, Nona Berry,
Domenick Bertelli, Dennis
Blinn, Craig Caron, James
Dee, Michael Giovannoni,
Gregory Glaser, Laurence
Golden, David Grillo,
Joseph Haid II, Julia
Konrad, Howard Lamborn
III, Dianne Lareu, Wilton
Lee, Wallace Louie,
Martha Mah, Gregory
Mayer and William
Mcintosh.
Other Stockton gradu
ates were Gerald Miller,
Dariush Noori, Chukwudimma Okorocha, Thomas
Rogers, Mark Sanguinetti,
Stephen Schwamb. Albert
Souza Jr., Santiago
Tabarangao and David
Valencia.
Stockton
students
receiving their bachelor of

science in pharmacy were
Beverly Asako Chu, Rob
ert Migliori, Raymond
Oneto, Alan Roscelli and
James Vassar.
Dr. Ivan W. Rowland,
dean of the pharmacy
school, and Dr. Stanley E.
McCaffrey, UOP presi
dent, addressed the gradu
ates.

Bellflower, California
North Long Beach
Herald American

(Cir.W.22,800)

MAY 6 -197K

Pharmacy
degrees
awarded
The University of the
Pacific School of Phar
macy conferred 210
degrees April 25 during
commencement cere
monies at the UOP cam
pus in Stockton.
Area residents receiv
ing degrees included
Scott Borges of Long
Beach; Warren Isao
Nakasone of Cerritos;
Richard Shasha of
Downey and Karin Trox
of Norwalk. All received
doctor of pharmacy
degrees.
William Borgman of
Long Beach received a
bachelor of science
degree in pharmacy.
Dr. Ivan W. Rowland,
dean of the pharmacy
school, and Dr. Stanley E.
McCaffrey, UOP presi
dent, addressed the
graduates.
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Briefly Told:
News of Fresno
and The Valley

J

Signups for the'T-Ball and Knothole son of Mrs. Trinidad T. Valdez of
baseball programs at Porterville will Lemoore, has been assigned to Keesl
be held May 17-21 from 8 a.m. to 7 er Air Force Base, Miss., for training
p.m. in the Recreation Department at in the administrative field after
the city hall. All games will be played completing basic training at Lack
at the Monache High School athletic land AFB, Tex. He is a Hanford High
field starting June 7 . . SGT. DAVID School graduate . . .ALBERT M.
L. HENSON, whose wife, Ruth, is the SOUZA JR., who attended Fresno
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Van City college and Fresno State Univer
Aman of Madera, has reported for sity, has received his doctor pf phar
duty at the Marine Barracks, Pearl macy degree from the University of
Harbor . . . DOROTHY ETHRIDGE, Pacific School-of Pharfflefcy. Souza
at 237-3237, is the contact in Fresno for and his wife, Marilyn, live in Stock
senior citizens planning to attend the ton. ..
JANE WOODBURY, a daughter of
May 18, Bicentennial Pageant in
Sacramento. Key legislative officials Howard and Mary Anne Woodbury of
will speak and senior citizens will Fresno, has been accepted into the
have an opportunity to speak with California State University and Col
members of the legislature...
leges International Exchange Pro
AIRMAN SHAWN S. VEDRO, son gram for 1976-77. Miss Woodbury will
of Mrs. Leona V. Bratt of 2236 E. Har attend the University of Provence in
vard Ave., has completed Air Force Aix-en-Provence in Southern France.
basic training at Lackland Air Force She will study French and French lit
Base, Tex., and is remaining at the erature. Miss Woodbury is a student
base for training in the security police at Fresno State University and gradu
field. He is a 1975 McLane High School ated from Hoover High School. . .
graduate .. .A general meeting of the MARK L. HUFNAGLE, whose wife,
Air Force Academy Parents Associa Shirley, is the daughter of Mr. and
tion of Central California will be held Mrs. Henry Vitali of 4745 E. Brown
from 5 to 7 p.m. May 22 in the home of Ave., has been promoted to gunnery
COL. AND MRS. RUSTY MADDEN- sergeant while serving with Force
12590 E. Morningside Ave., Clovis. A Troops, Pacific, at the Twentynine
reception also will be held from 1 to 5 Palms Marine Corps Base...
p.m. June 12 at Castle Air Force Base
FRESNO TRANSIT put put a
for Air Force Academy appointees,
nominees, cadets on leave, academy reminder on its Clovis service, par
graduates on duty at Castle and their tially in the belief persons are not tak
families...
ing full advantage of it. Bus Line No. 0
AIRMAN HAROLD D. WARE JR., runs east along Shaw Avenue from
whose parents live at 4715 E. Dayton Marks Avenue into Clovis City and
Ave., has been assigned to Sheppard Clovis and Winery Avenues. There it
Air Force Base, Tex., for training in loops by way of Winery, Gettysburg
the aircraft maintenance field upon and Cedar Avenues and gets back on
completion of basic training at Lack Shaw westward. Three times a day,
land AFB, Tex. His wife, Mary, is the the bus skips that loop and runs into
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John Woods High way City from Clovis and Shaw
of 4471 E. Gettysburg Ave. Ware is a Avenues ... Chowchilla City Adminis
1974 McLane High School graduate . . trator Dustin Griffith has resigned to
. MRS. EDNA IVANS of Avenal has accept the city administrator's post at
been re-elected president of the West Coeur d' Alene, Idaho. Griffith is
Hills Community College Board of Chowchilla's first city administrator
Trustees for the 1976-77 school year. and has been there since December
Also re-elected were JACK JONES of 1973. He came from Lompoc where he
San Joaquin, vice president, and was assistant city manager...
GERALD WHITMORE of Coalinga,
SEAMAN APPREN. JAMES R.
clerk . . AIRMAN l.C. ROBERTO U. STIERS JR., whose parents live at
PAGULAYAN, son of Mrs. Cresen- 4910 N. Dale Ave., has been assigned
ciana U. Papulayan of Lemoore, is to the Coast Gaurd's newest icebreak
serving as an administrative special er, Polar Star, based in Seattle, Wash.
ist with a unit of the Strategic Air He is a 1974 Central Union High School
Command at Griffiss Air Force Base, graduate . . The Joint Commission
N.Y...
on Accreditation of Hospitals has
KAREN FISHER . a Bullard High given the SELMA DISTRICT HOS
School student, will attend the Ameri PITAL a two-year accreditation. An
can Institute of Interior Design at accreditation team visited the hosifrLucerne, Switzerland. She is sched tal in Febuary . . . SECOND LT.
uled to leave Fresno in September. TERRY M. SYMENS, son of Mr. and
The school offers a degree in interior Mrs. Charles Symens of 3846 E. Dako
design . . AIRMAN JOHN M. ta Ave., has been graduated from the
DAUGHERTY, son of Mr. and Mrs. Basic School at the Marine Corps
David Daugherty of 1304 W. Myers Development and Education Com
Ave., has been assigned to Keesler mand, Quantico, Va. He is a 1975
Air Force Base, Miss., for training in graduate of the Air Force Academy ..
the communications-electronics field . CAROL PERSSON, a home econom
after completing basic training at ics teacher at Madera High School for
Lackland AFB, Tex. He is a 1975 Edi 13 years, has been named chairman of
son High School graduate . . . SUM the school's Home Economics Depart
MER BARTHOLOMEW of Merced, ment by the Madera Unified School
the reigning Miss U.S. A., has been District Board of Trustees . . HOSselected as one of 130 persons to make PITALMAN APPREN. KERRY L.
a round-the-world flight on the new CREGAR, son of Mr. and Mrs. Law
Boeing 747SP purchased by Pan rence Cregar of 3229 E. Madison Ave.,
American Airways. The 22,684-mile has reported for duty aboard the USS
Ponchatoula, based in Pearl Harbor.
trip will take about 40 hours...
LLOYD KENNEDY of Fresno has He is a 1974 Roosevelt High School
been elected vice president of THE graduate . . PFC. PHILLIP CLYDE
CALIFORNIA ASSOCIATION OF CASTREJON, son of Mrs. Albertina
CONVENTION AND VISITORS Castrejon of 2987 E. Home Ave., has
BUREAUS . He was also elected to reported for duty at the El Toro
the association's board of directors . . Marine Corps Air Station. He is a 1975
. - . AIRMAN LORETO T. VALDEZ, Sanger High School graduate :..

Gustine, California
Standard
(Cir.W.1,691)

A clinically rare disease that cfp;
-^ause birth defects is: being in
vestigated OOP to-determine how
prevalent it, is - among (pregnant
women in this a&ia.
Dr. Warren ,j|, . Schneider, an
.•associate professor^ the School of
Pharmacy, received an approximate
S2,00G grant for the resell from
the Sierra ipaquin March of Dimes
Foundation.

rlucte damage to the eyes and
nervous systems in infants at birth,
or Iater or** .their,Afc*
Schneider sard the .4 disease is
normally contracted fern
eithereating raw or poorly codked meat or
Trqm cats. "The protozoan that
causes this (disease is a cqprmon
.parasite of mammals, and the catis
considere4jlo be the primary host,"

he tsald.
"There are -ftaany unanswered
questions regarding toxoplasmosis,"
said'Schneider, "and many of them
relate to the fact that the disease
can be virtually, without symptoms
or have symptoms that are so com
mon to other diseases that toxo
plasmosis is not even suspected," he
concluded.
CALIFORNIA Pharmaceutical Association President
cnarles Brown congratulates Charles Green.

ijpyce AAatzen, a graduate student
in fcjinkaj .pharmacy, will be
assisting Schneider in the>study on
toxoplasmosis, a disease that can
cause birth defects if the mothers
contract-it While pregnant.

Pharmacy board installs Charles Green

STMT 7

Schneider, whose field of
epidemiology involves how .disease
nets in 4>op«ilations erf -people, {pill
i~be working 'Wtth Dr. Harry John,
.c^C'hief of ^obstetrics and gynecology
at S^^^Q^in.Ce.r^eral Hospital,-to
scre(^:;^0QQ pregnant: women for
toxoplasmosis. "We wiii be a&Je to
do this frpm normally requ-jred
• bipod samples of the mothers, and
-• tHkvaffJ
wgmiificant the
'i disease itsiin thisarea and if it should
be a cause <df concern," Schroder
said.
"•No studies haveibeen conducted
to determine how prevalent this
disease i&-among pregnant women
on the West Qaast," expired
Schneider, "fpust research in New
York and Europe shows as much as
cent *of,.the women surveyed
w
are capable of acquiring the in
fection during pregnancy. Some of
the problems that may result
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Charles Green of
Stockton was installed as a
member of the California
Pharmaceutical
Asso
ciation Board of Trustees.
The ceremony took place
recently at the installation
luncheon capping the
Associations 1976 annual
meeting in Las Vegas.

/V7g

Green is active in the
San Joaquin local

f

Four special awards
were presented at the
> ecent annual University
of L*e Pacific School of
Pharmacy
com
mencement ceremonies.
Dr. Ivan W. Rowland,
pharmacy school dean,
presented the honors at
graduation ceremonies for
210 students.
Those honored were
Stockton
pharmacist
Charles R. Chase Jr., who
received the 1976 Out
standing Preceptor Award
for his work with UOP

Dr. Steve Skalisky, School of Pharmacy, has
recently accepted a staff position with the
American Pharmaceutical Association in

mmmm

2 Reedleyites Are
Graduates of UOP

DRUG PRODUCT

The University of the
Pacific School of Pharmacy
conferred 210 degrees Sunday
(April 25) during com
mencement ceremonies at the
UOP campus in Stockton.
Among the graduates were
Tim Halemeier and James
'Chuck' Hassett. Halemeier
received his Doctor of
Pharmacy and Hassett his

Steve Skalisky
Washington, D.C. He assumed his duties on
February 15, 1976 as acting executive
secretary to the American Pharmaceutical
Association.
Carl Gross, School of Pharamcy, received
hisM.D. degree in March from the University
of California, Irvine. He and wife, Carol, will
be moving to Ventura in June to start his
family practice residency program.

MAY 1 3 1976

BIOLIABILITY
SEVEN ACCREDITED CONTINUING EDUCATION HOURS

Susan Noble Is
Dr. of Pharmacy
(J

to be a member of the Gustine
High School Future Farmers
of America.
Pharmacy commencement
ceremonies were held in April
due to an 11-month academic
year at the UOP School of
Pharmacy. Classes are in
session during the traditional
June commencement time.

Hanford, Calif.
Sentinel
(Cir.6xW.10,434)

MAY 4

1976

People and Places
* ' / is
Charlene /Leathers
presently on tour with the Pan
African Studies Gospel Choir
of California State University
at Northridge.
The choir will go to San Jose,
Columbus, Ohio, Chicago; La
Crosse, Wis.; Wichita, Kans.;
and Little Rock, Ark. The
choir has been invited to
>articipate in the Fourth
[Annual
Conference
on
Minority Studies at the
University of Wisconsin.

Four area students have
been awarded Doctor oi
Pharmacy degrees during
ceremonies held at the
University of the Pacific at
Stockton April 25, A total of 164
Doctor of Pharmacy degrees
and 46 Bachelor of Science in
Pharmacy degrees were
conferred.
Receiving
Doctor
oi
Pharmacy degrees were Mary
Coelho, Lynette Mendonca,
and Linda Hiroko Okada, all of
Hanford, and Jerry Berry of
Corcoran.

may 6

Taylor Earns
$3,200 Grdnt

San Bernardino, Calif.
Sun Telegram
(Cir.D.87,614)

STOCKTON, Calif.—John E,
Taylor, Pocatello, Has received
: a fellowship grant from the
} American Foundation for
Pharmaceutical Education
(AFPE) for graduate work at
the University of the Pacific
School of Pharmacy.
^yloTKas "earned the $3,200
Henry S. Wellcome Memorial
Fellowship. He is one of the 74
graduates ^chosen from 149
applicants from throughout the
country for an FPE fellowship.
Working in the area of
physiology-pharmacology, he
plans to get. a doctorate by
making a study of hypertension
in rats to Hefp proviHelnsighTs "
into the treatment and
prevention of human hyper-

MAY 12 1976

NEWPORT BEACH - JUNE 13,1976
SACRAMENTO - JUNE 27,1976

. fpnsinn

So. San Francisco, Calif.
Enterprise-Journal
(Cir.2xW.23,000)
(Free 22,800)

Receives Degree
In Pharmacy
•

The University of the Pacific School
oi Pharmacy conferred 210 degrees
during commencement ceremonies at
the UOP campus in Stockton.
Among the graduates was Janette
Kimoto . who received a bachelor of
science degree in pharmacy.
Of the 210 degrees awarded, 164
were doctor of pharmacy and 46 were
bachelor of science in pharmacy.
Pharmacy commencement ceremon
ies were held in April due to an
11-month academic year at the school.
Classes are in session during the
traditional June commencement time.
Janette graduated from Kingsburg
High School as salutatorian in 1972,
took part in the band and various
campus activities.
She is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Tak Kimoto of Kingsburg.

MAY 2 8 1976
Rx: >
Lynn Marie Richardson, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Jensen, SSF, received
her Doctor's degree with an emphasis on
clinical pharmacy recently at University of
the Pacific School of Pharmacy. She spent
her fall semester as a clinical pharmacy re
sident at St. Joseph's Hospital, Stockton.
Lynn, a 1971 graduate of El Camino High
School, SSF, plans to become a clinical
pharmacist in a hosiptal in the Stockton
^area.
Selma, Calif.
Enterprise
(Cir.W.3,014)

MAY 6

1976

She's won her doctorate
the University
fn^tock^on^^ing^ormn3'6 "" pharmacy by
Urmg con™encement exercises
which were held April 25.

San Francisco, Calif
Hokubei Mainichi '

(Cir.6XW.7 514)

JAY 7

Bradley Gilbertson
Bradley Gilbertson
^ Gilbertson, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Melvin Gilbertson of High
land, received a doctorate in
pharmacy last month from the
university pf the Pacific at Stockton.
A graduate of Pacific High School,
ne will be on the staff of Long's
Drug Store in San Diego.

Rialto, Calif.
Rialto Record
(Cir. W.5,400)

WAY A -1975

Local Student
Gains L)egree
COLTON — Raylene Parrett
of Colton received a Doctor of
Pharmacy degree at the
University of the Pacific School
25, in Stockton.
A total of 210 degrees were
awarded, 164 doctor of phar
macy and 46 bachelor of science
' in pharmacy.

MAY 10 1976

Pharmacy degrees
STOCKTON — Students from
Turlock, Modesto, Merced, Hughson
and Manteca are among the 210
persons who have received degrees
from the University of the Pacific
School of Pharmacy.
Doctor of pharmacy degrees were
awarded recently to Douglas John
ston and Harold Lee, both of Merced,
and Phillip Ranzo and Robert
Rosenow, both of Modesto.
Bachelor of science degrees in
pharmacy went to Glenn Bernascni,
Modesto; Jose Carranza, Hughson;
Michael Clauser, Manteca, and
Clifford Olson and Thomas Sperry,
Turlock.
y*
Yuba City, Calif.
Independent-Herald
(Cir. 6xW. 5,997)

;IJJN

1 2 1976

PETE
a university of Pacific
School of
harmacy student,, has b< *n
assigned to study
the community
pharmacy business
as an intern at
Sutter County General Hospital

1976

11 Nikkei Pharmacy
Grads from HOP

Glendale, Calif.

_ STOCKTON _ The Uni™

NEWS PRESS

of Pacific School (J Pha
niacy commencement was m»
ducted Sunday, April 25 %
210 students receiving degree<
including
11 Japanese Ameri
cans.

(Cir. D. 24,194)

WAY 6-1976
Stolley earns doctorate
Stephen Norman Stolley, formerly of Glendale, has received
the doctor of pharmacy degree
from the University of the Pacific
at Stockton.
Stolley, son of former Glendale
Fire Chief Norman Stolley, is a
graduate of Hoover High School
and Glendale College. He served as
pharmacy intern at the Siiaro
Memorial Hospital in San Diego
and clinical clerk at the El Caion
Valley Hospital in El Cajon. He
now lives in Rancho Bernardo.
s

those
pharmacy
wJe®

11 Japanese

" Americans

^^vssrss

&»JBrS£
Sas£k? San i®' Harn.ford; Debra
rll*
Jose; Linda Terada

Stockton; Randall Fukunaga
5I'r, Jnette Kimoto, Kingsburg
ind Rodney Okamoto, Lodi.

Gardena, Calif.
Gardena Valley
News & Tribune
(Cir.2XW.37,358)

Modesto, Calif.
Bee
(Cir.5xW.51,188)
(Cir.Sun.55,512)

Modesto, Calif.
Bee

(Cir.5xW.51,188)
(Cir.Sun.55,512)

1976

Janette Kimoto

URSDA^

1976

Sushn Noble, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Pat Noble of
Gustine, was one of 164
graduates receiving Doctor of
Pharmacy degrees at the
University of the Pacific at
commencement ceremonies
April 25.
Susan was an honor
graduate at Gustine High
School and the first girl ever

i

Bachelor of Science in
Pharmacy.
Of the 210 degrees awarded,
164 were Doctor of Pharmacy
and 46 were Bachelor of
Science in Pharmacy.
Dr. Ivan W. Rowland, dean
of the pharmacy school, and
Dr. Stanley E. McCaffrey
UOP president, addressed the
graduates.

Pocatello, Idaho
Idaho State Journal
(Cir.D.18,624)

PALO ALTO - MAY 23,1976
MAY 6

pharmacy students in the
intern-preceptor program,
Lodi pharmacist Robert F.
Hunnell, who received a
Distinguished
Service
Award for his community
leadership and active
interest and participator
within the profession, Dr.
Rolf J. Ullestad of Carmel,
a retired educator and
member of the Pfeiffe
Research Foundation
Board of Directors, who
received a Meritorious
Service Award for his
contributions
to
professional health care in
American
higher
education.

MAY 13 197&

PRESENTS

AND

Kingsburg, Calif.
The Recorder
(Cir. W. 1,900)

Reedley, Calif.
Exponent
(Cir.W.3,250)

Stockton, California

SUBSTITUTION,

7~0 AS /i/ZVS

Pharmacy School gives special awards

UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC

EQUIVALENCY,

association and has served
as a delegate to the
California Pharmaceutical
Association House of
Delegates. He graduated
"J1968 *rom
University
. t.he Pacific and went on
to become the owner of
Green Brothers Pharmacy
in Stockton. He was the
1974-75 president of Family
Life Board for the Diocese
of Stockton.

MAY 2 0 1976

Local woman
is pharmacist
Linda T^rada of Gardena
was amon 210 graduates who
received degrees at the
o L ,
-Cific
School of Pharmacy in
Stockton on April 25.
Dr. Ivan W. Rowland, dean
of the pharmacy school, and
Tr^Stanley E- McCaffrey.
L OP president, addressed the
graduates.
Pharmacy commencement
ceremonies were held in April
because of the school's 11month academic year. Classes
are in session during the
traditional June commencement time

MAY 1 0 1976

Pharmacy degrees
STOCKTON' — students from
Turlock, Modesto, Merced, Hughson
and Manteca are among the 210
persons who have received degrees
from the University ot the Pacific
School of Pharmacy.
Doctor of pharmacy degrees were
awarded recently to Douglas John
ston and Harold Lee, both of Merced,
and Phillip Ranzo and Robert
Rosenow, both of Modesto.
Bachelor of science degrees in
pharmacy went to Glenn Bernascni,
Modesto; Jose Carranza, Hughson;
Michael Clauser, Manteca, and
Clifford Olson and Thomas Sperry,
Turlock.
'

Gardena, Calif.
GARDENA VALLEY
NEWS & TRIBUNE
(Cir. 2xW. 37,358)

21 157
May. . .(Now Gl»n can get home to rarrfln

^

y ln

work with the mnrfarg„L „Te..t0 Gardena and get to
mortar and pestle or whatever Pharmacists do). . .

JUN

•

76

Rex - 200 years of American Pharmacy
From Pill Making to Compressed Tablets
Display for San Francisco Twin Bicen
tennial and Industrial Display -May 26 June 6, 1976. Univ. of Pacific. School
of Pharmacy. Dr. Jean Matuszak. "200 yrs
of Amer. Pharmacy

HR

B
».

Therapeutics

1776 - Leeches

Therapeutics

1976 - Gout

Grass Valley, Calif.
Union

(Cir.6xW.8,495)
San Carlos, California
Enquirer
(Cir.W.5,242)

restoration r
*

"You are invited to spend a
lovely day" is the message to
the public on the invitation to
Malakoff Diggins Historic
State Park at die 10th annual
homecoming on Sunday at
North Bloomfield.
Homecoming at the historic
hydraulic gold mining town
has become a Nevada county
traditional holiday for family
picnics, people entertainment,
with a nostalgic return to a
total community being
authentically restored to its
1890 grandeur.
Past years have seen the
restoration of the general
store, schoolhouse, Chinese
miners cabins, church and
saloon. This year's dedication
will be Knotwells Drug Store.
Partial financing came in the
form of a $5,000 grant from a
foundation supported by
tang's Drug Stores. Labor
source has been volunteer
under the leadership of Bill
Byars and carpenters and
technicians of E Clampus
Vitus and, state park per
sonnel.
A single honor is being
bestowed on Bill Byars for his
individual achievements in the
preservation
of
North
Bloomfield buildings. The
Conference of California
Historical Societies,
a
prestigious organization in its
talent
recognition
accomplishments, will be
naming Byars as the
California Man of the Year in
this bicentennial year of
historic preservation ap
preciation.
His award will be presented
at a banquet in San Francisco,
later this month. He is one of
seven persons, in other
categories,
throughout
California to be so honored.
Byars is an official at state
ievel in the Clampers and is a
member of the Malakoff

Ready Liberty Bells and the
Rough and Ready Fats will
entertain with their can-can
dancing skills and chorus line
maneuvers.

11:45 a.m. — Dedication of
Knot well's Drug Store with
Bill Kaisef, Parks and
Recreation Area Manager and
Bob Canby, Supervising

Ranger.
12:00 Noon — Preston School
of Industry Band Concert n
Countess Dandini's Gaze&o
Garden.

10th homecoming
12:30 p.m. — Nevada County
Concert Band at the Gazebo.
1:45 p.m. — Grand Parade
with
Grand
Marshall
Assemblyman Gene Chappie.

Gallery of Gunfighters.
Program with Bill Kaiser
making the introductions and
Wally Brooks, Master of
Ceremonies, remarks by Dr.
Albert
Shumate,
Past
President of the California
Historical Society, with
keynote address by Joseph M.
tang, Past Chairman of the
California State
Parks
Foundation and President of
tang's Drugs Stores.
Throughout the day there
will be banjo plucking by Chip
Gatfi and Bob Renier in King's
saloon. The anvils will be fired
by Hal Goodyear and Duke
Aaselrude near the Livery
Stable. The Butterfield-Collins
collection of the guns that won
the west will be on display and
the likes of the shoot-upgunfighters Wyatt Earp,
Joaquin
Murietta,
Doc
Holliday and William Bonney
will be trying to kill each other
on Main Street.

Citizens Advisory Committee.
A full day program with
music under the trees awaits
the guests of Malakoff on June
13.
10:00 a.m. — A community
Catholic Mass at St. Columcille Church will be read by the
horseback circuit riding priest
of the Sierras, Monsignor
Garry. Music in the modern
manner will be by "Soul
Purpose" and organist Peggy
Sanders.
11:00 a.m. — The Rough and

as
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comple,ely correc»
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Redwood City, Calif.
T ribune
(Cir.5xW.20,452)
(Cir.Sun.20,405)
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v
oW^tlpADUM, daughter of
Mr. and'Mrs. Nick Lapadula of Los
Banos, has been at-epted into the
doctor of pharmacy program at the
University of the Pacific. She is a 1975
of —
Los—
Banos
™graduate
—
- — High School * * y

Chester Louie, a
University of Pacific
School of Pharmacy
sTTiWbt, has been
studying the community
pharmaoy bhsifless first
hand through an in
ternship program. He is
working full-time at
Longs Drug Store in
Redwood City under the
direction of John
Mangiante, adjunct
professor of the
Stockton university. /

12m
UOP Student Is
Participant in
Intern Program
JUN

A phlrmacy stfident at
Stocktons Uriiyersity of the
Pacific is participating in a
large internship program by
working this summer at Longs
Drugs. 801 East Ave.
Indarjit Johl. the participant
in Chico. is one of 63 future
pharmacists interning
throughout California and
Hawaii. The program involves
having the student work direc
tly under a professional phar
macist to learn prescription
practice, pharmacy procedure^
and public contact.

At Pacific U.
/i >

16

The University of

Pacifi,-™

y
of

the

"acy
conferred
210
degrees on April 25 during
a?mthenK«
Stockton

6nt

exer"ses

CampUS

in

Among the graduates
were. Joseph Fanning of
San Carlos, who received
° S. m Pharmacy and
Doctor
Parmacy
0f
degrees; and Bradley
Sanetti of San Carlos who
received a B.S. in Phar
r
macy.

Richmond, Calif.
Independent
(Cir.6xW.31,985)

JUN

m

Ptarnraty Degrees

a special display with Banner Grange No. 627 will be
demonstrations at Knotwell's serving food in the Gazebo
Drug Store.
Garden Saturday and Sunday,
Mining movies on the with a special breakfast
hydraulic gold recovery Sunday morning for the
process will be free in the Saturday night squaredanmuseum throughout the day. cers.

1976

J

Intern in a pharmacy

SAN PABLO — A student
from the University, of the
Pacific Schoofot Pharmacy
in Stockton has been study
ing the community phar
macy business firsthand
here this semester through
a unique internship prog
The University of-Pacific ram that is thelargest in the
Pharfnacy studentg will have world.
Steven Layering is work
ing fulltime at Long's Drug
Store under the direction of
Chico, Calif.
Wes Allen, adjunct profes
Enterprise-Record
sor at UOP.
(Cir. 6xW. 22,244)
He is one of 63 future

Nevada County6gold rush'town.* """"" ^ C°mmuni,y

JUN 2

pharmacists at Pacific
spending this semester in
the practical application of
classroom learning at
pharmacies throughout
California and Hawaii.

learning the operational
procedures of a pharmacy d r u g a b u s e , d i a b e t e ;
and working with physi clinics, venereal diseas<
and local public health prob
cians and the public.
lems.
The students receive both
remuneration and units to
According to pharmacy
ward graduation while en school officials at UOP, th<
gaged in this co-operative number of students involvec
work period. They have a in the program at Pacific
manual to follow in per (some 200 annually) make;
___, anc
forming assignments in it the largest anywl_ere,
duties and or
specific areas of pharmacy. the specified
-

nJwwf th,e four"m°nth
period tney learn different
aspects of pharmacy under
the close supervision of a
professional pharmacist,
who serves as the adjunct
professor and off campus
school faculty member.
Included in the duties are jerrggag-g
prescription practice, pr.gr.™rpm££.£' £5"°" a™*!"® <*•

Lafayette, Calif.
Lafayette Sun
(Cir.W.l ,267)

San Anselmo, Calif.
Ross Valley Reporter
(Cir. W 1,723)

PC I 2 0 1976
MftY 1 4 1976
UOP PHARMACY
SCHOOL GRADUATE

John AleHnaS df Moraga
received
of phar
macy detree at the Unive5sjjy of the Pacific School
of Pharmacy commence
ment recently at the UOP
campus in Stockton. During the ceremony, 210 de
grees were awarded of
which 164 were doctor of
pharmacy.

Pb™lNiSIllfa: aUniversitsLof the Pacific School of
nharmo y student, has been studying the community
into k bu8lness first-hand this semester through a unique
internship program that is the largest in the world.
fu""time at Ross General Hospital
Pharmaov !?
dlrection of Deanna Dimmitt and Don
La^oit
L^zzaretto, adjunct professors at UOP.
t?e four-month Peri°d they learn different
p
hrrffoc
i Lharmacy under the close supervision of a
™nal Pharmacist, who serves as the adjunct professor
and off-campus school faculty member. Included in the
mocrtuZ pfrescripti0n Pract!ce- 'earning the operational
3 Pharmacy'and worki"g with physicians and
Uie public

SUMMER

1976

25
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Manteca, Calif.
Bulletin
(Cir. 3xW. 5,369)
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Pharmacists intern
with local experts

Future of Clinical Pharmacy Discussed
by
Richard S. Jacobs
Part one of this report on clinical
pharmacy at UOP in the April issue
of the "Pacific Review" dealt mainly
with an explanation as to what the
pharmacy student experiences when
receiving his clinical training in any
one of the eleven clerkship hos
pitals.
Part II will deal mainly with the
future of clinical pharmacy at UOP,
programs currently being con
sidered for implementation within
one to two years, and how the
pharmacy student may use his tal
ents after graduation and the op
portunity for him to practice clinical
pharmacy both in the hospital and
community settings.

Regardless of the type of practice
a pharmacist is engaged in, his
knowledge often times is only as
good as his ability to communicate
it. Since the role of the pharmacist
of today is assuming more and more
of the role of a drug information
specialist, he must have both the
capabilities and motivation for
rapid retrieval, evaluation and com
munication of the variety of drug
related information he is likely to be
faced with. To this end, UOP has
established a course in drug in
formation. While as not yet official
ly a part of the curricula, it would
offer the pharmacy student the
chance to develop-and exhibit the
skills needed for handling and
disseminating drug information. As
with clinical clerkships, most of drug
information currently being dis
seminated relates to the hos
pitalized patient. However, the pur
pose of the drug information course
would be to show the student the
ways in which he might implement
and provide drug information serv
ices regardless of the setting of his
pharmacy practice.
Often times when the subject of
clinical pharmacy is brought up,
particularly as it pertains to a uni
versity teaching program, the ques
tion is raised concerning the
viability and marketability of the
end product and whether or not the
education the student gains as a part
of his clinical pharmacy training can
be realistically applied to the daily
practice of pharmacy. The answer to
this question lies in the fact that the
practice of clinical pharmacy is only
as viable as the imagination of the
individual willing to explore the
ways in which the service he pro
vides goes beyond the traditional

role of dispensing of medications to
the dissemination of drug informa
tion. If any individual is willing to
take his skills, knowledge, and
imagination to geographic locations
other than California or the West
Coast (where clinical pharmacy is
being practiced both on an inpatient
and outpatient basis) then the
answer to the question is yes, there
is many an opportunity to put into,
practice what was taught in both the
classroom and practical settings of
pharmacy school.
Placement services (such as the
American Society of Hospital
Pharmacists) publish monthly logs
of available clinical positions for

.. pharmacist is
lagging behind in
the delivery of
health care ..."
those wishing to pursue them. While
many of these are within the in
patient setting reminiscent of uni
versity training programs, more and
more are becoming associated with
outpatient clinics and rural am
bulatory care clinics. The Ap
palachian Pharmacy Program and
types of clinical pharmacy services
offered by the Public Health Serv
ice as well as many universities,
offer other means for an individual
to practice clinical pharmacy. All
that is required is a little imagina
tion, and initiative to realize that

clinical pharmacy is not only
practical, but often times necessary
as the only means of good health
care delivery to those who need it
most.
Finally, the question is often
raised concerning the future of
clinical pharmacy and the fact that
other health professionals are taking
steps to upgrade themselves and
offer a greater service to the patient.
A prime example is the rapid growth
of the nurse practitioner and para
medics. Over the past few years, the
responsibility given these in
dividuals by members of the
medical profession has increased
greatly, to the point that even within
the community of Stockton, many
physicians utilize the nurse practi
tioner to screen patients for the
physician, so that on many oc
casions, the patient will no longer
have to wait endless hours to be
examined by the physician but can
receive essentially the same (if not
better) care from the nurse practi
tioner. Para-medics likewise have
assumed a greater role in health care
by their presence during emergency
or traumatic situations, offering first
aid to the patient on the spot (such
as with cardiac arrests). Where has
the pharmacist been? For the most
part lagging behind in the delivery
of health care.
Much of this slow growth is often
attributed to resistance by members
of the other health professions (i.e.
physicians). However, this may be

Pharmacy Faculty Aided
UOP Television Programs
The university-sponsored weekly
television series, "Pacific Weekly,"
has concluded its season. And it is
time to thank all the faculty, staff,
students and community members
who were involved in preparing the
background and technical in
formation that was used in the
School of Pharmacy's health portion
of the show.
The portion, known as "Howie's
Spot" and represented by Dr. Howell
Runion, attempted to acquaint the
viewer with the university's School
of Pharmacy, the responsibilities of
the community pharmacist and
various basic health care con
siderations.
Special thanks goes to: Mrs.
Sandra McNett for illustration and
Chester Brown for film. In addition,

News of Fresno
and The Valley

technical advise and content
consultation was provided by Dr.
Brown, Dr. Chaubal, Dr. King, Dr.
Catania, Dr. Sarnoff, Dr. Joyce
Matzen, Professor Christopherson
and Instructors Jacobs, Sutton and
Sylvestri.
Many adjunct professors were
also involved along with other
professional health care personnel.
Fred N. Fowler, M.D.; Bruce Nickols,
M.D., Dr. Chard, Pathologist at San
Joaquin County Hospital; Mr. King,
Director of Pharmaceutical Services,
San Joaquin County Hospital, and
Mr. Bob McDonald, Nuclear
Medicine, St. Joseph's Hospital.
In addition, many students at the
school contributed their time in
preparation of film sequences.

s '}P
and Mike
t
Wofford, University of (he
Pacific School of Pharmacy
students, have been studying
the community pharmacy
business
firsthand
this
semester through a unique
internship program that is the
largest
in the
largest in
the world.
world

Richard S. Jacobs

an attempt for justifying an overall
lack of confidence among the
majority of pharmacists practicing
today. Recently in San Diego, the
U.S. Naval Hospital sponsored a
three-day seminar on the use of
para-medical personnel in the de
livery of health care. Since the mili
tary is governed by a different set of
policies and procedures than the
health profession of the public,
often what is piloted within the
military ranks is the forerunner for
future delivery of public health care.
It was pointed out that within the
military today, para-medics and
nurse practitioners are now in the
position of being able to prescribe
medications. This immediately
brings forth the question of why the
pharmacist is not providing this
service. As was pointed out during
the seminar by both pharmacists
and para-medical personnel, there
has been apparent resistance in
getting the pharmacist rightfully in
volved in this delivery of health
care. The interesting point is that
the resistance is being generated not
by the physicians or nurses (both of
whom indicated a willingness and
need for pharmacist participation)
but from within the profession itself.
Many pharmacists (clinical or not)
lack the necessary self confidence
to assume their proper place in the
delivery of health care. Through the
awareness of the UOP faculty and
support of the preceptors of both
the internship and clinical-clerkship
programs, attempts are being made
and fruits of the labor realized, to
instill the needed confidence within
the pharmacy graduate. For as other
health professionals continue to
grow and expand and assume many
of the responsibilities that should
now be held by pharmacists, the
question most likely to be raised by
members of the pharmacy pro
fession as to why pharmacy has
continued to lag behind can be
answered by looking only as far as
the profession itself.
Pag* 11
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operative work period. Thev
have a manual to follow in
dS518nments in
performing
",s assignments
r^eciflc area* of pharmacy
J" many cases this project
,nvoIved assistance in
programs pertaining to drug
abuse, diabetes clinics
venerea1 disease and local
public health problems.

Silya is working full-time at
ban Joaquih County Hospital
in French Camp under the
According to pharmacy
direction of Gordon King and school officials at UOP the
Alan
Young,
adjunct number of students involved
professors at UOP. Wofford
is working full-time at in the program at Pacific
Rancho
Pharmacy
in
(some 200 annually) makes it
aRnhapUnder thS direction
of
of Bob
Belluomini and Jim
'sunekawa,
adjunct
professors at UOP.

A total of 63 future
pharmacists at Pacific are
spending this semester in the
practical application of
classroom
learning
at
pharmacies throughout
California and Hawaii.
Included in the duties are
prescription practice
I learning the operational
> procedures of a pharmacy
r and working with physicians
and the public. The students
receive both remuneration
and units toward graduation
while engaged in this CO-

!ntiafgef
specified

an-vwhere. and

duties

the
and

organization of the program
make it unique in pharmacy
education throughout the
world.

Daly City, Calif.
Record & Westlake Times
(Cir.2xW.33,000)
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Pharmacy
interij
Catherine Roller, a Uni
versity of the Pacific
School of Pharmacy stu
dent is currently working
full - time at the Apothec
ary, Daly City through an
intern program offered by
UOP,
During the four - month
program, the students learn
different aspects of phar
macy under the close
supervision of a profes
sional pharmacist, who
serves as the adjunct pro
fessor and off campus
school faculty member.
Included in the duties are
prescription practice, learn
ing the operational proce
dures of a pharmacy and
working with physicians
ancLth6.jmbIic>
^

Sanger, Calif.
Sanger Herald
(Cir. D 43,649)
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LEON OWENS

Pharmacist
Promoted

THE LINCOLN SCHOOL secretar
ies, custodians, cooks, aides and
teachers were honored this morning
at a surprise party at the school. Each
staff member received a rosette with
a recognition ribbon and a slide pre
sentation that took a year to make
was shown. It featured pictures of
staff members when they were chil
dren. . . MEMBERS OF THE CEN
TRAL UNION HIGH SCHOOL CLASS
OF 1966 who have not been notified
about the 10-year reunion should call
266-9152. The reunion will be held Aug.
7...
The second of two trips to San Fran
cisco to view the 1976 Designers Debut
will be Monday. The Fresno State
University student chapter of the
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF INTERI
OR DESIGNERS is sponsoring the
trip. The trip is by chartered bus and
will include admission to the show,
lunch, a visit to an architecturally
unique building and stops at shops
and for dinner. The price is $25 per
person and reservations may be made
by calling John Peaslee, 439-6338;
John Hokokian, 227-1917, or Edna
Smith, 439-5645...

Three members of MUSICIANS
LOCAL NO. 210 have been elected
delegates for the 79th Annual Conven
tion of the American Federation of
Musicians (AFL-CIO), which will be
held in Miami Beach in Florida the
week of June 21. The local delegates
are MARGARET BETTENCOURT,
LEONARD BOWEN AND JACK
HAMMEL . The AMF is the largest
union of professional performers in
the world, with a membership of
330,000, and more than 600 affiliated
local unions...
SANGER HIGH SCHOOL class of
1946 will celebrate its 30th year
reunion July 17. Members are asked
to notify the committee of change of
name or address ... CPL. JAMES A.
POPE, son of Mrs. Bertha M. Howard
of 1940 S. Maple Ave., recently par
ticipated in Solid Shield 76, a twoweek exercise on the North Carolina
and Georgia coasts, as a member of
Marine Medium Helicopter Squadron
264, based at Jacksonville, N.C....

Fresnans who have longed for an
isolated hideaway may submit sealed
bids for five acres of unimproved land
located four miles south of the Oregon
ELECTRICIAN'S MATE l.C Border and 15 miles east of HornDENNIS L. HAYNES, son of Mrs. brook. The GENERAL SERVICES
Wilma Crafton of Porterville, is serv ADMINISTRATION is selling the
ing aboard the guided missile cruiser property. Information about the prop
Chicago, which is on a six-month erty may be obtained by writing or
deployment to the Western Pacific ... telephoning the GSA, 525 Market St.
DAVID BARTLETT OF PORTER San Francisco, 9415) 556-2122...
VILLE, MARY COELHO OF HANFORD, DEBRA HOWE OF SELMA,
PFC. WILLIAM D. MARTIN, son of
MICHAEL KISTER OF KERMAN Mr. and Mrs. William 0. Martin of
AND LARRY NULL II OF FRESNO 3733 N. Millbrook Ave., recently par
received their doctor of pharmacy ticipated in a bridge training exercise
dogrees from the University of the at Speyer, Germany, with the 9th
Pacific School of Pharmacy during Engineer Battalion. Martin is
commencement ceremonies at the assigned to the battalion's Company C
UOP campus in Stockton...
at Aschaffenborg, Germany. He is a
1974 McLane High School graduate ..
A weekly family health clinic has . Between 80 and 100 pilots are expect
been opened by the (ECONMIC ed to enter the CALIFORNIA
OPPORTUNITIES COMMISSION in NATIONAL AIR RACES June 18-20 at
the Lanare Community Center. Clinic Mojave. Four classes of planes will be
hours will be 5:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. racing: sport biplanes, formula ones,
Wednesdays. The plinic will offer AT6 (World War II trainer aircraft)
immunizations, various laboratory and unlimiteds. Totalpurse is $50,000.
work and tests and screening tests as
well as general diagnostic health
care. Women from low and moderate
Strathmore Union High School sen
income households may apply for free iors won't have any trouble picking
food vouchers. The food voucher pro the most popular guy in town this
gram is designed to supplement diets year. Classmate BRIAN REED,
of children and pregnant or breast journalism student, won a free trip
feeding women. Health services at the Magic Mountain for the entire cla
clincic are free to families eligible for by capturing the grand prize in tl
Medi-Cal. Others will be charged on a amusement park's Fourth M
sliding-scale...
High School Press Day contest.

Former Sspgerite Leon
Owens, who received his
doctorate in pharmacy from
the University of the Pacific at
Stockton several years ago,
assumed managerial duties in
the drug department at the
new Long's Drug Store in
Santa Maria on Aug. 25. The
opening date for the new store
has not yet been set.
He andhis wife, Sharon, and
the couple's two daughters,
Kimberly Ann and Elisa Ann,
will move to Santa Maria as
soon as their new home is
completed.
Owens is a graduate of
Sanger High School. His
parents are Mr. and Mrs.
•Orville Owens of Tucker
Street.

At left is a display by the
University of the Pacific
school of pharmacy
which was shown at the
San Francisco Twin Bi
centennial Science and
Industry Exposition, May
26-June 6. The display
was based on the theme
"200 Years of American
Pharmacy" and was de
signed by Alice Jean
Matuszak, associate
professor of medicinal
chemistry. Included
were artifacts and pho
tographs to illustrate
therapeutics 1776 and
1976, drug containers,
crude drugs, education
of pharmacists in 18th,
19th and 20th centuries
and activities of pharma
cy students. The Exposi
tion had several goals
which included stimulat
ing young people in
science and increasing
the public's awareness
of the value of science
and technology.

The Ladies of
Vol. 10—No. 8

Lambda Kappa Sigma
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$600,000 Gift Presented
UOP by Thomas J. Long
A gift of $600,000 to University of
the Pacific has been received from
the Thomas J. Long family of Walnut
Creek.
The funds will finance im
provements in the School o*
Pharmacy and make possible a
move for the Drama Department
from the pharmacy school rotunda
to the South Campus facility
previously known as the Agriculture
Building.
"The Agriculture Building will be
remodeled considerably to ac
commodate our Drama Department
activities," explained President
Stanley E. McCaffrey, "and this gift
also will make possible renovation
of the Speech Arts Building on the
South Campus." Included in the new
drama facilities will be a studio
theater, stagecraft areas and drama

classrooms.
The UOP president said the
Speech Arts complex will be named
the Long Theatre, "in recognition of
the distinguished service and
generous benefactions of the
Thomas Long family."
Long, chairman of the board of
Longs Drug Stores, has been an
active member of the UOP Board of
Regents since 1969. His wife, Billie,
attended UOP and their daughter,
Sidne, graduated in 1971 as a drama
major. Thomas Long has supported
McGeorge School of Law in
Sacramento and with his brother,
Joseph, made a $750,000 gift to the
School of Pharmacy in 1972.
Improvements on the facilities
will begin this summer, with a
tentative completion date set for the
start of school in the fall.

Tracy, Calif.
Press
(Cir.3xW.5,846)

Alpha Xi Chapter
have the honour of announcing
the initiation of their honorary member
Katherine K. Knapp, PH.D.
on Saturday, the tenth of July
nineteen hundred and seventy-six
University of the Pacific
Stockton, California

OCT 8
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UOP to study
drinking water
with U.S. grant
Th?

Government will
assist the University of the Pacific
School of PharmacyTrT^n3ucting a
three-year safe drinking water study
to determine the cancer causing
water

,,FederaI

°f

arsenic

in

dunking

The U.S. Environmental
n Agency approved a grant
of $116,508 to assist the $192,499 study
which is scheduled to get underway
A™ ™0nth' Congressman John J
McFail (D-Manteca) was advised
The study will determine if ar
senic, where present in drinking
water, acts as an initiator in the
tormation of cancer
Associate School' of Pharmacy
Prof^sor Donald Y. Shirachi,
Ph.D., will head the study, McFail
was informed.

rsCanrUa _Kappa
appa Si

Funds for the study are authorized
elf n re,s? under Provisions of the
Safe Drinking Water Act, McFail
said.
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uUP to investigate rare disease linked to birth defects
A clinically rare disease
that can cause birth
defects is being in
vestigated at University of
the Pacific to determine
how prevalent it is among
pregnant women in this
area.
Dr. Warren J. Schneider,
an associate professor at
the School of Pharmacy,
received an approximate
$2,000 grant for the
research from the Sierra
Joaquin March of Dimes
Foundation.
Joyce Matzen, a
graduate student in
clinical pharmacy, will be
assisting Schneider in the
study on toxoplasmosis, a
desease that can cause
birth defects if the mothers
contract it while pregnant.
Schneider, whose field of
epidemiology involves how
disease acts in populations
of people, will be working
with Dr. Harry John, chief
of obstetrics and
gynecology at San Joaquin
General Hospital, to
screen 2,000 pregnant
women for toxophasmosis.
"We will be able to do this

from normally required
blood samples of the
mothers. This will tell us
how significant the disease
is in this area and if it
should be a cause of
concern," Schneider said.
"No studies have been
conducted to determine
how prevalent this disease
is among pregnant women
on the West Coast," ex
plained Schneider, "but
research in New York and
Europe shows as many as
60 per cent of the women
surveyed are capable of
acquiring the infection
during pregnancy. Some of
the problems that may
result include damage to
the eyes and nervous
systems in infancts at

birth, or later on in lif.
Schneider said i
disease is normally c
tracted from either eat
raw or poorly cooked m
or from cats. "T
protozoan that causes t
disease is a comir
parasite of mammals, t
the cat is considered to
the primary host," he sa
"There are ma
unanswered
questic
regarding toxoplasmosi
said Schneider, "and ma
of them relate to the U
that the disease can
virtually without sym
toms or have symptoi
that are so common
other diseases th
toxoplaxmosis is not ev
suspected," he conclude
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President Addresses Pharmacy Graduates
by
UOP President
Stanley E. McCaffrey

Dean Rowland, parents and friends
of graduates of the School of
Pharmacy, and especially the Grad
uates!
It is a real pleasure for me, on
behalf of the University, to extend
my congratulations to you graduates
on the successful completion of your
rigorous course of training in phar
macy which has prepared you for this
important field of service. In con
gratulating you, I also wish to express
appreciation to your parents and in
some cases, spouses, who have given
you tangible and spiritual support
during these past years. Without
their help this day would not have
been possible for most of you. I am
sure you graduates would wish to
join me in that expression of appre
ciation.
As you complete your years in the
School of Pharmacy and achieve the
status of alumni, you are, of course,
alumni of the University of the
Pacific just as you have been
students of the University as under
graduates in the School of Pharmacy.
Thus, it seems appropriate for me, as
President of the University, to pre
sent for a few minutes this morning
information concerning the Univer
sity which I believe is important to

you as our newest alumni and I
believe important for your parents
and friends to know as well. So in the
next few minutes I shall review
briefly five points I think are import
ant for all the University of the
Pacific family to understand and
appreciate.
First of all, you should know and
have pride in knowing that you are
associated with one of the fine
educational institutions in the coun
try. Our University was, of course,
the first chartered institution of
higher learning in California, having
been chartered in 1851. Its record of
growth in these past 125 years
constitutes one of the exciting chap
ters in the history of American higher
education. It was just over 50 years
ago that the University moved from
San Jose to Stockton and in 1924
there wasn't a single structure on this
land where the Stockton campus now
stands. Everything we see around us
today and all of the development on
this campus has taken place since
that time.
This brings me to the second point I
think is important for all of us to
appreciate. This development of the
past 50 years represents the devotion
and support of generations of stu
dents, alumni and especially of
devoted benefactors such as Grace
Covell, Walter Raymond, Dr. Ferd
Callison, Regents such as Ted Baun,

Winifred Raney, and very import
antly, Tom Long, who with his
brother, Joe, have made generous
and significant contributions to the
School of Pharmacy and the Univer
sity. The generous interest in the
University of such benefactors has
made possible in large measure our
having this beautiful campus and the
fine facilities we now enjoy.
(continued on page two)

Among 12 Southeast area students
receiving degrees from Loyola
Marymount University were
Carolina A. Labrusciano, 9725
Bellder Drive (bachelor, liberal
arts), James M. Trousill, 8535 Lubec
(bachelor, science & engineering),
Thomas J. Zembal, 9715 Richeon
(bachelor, science& engineering),
Dennis S. Singer, 11530 Paramount
Blvd. (master of business ad
ministration), and Joanne P.
Tierney, 12322 Paramount Blvd.
(master), all of Downey; Candace J.
Miller, 11101 Ferina St. (master),
and Lynn H. Sinjem, 13921
Shoemaker Ave. (master), all of
Norwalk; Wilfredo Robles Jr., 8110
Gardendale (bachelor, liberal arts),
Paramount; Steven R. Gutierrez,
9439 Shade Lane (bachelor, liberal
arts), Pico Rivera; Rita M. Amaya,
10543 S. Harvest Ave., (bachelor,
liberal arts), and Ramon P. Mata,
9258 Houghton (bachelor, fine &
communicative arts), all of Santa
Fe Springs, and Richard W. Russell,
8827 Artesia Blvd., (bachelor,

Coalinga, Calif.
Record
(Cir. W. 2,395)

business administration),
Bellflower.
Thirteen Southeast Area students
received associate degrees this
spring from Don Bosco Technical
Institute in Rosemead. They include
Brian M. Holman, Christopher F.
Marrin, Michael T. Muriello, Donald
W. Schmahl, William J. Spracher,
James S. Stobie and Mark A. Theiss,
all of Downey; Wesley J. I avsen of
Bellflower and David J. Cordero,
Curtis J. Crowdson, Walter P.
Gra si, John J. Roche and Anthony
C. Santana, all of Norwalk.
Elizabeth Yerxa, Ed.D., of
Downey, has been appointed
chairperson of the Department of
Occupational Therapy at the
University of Southern California
and associate professor of oc
cupational therapy, effective July 1.
She will direct activities in that
department at Rancho Los Amigos
Hospital, a joint county-USC
operated facility.
Two area students, John Cheng-Po
Chang of Downey and Kenneth Ray
Yost of Norwalk, were recognized
for high academic achievement
during the spring semester at the
University of Oklahoma by being
named to the honor roll. The honor is
alloted to those students whose
grade average is a minimum of 3.0
(B). Both local honorees achieved

JUL 2 8 1976
P. C. B

SrhQo1
A Universuy "f
of P h a r m a c y student. Naeem
pertraift. has been studying the
community pharmacy business
firsthand this semester through a
unique internship at Metropolitan
State Hospital in Norwalk. He is
under supervision of J. Sidney
Logan, adjunct professor at UOP.

The University of Southern
California has announced the
election of 92 juniors and seniors into
the Society of Phi Beta Kappa, a
national honor sCoiety for the
promotion and recognition of
scholarship. Membership entails a
3.7 grade point average for seniors
and 3J) for juniors. Among those
listed was Eric R. Hershkowitz, , a
junior biology major, and Penelope
Meier, a senior education major. J

Loans available for
student health majors

Est. 1888

&mbr4^Ze2,r^SSM^/;,Bot,Kt"erot
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Professor Emeritus status has
been granted to eight retiring Cal
State-Los Angeles faculty members,
including Alvin E. Tuohino of
Downey, a professor of accounting
since 1955. Professor Tuohino, a
certified public accountant, joined
the faculty after operating his own
public accounting firm. He has been
active in community activities,
in'.eluding the Downey Rose Float
Assn. and the Downey Executives
Dinner Club.

The Stockton NEWS
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Kim Keller
Selected for
Internship
President McCaffrey addressed the 1976
graduates.

the distinction of earning a 4.0
(straight A) average.

35

. The Public Health Serv
ice has allocated $99,341 to
the University of the Pa
cific School of Pharmacy
for student loans during
the coming year.
The Health Professions
student Loan Program
from which the funds are
authorized, is designed to
increase educational op
portunities for students in
need of financial as
sistance in studying
specified health pro
fessions, said Con
gressman John J. McFall
(D-Manteca).
The low-interest, longterm loans may be made to
individual students up to
the amount of $3,500 each
academic year.
Funds for this coming
year's program were pro
vided by the Department
of Health, Education and
Welfare
Appropriations
Act of 1976 as passed by the
Congress, McFall said.

Santa Rosa, Calif.
Press-Democrat
(Cir. D. 52,210)
(Cir. Sun. 55,894)

JUL 1 5 1978
cAllen « P. C. B.

Est. IS88

Future druggists
train'rii^unty
HEALDSBURG - Mi
chael Brown, a student at
the School of Pharmacy,
University^)! the pacific,
spent this semester study
ing the community pharma
cy business in a program
designed to offer practical
application for classroom
learning.
Brown worked at Healdsburg General Hospital un
der the direction of Michael
Bailey, and at General
Drug under the supervision
of Jack Herrod. Both are
adjunct professors at UOP.
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Lome Bonkowski, Ph.D.
Assistant
Professor
Physiology-Pharmacology

OUR HIKERS SURROUND A SIGN SHOWING THE EMIGRAt
n left, Mark Judson, Peter Alexander, Michael Shearer and

James R. H u g h e y , M . S .
Assistant Professor
Clinical Pharmacy, San Diego

assey,
Pergu-.
led by
fcQW^r

x

Merced, Calif.
Sun-Star

(Cir.6xW. 19,045)

1

.

Michael R. Spencer, Pharm. D.
Assistant Professor
Clinical Pharmacy, San Francisco

\&\

Lodi, Calif.
News—Sentinel
(Cir.6XW.11,448)

Pharmacy
Interb
At Work

Terry L. Harbaugh, Pharm.D.
Instructor
Clinical Pharmacy, San Diego
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Fred C. Hirning, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Clarence Hirning
of Lodi. has been named
Director
of
Pharmacy
Services at St
Joseph's
Hospital in Stockton. A
graduate of Lodi High
School, he earned his
Bachelor of Science and
Doctor of Pharmacy de
grees at the University
of Pacific School of Pharm
acy. Before taking the
S+ockton post, Hirning
held a similar position
at Mercy General. Hos
pital in Sacramento.

David Williams, a Universi
ty of Pacific School of Phar
macy student, Has been learn
ing the community pharmacy
business here firsthand this
semester through the largest
internship program in the
world.
Williams is working fulltime
at a local store under the
direction of BUI Collins, ad
junct professor at UOP.
A total of 63 future phar
macists at the college are
spending the semester in a
practical
application
of
classroom learning at phar
macies throughout California
and Hawaii.

Encino, Calif.
Valley Pubs.
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October 7 - 1 4 - 2 1 - 2 8

Tuition: $65
Location: Stockton Campus of
the University of the Pacific
Times: 7:00 - 9:00 p.m.

DATE

SPEAKER

9/9/76

W.J. Schneider, Ph.D.

9/16/76

K.K. Knapp, Ph.D.

9/23/76

S.O. Smel sey, M.D.

9/30/76

S.O. Smel sey, M.D.

10/7/76

TITLE

INTERNSHIP AT
ENCINO S
HOSPITAL
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During the four-month period they learn different aspects of pharmacy under
the close supervision of a professional pharmacist, who serves as the adjuct
professor and off campus school faculty member. Included In the duties are pre
scription practice, learning the operational proceduresof a pharmacy and working
with physicians and the public. The students receive both remuneration and units
toward graduation while engaged in this co-operative work'period. They have a
manual to follow in performing assignments in specific areas of pharmacy. In
many cases this project has involved assistance programs pertaining to drug
abuse, diabetes clinics, veneral disease and local public health problems.
According to pharmacy school officials at UOP, the number of students involved
in the program at Pacific (some 200 annually) makes it the largest anywhere, and
the specilized duties and organization of the program make it unique in pharmacy
education throughout the world.

Address

Lectures will be given on eight consecutive Thursday nights:
-

Kst. im

£ara Morgan, a University of the Pacific School of Pharmacy student, has been
studying the community pharmacy business firsthand this semester through a
unique internship program that is the largest in the world.
Morgan is working full-time at Encino Hospital in Encino under the direction of
Randlph Yonai, adjuct professor at UOP.
A total of 63 future pharmacists at Pacific are spending this semester in the
practical application of classroom learning at pharmacies throughout California
and Hawaii.

Sixteen (16) hours of "accredited" continuing education will be
provided through participation in this eight week program.

September 9 - 1 6 - 2 3 - 3 0

6 P- C.B.

Healdsburg, Calif.
Tribune
(Cir.W.4,010)

CHECK LECTURES
DESIRED

TUITION

CREDIT

TUITION

"An Overview o f the
Venereal Disease Problem"

2 hrs.

$10

"Anatomy 6 Physiology of
the Male & Female Genital
Systems"

2 hrs.

$10

On-job training given

"Gonorrhea & Non-Gonococcal Urethritis"

2 hrs.

$10

to UOP pharmacy student

"Syphilis"

2 hrs.

$10

A.F. Morrison, M.D.

"Herpes Genitalis, Pubic
Lice Trichomonas, and
Candida Albicans"

2 hrs.

$10

10/14/76

A.F. Morrison, M.D.

"Lymphogranuloma Venereurn, Chancroid, Granu
loma Inguinale, Venereal
Warts, and other 'Minor'
Diseases"

2 hrs.

$10

10/21/76

W.J. Schneider, Ph.D.

"Training Aids Useful in
Venereal Disease Education"

2 hrs.

$10

0/28/76

J. Kaiser, R.N.
C. Thiltgen, R.N.

"Case Finding"
"Birth Control & Planned
Parenthood"

2 hrs.

$10

All Eight Lectures May Be Attended for $65

OCT 11 1S76
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STOCKTON - Stephan
Bartlett, University of the
Pacific sdlbbl" of Phartnacy
§*udeiil"?i7is been situdykig the
community pharmacy
business firsthand this
semester through a unique in
ternship program that is the
largest in the world.
Bartlett, whose home is in
Portcrville, has been working
at General Drug in
Healdsburg una**- the direc
tion of Jack Herrod, adjunct
professor at UOP. Bartlett
has also been working at

or

Total
Lectures

mm

Total
Tuition
All Eight Lectures
for $65

Please make checks payable to U.O.P.

Stephan Bartlett
Healdsburg General Hospital
under the direction of Michael
Bailey, adjunct professor at
UOP.
A total of 63 future phar
macists at Pacific are
spending this semester in the
practical application of
classroom learning at phar
macies throughout California

and Hawaii.
During the four-month
period they learn different
aspects of pharmacy under
the close supervision of a
professional pharmacist, who
serves as the adjunct
professor and off£ampus
school faculty member.
Included in the duties are
prescription practice, lear
ning the operational
procedures of a pharmacy and
working with physicians and
the public. The students
receive both remuneration
and units toward graduation
while engaged in this
cooperative work period.
They have a namual to follow
in performing assignments in
specific areas of pharmacy. In
many cases this project has
involved assistance in
programs pertaining to drug
abuse, diabetes clinics,
venereal disease and local
public health problems.
According to pharmacy
school officials at UOP, the
number of students involved
in the program at Pacific
(some 200 annually) makes it
the largest anywhere,
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Berkeley, Calif.
Gazette
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Press-Tribune
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studying at hospital
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New generic drug law

Joel Weber, University of
the Pacific School of Phar
macy student, has been
studying the community
pharmacy
business
firsthand this semester
through a unique internship
program that is the largest
in the world.
Weber is working full-time
at Roseville Community
Hospital under the direction
of Norman Ashcraft, Herb
Tanimoto, Robert Pokorny
and Dave Schuetz, adjunctprofessors at UOP.
A total of 63 future
pharmacists at Pacific are
spending this semester in
the practical application of
classroom learning at phar
macies throughout Cali
fornia and Hawaii.
During the four-month
period they learn different
aspects of pharmacy under
the close supervision of a
professional
pharmacist,
whp serves as the adjunct
professor and off-campus
school faculty member.

Savings of millions predicted for Californium
'•

DALE PAULSON, PRESIDENT OF CC PHARMACEUTICAL ASSOC
a stronger role ahead in day-to-day health care of public
By PAULINE METZA
The new generic drug law which is
expected to save Californians millions of
dollars annually will have a challenging
secondary effect on the state's pharma
cists — allowing them to once again play
a leading role as medical practitioners
and professionals.
It should begin to reverse the image of a
pharmacist that in recent years had be'count and pour people, or
glorified bookkeepers," said several
pharmacists interviewed on their views
of Bill AB-193, its effect on the phar
maceutical profession, and the public.
"In order for a pharmacist to have a
stronger role in day-to-day-health care of
the public, the pharmacist has the right
and the qualifications to select a drug
that not only fills the request of a physi
cian but also saves the patient costs of
medication," said Dale Paulson, owner
of Brookvale Medical Center Pharmacy
in San Palbo. Under California's Medi
cal program, generic selection has been
m effect since 1967. The new law, offi
cially passed May l, now extends the
economic benefits to all Californians.
Under it, the pharmacist can now
suggest and select the same active chem
ical ingredients, a bioequivalent, in place
of a more expensive brand name product
prescribed by the physician. The doctor's
right to control the drug prescribed is
maintained, merely by indicating "do not
substitute" on the prescription.
The California Pharmaceutical As
sociation, which is trying to make the
public more aware of the generic drug
law, suggests the following:
—If your physician prescribe* by
brand name, ask for a generic prescrip
tion. If he has indicated "do not substi
tute," ask why. If he insists on a brand
name, ask for an explanation.
—Ask your family pharmacist for a
pamphlet explaining the generic drugs,
the new law and what you can now do to
cut prescription costs.
According to the California Phar
maceutical Association, about 25 percent
of the most frequently prescribed drugs
are available as generics, amounting to a
savings of about $45 million a year. Pa
tents on many more prescription drugs
should expire by 1980 so potential savings
could be double by then to the consumer
Paulson, graduate of the College of
Pharmacy at North Dakota State Uni
versity, and current president of the Con
tra Costa Pharmaceutical Assoc., puts
the savings in sharper perspective.
On one widely prescribed non
narcotic pain medication," he said, "the
difference in cost to the patient in getting
a generic rather than a brand name is 50
percent. With antibiotics, you can at least
figure 20 to 30 percent savings, and, on
antihistamines, 25 to 30 percent savings
on generics."
Bob Masse, owner of Don's Pharmacy
in Richmond, graduate of U.C. and assis
tant professor at U.C. Medical Center in
San Francisco, is even more specific:
"A highly used analgesic, Darvon
compound, costs $8.65 per 100 tablets,
$7.65, if bought in larger quantities. The
generic of the same product, pro>poxyphene hydrochloride, can be boug:ht
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for $13.50 per thousand tablets or $1.35 per
100. If you add, a $3 pharmacist's fee, the
cost to the customer for the brand name
would be $11.65; for the generic, $4.35."
Savings are equally dramatic with the
generic antibiotic tetracycline sold under
such brand names as Achromycin V,
Tetracyn, and Sumycin, with the price
difference $7.57 versus $4.75 for the
generic.The bioequivalent hyd
rochlorothiazide would average $3.70 per
100 as compared to brand drug, Hydrodiuril at $9 per 100 tablets. These are
maximum costs. The range can go lower.
Some controversy centers around the
pharmacist's capability to choose the
generic bioequivalent of the brand name
drug and controversy rests on the effec
tiveness of the bioequivalent itself.
Pharmacists, who backed passage of
the new law, point to the years of study
required to become a pharmacist — usu
ally five plus one year of interning. Man
datory in the profession is taking at least
30 classroom hours of study every two
years. "Most pharmacists get much
more," Paulson said, "probably putting
in 30 hours a year."
/'
"This law," Masse said, brings back to
pharmacy an increase in responsibility
and with that comes an increase in liabil
ity, it utilizes a pharmacist's knowledge.
He is an expert in drugs and is obviously
the most qualified person to choose the
most economic source of bioequivalent
drugs. Many doctors only find out about
drugs from detail men who work for
manufacturers, and are confused about
which drugs are cheapest."
Masse recently attended a continuing
education seminar at UC to learn more
about bioavailability studies and to make
sure he was up on the latest information
on how to judge generics." Questioning
the quality of a generic equivalent is a
"smoke-screen the industry will continue
to highlight," Masse believes. "They
want to make it look as if the pharmacist
is incapable of judging comparable
sources of drugs and that it is impossible
to do. This is not true. Any FDA-approved
manufacturer can produce a chemical
entity that is just as effective and just as
bioavailable in the body as a brand name
company. If the physician is really wor
ried about the bioavailable quivalent, he
can write 'do not substitute' and we are
not allowed to."
In selecting a generic drug for a brand
name one, "We must look at cost plus
quality," said Joe Delia Zoppa of Mira
Vista Drug Co. "I don't want to make cost
the only criteria for selection. We are
forced to look at the company." A great
percentage of brand name products are
made by the same companies generics
buy from, but pharmacists should re
quest bioavailability studies from the
generic companies," added Masse.
The bioequivalent is just one of the con
cerns of the medical profession which has
opposed the bill along with the drug in
dustry. "The problem here is a compli
cated one," according to Dr. John G.
Morrison, San Leandro general prac
titioner, a past president of the California
Medical Association, and one of those
testifying against the bill.
"Just because a drug is chemically the
same, he explained, "it does not neces
sarily hold true it has the same action

when given a patient. The art of deter
mining which chemical entities are
biologically equivalent is not far enough
along to assure doctors that their patients
will be getting drugs that are biologically
active in the body.
' 'Drugs can bechemically thesame but
because of additives may not produce
blood levels making it clinically effec
tive. This is important in drugs that have
a critical dost, like digitalis or drugs used
in convulsive disorders. If it is not
bioavailable in the body, it doesn't have
any action."
"There is the added burden of paper
work," Dr. Morrison continued "that
makes us fear some doctors won't pay
attention to the option of indicating 'do
not substitute' on a prescription. Patients
might consequently suffer.
"Another can of worms is one which
says the State Department of Public
Health will determine the list of drugs in
which bioequivalents are not present.
Most doctors don't feel that department
or the government has the capability of
determining this."
Of the pharmacists he said, "I think
some are competent to determine which
generic drugs are in fact bioequivalent.
But it does leave the door open for the
pharmacist to choose a drug which is not
bioequivalent but is much cheaper. We
continue to oppose this type of manipula
tion bv government."
JoeDelia Zoppa, graduate of Idaho
State University, replies: "I make sure
the generics I use have bioequivalents
accepted by the FDA and state agencies.
There are a lot of generics that don't
provide information on bioavailability,
blood levels, disintegration, duration of
action and other bioequivalents."
As an additional aid, the APHA Journal
publishes information on generic drugs
each month, listing bioequivalents, what
company makes the drug, also those
companies that didn't do either.
Although pharmacist Vince Cortese of
Cortese Pharmacy in Albany sees the
generic drug law as "a good idea for a lot
of reasons," he admits reservations.
He also is concerned about the effec
tiveness of some generic hie equivalents.
"Most generics work as well, but there
are some that don't," "The effectiveness
may be less in some patients.
He foresees "research along new lines
will be greatly slowed by the law. Once a
company spends a lot of money develop-

BBK OF DON'S PHARMACY
new generic drug law "good for the public*, pharmacists'
rag a new drug, if they can't make a
profit, they are going to stop research
ing."
Vince, a 1975 graduate of University of
Pacific, also sees a possible effect on
-lowerprofits for a small pharmacy such
as his that does a neighborhood business
on a personalized level and does not ac
cept Medi-cal patients.
The law, he said, is basically good for
patients on chronic medication.
Samuel Kirby, legislation chairman of
Albany Chapter of American Association
of Retired Persons who followed progress
of the bill, sums up the feeling of the
people it will most effect - those on
limited incomes; chronically ill on longterm dug therapy; and the elderly, who
though representing 10 percent of the
population, consume 25 percent of all
picscription drugs.
The bill, said kirby, not only is desira
ble, but long overdue."

Sixty-three universuy 01
the Pacific School of Phar
macy students are spend
ing this semester in the
practical application of
classroom
learning
at
pharmacies and hospitals
throughout California and
Hawaii.
Included in this total are
nine students employed
full-time at five Stockton
pharmacies and two local
hospitals.
During a four-month in
ternship period, they learn
different aspects of phar
macy under the close su
pervision of a professional
pharmacist who serves as
the adjunct professor and
off-campus school faculty
member.
UOP pharmacy school
officials say that with
some 200 students involved
in the continuing program
each year, it represent the
largest internship setup of
its kind in the world. And
some aspects of the pro
gram i. e unique, they add.
The students receive
both pay and units toward
graduation during
this
cooperative work period.
They have a manual to fol
low in performing assign
ments in specific areas of
pharmacy, often involving
such areas as drug abuse,
diabetes clinics, verneral
disease and local public
health problems.

Woodland, Calif.
The Democrat
(Davis Edition)
(Cir. 6xW. 8,890)
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O O P student interns
at W o o d l a n d pharmacy
Craig Lewandowski, University of
school of pharmacy student, had been studying
the pharmacy businese first-hand this semester
by working at Sirard's Pharmacy at Woodland
Clinic under direction of Barry Sirard, a j
^Itoeare^ UOP student interns working at
pharmacies in California and Hawaii.

By Chris Weston
They may have records on you—
—The Campus Pharmacy, that is.
Before prescription drugs are
dispensed, an [interview is conducted
with the consumer, and information
about the consumer's drug allergies,
chronic health
problems, and pre
scriptions filled at the pharmacy, is fed
to one of the store's computers.
"At the very least, one-third of the
students have been through here," said
Joyce Matson, chief pharmacist.
The Campus Pharmacy, located off

Campus Pharmacist Diane La Rue helps a customer with her prescription.
by Andrea Eichenberg

Dexter D. Mar
Dexter D. Mar, School of

Pharmacy,

resident in hospital pharmacy at Mercy
Hospital at Rockville Centre, New York, was
recently awarded a Squibb Scholarship for a
Pharmaceutical Industry Seminar for Hospital
Pharmacy Residents. The basic purpose of
the scholarship is to acquaint residents
hospital pharmacy with some aspects of
medicine and industry which are not nor
mally covered in a hospital residency
program.

SI

Pharmacy
Students
On the Job

Campus Pharm offers
personal' service

October, 1976

'S»ELI^ Z°PPA' MIRA VISTA DRUG CO.
a challenge to put scientific knowledge to use" -IG Photos
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Included in the duties are
prescription practice, learn
ing the operational proce
dures of a pharmacy and
working with physicians and
the public.
The students receive both
remuneration and units to
ward graduation while en
gaged in this cooperative
work period. They have a
manual to follow in per
forming assignments in spe
cific areas of pharmacy. In
many cases this project has
involved assistance in pro
grams pertaining to drug
abuse, diabetes clinics,
veneral disease and local
public health problems.
According to pharmacy
school officials at UOP, the
number of students involved
in the program at Pacific
(some 200 annually) makes
it the largest anywhere, and
the specified duties and or
ganization of the program
make it unique in pharmacy
education throughout the
world.

TCT S
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UOP drinking
water study
grant okayed
The federal government will
assist the University of the
Pacific School of Pharmacy in
conducting a three-year safe
drinking water study to
determine the cancer causing
potential of arsenic in drinking
water.
The U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency approved a
grant of $116,508 to assist the
$192,499 study which is
scheduled to get underway this
month,, Rep. John J. McFall,
D-Manteca, was advised.
The study will determine if
arsenic, where present in
drinking water, acts as an
initiator in the formation of
cancer.
Associate School of Pharmacy Professor Donald Y.
Shirachi, Ph.D., will head the
study, McFall was informed.
Funds for the study are
authorized by Congress under
provisions of the Safe Drinking
Water Act, McFall said.

:aVr,0ithLS7°°!7 Ph—
was created to provide low-cost
pharmacutlcal items exclusively to
UOP students and employees, and to
give practical experience to interested
students at a "model pharmacy".
The "non-profit" pharmacy sells its
products, including cosmetics and
other non-drug items, at cost plus 20
per cent to help pay for the store's
operation. Toiletry and paper products
are sold at cost plus 10 per cent. By
comparison, regular pharmacies retail
their products at cost, plus 40 per cent.
"That's the big difference between us
and other pharmacies," said Diane La
Rue, the store's other pharmacist.
"There's a lot of duplication be-,
tween the bookstore and here"
conceded Matson, but "our prices are
better".
Drugs prescribed by doctors at the
UOP health center for illnesses are free.
In addition, students are permitted to
charge their bills to their tuition
accounts.
The computers, not found at many
other pharmacies, are also used to
transmit orders over the telephone to
Sacramento via electronic sounds
eliminating possible confusion resul
ting from voice transactions,
and
allowing the pharmacy to receive ship
ments of understocked items in several
days. This, according to Matson, has
made obsolete the old practice of pro
jecting the necessary supply 0f
products for any one month by tfifc re-

cords of the previous month. Beyond
this, and providing concise student
health records, the computers also
print product labels "in lingo—in
pharmaceutical code".
Matson and La Rue, both graduates
of 'he University's School of Pharmacy,
also teach students who enroll in Phar
macy Practicum. This course requires
three hours of work at the store each
week. The course's objective, Matson
explained, is to "give them exposure" to
filling prescriptions, using charge
I°rmS' c^ecking inventoi^ and woZg
the computers.

One or two other students intern at
the pharmacy each semester, working
full-time for pay, earn for 600 to 700 of
1,500 hours of practical experience re
quired to become a pharmacist. These
students, who must have successfully
completed three semesters of pharma"cology, also conduct a research project
in order to receive a total of 1 5 units of
credit tor their semester's work.
Students not interned at the Cam
pus Pharmacy seek internships with
hospitals and private pharmacies.
As a campus pharmacy intern "you
do everything a pharmacist can do
under supervision", said Lai Chui, a
second-year Pharmacy Student.
The pharmacy, open from 9 to 5
Monday through Friday, fills a daily ave
rage of 75 to 85 prescriptions. Far from
being abused, the pharmacy's services
believes Matson, are not being used to
the extent that they could be; much of
the time its employees are idle.
Matson said she fears that it is the
ocation away from the main section of
UOP s campus that keeps many of the
store s potential customers away.
Thats why a lot of people don't
come here-because they don't know
where we are."
Busy as they might become the
campus pharmacists will always have
time for the inquiring student.
We re always happy toconsult with
anyone,' said Matson.

Watsonville, Calif.
Cabrillo Times & Green
Sheet
(Cir.W.13,500)

om a j ws
/ Three University of the Pacific
School of Pharmacy students are
now worKingfulftime as interns
i in local pharmacies.
Anne Pezzini is working at
Vessey Drugs in Aptos under the
direction of Robert Vessey.
Christopher Mayer is at Longs
Drug Store in Capitola, under the
supervision of pharmacists
Ralph Richard Lakasko and
Gary Stutheit.

3

Dora Varela has been working
full time at the Longs Drug Store
in Santa Cruz under the direction
of Ken Siu and Bill Louie.
During the four month period,
they learn different aspects of
pharmacy under the supervision
of a professional pharmacist. In
cluded are prescription practice,
learning
the
operational
procedures of a pharmacy and
working with physicians and the
public. The students receive both
remuneration and units toward
graduation while engaged in the,
co-operative work period.
/

San Jose, Calif.
News
(Cir.D.72,911)
10

Monday Nov- 1, 1976

Stockton (Calif.) Record

UOP to Study Cancer Cause
ass .£ zmzssL*** - w
ing™ teetear
cancer-causing
potential
of
small
amounts of arsenic in drinking water
The study, to get under ®way Jiiis
month, is expected to cost $192 499 The
U.S. Environmental Protection' Agency

^^«y^flTbe to deterPreSent ta drink'
,ng water TcN »
' /cts as an "utator in the
XTrlXv
^ study
ciat^
' Shtrachi, an assoU°P Sch°°l of
Pharmacy

NOV 5

utfe

Cancer., arsenic study
SlLeKTO^ (UPI) - The University of Pacific School of Pharrrtacy has announced receipt p/
$116,000 from the Environmental
Protection Agency for the first
two years of a three-year study on
the relation of arsenic and cancel^

29
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Richmond, Calif.
Independent
Cir. 6xW. 30,438)
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Prescription for learning pharmacy firsthand
CERRITfiT— "NOWIcan see what my instructors
\e ^eeJ1 talking about," says Jimmie Warmington, £
student of pharmacy at the University of the Pacific who
is part of a unique internship program herein El Cerrito.
f
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Jimmie has been given a chance to see the community
pharmacy business firsthand while working at Plaza
Pharmacy at 6500 Fairmount Ave.
"This is real life. No more theoretical stuff," says
Jimmie enthusiastically. He will be a pharmacist some
day but says he'll probably only work in the community
pharmacy field for about five years. His later goal is
research.

Pharmacy Reviews and News

Jimmie is working at Plaza Pharmacy under the
direction of Tom Tallerico, adjunct professor at UOP. He
also works at Fairmount Pharmacy, 7500 Fairmount
Ave., under Ernest Brensel, also an adjunct prof at UOP.

Brown, Malone Return from
Meeting in West Germany

The internship program is allowing 63 future phar
macists from Pacific to spend a semester in practical
application of what they have learned in school. Their
work spots range throughout California and Hawaii.
During the four months of their internship these
students will learn practical aspects of their work under
the close supervision of professional pharmacists. Their
duties include prescription practice, operational proce
dures of a pharmacy, and work with physicians and the
public.
One of the practical aspects of the program is that
students get a chance at a paying job while receiving
school credit. They are given a manual which outlines
assignments in specific fields of study while they are
involved in the assistance program. Covered are fields of
pharmacy as far flung as drug abuse, diabetes clinics,
venereal disease treatment programs and local health
programs.
Some 200 students are involved in this program
annually, making it the largest of its kind anywhere. It is a
unique application of on-the-job learning coupled with
university study. As Jimmie says, "This is real life."

by John K. Brown
Professor of Pharmacognosy

JIMMIE WARMINGTON LEARNS ON THE JOB
college program add practical experience

Fair Oaks, Calif.
South Sacramento
Reporter
(Cir. W. 12,714)
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rea pharmacies
are classrooms
Mary Lou Burch and Marcia Smith,
University of the Pacific School of
Pharmacy"" students, have been
studying the community pharmacy
business firsthand this semester
through a unique internship program
that is the largest in the world.
Burch is working full-time at
Fletcher's Pharmacy in Sacramento
under the direction of Jerry Fletcher,
adjunct professor at UOP. Smith is
working full-time at San Juan
Professional Pharmacy under the
direction of Don Wiswell, adjunct
professor at UOP.
A total of 63 future pharmacists at
Pacific are spending this semester in
the practical application of
classroom learning at pharmacies
throughout California and Hawaii.
During the four-month period they
learn different aspects of pharmacy
under the close supervision of a
professional pharmacist, who serves
as the adjunct professor and offcampus school faculty member.
Included in the duties are
prescription practice, learning the
Modesto, Calif.
Bee
(Cir. 5xW. 51,568)
(Cir. Sun. 56,617)

NOV 8

Walnut Creek, Calif.
Contra Costa Times
(Cir. 5xW. 33,249)
(Cir. Free 47,830)

operational procedures of a
pharmacy and working with
physicians and the public. The
students receive both remuneration
and units toward graduation while
engaged in this cooperative work
period.
They have a manual to follow in
performing assignments in specific
areas of pharmacy. In many cases
this project has involved assistance
in programs pertaining to drug
abuse, diabetes clinics, veneral
disease and local public health
problems.
According to pharmacy school
officials at UOP, the number of
students involved in the program at
Pacific (some 200 annually) makes it
the largest anywhere, and the
specified duties and organization of
the program make it unique in
pharmacy education throughout the *
world.
y

WALN
CREfeK Johanna Salamon, a U
ity of the Pacific School of
Pharmacy-student, has ben
studying the community
pharmacy business first
hand.
Miss Salamon has been
working full time at Longs
Drug Store here in an in
ternship program the univ
ersity says is the largest of
its kind in the world.
A total of 63 future phar
macists at UOP are spend
ing the semester in the

practical application of
classroom learning at
pharmacies throughout
California and Hawaii.
Some 200 students are en
rolled in the program an
nually.

NOV 5 - 1Q7F
LOP to Study Cancer Link

STOCKTON

s jV

University of P#iH?W(/l of
I narrnaey has' announced re

ceipt of $116,000 from the En
vironmental Protection Agen
cy for the first two years of a
three-vear studv nn the rplatinn

of arsenic and cancer.
The EPA is expected to conEfnr

fkra?r5

San Rafael, CA
Independent—Journal
(Cir. 6xW. 42,461)
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Sol<omon St. Mary's
new vice chairman

Arsenic in
water will
get study
STOCKTON — The potential of
arsenic in drinking water as a
promoter of cancer will be in
vestigated in a University of the
Pacific research project.
Dr. Donald Y. Shirachi of the UOP
School of Pharmacy received $116,000
from the Environmental Protection
Agency as funding for the first two
years of the three-year grant. The
total grant is in excess of $180,000.
"A relationship between arsenic
and skin cancer and lung cancer has*
been known for some time, and the
existence of arsenic in drinking water
also is not new," explained Shirachi.
"What we want to find out is at what
levels of concentration arsenic in
drinking water is a cocarcinogen, or
promoter, of cancer."
To reach this goal, Shirachi will be
using cell cultures that he will at
tempt to transform by the in
troduction of different levels of ar
senic. He said the laboratory facilities
at the pharmacy school for this type
of research were an influencing factor
in his receipt of the grant, recently
announced by Rep. John McFall, DManteca.
The UOP researcher emphasized
that although arsenic levels in
drinking water are a problem in some
sections of the United States,
residents in this area need not worry.
Assisting Shirachi in the research
will be Dr. Donald M. Pace of the
UOP School of Pharmacy as a con
sultant and Dr. Jolean Lakso. as
assistant research toxicologist at the
University of California at Davis, as a
co-investigator.

/

Dr. Frank A. Solomon Jr. of
Greenbrae has been named vice
chairman of the board of directors
of St. Mary's Hospital and Medical
Center in San Francisco.
Solomon, a former president of St.
Mary's medical staff now in private
practice in San Francisco, becomes
one of the first four laymen to serve
on the hospital's board. Previously
in the institution's 122-year history,
only Catholic nuns have been board
members.
Van Otten — Airman Michael J.
Van Otten, son of Bonnie S. Van
Otten of Petaluma, has graduated
from the Air Force medical service
training course at Sheppard AFB,
Tex., and will be transferred to
Castle AFB, Merced County.
Andersen — Alan W. Andersen, a
San Anselmo pharmacist, was rc
cently elected as'W Associate Fel
low in the American College of
Apothecaries. The organization,
which represents some 1,000 phar
macists, promotes public health edu
cation through information to its
members. Andersen, a graduate of
the University of the Pacific School
of Pharmacy* is \tfitn the Ross
Valley Pharmacy in Greenbrae.
Moyer — Phoebe E. Moyer, a
teacher at Marin Academy, in San
Rafael, was chosen recently to ac
company a group of students on an
educational travel program in
Greece, Italy and Italy next sum
mer. She was appointed by the
American Institute for Foreign
Study.
Danielson — Anne Danielson of
Kentfield, has entered Idaho State
University to study nursing.

Dertnake — John L. Dermake,
Navy Seaman recruit from Petalu
ma, recently completed recruit
training at the Naval Training Cen
ter in San Diego.
Godwin — R. Jeff Godwin, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Richard P. Godwin of
San Rafael, has been designated a
Harlan Fiske Stone Scholar for supe
rior academic achievement at the
law school at Columbia University
in New York. Godwin, a 1969 gradu
ate of San Rafael High School, is a
third-year law student at Columbia.
Lynch — Navy Fireman Apprentice Gregory M. Lynch, son ot Mr
and Mrs. Raymond S. Lynch of
Tiburon, is taking part in exercise
"Kangaroo II," off the coast of
Australia. He is a crewman aboard
the USS Fresno
^
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Grant awarded
to UOP professor

A second year research
grant of $5,000 has been
awarded to Dr. Raymond
M. Quock of University of
the Pacific's School of
Pharmacy from the
Pharmaceutical Manu
facturers Association, Inc.
Quock is studying the
nerve system in the brain
and is researching possible
causes of schizophrenia in
relation to the nerve
system. His project in
cludes
experimentation
with the use of drugs on
rabbits, rats and mice.
He is one of 25 young
pharmacologists in the
United States who received
research grants last year
in the amount of $5,000. A
portion of the 25 recipients
of the first year grants
have been eliminated from
the program this year.

The UOP School of Pharmacy was
represented at the International
Congress for Research on Medicinal
Plants, held in Munich, West
Germany, Sept, 6-10, by two faculty
members. Dr. Marvin H. Malone,
professor
of
PhysiologyPharmacology and Dr. John K.
Brown, professor of Pharmacognosy.
Malone presented an invited
lecture, "Pharmacological Ap
proaches to Natural Product
Screening and Evaluation," at the
first plenary session on Monday,
September 6. It was a proud
moment for our university.
Approximately 550 registrants
represented 41 countries. Par
ticipants were from countries on
both sides of the political spectrum.
All major countries of the world
were represented. The common
interest
focused
on
PHAR
MACOGNOSY—the
age
old
pharmaceutical
science
of
medicinal plants, constituents, uses,
and effectiveness. Natural products
(medicinal plants) use and research
flourishes throughout the world.
Professor O. R. Gottlieb of the
University of Sao Paulo, Brazil gave
an excellent presentation on the
"Chemistry of Neolignans with
Potential Biological Activity."
Dr. M. E. Wall of the Chemistry
and Life Sciences Division, Research
Triangle Institute of North Carolina
reported very interesting infom^on about the anti-tumor
(anti-cancer) activity of some
compounds isolated from plants of
the "Simaroubaceae" (Quassia)
family. The structure-activity
characteristics of these compounds
were discussed. Currently, our hope
for finding and developing effective
anti-cancer drugs seems to be in the
plant kingdom. Synthetic chemists
must look to nature for new ideas in
developing new and effective anti
cancer agents.
Dr. T. R. Govindachari of Madras,
India presented a lucid and
fascinating lecture on, "Chemical
and Biological Investigations on the
Extracts and Constituents of Some
Indian Plants." The production of
new and effective medicinal agents
from the flora of India appears to be
a real possibility.
Professor Dr. R. Anton of the
Faculty of Pharmacy, University of
Page 12
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Giambruno is
new president

Strasbourg, France presented their
findings on the toxicity of "Diffenbachia" Sp. (Dumbcane), family
"Araceae." There are some small
peptides that
exhibit
toxic
properties in addition to the calcium
oxalate crystals (raphides) that are
usually associated with the toxic
properties of these plants.

". . . synthetic chemists
must look to nature
for new ideas ..
Many interesting minutes and
hours were spent visiting in the
hallways and byways with some of
the participants, meeting new
people, renewing an old friendship
with Professor F.H.L. van Os the
pharmacognocist at the State
University,
Groningen,
The
Netherlands.
Informal
discussions
with
Professor V. E. Tyler (Dean, School
of Pharmacy and Pharmacal
Sciences, Purdue University) and
Professor A. Schwarting (Dean,
School of Pharmacy, University of
Connecticut) about our mutual
interests and concerns concerning
pharmacy and pharmaceutical
education were fruitful.
The visit to Munich was also an
opportunity to visit with an old
friend, Dr. (med.) D. J. Mattke, a
psychiatrist. We had long and
enlightening discussions about the
use of medicinal agents in the
treatment of problems of living and
coping with life. There are ad-

vantages and disadvantages in the
use of chemicals for meeting the
problems of living. He introduced
me to his community pharmacist
who is practicing clinical phar
macy—patient counseling is the
usual, not the unusual, practice in
this pharmacy.
Fortunately, I was able to spend
two weeks in Amsterdam prior to
the Munich meeting. I spend many
enjoyable and profitable hours
visiting with my friends, Dr. P. E.
Kamp and Dr. J. C. Filedt Kok of the
Pharmacy Department at the
University of Amsterdam Hospital
(Wilhemina Gasthuis). We discussed
the application of clinical pharmacy
to their setting. They practice

Quock Attends Symposium
On Thermoregulations Issue
Dr. Raymond M. Quock, assistant
professor
in
PhysiologyPharmacology, was a participant at
the recent Third International
Symposium on the Pharmacology of
Thermoregulation, held in Banff,
Alberta, Canada, September 14-17.
Previous meetings have been held in
San Francisco (1972) and Paris,
France (1974).
There were, in attendance, 100
participants—more than any previ
ous symposium—from North
America, Europe, Africa and Asia.
These
physiologists,
phar
macologists and clinical scientists

i

Richard Giambruno was
installed as president of
the San Joaquin County
Pharmaceutical Associa
tion at the group's annual
installation dinner meeting
held recently at the Elkhorn Golf and Country
J
Club.
Mr. Giambruno
practicing
pharmacist
and owner of,
Alpine Drug f*
Store. He is a
preceptor
with
the.
internship
program at!
the
Uni-i
versity of the Pacific,
School of Pharmacy.
A native of Stockton, he
received a Bachelor of Sci
ence Degree in Pharmacy
from the U.O.P. School of
Pharmacy in 1964. Among
his memberships are the
American Pharmaceutical
Association, the Pharma
ceutical Institute, the Cali
fornia Pharmaceutical As
sociation, the San Joaquin
Epilepsy Society, and the
Italian Athletic Club. Rich
ard serves on the Board of
Directors for the Pearl
Sifford Clinic and is the
president of Friends Inc.
Installing Richard into
office was Robert Hunnell,
Lodi pharmacist and
president of the California
Pharmaceutical Associa

Dr. John K. Brown, professor of pharmacognosy (left) and Dr. Marvin H.
Malone, professor of physiology-pharmacology, both attended the Inter
national Congress for Research on Medicinal Plants, held in Munich this
past September.

met to bring together many scat
tered
aspects
of
thermal
homeostasis and the effects of drugs
upon thermoregulatory processes in
the brain.
Quock was an invited speaker and
presented a paper, entitled "A
Possible Tryptamine-Mediated Drug
Effect Induced by Parachloroamphetamine," the account of a
neuropharmacological investigation
conducted at UOP during 19751976.
The proceedings of this inter
national symposium shall be pub
lished in 1977.

clinical pharmacy, advising the
physicians on drugs, dosage forms,
uses, precautions, interactions, and
limitations. They are also involved
in drug selection and drug usage in
the hospital.
The time spent with Dr. Derk
Eskes (a pharmacist), head of the
Forensic Laboratory of the Am
sterdam Municipal Police, was
particularly rewarding. In his
laboratory he has samples of Asian
smoking heroin (used intravenously
in the Western World) that con
tained 5060 per cent heroin, 4050
per cent caffeine and 2-5 per cent
strychnine, a very potent and
dangerous mixture. Used shoes
shipped from Pakistan had, as inner
soles, "soles of high grade Pakistan
hashish." Smugglers must become
more imaginative; the customs
people are not stupid.
The week prior to the Munich
meeting I had the pleasure of
meeting the Malone family at the
Central Railway Station in Am
sterdam, escorting them to their
delightful hotel, an 18th century
canal house on the Prinzengracht. I
felt like an Amsterdammer because I
was able to show them my favorite
museums, parks and sights in my
favorite European city.
Visits to the museums, parks, the
medicinal plant garden and seeing
our good friends again was a great
tonic—"a natural high." In our
profession we are fortunate to have
the encouragement, time and
opportunity to travel to national and
international meetings.
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Students Fill
Rx Firm PostS

tion. Joining Mr. Giam
bruno in office are area
pharmacists Gregory P.
Matzen, president-electFiorella Passaglia, vicepresident;
Primo
Castagno, treasurer;
Robin Jacobs, corresponding secretary; Ed
Larimer, recording sec
retary; and Charles
Green, immediate past
president.

D r u g in
j"
Newport Beach is among
Pharmacies throughout
California and Hawaii
employing student interns from the Universi
ty of the Pacific School of
Pharmacy.
Kathi Ikeda, who is
working full-time at Via
Lido,is °ne of 63 students
j spending the semester in
practical application of
classroom learning.
San Mateo, CA

Times
(Cir. 6xW. 42,718)
i _ Stockton (CaKf.) Record
Wednesday, Jan.

12, 1977

Pharmacists
Will Install
On Thursday
California Pharmaceutical Asso
ciation President Robert Hunnell
and Assemblyman Carmen Perino, .
D-Stockton, are expected to appear
Thursday at the annual installation
dinner of the San Joaquin Pharma
ceutical Association.
The meeting will begin with nohost cocktails at 6:30 p.m. at the
Elkhorn Golf and Country Club
President-elect Richard Giam
bruno, vice-president elect Fiorella
Passaglia, secretary Robin Jacobs,
and treasurer Primo Castagno will
be installed as officers for 1977.

NOV 5

1976

irsenic-Cancer
Stlidy Funded
STOCKTON (UPI) The University of Pacific
School of PiUhaacy has
announced receipt 0f
$116,000 from the Environ
mental Protection Agency
for the first two years of a
three-year study on the
relation of arsenic and
cancer.
The EPA is expected to
contribute more than
$180,000 before the study is
completed, a department
spokesman said Thursday/

The Pom
ly Express Centennial
Association has donated its records,
photographs, historical documents
and official correspondence within
the organization to the Pacific Cen
ter for Western Studies at the Univ
ersity of the Pacific.
Some of the official correspond
ence given to the Pacific Center in
cludes letters from nationally
prominent people, among them for
mer President Eisenhower.
The association was incorporated
in 1958 to honor the history of the
Pony Express.

Jimmy Carter's election as presi
dent was received "very favorably
by university students in Spain, ac
cording to Gaylon L. Caldwell
University of the Pacific political
scientist. He recently completed a
two-week lecture tour in Spain.
"Every student I talked to wanted
Carter to win. President Ford was
not popular at all because the stu
dents want our military bases re
moved from Spain and they know if
Ford had won this would not hap
pen. With Carter they think it
might," Caldwell said.
Caldwell, a political scientist for
15 years, said the university stu
dents want Spain to identify with
Europe and feel the United States
influence in their county hinders
this development.
"They also resent our nuclear
weapons that are housed in Spain
because they think it makes their
cities prime targetsin the event of a
major war and they dislike our sail
ors and air force personnel in their
country," Caldwell said.
He presented nine lectures at
universities in Madrid, Salamanca
Zaragoza and Barcelona.

Dr. Donald F. Duns has been
named associate dean at College of
Pacific, the main liberal arts col
lege at the University of the Pa
cific. Duns, who will assume the ,
position in February, succeeds Dr.
Kenneth L. Beauchamp, who is re
turning to a teaching position in the
psychology department.
Duns will serve for three years in
the position, which is rotated within
the college.
A UOP faculty member since
1961, Duns is a former chairman of
the Communication Arts Depart
ment.
A second-year $5,000 research
grant has been awarded to pr. Rayrnond M. Qnork of the .UjuvmltiLpf
foe Pacific Scj^J of Pharmacy.
The grant, awarded by the Phar
maceutical Manufacturers Associa
tion, Inc., is for QuocK's study of
the nerve system in the brain.
Quock is researching possible
causes of schizophrenia in relation
to the nerve system. His project in
cludes experimentation with the use
of drugs on rabbits, mice and rats.
Quock is joined in his research by
one graduate student and several
undergraduate students. Quock
joined the UOP faculty last year.
He is one of 25 recipients of $5,000
grants in the United States.
TRACY— Delta College will
bring three day classes to the Tracy
High School campus starting Jan.
31.
The classes will be in addition to
43 evening classes offered through
the Adult School programs.
Day classes will be opened to high
school junior and senior students
with a "B" or better grade average.
Classes also will be open to adult
students.
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December 8, 1976 — 195
8:30 -

9:00

A.M.

REGISTRATION

9:00 -

9:15

A.M.

WELCOME

9:15 -

9:45

A.M.

INTRODUCTION TO NUCLEAR

Research Grant Awarded To UOP Pharmacy Professor

AND PERSPECTIVE OF PROGRAM PHARMACY -

ROBERT B .

DONALD G.

SUPERNAW,

FLORIDDIA,

PHARM.D.
PH.D.

STOCKTON — A second year research grant of $5,000 has been awarded to Dr.

Historical highlights of the emergence of nuclear pharmacy as an
integral element of nuclear medicine will be outlined.
9:45 -

11:00 A.M

RADIOLOGICAL PHYSICS - CLYDE N.

COLE,

Raymond M. Quock of University of the Pacific's School of Pharmacy from the

M.S.

Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Association, Inc.

This program segment will be devoted to a discussion of the basic nuclear
physics utilized in nuclear pharmacy and its application in clinical
nuclear medicine and radiation safety.
11:00- 11:15

M.

BREAK

11:15- 12: 15

M.

RADIOPHARMACEUTICALS

Quock is studying the nerve system in the brain and is researching possible
causes of schizophrenia in relation to the nerve system.

FOR CLINICAL USE -

FREDRICK

E.

TURNER,

experimentation with the use of drugs on rabbits, rats and mice.

Currently used isotopes and generator systems will be explored in this
presentation.

He is one of 25 young pharmacologists in the United States who received

12:15

1:30

M.

LUNCHEON

1:30

3:00

M.

CLINICAL NUCLEAR PHARMACY - CHARLES

GUNTHER,

M.S.

STEVE WILKERSON,

M.S.

research grants last year in the amount of $5,000.

3:15

BREAK

3:15

4:15

FUNCTIONS OF

Quock has one graduate student and several undergraduate students who are
interested in research helping him with his study.

A

NUCLEAR PHARMACY - DONALD G.

FLORIDDIA,

4:45 P.M

The grant recipient joined

PH.D.

the UOP faculty last year, and he is an assistant professor of physiology-pharma

This program segment will address itself to the role of a nuclear
pharmacy service, including a discussion of the legal aspects governing
hospitals and centralized nuclear pharmacy facilities.
4:15 -

A portion of the 25 recipients

of the first year grants have been eliminated from the program this year.

A discussion of the pathophysiology of organ systems and their clinical
appearance using radiopharmaceuticals is presented in this portion of
the program.
3:00

His project includes

M.S.

cology.
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DP pharmicist
named to UOP
Earl K. Wong, a Dos Palos
pharmacist, has been named
to a two-year term as secre
tary-treasurer of the pacific
Pharmacy Associates at the
University of the Pacific
School of Pharmacy.
The associates program was
created in 1957 to help finance
academic programs and re
search projects at the school.
The goal is to further the
cause of pharmacy education
through the various programs
at Pacific, and specific inter
est this year will be in seeking
funding for a drug infor
mation center at the school.
The pharmacy school at
Pacific was founded in 1955
with an initial enrollment of
40 students. Approximately
620 students now attend the
school, which occupies a $4.2
million complex and offers
four degree programs.
Modesto, Ca.
Bee
(Cir. 5xW. 51,568)
(Cir. Sun. 56,617)
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How to enjoy Christmas cheer
and wake up minus a hangover
There are many things you can do at a
cocktail party to avoid getting drunk, according
to a University of the Pacific researcher on
alcoholism:
"With the holiday season upon us many people
will be attending Christmas parties," explained
Dr. Howell I. Runion of the UOP School of
Pharmacy, "and there are several things that
can be done at these events, both by the host and
party-goer, to avoid drinking problems."
Runion, who has been interested in the
alcohol problem for 10 years, has been con
ducting alcohol withdrawal studies at the San
Joaquin General Hospital since 1971.
According to Runion, steps to be taken at a
cocktail party are:
—Quench the thirst of your guests with a
non-alcoholic beverage at first. Runion said
cider and punch work very well for this.
—Choose your snack items from a tasty
assortment of high protein foods, such as meat
balls, cheese and shrimp. Runion said the
protein helps the body digest alcoholic
beverages. "In many bars," he added, "they
have peanuts and' other salty foods for the
customers. This is good merchandising, because
it makes you thirstier, but it doesn't help keep
you sober."
—Have all alcoholic drinks prepared out of
the sight of guests. The UOP faculty member

said there are several advantages to doing this.
"This way the host is not obliged to make strong
drinks, which helps him economize. Also, some
people subconsciously may feel a desire to drink
the entire bottle, just because it is available."
—Measure all drinks carefully in one-ounce
shots, as this "helps prevent inhibitions from
being totally released on the part of the drinker.
Although some people become very humorous
under the influence of too much liquor, others
can become obnoxious and aggressive."
—Avoid over-the-rocks type of drinks.
Runion said these drinks contain such small
amounts of fluid, i.e., liquor, that people con
sume them too fast.
.
—Limit the alcoholic beverages to one drink
per 40 minutes, as this allows the body to
metabolize the liquor, yet still leaves the drinker
with "a certain amount of euphoria."
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continuing, into the month of Feb. 6-12, the Naval Regional Huoriita.
February> The Dry Doclk will Medical Center, liepartment
Parents can make the**
publish a, series of articles prom of Dentistry Will conduct den child's prevent#v.e dentistry
oting tHd 29th Annual National tal examinations and educa appointment*by catling 233Children's Dental Health Week. tion appointments for depen 247b betweerrthe>h©UES'Of
The format of the articles mil be dent children of active duty ©800-1630, Monday thru* Fri
in question and ansztter form stetKmilitary personnel.
day.
Hhe o»€-half hour appointand will deal with cavity prone
Below is the fUst in a series
yegrs, nursing bottle niouth, nieni -MiJJjQQnsist of art oral of. articles to be presented:
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—Stop the drinking 45 minutes before the end
of the party, so the guests can regain the alert- ! ^
ness needed to drive home. "Many people don t , ;
realize it," he explained, "but if you host a party
you are responsible for your guests until they
reach their home."
; ,
—Serve coffee and dessert to guests just ;7
prior to their leaving the party, as this puts
something in their stomach besides the liquor
and helos metabolize the

By the age of 12 orICi most of
a child's permanent teeth are
imposition. Unfortunately, the
teemyftars are wh«r*4he high
est rate of tooth decay occurs.
Statistics indicate that by age
14 the average person has,04
decayed, missrhgi- br fUfad;
teeth.
~ There are three niajor fac
tors that i»h»y a> rote in tootfv
decqfc by tligfcerjtttf a choih
reaotfton: piftsjue* su&Mv&mfe
tootfc&uacefllttamy. By paying
mow attention to.these ihre*
j items, teenagers could makoa
|drastic change in vthm statis
tics.
*
First, plaque is "the-'sticky,
almosiivisib'IWtlm offoacteria
thai farms ok everyone's teeth.
When sugaris conswned, bacteria i* plaquemse ftand'form
acids thab attach.the tooth
enamel) eventually causing
decay. Teenagers often negleefc
good oralrhygten©habits. But
brushing anti ffrbssing once,*,
day - to.* remove plaque toaa
make a big difference.
At the sametime, it is wise to
cut down, om the number of

New Yeaf's first baby
• /

Efforts rewarded*

Thre^ University of Pacific students working toward their Doctorate of Pharmacy degrees have
completed 15 weeks of full-time clinical training here a* part of their required program d? study. Clinical
PHounacy<Clcvkihip,certiij;Cgte^werUf>resetTteclta-4hem upon the ctmtlusiorf bfth^fr tfa*rtng;.B*rtici.Ratir»g»r,.
the piessniqHon ceremonies vypre (p-R): Capt. T. J: Summer<w»r- dtoirman, pharmacy deportment; It. D F:
SrtWlc, rtbarmocy Staf* and UCP1 adjunct professor; Tony WbkmctKavan; C<wy Kimura/'Rop YUmori; J. R.
Hlighey, 1)©P assistant*professor and on-site faculty member; anH RAdm. D. Earl Brown; JiU
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Here's what you can do to keep holiday party guests sober
DEC 171976

STOCKTON — There are many
things you can do at a cocktail party
to avoid getting drunk, according to a
University of the Pacific researcher
on alcoholism.
"With the holiday season upon us,
many people will be attending
Christmas parties," explained Dr.
Howell I. Runion of the UOP School of
Pharmacy, "and there" are several
things that can be done at these
events, both by the host and par
ty-goer , to avoid drinking problems."
Runion, who has been interested in
the alcohol problem for 10 years, has
been conducting alcohol withdrawal
Yuba City, Calif.
Independent-Herald
(Cir. 6xW. 5,997)
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DON h|li?J> a (ftirvergity of the
Pacific Scnool of Pharmacy student,
has been studying the community drug
business as a full-time intern at Sutter
County Hospital as part of a statewide
program involving 68 future phar
macists.

studies at the San Joaquin General
Hospital since 1971. As a physiologist
and pharmacologist he voices deep
concern over alcohol, which he
describes as "our nation's largest
single drug problem."
According to Runion, steps to be
taken at a cocktail party are:
—Quench the thirst of your guests
with a nonalcoholic beverage at first.
Runion said cider and punch work
very well for this.
—Choose your snack items from a
tasty assortment of high protein

foods, such as meatballs, cheese and
shrimp. Runion said the protein helps
the body digest alcoholic beverages.
"In many bars," he added "they have
peanuts and other salty foods for the
customers. This is good mer
chandising, because it makes you
thirstier, but it doesn't help keep you
sober."
—Have all alcoholic drinks
prepared out of the sight of guests.
The UOP faculty member said there
are several advantages to doing this.
"This way the host is not obliged to
make strong drinks, which helps him

economize. Also, some people subconsciouly may feel a desire to drink
the entire bottle, just because it is
available."
—Measure all drinks carefully in
one-ounce shots, as this "helps
prevent inhibitions from being totally
released on the part of the drinker.
Although some people become very
humorous under the influence of too
much liquor, others can become
obnoxious and aggressive."
—Avoid over-the-rocks type of
drinks. Runion said these drinks
contain such small amounts of fluid,

timee sweets are consumed. It
is especially important to
avoid sweet snacks. Parents
can-make surethataahiddkhasa w unbalanced cftel ut home
thai will aid in the building of
string teeth and bnwes. But
teefiagare sptend Aleve time
away from, home and often
choose the wrong foods,' in
cluding sugary foods and be
verages as
betWeew-meal
attach Careful selection; of %
their ,;wn foods can alSo help
to-reduce decay.
The final factor is suscepti
ble teeth. Scientists are trying
to find ways of ma King teeth
more resistant to
decay, Uhfcy.
have found, f*r example, titab
fluoride is a compound that
helps to significantly reduce
tooth decay.. Drinking water
containing atieqlmtcrTluorirte >
from birth Is known to curtail
tooth decay by about 65 per
cent. Another practical Way of .
getting fluoride
is to Use an
accepted fluoride toothpaste.
Plaque removal, avoiding
sweel :• naoks and using
fluorides aveiy daycan adritup
to better dental health.

delivered by NRMC doctor

The stork made its first San 474 Oak Lawn A&entie, Chula
Diego stop of 1977 here at Viuta. ETR2r ^Jelineau if
Balboa Hospital. The New assigned to the Ithvai' Station
Year W&& bllhfii minutes old (DATC/PMAGPAC).
™ 4.'Weiss dejtveredl The couple named their
when Div Hi
daughter Jennifer Ann. She is
a seven-pound baby girhto ML
their first child.
fted Mrs. Alan G. GelineaU of

The Dry Dock is published by North Coast Publishers, Inc., a private company in noway connected with the Department of the Navy. Opinions expressed by the f.ubfeher and writers herein are their
own andtye hot to be considered official ocftiession by the Department-of ihe tNavy. Appearance of advertising In this publication does not constitute an endorsement by the Department of the Navy Of
Ihe films, products Or services aqjertised.

i.e., liquor, that people consume them
too fast.
—Limit the alcoholic beverages to
one drink per 40 minutes, as this
allows the body to metabolize the
liquor, yet still leaves the drinker with
"a certain amount of euphoria."
—Stop the drinking 45 minutes
before the end of the party, so the
guests can regain the alertness
needed to drive home. "Many people
don't realize it," he explained, "but if
you host a party you are responsible
for your guests until they reach their
home."

—Serve coffee and dessert to guests
just prior to their leaving the party, as
this puts something in their stomach
besides the liquor and helps
metabolize the alcohol.
Runion said he has attended several
parties where these steps were
followed, and they have been en
joyable and successful. "Christmas is
supposed to De a time for togetherness
and happiness," Runion said. "It
certainly is a shame that many
holiday activities become a tragedy
because people get carried away with
their drinking.''
^

San Jose, Calif.
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Students at
local pharmacies

Clalyton Bieper and
Ching Stfe are working at
local pharmacies as part of
their program at the
University, of the Pacific.
Pieper is working at the
Pillbox under the direction
of Ron Spring and Sue at
Family pharmacy und^f
Irving Sprugasci.

WINTER

ACH I E V c M E Kl T R E W A R D S

FOR COLLEGE SCIENTISTS
Three of our graduate students were officially
honored at a luncheon held at the Mark Hopkins
Hotel in San Francisco on January 26, 1977.

Fair Oaks, Calif.
San Juan Record
(Cir. W 5,981 - Free 8,900)

Drs. Shirachi and Quock submitted names of the
three graduate students from our School of Phar
macy to be considered for the monetary awards.

FEB 9 1977

Wiswell has
UOP intern
at pharmacy

The three graduate students were:
Paul Culver
John Pech
Ed Elzarian

.

Richard Shyers, a University of the
Pacific School of Pharmacy student,
has been studying the community
pharmacy business firsthand this
semester through a unique internship
program that is the largest in the
world.
Shyers is working full-time at San
Juan Professional Pharmacy in Fair
Oaks under the direction of Don
Wiswell, adjunct professor at UOP.
A total of 68 future pharmacists at
Pacific are spending this semester in
the practical application of
classroom learning at pharmacies
throughout California, and Hawaii.
During the four-month period they
learn different aspects of pharmacy
under the close supervision of a
professional pharmacist, who serves
as the adjunct professor and offcampus school faculty member.
Included in the duties are
prescription practice, learning the
operational procedures of
a
pharmacy, and working with
physicians and the public.
The students" receive
both
remuneration and units toward
graduation while engaged in this
cooperative work period. They have a
manual to follow in performing
assignments in specific areas of
pharmacy. In many cases this
project has involved assistance in
programs pertaining to drug abuse,
diabetes clinics, venereal disease and
local public health problems.

31

19??

L t o R : Paul C u l v e r , J o h n P e c h a n d Ed
E l z a r i a n . T h e 1 9 7 7 ARCS F o u n d a t i o n
(Achievement Research for College
Students) winners fo $2000 Scholar
ships from U.O.P. Presented their
s c h o l a r s h i p s a t t h e Mark H o p k i n s
H o t e l i n San F r a n c i s c o o n J a n u a r y 2 6 ,
1977.

Van Nuys, Calif.
Valley News &
Green Sheet
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News of Van Nuys and Encinc

Bethel 80 members
will visit harbor
By AGNES VIOLA DOW

All singes in the community
are welcone. A donation of $1 is
requestec. Refreshments will
be served

D r . Don S h i r a c h i p r e s e n t s t h e $ 2 0 0 0
scholarship check to John Pech, School
o f Pharmacy G r a d u a t e S t u d e n t a n d w i n n e r
o f an ARCS F o u n d a t i o n S c h o l a r s h i p .

Ports O' Call for shopping and
lunch is the destination of
Bethel 80 of Van Nuys, Interna
*
*
*
tional Order of Job's Daughters
GILBERT AND Sullivan's
following their 10 a.m. meeting "HMS linafore" will be pre
tomorrow at the Van Nuys Ma sented tonight by the members
sonic Temple, 14750 Sherman of the Vhyflower Club, Inc., at
Way.
their clubhouse, 11110 Victory
Barbara Lane, bethel guardi Blvd., North Hollywood.
an and William Beaudoin, asso
Bob Arconti is directing the
ciate patron, will open the meet members in their presentation.
ing with Cheryl Russell, Tickets are $3for non-members
honored queen, presiding.
and $2.50 for members admis
Any teenage girl interested sion. For last minute informa
in joining this active group tion, telephone the club, 769should telephone Mrs. Lane 9367.
780-0755.
*
*
*
*
*
*
A VAN NUYS pharmacy is
L'CHAIM GROUP, formerly cooperating with Universit^jpf
Widow and Widowers of Tem the Pacific School of PtoTFmacy
ple Valley Beth Shalom, will by pA'iTlt'rpating in its intern
hold its monthly meeting Mon ship program.
day, 8 a.m. in the temple audito
Center Pharmacy, 15225 Varium, 15739 Ventura Blvd., nowen St., with Jerry HimelEncino.
farb acting as adjunct professor,
Representatives of the Los has Stan Kitazawa as its intern
Angeles Police Department for a four-month period.
• • •
will present an informative pro
gram dealing with fraud, the
Items for this column may be
con artist and how to better pro submitted in person or mailed
tect oneself against such trou to Agnes Viola Dow, 14322 Mar
ble.
tha S t . . V a n N i i v o Q i / t m
Bakersfield, Ca.
Californian
(Cir. D. 54,873)
(Cir. Sun. 59,118)

Dean I . W. Rowland p r e s e n t s $ 2 0 0 0
ARCS S c h o l a r s h i p c h e c k t o Ed E l z a r i a n ,
a U.O.P. Graduate Student at School
of Pharmacy.
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Cal State duo
recipients of
Getty stipend
I "h' - I

Cal State Bakersfield students Janet Roskam and Ed
ward Miller are recipients of $750 scholarships from Getty
Oil Company.
Ms. Roskam is a chemistry major who will enter UC San
Francisco medical school or University of Pacific following
graduation from CSB and complefr^nnJre^-iof a-degree in
pharmacy.

Paul Culver, Graduate Student,
receives $2000 Scholarship check from
ARCS F o u n d a t i o n .
O r . Ray Q,uock makes t h e p r e s e n t a t i o n .

Miller is an earth science major with a minor in physics.
He will enter University of Colorado for his master's degree
in petroleum geology following graduation at CSB.
Some 122 students at 39 university and college campuses
in the U.S. and Australia are receiving grant-in-aid scholar
ships amounting to $150,000 from Getty Oil Company.

46 Sun., Feb. 20, 1977

Stockton (Calif.) Record

These scholarships are awarded annually to students
majoring in various engineering disciplines, the earth
sciences, petroleum land management and chemistry.

Pharmacy Associates Officer

A scholarship selection committee at Cal State Bakersfield, as at each of the participating colleges and universi
ties, chooses students for the scholarship awards with selec
tion based on scholastic aptitude, achievement and leader
ship ability.

Stockton pharmacist Steve Mohorovich has been named to a twoyear term as vice president of the Pacific Pharmacy Associates a
UOP's School of Pharmacy.
The association program, created in 19S7, helps finance academic
programs and research projects at the school. Founded in 1955, the
school enrollment is over 600.

Since Getty Oil established its grant-in-aid scholarship
program in 1968, about 760 students have received awards
totaling more than $600,000.

Hard hats were the order of the day when CSB
stucents Janet Roskam and Edward Miller visited
Get'y Oil Company northeast of Bakersfield. The
Get y Oil scholarship recipients were given a tour

of the facilities, including the "antique" pi
unit, by E. H. Shuler, vice president and c
manager of Getty's California Explor
Production Division. - (Californian Photo)

Modesto, Ca.
Bee
(Cir. 5xW. 51,568)
(Cir. Sun. 56,617)
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Valley pharmacists to seat
man as president
Vol. 11—No. 4

February, 1977
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Names
in the
News

Donald F. Duns, a UOP faculty
member since 1961 and previously
Coordinator
for
Faculty
Development, has been named
associate dean at COP. Duns, who
will serve for three years in the
position, is succeeding Kenneth L.
Beauchamp, who will return to a
teaching position in the COP
Psychology Department.
Raymond M. Quock, assistant
professor
of
physiologypharmacology, has been awarded a
second-year research grant of
$5,000 by the Pharmaceutical
Manufacturers Association, Inc.
Quock is studying the nerve
system in the brain and is
researching possible causes of
schizophrenia in relation to the
nerve system. His project includes
experimentation with the use of
drugs on rabbits, rats and mice.
Robert H. Greenspan, formerly
operations manager at KUOP-FM,
UOP's public radio station, has
been named station manager. He
joined the KUOP staff in 1974 and
succeeds Richard Lyness, who
resigned to become station
manager of KCRW-FM in Santa
Monica. During the past two years,
he has helped in the design and
reconstruction of KUOP studios,
the technical training of the
student staff and production of
several live broadcasts.
[continued on page three]

Pharmacy Students Aid
In Swine Flu Program
by Rose Cirelli
Pharm D. Student
November 7, 1976, was a very im
portant date for both UOP's School of
Pharmacy, the residents of San
Joaquin County, and especially for
the residents of Stockton. The date
was the first of many throughout
November, in which San Joaquin
County participated in the nation
wide Swine Flu Immunization
Program.
In early October, Ms. Judith Pratt
and Ms. Edith Shillenberger of the
County's Local Health District con
tacted Ralph Saroyan, Dean of Stu
dent Affairs, and Alex Marques,
SAPhA's Student Body President.
They were asked at that time if the
School of Pharmacy could participate
in the program and provide the
county with "immunization injectors"
and 80 volunteers to do the general
paperwork, screening, and armswabbing on November 7 at the
County Fairgrounds.
SAPhA's newly appointed Pro
fessional Affairs Committee Chair
person, Rose Cirelli, was given the
task of coordinating the efforts of the
School, of Pharmacy with that of the
County. The Organizational and
Planning Committee, consisting of
students Kathy Boyson, Debbie Corsiglia, Lisa Hanke, Nadine Marra, Kim

Matz, and Joi Thompson, acted as
liaisons with the many organizations
within the School of Pharmacy, the
media, Ms. Cirelli, and the County's
Local Health District.
Besides the involvement of the Stu
dent Body, including professors and
graduate students, the following
organizations were all represented
throughout the County Program:
Kappa Psi, Phi Delta Chi, Lambda
Kappa Sigma, Rho Chi, the Pharm
Mrs., "and the San Joaquin Women's
Auxiliary to the Pharmacy Society.
The County held Certification
classes for those students who volun
teered to work the immunization jet
injection guns on October 7 and
November 3. Over 60 students were
certified on these two dates and
County looked forward to a large
scale involvement by the School of
Pharmacy in the immunization
program.
On October 25, there, was a
meeting held at the School of
Pharmacy for all volunteers. By this
date, the number of the volunteers
had expanded so that the School of
Pharmacy was able to provide the
County with enough jet injection
volunteers to staff 20 sites including
those outside of Stockton, and with
enough non-injector volunteers to
staff six Stockton sites. (There were 39

Symposium Scheduled
Nuclear Pharmacy: Expanding the Pharmacist's Horizon" is the title of
the 1977 Winter Symposium. The program has been designed to provide six ac
credited hours of continuing education. It will be presented in three locations:
Lake Tahoe—February 26, Stockton—March 13, and Sherman Oaks—March
27.
The agenda of the program is as follows:
WELCOME AND PERSPECTIVE OF PROGRAM—Robert B. Supernaw,Pharm. D.
INTRODUCTION TO NUCLEAR PHARMACY—Donald C. Floriddia, Ph.D.
Historical highlights of the emergence of nuclear pharmacy as an integral element of nuclear
medicine will be outlined.
RADIOLOGICAL PHYSICS-Clyde N. Cole, M.S.
This program segment will be devoted to a discussion of the basic nuclear physics utilized in
nuclear pharmacy and its application in clinical nuclear medicine and radiation safety.
Break

CLINICAL NUCLEAR PHARMACY—Charles Gunther,M.S. and Steve Wilkerson, M.S.
A discussion of the pathophysiology of organ systems and their clinical appearance using
radiopharmaceuticals is presented in this portion of the Droeram
Break

El Cerrito, Calif.
Journal
(Cir.W.20,500)

P.

c. B.

FUNCTIONS OF A NUCLEAR PHARMACY: HOSPITALS VS. CENTRALIZED—Donald G. Floriddia,
This program segment will address itself to the role of a nuclear pharmacy service, including a
discussion of the legal aspects governing hospitals and centralized nuclear pharmacy facilities
Evaluation

Tuition is $36 which includes registration, the coffee breaks, a luncheon,
and all instructional materials. Please address registration requests to Post
graduate Education, 751 Brookside Road, Stockton, California 95207 or call
(209) 946-2303.

m

Installing officer and speaker will
be Robert Hunnell of Lodl, president
of the California Pharmaceutical
Association.

Among the 100 expected guests will
be Ivan Rowland, dean of the School
of Pharmacy, UOP, and Charles
Green of Stockton, district trustee of
CPA.
To be installed with Toy are Har
vard Pfitzer, vice president; Sheldon
Teranishi, secretary, and Bruce
Doern, treasurer, all of Modesto, and
board members Roger Strange of
Ceres; Don Peterson and Ernie
Yotsuya of Turlock; Richard Pfarr
and Robert Jertberg of Modesto, and
Bev Bonney of Escalon. Outgoin
president is Fran Camagna o
Hughson.
The association, an organization of
professional pharmacists, is involved
in activities ranging from community
service projects in the area of public
health to an extensive program of
continuing education for members.

Santa Rosa, CA
Press Democrat
(Cir. D. 52,210)
(Cir. Sun. 55,894)

sites in total).
Ms. Judith Pratt spoke to a crowd of
120 volunteers, and explained the in
structions to all the participants who
would be assuming the roles of
Creeter, Informed Consent Screener,
Registrar, Arm Preparer, Injectors, and
Exit Table Workers. Ms. Pratt thanked
all the volunteers for their excellent
response and hoped that the program
would go well as expected.
The sites that the School of
Pharmacy staffed were as varied as
the population it served: The County
Fairgrounds, the Civic Auditorium,
the Scottish Rite Temple, many
schools, parks and senior citizen

centers. Not only did many of the
students volunteer several times but
they found the experience to be
rewarding and it gave them a chance
to be truly involved with community
health. A total of 180 volunteers
associated with the School of
Pharmacy worked at these sites.
As of December 15, San Joaquin
County had vaccinated 70,000 per
sons, 33 per cent of the eligible
population: 51,044 persons were im
munized in the public clinics held
(over 500 at the County Fairgrounds)
and 17,890 persons were immunized
by private doctors and facilities
throughout the county.

Program Redesigned
In October of 1975, the American
Association of Colleges of Pharmacy
(AACP) called a conference for the
purpose of drawing guidelines for
doctor of pharmacy programs
nationwide. Subsequently, those
guidelines
were printed and
distributed to the various schools of
pharmacy throughout the United
States and parts of Canada. The
guidelines were written in terms of
competencies or tasks the competent
graduate should be able to perform.
"Competency framing" seemed an
excellent method of testing a
curriculum for validity and com
pleteness; so on October 1 and 2,
1976, the pharmacy faculty, ad
ministration, representatives of the
adjunct faculty, several student
representatives, representatives of the
Pacific Associates, and alumni
representatives met in a curriculum
retreat to specifically analyze the
academic needs of the School of
Pharmacy, test the current courses,
and design competency-based doctor
of pharmacy and baccalaureate
degree programs.
It was revealed that every in
stitution currently offering a Pharm.D. degree was experiencing difficulty
in conformity with the guidelines
proposed. It was felt that a retreat
could bring the many elements of

pharmacy practice together, such that
all needs could be assessed and in
corporated
into
the
Pacific
educational package
Two weeks after the retreat, the
reporting committee was still sifting
through the wealth of information
generated. In mid-Qctober the first
draft of the report was distributed to
all retreat participants. The reports
were corrected where needed, and
the final document was compiled and
reassessed.
What the retreat had accomplished
was truly admirable/A total program
had been designed, course-by-course
and lecture topic-by-lecture topic, all
pre-requisites had been delineated,
and entrance requirements had been
listed. In addition, a phasing-in
schedule had been proposed such
that the students currently enrolled
could begin to take advantage of
some of the new coursework im
mediately.
The "spirit" of the report was sent
to the American Council on Phar
maceutical Education as a progress
report. Although the progress report
will tell of the total group effort, it
cannot tell of the greatest asset the
School of Pharmacy has—its sup
porters, the curriculum retreat par
ticipants and the alumni, parents, and
associates that they represent.

Cloverdale
Two candidates
L
for twb'seats

CLOVERDALE _ Three candi
dates are officially running for two
four-year terms on the governing
board of the Cloverdale Unified
School District but one candidate
whose name will appear on the ballot Harvey Morrision, has dropped
out of the race.
A finance measure is also on the
ballot.
Candidates are:
GEORGE SILVA - Silva, 40, is a
pharmacist and owner of Silva's
Pharmacy, Cloverdale. He is mar
ried and has three sons who attend
Cloverdale schools. He received a BS
in pharmacy from the University of
the Pacific. He has serve^TTm-thc
boaTd~for four years. Silva is a board
member of the Cloverdale Hospital
District.
"I'm on the board because I'm in
terested in education. The better the
education, the better the society will
be," said Silva.

JOHN T. SINK — Sink, 51, is a
wine grower. He is married and has
hree children who attended Cloveriale schools. Sink has been a board
member since 1967 and served on the
>ld Cloverdale Elementary School
Board for two years. He received a
BA degree from UC Davis. Sink is
secretary of the Cloverdale Rotary
Club and is a director of the Healdsburg Hospital district.
Sink did not wish to give a statenent.
A general purpose tax rate in
crease of 49 cents per $100 of as
sessed valuation will also'be decided
by Cloverdale voters. The increase
vould add $473.37 to the current $1,221.27 revenue limit received by the
district for each student attending
school.
Cloverdale Superintendent James
D. McAuley said the increase would
amount to 35 cents because 14 cents
will be cut from the tax rate.

t
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description for learning pharmacy firsthand
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Financial Vice-president
standing and handling of budget al
locations."
And he or she could "advise
constituents on different avenues
that can be sought to operate dif
ferent programs ... so that the
least amount of confusion^ money
and/or duplication is achieved."
But, said Doizaki, a vicepresident ^vould cost more than
a director would or an hourly-paid
bookkeeper.

" "*»

iimm!hlS Itreal life' No more theoretical stuff," savs
dav but ««UhS'uf 1CaLlyu,He wU1 be a Pharmacist some
Pharmacy field f pi7ably' °nly work in the community
6 years His later ®oal is
research
directoltw^ at £laza Pharmacy under the
direction of Tom Tallenco, adjunct professor at UOP He
m0Unt, Pbarmacy' 7500 Amount
Ave underFmLatR
Th
,
u Brensel> also an adjunct prof at UOP
macists fromnp=,lpfpr0.gram is allowing 63 future pharaDDl cation of
\ lpend a semester in practical
ppiication ol what they have learned in school Their
work spots range throughout California and Hawaii.
months of their internship these
™ practical aspects of their work under
supervision of professional pharmacists. Their

dure, of a phl^

Festivities will get under way with
a social hour at 7:30 p.m. Dinner will
be followed by the seating of new
officers and dancing to the music of
Deck Hogin and his band.
Ronald Toy, 1967 graduate of the
University of Pacific School of
Pharmacy and a partner in a Modesto
drugstore, will be installed as
president of the 125-member
association.

RADIOPHARMACEUTICALS FOR CLINICAL USE-Fredrick E. Turner, M.S.
Currently used isotopes and generator systems will be explored in this presentation.
Lunch

Jlllen 5
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Pharmacy Reviews and News

James M. Shebl, associate
director of the Pacific Center for
Western Studies and assistant
professor of literature at UOP, had
his book, "In This Wild Water,"
recently published.
The book talks about the
suppressed poems of American
poet and philosopher Robinson
Jeffers. Shebl said that Jeffers'
controversial material contained
much of the author's stark
philosophy that post-World War II
America was not ready to accept—
particularly such things as Jeffers'
belief that U.S. leaders were selfseeking and no better than Hilter
or Stalin.

NOV 1 7

The 20th anniversary of the Central
Valley Pharmaceutical Association
will be celebrated at its annual in
stallation dinner-dance to be held
Saturday in Scorpio's restaurant, 16th
and JStreets, Modesto.

KEIJI DOIZAKI
Keiji Doizaki is in a unique situ
ation. He's .arming for ASUOP fi
nancial vice-president
but has
mixed feelings about the creation of
such a piosition.
"In some ways this could be a
real 'plus' for the function of
ASUOP," he said, "yet conversey it
could potentially damage the operation."

SX

creblt\ hey are given a manual which outlines
assignments in specific fields of study while thev are
involved m the assistance program. Covered are fields of

venereaf diseaiM treatment*
n"8 abuse' diabetes clinicstreatment programs
programs
and local healtl
Some 200 students are involved in this program
annually, making it the largest of its kind anywhere. It is a
unique application of on-the-job learning coupled with
university study. As Jimmie says, 'This is real life."

JIMMIE WARMINGTON LEARNS ON THE JOB
college program add practical experience
-I-G photo

m

Among the positive points
Doizaki cites in regard to Proposi
tion 7, which would make "finan
cial
vice-president" a
consti
tutional office:
"The financial vice- president
would operate in an advisory role in
keeping constituent groups and dif
ferent schools abreast of
financial

Furthermore, "the financial
vice-president may have a different
philosophy . . . than the previous
financial vice-president or the new
elected president, which would
cause a complete conflict within the
most imporant phase of ASUOP: the
FINANCIAL aspect."
But if the job is to come into ex
istence, "There has to be someone
with previous office experience".
Doizaki, a first-year pharmacy
Student, feels he has something to
offer in that area. Currently he is
ASUOP director of fair housing and
consumer affairs,chairperson of the
University Center recreation com
mittee, and assistant chairperson of
the programs council.

mwwm&m

Strieily Business
American Pharmaceuti
cal association, California
Phara&ace&tical associa
tion and is licensed in
Nevada as well.
Olson* a native of Tur
lock, and his wife, Melinda, are living in Sonora
served his pharmacy in but hope to move to pro
ternship in drug stores in perty purchased' near ,
Santa Cruz and Modesto. Twain Harte.
J
California requires a re
gistered pharmacist can
didate to spend 1,500 hours
in an internship. OJson has
completed 2,400 hours.
Before moving to Son
ora, he was a pharmacist
in Manteca.
He is a member of the
Pharmaceutical institute.

A new pfoflfflnaeist has
joined the staff ©f-Brady 's
Drugs.
Cliff Olson will alternate
his hours between the two
Sonora Brady locations.
Olson, a gradaaigof the
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tests show up drug-buying dopes

Phyllis Chuji, a Washington State
n™?oMS,i*y ^armacy st«dent, and
Ooiidla It. Galpm, liead of the WSU

PULLMAN, Wash. (AP) —
Buyers of illicit street drugs
have a free consumer protection
service at Washington State
University.
WSU's
Drug Analysis
Laboratory, staffed by College
of Pharmacy students, attempts
to identify drug samples sent in
by anonymous consumers who
are worried that their pur
chases might not be all the
sellers had claimed.
Donald R. Galpin, head of the
lab, says few drug buyers get
what they pay for.
"Right
now, the most
common drug is speed amphe
tamines,, or samples purported
to be speed," said Galpin, a
pharmacy professor. "In reqent
months, very little speed has
been detected" in the samples,
he said.
The laboratory doesn't en
courage drug use, Galpin said.
However, "if consumers are
going to take it, they ought to
know what they're taking," he
said.
"You can't beat them," says
Mark Nuttman, manager of a
community center in nearby
Moscow, Idaho, where t h e
University of Idaho is located.
"A lot of the street drugs, j
basically amphetamines and
other stuff that goes through
town, they're usually able to
'identify pretty well.
"If something does come in
that's bad, such as acid cut
with strychnine, they're able to
get the word out to people that
there's some bad goods in
town."
"You can save some bad trips
that way," he said.
The lab has been operating
for three years as a way of in
troducing future pharmacists to
the street drug problem and
teaching them how to identify
drugs, said Galpin.
Operating under a federal
Drug Enforce merit Ad
ministration DEA permit, it's
the only one of its kind in the
Northwest, but it was patterned
after programs at the Univer
sity^ of the Pacific and theUnfverSltJT'Of Maryland, said
College of -Pharmacy Dean
Allen I. White.

during analysis laboratory, studied a
sample of an illicit street drug sent
to the lah for testing. (AP)

S c o t t Boras ( c e n t e r ) and h i s p a r e n t s w i t h Dr. R i e d e s e l ( l e f t ) and Dean
Rowland ( r i g h t ) . S c o t t i s a s e n i o r and a b a s e b a l l p l a y e r w i t h t h e
S t . L o u i s C a r d i n a l s and went t o S t . P e t e r s b u r g , F l o r i d a , f o r s p r i n g
t r a i n i n g . T h i s i s an advanced p i c t u r e o f h i s commencement.
!

The DEA doesn't use the lab
to investigate drug cases, Gal
pin said, but all samples
received must be turned over to
the agency.
«Mon., March 21, 19'

The drug buyers maintain
their anonymity by sending in
samples with code numbers.
They can either call in for the
analysis results or read them in
a newsletter published by the
lab.

Pharmacy
Units Plan
Style Show

5/1 P H A
NEWSLETTER

SCHOOL OF PHARMACY
SECUNDUM ARTt.M

UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC

FEBRUARY-MARCH
1977
icott Miller EDITOR

Here up are, half-uay through our semester. There is talk of final
exams already, at this early date. In spite of this pessimism, SAPhA
still has some events in storE for this semester.
Coming up in March are three items of interest:
1...Legislative Day on March 23.
2...SAPhA Annual Picnic on March 27.
Dr. Barker has again consented to take care of the steaks.
For those of you uho are neu to U.O.P. take my uord for it—
THEY ARE GOOD! Also planned are several softball games, ue
uill make up the schedule soon; houever ue probably uill be
looking for teams from each fraternity, the faculty and staff,
y
and the GDI.
'
3...SAPhA Elections on March 3D.
The following offices uill be open for election:
President
semesters
Treasurer
semesters
Secretary
semesters
Historian
semesters
Social Chairman
semesters
First Year Class Rep.
semesters
CPhA Rep.
year
CDS Rpp.
semesters
The petitions uill be available March 7th and are to be turned in
on March 18th.

San Joaquin County Pharmacy
Auxiliary and Phar-Mrs., made up
of wives of University of the Pacific
pharmacy students, are combining
talents for their major fund-raising
event of the year—a fashion show
"Fashion With Flair" is the
theme for the event, which will be
held from 7:30 to 9:30 p.m. March
29 at Georgetown Manor.
Models will circulate through the
showrooms, with commentators sta
tioned at different locales to be sure
ensemble descriptions are available
for all guests. Dr. Warren Schnei
der will provide background organ
music.
After
the
fashion
parade,
showgoers will enjoy champagne
punch, hot and cold hors d'oeuvres,
and cookies prepared by members
of both groups. Each guest will re
ceive a complimentary booklet con
taining the recipes for the foods
sampled.
Pam Regan of the auxiliary and
Mary Ann Camp of Phar-Mrs. are
heading show plans and hope to
welcome 300 guests to the benefit
event.
Modeling for Phar-Mrs. will be
Mrs. Camp, Chris Hildebrand, Pam
Heller, Holly Conklin, Beverly Tickenoff and Sharon Emick.
Auxiliary models will be Mrs. Re
gan, Tina Vasavada, Alice Jean
Matuszak, Nancy Green, Marlesse
Young and Emily Takeuchi.
Male mannequins will be Charles
Green, Greg Matzen, Dana Grau,
Steve Laverone and Eton Shiromizu.
The models will appear in fash
ions from Renate's, Girl Talk and
John Falls.
Chester, Calif.
Progressive
(Cir.W.885)

"We screen for about 20 dif
ferent types of drugs found on
the street," Galpin said. "If
they're not there, we don't know
what they are. As a matter of
economics, we ean't track down
. all substances."

PHARMACY LAB FITTING BACKDROP FOR FASHIONS
Pam Heller Qeft) of Phar-Mrs. and Emily Takeuchi of the
Pharmacy Auxiliary Practice Modeling Turns, With Lab .
Teaching Aide UOP Ria Sutton Looking On
Record Photo

Tickets for the show, which is
open to the public, are available
from members of the sponsoring

groups and also will be on sale at
the door until a capacity crowd is
reached.

Marysville, Ca.

Appeal-Democrat
(Cir. 6xW. 17,968)

Manteca, Ca.
Bulletin
(Cir. 2xW. 5,777)
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"NEW PHARMACISTS
There's sorbet/ling new a
Westwood Pharmacy, Verna an,
Harvey Hamilton, the new owners
The Hamiltons came here fron
Stockton, and are both graduates o
the University 0f Pacific School o
Pharmacy.
—
They have a son Mathew, a yea
and a half old. Harvy enjoy
running in his spare time whit
Verna likes to hunt and fish. By th
way, she has personally baege.
seven deer. Verna says, "We love i
up here. It's great and the peopl
ace nice "
^y

UOP flection
Keij/Do.zak/ofRioOso has
elected financial
^®;pr(esidentof the Associated
D "dents at University -of-the
Dharmafi-°Ckt°n' Doizaki is a
pharmacy student at the

est*——

APR 15197?

Pharmacy awards
J. Scott{ Joslyn of'
of Manteca
was
among
some
30
University of the Pacific
pharmacy students who
received
awards
for
outstanding academic and
professional achievement at a
recent awards convocation
and banquet.
Joslyn won the Dean's

Special Award. Also winning
the Dean's award was
Stephen Stoner of Auburn.
Other local winners and
their awards included Marcia
Smith of Stockton, San
Joaquin County Auxiliary
Scholarship; and Debra
Gutierrez of Stockton, the
Ray
and
Rubi
Dami
Scholarship.
/
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Ellen Peering, Registrar Emeritus, Dies
Ellen L. Deering, Registrar Emeritus
cific Alumni Association and
at UOP and author of the column,
honorary membership in both the
"Ellen's Corner/' that had appeared in
American Association of Collegiate
recent issues of the Pacific Review,
Registrars and Admissions Officers
died on March 21 in a local rest and Pacific Association of Collegiate
home. She was 78.
Registrars and Admissions Officers.
Miss Deering, familiar to thousands
She was honored by the California
of UOP students through her duties in
Legislature in 1971 for her profes
the registrar's office for more than 40 sional activities and also has an Ellen
years, had been ill for several weeks.
L. Deering Scholarship created in her
She was buried in Chico Cemetery in
name at UOP by the Pacific Associa
Chico.
tion of Collegiate Registrars and
She was a native Californian, hav Admissions Officers.
ing been born in Orland, Glenn
Miss Deering enjoyed writing her
County, and attending the State
Pacific
Review column, "Ellen's
Normal School in Chico (now Chico
Corner,"
and
was grateful for all the
State) from 1915 to 1918.
letters she received from friends and
Miss Deering worked briefly at the
Review readers.
college in Chico before coming to
Miss Deering was an organizing
UOP in 1926 as assistant registrar. She
served UOP in that position for 20 charter member of the Pacific As
sociation of Collegiate Registrars and
years and then was named registrar in
a former president of that organiza
1946. She retired in 1969.
At UOP she received the highest tion, a vice president of the American
honor the university can present one Association of Collegiate Registrars
of its own, the Order of Pacific, in and Admissions Officers, founder,
1969. She also received an Out- v and director for 22 years, of the UOP
standing Service Award from the Pa- ' Workshop for Admissions Officers,

and author of several professional
articles.
She has been listed in Who's Who
in the West, Who's Who in the
Methodist Church, Who's Who of
American Women and Who's Who in
American College and University
Administration. In 1969 she was
among those selected for the inter
national publication Two Thousand
Women of Distinction.
In civic activities she was the first
president of the Stockton branch of
the National League of American Pen
Women, and she was chairman of a
seven-state regional conference of
the organization.
Other affiliations include the Cali
fornia Academy of Sciences, League
of Women Voters, Stockton Family
Service League, patron of the Stock
ton Fine Arts Gallery, Conference of
California Historical Societies, West
ern Folklore Society, Central United
Methodist Church and California
Association of Women Deans and
Vice Principals.

Pharmacy's Revised Program
For Pharm. D. Approved
The School of Pharmacy has just
successfully passed what may have
been its most rigorous test in its 21year history. The prestigeous list of
accredited degree programs of
colleges of pharmacy, to be published
July 1,1977, by the American Council
of Pharmaceutical Education, will
contain the name of the University of
the Pacific. Thus, a year of curricular
introspection has ended with a blue
print for a revised Pharm. D. Program
and the statement by the Council that
the School "has made considerable
progress toward implementation of
the revised curriculum and shall be
additionally designated as an ac
credited doctor of pharmacy (degree
institution)."
The reassessment of the Pharm. D.
Program was initiated by the faculty,
administration, alumni, and students
of the School of Pharmacy in
response to the Council's preliminary
report of June 14, 1976, which stated
that the then current "doctoral
program may not be in compliance
with the Council standards for
curriculum."
The American Association of
Colleges of Pharmacy (AACP) had just
conferred for the purpose of drawing
guidelines for Pharm. D. programs
nationwide. Almost overnight, the
member colleges throughout the
United States and parts of Canada
were to conform to the new trend in
pharmaceutical
education
as
described by the AACP Conference. It
was generally agreed that the new
guidelines were superior to any
previous standards; but to completely
revise or amend a curriculum in a
short period of time would be a
formidable task for the faculty of any
college to undertake. However, the
alternative of returning to a bac
calaureate degree only program was
unacceptable to the faculty and
students alike.
A major criticism of the Pacific
Pharmacy system as described in the
Council's preliminary report was
related to the lack of any significant
differences between the two
programs. The report included the
statements that "professional
competencies should be developed
with clear and definitive recognition
of the aims and objectives of the
School" and that "competency
characteristics for the pharmacist
should provide the base for the
curriculum development and the
establishment of individual course
objections."

In response to these observations,
Dr. Clifford Hand, academic vice
president, requested that the School
of Pharmacy develop program ob
jectives which would reflect the
discernable differences between the
two degree programs. Subsequently, a
special committee consisting of
Robert Supernaw (chairman), Patrick
Catania, Gregory Matzen, and
Michael Mills was formed for the
development of a set of terminal
behaviors which should be expected
of graduates. The set was formulated
by the committee and adopted by the
faculty at its meeting of September
23,1976. It was also decided that the
adopted competencies would serve as
the basis of a two-day curriculum
retreat to be held on October 1-2,
1976.
Dr. Katherine Knapp headed the
Retreat Steering Committee which
was assigned the task of planning and
directing the activities of the retreat.
Several off-campus adjunct faculty,
all on-campus faculty, many alumni,
members of the Pacific Pharmacy
Associates, students, administrative

Drug Review in B.S. Program
An integral part of any clinical experience is the drug regimen review.
This process has been part of the clinical clerkship for doctor of pharmacy
candidates for some time, but now it has been incorporated into the
baccalaureate curriculum via the Pharmacy & the Skilled Nursing Facility
(RX & SNF) Program.
Through this seven unit senior course, the students are taught a
systematic approach to monitoring the drug therapy of the long-term care
patient, the responsibilities of the consultant pharmacist, and effective
means of verbal and written communication with patients and other health
care providers.
Above, Perry Cohen (left) and Jerry Brehaney discuss therapeutics with
charge nurse Christine Kinney.

personnel, and a central resource
person (Dr. Donald L. Sorby,dean and
professor of Pharmacy of the

Three Alumni Receive
ARCS Foundation Awards
Paul Culver of San Diego, John
Pech of Porterville, and Ed Elzarian of
Kingsburg are each the happy
recipients of $2,000 scholarships,
awarded by the Achievement
Rewards for College Scientists (ARCS)
Foundation of Northern California.
The foundation acknowledges worthy
scientific endeavors of young
graduate students.
Mr. Culver, an analytical chemist, is
presently researching drug problems

relating to cellular physiology. Mr.
Pech, a pharmacist, is researching
patient care and its relationship to
clinical pharmacology. Mr. Elzarian,
also a pharmacist, is doing research in
a physiology-pharmacology problem
of long-term patient care.
These three graduate students from
the University of the Pacific School of
Pharmacy were officially honored at a
luncheon at the Mark Hopkins Hotel
in San Francisco last January 26.

Award winners are [I to r]: Paul Culver, John Pech and Ed Elzarian.

University of Missouri, School of
Pharmacy) were invited to participate
in the retreat.
Two days of workshops molded
from the list of competencies firstly, a
set of content items which would
fulfill the competencies; secondly, a
set of courses that would frame the
content items developed; and thirdly,
an appropriate sequence of courses,
the curricular profile. The retreat
participants felt that the report of the
Sequencing Committee was par
ticularly significant.
The
Sequencing
Committee
continued to function after the last
day of the retreat in order to devise an
appropriate phasing-in schedule for
the new program. It was determined
that this schedule could be com
pleted within three years, and the first
class completely in the amended
curriculum would be the class en
tering in September, 1977.
The combined efforts of all of the
participants mentioned had led to a
workable blueprint that was sent to
the American Council on Phar
maceutical Education as a progress
report. The report was accepted by
the Council and erased all of the
questions the Council had previously
asked prior to the Curriculum Retreat
of October. The blueprint is now
directing the phasing-in of the
amended profile. The profession of
pharmacy will surely be the
beneficiary of the School's curricular
introspection for the years to come.

Paga 12

paclfican
3601 pacific ave. Stockton, cal.

Malibu, Calif.
Times

Honor Student
Kerry Sheehan of Pt.
Dume received the Bris
tol Award for outstand
ing academic and pro
fessional achievement
at a recent awards con
vocation and awards
banquet for University
of the Pacific pharmacy
students/ Stoclcton, Ca.

12 pages

Breschini, Sullivan, Doizaki win election

Susanville, Calif.
Lassen Advocate
(Cir 2xW. 3,333)

Oakdale, Calif.
Leader
(Cir. W. 3,762)

(Cir. W. 3,500)
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DIANNE KANE GETS
AWARDS UOP PHARMACY

Approximately 30 University of the
Pacific pharmacy students received
awards for outstanding academic and
professional achievement at a recent
awards convocation and awards
banquet held in Stockton.
Dianne Kane of Susanville received
the Rexall mortar and pestle award
and the Lambda Kappa Sigma •
Fraternity Plaque.

by Sue McDonald

1s m

Larry J. hjubbard
A graveside'Service was
held February 4 in Long
Beach, for former Oakdale
resident, Larry J. Hubbard,
43, son of Mrs. Helen Moxcey
of Oakdale.
A native of Leavenwcrth,
Kansas, Mr. Hubbard at
tended Oakdale High School
and was graduated with the

Huntington Beach, Calif.
News
(Cir. W 3,640)
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Local student Martin Sagall re
ceived the Merck, Sharp and
Dohme award last week for out' standing academic and professional
achievement at the University of
the Pacific, Stockton.

dass of 1953. He was in the
first graduating class of the
School of Pharmacy at the
then College of the Pacific,
now the University of the
Pacific, and was a charter
member of the pharmacist
fraternity there.
At the time of his death Mr.
Hubbard owned a drug store
in Downey, California. He
served on the board of
directors of the Southern
Califonia Pharmaceutical
Association. In December he
was chosen their pharmacist
of the month.
In addition to his mother,
Mrs. Moxcey, he is survived
by his father, E. J. Hubbard
of Long Beach; daughters,
Moria Megan and Nonie
Hubbard of Porterville, and
his brother, Sam (Chip)
Moxcey of Oakdale.
/

Newly elected
ASUOP
President Randy Breschini will take
office this week along with Kevin
Sullivan, who won the executive
vice presidential race.

In a run off election Monday,
students chose Breschini over Chris
Moody
51.4
percent.
The
candidates were separated by a
close margin of 23 votes.
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T R I P L E R ARMY_J1EDICAL_CENTER H O N O L U L U , H A W A I I
School of Pharmacy - Clerkship & Intern Students
Fall Semester 1976
ueuts

Debra Gutierrez receives a
Ray and Ruby Dami Scholarship
from her advisor, Ralph Saroyan

Left to Right
Richard Morita - Clerkship student
Debbie Greene - Clerkship student
William A. Boyson, M.D.
Major General, MC
Commanding
Priscilla Larm - Clerkship student
Terry Slagle - Intern student
Brad Zanetti - Clerkship student

Ralph Saroyan announces that
^^ar^es ^udson is the recipient
of the Faculty Men's Award

•

'

Laa<r

receives the Dargavel
®P rom Mr- Wi-Hiam
Wickwire, a member of their
Board of Directors.

Cynthia Barekman receives the
Faculty Women's Award from
Dr. John K. Brown

Cathy Grady receives the Eli
Lilly Award from Dr. Max Polinsky

-
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William Lawrence receives a
Ray and Ruby Dami Scholarship
from Ralph Saroyan

\
V

<
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^
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James Lane receives the Dezzani
Endowed Scholarship from
Dr. Alice J. Matuszak

John Peterson receives an
American Foundation for
Pharmaceutical Education
Scholarship from Dean Rowland

Dianne Kane was awarded Lambda Kappa
Sigma Fraternity Award in absentia by
Cisco Kihara, Advisor. Oianne i s
serving clinical clerkship at Tripler
Hospital in Honolulu, Hawaii.

Carol F. Sites receives an
American Foundation for
Pharmaceutical Education
Scholarship from Dean Rowland

5

01

Suzanne Wasp-Shasha receives
an American Foundation for
Pharmaceutical Education
Scholarship from Dean Rowland

37
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Cynthia Cereghino receives the
Johnson and Johnson Mortar and
e s t l e Award from Or. Max Polinsky.

Robert Louie receives the Merck

Martin Sagall receives the Merck,
S h a r p a n d Dohme A w a r d f r o m D o n
F1o r i d d i a, Senior Class Advisor.

•
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B r i a n Wu r e c e i v e s t h e M e r c k
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Senior3?? D°hn! Award f r o m t h e '
Semor Class Advisor, Gonald G.
r1oriddi a.

— _
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Class Advisor, Donald G. Floriddia.

Carol Sites receives the Merck
Sharp and Dohme Award from t h e
F 1o r i d d i a ? S S
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Charles Beymer receives the
Bristol Award from h i s advisor,
Dr. John Brown.

Alex Marques receives the McKesson
and Robbins Award from Mr. Bill Enos,
Sales Representative.

Kerry Sheehan receives the
Bristol Award from her Advisor,
Or. Ravindra Vasavada.

Zachariah Gerger receives the
McKesson and Robbins Award from
Mr. Bill tnos, Sales Representative.

MAR

Carol Sites receives the Smith
Kline and French Award from t h e
local representative, Bob Ayres.

•

_

______

Lai Chui receives the California
Pharmaceutical Association
Auxiliary Scholarship from
Mrs. Ivan W. Rowland.

^umstein recei
Central Valley Pharmac
Association Scholarshi
President, Ronald Toy.
unara

Anne Gardoni receives the Upjohn
Award from Hoi l i s B. Boord, S a l e s
Representative.

77

Perry Cohen, Yearbook editor,
announces the Yearbook dedication
to Dr. Warren Schneider. Dr. King
Accepts the award fro Dr. Schneider.
.

Rolin Wade receives t h e Bryant
Kerry Wong Memorial S c h o l a r s h i p
from h i s advisor, Bob Supernaw.

_

Marcia Smith receives the San
Joaquin County Auxiliary
Scholarship from Sabina Grau.

/
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SCHOOL OF PHARMACY
PACIFIC DAY,

OPEN HOUSE

APRIL 30

r; ..7M

Ufoe QAwiue/isity

the^Paci^tc

co/tdtafifiy iiu/ites you to the
17th uAwiua# School

1:30 P.M. TO 4:30 P.M.

^ha/twacy

©pew^ouse
sponso/ted by the lambda'zKappa fiigma
crnd
^Phl'Defita Chl^/iate/mtties
owSatu/iday, <jAp/ti£ 30, 1977
751 ^/toofcside^oad, Stockton
^/iom 1:30 to 4:30 p.m.

T h e Roles of t h e Consultant Pharmacist in Triage

Professional: T h e c o n s u l t a n t p h a r m a c i s t performs triage in m a k i n g t h e c o n s u m e r a w a r e of
health c a r e services a v a i l a b l e a n d directing h i m t o t h e a p p r o p r i a t e health c a r e
provider. H e als o advises t h e p a t i e n t a s t o proper d r u g utilization of prescription a n d
over-the-counter (non-prescription) drugs.

Interprofessional: T h e c o n s u l t a n t p h a r m a c i s t is a readily available s o u r c e of d r u g
information for o t h e r h e a l t h c a r e professionals. H e uses his expertise in d r u g
monitoring t o assist o t h e r health professionals in proper p a t i e n t c a r e .

Community Leader: T h e c o n s u l t a n t p h a r m a c i s t participates in c o m m u n i t y e d u c a t i o n b y
bringing information t o various civic groups. H e c a n offer different c o u r s e s of a c t i o n
in handling health related c o m m u n i t y c o n c e r n s , s u c h a s d r u g a b u s e .

TTIORZAR
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pestLe

THE OFFICIAL PUBLICATION OF REGION 8
OF THE STUDENT AMERICAN PHARMACEUTICAL ASSOCIATION

M i c h e l l e R. C h i l v e r s , Regional E d i t o r
If you a r e interested in exploring t h e professional a s p e c t s of
pharmacist, w e h o p e y o u will s h a r e this Sa t u rd a y a f t e r n o o n with us.
Ample parking provided . . .

the

consultant
REGIONAL DELEGATE'S REPORT

Refreshments served . . .
pr™Ssin9tofT T
associations.

f^in?h

9reat-

thP
,ear'
1977
r e g i o n a l and n a t i o n a l

University of t h e Pacific, S c h o o l of P h a r m a c y
751 Brookside Road, S t o c k t o n , California 95207
(Sponsored b y L a m b d a Kappa Sigma a n d Phi Delta Chi P h a r m a c y Fraternities)
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While i n D . C . , we d i s c u s s e d a d m i n i s t r a t i v e
meeting i n New York
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Hope t o s e e many o f you i n New York.
Best wishes,
Alex Marques
Regional D e l e g a t e
ALTERNATE DELEGATE'S REPORT
SCHOOL OF PHARMACY
UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC

SECUNDUM AKIt M
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letters

requesting

i n d i v i d u a l s . My proposed goa l f o r
I am p l e a s e d t o mention t h a t we have r e c e i v e d $ 2 2 5 * 0 0 *
w i l l w a i t f o r more r e p l i e s i n t h e n e x t few months

funding

thryea?^r$y700tnnin9flC°m?aMieS

APRIL/MAY
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EDITOR: Rick Henson
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5 o f f M a r c h 2>
H o p e f u l l y we

Danilo Padilla
Alternate Delegate

SAPhA TO PULL OUT OF ASUOP ?

the sXS""

A* m

'•«««>. fo™, „

was due to two problems: 1) SAPhA*is nnt
and 2) pharmacy students directlv receive
fees they pay in to ASUOP.

SU ° h 3 c o n s l d e ration

?

f °r expenses
Percentage of the

reimbursed
y a Sma11

service:
™ ^ ~
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actually quite difficult. The ASUOP bud
°
Y ASUOP. This was
One committee member went to the ASUOP offi c ]7t 3 V a l l a b b e b u t n o t very detailed
p r o v i d e d . The l i s t c o n s i s t e d o f a p p r L ^ a S v V
V * " °f 311 S6rvlces
One of which was a statement of whIE"roSwoulHi?® rVices ASU0P Provides,
t0 Provldethe committee felt that there was definite!
All in all,
3
P
r
b
l
e
m
l n ASUOP's ability to
communicate with the pharmacy students.
°
At about this time, ASUOP had U 'q
of this Ad Hoc co m m i ttee was a bandwagon whlch^li ^ t h e p U r p o f i e
on. Other than familiarization with thp n-r m
candidates quickly jumped
of this ASUOP interest in SAPhA. As it standi™' n o t ^ l n £ constructive came
enthusiasm in the problem. SAPhA will be wnrt/° W , j c o m m l t t : e e has lost
dlreCt0r of the
University Center and ASUOP this su^er to d^J^
n
W
h
e
interests and needs are for theMSS"
°
" P ha ™acy students
to g - t ^ ^ w S T T a ' S r S S th^ASUOP ZLl" ^7™°*
future SAPhA will be pushing for moL
(Editor s note: The issue n f aqitotj t v.
in thin l „ u . »hould v o l c e t h e l r „ p l » l o L ™ t ' S ' S
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Hacienda Heights, Calif.
HighlanderAdvertiser
(serving Arcadia)
(Cir. W.)

PACIFIC DAY

MAR 23 1977

Poison Prevention Week Display
i

-

i

ARCADIA -- Methodist
Hospital of Southern
California, Arcadia, will
have a display in the main
lobby observing National
Poison Prevention Week,
March 20 through 26.

one week of the year
National Poison Prevention
Week. During this special
week, designated as
National Poison Prevention
Week, all Americans and
all agencies and
organizations concerned

Bill Bearce, student from
the University of the
Pacific School of Phar
macy, is presently doing his
internship at Methodist and
is involved in a project
concerning poison
prevention and treatment.
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Play games on a computer, buy a "scar," have a poem composed for you
on the spot, have your golf swing analyzed, learn "how to get along with kids,"
and have your name written in Japanese or Chinese—these are just a few of the
host of activities scheduled for the fifth annual Pacific Day on Saturday April
30.
More than 70 events will take place during the all-university open house.
Virtually every school, college and department of the University will be repre
sented in a program and at information tables on campus. Another highlight
will be a Street Faire, featuring handcrafted merchandise, and several "food"
booths, sponsored by the International Student Association.
The schedule opens with the traditional Strawberry Breakfast sponsored
by Anderson Y at 8 a.m. and continues throughout the day with entertainment,
alumni gatherings, food, workshops, seminars, and displays. The program con

cludes with two drama productions Saturday evening. The Neil Simon comedy,
"Last of the Red Hot Lovers" will be presented at 8 p.m. in the new Studio
Theatre located in refurbished facilities on the South Campus. And a studentdirected production of "The Fantastics" will be performed at a new dinnertheatre in the Redwood Room of the University Center.
A complete schedule of events is included on the following pages. Pages
one, two and three list the events by school and college or department, and
page four lists events by time of day. Numbers listed with location refer to the
campus map on the third page.
Everyone is invited to Pacific Day. Look over the schedule and you will
see something of interest to all members of the family. The University of the
Pacific looks forward to having you as a guest on Saturday, April 30.

It has been estimated that
approximately one million
ingestions of toxic and
potentially toxic substances
occur in the United States
each year. When a
youngster first starts to
crawl he is prone to ingest
household poisonings that
are within his reach. The
products most often
ingested by these children
are pesticides, household
cleaning products,
polishing agents and
petroleum products that
are stored improperly.

Each year the President
of the United States issues a
proclamation designating

EVENT

PLACE

ANDERSON Y

10:00a.m.-4:00 p.m.

Strawberry Breakfast,
open to the public.
Price: $2.00
Craft Faire: Displays of
plants, ceramics,
macrame, leather,
quilts, clothing, jewelry,
etc.

Anderson
Lawn (19
Walkway
between
University
Center and
Quonsets (25

COLLEGE OF THE PACIFIC
10:00a.m.-4:00p.m.

10:00a.m.-4:00p.m.
h0C

10:00a.m.-4:00p.m.

ART DEPARTMENT
The Department of Art
Patioin conjunction with
University
Callison College will
Center
present "Art in Action." Theatre (25)
Students and faculty
will
demonstrate
processes such as:
ceramics, throwing,
glazing and raku firing,
painting, print making,
drawing, and sculpture.

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
"Super Germ?" Discuss
the promise and peril of
genetic
engineering
with members of the
Biology
Department.

Knoles
Lawn (5)

BLACK STUDIES
Information
Table.
Filmstrips pertaining to
Black Studies cur
riculum.

Knoles
Lawn (5)

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
10:00a.m.-4:00p.m.

*

11:00a.m.-11:30a.m.
and
2:30p.m.-3:00p.m.

Information
Table.
"Test Your Consumer
Knowledge," computercorrected quiz.

Knoles
Lawn (5)

CHEMISTRY
Magic
Show:
A
South
humorous and informa
Campus
tive demonstration of
Main
chemical
reactions,
Classroom
explosions and color Building (42)
changes. This is a very
popular
presentation
every year, and fun to
watch. Children of all
.ages are welcome.
CLASSICS

10:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.

Information Table. Dis
play of pictures and
posters on Classical
subjects.

Knoles
Lawn (5)

COMMUNICATION ARTS
10:00a.m.-4:00p.m.

Information Table. Stu
dent
debaters will
deliver a 3-5 minute ifp-„
promptu speech on any'
subject (within reason)
requested by the audi
ence. Display of Pacific
Debating Championship
Trophies.

Knoles
Lawn (5)

TIME

EVENT

PLACE

COMMUNICATIVE DISORDERS
10:00a.m.-4:00p.m.
Information
Table.
Knoles
Model of human ear,
Lawn (5)
model of voice box. A
device that makes peo
ple stutter, and a ma
chine that slows and
speeds speech so that it
is intelligible.
DRAMA
10:00a.m.-4:00p.m.
Information Table. Stu
Knoles
dent makeup artists will
Lawn (5)
be demonstrating vari
ous
stage
makeup
techniques, and visitors
to the campus may buy
a "black eye," "bruise"
or "scar" expertly
executed by drama
students.

University Tours
University of the Pacific will be offering Uni
versity Tours on Pacific Day for those persons
interested in visiting the different parts of the
campus, including the residence halls, Uni
versity Center and the south campus.
The walking tours will leave Burns Tower
every hour on the hour, beginning at 10 a.m.
and through 3 p.m.

Student Receptions
Prospective students and their parents will be
able to get a firsthand look at the University of
the Pacific during Pacific Day this year. A re
ception, titled "Pacific Presents," has been
planned for 10 a.m. and 2:30 p.m. in the main
lounge of Grace Covell Hall on campus.
At this time, persons will receive an overview
of the University and meet with UOP President
Stanley E. McCaffrey and other university
faculty and administrators.
Coffee and donuts will be served and all
prospective students are encouraged to attend.
PACIFIC REVIEW—Volume 11, No. 6, April, 1977.
Published by the University of the Pacific, 3601 Pacific
Ave., Stockton, CA 95211 eight times a year; October
through June, except January. Editor: Ms. Chris May.
Second Class Postage Paid at Stockton, California.

Porterville, Calif.
Recorder
(Cir.6xW. 10,262)

Healdsburg, California
Tribune
(Cir.W.4,010)
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TIME

EVENT
DRAMA (con't)

PLACE

MAR 1 ? 19"

10:00a.m.-4:00p.m.

Puppet shows of interest
to adults and children
alike will be presented
throughout the day by
students currently
enrolled in the depart
ment's puppetry class.

8:00p.m.

The Neil Simon comedy,
Studio
"Last of the Red Hot
Theatre
Lovers,"
will
be
South
presented in the new Campus (51)
Studio Theatre. Admis
sion prices are $2 for
general admission and
$1 for UOP students,
faculty and staff. Call
the box office for in
formation and tickets946-2289.
ECONOMICS
Information Table. Dis
Knoles
cussion of the following
Lawn (5)
questions: "How are we
to expand our economy
to provide jobs and raise
the standard of living
but at the same time
avoid inflation?" and
"Is the government be
coming too involved in
the economy?"
ENGs-iSH
Information
Table.
Knoles
"Request-a-P -m":
Law- ""
Students anc, Faculty
members will compote
a brief poem or line t^ fit
your occasion! Aiso,
"Writing your own
poem.the Gestalt Way."

10:00a.m.-4:00p.m.

10:00a.m.-4:00p.m.

10:00a.m.-4:00p.m

HISTORY
Your "Roots": Pacific
Historians can help you
to explore your family's
history, and your place
in our varied social and
cultural past. Learn
how to trace the evolu
tion of society and per
haps even how to trace a
family tree.

Knoles
Lawn (5)

Open House, Computer
Games.

Computer
Center(22)

MATHEMATICS

10:00a.m.-4:00p.m.

10:00a.m.-4:00p.m.

Knoles
Lawn (5)

GEOLOGY A.^D GEOGRAPHY
information
Table.
Knoles
"Geology at Pacific."
Lawn (5)

10:00a.m.-4:00p.m.

MODERN LANGUAGES
Information
Table.
Films shown continu
ously throughout the
day: "Le Palais du
Louvre" and 'Germany
Today."

(Schedule of Events
continued on next page)

Knoles
Lawn (5)

DISTINGUISHED VISITOR — Dr. Chikataro Kawasaki, Dean of the
School of Pharmacy, Kobe-Gakuin University, Japan, third from left, is in
troduced to LW chief pharmacist, Dr. Ross Barber by hosts William and
Lillian Woods, v. z
j,' ji j
MR. AND MRS. WILLIAM WOODS

Residents Host Japanese Students
Mr. and Mrs. William
Woods gave a luncheon
party last week for 46
Japanese boys and girls
who
are
recent
graduates of Kobe
Gakuln U n i v e r s i t y ,
Kobe, Japan. Accom
panying them were
three staff members
and the Dean, D r .
Chikataro Kawasaki, all
from the School of Pharm a c y and P u b l i c
Health.

Tulare, Ca.
Advance Register
(Cir. 6xW. 6,571)

MAR 1 0

1977

Tularean John (Pech was
selected one of 10 winners
recently in the Roche
Hospital Research Grant
program. He received a
check for $2,000 to continue ,
his studies at the Pacific
Medical Center in San
Francisco.
Pech, 24, is a son of Mr.
and Mrs. John Pech, 623 No.
M St. He was graduated
from Tulare Union High
School in 1970 and the
University of Pacific School
of Pharmacy, Stockton, in
1974. He has a masters
uegrcc in pharmacology alia
a Bachelor of Science degree
in pharmacy.
Pech received the check at
ceremonies held in February
at the Mark Hopkins Hotel,
San Francisco.

Rich Bene photo

PortervUi^^eceiv^i^^ooo'che

pfcarmaS®

right|

0t

M<l''Sre'atioIlsh'ptoclinical

unHPP'^K Hh! Ja4ck Herrod' «nd Healdsburg Gene^Xl
under the direction of Michael Bailey who is an adjunct
professor at UOP in Stockton. The purpose of the program savs
Steve, is to get practical experience to go along with the
academic study." And, he adds with a smile, "It's very good to
8tudylng for one semester." He has also
Mv*!!7hy i°m*
fdven three lectures to Healdsburg High School students on over

While in Leisure
World the group made a
tour of the Clinic and
Pharmacy, guided by
Mrs. Cora Kiley and Dr.
Ross Barber.
The group flew non
stop from Tokyo to San
Francisco where they
were met by a chartered
bus which took them on
a tour of San Francisco,
the University of Caifornia at Berkeley, Univer
sity of the Pacific at

Grass Valley, Calif.
Union
(Cir.6xW.8,495)

Tularean gets pharmacy
grant for study project
T*3i

Student intern

.»isuitsnii'SK Kar

Seal Beach, Calif.
Leisure World News
(Cir.W.7,000)

Pacific Day Events Listed by Schools, Colleges
8:00a.m.-10:30a.m.

••n

April, 1977

UOP Schedules Pacific Day—April 30

TIME

with the prevention of
accidental poisonings and
the welfare of the nation's
children, are urged to join
in activities designed to
encourage the safe storage,
use and handling of
household substances.

He is studying patient care
and its relationship to
clinical pharmacology.

Pech honored
Dr. Donald Shirachf; left, for the physiologypharmacology unit of the School of Pharmacy at
the University of Pacific, Stockton, gives a check
for $2,000 to Tularean John Pech. The check is a
grant from the Roche Foundation to be used by
Pech to further his study project of patient care
and its relationship to clinical pharmacology.

FEB 2 5 1977

Boothby on
UOP board
Dale R. Boothby, a Grass
Valley pharmacist, has been
named to a two-year term as
president of the Pacific
Pharmacy Associates at the
University of the Pacific
School of Pharmacy.
The associates program was
created in 1957 to help finance
academic programs and
research projects at the
school. The goal is to further
the cause of pharmacy
education through the various
programs at Pacific, and
specific interest this year will
be in seeking funding for a
drug information center at the
school.
The pharmacy school at
Pacific was founded in 1955
with an initial enrollment of 40
students. Approximately 620
students now attend the
school, which occupies a $4.2
million complex and offers
four degree programs.

Stockton, Monterey,
Carmel, Yosemite
Park, Hearst Castle,
Solvang, Pasadena,
Redlands, San Diego,
and a f t e r l e a v i n g
Leisure World, the Long
Memorial
Beach
Hospital, Disneyland
and the Huntington
Library.
They" visited three
p r i v a t e homes and
several pharmacies. On
their return trip to
Japan they were to stop
o v e r one d a y i n
Honolulu.
Dr. Kawasaki, leader
of the tour, is a friend of
many years standing of
the Woodses and has
visited them several
times since they moved
to Leisure WorM in 1971.
After a visit here in 1973
he wrote an article
describing L e i s u r e
World which was
published in the
Japanese Public Health
Journal.

Saturday, April 30, 1977

Commencement

STt c- Kyr/v J £< fit r>
Bachelor ana doctorate degrees
will be presented to 219 students of
the University of the Pacific's
Schobl of Pharmacy during com
mencement ceremonies at 10 a.m.
Sunday.
UOP President Stanley E. McCaf
frey will present bachelor degrees
to 66 students and doctorate degrees
to 153 students on the lawn area be
tween Knoles Hall and Burns
Tower.
D

Don Shiromizu, Steve Laverone
Hospital will receive "Preceptor of
the Year" awards during the cere
monies. The award recognizes con
tributions made by the three phar
macists to UOP's school of
pharmacy educational program.

SUMMER

Sonora, Ca.
Union Democrat
(Cir. 6xW. 6,340)

38 Sunday. May 1,

1977

197?

Stockton (Calif.) Record

200Pharmacy
Students Will
Names in the news
Get Degrees
Ret™
irement post
San Rafael, Ca.
I ndependent-Journal
(Cir. 6xW. 42,461)

APR 2 8 1977

Some 200 students re
ceive degrees today in
commencement
ceremo
nies at the University of
the Pacific's School of
Pharmacy.
The 10 a.m. event is
scheduled for the lawn
area between Knoles Hall
and Burns Tower.
Bachelor of science in
pharmacy degrees will be
awarded to 60 students and
doctor of pharmacy de
grees will go to 144 stu
dents.
The program will include
a student valedictory ad
dress by Carol Forror Sites
of San Diego.
The Graduates:

IVAN DICKERSON

Strictly
Business
A new pharmacist, Ivan
J. Dickerson, has joined
the staff of Bob's Fairview
pharmacy.
Dickerson, a native of
Idaho,
received
his
pharmacy degree from
Idaho State university and
served his intership in
Long Beach.
He holds a doctorate
degree in pharmacology
from University of the
Pacific. His doctQrate
qualifies him as a clinical
pharmacist and he served
his clinical intership in
Stockton.
While attending University of the Pacific and
serving Tils Stockton in
ternship, Dickerson and
his wife, Debby, jvere fre
quent visitors to Tuolumne
county.
Mrs.
Dickerson is
employed by the telephone

company in Stockton and
commutes from their
Sonora home.
Bob Williams, owner of
Fairview pharmacy, also
serves the Sierra hospital
pharmacy
where
Dickerson works in the
mornings. He works at
Fairview in the after
noons.
Fairview
pharmacy
maintains
family
prescription records and
consults with customers
on individual prescrip
tions.
''We want our clients to
ask questions about their
medications,'' Dickerson
said.4'Most people need to
know more about the
drugs they are taking."
The two pharmacists
also offer a 24 hour
emergency service.

'1

Ojai, Calif,
Ojai Valley News
(Cir. W. 5,131)

DOCTOR OF PHARMACY
Gregory C. Adams, Redding;
Gregoy L. Alston, Sacramento;
Norman D. Anderson, Arvin;
Karen S. Aoki, Woodland; Rob
ert E. Bammer, Stockton; Car
men M. Barbot, Stockton; Jo
seph Barr, Modesto; Gurpartap
G. S. Basrai, Stockton; William
H. Benedict, Stockton; Gloria M.
Bertacchi, Sacramento; Naeem
N. Bertan, Egypt; Scott D.
Boras, Elk Grove; Richard E.
Bruschi, Bakersfield; Laurence
J Carnegie, Van Nuys; Gregory
S. Carroll, Santa Cruz; Harriet
Catania, Stockton; Gary L. Cel
lini, San Francisco; Cynthia L.
Cereghio, Madera; Albert L.M.
Chan, Stockton.
Robert Chan, Hood; Terence
W. J. Chan, Hong Kong; Tony L.
Chan, Monterey Park; Virginia
Chang, San Francisco; Kishori
Chaubal, Stockton: Donald P.
Chin, Sumner,
Miss.;
Wiley
Ching, San Francisco; Melvin
W.K. Chow, Honolulu; Tony K.H.
Chow, Roseville; Cornelius Y
Choy, San Francisco, Dominic
S.H. Chu, Stockton, Helen S.
Cook, Pacific Grove; Gilland
Dea, San Francisco; Ralph M.
DeFay, Del Mar; Cecilia D. Drapequ, Lawndale, Stanley B.
Edick, Delano; David T. Egi,
Tracy; Steven C. Evans, Des
Moines, Iowa; Jeffrey A. Fissori,
Pismo Beach.
Michael R, Gaffney. Lakewood; Zachariah Gerger, Southfield, Mich.; Joseph G. Goins,
Buena Park; Jay Gouls, Los
Altos Hills; Debra' I. Greene,
- Yuba City; Barbara L. Groten,
Campbell; John M. Hanley, Oak
land; Joan M. Hartsough, Orinda; Homayoon Hekmatravan,
Los Angeles; Geoffrey C. Hen
rietta, Aptos; Jerry Hiraga, Santa
Rosa; Jeffrey S. Hoelscher, Hills
borough; Mark A. Hofstetter, An
aheim; Steven S.F. Hou, Taiwan;
Emmanuel H.F. Hu, OaklandVictor F. Hu. San Leandro; Glen
M Itow, Gardens; George C
Iverson, Long Beach; Gary Jang,
Sacramento.
Patrick R. Jones, San Jose,
J.S. Joslyn, Manteca; Ronald
Jow, Stockton; Glen M. Kaiser,
Stockton; Dianne A. Kane, Susanville; Cary K. Kimuia, Kingsburg; !hor Krewsun. San Diego;
Yoichi Kusumoto, Los Angeles;
Fetty Kuswanto. Indonesia; Priscilla Larm, Hawaii; Dien K. Le,
Stockton; Gwendolyn N. Lee
Fresno; Ricky On. W. Lee, Cerrltos; Michael K.S. Leung, Sali
nas; Allen Lew, San Francisco;
Mark H. Livingston, New Rochelle, N.Y.; Arnold S.T. Loo.
San Francisco; Kenneth L. Low,
Oakland; Arthur I. Ludwick.
South Bend, Ind.
Yuk L. Lui, Hong Kong; Benny
V Magdael, Jr., Stockton; Neal
W Mandich, Bishop; Daniel B
Marrah. Jr. South Gate; Keen M.
McCullough, Long Beach; Kelly
J McQuarrie, Menlo Park; Svetislav Milosevich, St. Louis, Mo.;
Richard M. Morita, Sacramento;
Melvin K. Nakashima, Los An
geles; Daniel T. Ng, San Fran
cisco; Terry T. Hishizaki, Sacra
mento;
Marvin
Nunn,
Sacramento; Mark E. Owensby,
Ozona, Texas; Sheryl E. Pauls!
Fresno; Warren' M. Pearson,
Stockton; Onayivworuvwe
A.
Pela, Stockton; Kenneth L. Perrin, Napa; Charles E. Purssak,
King City.
Seyon P. Quinto, San Fran
cisco; James H. Quirie. Puyal-

lup, Wash.; John s. Racfovich,
Newport Beach, Domenic V.
Russo, San Bruno; Martin G
Sagall, Huntington Beach; Gary
M. Santos. Strathmore; Mark J
Santos, Modesto; Lisa K. Schisler,
Lancaster;
Elliott
I.
Schwartz. Los Angeles; Will C.
Sharp. San Juan Bautista; Kerry
L Sheehan; Malibu; Carol F
Sites, Stockton ; Michael E
Sites, Stockton; Robert J. Sklovsky, Bronx, New York; Stephen
R. Slingsby, San Rafael; Bruce
H Sogioka, Chino; Doris Steiner, San Francisco; Tom L
Stout, Oildale.
Daniel W. Stratton, Minden
Nev ; Roderick K. Sugi, Stock
ton; Mario Sylvestri, Burlingame; Gary H. Thomas, Tucson,
Ariz ; Steven J. Thompson
Lawndale; Ronald C. Tibbetts
Riverside; Bruce G. Toy, Stock
ton; Shen T.E. Tsuang, San
Francisco; Michael S. Ureda,
Hidden Hills; Hector M. Valenzuela, Whittier; James F. Vassar,
Stockton; Edwin R. Wanat, II,
Palm Desert; Suzanne E. Wasp.
San Rafael; Ava Westeyn, Mo
desto, Sherry Willhite, San Ber
nardino; Ken W. Womack, Farmursville; Edwin Y. Wong, Fresno;
Lawrence T Wong, Los An
geles; Lily Y Wong, Stockton.
Victor G. Wong, San Fran
cisco; Alma K. Woo. San Fran
cisco; Brian E. Wu Sacramento;
Melanie J. Yee, Manteca, Frank
F. Yuen, Hong Kong; Ronald H.
Yumori, Culver City; Bradley R.
Zanetti, San Carlos; Michael
Zarcone, Saratoga; Anne M. Zeitany. West Covina.

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Anne L: Alarid. Soledad; June R.
Alston, Sacramento; Donald C.
Auwinger, Stockton; Fred P. Besio, Healdsburg; Charles H. Beymer, Camarillo; James J. Brehany . Costa Mesa; William
Brehm, Stockton; Robert N.
Campbell, Porterville; James J.
Cipolla, Long Beach; Perry I
Cohen, Hawthorne; Diana M
Dapiran, El Cerrito; Dale J.
Dodd. Clovis; Cynthia G. Eng
lish. Patterson; Eugene B. Fong,
Sacramento;
Stephen
Fong!
Hong Kong; Robert L. Fox,
Delhi; Roy D. Fullmer, Fresno;
Anne L. Gardoni, Soledad.
Gregory W. Germ, Sacra
mento; Darlene D. Heaney, Barstow; Reynaldo D. Hernandez,
Lamont, Gary S. Hutchinson,
Monterey; Lester T. Iseri, Courtland; William C. Jeffers, LaHabra; Michelle L. Johnson, Stock
ton; Morgan T. Jones, Encino;
David A. Lanfranki, Patterson;
Katherine L. Logan, Modesto;
Robert A. Louie, Los Angeles;
Roger W McFall, Fresno; David
W Medina, Oakdale; Rick E
Miller, Chula Vista; Scott J.
Miller, Fremont, Holly A. Ong,
Sacramento; John P. .Peterson
III. Livermore. Anna P. Pon,
Stockton.
Sherrie J. Porter, Lodi; Cadace
D Powers. Laguna Beach; Dale
L Puis, Live Oak; Jeanne M
Reed, Salinas; Robert A. Reed,
Pismo Beach, Pamela J. Sather!
El Cajon; Gregory D. Schapansky,
Reedley;
Richard
A.
Schweitz. L6di: Dennis A. Sim
mons. Sacramento; Gregory A.
Smithey, Salinas; Roy H. Stone,
Arcadia. Stephen E. Stoner.
Auburn; Eugene K. Togioka.
Kingsburg; Martin Toy, Stock
ton; Susan K. Vaughan, Lodi;
Bruce a. wilcox, Poway, Lydia A
Wf'-ns, Justin; Lryrzine B. Win
ter, Frear.j: FC-.WJY M. Wong,
Hong Kong; wjseph C. Woo III.
Fresno, Philip B. Wright, Visalia.

kept by Grimes
Bartlett T. Grimes of Ross has been reappointed by
the governor to the board of administration for the
Public Employees Retirement System.
Senior vice president and treasurer of Fireman's
Fund Insurance Company in San Francisco, Grimes has
been on the board since 1969.
Franklyn — Michele Franklyn, daughter of B. F.
Franklyn of Novato and Jean H.
Franklyn of San Anselmo, has com
pleted World Airways flight attendant
training in Oakland. Miss Franklyn
attended College of Marin and is
fluent in German.
Hahn — Midshipman 4/C Christo
pher R. Hahn, son of Mr. and Mrs.
John C. Hahn of Tiburon, has been
named to the dean's list at the U.S. H
Naval Academy at Annapolis, Md.
Brouse — Pfc. Mark E. Brouse, son
of Leigh Allair of San Rafael, has
Franklvn
reported for duty with the First Ma
rine Brigade in Kaneohe Bay, Hawaii. He joined the
Marines in March.
Wasp-Shasha — ffyzanne Wasp-Shashg nf
Rafael,
£ pharmacy student at University, ftf tftp Paniiic has
received an American Foundation for Pharmaceutical
Education scholarship award and an award from the
Central Valley Society of Hospital Pharmacists.
Nolan — Airman 1/C John P. Nolan, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Preston J. Nolan of San Rafael, has been selected
to represent hi.s wing in the 1977
Strategic Air Command missile com
bat competition at Vandenberg Air
Force Base. He is a 1976 graduate of
San Rafael High School
Brodzinsky — Richard Brodzinsky,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Philip Brodzinsky
of San Rafael, recently graduated
magna cum laude from Rennselaer
w—rrm. Polytechnic Institute, Troy, N.Y. with
^j^P^a bachelor's degree in chemistry/Tic
is a graduate student research
•
assistant in the Division of Energy
Nolan
and Environment at the University of
California at Berkeley.
Ginn — Radioman third class Michael A. Ginn. son of
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Ginn of Cotati, has graduated
from the Coast Guard's 20-week basic radioman school
in Petaluma.

Mr, and Mrs, John A , F o l e y ,
Mr, F o l e y , former E x e c u t i v e S e c r e 
t a r y o f C a l i f o r n i a S t a t e Board; P a s t
President of California Pharmaceutical
A s s o c i a t i o n and P a s t P r e s i d e n t o f

Acting on behalf of Pacific Associates,
' D r . Ivan W. Rowland, Dean o f t h e S c h o o l
o f Pharmacy, awards t h e f i r s t P a c i f i c
A s s o c i a t e s R e c o g n i t i o n Award t o Mr.
Foley at the California Pharmaceutical
C o n v e n t i o n i n Anaheim, A p r i l 2 3 , I 9 7 7 .

Bassett — Edward Charles Bassett of Mill Valley, a
senior partner in design for Skidmore, Owings and
Merrill of San Francis.o, has been elected to the
Colelge of Fellows of the American
Institute of Architects.
Mackey — Brian J. Mackey, a 1976
graduate of San Marin High School,
has graduated from the United States
Navy dental technician school and is
serving at a naval station at the
Marine Corps recruit depot in San
Diego. He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. \
Melvin D. Mackey of 135 Cabro Court
Novato.
Martin — Coast Guard QuartermasBassett
ter Third Class Paul R. Martin Jr.,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Paul Martin of
Petaluma, is participating in the In
ternational Ice Patrol in the North
Atlantic. He is serving aboard the
cutter Evergreen.
Sinnicks — Marine Lance Cpl.
M David M. Sinnicks, son of Mark L.
I| Sinnicks of Mill Valley, recently par
ticipated in training exercises in the
Western Pacific as a member of the
First Marine Aircraft Wing, Marine
Mackey
Corps Air Station, Iwakuni, Japan.

1 t o r s Ralph j a r o y a n , U . O . P . , Mrs.
I v a n Rowland, Dean Ivan W. Rowland,
U . O . P . , S c h o o l o f Pharmacy, Robert
Hunnel1, P r e s i d e n t o f C a l i f o r n i a
Pharmaceutical Association.

NEWS TIMES
C?©rba Linda. Ed0)

Duarte, Calif.
Duartean & Dispatch
(Cir. 2xW. 3,342)
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WINNING WOMEN - Tierra
Adorada District 12 of the California
Federation of Women's Clubs cer
tainly knows of the south end of the
valley - of Oak View and Casitas
Springs and the effort the women's
clubs here put forth in making our
area a better place to live. Recogni
tion came once again to the Oak View
Women's Club and the Casitas
Springs Women's Club when the
TAD three-day convention was held
at the Holiday Inn in Thousand Oaks.
Highlight of the event is always
presentation of awards and both the
local clubs walked off with more than
their fair share at this year's
conclave.
THE OAK VIEW Women's Club,
led by President Gerry Langford,
won a first place for beautification;
second for energy and environmental
action, for drama and performing
arts, for citizenship and member
ships; third for community educa
tion, leadership, school priorities,
scholarships and student aid, spirit
ual values, health, international
clubs and hospitality, creative arts,
crime reduction and continuing
education; and honorable mention
for international aid and internation
al policy. A certificate of appreci
ation was given for fine arts
participation.

reduction, leadership development,
consumer concerns and visual arts.
They also received a certificate of
appreciation for participation in the
Fine Arts Festival.
Over 175 women attended the
convention sessions. Representing
the Oak View Women's Club at all
sessions in addition to Mrs. Langford, were delegates Lois Short and
Judy Lary; and members Barbara
Smith and Lovell Willis. Joining
them for part of the activities were
Frances Vork, Betty Brobisky,
Eleanor Elkins, Peggy Hadley, Anne
Gutierrez, Flora Pierce, Lena Fer
guson and former member Darlene
Cross. Gerry Langford, Eleanor
i Elkins and Lovell Willis were door
•prize winners. Attending from the
Casitas Springs- Women's Club, in
addition to Mrs. Morningstar, were
incoming president and delegate
Dorothy Arant, and delegate Etta
Jordan,
Helen Stull,
Millie
Sherman, Mert Dimmett, Jo Wean
and Helen Rowland, who is a district
dignitary serving as Director at
Large and conservation -chairman.
Both the Oak View club and the
Casitas Springs club are making
plans for formal installation of
officers for the 1977-'78 term, to be
held in May.
**•*

WELCOME HOME - Mr. and
Mrs. Arden Conklin enjoyed a recent
Women's Club, under President
four-day visit with their son, Jack,
Iona Morningstar, received first
and his wife, Holly, who are
place honors for membership,
attending college in the Stockton
energy, and environmental action,^ area. During their stay in Oak View,
school priorities, scholarships and
the two couples traveled to Los
student aid, family living, health,
Angeles to attend the Lakers literature and creative writing,
Detroit Pistons basketball game.
spiritual values, citizenship, crime
Jack and Holly also visited with her
THE

CASITAS

SPRINGS

parents, Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Harriman in Ventura, and a barbe
cue get-together for family and
friends was held at their home there.
Time was spent as well with Jack's
brothers, Fred and Leonard, and his
grandmother, Mrs. Ruth Torres.
Jack is an advanced student at the
UmveS&itvu^
ai Sluckluir
anc* *s employed as a pharmacist at
St. Francis Hospital. Holly will
graduate in June from the University
of California at Davis and she is
currently working for the County
Health Department.

ihh

**«*

FROM ENGLAND - Martha and
Hank Snyder and son, Dale, have as
their house guest, Mrs. Vivian
Gamble of Sussex, England. Mrs.
Gamble is in the valley to be with her
17-year-old daughter Mandy, who
attends private school in Los Angeles
and will be participating in the
annual tennis tournament. A regis
tered nurse and a native of England,
Mrs. Gamble resided and worked in
Ventura until three years ago when
she returned to her native land. She
will be visiting in the Ojai Valley area
for two weeks.
•***

TRAVELIN' ABOUT - Van and
Evelyn Thompson, with more time
for visiting and traveling now that he
has retired, just returned from
several days vacationing at Lake
Tahoe. In the previous week, the
couple visited in Whittier with her
mother, Mrs. Ina Opie.
****

FROM SAN JOSE - Recent visitors
at the home of Robert and Rae Burns

Mr, Robert Hunnel1 r e c e i v e s Outgoing
P r e s i d e n t ' s P l a q u e , During h i s t e n u r
he was r e s p o n s i b l e f o r t h e g r e a t e s t
amount o f f u n d i n g f o r s t u d e n t s i n e c o
m i c n e e d a t U . 0 . P , S c h o o l o f Pharmacy

Plac«ntla9 Callf0

APR 20 1977

About Folks
in Oak View

Northern California Pharmaceutical
A s s o c i a t i o n , and o n t h e Board o f
Directors of Pacific Associates, U,0
School o f Pharmacy,

and daughter Merle Edge on Spring
Street, were Mrs. Burns' nephew,
W. Ward and his wife Sue, of San
Jose. The group did a little bank
fishing at Lake Casitas with Mrs.
Edge snaggin' a nice 9 lb. bass.
****
JUST REMINDING - All those
last-minute details have been com
pleted - Peggy Shellnut and her
Women of the Moose crew have
done the grocery shopping, Lois
Short has all arrangements co
ordinated, Oak View Queen Leigh
Ann Griffith is polishing up her
crown, the Oldtime Fiddlers are
"warming up", MC Jack DeLong is
sharpening his wit, and His Honor
Matty Palilla is trying to predict
which of the five "mayor" candi
dates will succeed him. There's Paul
MacLaren, Jim Logsdon, Gerry
Langford, Lucille Farmer and Chris
Kunkle, with lots of support from
their sponsoring organizations. And
many, many more communityminded citizens are working behind
the scenes in a variety of ways to
make Saturday night's 1977 Honor
ary Mayor - Citizen-of-the-Year
enchilada dinner bigger and better
than ever. If you're a newcomer to
*the community, now's the time to
^join in and get acquainted. Oldtimers
know they don't want to miss this
opportunity to get together with
friends. That's 6 p.m. at Oak View
School with tickets available at the
door. Enjoy an enchilada dinner,
help elect a new mayor (your dinner
ticket counts as a vote) and honor an
outstanding Citizen of the Year and
Mother of the Year. See you there.
****
LIGHTED CANDLES - The very
best of happy birthday wishes go this
week (April 17-25) to Jim Freetly,
Anna Lagos, Tom C. Hefner III',
Ronda Usman, Jim Stallings,'
Eleanor Elkins, Brenda Lou Minori
Mark Brookbanks, Tim Silvestri,'
Norma Kahle, Ward Grange, David
Dewing, Audrey Creswell and Etta
Brock.

1977

MAR 20 1977
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PREVENTION1 — Bill Bearce, a University of the
Pacific student serving as an intern at Methodist
Hospital, Arcadia, prepares Poison Prevention Week dis
play in main lobby. Week continues through Saturday
March 26.

Hospital marks
anti-poison meek
Methodist Hospital of Southern California, Arcadia,
will mark National Poison Prevention Week with a dis
play in the main lobby today through Saturday, March 26.
Bill Bearce, a student from the University of the
Pacific School of Pharmacy who is doing his internship
at Methodist, is involved in a project about poison
prevention and treatment.
It has been estimated that approximately 1 million
ingestions of toxic and potentially toxic substances occur
in the United States each year.
When a youngster first starts to crawl he is prone to
ingest household poisonings that are within his reach.
The products most often ingested by these children are
pesticides, household cleaning products, polishing agents
and petroleum products that are stored improperly,
Bearce said.
Each year the President issues a proclamation
designating one week of the year as National Poison
Prevention Week.

"Ro •
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April 12, 1955

John Crosotti
Leon Hoppell
George Filpi
Angelo Songuinetti

Mr... Iterman Silva
Parfewoods
I
73f% W*

Dear

Rexaljl Pharmacy

Norman Silva

The enclosed announcement will indicate to you that we
have been successful in our efforts urging the College of the Pacific to
organize a professional school of pharmacy. To guarantee the perman
ent success of this venture, we must now move ahead in two ways: with
our financial underwriting and our aid in recruiting students. You will
be contacted in the immediate future by the committee to join the found
ers group for the new school by contributing to the best of your ability
for this cause.

Claude Busick

Hammer

Sto^fefon,

Dear Pharmacist:

Edno Gleoson

California

55207
MODESTO

Horman:

Earl Clark

Thank

yqp. so

material; for
School

Paul Evcy

very njjpph fot
our

r^prds

the

two

piecea of

antique

Academic plans for the school are being completed
rapidly in order to begin instruction with the opening of the fAll semester,
1955. The plans call for pre-pharmacy studies for freshmen, and the
first year of a four-year professional curriculum to be installed at that
time. Thereafter, additional courses will be added each year until the
completion of the program leading to the degree Bachelor of Science in
Pharmacy and admission to State Board Examinations.

<%Oi the= esjtQhlishm«BSft Q#f" our

©if Pharmacy.

OAKDALE
Elgin Kersten

Se

2.2,

focc" CWf®ft4
1955 will help

have,, on

us

update

the

cs-f.
information which we

file,

Pacific will establish the strongest possible school.
Adequate facilities are available in Weber Memorial Hall of Science for
laboratories, classrooms and administrative offices. Students of phar
macy at Pacific will enjoy all the advantages and activities provided by
life on the residence campus of a private college. It is an atmosphere
and program of real value in training young people to fit effectively into
a professional situation requiring contact with the public and community
cooperation.

SACRAMENTO
Peter Pucci
A. J. Affleck

Yaurs

very

Ivan

.

The mere announcement of a new school will not necessar
ily relieve the need for more well trained pharmacists unless qualified
students are encouraged to enter the profession. As pharmacists, we
are frequently in contact with young people interested in the field that
we can encourage to explore the possibilities of full professional train
ing. The Pacific school will be prepared to admit thirty students to
the first professional class.

sincerely,

Rowland:,

Pacific is serving the pharmaceutical profession well in
the creation of this school for the interior area. The College is going
ahead with the plan, based on our requests and demonstrations of confi
dence. All of us must share in this progress with our material aid and
our help in steering good students to the school.

Ph. E?.

Dean
IWR: nh

Sincerely,

John Crosetti, Chairman

snf
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A DRUG AND DISEASE NEWSLETTER
PREPARED BY THE SENIOR PHARMACY STUDENTS

MARCH 22, 1955

PARTICIPATING I N THE SKILLED NURSING F A C I L I T Y PROGRAM

AUTHORS:

JERRY BREHANY.

EDITORS:

PATRICK CATANIA,

Announces the establishment of the

PERRY COHEN
PH.D.

&

AND

CANDY POWERS

ROBERT SUPERNAW,

PHARM.D.

SCHOOL OF PHARMACY
offering a five-year curriculum including

Sah°°l

°f

Pha™cy

University of the Pacific

Stockton

one year of pre-pharmacy studies and
four years of professional study
leading to the degree of
Bachelor of Science in Pharmacy
a?id qualifying candidates for
California State Board Examinations
Instruction will begin with the fall semester
opening September

8, 1955

with pre-pharmacy classes for students admitted
to freshman standing and the first year of

The treatment of Parkinson's Disease has taken a step forward recently with the en
trance of a new therapeutic agent onto the United States drug market. This drug a
combination of levodopa and carbidnn* boo u
P
carbidopa, has been extensively used in Europe with great
success and is now available in this c o u n t - * - ,
J
m tnis country under the trade name, Sinemet.
Over the past 100 years virtually everv clasH „f .u
or another k
t
^
therapeutic agent has, at one time
choice
'1
°^^" tr6at P-kinsonism, and for the past decade the drug of
choice was levodopa.
But a major disadvantage with this medicinal is the chronic

professional subjects for students who have completed
:::rrr

one or more years of pre-pharmacy studies
Z

Requests for information are invited
and may he addressed to the

DIRECTOR of ADMISSIONS
• COLLEGE OF THE PACIFIC STOCKTON 4, CALIFORNIA

l
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d°ses
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the patient can be drastically reduced.2
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entity of levodopa needed to manage

ACTIVE INGREDTKNTS
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tract

L"a"6_(3'4' Dlh^droxyb—ne)
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is an intermediary metabolite in the enzy-

"diamine. and the immediate precursor of dopamine.

primatd°n ^
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m t h e small intestine.
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Peak plasma levels are reached within
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The University of the Pacific,
School of Pharmacy

MORNING SESSION

AFTERNOON SESSION

'

8:00-8:30

KKOUKCeA

Registration

Moderator: ROBERT B. SUPERNAW, PHARM.D.
Coordinator, Postgraduate Education
University of the Pacific
School of Pharmacy
Stockton, California

Moderator: ROBERT B. SUPERNAW, PHARM.D.

Psychotropic Drugs

SUNDAY, MAY 15, 1977

ROTUNDA-DeMARCUS BROWN THEATRE
UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC
SCHOOL OF PHARMACY
STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA

Pathophysiology of Psychiatric
Disorders and Pharmacology of
Psychotropic Drugs, Part II

1:00 - 2:30

8:30 - 8:45. . Introduction and Perspective of Program

A Symposium on

Luncheon

12:00 - 1:00

RAYMOND M. QUOCK, PH.D.
Assistant Professor of Physiology-Pharmacology
University of the Pacific
School of Pharmacy
Stockton, California

ROBERT B. SUPERNAW, PHARM.D.
8:45 - 10:15 . . . .An Overview of Psychiatric Disorders
JAMES A. RUGGLES, M.D.
Adjunct Professor in Clinical Pharmacy
University of the Pacific
School of Pharmacy
Stockton, California

2.30 - 3:30. ...

10:15 - 10:30

Break

10:30 - 12:00

Pathophysiology of Psychiatric
Disorders and Pharmacology of
Psychotropic Drugs, Part I

AKIRA HO RITA, PH.D.
Professor of Pharmacology and Psychiatry
and Behavioral Sciences
University of Washington
School of Pharmacy
Seattle, Washington

Clinical Applications of
Psychotropic Drugs, Part I

LEO E. HOLLISTER, M.D.
Professor of Medicine and Psychiatry
Stanford University
Stanford
3:45

Break

3:45 -4:45

Clinical Applications of

3:30

•

Psychotropic Drugs, Part II
LEO E. HOLLISTER, M.D.
4:45 - 5:00

Evaluation

This program will provide seven accredited continuing
education hours.
Tuition for the program is $18.00.

A House Swarming
A surprise house swarming
drove Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Costa from their home at
2019 W. Alpine and left
them fervently hoping such
vigitors never darken their
doors again—or their walls,
or their carpeting, or their
draperies or their furniture.
The couple walked into their

house late Thursday to find
honey bees tracking black
soot throughout their home,
soot from the chimney where
a swarm had alighted. Unable
to find anyone to collect the
ingectg that night, and unable
to find a room that was not
alive with them, the Costas
fled to a motel for the night.
iBteifllBF'"

*

The next morning, Howard
Kotez, San Joaquin County
animal control officer, called
a University of the Pacific
profeggor whoge hobby ig
beekeeping, to the regcue.
Dr. Carl C. Riedesel. assistant dean of pharmaceutical
sciences at Pacific's School
of Pharmacy, climbed to the
roof, upper right, gprayed a
bit of water on the beeg
clinging to the chimney to
calm them, then swooped the
swarm into a big plagtic bag.
He baited a hive with beegwax and placed it in the liv
ing room where Cogta, upper
left, happily watched it at
tract the invaders. The pro
feggor vacuumed up stragglerg, left, and moved the
colony to hi§ back yard, leav
ing the Cogtag to contemplate
a megg they gaid only professional cleaners could tackle.
Kotez urges householders
faced with similar invasions
to call him, and urges ama
teur apiarists to register with
him. Riedesel advises house
holders to prevent invasions
by screening the tops of their
chimneys. When it's too late
for that, he advises: "Don't
get excited. Somebody will
usually come for the bees.
.They are not dangerous when
they are swarming. Remem
ber, they are looking for an
other home, they are not out
to do battle." Unnerved by
her experience, however,
Mrg. Costa has little sympa
thy for the swarm that lost its
way: "I could jugt sit down
and bawl •"
Record Photo*
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Pharmacy Reviews and News
Valedictory Address

Where Do We Go from Here?
by
Carol Forror Sites

Ma*
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While others bask in sun,
pharmacists are buried in books
"Only one more week of
school" is the sustaining hope for
the majority of UOP students.
But with 61 more days of class
es, students in the School of Phar
macy are not looking forward to the
summer months as much as those of
COP, Raymond, Callison,
and
Covell.
The Pharmacy program is yearround, and, according to Ralph
Saroyan, director of student affairs,
many students interested in Phar
macy choose UOP for its calendar.
To achieve a bachelor of sci
ence degree in Pharmacy, a student
must have one year of pre-pharmacy, then eight semesters in the
Pharmacy School. At UOP the eight
semesters are condensed into three
years, while other schools extend
the eight semesters to four years.
A "Pharm. D" degree, which is
more advanced
professional
degree, requires two years of prepharmacy plus the standard eight

semesters in the School of Phar
macy.
Saroyan explained that UOP's
program reduces the time by a year,
which provides for a "quicker earn
ing capacity" for its graduates.
He added that although stu
dents frequently come to UOP be
cause they like the schedule, once
they get here they sometimes would
like to change. "Three semesters in
a row afford a lot of pressure," Saro
yan said.
Another drawback to the sche
dule is that Pharmacy students
cannot go to work in the summer.
Besides
the schoolwork,
"there's nothing else in Stockton to
do," said recent graduate Holly
Ong. "The summer semesters are
hard, so you're just studying and
drinking beer."
Saroyan noted that in the past,
attempts had been made to spread
out the program, but students
"balked." And Ong remarked that
she liked "getting out with a profes
sional degree in four years."

Photo by Victor Lii

Alex Marques

Marques leads
SAPhA—again
Alex Marques was re-elected
president of th Student American
Pharmaceutical Association in a
recent election.

Facu!*/ members, fellow students,
and friends,
Well, we have finally made it down
the long road to this graduation day.
Some of us have been in school
forever, or so it seems, and now we
are about to enter into the "real"
world. But the question is where do
we really go from here?
Now this is actually a double edged
question. Many of us, myself in
cluded, have no idea what the future
holds. We don't know what type of
job we will find nor even in what city
we will be able to settle. There are
many uncertainties ahead in our
personal lives, and we will just have
to forge ahead with what hope we can
muster. But, maybe even more im
portant, is the question of where the
whole field of pharmacy itself is
headed.
Right now we are in the midst of
going through some of most drastic,
albeit exciting, changes that have
ever befallen pharmacy. The whole
field of clinical pharmacy is only now
beginning to develop. Now some of
you may not even know exactly what
clinical pharmacy even is. .Well, as I
see it, it is merely where each
medication is related to the in
dividual patient and his or her par
ticular illness. The key to this con
cept, then, is patient individualization
and involvement.
Some people, even some phar
macists, believe that this type of
situation can only be practiced at a
hospital level, but this is going to
have to happen throughout pharmacy
right down to all corner drugstores.
People are not going to remain

Others elected to the Pharmacy
students' professional association
were John Apstolo, treasurer; Norm
Fox, historian; Marie Ingrade,
secretary and Lonnie Hirabayashi,
first year representative.
The organization is currently
planning for a new student center in
the Rotunda, recently vacated by
the drama department.

Carol Forror Sites
and Dean Rowland

satisfied for much longer in having to
pay merely for the transference of
drugs from one bottle to another.
Pharmacy is going to have to supply a
much greater service in order to be
able to command a decent wage, as
well as respect, for the profession.
We as graduating pharmacy
students know how much time and
effort—as well as money—has gone
into our education. But, how much of
our education are we going to be
allowed to use? One of our greatest
stumbling blocks right now is public
opinion of our profession. Very few
people, I have found, really know
what pharmacy is all about, let alone
the field of clinical pharmacy. As an
example, how many little children
have you ever seen who knew how or,
for that matter, even wanted to "play
pharmacist"?
The time has come for us to launch
a massive campaign to educate the
public as to what We are capable of.
And it is up to us as the new
generation of pharmacists to tackle
this project. No longer can we allow
the profession to be content with
merely handing medications out in a
tidy white bag over our protective
little counters while having as little
patient contact as possible.
As the very real possibility of
national health insurance looms ever
closer on the horizon, we will have to
be able to come up with a
justification for our continued
existence, since qualified technicians

VISITORS: Last March A, some 60 Japanese pharmacy students visited with
UOP pharmacy students and toured the School of Pharmacy facilities.
These students were brought to UOP by the dean of their school of
pharmacy, C. Kawasaki, Ph.D., Kob-Gakuin University, Tarumi-Ku, Kobe,
Japan. The students were touring various pharmacy schools, and UOP was
their last stop.
can now do a lot of what we do and
for much less money. None of us can
afford to sit back and merely wait for
an outcome. We need to be able to
prove now that all of our education
and training was not worthless but
that we can provide a valuable serv
ice as members of the health care
team.
We will need to show that we can
help in the continuing attempt to
improve health care. There are also
many areas, such as the use of non
prescription drugs, that pharmacists
alone can provide the only patient
protective service available, since
even these drugs are not completely
safe. However, many people would
not even think of asking a pharmacist
for advice on non-prescription or
even prescription medications. And
whose fault is this? I lay the blame at
the feet of the profession since

somehow we have kept secret the fact
that we are drug experts.
The time has come, however for us
to spread the word of what we are
qualified to do. This propaganda
campaign, as I call it, will not be an
easy one since we will be facing much
opposition and disbelief—even from
other members of the medical
professions themselves. But I feel it is
a necessary step to ensure the survival
of the pharmacy profession.
Ves, the entire profession of
pharmacy is now facing a grave threat
to its continued existence. But I
believe we are equal to the task of its
salvation. If we do succeed, we
ourselves, as well as pharmacy in
general, will be the^better for this
change. Thus whether pharmacy is
going to die or survive and continue
to grow will depend on where we go
from here.

Five Persons Honored at Commencement

The 19th Annual School of
Pharmacy Commencement was field
on Sunday, May 1, 1977. Sixty
graduates received the Bachelor of
Science in Pharmacy degree and 104
graduates received the Doctor of
Pharmacy degree.
Due to rainy weather, the
ceremony was held in the University
of the Pacific Conservatory of Music
Auditorium.
Five special guests were honored at
the commencement for their varied
contributions to the profession of
pharmacy. Nevin Edward Broadbent
was awarded the Meritorious Service
Award for his dedicated service to the
pharmacy profession and to higher
education in Nevada.
Two Deans Emeritus received the
Meritorious Service Award—Troy C.
Daniels, Dean Emeritus of the
University of California School of

Pharmacy, for
his years of
educational leadership and dedicated
service devoted to improving
research and development of
American Pharmacy Education and
Alvah G. Hall, Dean Emeritus of the
University of Southern California
School of Pharmacy, for the years of
dedicated service to California's

Pharmacy Education and for his
pioneering efforts on behalf of
American higher education.
Charles Green, a School of Phar
macy alumnus, was awarded the
Community Pharmacy Preceptor
Award for Excellence in appreciation
of his devoted service and effective
teaching in the Community Pharmacy
Preceptor Intern Program. Donald
Shiromizu, also a School of Pharmacy
alumnus, accepted the Hospital
Pharmacy Preceptor Award on behalf
of Dameron Hospital and his fellow
pharmacists, Robert Christian,
Stephen
Laverone, and Sally
Tsunekawa. This award was presented
in recognition of the excellent team
efforts of the personnel and an
outstanding health care facility, and
in commendation to the pharmacists
who provide the superior learning
environment.
Pago 9
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PATRICIA ARNOLD, Editor
phone 674-2424

Did You Hear?

SPECIAL PRESCRIPTION:
Bradley R. Zanetti, son of Mrs. Oreste
Facchini and the late Raymond Zanetti re
ceives his Doctorate of Pharmacy, Magna
Cnm Laude, May 1 at the University of the
Pacific. The grandson of Stella Zanetti and
Mr. anchMrs. Gino Venturini, SSF, Brad
ley is also the brother of Laura Jiminez,
Lynn Facchini and Marsha Kane. His first
position will be teaching pharmacy to stu
dents at Trippler Army Hospital, Hawaii.

tGIL L. GABRIEL50N of Madera will be installed as
guardian of the temple when new officers of the Fresno Masonic
Scottish Rite Bodies for 1977-78 will be installed in invitational
ceremonies this Saturday in the Fresno Scottish Rite Temple.
A reception, buffet and music will follow the installation
ceremonies.
.CYNTHIA
of Mr. and Mrs.
— CEREGHINO,
~ daughter—
— - — VICTOR
•
CEREGHINO of Madera, received her PhD in pharmacy with
an emphasis on clinical pharmacy from the University of the
Pacific on Sunday.
Her parents attended the ceremonies at which Cynthia was
graduated magna cum laude.
She is a member of SAPHA, ASHP, Rho Chi Honor Fraternity
and was Little Sister of Kappa Phi Pharmacy Fraternity for
which she served as president for two semesters.
Among the special awards she received was the Johnson and
Johnson Revolutionary Mortar and Pestle Award for academic
achievement.
Cynthia served her internship at Long's Drugs in Merced and
clerkship at El Cajon Valley Hospital in El Cajon. She will
complete her internship in Madera at the Madera Medical
Pharmacy and take theState Boards in pharmacy in June.
She was graduated from Madera High School in 1971, and is
the granddaughter of Mrs. EDNA HILLGROVE of Madera and
Mrs. LENA CEREGHINO of Fresno.

Leandro,
Friday Observe
(Cir. W)

(Cir. W 6,860)
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12 J.A.s neceive uocioraies . • •

Ceremonies Honor Two Nisei

1 May 4—Don
STOcRfblL
roct
Shiromizu and Sally Tsunekawa
of Dameron hospital were
among the three pharmacists
who received "Preceptor of the
Year" awards last Sunday at
the University of the Pacific's
school of pharmacy commence
ment ceremonies.
The award recognized their
contributions to UOP's school of
pharmacy educational program.

Bachelor degrees were pre
sented to 66 students and doc
torates to 153.
Among those graduating with
doctorates were Karen S. Aoki
of Woodland, David T. Egi of
Tracy, Jerry Hiraga of Santa
Rosa, Glen M. Itow of Gardena,
Cary K. Kimura of Kingsburg,
Yoichi Kusumoto of Los Ange
les.
Also Richard M. Morita of
Sacramento, Melvin K. Nakashima of Los Angeles, Terry T.
Nishizaki of Sacramento, Bruce
H. Sogioka of Chino, Roderick
K. Sugi of Stockton and Ronald
H. Yumori of Culver City.
Among those awarded bache
lor of science degrees were
Lester T. Iseri of Courtland and
Eugene K. Togioka of Kings
burg.

7

San Rafael, CA
Independent - journal

1

MAY

San Francisco, Calif.
Nichi Bei Times
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OOP Graduates 6
Area Pharmacists
I

Nape, Calif
Register

w i i 1971

j

Six East Bay residents
receive their degrees from
University of Pacific School
of Pnarnw^unday (May
ist), during commencement
ceremonies at UOP campus
in Stockton
Among the graduates were:
Scott J. Miller (Fremont),
John P. Peterson III (Livermore), John M. Hanley
(Oakland), Emmanuel H.F
Hu (Oakland), Victor F. Hu
(San Leandro), and Kenneth
L. Low (Oakland).
the 204 degrees awarded,
1
144 were Doctor of Pharmacy
and 60 were Bachelor of
Science in Pharmacy
Dr. Ivan W. Rowland, dean
of pharmacy school, and Dr.
Stanley E. McCaffrey, UOP
president, both address the
graduates.
Pharmacy commencement
ceremonies are held this time
or the year because of a ll month academic year.
Classes are in session during
the traditional June commencement time.
/

Local student graduates from UOP Pharmacy
HPt 10 190

New Pharmicist
STOCKT0N*Kenneth L.
Perrin of Napa has graduated
as a doctor of pharmacy at the
University of the Pacific
School of Pharmacy.
0f 204 degrees awarded at
the May l commencement
ceremonies, 144 were doctor of
pharmacy and 60 were
bachelor of science in phar
macy.
Commencement cere
monies are held at this
time of year because the
school has an 11-month
academic year. Classes are in
session during the traditional
June commencement time.

'noWsity off

th
'ChooFoPPharmacy

during the com- 0f the pharmarv Soh™i
the pharmacy school, and
mencement ceremonies at the
conferred 204 degrees Sunday,
Dr. stanley e. McCaffrey
UOP campus in Stockton.
UOP President, both ad
Among the graduates were:
dressed the graduates.
Norman D. Anderson, from
Pharmacy commencement
Arvin.
ceremonies are held at this
Of the 204 degrees awarded, time of the year because of an
144
were Doctor of Pharmacy 11-month academic year at
San Francisco, Calif.
and 60 were Bachelor of the school. Classes are in ses
Jewish Bulletin
Science in Pharmacy.
sion during the traditional
(Cir.W. 18,000)
Dr. Ivan W. Rowland, dean June commencement time.
^—
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Steiner, daughter of Mr
Francis? 7"""" Steiner of San
yi^o. ta^ received a doctoral
degree ,n clinical pharmacy from

r Z ::zol,hePa<ificscL<°{

MAY 8

Names in the news

Hughes

of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
N.C., with a bachelor of sci„wence degree in dental auxiliary
teacher education.
Wilson — Navy Seaman
Geoffrey A. Wilson, son of Mr
and Mrs. George C. Wilson of
Petaluma, recently completed
recruit training at the Naval
Training Center, San Diego
Benelli — Second Lt. Allen
W. Benelli, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Leo J. Benelli of Novato,
recently graduated from the
aircarft maintenance officer
course at Chanute Air Force
Base, 111., and was assigned to
duty at Loring Air Force Base,
Me.
Bottarini — Navy Constructionman Apprentice Gary A.
Bottarini, son of Shirley R.
Fernandez of Rohnert Park

has completed recruit training
at the Naval Training Center
in San Diego.
Kutsch — Marine Lance Cpl.
John T. Kutsch, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Hubert A. Kutsch of
Larkspur, has left for an extended deployment in the Med
iterranean.
DeMartini — Steve J.
DeMartini of Greenbrae, a sen
ior economics major at the
University of California at Da
vis, is working as a full-time
paid intern at the L.F. Rothchild stock brokerage firm in
San Francisco. DeMartini got
his job through the WorkLearn and Career Develop
ment Center at Davis which
assists students in planning
and exploring various career
opportunities.

W?

f

commence-

" Pharmacy38

Koch — Navy Operations
Specialist Seaman Apprentice
James J. Koch Jr., son of Mr
and Mrs. James J. Koch of San
Rafael, recently graduated
trom operations specialist
school at the Naval Training
Center, Great Lakes, 111.
Cochrane -- Scott Cochrane
of Kentfield is a candidate for
a bachelor's degree from the
College of Business and EcoL
nomics at the University of
Idaho, Moscow, Idaho.
Nielsen - Kirsten A. Nielsen
ot Corte Madera graduated re
cently from the school of art at
the University of Michigan,
Ann Arbor, Mich., with a bach
elor of fine arts degree.
tvlWe$ 7 Army Pvt. l/C Mat
thew W. Sweet of Sausalito has
been assigned to Company A of

(Cir. W. 3,500)

UpP Degree
Geofft
Wey£ Henrfet
etta of Ap-

nent re?J "ng

Alice E. Simon of Corte Ma
dera is one of three seniors at
Middlebury College, Vt., to be
awarded a $7,000 fellowship for
study abroad. She will study
the works of novelists in Nor
way and Japan.
Miss Simon, a college schol
ar at Middlebury, is the daugh
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Louis J.
Simon of Corte Madera.
Hughes — Marine Pvt. Mike
E. Hughes, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Randall W. Hughes of
San Rafael, recently complet
ed recruit training at the Ma
rine Corps Recruit Depot in
San Diego.
Potter - Steven C. Potter of
Corte Madera, son of Mr. and
Mrs Walter R. Potter of Corte
Madera, is a candidate for
graduation from the University

Malibu, Calif.
Times

Santa Cruz, CA
Sentinel
(Cir. D. 23,000)

the 293rd Engineer Battalion in
Baumholder, Germany. Com
pany A recently won the Itschner Award, given annually
to the finest engineer company
in the Army.

SI
»van,i^nn^h^both of San Rafael, each received a pharmacy degree re
cently from the University of
the Pacific School ^TPIiarmacy in Stock ton.'

Henderson — Susan Hender
son, career center coordinator
at Terra Linda High School,
has been appointed by the
American Institute for Foreign
Study, to accompany a group
of local students on a study
program in Europe this sum
mer.

a B S

Campbell Ca.
Press
(Cir. W. 5,420)

mill
PHARMACY
GRADUATE
Barbara f
Groten of
CamphotL-was one of
vi 144
i*-i
students at the University
of the Pacific who recently
received their doctor of
pharmacy degrees.
Commencement was held
Sunday, May 1.

MAY 1 3 1977

Graduation Time
This month Kerry L.
Sheehan of Malibu re
ceived her Doctor of
Pharmacy degree durthe Annual May Com
mencement Ceremonies
at the University of the
Pacific campus in Stock
ton. —- In June Chris
Keiner will graduate
rrom his Pre-Law pro
gram at University of
California, Santa Bar
bara. After being ac
cepted at several excel
lent law schools in the
state, Chris has decided
upon McGeorge in
Sacramento.

summer

San Francisco, Calif.
Allen's Press Clipping Bureau
p*ESNO CALIFORNIA
BEE

mtto

45
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Stockton Record

San Pedro, Calif.
News Pilot
(Cir.D.15,591)
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Visalian, Medical Student In
Mexico, Home For 'Guardia'
week "guardia," loosley defined as a
"field trip." This is a medical school
requirement, he explained.
usually medical students spend
four weeks in nearby villages admin
istering to the sick, then return for
another four weeks of classroom lec
tures and tests. The students are
assigned to specific villages and
small towns and must provide their
own medicine to treat patients.
Rules allow them to take a
"guardia" at some hospital, even
back in the United States, to gain
Kfh^±eafcntdlcainingbyWOrkingm\h mescal staffs.
,,
Not aU the 2,000 or so American
medical students at the university are
o c lil/ilrir OC T Aiinr U A
I ^' r»
as
lucky as Lewis. He said it's
often
difficult and sometimes impossible
for some students to work in an Amer
ican hospital or even with an Ameri
can doctor.
So, during this four-week "guardia"
K. C. haunts the Kaweah Delta Dis
trict Hospital, working with physi
cians, observing others, questioning
all of them in an effort to augment his

JAMES FOLEY
Staff Writer
VISALU—When K. C. Lewis was a
mere strbling in his native Congo
where his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ells
worth Levis, were missionaries, he
was deepV moved — and motivated
— by the nedical assistance given to
the Congobse.
The
was planted, during those
early yeais, germinated during the
succeeding years, currently is being
nurtured ii a foreign medical school,
and hopefully the results will
in be
w har
narvested in some small community
Tty- •
The stripling is now a strapping
young
w man in his mid:20sI witn
thoughts of taking his medical diplofY\ O ifitA o fMAtinlir
pmnil AAtMtMttMtivf
ma
into a friendly, small
community
where, when necessary, he'll be wil
ling to trade off his medical knowl;e with patient in-kind services,
tight now, though, he is concentrat
ing on his final year at the private and
expensive Autonomous University of
Guadalajara in the State of Jalisco,
northwest
of LUVALLU
Mexico Cit;
MIUVJI UI
VLLV.
K.C. is back in Visalia on a four-

see<

m

JR P .
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A.u.Lewis-a crash course in Spanish

Mexico Muaent
Continued from Page B1
ing a $12 fee. For the Mexican stu
dents the cost is $8."
Living costs in Guadalajara run $45
per month rent for a three-bedroom,
two-bath home and about $300 a
month cost of living. Trips of any
length are communal witn another
family to split costs.
K.C. chose the Mexican medical
school because of the difficulty in get
ting acceptance in a U.S. school
where fully 75 per cent of the appli
cants are rejected because there are
not enough schools.
To qualify at the university each
foreign candidate must have a good
working knowledge of Spanish. This
meant a three months crash course in
intensive Spanish at a considerable
cost. Since then the same course runs
for six months and costs $700.
All lectures and examinations are
in Spanish, he said. In fact, no English
or other language than Spanisn is
spoken in the school. But English text
books are used by the Americans.
The different language does not
pose too great a barrier wnen it comes
to taking the examination, Lewis
explained. Most medical terms derive
from the Latin as they do elsewhere,
but in some cases general terms in
Spanish are used instead which per
tains to the actual function of the
body.
In order to take any final examina
tion in any class the university
requires a minimum of 80 per cent
attendance in that class. Witn classes
running in four-week blocks, an ill
ness of a week or two over that period
results in the old, familiar "flunk".
What worries foreign students,
then, is contracting some illness
which might require days of recuper
ation.
"It's not unusual to see students in
class running fevers, or shaking, or
suffering from diarrhea. They just
can't afford to lose those days from
class," he said.
During the entire period of medical
school the students do not touch a
patient. In fact, even though a medi
cal center is on the university
grounds, only rarely do students see a
patient and then, only if it happens to

Daily News-

be a classic case of illness.
When this happens the patient is
wheeled from the hospital to the class
room where students gather around,
listen to the patient's history and
symptoms from the lecturing doctor,
and then discuss it in class.
When his current "guardia" ends
here Lewis will take his three months
vacation time studying and preparing
for his return to Mexico.
When he completes his studies and
graduates some options are open.
He can stay in Mexico for his intern
ship followed by one year of "social
service," or, take the socalled "5th
pathway."
This means he can spend a year in
supervised clinical training in the
United States, which will count as the
one year internship, and then return
to Mexico for his year of social serv
ice.
The social service is required to get
the diploma which makes him a doc
tor.
After that comes the foreign licens
ing medical examination which, when
passed, allows him to hang up his
shingle in this country.
Wnen he returns to Mexico this fall
as a seventh semester medical stu
dent, he will take neurology, infec
tious diseases, psychiatry and endo
crinology.
His fmal semester will include pedi
atrics, obstetrics-gynocology, and
urology. After that it s final examina
tions and graduation.
Lewis' ultimate goal is general
practice in a small community such
as Bass Lake or somewheresimilar.
"I want to work in a small town.
Visalia is no longer such a place. I
want to get as much experience in all
fields of medicine because I'll be
called upon to take care of just about
anything that can happen to the
human body.
/
"I want to live among the people
and be a part of them and their com
munity. I want to be available to these
people 24 hours a day. If someone
can't pay a bill and he's, say, a car
penter, I'm sure we can figure out *
trade-off like a picket fence or spme
repairs. That's the kind of career I
want."
Is

e. /-7 77.

People

Stockton (Calif.) Record

knowledge gained at the university.
He also possesses a pharmacist's
license — earned at the University of
the Pacific, and finds part-time work
to augment his income for the final
assaults on a medical career which
also includes living costs for his wife,
Marilyn,;and their two boys who live
m. Guadalajara but who are now home
lumBecause the university is a nrivatp
schSl - as o^^ to a staK^
ported institution — tuition alone runs
annualiy°nfor fteTgn studCTts
and $1,100 for Mexicans. Foreigners,
„
u about one-third of
hev saicl, IMUIM
make. up
the total mSlcaTschMrenrollment

"If you prefer your diploma let
tered in Latin, it will cost $80. Mexi
can students can get the same thing
for $45. If you miss a final examina
tion you can make it up once by paySee Medic Page B6

Sunday, June 19, 1977 |7

Two Stockton pharmacists, Charles Green of Green Bros, and
Donald Shiromizu of Dameron Hospital, have received Preceptor of
the Year awards for participation in an internship program of the
University of Pacific School of Pharmacy.
UOP pharmacy students are required to participate in the intern
program at selected pharmacies under ,a professional pharmacist,
who serves as an off-campus faculty member. •
Green has been involved in the preceptor program since 1974 and
Shiromizu since 1972. Both are 1968 graduates of UOP.

MAY 6 -1977

four Lodians
receive degrees
Four Lodians received
degrees from the University of
the Pacific. JScfrQoP of "Phar
macy Sunday.
Sherrie J. Porter, Richard
A. Schweitz and Susan K.
Vaughn
were
awarded
bachelor of science diplomas
and Kenneth A. Wudel
received his doctorate in
pharmacy..
Of the 204 degrees awarded,
144 were doctorates and 60
were bachelors degrees.

Of the 204 degrees con
ferred, 144 were Doctor of
Pharmacy and 60 were
Bachelor of Science in
Pharmacy.
Pharmacy
commencement
cere
monies are held at this time
of year because of an
11-month academic year at
the school.

Hollister, Ca.
Free Lance
(Cir. 5xW. 4,017)

MAY 1 1 1

Will Sharp eCUTIS
Pharmacy degree
The University of Pacific
School of Pharmacy conferred
204 degrees during recent
commencement ceremonies
at the UOP campus in
Stockton.
Will C. Sharp of San Juan
Bautista was among 144
recipients of Doctor of
Pharmacy degrees. Sixty
Bachelor of Science in
pharmacy degrees were also
presented at the ceremonies. ,

ity stuTwoisonpm;
dents were arabq^ 204 re
ceiving degrees recently at
University of the Pacific's
school of pharmacy ,-Stoekton.
Jerry Hiraqa, Santa
Rosa, received a doctor of
pharmacy degree, while
Fred P. Besio, Healdsburg,
received a bachelor of
science degree.
>

terviffe, CA

border

^uburnite Takes
Defies A./UOP
Stephen E. Stoner of
received
a
Auburn
Bachelor of Science
from
the
degree
University of the Pacific
School—frf—Pharmacy.
Commencement exercises
were held May 1.
j

Santa Cruz, CA
Sentinel
(Cir. D. 23,000)

197?
Area IJuo Wins
Degrees At UOP
D e a n I v a n W. R o w l a n d a t A l l S c h o o l
o f Pharmacy C o n v o c a t i o n , S e p t e m b e r 1 9 7 6 .

Two Southeastern Tulare
County men have received
degrees from the University of
the Pacific pharmacy school.
Gary M.-Santos-of Strathmore
received a doctor of pharmacy
degree and Robert N. Campbell
of Porterville was awarded a
bachelor of science degree.
Sixty candidates received
bachelor's degrees and 144
earned doctorates.

Portemffe, Ok

Arroyo Grande, Ca.
Five Cities Times
Press Recorder
(Cir. 2xW.5,641)

Roseville, Ca.
Press-Tribune
(Cir. 5xW. 6,104)
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Chow earns
Pharmacy Talk
Due At Hospital
Janfes C King, Ph.D.,
professor of clinical pharmacy
at the University of the Pacific,
will present a lecture at 7:30
p.m. May 18 at Porterville State
Hospital
Administration
Building room 41.
Gregory Carroll has received
Dr. King is author of "Guide
his degree from the University
to Parenteral Admixtures"and
of Pacific School of Pharmacy will speak on the clinical im
in Stockton. A 1972 graduate of
plications of parenteral ad
Santa Cruz High School, he is
mixtures. Pharmacists and
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Frank
m e d i c a l
Carroll Jr. He is an intern o t h e r
pharmacist in Campbell and paraprofessionals are invited
The lecture is a part of the
will take his state board in
training
plan.
June.
/ hospital

Oakdale, Ca.
Leader
(Cir. W. 3,762)
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*?• University of the
Pacific TT^flOUl Uf""Pharmacy
conferred 004 degrees Sunday
(May
l)
during
com
mencement ceremonies at the
UOP campus in Stockton.
Among the graduates was:
Gary M. Santos, doctor of
pharmacy.
Of the 204 degress awarded
144 were Doctor or Pharmacy
and 60 were Bachelor of
Science in Pharmacy.

UOP doctorate
The University of the
Pacific School of Pharmacy
conferred 204 degrees May 1
commencement
during
ceremonies at the UOP
campus in Stockton.
Among the graduates was
Tony K. H. Chow of Rose
ville, who received his
doctor of pharmacy degree.
Of the 204 degrees award
ed, 144 were doctor of phar
macy and 60 were bachelor
of science in pharmacy.
Pharmacy commence
ment ceremonies are staged
at this time of year because
an 11-month academic year
at the school.

MAY 1 3 1 9 7 7

UOP confers
Doctor degrees

STOCKTON — Two Pismo
residents received
their degrees May 1 in
commencement ceremonies
at the University of the
Pacific School of Pharmacy.
Robert A. Reed and Jeffrey
A. Fissori, both of Pismo
Beach, were among 204
graduates. Reed received his
bachelor of science degree
and Fissori received his
doctor of pharmacy degree at
the ceremonies, during which
Dr. Ivan W. Rowland, dean of
the pharmacy school, and Dr.
Stanley E. McCaffrye, UOP
president, addressed the
graduates.
Pharmacy commencement
ceremonies are held in May
because of the 11-month
academic year at the school.
Classes are in session during
the traditional June com
mencement time.

Gardnerville, Nevada
Record-Courier
(Cir. W. 2,100)

Dean I v a n W. R o w l a n d , S e p t . 1 9 7 6 , at
All Faculty-Student Convocation in
R o t u n d a o f Pharmacy S c h o o l .

Manteca, Ca.
Bulletin
(Cir. 2xW. 5,777)

Pismo Beach
Students Earn
College Degrees

Recorder

WAY

at the front of the room as an aid in trying to un
derstand lectures and seminars.
But instructors still look in another direction oc
casionally or turn to the blackboard, so Bohrman
has to borrow the classroom notes of friends to fill
in the gaps.
Malone says Bohrman has lots of friends on
campus.
"Jeff is not bitter at all about his handicap; just
wants to be accepted as a person," the UOP pro
fessor says. "He has never been a problem for
anyone around here, and I doubt if he has an
enemy in the school."
Bohrman holds two bachelor of science degrees,
one in biology from Dickenson College in Carlisle,
Pa., and one in pharmacy from the University of
Pittsburgh. He has a master of sicence degree in
pharmacology from the University of Illinois and
has been at UOP since 1972.

County students
get UOP, degrees

Auburn, Calif.
Journal
(Cir.2XW.9,608)

Santos
graduates

Jeff Bohrman has been deaf since birth, has tun
nel vision and has a limited speaking capacity.
But don't call him handicapped. Instead, call
him "doctor." At least after this week.
Bohrman, a 33-year-old from Philadelphia, Pa.,
this past week completed all the requirements for
a doctorate degree in physiology-pharmacology
from the University of the Pacific School of
Pharmacy.
"I have never regarded myself as handi
capped," says Bohrman, who will leave Stockton
to accept a post-doctoral fellowship at the Oak
Ridge National Laboratory in Tennessee.
"I try to think of myself as normal," he contin
ues. "The odds in this world are not against me.
People with handicaps should not feel sorry for
themselves because of their problem or feel that a
handicap limits their usefulness as a human
being."
It hasn't limited Bohrman.
He is married and the father of two children,
both perfectly normal. In addition to the doctor of
physiology degree he is about to get here, Bohr
man has earned three other college degrees.
And his work at Pacific has focused on trying to
help others with a handicap: arthritis.
Dr. Marvin H. Malone, a pharmacy school pro
fessor and chairman of Bohrman's dissertation
committee, said Bohrman is trying to find an ani
mal "model" through which to test drugs that are
proposed for use, against the pain of arthritis in
humans.
Bohrman has worked through the UOP Speech
and Hearing Center to improve his speaking. And
he is mastering lip reading to help him communi
cate.
At Pacific, he explains, he has been able to sit

'
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Pharmacist

NEW DOCTOR— Eugene Plett, now completing a two
year residency in Family Practice at Creighton Affliated Hospitals, will be welcomed to the staff of the
Lassen Medical Group, Inc. effective May 1. Dr. Plett
is a graduate of the University of the Pacific, Stockton
and of Creighton University School of Medicine,
Omai'ia, Neb. Plett will be joining Harve Jourdan, MDWilliam Martin, MD; Dan McDaniel, MD; Harry
Cazzola, MD and A. H. Meuser, MD. Plett, his wife
Carol and their baby will be moving to Red Bluff this
month to establish residency.

Linda G. Moore, San Ped
ro, graduated May 1 from
the University of the Pacif
ic SchoofoF Pharmacy in
Stockton.

Santa Rosa, Ca.
Press-Democrat
(Cir. D. 52,210)
(Cir. Sun. 55,894)

Lodi, CA
News-Sentinel
(Cir. 6xW. 11,534)

Lindsay, Calif.
Gazette
(Cir.W.3,300)

Don't Call Him
Handicapped

Residentgets
pharmacy degree

They also pay more than Mexican
students for everything.

UOP Honors 2 Pharmacists

-—Clubs, Events, Entertainment—

w
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on two locals
The University of the
Pacific School of Pharmacy
conferred
204
degrees
Sunday, May i} during
commencement ceremonies
at the UOP campus in
Stockton.
Among the graduates were
J S. Joslyn and Melanie J.
Yee, both of Manteca, who
received Doctor of Pharmacy
degrees. Of the 204 degrees
awarded, 144 were Doctor of
Pharmacy and 60 were
Bachelor of Science in
Pharmacy.
Dr. Ivan W. Rowland, dean
of the pharmacy school, and
Stanley E. McCaffrey,
y°P
president,
both
addressed the graduates.
Pharmacy commencement
ceremonies are held at this
time of the year because of an
11-month academic year at
the school. Classes are in
session during the traditional
June commencement time/

Dean Ivan V. Rowland talking t o Dr.
P o l i n s k y a n d s t u d e n t member o f D e a n 1
Student Advisory Committee Dinner
m e e t i n g a t A l b e r t ' s i n 1 9 7 6 Summer.

181971

ns degree

h e University of
the
p7 ,
Pacific School of Pharmacy
conferred 204 degrees during
recen
commencemenf
ceremoni.es at the UOP

campus in Stockton
***** on the list of
graduates was David W

Medina of Oakdale, who
received a bachelor of

science degree.

JUN2-19ZZ

New pharmacist
Dan Slrattoii, son of .llm anH
and Jane Stratton of the Carson
Vallev Dmu <a„r. S°" °f
ihJ
•
?' [eceived h's doctorate in pharmacy at
Stockton> this month. He
graduatedsumrna
of a diss of m CUm
' altaininSthe third hiShest out
f/£-Sa mem^er °f the pharmacy students honor society
Kho Chi and a past president of Phi Delta Chi, a pharmacy
student fraternity. In 1976 he spent four months in a
clerkship position at San Joaquin County hospital, and was a
teaching assistant at the univerity this spring.

Stratton returned to Carson Valley this month and plans
to work with his parents in their new drug store in Minden.

Temple City, Calif.
Temple City Times
(Cir. 2xW. 3,614)

San Leandro, Calif.
The San Leandran
(Cir. W. 500)

Burlingame, Ca.
Hillsborough Boutique
& Villager
(Cir. W. 5,534)

MAY 1 8 1977

J97?
Stone receives
pharmacy degree
ha^ rL''•

St,°Be,ot

Arcadia

ffWSKSteK
I Jcific, StocktoTT*^—

It 's Doctor Hu

V

tin of San Leandro
nas/retrtived his doctor's degree
•n pharmacy from the Univers,ly of the Pacific.
—•
Degi*ges are conferred in May
on the Stock ion campus, be
cause of an unusual 11-monih
academic year there. By the
traditional June commencement
dates, UOP is already well into
another semester
tatnmgim-—
'
/

•'W 2 -19?7
H/

»
a
=»
o* Hillsborough
and Mario Sylvestri of Burlingame
were awarded doctor of pharmacy
degrees from the University of the
,
School of Pharmacy in Stock
ton. The school conferred 204 degrees
during recent commencement cere
monies, which are held at this time of
the year because of an 11-month
academic year at the school.
J/ff„e/yS' H°elsch*r

San Mateo, Ca.
Times
(Cir. 6xW. 42,718)

JUN 8
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'Birthday' Luncheon
Members of theCestlake Senior Citizens
group are reminded that today Is the deadline for
reservations to the club's birthday luncheon.
Mrs. Ernestine Vetter, the publicity chair
man, says Mrs. Emily Pappas has been chairing

A

Looanne
Heath
7

the committee, which will put on the celebration
next Wednesday.

MEMBERS OF the Balboa Alumni Associa
tion Board of Directors will meet tomorrow at the
school to discuss summer business which will
include a cake sale at the Tanforan shopping cen
ter on July 17 and a alumni picnic in August.
Serving on the Executive Board are North
Peninsula residents Lidia Chagonjian, San Bruno;
Frank Galo, Daly City and Gerald Skagfjord, Red
wood City.
WESTLAKE resident Dr. Troy Daniels was
presented with a citation for his contribution to the
quality of pharmacy education by the School of
Pharmacy at the University of Pacific during that
school's commencement ceremonies.
VERNA TEGLIA, retiring president of the
Friends of the Daly City Library, was honored by
the presentation of two valuable old California
history volumes to the local library.

Mrs. Millie Machens, president of the club,
will preside at today's regular session and at the
The tomes, reconditioned and beautiful in
! their original bindings, were printed in 1885, and
special program next week.
. are of special interest to Mrs. Teglia, because her
ancestors were among the early Spanish settlers in
Los Banos, Ca.
the Monterey area. After she has had an opportun
Enterprise
ity to read the volumes they will be placed in the
library's history room collection.

John Pech (R>, Porterville, receives check for $2,000
ARCS F o u n d a t i o n S c h o l a r s h i p f r o m D r . D o n a l d S h i r a c h i
of the Physiology-Pharmacology Unit of the School of
Pharmacy a t U . O . P . T h e S c h o l a r s h i p i s m a d e p o s s i b l e
by t h e N o r t h e r n C a l i f o r n i a C h a p t e r o f t h e A c h i e v e m e n t
Rewards for College Scientists Foundation.
It acknow
ledges worthy s c i e n t i f i c endeavors of young graduate
s t u d e n t s . Mr. P e c h i s r e s e a r c h i n g p a t i e n t c a r e a n d i t s
relationship to Clinical Pharmacology.

Ed E l z a r i a n ( L ) , K i n g s b u r g , r e c e i v e s c h e c k f o r $ 2 , 0 0 0
ARCS F o u n d a t i o n S c h o l a r s h i p f r o m Dean I v a n W. R o w l a n d ,
U.O.P. School of Pharmacy. The Scholarship i s provided
by t h e A c h i e v e m e n t R e w a r d s f o r C o l l e g e S c i e n t i s t s , a
Northern California Foundation which acknowledges worthy
s c i e n t i f i c e n d e a v o r s o f y o u n g g r a d u a t e s t u d e n t s . Mr.
Elzarian i s researching in a Physiology-Pharmacology
problem of long term patient care.

Los Angeles, Calif.
Southwest Wave
(Cir. W. 37,350)

Stockton (Ctlif.) Record
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Hypertension
Testing Set
Hypertension screening
for high blood pressure
• will be offered free of
charge Saturday at Weberstown Mall by pharmacy
school students from Univ
ersity of the Pacific.
The screening, from 10
a.m. to 4 p.m. near United
California Bank, will be
conducted by members of
UOP's pharmacy fratern
ity, Kappa Psi, the second
of three such screenings
scheduled this year.

Twenty-four East Los
Angeles College
graduates have recently
been accepted to various
university's professional
schools around the coun
try. reports Dr. Yuri W.
Han. chairman of the
chemistry department.
The 24 ELAC graduates
have earned their
Bachelor of Arts degrees
and will be entering
various professional
schools during the fall
semester.

Lafayette, Calif.
Midweek Sun
(Cir.W.16,300)

L t o Rs

Paul B. Culver, San Diego; John Pech,
P o r t e r v i l l e ; Ed E l z a r i a n , K i n g s b u r g .
ARCS F o u n d a t i o n S c h o l a r s h i p s t u d e n t s .

/ 1 i I

Tulare, Ca.
Advance Register
(Cir. 6xW. 6,571)

La Habra, California
Daily Star Progress
( Cir. D. 4,372 )

Mortar Board
Judy Mossman, daugh
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Johnson
Mossman of Moraga, has
been initiated into mem- ,
berhsip of the Knolens'
Chapter of Mortar Board at \
University of the Pacific in
Stockton.

Girl of month
Karol Wilson was named
the Soroptimist Girl of the

/•33V

Judy is in the University
of the Pacific School of
Pharmacy where she is a
senior. She has been in
volved in various organiza
tions and activities, among
them a member of Delta
Delta Delta sorority and as
reference chairman.

Menlo,Park, Ca.
Menlo Atherton Recorder
(Cir. W. 2,240)
Free 15,685

Karol Wilson

Month at a recent meeting.
Miss Wilson, a daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Darrell Wilson,
174 Aronian St., will be 18
years old July 24. She was
graduated from Tulare
Union High School last
month.
An honor student, Miss
Wilson was a member of the
California Scholarship
Federation. She participated
in school government and
was score keeper for track
events during her four years
of high school.
A native of Visalia, she
was raised in Tulare.
She is employed as a payroll
and records clerk for a drive
in restaurant in Lindsay.
A math and science major,
Miss Wilson intends to go to
the University^-of Pacific,
Stockton, to become a
pharmacist.

Donkey dung
Editor-Bryan $cott's comments on the
Athletic Awards warrants a rebuttal.
Week after week I've read Mr. Scott's
sarcastic remarks about our athletic
program in Los Banos.
Evidently, Mr. Scott doesn't realize that
these young adults are high school par
ticipants, not professionals.
Yes, I can "picture" Mr. Joe Bondi
telling a bleacher full of students, parents,
and faculty how the "Mr. and Miss Tiger"
award was conceived. I believe it was 1974,
when my son was one of the five con
testants.
That year, Marcus Atkinson, a superb
athlete, won the "Mr. Tiger" award. I
don't believe the other four contestants
"dreams were shattered" as they went
forward to congratulate Marcus on his
achievement.
I believe the four years my son par
ticipated in football and basketball taught
him a sense of teamwork and respon
sibility as he now enters his senior year in
the doctor of pharmacy program at
University of the Pacific.
Maybe they were "thrashed" at football
that year, but the school won the Valley
Oak League in basketball.
Yes, I can remember the award
ceremonies when the coaches had
something to say about each and every
young athlete in every sport.
Anyone feels honored when they win an
award, whether it be in sports, drama,
music, academics or even journalism.
(But then Mr. Scott possibly hasn't had
the opportunity of the latter subject.)
Maybe Mr. Scott should have had en
couragement to excel in his field against
his peers, then his column wouldn't be just
so much donkey dung.

Accepted to the
University of Southern
California's School of
Pharmacy are George
^egian. Ken Eto, Bob
Yoshihara, and Gary
Bishop. Entering USC's
School of Medicine will be
Gilbert Sandoval. Miles
Yamaguchi and Paul
Ikuta.

J UN 15 7977

Moraga makes

jun turn

Marilyn Arakaki. Olga
Gonzalez, Young Cha.
Nick Karpchinski, Raul
Infante, and Betty
Mats1.ida have all been ac
cepted to complete their
graduate work at the
U n i v e r s i t v ^o f t h e
Pacific's School of
Pharmacy.

JUL 15 197?
jPlxarmacy

Degree F o r
La Habran
The University of Pacific
School of Pharmacy recently
conferred 204 degrees during
commencement ceremonies at
the UOP campus in Stockton.
Among the graduates were
William C. Jeffers of La Habra.
Of the 204 degrees awarded,
144 were Doctor of Pharmacy
and 60 were Bachelor of Science
in Pharmacy.
Dr. Ivan W. Rowland, dean of
the pharmacy school, and Dr.
Stanley E. McCaffrey, UOP
president, both addressed the
graduates.

Bio-feedback, mood elevators
on July 13 meeting agenda
The Manic-Depressive
Association of Stockton
will have as guest speaker
on July 13, Ljyren
lonkowski. Ph n 0f the
University ot OTe Pacific.
His topics will include
man's chemistry, bio-feed
back and mood elevators.
The meeting will be held
in the recreation center of

Joyce Malloy Castaneda
1359 Canal Farm Lane
Los Banos
Modesto, Ca.
Bee
(Cir. 5xW. 51,568)
(Cir. S. 56,617)

MAY 2 5 19??

UOP Pharmacy
graduates 10
Ten Stanislaus district students are
among spring graduates of the
University of the Pacific School of
Pharmacy.
Receiving bachelor of science
degrees were Robert L. Fox of Delhh
David A. Lanfranki of Patterson,
Katherihe L. Logan of Modesto and
David W. Medina of Oakdale.
Doctor of pharmacy degree were
conferred upon Joseph Barr, Mark J.
Santos And Ava Weststeyn, all of
Modesto; J. S. Joslyn and Melanie J.
Yee, both of Manteca. and David T.
Egi of Tracy.
i

the Oakwood Apartments,
7620 N. El Dorado Street,
at 7:45 p.m.

The ceremony honoring Mrs. Teglia was a
part of the program of the annual meeting of the
Friends of the Library and other important busi
ness on the evening's agenda included the election
of officers, the exhibit of art and craft by members
of the unit, and a ballet demonstration and discus
sion by Leslie Crockett and Kathy Duggan.
Officers for the 1977-78 term will be Mrs.
Virginia Tierney, president; Mrs. Betty Martinez,
vice president; Mrs. Cecelia Enright, recording
secretary; Mrs. Frances Lee, corresponding secre
tary; Mrs. Lois Manbert, treasurer; Mrs. Teglia,
parliamentarian.
Mrs. Doris Chin, Mrs. Virginia Duckett and
Mrs. Selma Foge are the directors.
Taking part in the arts and crafts display were
Mrs. Jean Lewin, Rush Manbert and Mrs. Tierney,
oils; Mrs. Elvira Sunneil, watercolors; Mrs. Bar
bara Bullis, Mrs. Margaret Connolly and Mrs. Joan
Marshall, embroidered pictures or hangings. Mrs.
Teglia exhibited an afghan and Mrs. Myrtle Wood
cock displayed a crocheted place mat set. Janice
Tierney had done a crocheted animal toy which she
exhibited and Mrs. Olga Canada entered a scenic
planter and Mrs. Enright contributed a fossile,
found locally, to the exhibit.
NOW IS the time to sign up for the Ecumeni
cal Vietnamese Assistance Committee's picnic to
be held in Mitchell Park in Palo Alto, on June 26.
Sister Jeanenne will accept calls for reservay
tions

San Francisco, Calif.
Hokubei Mainichi
(Cir.6XW.7,514)
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Sonoma Co. Graduate^
Honored at JACL
Outing on June 26
SANTA ROSA — With all de
tails completed, the local JACL
and Enmanji Buddhist Temple
will co-host the annual picnic on
Sunday, June 26, from 10 a.m.
at the Howarth Park in Santa
Rosa.
Miyo Masaoka, Carol Kawase
and Larry Miyano, co-chairper
sons, announced that a full day
of varied activities for the day
has been planned.
Volleyball and softball games
will be played from 10 a.m.
All high school graduates will
be honored with a presentation
of a gift by co-sponsors.
After lunch the free gate
prizes will be drawn followed by
the local JAY'S fund raising
event.
Free bingo will conclude the

Kenneth Ishizu, Rodney
ma, Linda Otani, Cyndie S.
suda, Mike Yasuda.
Piner High School, Santa Rosa
— Doreen A. Furuta, Douglas J.
Yokoyama, Cynthia Shimizu.
Rancho Cotate High School,
Cotati — Kenny Morita.
Casa Grande, Petaluma — Sid
Tsujihara.
Healdsburg high School—Pa
trick V. Mukaida.
Sonoma High School — Delwin Yamakawa, Yasuko Okumura.
Santa Rosa Junior College —
Mike Uyeda, Susan Oda, Helen
Kobayashi, Joe Yasuda, Gary
Matsuda, Allen Otani, Dwight
Sugioka, Les Sunada.
University of Pacific, Stockton
— Schoof of Pharmacy, Jerry Hiraga.
University of California, Sar
Jose — Ken Fuji!, biology, y

All newcomers to the Sonoma
county area are welcome to at
tend, according to Hitoshi Koba
yashi, JACL president; and Shi
mizu, president ^of the Enmanji.

SONOMA CO. GRADUATES
Analy High School, Sebastopol
— Kent. M. Matsuda, Linda Mu
kaida, Brian Taniguchi, Jill N.
Yokoyama.
Petaluma Sr. High School —

Any
manic-depressive
wishing to learn more
about the illness is warmly
invited to attend these
meetings. For further
information call 948-4189,
464-0779, and 478-5767.

Local Students Earn Graduate Degrees, Honors
CHRISTOPHER
CROUDACE

Christopher
James
Croudace of Menlo Park
received his law degree
from Hastings College of
the Law in San Francisco
in May.
A graduate of University
of California, San Diego
and Woodside High School,
he is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. James Croudace.
JOHN WRIGHT

John David Wright of
Atherton received his J.D.
from Yale University Law

School, New Haven, Conn.,
in May.
A 1970 graduate of
Menlo-Atherton Higjh
School and 1974 graduate of
Stanford University, he is
the son of Edwin and
Barbara
Wright
of
Atherton.
MEG BEELER

Meg Beeler of Menlo
Park has been appointed to
lead a group of students on
the
Experiment
in
International Living in
Denmark this summer.
Meg will lead 10 students
first on orientation in New

England and then to
Denmark, where each will
live with a host family.
WENDYJOHNSON

Wendy Renee Johnson of
Menlo Park received her
bachelor's degree from
Northern
Arizona
University, Flagstaff May
13.
SONOMA STATE

Two
Menlo
Park
students will receive their
degrees from Sonoma
State College, Sonoma, in
June.
Pamela Louis Starr has
earned her master's

degree in psychology.
Vivian Gene Mills has
won her bachelor of
science degree in nursing.
ROBERT MORTON

Robert Morton of Menlo
Park
received
his
bachelor's degree in the
College of Business and
Economics
at
the
University of Idaho, in May
ceremonies.
ELLEN GRIGGS

Ellen W. Griggs of
Atherton received the
senior athlete of the year
award at Kenyon College
Gambier, Ohio 'his spring.

BRIGHAM YOUNG U.

Several local residents
received their college
degrees from Brigham
Young University this
spring.
From Menlo Park,
William M. Darley and
David M. Price were
recipients of bachelor's
degrees.
Michael Bruce Jones of
Woodside recieved his
bachelor's degree.
UC DAVIS

Twenty local students
received honors in May at
the
University
of

California, Davis, for work
in their major fields.
Atherton
residents
include William Scott
Propst, Peter Grant
Kistler,
Leslie
Ann
Shackleford and Mary
Novak;
Menlo
Park
residents include James
Vincennt Brandon, Clare
Louis
Doolin,
Betsy
Lorraine Gardner, Scott
Gregor Grant, James
Clark Hausmann, Barbara
Anne Jacoby, Mary Heidi
Harkavy, Jeremy Chester
Lee, Robert James Love

Jr.; Elinor Harrell Meyers,
Susan Snyder, Stephen
Francis Edel and Judith
Kay Stoft.
Three Portola Valley
students, Sarah Anne
Arnold, Stanley Jewlett
Lee
and
Christine
Caryotakis, made honors.
KELLY MCQUARRIE

Kelly J. M^Quarrie of
Menlo Park has earned her
degree in pharmacy from
the University of the
Pacific
School
0f
Pharmacy, Stockton,
Calif., in May.

Stockton (Calif.) Record

Free Clinic
A
free
hypertension
screening clinic will be
held July 9-10 in Weberwtown Mall under the spon
sorship of Gamma Nu
Chapter of Kappa Psi

Wed., June 29, 1977

Pharmaceutical
ity.

17

Fratern

The clinic, being held
primarily for persons who
fear they have high blood
pressure, will be open
from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. July

9 and noon to S p.m. July
10.

There is a need for the
public to be aware of the
problems of hypertension,
Ray Scott, of the Gamma
Nu Chapter, said.

SUMMER

1977
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Patterson, C a l i f Irrigator
(Cir.W.2,025)

Modesto, Ca.

Bee
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Around The Circle...
by LAURA KIMBALL

(ANTICOAGULANT)

Pharmacologists'

The birds have been having a
wonderful time in all the roadside
puddles. Patterson will soon have
the cleanest birds in the state.
Well, the rain is good for the birds
and the soil but is getting to the
point where some crops are bound
to be harmed. There's just no
winning in this game of depending
on the weather (at least not in the
past few years). Perhaps the
scientists predicting the coming of
a new "ice age" are on the right
track. Hope my blood thickens up
before it arrives.

word of warning
The Modesto Bee
Killing combos

Living
Wed., June 22, 1977

mixing medicines

A-7

turns to better, more potent medicines. "There's a
greater volume of medication than ever, and we're
still learning about interactions."
These charges are not anyone's fault, says host
Ron Toy. Doctors see such a volume of patients,
and often have to leave prescription matters with
clerical personnel while their waiting rooms are
full.
They're overworked, said Harold Stoll. Most
physicians are long out of school, aloof and
professionally distant from patients, used to han
ding out prescriptions without explaining what
they re prescribing. And pharmacists were not
allowed to tell. Younger doctors are more willing to
consult with druggists.
Blomquist, 39, has lived in Modesto since his 1960
graduation from Idaho State; he's at City Phar
macy. Toy, 32, president of the Central Valley
Pharmaceutical Association, is a 1967 graduate of
the University of the Pacific School of Pharmacy;
he s with Paradise "Drugs. Stoll, 36, attended
Oregon State University and has spent 10 years
with the Downey Park Pharmacy.

Bee staff writer

Some drugs and medicines, when used in com
bination, tend to cancel each other out.
Others reinforce each others' action to the point
they can kill.
What is the poor layman to do?
three Modesto pharmacists, sitting around
coffee in a spacious north Modesto living room,
agree the answer is in communication.
Communication between patient and doctor.
Customer and druggist. Pharmacist and physician.
They look at an article by Ralph L. Gorrell, MD,
of Sun City, Ariz., published by the Upjohn phar
maceuticals firm as a public service.
It talks of illegible prescriptions, look-alike drug
names that could lead to fatal error, imprecise
directions . . . and harmful drug interactions
caused either by a patient not telling his doctor
everything he (or she) is taking, or by washing
down prescriptions with booze, coffee or, in some
cases milk.
f
The article, says Jim Blomquist. is probablv
true. But the world of pharmacy is improving as it

What one caution, what single piece of advice,

H ENRY D ANOWITZ. M. D.
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NOT GRADUATED yet but
making the honors list at UC,
Davis for the winter quarter were
junior engineering student Rory
Davis of Patterson and Antonio
Escobar of Crows Landing who is
an ag econ and business
management junior.
A bit farther down the
educational ladder — but not to be
forgotten — are some high
schoolers. Sam Phillips, son of Neil
and Caroline, has been elected
president of the associated student
body over at Central Catholic, and
Leslie Baker, daughter of Burns
and Esther, is the new ASB
secretary there.
Another high schooler — down
San Diego way — is Tom Calabrese
Jr. who spent a couple of years at
PHS but will graduate from a
southern Cal high school in June.
The young man has been awarded a
$2700 scholarship at Occidental
College where he will be a pre-med
student come fall.

***

can result from

By Fred Herman

bachelor's degree up at UOP and
will specialize in teaching the deaf.
Wouldn't be a bit surprised if we
are calling her Dr. Evans in a few
more years. She's quite a young
lady!
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Models of clarity: Modesto druggists haven't seen one like them

would each have for the medicine-buying public?
Stoll: "Make sure you have the right medication.
Find out what your problem is and make sure you
get the right medicine. Doublecheck with your
pharmacist."
Toy: "Select a family pharmacist with the same
care you'd use to pick a family lawyer or doctor.
Establish face-to-face contact and try to eliminate
the person in the middle who just hands out the
prescription."
Blomquist: "Communicate. Tell both doctor and
pharmacist all about yourself, your problems and
allergies. Ask your pharmacist all you can dream
up about medication, what it is and how it is used."
What are some of the worst combinations?
Toy: Mixing prescriptions and over-the-counter
medicines. Antacid tablets, for example, can
neutralize antibiotics such as tetracycline. Milk
and foods with clacium can do the same.
(Incidentally, penicillin and tetracycline don't
work well together. They act differently and reduce
each other's efficiency. And Vitamin C can
neutralize sulfa drugs.)
Blomquist: More lethal than anything is the
combination of sedatives (tranquilizers) with
alcoholic beverages. This can kill.
Antihistamines can potentiate nerve pills to
knock you out. Putting the drugs on a scale of 10,
one that reaches the 3-level alone jumps to the 8level when mixed with antihistamimes.
(Alcohol, let it be noted, is a drug that is
dangerous with most other drugs, antidepressants
such Elavil and Tofranil, major tranquilizers such
as Compazine and Thorazine, barbiturates and
sleeping pills. Even with aspirin ... it makes your
stomach supersensitive to irritation by the aspirin's
key ingredient.
Stoll: The elderly probably have the most
problems in this line. Coumadin is an an
ticoagulant. It thins the blood (to prevent clots).
Aspirin rends it supereffective. It could cause a
chemically induced hemophelic reaction, internal
bleeding, heavy loss of blood with minor cuts.
(Arthritis medications can have the same effect.)
(The Pill — oral contraceptives — can sometimes
be rendered ineffective by antihistamines, bar
biturates and other drugs that alter metabolism.
"Never. never share your medicine," warns
Blomberg. Don t give anyone your pills. The side
effects could be aisasterous."
"The doctor prescribes a set quantity for you,"
said Toy. "If you give it out, it cuts your supply.
You won't get a refill from your pharmacist, and
your doctor could label you a drug problem."
I ran into a case," said Stoll, "where a wellmeaning person gave a tranquilizer to a friend who
was depressed. That depressed the friend even
more. Luckily she had the sense to go to a doctor
and avert tragedy."
m"!* w?rned Particularly against tfct
misuse or. anfcih^sts** uamg leftovers on your
medicine cabinet shelf to treat something other
than what it was intended for. Specific medications
are for specific ailments, he warned. Misusing

them might not harm, but it would be misuse, since
the drug may have lost potency or become toxic on
the shelf, and it may build up your resistance to a
product when you really need it.
Sometimes, Toy said, such misuse of antibiotics
"just tickles the bacteria" — stimulating bacterial
growth.
Blomquist suggested much wider use of warning
labels — stickers on medicine containers that warn
of interactions, side effects, potency exprations.
"That might lead to a hypochondriac patient's
coming down with side effects," Stoll laughed.
Toy said the 1975 Garamendi Act already insists
on warning labels when usage with other drugs can
cause drowsiness.
All three felt that there wouldn't be room on
medicine bottles to warn of all the possible
hazards: Don't drive if using a combination with
another substance, etc.
They suggested auxiliary warnings could be
given — Toy suggested it be the prime respon
sibility of the pharmacist — but this was not a
realistic expectation when lines are long or time is
a factor.
"Cautions don't necessarily mean a drug is
contraindicated," Stoll added.
The three pharmacists passed around some
copies of idealized prescriptions — with clear
handwriting, precise instructions and simple
warnings — as hypothesized in the Upjohn article.
They agreed that none had ever seen prescrip
tions like that.
"The handwriting we see, the look-alike drug
names ("Dioxin" and "digitoxin" are examples)
makes you wonder if the doctor always has the
patient's best interest in mind," one mused.
Asked if they ever call physicians for
clarification, all three siad they do it daily. "The
difference is that nowadays the doctors say
thanks, One added.
"Credit the age of consumer awareness," said
Toy.
Directions such as "3 tsps./daily" are imprecise,
they agreed. Pharmacists and patient share
responsibility of finding out what size spoons, wluu
time of day, before or after meals, etc.
One suggested it would be desirabte (but perhaps
not realistic to expect) that physicians deal directly
with pharmacists over prescriptions, eliminating
the receptionists who sometimes do the phoning
and the sales clerks who often take the calls.
The next best thing, Toy suggested, would be to
delegate the same persons to deal with such mat
ters on a regular basis
"Be warned," Stoll said in conlsuion. "Open your
eyes and realize it isn't candy you're taking."
"Buying drugs is not like buying your ordinary
commodity," Toy added. "You're buying in
formation, advice.">
"If you're Got getting it," advised Blomquist.
"find out why. If all the pertinent information isn't
there, ask. The Pharmacist might even say it
9
doesn't matter."

CALIFORNIA is not the only
state with strange weather. Had a
brief note from Ann Bettencourt
up in Idaho this week who said the
weather up there is "crazy" now.
They are having drought problems
too but there was snow in the hills
recently. Chuck and Ann are about
36 miles out of Boise and are
dairying up there. Always nice to
hear from former Pattersonites!

***

COLLEGE GRADUATIONS
have begun already with the
traditional awarding of degrees.
The UOP School of Pharmacy was
probably the first one to have
commencement exercises this year.
Degrees were conferred Sunday, *•*
May 1, and among the 204
REFLECTIONS - The pleasure
graduates were Cindy English and I get in passing along news about
Dave Lanfranki, who both earned all these accomplished young
Bachelor of Science in Pharmacy people is special. Mainly because
degrees. Pharmacy students at they are special — each in his or her
UOP have an 11-month academic own way has developed into a
year so the graduations are always talented human being with the
a little earlier than others.
education, ability and desire to
California State University, serve others in some way and, in
Fresno has commencement the long run, serve themselves as
ceremonies slated for Wednesday, well. Too often these are the young
May 18. Local student Allison people you never hear much about.
Vetro will be one of the ten Dean's It's always the others, the
Medalists who will lead the offenders of public decency and
processional for their respective morals, who get the front-page
schools. Allison is a liberal studies space. But multiply Patterson's
major and completed her college achievers (including the ones we
work with a 3.79 grade point don't even hear about) by hundreds
average. She's a member of Phi of thousands and you might have a
Kappa Phi and has been active in better picture of the younger
women's and coed intramural generation in America today. Give
sports. There should be lots of them credit; they really are
pride in the Vetro family next marvelous individuals. My sincere
Wednesday when Allison leads the CONGRATULATIONS to all
School of Education onto the field those mentioned above — and to all
at Selland Arena.
those whose schools don't send out
Down at San Diego State PR notices.
University, Danna Evans has
earned
her
degree
in
FRIDAY the 13th is tomorrow
"communicatively handicapped"
—
or would you rather not think
at the SD graduate school of about
it. A bit on the unusual side
education. Danna is also a member is the program
being offered at the
of the national honor society, Phi
Stanislaus
County
Library in
Kappa Phi. She earned her Modesto at 7:30 p.m.
in the
McHenry Room. Astrologer Lee
Gable will be reading horoscopes.
Everyone is invited to sample this
and other methods of divination on
this traditionally "eerie" day.
There will be a palm reader, a
handwriting analyst and a tarot
card reader for a night of
conjuration, divination and
demonstration.
***
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Pacific Students Help Patients
Pharmacy students from
the University of the Pa
cific are working at La
Salette Rehabilitation and
Convalescent Hospital in a
program designed to give
them practical experience
with older patients.
The 15 students, all in
their final year of phar
macy school, work at re
viewing the drug therapy
program of eadh patient,
theraputic training ses
sions for La • Salette's
nurses and individualized
therapy planning for pa
tients.
"We want to prepare our
students for a new role as
consultants to nursing fa
cilities and also get them
interested in the field of
geriatrics," says Dr. Pat
rick N. Catania, coordina
tor of postgraduate educa
tion at the pharmacy
school.
"Recent federal
and
state regulations require
every skilled nursing facil
ity to have an consulting
pharmacist, and We want
our students trained to per
form this role and to be fa
miliar
with
nursing
homes," added fellow coor
dinator Robert B. Supernaw.
The students divide their
time between classroom
instruction and La Salette,
say the coordinators.
One of the objectives of
the students is to minimuze the number of drugs
prescribed to patients in
order to achieve results.
This is a concern since
many older patients some
times take more than one
type of prescription drug,
says Catania, and this
creates the possibility of
drug compounding.
Catania explained that
drug compounding is the

Think I'm out of space. Have a
happy weekend.
**•

San Francisco, Calif.
Nichi Bei Times
(Cir. 6xW. 7,115)

It is not worth while to go round
the world to count the cats in
Zanzibar.
(Thoreau)

JUN 10 1977

Sonoma County
To Be
~ v^?T

STUDENT GARY NOVATT, RIGHT, CHECKS PATIENT RECORDS WITH PHYSICAL THER
APIST DAVID DOLLINGER AND NURSE CHRISTINE KINNEY
concentration of different
drugs in the system that
have similar effects, such
as antihistamines, which

can induce drowsiness, and erating more than good around also helps the
sleeping pills.
training experiences for moral of the older patients,
The presence of the stu- the students,
says a spokesman for the
dents at La Salatte is genHaving younger people hospital

red at p,cnic
SANTA ROS W4^~
Rancho Cotate high, Cotati—
Sonoma county
Japanese
Kenny Morita.
American high school and colSasa Grande high, Petaluma
'e8e graduates will be honored
—Sid Tsujihara.
on Sunday, June 26 at Howarth
Healdsburg high—Patrick V.
park in Santa Rosa.
Mukaida.
The Sonoma County JACL
Sonoma high—Delwin Yamaand Enmanji Buddhist temple in
kawa and Yasuko Okumura.
Sebastopol will be co-hosts for
Santa Rosa Junior college—
the event with Miyo Masaoka,
Mike Uyeda, Susan Oda, Helen
Carol Kawase and Larry Miyano
Kobayashi, Joe Yasuda, Gary
heading the picnic committee.
Matsuda, Allen Otani, Dwight
The picnic will start at 10
Sugioka and Les Sunada.
a.m. when volleyball and softJUnivfrsitv of
ball games are to start. After
schooT-of-pharmacy, Stockton^
lunch, free gate prizes will be
JggyHirapa.
drawn, followed by a fund-raisuniversity "of California, San
ing event sponsored by the local
Diego—Ken Fujii in biology.
JAYs.
"Free bingo will conclude the
picnic program and all newcom
ers to Sonoma county are wel
come to attend/ ' according to
Hitoshi Kobayashi, local JACL
chapter president, and Martin
h£"lzu< Enmanji president,
the graduates, who will be
presented a gift from the cosponsors, include:
Analy high, Sebastopol—
J™. MMatsuda,
Linda
p.fjf'i3, Brian Taniguchi and
Jill N. Yokoyama.
Petaluma Senior high —
Kenneth Ishizu, Rodney Sugiyama Linda Otani, Cyndie S.
Yasuda and Mike Yasuda.
Pmer high, Santa RosaDoreen A. Furuta, Douglas .!.
Yokoyama and Cynthia Shimizu.

THE UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC
School of Pharmacy
welcomes you to

A Testimonial Dinner

honoring

DONALD M. PACE, Ph.D.
Professor Physiology-Pharmacology
and
Director of Cellular Physiology Research

Pacific Club
Stockton, California
July 14,1977
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Journal of the American Pharmaceutical Association
Vol. NS 17, No. 9, September 1977

tei

A u g u s t 3 0 , l f t !7

Q9 :0'J

-

09: 5 Q

AM

Sources of Drug Information - Jstq&be

1 0 : 0 0 - 1 0 : 5 0 AM
The Problem Oriented Ked£c»l Recnsd - Spencer

SCHOOL OF PHARMACY
UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC

1 1 t © 0 - 1 1 ? 5 0 AM
General Patient Care Background/Approach - Harbaugh

JULY 1977

•12:00 - 01:00 Mi

LUJNCH

EDITOR: Rick Henson
01:00 - 03;50 PH
Therapeutic*: Panel
General Clinical Considerations - Jacobs
Pharmacqkinitie Considerations - Harbaugh
Monitoring for Adverse Reactions - Hughey

ELECTION RESULTS:

NEW OFFICERS FOR FALL 1977

Advanced pharmacy students at the University
of the Pacific are working at a local nursing
home as part of a new program at the School
of Pharmacy. According to Patrick Catania,
Assistant Professor, and Robert Supernaw,'
Coordinator of Postgraduate Education, who
direct 15 students in the course, the students'
duties involve reviewing the drug therapy pro
gram for each patient, providing therapeutic
training sessions for nurses at the facility and
participating in individualized patient therapy
planning. Above, UOP pharmacy student Gary
Novatt (right) checks patient records with
physical therapist David Dollinger and nurse C
Kinney.

04:00 - 04:30
Summary - :Ghvistopherson

The results from the election are in and are as follows
President - Marie Ingrande
Vice President - Joel Weber
Secretary - to be appointed
Historian - Donna Lapadula
Social Chairman - Neill Barker
Second Year Class Representative - Tom Szczotka
Third Year Class Representative (Senior Class President) Ron Wade
Third Year Class Alternate Representative for Fall
(Senior Class Vice-President) - Steve Nance
Third Year Class Alternate Representative for Winter
(Senior Class Vice-President) - Terry Altmiller

I
'

WJC

6/1-5/7 7

Amendments to the constitiution:
#1: limiting term of president to one term - failed
#2: the loser of the election for class representative
will automatically become the alternate rep. - passed
#3: if any SAPhA officer misses two SAPhA meetings without
good cause he may be romoved from office by a vote
of the executive committee - passed
if a president resigns within 8 weeks of taking office,
a special election will be held to elect a new president - passed

>

5
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Pharmacy Auxiliary Social Set

Sloekton (Calif.) Record
Thursday. Sept. 29, 1977 19

A cocktail social Friday pharmacy faculty mem- sponsor pharmacy scftolarwill kick off activities for bers,
retail
pharmacy ships at UOP and carry on
the San Joaquin Pharma- store owners and pharma- community projects,
ceutical Auxiliary with all ceutical salesmen
—
Mrs. Robert Christian is
p
New members will be auxiliary president, and
r
f
welcomed into the auxil- membership information is
thn»!phnnt th*
throughout the county m- •
which was created tQ available from Mrs. Richvited to attend with their
spouses or dates.
Dr. Ivan W. Rowland,
dean of University of the
Pacific's
Pharmacy
School, and his wife will
welcome guests to their
Santa Maria, Calif.
home from 6 to 8 p.m.
Santa
Maria Times
Gourmet hors d'oeuvres
(Cir. D. 17,107)
will be prepared and
served by ausiliary mem
bers.
The party will include
retail and hospital phar
NOV 24 1977
macists, UOP School of
/

Bishop, Ca.
Inyo Register
(Cir. W. 5,940)

AU6 18 m

tea/ Mandich gets
egree
N e a / W -^rrijiS /Mandich,
j>n of Mr. and/virs. Nick
andich of Bishop, has
ceived his doctor of
armacy degree from
T!r V nf ^ r.U ifjL at
! rT&ton. He has also
, his teaching
edential
for
hnth

—nand Wgh Sch001

Jogy instruction. He has
n Cm • a position to teach
iv
Unified School
District. A native of BishoD
the8 M6 tliirdugeneration in
the Mandich family to
receive a pharmacy degree?

ard Doty, vice president,
Among officers are Mmes.
Dana Grau, parliamentarian and state vice president, and Lohit Tutupalli,
auditor,

ner to be served at 8:30 p.m. in the
Wine Cellar. Dancing to the music of
"The Casuals" will continue until
1:30 a.m.
Frances Brown, San Luis Obispo,
and her committee have made
ceramic Christmas bells and angels
to be used as table decorations.
Other project workers include
Gracia Bello, Grover City; Ada
DeSmet, Pismo Beach; Eileen
Blair, Nipomo; Dorothy Witsch, Los
Osos; Virginia Hurley, Jennie Hiltel
and Carol Martin, all of San Luis

9

Two Pharmacy appointees announced
Two appointments at
University of the Pacific
for the 1977-78 school year
have been announced at
the School of Pharmacy.
Dr. James W. Blankenship has been named an

assistant professor in
physiology-phar mac ology
and Jeff M. Jellin has been
named an instructor in
health care services.
Blankenship comes to
UOP from the Medical

35 Are Promoted at HOP
Promotions for 35 faculty
members were announced
today by the University of
the Pacific.
Advancing from associate professor to professor
status on Sept. 1 will be
Laura M. Boyer, Erwin C.
Burmeister, library staff;
Jerome J. Curtis, in, McGeorge School of Law;
Helmut H. Riemer, School
of Education; Warren J.
Schneider, School of Pharmagy: John S. Williams,
Raymond-Callison College;
Glen R. Albaugh, Robert
L. Anderson, Ronald H.

Coast Pharmaceutical Auxiliary
name's date for Apothecary Ball

SAN LUIS OBISPO—For the 18th
year the Central Coast Phar
maceutical Auxiliary will sponsor
the Apothecary Ball Saturday, Dec.
3, in the Madonna Inn, San Luis
Obispo.
Mary Lou Hanna, Atascadero, 4662407, and Maureen Morgan, Paso Robles, 238-4023, are in charge of ticket
distribution and reservations for the
dinner-dance.
Virginia Miller, Pismo Beach,
auxiliary president, announced a nohost social hour will precede the din

The Stockton NEWS
Wed., Aug. 31, 1977

Obispo.
Hostess duties have been assigned
to Mmes. William Loy and Louis
Soldavini, San Luis Obispo; Joseph
Limon and Emil Stober, Morro Bay,
and Francis Long, Halcyon.
Proceeds from the annual event
will go to scholarships for pharmacy
students from the Central Coast
area. Recipients for 1977 now at
tending the University of the
Pj^ifcerStffckton, are Cathy Dudley,
Lompoc and Ken Lundgren, Santa,
Maria.
/

Limbaugh and Roy J. Tim- Pharmacy; John G. Kolb,
mons, College of the Pa- McGeorge; C.Dale Fjercific.
stad, Conservatory;
I.
Moving from assistant Dale Dunrnire, Richard W.
professor to associate pro- Harris, School of Engineerfessor will be Judith K. An- ing; Steven C. Anderson,
drews, library; Fred K. Raymond-Callison;
skal,
Morrison, McGeorge; El- School of Education; Lewis
mer U. Clawson, Fred R. Eversole, School of
Muskal, School of Educa- Dentistry; Roseann Hantion; David Q. Fletcher, non, Donald W. Bryan,
Ronald W. Pulleyblank, George H. Lewis, Alan L.
School of Engineering; Mikels, Ron Pecchinino,
Patrick N. Catanifl, Wil- Larry 0. Spreer, College of
liam J. Chnstophersop, the Pacific, as well as to
vid S. Frigs, SchooFof the promoted Catania,
harmacy; William J. Christopherson, Schneider,
hrfitfg, Conservatory of ~ Dehning; Srntffr; Wilcox,
Music; Cortlandt B. Smith, Muskal, Brown, and Smith.
Allen C. Wilcox, RaymondCallison College; Richard
*
P. Cohan, Alexander Mur
phy, Gary P. Nelson, W.
Eugene Roberts, Alan S.
Leider, School of Den
tistry; Douglas B. Smith,
Eugene F. Pearson, James
D. Heffernan, E.Wescott
Dunn, Diane M. Borden
and William E. Brown,
College of the Pacific.
Filbert L. Dellinger of
the College of the Pacific
King City, California
and Neil E. Tatman of the
The Rustler
Conservatory of Music will
(Cir.W.3,916)
move from instructor to
assistant rofessors.
Tenure will be granted to
Darwin Sarnoff, School of

AUG 2 5 1 8 7 7

University of South
Carolina, where he taught
for the past three years. He
also served as a research
fellow in cellular and
molecular biology at the
Medical College of
Georgia.
Blankenship holds B.A.
and M.S. degrees from
Texas A & M University
and a Ph.D. degree from
the University of Utah.
Jellin, a UOP graduate,
was previously a coor
dinator of in-patient and
out-patient pharmacies at
St. Lu,r hospital in San
Francisco. He has oeen in
volved in hospital phar
macy since graduating
from the UOP School of
Pharmacy with a Doctor of
Pharmacy degree in 1974.
Jellin, the 1973-74 phar
macy school student body
president here, has taught
health sciences courses at
Chabot College and College
of San Mateo and served as
an adjunct clinical in
structor at the University
of California School of
Pharmacy in San Fran
cisco.
IDAHOSi Aife JOURNAL'-&£CHON A-PAOt.
POCATELLO, IDAHO, TUESDAY, DECEMBER 20, 1977

Residents' Son Earns
Ph.D. at Pacific U.
John E. Taylor, son of Mr. and Mrs. Jack W. Tay
lor, 960 Brennan, has received his Ph.D. degree in
pharmacology from the University of the Pacific, School
of Pharmacy. He is a research fellow in psychiatry and
neurochemistry at the Mayo Foundation/Clinic in Roch
ester, Minn. He is married to the former Barbara
Streeper, also of Pocatello, and they have three daugh
ters.

Glenda Peterson Puts Pharmacy
S t u d i e s t o Practical U s e
B y KAREN VANDERWALL
Glenda Peterson just came
to watch procedures at the
Apothecary but Pharmacist
Jim Sherman put her to
work.
"It was perfect timing,"
said Sherman, who was
swamped with work
during the Marble Cone
fire when Glenda, a
pharmacy major at the
University of Pacific
(UOP) in Stockton,
walked in.

sure they understand how to City high school in 1975 and
take medication and why it later, registered as a prehas been prescribed.
pharmacy major at UOP.
Glenda, who completed She found she really liked it.
her summer session at UOP Last year she entered the
Aug. 6 had never worked in a UOP School of Pharmacy
pharmacy. She thought and just completed her
watching would give her a freshman year. The hours
better understanding of she is working now count
pharmacy and why she's toward requirements for a
studying physiology and pharmacist license she said.
Glenda attends school
other sciences. The actual
work has been even better from September to August
where she studies biological
experience.
sciences and "almost every
"He (Sherman) is
chemistry offered." She
great," Glenda said. "He
Since then, the 20-year-old
studies
the
chemical
quizzes me about drugs —
woman with long, blonde
structures of medications,
why they are needed,
hair and gold wire-rim
how they are absorbed into
what color they are. And
glasses has been "doing
the body and how they work.
he never gets mad when I
what a pharmacist does"
Each year, the study of each
do something wrong."
under the supervision of
Glenda is the daughter of drug gets more in-depth,
Sherman.
She
fills Dr. and Mrs. Moylen Glenda said.
prescriptions, types labels, Peterson of King City. She
Next summer, Glenda
and talks to patients to make was graduated from King
will serve a three-month

internship. She hopes it
will be at the Apothecary.
During the internship, in
addition to regular duties,
she will prepare a project
to be presented to
Pharmacy
School
students at UOP.
With the 11-month school
year, Glenda expects a
bachelor of science degree
after three years and plans
to spend a fourth year get
ting her doctor of pharmacy
degree.
Witb the doctor of phar
macy degree, Glenda said
she could work in a hospital
as a clinical pharmacist. "I
like working in a pharmacy,
but I'm not closing the
door."
Glenda said that during
her
month
at
the
Apothecary she has

developed a better un
derstanding for her
studies. In school she said
she learned everything
about kidneys. "Now, if a
patient needs a kidney
drug," she said, "I can
understand how it works.
She said she didn't expect
to use everything she had
learned but she has
needed to know it all.
The work has aUo
en
her a chance to use what she
knows. "It makes you feel
good if a customer asked you
a question and you know the
answer," she said.
There has been only one
major obstacle in her work
— getting child-resistant
safety caps on and off jars.
"I just don't see ho\y people GLENDA PETERSON of King City uses a tray to count the number of pills for a
do it," she said and laughed. prescription at the Apothecary. Her work is filling time between studies in the School of
Pharmacy at the- University of PaTCffi^JiiL^Stockton. Story on page 10.

MEMORANDUM

MEMORANDUM
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School of Pharmacy

Pkarmac.y

UNIVERSITY

THE PACIFIC

UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC

Stocktont,Californl»952ai

DATE:

Stockton.California 96211

September 19, 1977

DATE:

September 23, 1977

C'h.:
-

TO:

All Pharmacy Employees

FROM.-

IVan W. Rowland

Dean

SUBJECT:

\ , / iL 7

^

u

'

Emmons Ixrscoe Memorial
Fund
Contributions
1
—Tli
i-

TO:

ALL SCHOOL OF PHARMACY EMPLOYEES

FROM:

Ivan W, Rowland
Dean

SUBJECT:

Hours for the School of Pharmacy
on WEDNESDAY. SEPTEMBER 21st
-

Contrlbuti^tis received for the above Fund "will, be transmitted
to thfe Development Office on September 29th.

The School of Pharmacy will close for the day at Noon
on Wednesday, September 21st.

Anyome wishing to contribute, please deliver to my office by
the above date.

• • ••

w

All Pharmacy School employees and students who wish to
attend the services for:

IWR: n&

EMERITUS PROFESSOR, EMMONS E. ROSCOE
are reminded that the services will be held at the Morris
Chapel beginning promptly at 1:00 P.M. on Wednesday,
September 2 1 s t .
Regular hours will resume on Thursday, September 22nd.

Funeral services will be held at 1 p.m. on Wednesday, September 21, in Morris
Chapel for Qrmons E. Roscoe, 79, who died Friday in Stockton after a brief
illness.
Roscoe retired in 1967 from UOP as a professor in the School of Pharmacy,
where he served for 11 years. In recent years he served the school as a
part-time lecturer in health care practice. The Errmons E. Roscoe Hall at
the school was dedicated in his honor in 1969 to carmemorate his career in
pharmacy education of nearly 50 years. One of his sons, Charles teaches
at the UOP School of Pharmacy.

Faculty will please alert the students to this change by
announcing it to their classes on Monday and Tuesday.
*lpa
-.•** ••

•

IWRrnh

The family has requested that in lieu of floral offerings that contributions
be made to the Simons E. Roscoe Pharmacy Memorial Scholarship at the UOP
School of Pharmacy.

University of the Pacific
Stockton, California
September 19, 1977
•

;
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SCHOOL.OF PHARMACY EDUCATOR STRICKEN
Emmons K, Roscoe of. 506 Blanchi Road in Stockton,. California, was
born in Pueblo, CoHopado, February 13, 1898.
r>

At an early age he migratedwith his parents to Roberts, Idaho where
he attended: public school. He attended Idaho State University and
S?ren'
S ^
f 5ePharmaceutical Chemist. He later completed
ClenCe
D
e
g
r e e a n d , Mas tars Degree, im Pharmacy- at
Denvc? u5i?eraity
In World War I he served in the Medical Department of the Army.

/

Stockton Accord

Stockton Record
Founded in 1895

Monday, September 19, 1977

A Speide! Newspaper
published by Stockton Newspapers Inc.

Services Set for UOP
Pharmacy Instructor

r

Funeral servirec
ko held
um »«.
services u/iii
will be
at 1*
p.m. Wednesday in Morris Chapel
for Emmons E. Roscoe, 79, the first
instructor for University of the Pa
cific s School of Pharmacy here,
and who was honored in 1969 when
Emmons E. Roscoe Hall was
named after him.
He died late Friday in a local hos
pital after suffering a massive
heart attack in his office at Univ
ersity of the Pacific.
Mr. Roscoe, a native of Colorado,
came to the University of the Pa
cific in 19S6, and retired from a full
teaching position in 1967. However,
he has since been a part-time lec
turer in health care practices at the
unversity.
Mr. Roscoe moved from Colorado
to Idaho where he earned a phar
maceutical chemist degree at Idaho
State University in 1923. This was
the university's pharmacy school's
first graduating class. He became
the first instructor in the school as
an assistant to the dean and later
was advanced to dean of the College
of Pharmacy there.
Mr. Roscoe late completed Bache
lor of Science and Master's degrees
in pharmacy at Denver University.

He was a teacher and administrator
33 years.
He was a member of Who's Who
in Education, American Men of
Science, American Pharmaceutical
Association, American Society of
Pharmacognosy, American Chemi
cal Society, Rho Chi Honor Society,
Phi Delta Chi Fraternity and Grace
Methodist Church. He served in the
Army medical department during
8
World War I.
Survivors include his wife, Emma
and son Charles W. Roscoe, both of
Stockton; a son, Franklin D. Ros
coe, Ukiah; daughter, Virginia deStwolinski of Silverton, Ore., a sis
ter in Idaho; 10 grandchildren and
one great-grandchild.
The family prefers tributes be ex
pressed through contrubitions to
Emmons E. Roscoe Memorial
Fund, UOP School of Pharmacy.

Stockton, September
iSrT £mmor>s F. Roscoe. Beoyed husband of Emma Roscoe.
Loving father of Charles W. Ros-

w ai v te ini « Destw ° | awss
nskl of Silverton, Oregon; Frank

lin D Roscoe of Ukiah. Brother of
Myrtle Harris of Aston, Idaho
Also survived by 10 grandchildren
K2 I greatgrandchild. Brother-inuu«hi Jl
£heneV of Tacoma,
m iiSon; R°seanna Crawford
Me
me Grace
SL2S$5^
Tber
^h05llst Ghurch and PHI DELTA
ear's
Colorado, aged 79
Friends are invited to attend fuP*™ services Wednesday, Sep
tember 21, 1977 at 1 p.m. at Morris
Rev. William H. Phillips
and Dean Ivan E. Rowland offiWALLACE & SON,
520 N. Sutter St. in charge of ar
rangements. Visitation hours 8
Family Family prec™!!6!
expressed to the
cmmons E. Roscoe Memorial
U
F
Sch001
of Pharmacy,
5E?' ? L
nterment Farming' Cemetery.

Robert P. Uecker, president and publisher

fL T t h ° S t at c University he was in the first class of graduates of
the Pharmacy School in 1923.
He became the first instructor in the, school as an Assistant to Dean
Eugene 0. Leonard. He advanced from instructor in Pharmacy to the
Dean of Idaho State University in a teaching and administrative ca
reer that covers a period of 33" years in Idaho.

James S. Hushaw, managing editor
Avery L. Kizer, opinion page editor

Wed., Sept.'21, 1977

In 1956 he moved to the University of the Pacific's- newly established
7 t o b e c o i n e i t s £ir 'fit instructor, as, Professor of
Pharmacy^

Memorial Letter
Editor: I write in memory of
Prof. Emmons Roscoe, professor
emeritus, University of the Pacific
School of Pharmacy.
A distinguished educator and a
grand gentleman has left us. The
world may not note his passing but
should.
Those of us who knew and loved
him knew he was a consummate
gentlemen. Those who were privi
leged to work with him were fully
aware of his quiet competence.
They were fully aware of his gentle
sense of humor that added perspec
tive to many problems. They were
aware of his strong sense of kind
ness and fairness.
May God rest his soul and give us
the grace to follow his example.
FRANCIS W. SAYRE, PH. D.
professor of biochemistry,
School of Pharmacy,
University of the Pacific

-Lff t r r j d i f r o m ^ ls " f u l 1 t e a c h i n g position at Pacific in 1967 , but
continued lecturing part time in Health Care Practice.
t h e U.O.P.,Pharmacy Center was dedicated
l- R ? s e 0 e
1969 to his long and illustrious career in Pharmacy Education.

vt mh&X ° f Wh °-! S Wh ° i n Ed «c a tion, American Men of Science,
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School of Pharmacy Educator Stricken
Emmons E. Roscoe of Stockton, California ISU
graduate, passed away in September.

Febmar?°lfei8qSaS u" ln P,uebl°' Colorado on
u eoruary 13, 1898 At an early age he migrated
with his parents to Roberts, Idaho where he at
tended public; school. He attended Idaho State Uni
versity and graduated with the degree Pharma
o?US CnmiSt Ht, Ser COmPleted the Bachdor
of Science Degree and Masters Degree in Pharmacy
at Denver University. At Idaho State University
graduates

°f
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° n fed »«-

°ff«ings that conCttbnSeh°la"hip

3f

at the Unlbsrslty of

macTscLoMn'igg 88 ° f
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He became first instructor in the school as an
Assistant to Dean Eugene O. Leonard. He advanced
from instructor in Pharmacy to the Dean of Idaho
State University in a teaching and administrative
career that covers a period of 33 years in Idaho.
In 1956 he moved to the University of the Pa
cific's newly established School of Pharmacy to be
come its first instructor as Professor of Pharmacy.
He retired from his full teaching position at Pacific
in 1967, but continued lecturing part time in Health
Care Practice.
Funeral services were held at Morri* fWoi
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In Memory o£ : Professor Finmons Roscoe

Emmons E. Roscoe waS like a mighty live' oak tree. His roots
were deep and penetrating. He' had ae mind- which was penetra
ting too.
Like the oak tree trunk, he. hhd strong character that was a
model for- other-s= to' admire; He- was a straight and stalwart
man.

fv

His mind, and:-its- grasp of the- sciences of mankind'were like
the spreading br-aWches of the mighty oak.
He was always so alL inclusive-, dependable,
tftorough and honest beyond reproach. Students add colleagues
laved him for- his gentle nature and-helpfulness.•

A distinguished educator and a grand gentleman has left us.
The world may not note his passing,, but they should.
Those of us who knew and loved him knew that he was a
consumate gentleman.
Those who were privileged to work with him were fully aware
of his quiet competence.
Tho.se who were privileged to work with him were fully aware
of his gentle- sense 1 of humor that added perspective tomany problems.-.

sU-ppdfTfive 3 ,

Hid personal charfti and- warmth of personality stirred us like
the gentle refreshing spring breezes which rudtle the multi
tudinous 7 leaves of the live oak tree.
He- was like the live oak adorn perpetuating its species. He'
made it possible through his hard- work and inspiration to. pro
vide- to those with whom he associated; the same great ideals
and purposes' for which he stood.

Those who knew, and loved him' were aware of his strong sense
of kindness and: fairness.
Emmons.-,, thank you for your sincere dedication to education.
Emmons-, May God rest your soul.
Emmons, May God give us the Grace to follow your example.

Francis W. Sayre

He was above all, a loyal ffiend.

September 16, 1977

He was the. exceptional teacher who 1-oVed to share his exper
iences and knowledge with all with whom he came in contact.
He tabued into his students the willingness to obtain know
ledge because they would feel that he would be- hurt if they
didn t do their best to master the subject. which he

A-8

ssw

REGIONAL DEATHS..

His eagerness and bright spirit each day flowed out to every
one... Every person: was- be-tter off each day for haviite seen
or talked to him.:
His, open office do6r-_was always a-sign of the ''Welcome-, Come
In attitude of friendliness. At the drop of £ hat, you could
depend, on him to accept any challenge, extended, to him.
Those of us who had him As a teacher will always remember his
careful, pensive, thoughtful and remarkable answers to our in
quiries.
*1
a "^
s c ^ e n c e s was astonishing and it wa£
^ S ii n t e ^ e S t
challenging to see how he could connect isolated! facta inttf
simple, understandable terms.

The Post-Register, Idaho Falls, Idaho, Tuesday, Sept. 27,1977

EAST IDAHO OBITUARIES
Emmons Roscoe
ROBERTS — Funeral ser
vices were conducted Sept. 21,
at the University of the Pacific
Chapel, Stockton, Calif., for
Emmons E. Roscoe, 79, former
Roberts resident.
Mr. Roscoe was stricken with
a fatal heart attack while con
ducting a class at the univer
sity, Sept. 16. Burial was in
Farmington Cemetery near
Stockton. He was a member of
the Army Medical Corps in
World War One.
A native of Pueblo, Colo., he
was born Feb. 13, 1898, the son
of Charles B. and Sadie Porter
Roscoe. The family lived in
Gilmore and Camas Creek
before moving to Market Lake,
now Roberts, in 1906. The
family has operated the former
Pyke farm, several miles
northeast of Roberts for many
years.
Mr. Roscoe was prominently
identified with the Pharmacy
Department of Idaho State
University from 1923 to 1956,
serving as dean, associate
professor, assistant professor
and instructor during his 33
years of tenure in Pocatello.
He has been associated with
the University of the Pacific,
Stockton, since 1956, serving as
a professor and assistant dean.
A wing of the new pharmacy

building there was recently
named Roscoe Hall in his honor.
He was also an 'accomplished
violinist and was with the
Pocatello Symphony Orchestra
for many years.
As a young man, he had a
dance band and orchestra at
Roberts. He was a graduate of
the Idaho Technical Institute
(now Idaho State University) at
Pocatello.
He wed Miss Emma K. Patt,
in Pocatello. Mrs. Roscoe, who
survives, is a member of a
pioneer Humphrey family.
Other
survivors
include
children, Chas. W., Stockton;
Franklin D., Ukiah, Calif.; Mrs.
Virginia de Stwolinski, Salem,
Oreg.; several grandchildren;
and a sister, Mrs. Myrtle (Al
bert) Harris, Ashton.

Published lor alumni and friends of Idaho State Universily
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Business
Tuolumne now has its
own clothing store.
Ruby Riley, owner of the
Golden Mirror Beauty
salon, has opened a
clothing store, The Golden
Hanger Boutique, next to
the salon, at 612 Pine St.
Ruby has owned the
beauty salon since April
and worked as the
receptionist for its opera
tors, her son, Michael
Riley,
and
Bonnie
Walters.
But she decided she
"needed something else to
do," so she and her sister,
Juanita Bettencourt of San
Jose, decided to open a
clothing store.
Ruby buys merchandise
and manages the store,
and Juanita helps with
interior decorating and
arranging displays.
Although she has never
before bought for a dress
shop, Ruby worked in the
receiving room of a dress
shop in San Diego for five
years. She also sewed
bikinis for two years and
has done alterations and
dressmaking.
She will carry men's,
women's and children's
clothing, from size four
through extra large.
She is selecting "casual

A former commercial
artist and package design
er has opened a silver shop
and art gallery in Colum
bia.
Deane Waters left the
Bay area for Tuolumne
county to open The Silver
Shop and Gallery at 22620
Parrotts Ferry Rd. in
Columbia.
Deane worked for 13
years as a package
designer, drawing, car
tooning and lettering
packages for such pro
ducts as bubble gum to
candy bars.
He also did freelance
commercial art work and
taught figure drawing at
the Academy of Art in San
Francisco.
He began making silver
jewelry and sculptures
five years ago at the urg-

Manteca, CA
(San Joaquin Co.)
Bulletin
(Cir. 2xW. 6,232)

^Blood pressure clinic
held by interns from UOP
uot wish to learn the procedures.
Pamphlets and advice were given also
Louie is working full-time at Rancho
Pharmacy under the direction of Bob
Belluomini and Jim Tsunekawa
adjunct professors at UOP.
Lee is doing his internship at
Dameron Hospital in Stockton.
Belluomini will be continuing the
blood *pressure
program at
ai Ranch
Pharmacy, according to Louie.
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Warmng:TheSchool of Pharmacy
may be dangerous to your health
"Blast Off with Superweed — Legal Grass. . .Legal
Stash — a superb legal grass blend created by
nature's experience. . .Legal Grass — this is a very
special blend of high quality Korean Ginseng
leaves."
Advertisements like these are common today to
those familiar with the street drug scene, for they
pertain to a relatively new industry that involves the
selling of so called "legal highs."
But, report two University of the Pacific School of
Pharmacy professors, the field is full of rip-offs and
dangerous drugs that the buyer shouid be aware of.
Dr. John K. Brown and Dr. Marvin H. Malone
discussed the field of "legal highs" in the current
Pacific Information Service of Street Drugs
pamphlet. Their findings were presented earlier this
year at a National Drug Abuse Conference.
"Between the professional pharmacist at one end
of the spectrum and the street drug peddler at the
other a new industry has evolved over the past 10
years, and that is the selling of so-called legal highs
in retail stores or by mail," state the authors.
"Nationally distributed magazines now exist to
champion and promote the merchandising of these
apparently profitable agents, which the Food and
Drug Administration appears reluctant to monitor,"
added Malone. "This is a neglected area of public
health that hasn't had a lot of scrutiny from the
FDA, which theoretically should be involved."
What Brown and Malone found in an analysis of
various common "legal highs" is that some are a
fraud and others may kill.
In the latter category the authors cited the death of
a 19-year-old who took what is called Thorn Apple,

KENNETH WUDEL
ing of a teacher. He found
he especially enjoyed
sculpting
miniature
figures in silver.
Deane also continues to
paint and will display his
work at the shop.
Deane and his wife,
Sharie, and their six child
ren live in Sonora. Sharie
is a data processor.
The shop is open Thurs
day through Tuesday,
from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. It is
closed on Wednesdays.
The new druggist at
Tuolumne Drug store in
Tuolumne square is
Kenneth Wudel, a 25-yearold graduate of the Uni
versity of Pacific School of
Pharmacy.
Ken attended school for
five years to earn his
Pharm D degree, the
equivalent of a doctor's
degree in pharmacy.
While attending school,
he interned at a drugstore
in Lodi for two years. A
drug salesman told him
that the owners of the
Tuolumne Drug store, Rob
and Mary Goff,
looking for a new
macist.
He started working on
Aug. 1.
Ken was born and raised
in Lodi. He hopes to have
time to fish, hunt and
camp here.
He and his wife, Brenda,
will make their home in
Crystal Falls.
Pharmacy hours are
from 9 a.m. to noon and 1
a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday
through Friday, and 9
a.m. to noon on Saturday.
The store hours are
from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Monday through Friday
and from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
on Saturday.
Emergency pharmacy
assistance after hours can
be obtained by calling 9283755.

DEANE WATERS

John Louie and Stan Lee, University
of the Pacific School of Pharmacy
students, held a blood pressure clinic at
Rancho Pharmacy yesterday as part of
a community service project of their
internship program, which is the
largest in the world.
The blood pressure clinic was to
teach those who wanted to learn how to
take their own blood pressure, and to
take the blood pressure of those who did

Pacific
Review

wear—what people wear
around here," she said.
Although all her ship
ments haven't arrived yet,
the store is already lined
with jeans, pants, blouses
and dresses.
Ruby and her husband,
Bob, a retired Air Force
officer, live in Tuolumne.
The store will be open
Monday through Saturday
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Merl's Art Studio is)
moving from Columbia to4
Tuolumne.
Owner Ernest Striplin
and his wife, Carol, are re
storing their turn of the
century house and plan to
have a gallery of Striplin's
paintings in the front.
They have already set up
a workshop and classroom
in the back.
The house is located on
the corner of Elm and
Madrone Sts.
Striplin will teach art
classes. He is already
teaching a class of begin
ners on Tuesday evenings.
His first goal in teaching
is to get people acquainted
with the materials used in
oil painting.
From there, he believes
in "learning by doing," he
said.
"The main problem is
that people have a bare
canvas in front of them
and ask, 'What do I do with
it?' You have to get them
into it," he said.
Striplin served in the Air
Force and then did draft
ing design work for a
computer firm in Southern
California.
In 1964, he decided to
return fulltime to his life
long hobby, painting, and
took classes at the Orange
County Art institute.
In 1969, he and his wife
moved to Columbia and
set up the art stutjio.

Stramonium, or Jimson Weed. They also said
another drug known by such names as Indian
tobacco, Asthma Weed and Vomit Weed contains
enough toxic material to cause death if taken in too
large a quantity.
A related problem mentioned by Malone is that
anyone taking prescription drugs risks harmful
reactions by consuming the "legal highs" available in
retail markets at the same time.
At the opposite end of the "legal highs" that are
dangerous are those that are virtually worthless,
according to Brown and Malone.
One category of drug known as Yohimbe,
Hoyimbine Bark, or Yohimbene is supposed to
contain alkaloids that would cause a high, but tests
here of a sample showed no alkaloids in the product.
Another group of drugs billed as Wild Lettuce, or
Lettuce Opium, comes with a price tag equivalent to
$1,200 per pound for dried lettuce that failed to live
up to its "opium-like properties."
" I n the case of legal highs, as with many
recreational pursuits, the value received appears to be
m proportion to what the purchaser expects, rather
than what he actually purchases," concluded Malone
and Brown.
The Pacific Information Service on Street Drugs
involves pharmacy students and professors analyzing
the content of various illicit drugs. The findings are
published periodically in booklet form through
financial assistance from ASUOP and two pharmacy
student organizations, Rho Chi and Kappa Psi. Some
2,000 copies of each issue are printed and distributed
throughout the world to groups and organizations
interested in illicit drug control and related matters.
— R.D.

Jim Tassano, owner of
Foothill Sierra Pest con
trol, has expanded his
attack on agricultural
pests and now takes aim at
household pests as well.
Jim was graduated in
1975 from the University of
California at Berkeley
with honors in biology.
In 1971 he married Shir
ley Jean Becht of Sonora,
and after his graduation
they moved here. Jim
worked for two years in a
local pest control firm be
fore opening his own busi
ness in May.
For the first three
months, he did yard con
trol work, spraying for
poison oak and weeds. He
received his household li

cense last month and has
added household pest con
trol to his service.
He has designed pro
grams to control pests
specific to the county.
He is also working to get
a biological control li
cense, which will allow
him to release harmless
bugs which are the natural
enemies of bugs that harm
crops.
His wife, Shirley, who
was graduated from the
University of California at
Berkeley with a degree in
anthropology, works as
the secretary for the firm
Jim's office is located a
21220 Old Sonora-Columbia Rd (532-7378).
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Warning to take you higher: Some products advertised may not produce promised results.
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CIP Graduate Praises Program
In quiet moments of reflection,
Michelle Johnson would ask herself
if her ancestors had done "some
terrible thing."
But after she saw the televised
version of Alex Haley's book,
"Roots," about the origins of slav
ery, her spirits lifted. Learning
about the survival of her race, she
felt proud of her black heritage.
"That's what CIP (the University
of the Pacific's Community Involve
ment Program) tries to do," the
21-year-old Stockton pharmacist
says.
A May graduate of the program,
she says she "became more asser
tive and proud of my culture after
going through CIP's orientation."
"Kelly (Kelly Kitagawa, CIP di
rector) told us that CIP students,
who always sat in the back of the
classroom, should sit in the front
and keep eye contact with the
professor.
"He made me feel it was no
crime being poor."
A graduate of Edison High
School, Ms. Johnson went into CIP
after a fouryear California State
Scholarship had run out. It wasn't
until the last year of a five-year
program that she received the bene
fits of CIP, she says.
She regrets not going through the
progrm's orientation sooner, she
says. The new attitudes of self-as
surance the sessions nstilld in her
would have made college life much
easier.
"College was a shock," she says.
"That first year almost killed me. I
didn't know how to study."
So she took advantage of the pro
gram's tutorial services — open to
all UOP students. She was doing
"very poorly" in the science areas,
she says.
Finding little in common with
most of her classmates, who were
"middle class and above," she
sought out other CIP students with
similar backgrounds.

PHARMACIST MICHELLE JOHNSON FILLS A PRESCRIPTION
"The UOP students and myself
had different exposures to things,"
she says. "I always used to hear
they had gone skiing on weekends. I
never even knew how to ski."

Record Photo

there to support me mentally even
She made good grades in school,
if she couldn't financially."
and, always interested in the medi
From the age of 5, when her
cal field, "drifted" into pharma
father died, Ms. Johnson remem
ceutical
work during her junior
bers her mother worrying about year in high
school.
money. Her mother, a supervisor in
Describing herself as a "quiet
the dinin hall t California Youth Au
She became a clerk at Charter
person," she admitted she had not
thority's Karl Holton School, would Way Pharmacy, where she is now
made "great efforts" to become • worry about dying.
employed, and worked there while
friends with them.
"She didn't want to die and leave going to UOP.
Growing up in South Stockton, she
five small children alone unable to
Working to obtain experience
never felt the "lack of things" until
make a living for themselves," Ms. now, she dreams of going back to
she went to UOP.
Johnson says.
school in a few years — possibly to
"I felt like I had been cheated,"
As she grew up, she remembered medical school in the South.
she says. "They had the opportuni
her mother's worries and resolved
"I'd like to work in the emer
ties and I didn't."
to become financially prepared in gency room of a hospital," she
"But my mother was always
case something did happen.
says.
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DAMERON PHARMACY JOINS
UOP EDUCATION PROGRAM

The Pharmacy Department in
cooperation with the University of
the Pacific School of Pharmacy is
providing a Clinical Clerkship
Program for senior or graduate
Pharmacy students.
The new program will include
eighteen weeks of on-site practical
experience and weekly Pharmacy
Conferences presented by the
School of Pharmacy staff and other
interested
health
care
professionals.
Richard
Jacobs
Pharm. D. from the School of
P h a r m a c y s t a f f is t h e l o c a l c o o r 
dinator and Robert Christian
Pharm. D. is t h e Preceptor for t h e
hospital phase.
The program as it is currently
designed, will enable two groups
of students per year to participate.
Each group will consist of ap
proximately three students with
the current program concluding
on December 16. Students from
the University of The Pacific
presently participating in the
program are Leonard Zumstein,
Thomas Chan, and Angela Wong.
The students will be actively
involved in the evaluation of
patient medication therapy, and
the monitoring of patients on a
daily basis, as each will utilize his
academic experiences to deter
mine the rational selection and use
of therapeutic agents in particular
disease states. Patientdrug therapy
will be evaluated on the basis of
therapeutic effectiveness, toxicity,
side effects, drug-drug and druglab interactions, and many other
parameters of interest to the
clinician, pharmacist, and nurse.
Each student will also present to
the hospital staff an in-service
program
emphasizing
drug
therapy of particular interest to the
nursing personnel. Pharmacy rou
nds, with the program Coordinator
or Preceptor will be conducted on
a weekly basis, and each student
will be expected to have a
thorough knowledge of his par
ticular patient's disease state and
drug therapy. Case presentations
will also be presented on a weekly
basis, with students having the
opportunity to present several case
studies.
In addition t o t h e patient
monitoring activities, the students
are rotating through the various
departments and units of Dameron
Hospital. The intent of these
rotations, is t o give t h e student an
appreciation
of
the
modern
medical concept of total patient
care. Student Leonard Zumstein
remarked, "It is indeed an in
valuable experience. There is n o
comparison between looking in a
book and actually observing." The
following is a partial list of t h e
hospital units through which each

Pictured in a Teaching-Learning Situation of the Pharmacy Clerkship
Program are student Thomas Chan, Hospital Preceptor, Robert Christian,
student Leonard Zumstein, and Chief Pharmacist Don Shiromizu. Seated
is Angela Wong.

student will rotate and the major
participants from the units.
Radiology:
Chull Song, M.D., Roy Fujihara
Lab., Path, Nuc. Med.:
Wilson Heefner, M.D., Fuad
Nahas, Ph.D., Curtis Janssen,
Chief Technologist.
Inhalation Therapy:
Willis Marzof, CITT
Nursing:
June Garrison, RN, Dorothy
Nolan, RN, Gail Cadell, RN (ICU)
Burn Unit:
Genest de L'Arbre, MD, Norma
Clay, RN
Urgent Care Center:
Robert Westafer, MD, Richard
Elliott, MD, Harvey Schunk, MD
Su rgery/Recovery:
Harold
Ellison,
MD,
Ruth
Woodruff, RN
Each student will also spend two
weeks in a Medical Service rota
tion with one of our local
Physicians. During this rotation,
each student will attend rounds
with his assigned Physician and
through this process of practical
clinical experience, patient con
tact, and professional interplay
with the Physician, gain a better
understanding of drug therapy in a
clinical setting. The Physicians who
have volunteered for this impor
tant aspect of the program are Luis
A r i s m e n d i , W i l l i a m Latham, a n d

tice in a modern hospital setting,
The Preceptors participating in the
program are Don Shiromizu, Sally
Tsunekawa Pharm. D., and Steve
L a v e r o n e , a l s o w e r e h e B ^ F e d +fv
May, as Preceptors of the Year. This
award was presented by the Un
iversity of the Pacific School of
Pharmacy in recognition of their
outstanding work in and support
of the program. Students currently
participating in the program are
Debbie Corsiglia and Stan Lee.
The School of Pharmacy current
ly offers three semesters of
academic education per year, and
each semester the Dameron
Preceptors select two students to
participate in the fifteen week

program. The students work in the
Pharmacy on a full-time basis, are
paid by the hospital, and are
actively engaged in the daily
routine of the Pharmacy Depart
ment. The Preceptors encourage
the students to develop the dis
pensing skills necessary for licen
sure and at the same time provide
roles models for the students to
emulate. In addition to the prac
tical experience they receive, the
students are presented with formal
lectures by the Pharmacy staff, and
are routinely tested on this
material.
The active cooperation and
assistance of the entire hospital
s t a f f is a v i t a l f a c t o r i n t h e s u c c e s s o f
programs of this type. Con
siderable time and effort has been
expanded by the Pharmacy staff in
the development of The Clinical
Clerkship program, and the time
commitment from the par
ticipating members of the hospital
staff has also been significant.
Therefore, the Pharmacy Staff
would like to take this opportunity
to thank everyone involved in this
program for their support, un
derstanding, and assistance.
The Pharmacy Department of
Dameron Hospital plays a vital role
in the concept of total patient care
by providing a wide range of
pharmaceutical services to the
hospital community. The Phar
m a c y is u n d e r t h e s u p e r v i s i o n o f

A workshop on poisonous
plants in and around the
home will be held Thurs
day at the University of
the Pacific School of Phar
macy
As part of National Poi
son Prevention Week, the
program will be sponsored
by the pharmacognosy and
medicinal chemistry unit
at the pharmacy school,
the Rho Chi fraternity at
the pharmacy school and
the Stockton Unified School
District Early Childhood
Education Advisory Sub
committee.
A session will be held
from 9:30 to 11 a.m. for
parents of students in the
Early Childhood Education
program at SUSD, and a
session will be held from 1
to 3 p.m. for the university
community.

BOB OSTROM

Adjunct professorships

Pharmacists
receive honor

Don Shiromizu, Chief Pharmacist,
aod LssTaffcd by thrcc-Tull-tirr>c

Registered

Pharmacists:

Steve

Laverone, Sally Tsunekawa, Pharm.
D., and Robert Christian, Pharm.
D. T h e P h a r m a c y s t a f f a l s o i n c l u d e s
a relief Pharmacist, Robert Fox,
and several part-time student
i n t e r n s f r o m t h e U n i v e r s it y o f t h e
Pacific School of Pharmacy. The
Pharmacy is open seven days a
week and 365 days per year, and
the hours of operation are as
follows: Monday thru Friday; 7:00
a.m. to 10:00 p.m., Saturday and
Sunday 8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
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Bob Ostrom and Fred Westerling
of Ostrom's Pharmacy on Draper
Street have been nominated to
serve as adjunct professors with
the University of the Pacific,
Stockton.
The position is one reserved for
pharmacists who have continually
demonstrated excellence in their
duties as a preceptor with the
school of pharmacy preceptor and
internship program, according to
the nomination letter.
Both Ostrom and Westerling are
graduates of U.O.P. Ostrom re
ceived his degree in 1967 and
Westerling in 1975.
Ostrom is the manager of the
drug store and is a native of
Kingsburg. He and his wife, Pat,
have two daughters, Krista and
Cathy.
Westerling, his wife, Alice, and
their 18-month-old daughter reside
in Kingsburg.

"Generally such an appointment
will be made of individuals who
have expressed willingness to as
sume some responsibilities relat
ing to the training of graduate and
professional students registered at
the University.
The University faculty handbook
describes the adjunct professor
ship as "...an appointment without
compensation which formally
recognizes the services to the
university of persons of high
professional standing in the com
munity who have otherwise no
official ties to the university.
"By reason of this formal ap
pointment, they become eligible to
serve on thesis and dissertation
committees, attend departmental
staff meetings, have access to the
library, and in general enjoy such
privileges as are attendant upon an
academic position."

Editor
Marian Jacobs
P.O. Box 182
Stockton, Cal. 95201
Telephone 464-7736

The Kingsburg Recorder, Kingsburg, California, July 28, 1977
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Joseph Spracher.
The Pharmacy Department, in
cooperation with the University of
the Pacific School of Pharmacy, has
since 1971 also provided a Precep
tor Intern Program, which exposes
student interns to Pharmacy prac
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Manteca, CA
(San Joaquin Co.)
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'Legal highs' can kill
say two UOP professors
"Blast Off with Superweed
- Legal Grass ... Legal Stash a superb legal grass blend1
created
by
nature's
experience .... Legal Grass this is a very special blend of
high quality Korean Ginseng
leaves."
Advertisements like these
are common today to those
familiar with the street drug
scene, for they pertain to a
relatively new industry that
involves the selling of so
called "legal highs."
But, report two University
of the Pacific School of
Pharmacy professors, the
field is full of rip-offs and
dangerous drugs that the
buyer should be aware of.
Dr. John K. Brown and Dr.
Marvin H. Malone discussed
the field of "legal highs" in
the
current
Pacific
Information Service on Street
Drugs pamphlet.
Their
findings were presented
earlier this year at a National
Drug Abuse Conference.
"Between the professional
pharmicist at one end of
the spectrum and the street
drug peddler at the other a
new industry has evolved
over the past 10 years and
that is the selling of so-called

'legal highs' in retail stores or
by mail," state the authors.
"Nationally distributed
magazines now exist to
champion and promote the
merchandising of these
apparently profitable agents,
which the Food and Drug
Administration appears
reluctant to monitor," added
Malone. "This is a neglected
area of public health that
hasn't had a lot of scrutiny
from
the FDA,
which
theoretically
should
be
involved."
What Brown and Malone
found in an analysis of
various common "legal
highs" is that some are a
fraud and others may kill.
In the latter category the
authors cited the death of a 19year-old who took what is
called
Thorn
Apple,
Stramonium or Jimson Weed.
They also said another drug,
known by such names as
Indian tobacco, Asthma Weed
and Vomit Weed contains
enough toxic material to
cause death if taken in too
large a quantity.
A
related
problem
mentioned by Malone is that
anyone taking prescription
drugs risks harmful reactions

by consuming the "legal
highs" available in retail
markets at the same time.
At the opposite end of the
"legal highs" that are
dangerous are those that are
virtually
worthless,
according to Brown and
Malone.
One category of drug known
as Yohimbe, Hoyimbine Bark
or Yohimbene is supposed to
contain alkaloids that would
cause a high, but test here of a
sample shown no alkaloids in
the product. Another group of
drugs billed as Wild Lettuce,
or Lettuce Opium comes with
a price tag equivalent to
$1,200 per pound for dried
lettuce that failed to live up to
its "opium like properties."
"In the case of 'legal highs,'
as with many recreational
pursuits, the value received
appears to be in proportion to
what the purchaser expects,
rather than what he actually
purchases,"
concluded
Malone and Brown.
The Pacific Information
Service on Street Drugs
involves pharmacy students
and professors analyzing the
content of various illicit
drugs.

Boston, Mass.
Christian Science
Monitor
(Cir. 6xW. 164,835)

FRED WESTERLING

NOV 2 8 W " 1

Spread of drugs for legal highs' alarms officials
-

By Brad Knickerbocker
Staff correspondent of The Christian Science Monitor

San Francisco
"Yocaine . . . Super Grass . . . Lopium." New names for
the constantly changing and often confusing menu of illegal
drugs sold on the streets of most American cities?
In fact, these are the trade names for apparently legal sub
stances advertised in national publications and represented as
producing effects similar to the outlawed drugs their names so
closely resemble.
They are just three of many such products promoted as "le
gal highs," products that some health experts warn are be
coming a dangerous "burgeoning industry." Government offi
cials charged with monitoring both legal and illegal drugs,
however, say such substances fall into a "gray legal area,"
and apparently these officials have yet to decide how to deal
with them.
John Brown and Marvin Malone, professors at the Univer
sity of the Pacific in Stockton, California, have studied "legal

highs." Their findings were presented to this year's National
Drug Abuse. Conference in San Francisco.
They document fatalities resulting from the use of such
drugs, caused either by large overdoses or by use in con
junction with alcohol or illegal drugs.

energy-heightened awareness." The magazine also advertises
a book describing "many potent substances which the lawmak
ers have overlooked."
Dr. Malone agrees that officials have overlooked "legal
highs," which he calls "a neglected area of public health."

Fraud claimed

U.S. officials 'aware'

Some of the products, Dr. Malone said, contain principal in
gredients very similar to those considered dangerous by drug
authorities. Others, he said, are a crude form of substances
that are supposed to be issued only by prescription.

Federal officials in the Drug Enforcement Administration
(DEA) and Food and Drug Administration (FDA) say they are
aware of the problem, but have yet to deal with it directly.
Speaking of one of the popular "legal high" drugs, a federal
drug enforcement official said, "There's no doubt about it,
things like that should not be used." He noted, however, that
because it is not outlawed under the federal Controlled Sub
stances Act, the DEA has no authority. "Maybe the FDA will
get around to doing something about it," he said.
The FDA is holding hearings on the abuse of such clearly le
gal substances as amphetamines, a problem that an agency
spokesman says "nobody's apparently figured out how to cope
with."
Speaking of "legal highs," however, another FDA official
said: "Our jurisdiction is not that well established. The agency
has not to my knowledge taken any action on these products."

Dr. Malone adds that some of the products advertised in
magazines and sold in stores featuring drug paraphernalia in
fact are "just plain fraudulent." Tests showed that such things
as "lettuce opium," with a price equivalent to $1,200 a pound,
"failed to live up to its opium-like qualities," he said.
Many "legal high" products are advertised in High Times
magazine, a slick monthly publication that deals solely with
drug-related issues from the standpoint of the drug user. Some
products promise an "LSD-like experience" or "hours of high
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January 31, 1978
Dear Fellow Alumnus:

Contents

Emmons E. Roscoe
On Friday, September 16, 1977 the curtain came down very quietly
on a long and distinguished career dedicated to education in Phar
macy. Professor Emeritus Emmons E. Roscoe, age 79, took leave of
his ever continuing teaching responsibilities. His leave taking was
characteristic of his entire life — filled with quiet confidence and
dignity. He left behind him a vast legacy of people who loved him
because he had been an outstanding professor, a trusted friend, a wise
counsellor and good companion. He had lived according to a strict
code of ethics which tolerated no deceit while expecting the very best
from everyone, particularly himself.
Very probably, much of his self-discipline was the result of the
stringent times experienced by the family. His parents moved to a
farm in southeastern Idaho while he was a small boy. Travel there was
by horse-drawn wagon across the sagebrush prairies of the west. His
early years through high school, were spent helping his parents wrest
a living from a less than cooperative homestead. Having finished high
school, he heard that a Department of Pharmacy had just started in a
small college in Pocatello ID. With barely enough money to buy
several meals, he decided to attend the college and become a pharma
cist. Early in September he saddled his horse, packed a lunch and rode
the 80 miles to school. In Pocatello, he sold the horse and saddle in
order to pay the registration costs and purchase some books.
He was the first student in the new Department of Pharmacy, and he
was among its first graduates in 1923. Following this, he became the
first instructor of the Department to be hired following the appoint
ment of the Dean. During the ensuing 33 years, he witnessed the
metamorphosis of a Department of Pharmacy requiring nine months
of study into a fully accredited College of Pharmacy established in a
beautiful, modern building. He was instrumental in establishing ever
greater goals and objectives for the college as it rapidly moved from

It is with great sorrow that the alumni officers of the School of Pharmacy of
the University of the Pacific inform you of the passing of Emeritus Professor
Emmons E. Roscoe. As would seem to be "in character," Professor Roscoe was teaching
his favorite course, "Medicinal Plants," during the semester in which he was
stricken.

Volume 41 Number 5
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the nine-month course of instruction to a degree-granting college with
a four-year curriculum. Improving instruction for the pharmacist and
thereby raising the level of pharmacy practice became a consuming
interest.
Because of his wide spectrum of interests, his students regarded
him as a living encyclopedia. Certainly, he was an authority on
chemistry, botany, pharmacognosy and pharmacology. During the
time he was completing the work of the Master's Degree at Denver
University, he commenced a catalogue of medicinal plants of the
Rocky Mountains. He was greatly interested in folklore medicine and
he consulted with people of all kinds to widen his knowledge. Of
particular importance to him was the tribal medicine of the Indians of
western states. Whenever he could, he would meet with tribal
medicine men to explore their ancient wisdom.
He was the acting dean and dean of the College of Pharmacy of
Idaho for many years, but he cared more for teaching than administra
tion. Because of this, he resigned in 1952 and went back to full-time
teaching.
In 1955, the University of the Pacific organized a School of Phar
macy. When the opportunity of helping this new school establish itself
came to him, he wasted no time in accepting the challenge. He con
tinued on as a teacher until 1967 when he retired from the full-time
position. Since then, as Emeritus Professor, Mr. Roscoe was always
at his desk. He made himself responsible for some elective course
work while at the same time he gave of his immeasurable knowledge
and experience in establishing a preceptor-intern program. In 1969 the
Medicinal Chemistry-Biochemistry wing of the new School of Phar
macy building was dedicated in his name "in recognition of a dedi
cated teaching career."

Carl C. Riedesel

Emmons Roscoe was born in Pueblo, Colorado, February 13, 1898.
At an early age he migrated with his parents to Roberts, Idaho where he attended
public school.
He attended Idaho State University and graduated with the degree,
Pharmaceutical Chemist. He later completed the Bachelor of Science Degree and
Masters Degree in Pharmacy at Denver University.
In World War I he served in the Medical Department of the Army.
At Idaho State University he was in the first class of graduates of the Pharmacy
School in 1923.
He became the first instructor in the school as an Assistant to Dean
Eugene 0.
Leonard. He advanced from instructor in Pharmacy to the Dean of Idaho State Univer
sity in a teaching and administrative career that covers a period of 33 years in
Idaho.
In 1956 he moved to the University of the Pacific's newly established School of
Pharmacy to become its first instructor, as Professor of Pharmacy.
He retired from his full teaching position at Pacific in 1967, but continued
lecturing part time in Health Care Practice.
The Emmone E. Roscoe Hall at the University of the Pacific Pharmacy Center was
dedicated in 1969 to his long and illustrious career in Pharmacy Education.
He was a member of Who's Who in Education, American Men of Science, American
Pharmaceutical Association, American Society of Pharmacognosy, American Institute
of History of Pharmacy, American Chemical Society, Rho Chi Honor Society and
Phi Delta Chi Fraternity. He was a member of Grace Methodist Church, Stockton.
Professor Roscoe is survived by his wife, Emma P. Roscoe, two sons, Charles E.
Roscoe, Professor of Pharmaceutical Chemistry at University of the Pacific, and
Franklin Roscoe, who resides in Ukiah, a daughter, Mrs. Stanley deStwolinski, who
resides in Silverton, Oregon, 10 grandchildren; and 1 great grandchild. A surviving
sister, Myrtle Harris resides in Ashton, Idaho.

Yreka, CA
(Siskiyou Co.)
Siskiyou News
(Cir. 5xW. 4,580)
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The Business Beat
Pine Grove Pharmacy
When Bill and Kathy Guletz
wanted to start a business it was
just natural to think of Amador
County. He had lived here, after
all, since the fourth grade.
And it was just as natural to
think of the Pine Grove area.
Being a pharmacist, he recog
nized the need for a pharmacy to
serve upcountry residents.
"We would be the only phar
macy open Sundays between
Lake Tahoe and Sacramento,"
was his thought, so the young
couple leased a building on
Highway 88 in the middle of
Pine Grove and opened the Pine
Grove Pharmacy in August
1976.
Open Monday through Satur
day from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. and
Sunday from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.,
the pharmacy has become some
thing of a family affair.
Bill and his wife work fulltime, he at the prescription
counter and she waiting on
customers in the cosmetic, film,
gift, card and veterinary supply
sections. Bill's mother, Marge,
helps out three days a week.
Located in the community's
only shopping center, where a
real estate office and building
supply company also are sit
uated, Bill meets the needs of
persons who do not wish to
travel to Sutter Creek or Jackson
for their prescription needs. In
addition, customers may take
their film to be developed there,
purchase gift items, buy gift
cards and even get veterinary
supplies every day of the week.
And in an emergency, pre
scriptions will be delivered. Bill
also is free with his home phone
number, 223-2094, for persons
faced with a sudden illness and

Bill Guletz prepares to fill a prescription
at his Pine Grove Pharmacy.

Through the immediate and generous help of the Pacific Pharmacy Associates and
many friends of Emeritus Professor Emmons E. Roscoe, a memorial scholarship fund
has been formed. Those of us who wish to make a memorial gift to this fund are
encouraged to do so.

AMADOR DISPATCH

Yours Sincerely,

no open drug store.
Bill's family, the six-member
Scotty Guletz's, came to Jack
son in 1958 when Bill was in the
fourth grade. He attended Jack
son schools and graduated from
the University of Pacific School
of Pharmacy.

Jane Corbett
President
Pharmacy Alumni Association

He worked in his profession
for two years in the SonoraTwain Harte area before deciding to open up a store of his own
in his home county.
"We had a desire to have a
business of our own and we saw
an obvious need for a pharmacy
in the area. It saves people a
10-mile trip tov get their pre
scriptions or other needs filled
here.
"Our philosophy is friendly
personal service. We treat cus
tomers as individuals rather
than numbers," Bill said.
While the couple, who be
came
parents of a baby.
Fletcher, two months ago. have
toyed with opening another
store in another area of need,
they have decided to concen
trate their energies on this
venture for the time being.
Living in Jackson now. they
soon will start construction Qn a
home near Pine Grove.
Right now we just want to
continue doing what we have
been doing - giving friendly
courteous service," he ex
plained.
Of the four Guletz Children,
only Bill and his youngest sister
live in Jackson. Another sister
and brother live elsewhere.
"Oh, don't forget to add that
we have plenty of parking
around the store. Beside fight
ing the parking problem, it is
more fun to shop in Pine Grove
than Jackson," Bill concluded

THE PACIFIC PHARMACY ASSOCIATE NEWSLETTER
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Sally Miller shows off one of her Bluto
burgers at The Watering Hole in Jack
son.
with a smile.

The Watering Hole
"I think I make about thej best
sandwich anywhere." said Sally
Miller, who opened The Water
ing Hole beer and wine bar in
early September.
Formerly Adela's Cantina.
and Dorothy's before that, the
cozy gathering place has had a
"gamey" background, accord
ing to its proprietor.
"House of prostitution used
to be located in back across the
creek, and this place used to be
an access to the houses. That is
what I have heard. I don't know
if it is true or not." explained
the former San Jose resident.
Stan and Sally came to the
county two and one-half years
ago from that thriving Bay Area
city. She worked as a book
keeper at a discount store and
he was a crane operator whose
mounting knee problems were
causing him to wonder how long
he could continue at his job. He
has since gone on disability.
We first saw the area when
Stan was working in Stockton
and the crane was sent to San
Andreas. We drove up in this
area and just fell in love with it.
We bought six acres three miles
outside Jackson, built a house
and we are so happy," ex
plained Sally.
When she heard the bar was
for sale the couple bought it.
Former owners Terry and Adele
Kaucher had done some exten
sive remodeling, adding a natu
ral wood paneled game room in
back facing the creek, and a
comfy wood burning stove in the
bar area.
Sally started making her
sandwiches - roast and barbe
cued beef, ham and chees,
linguisa. polish sausage, bacon
arid tomato - all rounded out
with homemade macaroni or
potato salad, and the customers
started coming. "My sandwich

reputation is really starting to
get known now." she said.
A recent sandwich addition
has been the "Bluto burger." It
consists of a huge five-inch
sesame seed bun encasing a
large hamburger patty, lettuce,
tomato, onion, cheese, pickle
and sauce and was named for a
local personality, who consumed
large amounts of her specialty.
"The name
just
naturally:
evolved." she said.
Also new have been the addi
tion of wine cocktails, although
"men don't drink those very
much," she said. Her customers
are mostly male and between
the ages of 21 and 35. and who
like to gather and talk before
, going home after work.
The game room has a juke
box. fooz ball and darts, and it
has become a popular meeting
place for the young local male
crowd. ,
The Watering Hole is open
Monday through Friday from 11
a.m. "until I decide to close"
and Saturday from 1 p.m. until
"the customers just aren't
here." She has decided that
Sunday will be her day of rest.
The couple has no relatives
here -- "but we've met a lot of
wonderful people we think of as
friends." Their' son, Kelly,
Heck. 18. has become the head
chef at the Hotel Leger in
Mokelumnc Hill.
"He worked as a cook at the
Wheel (un and when they
needed g chef at the Leger he
got the opportunity." White a
feat for a young man who is still
a senior in high school (Jack
son).
i
Nestled between Argonaut
Title and the Jackson Natural
Health Foods Store.on oiie side *
and Davics Garage on the other,
the Watering Hole,-may not be
the biggest bar in town, but it is
rapidly becoming a popular
place to meet and cat.
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A MESSAGE FROM PRESIDENT DALE B00THBY

When t h e D i r e c t o r s of t h e P a c i f i c Pharmacy A s s o c i a t e s l e a r n e d o f t h e
d e a t h of Emeritus P r o f e s s o r Emmons E. Roscoe, we immediately v o t e d t o
endow a memorial fund i n t h e form of a s c h o l a r s h i p i n h i s name. $4,107
was needed t o t a k e t h e fund t o t h e magic $5,000 l e v e l , such t h a t t h e
s c h o l a r s h i p w i l l be awarded a n n u a l l y from t h e i n t e r e s t a c c r u e d i n t h e
fund.
Because of t h e urgency of t h e moment, a m a i l b a l l o t was u t i l i z e d
i n making t h e d e c i s i o n on t h i s s p e c i a l p r o j e c t . We f e l t t h a t t h e
b a l l o t i n g and s p e c i a l p r o j e c t p r e c l u d e d t h e n e c e s s i t y o f a J a n u a r y Board
m e e t i n g . I hope t o s e e many o f you a t o u r n e x t g a t h e r i n g d u r i n g t h e
Annual Meeting of t h e C a l i f o r n i a P h a r m a c e u t i c a l A s s o c i a t i o n i n Palm S p r i n g s
this April.
CCCCXXXXXOOOCCXXJOOCOCOCOXXXXXXXXXX

STOCKTON CE PROGRAM SET FOR APRIL

VISALIA CE PROGRAM - APRIL 2

"New Concepts in Drug Therapy" is
the title of the continuing edu
cation program scheduled for April
9 in the Rotunda of the School of
Pharmacy. The four hour accredited
program will e n t a i l discussions o f :

With the help of a grant from lederle laboratories, the University
of the Pacific, in coperation with
the Fresno-Madera, Tulare-Kings,
and the Kern County Pharmaceutical
Associations, is presenting a six
hour accredited continuing education
program on Psychotropic Drugs in
Visalia on Sunday, April 2, 1978.
The program will be held at the
Holiday Inn of Visalia. Subject
matter includes:

Cimetidine - R.
Lorazepam - A.
Disopyramide - M.
The Post-CVA Patient
Vasodilators in CBS

Jacobs
Gostanian
Spencer
- R. Supernaw
- P. Catania

Ihe complete details of the program
will be included in a brochure
which will be mailed in late Feb
ruary.
MATZEN INSTALLED SJPhA PRESIDENT
Greg Matzen, Director of the U.O.P.
Preceptor-Intern Program and Assistant
Professor in Health Care Administration
was installed as President of the San
Joaquin County Pharmaceutical Association
at its Annual Banquet held at the Stockton
Inn on January 26. Greg has been a
member of PA since 1975. Another Asso
ciate, Bob Hunnell, was the MC at the
installation Banquet.

An Overview of Psychiatric Disorders
Clinical Applications of Psycho
tropic Drugs
Pathophysiology of Psychiatric
Disorders & Pharmacology of
Psychotropic Drugs
The program is a repeat of the highly
successful 1977 symposium presented
in Stockton last May. The speakers
are Raymond M. Quock, Ph.D. and
James A. Ruggles, M.D. Tuition for
the program is $18.00. Complete
details of the program and a preregistration form will follow within
the next three weeks.
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Noted comer researcher
The Stockton NEWS
Wed., Nov. 16, 1977

UOP scientist reflects upon career

IU

When Don Pace began his career as
a cellular research scientist there was a
disease of great concern to the medical
community - it was called cancer.
This was also a time when two
forms of sickness people feared the
most - polio and tuberculosis - often
caused death, and anyone with blood
poisoning was in trouble.
The year was 1928.
Now, nearly 50 years later, Don
Pace has retired after a career that saw
him become a noted expert for his work
with tissue culture in the fields of
cancer research and air pollution.
Pace, who spent the last 10 years at
the University of the Pacfic School of
Pharmacy, published more than 100
research papers and received research
grants totaling nearly $1,000,000 while
pursuing his scientific interests.
He reflected recently on such
things as cancer, smoking, air pollution
and scientific research.
"Back in 1928 we didn't
understand very much about cancer.
Uterine cancer was proving to fatal for
many women, and we have made
significant advances to reduce this
problem.
We also have a better

DON PACE retired recently after working 10 years at
the UOP School of Pharmacy and following a 50-year
career as a cellular research scientist.

Researcher retires after
50 years battling cancer
When Don Pace began
his career as a cellular
research scientist there
was a disease of great
concern to the medical
community—it was called
cancer.
This was also a time
when two forms of sickness
people feared the mostpolio and tuberculosis—
often caused death, and
anyone with blood
poisoning was in trouble.
The year was 1928.
Now, nearly 50 years
later, Don Pace has retired
after a career that saw
him become a noted expert
for his work with tissue
culture in the fields of
cancer research and air
The Stockton NEWS
Wed., Dec. 7, 1977
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UOP student discovers compound
which may help fight illnesses
Taking a tip from the
"We wanted to see
native tribes of South whether there was any sci
America, a University of entific basis for the use of
the Pacific student has dis the drug and, if so, which
covered a compound which compounds are those that
may be beneficial in the are active," he said.
treatment of rheumatism Chaubal was Iyer's ad
and fever.
visor and worked with him
Radhakrishnan
Para- for nearly four years.
meswaran Iyer, a
First, Iyer tested the
native of India, recently Pharmacological benefits
submitted his dissertation of the drug by injecting it
on the testing and isolation into rats in the laboratory.
o f t h e c o m p o u n d "As a result," Chaubal
"Hopeanine" as part of his said, "Iyer found that it did
final doctoral examination reduce fever in animals
in the School of Pharmacy. and that it did have anti-in
The substance was flammatory action, which
chosen by Iyer for study is one of the ways we treat
because of its use in folk rheumatism."
medicine by native Indians
Having determined that
of South America as a t h e r e w a s a d e f i n i t e
diuretic,
antirheumatic, scientific basis for the use
antisyphilitic agent and as of the dried root powder,
a narcotic hallucinogen. Iyer then tried to isolate
These folkloric uses, the ingredient that is the
coupled with a lack of active agent. After making
chemical and pharma several extractions, Iyer
cological investigation of discovered the compound,
the drug, convinced Iyer to determined its structure
study the plant in the UOP and named it Hopeanine.
laboratory.
"All research until now
D r . M a d h u k a r G . indicates that he has dis
Chaubal, professor of covered a new compound
pharmacognosy — the and has correctly deter
study of natural drugs- mined its structure," said
explained that the com Chaubal.
pound Hopeanine was
The final proof that
derived as a result of Hopeanine is indeed the
repeated extractions from active ingredient in the
the powder of Brunfelsea Manaca root and is there
Hopeana,
commonly fore a pharmacologically
called the Manaca root.
(Coninuted on Page 17)

More About . . .

UOP student
(Continued from Page 11)

J

valuable drug is yet to
come. But, further experi
mentation with the drug is
hindered by one obstacleavailability of the native
South American plant.
"Currently, our supplies
of the plant have dried up.
The next problem is how to
find it and get it in very
large amounts so we can
have enough of the pure
compound (Hopeanine) to
test," Chaubal said.
Further
complicating
matters is the fact that
large quantities of the
dried plant yield a small
amount of the new com
pound. One kilogram of the
Manaca root powder yields
only four milligrams of the
substance, which is
equivalent to obtaining 1410,000 of an ounce from 2.2
pounds of the plant.
Despite the difficulty in
continuing work on the
drug, Chaubal feels the
discovery by Iyer is im
portant.
"Now we know the drug
is useful and we have
isolated what may be the
active* agent for the first
time."
Chaubal said that al
though it takes a long time

before a natural drug can
be proven beneficial and
accepted in the treatment
of disease, many drugs
used in modern science are
pure extracts of plant
drugs.
He added that it is not
uncommon for scientists to
learn about new drugs
from primitive people. To
illustrate this, he cited the
example of the use of
quinine in its plant form by
Indians in the 1800s to treat
fever. Now isolated in its
pure form, quinine is still
used as an anti-malarial
drug.
Meanwhile, Iyer is
keeping busy. Upon com
pleting his doctoral exams,
he went to the Oakridge
National Laboratory in
Tennessee. He is working
there now as a post
doctoral fellow studying
cancer-producing chem
icals.

pollution.
Pace, who spent the last
10 years at the University
of the Pacific School of
Pharmacy, published
more than 100 research
papers and received
research grants totaling
nearly $1,000,000 while
pursuing his scientific
interests.
Pace, whose current title
of emeritus professor
involves some lecture
work in physiology and
pharmacology, spent 25
years at the University of
Nebraska before he came
to Pacific.
While at UOP he served
as acting academic vice
president and directed a
special symposium in
Washington, D.C. for some
1,000 .scientists at a meeting
of the Tissue Culture
Association.
The scientist has been a
delegate to the In
ternational Society for Cell
Biology meetings in
Scotland and France,
served as a delegate to the
International Cancer
Congress in Moscow and
been the Damon Runyon
Cancer Lecturer at New
York University.
Pace voiced puzzlement
that so many young people
continue to smoke today
when the evidence linking
smoking to cancer is so
strong. "I think many
people are cutting back
(Continued on Page 24)

More aooui

Researcher

(Continued from Page 10)
though—I quit for 20 sulfur drugs for use in such
years—and you see more streptococcal disease as
places with no smoking blood poisoning. "At that
s i g n s a s a c o n s t a n t time blood poisoning was
reminder to people of the very dangerous and quite
dangers."
often fatal, but now—even
The 70-year-old Pace though we don't use sulfur
holds an honorary degree drugs much anymore—this
f r o m S u s q u e h a n n a illness isn't much of a
U n i v e r s i t y i n P e n n  problem."
sylvania—his
alma
mater—for the worldwide
recognition of his research
on cancer cells. He also
holds M.S. and Ph.D.
degrees from Duke
University.
Air pollution is a
problem he has seen
become an increasing
menace to society in the
past several years. "When
I first came to Pacific in
1967 you could see Mt.
Diablo quite clearly on
most days, but now that it
is the exception more than
the rule—and it is due to
pollution. It is a problem
all over the country,
despite the work to reduce
pollution in many of our
cities." He toldof no magic
cure on what to do about
the situation, but he does
feel strongly that
something needs to be
done.
In discussing scientific
advances, he feels finding
a cure for polio was the
greatest achievement in
his lifetime. But, he added,
another significant ac
complishment in the 1930's
was the development of

understanding of the biochemistry of
the cells," he added, "but it is hard to
say when there will be a cure because
there are so many different kinds of
cancer. There still is a lot we don't
know. I do remember that back around
1955, with the advent of things like
chemotherapy, some scientists were
predicting that we would have a cure for
cancer within five years. I wish this
would have been true."
Pace, whose current title of
emeritus professor involves some
lecture work in physiology and
pharmacology, spent 25 years at the
University of Nebraska before he came
to Pacific.
While at UOP he served as acting
academic vice president and directed a
special symposium in Washington,
D.C. for some 1,000 scientists at a
meeting of the Tissue Culture
Association.
The scientist has been a delegate to
the International Society for Cell
Biology meetings in Scotland and
France, served as a delegate to the
International Cancer Congress in
Moscow and been the Damon Runyon
Cancer Lecturer at New York University.
"I love a microscope,"he says with a
smile of appreciation for his life-long
work in scientific research. He recalls,
humorously, that he was so devoted to
his work in his early years that he was
becoming "somewhat of a recluse ... I
would stay up working until 3 a.m., then
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sleep for awhile on a cot I had broughtto
the lab before getting up at 5 a.m. to
start work again. I just couldn't get away
from the microscope." Then he met
Norma Holland, who later became Mrs.
Donald Pace, and thatgothimoutofthe
laboratory - on occasion.
"To see the living substance of a
cell and how it gets around, and how it
gets food is simply fascinating but hard
to explain to someone who is not a
scientist. It's still hard to get me away
from a microscope if something
interesting is going on under the lens."
He said it is certainly easier to
perform research now with devices like
electronic cell counters that can total
10,000 cells or more in about 15
seconds. "We used to have to count
tissue cells under a microscope in the
same way we counted blood cells, one
at a time," he recalls.
Pace voiced puzzlement that so
many young people continue to smoke
today when the evidence linking
smoking to cancer is so strong. "I think
many people are cutting back though -1
quit for 20 years - and you see more
places with no smoking signs as a
constant reminder to people of the
dangers."
The 70-year-old Pace holds an

honorary degree from Susquehanna
University in Pennsylvania - his alma
mater - for the worldwide recognition of
his research on cancer cells. He also
holds M.S. and Ph.D. degrees from
Duke University.
Air pollution is a problem he has
seen become an increasing menace to
society in the past several years. "When
I first came to Pacific in 1967 you could
see Mt. Diablo quite clearly on most
days, but now it is the exception more
than the rule - and it is due to pollution.
It is a problem all over the country,
despite the work to reduce pollution in
many of our cities." He voicedno magic
cure on what to do about the situation,
but he does feel strongly that something
needs to be done.
In discussing
the scientific
advances, he feels finding a cure for
polio was the greatest achievement in
his lifetime. But, he added that another
significant accomplishment in the
1930's was the development of sulfur
drugs for use in such streptococcal
diseases as blood poisoning. "At that
time blood poisoning was very
dangerous and quite often fatal, but
now - even though we don't use sulfur
drugs much anymore - this illness isn't
much of a problem."

Stockton (Calif.) Record

Long Career inCell Research
Ends for UOP's Dr. Pace
Dr. Donald Pace has retired from the
University of the Pacific School of Phar
macy after a career in cellular research
spanning nearly 50 years.
Pace, who now holds the title of profes
sor emeritus and still does some lecture
work in physiology and pharmacology,
spent 25 years at the University of Ne
braska before coming to Pacific 10 years
ago.
During his career, Pace has had more
than 100 research papers published, and
received research grants totaling nearly
$1 million.
While at UOP, he served for a time as
acting academic vice president and di
rected a special symposium in Washing
ton, D. C., for some 1,000 scientists at a
meeting of the Tissue Culture Associa
tion.
Much of his work has been involved
with cancer research.
Back in 1928 we didn't understand

5APHA
NEWSLETTER

very much about cancer. Uterine cancer
was proving to be fatal for many women,
and we have made significant advances
to reduce this problem," Pace says.
"We also have a better understanding
of the biochemistry of the cells, but it is
hard to say when there will be a cure be
cause there are so many different kinds
of cancer," he adds.
He admits being puzzled as to why so
many young people continue to smoke
when there is strong evidence linking
smoking to cancer.
He says, however, he believes many
people are cutting back on smoking.
Pace lists the finding of a cure for po
lio as the greatest achievement in medi
cine in his lifetime.
Another major development was the
introduction of sulfa drugs for in treating
blood poisoning and similar infections
that at one time were often fatal.

DR. DONALD PACE

&
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SAPhA

Michael Ferrigan

Ferrigan to graduate
Michael Patrick Ferri
gan, a 1966 graduate of
Clovis High School, has
received a Doctor of
Pharmacy Degree from the
University of Pacific in
Stockton.
Ferrigan will receive his
diploma during the May,

1978 graduation cere
monies. He has also
completed his exam for a
license
to
practice
pharmacy in California and
will begin his clinical resi
dency at one of the various
teaching hospitals in Calif
ornia or Oregon.
/

.EDITOR; Joel N. Weber

SAPhA? What the hel__ is SAPhA? Is it possibly a new kind of meditation,
or maybe the flavor of the month at Baskin-Robbins? Well, the rumor that the
small village on the other side of the Calaveras River is actually a pharmacy
school is true. In fact, there are over 700 villagers who are attending classes
at the University of the Pacific, School of Pharmacy. Of those 700 villagers,
over 50% of them are members of SAPhA, the strange word which sounds like an
Armenian eggplant.
SAPhA stands for the Student American Pharmaceutical Association, which
provides pharmacy students with an input into Pharmacy on the local, state,
and national levels. Through SAPhA, students voice their opinion on laws
and regulations affecting their profession.
SAPhA is also involved in Community, Health service projects. This year
the big health care service which SAPhA has been providing is in the area of
Hypertension Screening (Blood Pressure). So far this semester SAPhA has
participated in Hypertension Screening programs at Roseville, Lodi, and at the
University Center Mall and will be providing Blood Pressure Screening to those
attending U.O.P. Parent's Dav on November 19th. Starting in January, will be
working with the local pharmacists in screening certain high risk groups in
Stockton and the surrounding area.
Other activities which SAPhA has been involved with include the Weberstown
M all, Health Fair, the Swine Flu innoculation program and other health oriented
community activities.
Yes Virginia, there is an Easterbunny, and yes pharmacy students do have a
social side. Boy, do they have a social life I
Each year SAPhA has numerous
sqp a activities which provide the villagers an opportunity to leave the books
and have fun.
So tiie little village on the other
commune with a bunch of SAPhA T s running
and the Student American Pharmaceutical
concerns o r the pharmacy profession and

side of the Calaveras is not really a
around. It is The Pharmacy School,
Association is very active with the
the concerns of the community as well.

Joel N. Weber
SAPhA V.P.
Newsletter Editor

Pacific
Review

Fresno, CA
(Fresno Co.)
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Service club honors Clovis senior
Hji™ PUGUZEVICH, a Clovis
High School senior, has been named
her school's Girl of the Month by the
Downtown Exchange Club

YOUTH EXCHANGE SERVICE, a
non-profit organization designated by
the U.S. State Department, has an
urgent need for host families for
teenaged students arriving this
month from Central and South Ame
rica.

bod?nr^iZevich is CHS st«dent
oody president and has served in

CSS
v«««»
°ent, ASB treasurer and social
nf H ?
SS
«
anri « i „ ~T —committees
. .
committees
and
ac

Q

ch ir of the freshma
ele ct ,on
nfmberofthesch001 senate

and ho,L
and house ofi representatives.
a o,.been a member of the
swim
'J'?trict accreditation
youth and'HadViSOry cammit'tee'on
C1 ai1(1 drugs and was a Girls
State delegate and student reoresen
tative on the Clovis School Board

^^anTh^rfe

Pus

FWemion 'sh Ch'ifor?ia Scholarship
a'S° S6rVed as a
Csl office"'.

Msg? -"
•u

^U£l*zevich plans to attpnd

Host families can be large or
small,
have children
of any
orr no
a i i y age o
no
7.
u"7j
chtidren at all. The exchange students will attend American schools
f?r °"e semester before returning to
feir homes.
YES students are screened and
provided medical insurance, have
round-trip plane tickets and their
own spending money. A host family
need only provide room and board

THE CALIFORNIA STUDENT
AID COMMISSION reminds high
school seniors and college students
planning to apply for a Cal Grant
that the postmark deadline for mail
LEAH HALPER, a Hoover High ing an application for the three un
School senior, has been chosen an dergraduate Cal Grant competitions
is Feb. 1.
Approximately 14,900 new Cal
dS A7 (®fh(darships) for urn
R'ec?reff StUdents'6'825Cal
r„9nt B;s (College Opportunity
?«7 r , °r college freshmen and
1,337 Cal Grant C's (Occupational
Educaton and Training Grants) for
those pursuing postsecondary voca
tional training, will be awarded by
the commission in May.
Students who believe they will
need financial assistance to pay for
college expenses are encouraged to
secure an application from their
school or the commission offices in
Sacramento.

Riverbank, Ca.

STUDE^Lh°VISKH,GH SCH00L
STUDENTS have been selected for
listmg in the 1978 edition ofv "Who's
Who in Music," as being among the
COUntrv's
1•
.. .
country's mnct
most outsta^diArliivh
school music students.

News
(Cir. W. 1,140)
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Pharmacy Graduate Students At UOP
Receive Scholarships

alternate in the California state
competition of the Century III Lead
ers national scholarship program.
The $250,000 scholarship program
recognizes high school seniors who
have demonstrated leadership poten
tial in identifying the problems the
United States will face in its third
century. Winners are selected on the
basis of originality in their approach
to the problems and their proposed
solutions, knowledge and awareness
of current events and invlovement in
school and community affairs.
The program is administered by
the National Association of Secondaiy School Principals and is funded
by Shell Oil Company.

Laura Puglizevich

Families interested in hosting one
of these exchange students may tele
phone YES collect at (714) 492-7907.

(Stanislaus Co.)

The four selected are Carolina
Foster, Tammy Pruess, Lori Robin
RH°n Skaggs' CHS band and
orchestra director Darrel Dver nomi
nated the four. SelecC ifbasTon
ment^servlc^^rf^hp^10 achieve"
'eade^sh," i7U?acurricX7S'
ties and future potential.
THE ROTARY CLUB of North
Fresno is currently accepting ann l
Honp?S f0F R„0tary Foundation educaf°r StUdy abroad in
197M0.aWa
rornxkrip'^trans^tton'tlil^ttof
al and living expenses for one aw
demic year, as well as any necessa™
funds for intensive language training
Applications are welcomed from
?™ uate and undergraduate stu
dents, teachers of the handicapped
technical students and journalists,
iKM u deadbne for application is
dura

f"rther

McCu"y

at

information ovf
aPPhcation piW;

little pharmacy'will have new owner

The coming of the New
Year will bring some changes
to Ron's Pharmacy, 3337
Atchison St. Owner Ron
Smith will be selling the
pharmeceuticcal portion of
his "biggest little pharmacy
in the world" to Max Flora.
A
graduate
of
the
university of the Pacific's
School of Pharmacy, Flora
was pharmacy manager for
Long's Drugs in Mountain
View before coming to work
with Smith about two months
ago.
Smith will retain his
warehouse in the Del Rio

Theatre building and will be
doing promotional mer
chandising for Mom and Pop
stores in the area. His son,
Dan will continue to manage
the front of the store said
Smith, and daughter Linda
and son Phillip will work part
time as needed.
His brother and phar
macist, Roger Smith, plans to
go into thfe real estate
business, but will continue to
worx part time ih
~prmacy.
Smith
opened
Ron's
Pharmacy 14 years ago, after
receiving his training in his

SA PHA
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brother's pharmacy in
Modesto. He has served as a
member and chairman of the
Riverbank Chamber of
Commerce'
promotion
committee for the past
several years. "I enjoy doing
that kind of thing and I look
forward to having more time
now to work with the
Chamber," he commented.
Flora and his wife,
Darlene, a beautician, are
building a home near Sylvan
Ave. and Coffee Rd. The
parents of two children, both
also are admirers of old cars,
and when they aren't in

volved with work or
childrearing responsibilities
you're likely to find them
restoring an old automobile.
"I have a 1932 Ford and my
wife has a 1937 Ford. They're
both our family cars," noted
Flora.
Both are avid baseball fans
and players, and are active »n
church activities.
Flora says he plans no
changes in the operation of
the business. "We'll be
keeping everything the
same." he said.

Four graduate students at the University of
the Pacific School of Pharmacy have
received scholarships of $1,500 each from
the Achievement Rewards for College
Scientists Foundation (ARCS) of Northern
California.
John A. Byrne of Palm Springs, Albert
T. Gazzer of Egypt, John R. Martin of
Canoga Park, and Joseph A. Woelfel of
Stockton were honored recently at the sixth
Annual ARCS Scholarship Awards
Luncheon in San Francisco.
Byrne is working in the physiologypharmacology field, Gazzer is involved in
clinical pharmacy, Martin in studying
neuro-pharmacology, and Woelfel is
involved in pharmaceutics.
The ARCS Foundation is a national non
profit organization of women volunteers
devoted to support future scientists. It is
dedicated to the cause of promoting
advancement of science and technology by
providing scholarship funds for top college
science students.

58 students learn Dy doing
Roberta
Orzechowshi,
Mike Coppedge, Norman
Fox, Susan Tabuchi, Ran
dy Muntifering, Jerry
Costanzo, Irene Garcia
and Gary Mahan,
University of the Pacific
School of Pharmacy
students, have been
studying the community
pharmacy business firsthand this semester
through a unique in
ternship program that is
the largest in the world.
Orzechowski is working
full-time at Campus
Pharmacy on Brookside
Road under the direction of
Dianne LaRue and
Patricia Stegen, adjunct

Manteca, CA
(San Joaquin Co.)
Bulletin
(Cir. 2xW. 6,232)
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and R
Rob
L°UTe and
, John Louie
*bert Hal1'
lhe Pacific
c
?
Pharmacy students,
studying the

community
pharmacy
business
firsthand
this
semester through a unique
internship program that is the
largest in the world.
Louie is working full-time
at Rancho Pharmacy in
Manteca under the direction
of Bob Belluomini and Jim
1 sunekawa, adjunct pro
fessors at UOP.
Hall is working full-time at
San Joaquin General Hospital
in French Camp under the
direction Gordon King and
Alan Young, also adjunct
professors at UOP.
A total of 75 future
pharmacists at Pacific are
spending this semester in the
practical application of
classroom
learning
at
pharmacies throughout

California, and Hawaii.
During the four-month
period they learn different
aspects of pharmacy under
the close supervision of

professional pharmacist, who
serves as the adjunct
professor and off-campus
school faculty member
Included in the duties are
prescription practice,
learning the operational
procedures of a pharmacy,
and working with physicians
and the public. The students
receive both remuneration
and units toward graduation
while engaged
in
this
cooperative work period.
They have a manual to follow
in performing assignments in
^specific areas of pharmacy.

In many cases this project
has involved assistance in
programs pertaining to drug
abuse, diabetes clinics,
veneral disease and local
public health problems.
According to pharmacy
school officials at UOP, the
number of students involved
in the program at Pacific
(some 200 annually) makes it
the largest anywhere, and the
specified
duties
and
organization of the program
make it unique in pharmacy
education throughout the
world.

Hirning, Rebecca Hedberg
and Kenneth Culver III,
adjunct professors at UOP.
Costanzo is working fulltime at Green Brothers
Pharmacy on East Maple
under the direction of
Robert Grady, Adjunct
professor at UOP. Garcia
and Mahan are working at
Dameron Hospital in
Stockton under the
direction of Don
Shiromi zu,
Sally
Tsunekawa and Steve
Laverone, adjunct
professors at UOP.
A total of 58 future
pharmacists at Pacific are
spending this semester in
the practical application of
classroom learning at
pharmacies throughout
California, and Hawaii
During the four-month
period they learn different
aspects of pharmacy under
the close supervision of a
professional pharmacist,
who serves as the adjunct
professor and off-campus
school faculty member.
Included in the duties are
prescription
practice,
learning the operational
procedures of a pharmacy,
and working with
physicians and the public.
According to UOP
pharmacy school officials,
the number of students
involved in the program at
Pacific (some 200 an
nually) makes it the
largest anywhere, and the .
specified duties and
organization of the
program make it unique in
pharmacy
education
throughout the world.

JOHN LOUIE

Saturday Stockton Record
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Briefly Told
News of Frisno
and The \falley

SCHOOL OF PHARMACY
UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC
committee you've been named to th?awa7d
JiareyourSt0Gkt0n
gcwd news
with your fellow readera
95201 or
gS/SDesk
Wed like to hear from you call the City^ ^

JANUARY/FEBRUARY 1978

th® d*°re6 y°u
Won m
h?nt Sr«n
n0r you 79 r«c®'ved. We want to
^
Hews. PO
4e®-§AKoM,S2
2®52 between 10 a.m. andthe2 p.m.
" 46e
daily

been installed as
president ot the San Joaquin Pharmaceutical Association at a dinner at the Stock
ton Inn. Serving with Matzen, who is di
rector of the preceptor-internship
program at the University of the Pacific's
school of pharmacy, are Jiordla Pat*2ak3, President-elect; John PriaTT
recording secretary,- Mariano foppf.
ano, corresponding secretary; Primg
Cattaflno, treasurer,- and RpbortCar-

EDITOR: Rick Henson

SAPhA IS ALIVE:

Pharmaceutical

Association

In fact, SAPhA has started this semester^!th^1011
r Wlth a bang and has
many activities ( b o t h n m f
-r
i
soclal)
Executive Committee has >h•
Plenned. The ne»
schedule u p c o , ^ " , " " " "

U°P chapter
of SAPhA was well represented with abou^thi't
The next activity which students and the Califo S*Ud®ats attending
Association will get together will be Legislative^ Pharmacurtical
legislative Day on March 8th

Professional activities which c a p u a i
participate in
include Hypertension Screening (Blood
local Pharmacists
and participating in the Poison Prevention week
On the
social side we will be having a dance with tRS r h
' 0n
and of course, the annual picnic.anCe Wlth LKS ( hopefully in Feb.)
The only problem now, is to get peoule <-n „o,- .•
a
help make this the best semester SAPhA has ever had^6 ^

fasc&vice presjdent Bob^in'njrn
t^TFarmacist and p5Tt pVeside^ of
the California Pharmaceutical Associaof ceremoni'es for the
instalS
L
wa tab
jj;nner The ins,allin9 of,irer
was Bob Johnson, executive vice presi-

oaret Wn,iStafeWide °r9°niza,i°n. Margarst Williams, a head nurse at San
Joaquin Genera! Hospital, has been
elected the first woman president of the

* w„
Exes

n
''

Pham,

n •

A SISTER CITIES COUNCIL
meeting will be held Monday at 7:30
P-rn. in the Mayor's Conference
Room at City Hall, 2326 Fresno St.
The SIERRA JAZZ CLUB'S monthly
musical, featuring the Angel City
Jazz Band, will be held at 1 p.m.
Feb 5 in the Three Rivers Memorial
Building. Open to the public, admis
sion is $1 for members and $3 for
non-members...

no Community Hospital. Registration
deadline is Jan. 31. . . . Two Fresno
County juvenile officers are among
25 participating in the Juvenile Law
Enforcement Officers Training
Course in Sacramento sponsored by
the California Youth Authority. They
are DONALD DYER of the Fowler
Police Department and LORAN
OFFALTER of the Huron Police
Department....

The Council of ADULT STUTTER
ERS will hold its first meeting of the
spring semester at 7:30 p.m. Feb. 1
in the Fresno State University labo
ratory school building. Further infor
mation may be obtained by telephon
ing 487-2422. . . The BULLDOG
WOMEN'S FOUNDATION will meet
at 7:30 p.m. Feb. 16 in Bellante's
Restaurant. Further information can
be obtained at 487-2132 or 439-8604.

A variety of surplus government
property will be auctioned at the
Lemoore Naval Air Station Feb. 2,
starting at 8 a.m. The property will
be available for inspection Wednes
day until the day of the sale. Details
can be obtained from the station's
defense property disposal office.
ROBERT N. KEEPERS, a 35-year
employe of the CALIFORNIA DE
PARTMENT OF FORESTRY, has
been appointed chief of law enforce
ment for the Southern Sierra Region
In his previous duties, Keepers
served as battalion chief and dis
patcher for MID-VALLEY FIRE
DISTRICT. ..

9

j Department is secretary-treasurer.

Co7
sT.,',fo"
ho, LS27vl7lf(,'7VTL°°rins"»,ral

Maze, of Modesto has joined the staff at tho au •

M(f' 23' wi" eventua,lV take over
department at the
Bulletin.

JOEL WEBER
SAPhA President

MATZEN
—-

"r i "
Jwood™?®RaTr'*

Mrs. Williams succeeds Don *,

dlTnt!r

GET INVOLVED

Editorial comment on the
Program and the B.S. SNF Program.

professors at UOP. Cop
pedge is working full-time
at Rose Pharmacy on
Pacific Avenue under the
direction of C. R. Chase
and Don Behler, adjunct
professors at UOP. Fox is
working full-time for
Green Brothers Pharmacy
on El Dorado under the
direction of Charles Green,
adjunct professor at UOP.
Tabuchi is working fuli
time at Delta Pharmacy on
North California under the
direction of Don Isetti,
adjunct professor at UOP.
Muntifering is working
full-time at St. Joseph's
Hospital in Stockton under
the direction of Fred

UOP students interning at area pharmacies

&
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COLLECTIVE BARGAINING
GOES TO SCHOOL will be telecast
on Channel 53, KAIL, starting Feb.
2°- The programs will be shown at
7:30 p.m. Mondays and Wednesdays
and the continuing education office at
Fresno State University will offer the
course for credit. . .A group of 26
courses ranging from basic chemis
try to figure drawing will be featured
in a Saturday school program at
Fresno State University during the
spring semester. A brochure describ
ing the courses and their dates may
be obtained by telephoning 487-1102
MICHAEL FERRIGAN, a 1966
graduate of Clovis High School, has
received his doctor of pharmacy
degree from the University of the
Do/iifin in C"* 1-.
Pacific in StocktomJSraduation cere
monies will be-tTTMay

.

llnical C1erkship

r™l!?-D;v£LLEY LUNG ASS°CIATION is taking registration for its
family asthma program for parents
and asthmatic children. The free
workshop will be on four consecutive
Thursdays beginning Feb. 2 at Fres-

The TEHIPITE CHAPTER
THE SIERRA CLUB will hold
annual dinner banquet at 7 30 r
Saturday at the Edgewater Lo!
3903 N. Parkway Drive. Reservati
should be made by phoning 252-381
. AIRMAN MARTIN B. TORR
son of Raul Torres of 2556 S. 10th
is serving with Moffett Field-ba
Patrol Squadron 19, which has
parted for an extended deploymer
the Western Pacific. The squad
flies P-3 Orion patrol aircraft ;
will operate from Kadena Air Bi
Okinawa, with the 7th Fleet
SEAMAN APPRENTICE Wl
LIAM V. HOWARD, son of Otto
Johansen o( 6510 N. Raisina Av
t06". yureturned t0 Sa" Die
aboard the combat store ship S
Jose, following a deployment to i
Western Pacific. The ship visit
Japan, Taiwan, Korea, Singapc
and Hawaii .

56
Covina, CA
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f CjUOD citizens cited

Covina

Honors
DAR Efforts
's Students

I

COVINA — The Covina Chapter, National Society
Daughters of the American Revolution, has honored 11
seniors with presentation of its DAR Good Citizen
Award.
The students were feted at a January tea. One senior
was chosen from each of the 11 participating schools
The award is given for good citizenship.
Honored were:
Baldwin Park High School — Jon Boulware, who has
participated in varsity football, varsity basketball, var
sity tennis, Student Outreach, student body leadership.
** mf'Vi
Letennan's Club, he is active in CSF
Mentally Gifted Minors Program, serves as commis
sioner of activities and is a candidate for National Foun
dation of Commended Scholars. He plans to study law at
La Verne College.
Bishop Amat High — Monica Almeida, who has been
active on student council, Student Senate, executive
board and served as ASB secretary. She has been active
in Photography Club, Pep Club, GAA, California Junior
statesman Club, dance commissions, Dress Code
Committee, National Honor Society, Spanish Club, Pep
Week Committee, Prom Committee. She serves as a
teacher's aide in the Confraternity of Christian Doctrine
Program, St. Louis of France Catholic Church. The
student plans to major in journalism at USC.
Charter Oak High — Valerie Jean Medina, who has
served as Junior Class president, been active in Govern
ment Day, Back Packing Club, Ski Club and headed the
Junior Senior Prom. She has been active in GAA, varsi
ty hockey, varsity basketball, varsity softball, All-Girl
Keview, Girls' League, and held various school offices
She plans to attend San Diego State as an elementary
education major.
Cfl3aaa.High — Kimberlv Briano who serves as Senior
Class vice president, has been active in Inter Club Coun
cil, Girls' League, CSF as president, Model U.N., GAA
Concert Choir, on the Dean's Honor Roll and played
girls bddminton. She has participated in Masque and
Dagger, girls swimming, numerous class councils and
served as 1977 Baccalaurette Hostess. She plans to at
tend University of^the_Pacific and become a pharm'?Edgewood High — Sue Corey, who has been ASB vice
president, active in Yearbook Club, Baseball Club and
served as Bat Girl. She has served also as Junior Class
president on ASB Cabinet, in Trojan Elite Club, Treble
Choir in Aeohns, as secretary of Treble, Pep Club been
lTVnJlrl* sports including Softball, volleyball, bas
ketball. She plans to attend Cal State Fullerton and fur
ther her interest in political science.
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Ntrthview High — Tamarah Hagen, who has served
as a varsity cheerleader, on Girls' League, Rally Club,
CSF Idunians, Thorians, AFS, Powderpuff Football,
been homecoming queen, historian for Thorians, Youth
Week Honoree, junior varsity and varsity cheerleader,
on Fep Club, Girls' State nominee, All Girl Revue, on
class councils, in History Club, and been CSF president.
She plans to attend Stanford and major in engineering.
Rojal Oak High — Kayla Bemdt, who has served in
Lauretians, CSF, Pep units, Girls' League and as a flag
twirler. She has been active in Key Club, marching
units, served as a majorette and won the Floyd Myrick
Award in history, been active in 4-H, dramatics, Luther
League. She plans to attend Cal Poly Pomona.
Sierra Vista High — Lori Hathaway, who has been
Semo- Class president, on football game and dance
committees, Senior Quad Remodeling Committee, ac
tive in journalism, Speech and Debate Club, Interact
Club, Future Business Leaders of America, football
homecoming committee, float-making, Science Club;
modern dance, Christmas Formal Committee, basket
ball homecoming dance planner, head of Junior Varsity
Cheei leaders, Pep Rally Committee. She plans to attend
Cal State Long Beach as a communications major.
South Hills High — Martha Jackson, who has been
ASB president, in Elisians, active in CSF, Quill and
Scroll. Pep Club, Accreditation Student Commission,
chosen as CSF president, participated in Campus Life
played piano for eight years, active in Ridge Riders
mural painting, and on ASB councils.
West Covina High — Mary Musulman, who has served
as ASB president, on class councils, in Pep Club, on the
Homecoming Committee, varsity volleyball and softball,
on the Junior Senior Prom Committee, chairman "fordances vice president of the Freshman Class, on the
Girls State Alumni Committee, played softball in West
Covina Bobbi Sox League for nine years. She plans to
attend Mount San Antonio College and major in the air
line stewardess training program.
Workman High — Kathie Harris, who has been active
in Leadership, ASB Commissioner of activities, chair
person of homecoming float, class president in her Ju
nior Class, Newspaper Committee, Prom chairperson,
Homecoming chairperson, on the newspaper staff, ac
tive in varsity softball, on Pool Committee, Girls'
League, Winter Formal committee, class president for
her Sophomore Class. She plans to attend Willamette
University m Oregon as a recreational therapist sTuTOt.
Jon Boulware also took the District X DAR special
award.
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Recently, there lias been much in
the news alluding to a decline in the
number of children fully immunized
against childhood diseases. With allof
medical science's advancements in
preventive medicine, unless the vac
cines are utilized, we will continue to
be plagued by these diseases. It isn't
only the health of the children in
volved, but the health of the entire
community. In German measles, the
risk is greater to unborn babies. The
epidemic of 1964-1965 caused 30,000
miscarriages and 20,000 deformed
babies.
Children suffer needlessly when
they don't receive their vaccines.
Serious complications of measles can
cause permanent brain damage and
death. And if some of the readers
think that we have reached a safe
level, they can forget it. There were 14
cases of polio in the United States in'
1977.
As a concerned citizen, I urge all
parents to have their children receive
their vaccines for family health as
well as for community health.

^

Stockton
Kingsburg, Ca.

Mendoza
In D.C.
Pharmacy
Ken Mendoza, a Univers
ity of the Pacific School of
Pharmacy student, has
been studying the community pharmacy business
firsthand this semester
through a unique internship,
program that is the largest
in the world.
Mendoza is working fulltime at Pharmaceutical
Service in Daly City under
the direction of Rusty!
Rhoades and T i m NicoJ
adjunct professors at UOP.
A total of 58 future pharmacists at Pacific are
spending this semester in
the practical application of
classroom learning at phar
macies in California and
Hawaii.
Included in the duties are
prescription practice,
learning the operational
procedures of a pharmacy
and working with physi
cians and the public. The
students receive both
remuneration and units
toward graduation while in
this cooperative work
period. They have a manual
to follow in performing
assignments in specific
areas of pharmacy. >

LESLIE WILLIAMS,
Pharmacy student.
University of the Pacific:

(Fresno Co.)
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The Hanford native is halfway through a three-year Dharmarv
program at the University of the Pacific (UOP), in Stockton
CN
>
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' Ut h ef ' e l dh ee n t e r e d " a tt h eb o t t o m , " in'
1974, as a Hanford High School honor graduate.
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fr0BmUttBa;ba'S firat j°b -at Toia" Drug in Hanford - was a far cry
rrom that of a pharmacy school graduate.
started out at the bottom - you know - vacuuming and
8
everything. Now, I do a little bit of everything "
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"tern at Ostrom's PharmacyP Part of the UOP
[our-month internship provides Barba with
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Frank X. Hamel, Tracy Defense Depot's civilian person
nel officer since 1971, has been selected for a similar posi
tion at the U.S. Naval Communication Station at North West
Cape, Australia. He has lived in Tracy for the past seven
years and recently completed his 20th year of federal service.
He will report to his new assignment later this month. ... Alj Ll ^®vis
linden is the new vice president of finance
financial officer for the linker Co., a division of
wd r
W.R. Grace Land Corporation. . . . Norman D. Shumway
has been reappointed chairman of the board of directors of
Goodwill Industries of San Joaquin Valley. Other officers are
Jack J. Williams and Glenwood Bockman, vice chair
men, Lucy Barker, secretary,- Jun Agari, treasurer,- Rev.
Archie E. Marston, chaplain. . . .
*

*

*

New officers for the San Joaquin County Peace Officers'
ssociation are Larry Kissel, president; Mark Twain
armin, first vice president; Julio Cecchetti, second vice
president,- Lee Kelley, sergeant at arms,- Elda Dawson,
secretary, Ann Beish, treasurer, Carl Ambrose, Leo
gamble, Rodney F. Brown, Eldon Nutt and Mark W.
v»antt, directors.
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^ St°ckt0n has received a $1500
theTJhieyement Rewards for Colleae Scien
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Fox, Susan Tabuchi Ran
dy Muntifering, Jerry
Costanzo, Irene Garcia
and Gary Mahan,
University of the Pacific
School of Pharmacy
students, have been
studying the community
pharmacy business first
hand this semester
through a unique in

Pr°feSS
,°rS

Coppedge is working full-time
at Rose Pharmacy on
Pacific Avenue under the
direction of C. R. Chase
and Don Behler, adjunct
professors at UOP. Fox is
working full-time for
Green Brothers Pharmacy
on El Dorado under the
direction of Charles Green,
adjunct professor at UOP.
Tabuchi
at

U0P

Hirning, Rebecca Hedberg

time at Green Brothers
Pharmacy on East Maple

under the direction of

Robert Grady, Adjunct

professor at UOP. Garcia
and Mahan are working at
Dameron Hospital in

Stockton

under
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stanrrnrgUnptfleW"hthegUitar' he added, "andI might
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of girls>but 1don

the

direction of Don
Shiromizu,
Sally
is u n e k a w a a n d S t e v e
Laverone, adjunct
professors at UOP.

total of 58 future
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San Jose Sun
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prescription
practice,
learning
the
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UOP Student
procedures of a pharmacy
a
nd working with
UOP
pharmacy
Aptos
Physicians and the public.
students
Lonnie Tttr'abayashi, a Uni
According to UOP
Richard Lew and Eric
versity of the Pacific School of
pharmacy school officials
Nelson, University of the
Pharmacy student, has been
imr humber 0f students
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Pacific School of Phar
nvolyed in the program at
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nually)
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ternship program.
pharmacy business first
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hand this semester through
time at Vessey Drugs in Aptos
an internship program in
under the direction Robert and
San Jose. Lew is working at
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Family Pharmacy and Nel
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son is working at the Pill
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box Pharmacy.
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learning
at
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throughout the state.
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fnarmacy students
receive awards

9

Approximately
3U
30
University of the Pacific
pharmacy
students
received awards for
outstanding academic and
P ofessional achievement
at a recent awards con-

Scholarship and Gregory
UxTpa ,®ht who received
;heerra^ty Men's Award
kt°" Students
honored

largest anywhere, and the
specified duties and
organization of the
program make it unique in
pharmacy
education
throughout the world

The Stockton NEWS
Wed., March 29, 1978
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UOP faculty members promoted
Several promotions
involving
various
University of the Pacific
faculty members have
been announced, effective
September 1, 1978.
Advancing
from
associate professor to
professor will be Rupert J.
Groh and Anthony Skrocki
from McGeorge School of
Law, Dr. Bobby R.
Hopkins andDr. Shirley M.
Jennings at the School of
Education, Dr. Alice J.

at

Pharm^v and Dr. Don E.
Strub and Dr. Lewis R.
Eversole at the School of
Dentistry.
At College of Pacific
there are several, in
cluding Dr. Roger T.
Barnett, Dr. Kenneth L.
Beauchamp, Dr. Robert
W. Blaney, Dr. Lee
Christianson, Dr. Robert S.
Cox, Dr. Roland B.
diFranco, Dr. Richard P.
Dodge, Dr. Lee C. Fennell,
Robert J. Mullen, Darrell
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C. Persels and Dr. B. Jan
Timmons.
Advancing
from
assistant professor to
associate professor will be
Dr. Gary N. Howells at
Raymond-Callison Col
lege, Dr. Larry G. Loos
at the School of Dentistry,
David J. Maleski at
McGeorge School of Law,
Dr. George L. Nemeth at
the Conservatory of Music,
Dr. Ravindra C. Vasavatja
at the School of Pharmagv
and Dr. Michael J. Minch,
Dr. Roger C. Katz, Dr.
Patrick R. Jones, Dr.
David T. Hughes, Dr.
William H. Ford, Dr.
Robert W. Dash and Dr.
Roy Childs at College of
Pacific.
Advancing from lecturer
to assistant professor will
be Dr. Stephen M. Loy and
Dr. Dennis W. Hiramatsu
at the School of Dentistry
and Sandra L. Persels at
College of Pacific.

Steve ^ iPonedal,
a
University of the Pacific
School of Pharmacy has
been studying the com
munity pharmacy business
first hand this semester
through , a unique in
ternship program that is
the largest in the world.
Ponedal is working fulltime at Longs Drug Store in
Danville
under
the
direction of Walter Dere,
adjunct professor at UOP.
A total of 58 future
pharmacists at Pacific are
spending this semester in
the practical application of
classroom learning at
pharmacies throughout
California and Hawaii. >
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No Magic Cures
When Don Pace began his career as a cellular
research scientist there was a disease of great concern
to the medical community. It was called cancer.
This was also a time when two forms of sickness
people feared the most—polio and tuberculosis—
°*ten caused death, and anyone with blood poisoning
K
was in trouble.
The year was 1928.
Now 50 years later, Don Pace has retired after a
career that saw him become a noted expert for his
work with tissue culture in the fields of cancer
research and air pollution.

Pace, who spent the last ten years at the University
.°/ihc.£?c,flc School of Pharmacy, published more
than 100 research papers and received research grants
totaling nearly $1,000,000 while pursuing his
scientific interests.
He reflected recently on cancer, smoking, air
pollution, and scientific research.
"Back in 1928 we didn't understand very much
about cancer. Uterine cancer was proving to be fatal
tor many women, and we have made significant
advances to reduce this problem. We also have a
better understanding of the biochemistry of the
cells, he added, "but it is hard to say when there
will be a cure because there are so many different
kinds of cancer. There still is a lot we don't know I
do remember that back around 1955, with the advent
ot things like chemotherapy, some scientists were
predicting that we would have a cure for cancer
within five years. I wish this would have been true."
Pace, whose current title of emeritus professor
involves some lecture work in physiology and
pharmacology, spent 25 years at the Unversity of
Nebraska before he came to Pacific.
While at UOP he served as acting academic vice
president and directed a special symposium in
Washmgton D C. for some 1,000 scientists at a

meeting of the Tissue Culture Association.

The scientist has been a delegate to the
International Society for Cell Biology meetings in
Scotland and France, served as a delegate to the
theenam10nij
University"

Moscow, and been
Lecturer at New York
Los Banos, CA
(Merced Co.)
Enterprise
(Cir. 2xW. 3,426)
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STUDENT AMERICAN
PHARMACEUTICAL
ASEOCfATIOfl

TO;

All School of. Pharmacy Faculty and office staff.,

FROM:

Joel N. WeberSAPhA President

Rfb SAPhA Annual Spring Pienicu
DA£&;

March 27> 1978
•

•

'.

.-U

It is ansa agaftfc spring and time for the wonderful SAPhA
picnic which will he held, on this Sunday,, April 2, 1978. The
Picnic will once again be held

at Victory Park,

This year will

not only have the rival Softball game- against Phi Delta Chi
and Kappa Fsi but Will also have two independent); teams playing.
The game® should Start ardund 9:30 or- 10:00 while the picnic
food should be ready around Noon.
Greg Petty Kappas is

in. charge of

the picnic this, yejjr-
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ATTEND AND BRING FOUR FAMILY TO S^Rg|IN:.THE,SPRING FUN
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Sfiye you there*...**

Hilda Machado for talcing first runnerup in the
Miss Merced County 1978. Elizabeth Knapp of
Merced was crowned the new county queen during
ceremonies in Merced last Saturday.. Joseph John
Mallpy for earning an academic agEievemeTi

simply fascinating
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hari h'"8 "ul 3 1'"!''then sIeep for awhile on a cot I
had brought to the lab before getting up at 5 a m to
start work again. I just couldn't get away from the
microscope." Then he met Norma Holland, who
of ih fCume Mrs- Donald Pace> and that got him out
of the laboratory—on occasion.
"To see the living substance of a cell and how it
h?

9M11

so you can ba aure of being surprised *

CancetCongress in
yon Cancer

UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC Stockton, California Founded 1851

—R.D.

"I love a microscope," he says with a smile of
appreciation for his life-long work in scientific
H,erecal's-humorously, that he was so
rifvnZZ,
l™'"1 °h's work in his early years that he was
becoming somewhat of a recluse. . .1 would stav ud

hut h

Pace is puzzled that so many young people
continue to smoke today when the evidence linking
smoking to cancer is so strong. "I think many people
are cutting back though—I quit for 20 years—and
you see more places with no smoking signs as a
constant reminder to people of the dangers."
The 70-year-old Pace holds an honorary degree
from Susquehanna University in Pennsylvania—his
alma mater—for the worldwide recognition of his
research on cancer cells. He also holds M.S. and
Ph.D. degrees from Duke University.
Air pollution is a problem he has seen become an
increasmg menace to society in the past several years
When I first came to Pacific in 1967 you could see '
Mt. Diablo quite clearly on most days, but now it is
the exception more than the rule—and it is due to
pollution. It is a problem all over the country, despite
the work to reduce pollution in many of our cities."
He voiced no magic cure on what to do about the
situation, but he does feel strongly that something
B
needs to be done.
In discussing scientific advances, he feels finding a
cure for polio was the greatest achievement in his
liretime. But, he added that another significant
accomplishment in the 1930's was the development
sulfur drugs for use in such streptococcal diseases
as blood poisoning. "At that time blood poisoning
was very dangerous and quite often fatal, but
now even though we don't use sulfur drugs much
anymore—this illpess isn't much of a problem."*
Pace feels scientific research, like so many other
things today, has become quite specialized.
Scientific research has been good for humanity
because it leads to so many ways of prevention and
cure. The amount of money available, however has
been in peaks and valleys in terms of government
support. When Lyndon B. Johnson was president
for example, there was a lot of interest in clinical
researcn-at the expense of basic research-but that
has leveled off a lot in recent years," he concluded.

•aatacijaaitoy. a W4 graduate of Los uann. wgt.
.School. js enrolled in tjie doctor of
program a£ the University of. Pacific and'is
jui.enliy interning atUlfnic In

ha°nft£ t t0 SOmeo?e who is not a scientist.
. 86•me away from a microscope if

something interesting is going on under the lens "

He said it is certainly easier to perform research

Hke CleCtrtT Ce" counters that can
total To
total
10 OMcelk
000 cells or more in about
15 seconds "We

nnual awards convocation March 16

t0 COunt tissue cells under a microscope
K
W3
Hmp »the recalls.
.i WC C0Unted blood cells> one at a
time,
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Pharmacy Graduate Students At UOP Receive Scholarships

MARCH 1978
EDITOR: Rick Henson

•STOCKTON - Four graduate students at the University of the Pacific School of
Pharmacy have received scholarships of $1,500 each from the Achievement Rewards for
College Scientists Foundation (ARCS) of Northern California.
John A. Ryme of Palm Springs, Albert T. Gazzar of Egvpt, John R. Martin of
g

ark, and Joseph A. Woelfel of Stockton were honored recently at the sixth

Annual ARCS Scholarship awards Luncheon in San Francisco.
Byrne is working in the physiology-pharmacology field, Gazzar is involved in
clinical pharmacy, Martin is studying neuro-pharmacology and Woelfel is involved
in the field of pharmaceutics.
The ARCS Foundation is a national non-profit organization of women volunteers
devoted to support future scientists. It is dedicated to the cause of promoting
advancement of science and technology by providing scholarship finds for top college

SUMMER VACATION CANCELLED:
Now that I have your attention, I would like to remind you
of upcoming elections for SAPhA officers. The following officer
positions will be open for election:
OFFICE

LENGTH OF TERM

TERM TO RUN THRU

President
2 semesters
Fall '78
Vice-President
2 semesters
Summer f78
*There is one semester remaining in the
current term
Secretary
1 semester
Summer f 78
Treasurer
2 semesters
Fall'78
CPhA Rep.
3 semesters
Winter '79
Historian
1 78
1 semester
Summer
ASUOP Senator
1
3 semesters
Winter 79
ASUOP Senator
3 semesters
Winter 179
Social Chairperson
1 semester
Summer f 78
2nd Year Class Rep
1 semester
Summer 1 78
1st Year Class Rep
1 semester
Summer 1 78

science students.

mm

entlrp3^6 t0( yUv! '°r t*lese offices, you must be on campus for the
<Wlth. the exception of CPhA Rep and ASUOP Senators when
a
a substitute may be used), if you are lnterested in running fofen
ce or just want more information, stop by the SAPhA office
or contact your Class Representative. Petitions to enter the election
must oe returned by 12:00noon on Friday, March 31, 1978
ELECTIONS WILL BE HELD: WEDNESDAY, APRIL 5, 1978 FROM 9am to 4pm.
IN THIS ISSUE: RESULTS FROM SCHOOL OF PHARMACY ANNUAL AUARDR
AWARDS
CONVOCATION AND HONORS BANQUET.

0
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Easter Eggs Phar-Mrs. Project
by Joan Ulrich
Lif«- Stylo Editor

If Peter Rabbit needs some lastminute help in finishing up his
candy eggs for baskets this year, he
can find some "old pros" in Stock
ton.
Members of Phar-Mrs., an organ
ization made up of wives of Univ
ersity of the Pacific pharmacy stu
dents, recently finished making
1,000 of the Easter treats as a mon
ey-raising project for their scholar
ship fund.
The undertaking was a repeat—on
a much larger scale—of a first-time
endeavor last year that had the am
bitious members up to their knuc
kles in nougat. Sandy Fox first sug
gested making the eggs after
observing the success of a similar
endeavor at a Citrus Heights
church. The pharmacy group made
300 eggs last year and vowed they
'would never do it again" —until
they realized how successful it was
and how much they were able to
add to their scholarship coffers.

So this year they steeled them
selves again to facing the pounds of
powdered sugar, piles of peanut
butter and boxes of butter that are
among the ingredients going into
the eggs and set their sights at
making 1,000 of the tasty confec
tions.
Selling the eggs was a snap.
Members took advance orders
through sign-up sheets at their
places of employment and on cam
pus and soon had them all spoken
for.
Then the real work began.
Work groups of three and four
members met for three days before
D Day (dipping and decorating
day) to prepare the fondant and
peanut butter fillings, with one crew
working from 9 a.m. to 11 p.m. one
day and members mixing and shap
ing the eggs for four to five hours
each of the other days.
The shaped fillings, which were
put on postal scales so that each
egg would weigh about the same,
had to be refrigerated to insure

Sacramento, CA
(Sacramento Co.)
Bee

(Cir. D. 170,030)
(Cir. Sun. 199,723)
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Business Notes

7

Earnihgs, Assets Are Up
At Capitol Commerce Bank
The Capitol Bank of Com
merce, Sacramento, reported
earnings of $303,000 for 1977
compared to $92,000 earned in
Assets as of Dec. 31 were $40.8
million, up from $24.4 million a
year earlier, while deposits rose

80 percent to $36 million.

Joins Publisher
Jay Hoffer, formerly a vice
president with Hercules
Broadcasting Co., has joined
Sacramento Magazine-Lifestyle
Publishing Co. as marketing
6
director.
Hoffer was associated with
radio station KRAK for 18 years.
He is the author of several books
on broadcasting and is an ad
junct professor of marketing at
Golden Gate University's
Sacramento campus and lec
turer in broadcasting at
California State University
Sacramento.

Gifts Foundation
Crocker Bank announced it
has formed a nonprofit cor
poration to administer its
contributions to community
organizations.
Thomas F. Wilcox, the bank's
chairman and chief executive
officer, said the new Crocker
National Bank Foundation will
enrich and and enlarge" the
girts program which involves
more than $620,000 annually.

Aerojet VP
Bill Durham was recently
appointed vice presidentoperations for Aerojet Solid
Propulsion Co.'s Tactical
Systems Division, it was an
nounced by William Necoechea
general manager.
Durham joined Aerojet in 1963
and before this assignment was

Palm Springs, Calif.
Desert Sun
(Cir. D. 10,176)
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director of materiel at Aerojet
Liquid Rocket Co. Both Aerojet
units are headquartered here.

Chico Office
Ara G. Dourgarian, owner of
the Manpower temporary help
firm franchises in Sacramento
and Fairfield, has opened an
office in Chico. Marjorie Teel, a
former legal secretary and
teacher, is the Chico office
manager.

Mall Exhibit
Handcraited scale-models of
ships which helped shape
America s history are being
displayed today through Friday
at Sunrise Mall. Naval artifacts
and tools also are part of the

tervm.

their freshness, and Mrs. Fox re
marks with a chuckle that she
couldn't put anything else in her
home refrigerator for four days!
Then 16 members gathered in the
basement of Phi Delta Chi, a phar
macy fraternity house at Pacific,
and worked from 9 a.m. until 6 p.m.
on a Saturday to put on the choco
late coating and flowery decora
tions that would finish up the eggs.
When the final flower was dotted
on the last 4-ounce egg, the weary
workers concurred in a general
feeling that "We never want to see
an Easter egg again!"
"Some of us are glad we're grad
uating!" Mrs. Fox exclaims.
The Easter treats were put in
paper liners and refrigerated until
delivery, with satisfied customers
attesting to their professional ap
pearance and taste.
Ingredients for such a project
reach massive proportions. For in
stance, the group used 106 pounds of
powdered sugar, 23 large bags of
Hershey kisses, and 67 12-ounce
bags of Nestle's chocolate chips.
Most of the ingredients were do
nated, an appreciated contribution
that will permit the Phar-Mrs. to
add an estimated $500, the largest
total it has raised on any project, to
the scholarship fund.
In addition to swelling the schol
arship coffers, the local Phar-Mrs.
group hopes to glean another bene
fit from the Easter egg projecthonors in a competition for unusual
fund-raising projects at the annual
meeting of the American Pharma
ceutical Association.
For those who would like to try .
making Easter eggs—on a smaller
scale than 1,000 at a time—PharMrs. members happily share the
following recipes. Mrs. Fox cau
tions, however, that the ingredients
should be used as called for with no
substitutions; margarine will not
work instead of butter, for instance.
FONDANT EASTER EGGS
(Yields 20 4-ounce eggs)
1 can Eagle Brand sweetened con
densed milk
2 cubes butter
2 lb. powdered sugar
3*6 oz. angel flake coconut
2 cups chopped nuts
1 tsp. vanilla
l/ tsp. salt
8
Mix together all ingredients and
refrigerate. Shape into eggs, using
ice cream scooper to measure size.
Refigerate. Dip eggs in chocolate
mixture (see below) and put on wax
paper until hardened. Decorate.
CHOCOLATE MIXTURE: Melt in
double boiler 12 oz. Nestle's choco
late chips and
bar paraffin.

Y Jim Gillis of Por-

Airline's Gain
United Airlines' passenger
boardings in Sacramento last
month totaled 22,195 for an
increase of 1.7 percent over the
January 1977 figure of 21,830
according to Robert A. Swecfa,'
United's Sacramento manager.

Other Notes
James Collins has been named
assistant vice president and
agricultural loan officer in the
Bank of Alex Brown's Walnut
Grove branch. Collins
previously was with the Orange
County Production Credit
Association and the In
termediate Credit Bank of
Berkeley.

SCIENTISTS SCHOLARSHIP - Ivan W. Rowland
(left), dean of the School of Pharmacy at the
University ofthe Pacific, presents a scholarship
award of
to John A. Byrne of Palm
Springs,
who
is
marjoring
in
physiolo
gy-pharmacology at the university. The scholar
ship was given by the Achievement Rewards for
College Scientists Foundation.

Candace Fong recently joined
tne hospital pharmacy division
of Kaufman Pharmacies Inc.
Sacramento. She is a graduate
gf the University ^ the PaS
School ^ffflarirtflpv

Record Photo

V\

'March of Fashion',
Show Tuesday

TURL0CK JOURNAL, March 21, 1978

Spring fashions will be paraded throuah tho ,,n

Pharmacists
Attend Meet

Several Turlock pharamcists
were among those attending a
recent meeting of the Central
Valley Pharmaceutical As
sociation in Sacramento.
Over 600 pharmacists at
tended the Legislative Day
which was sponsored by the
California Pharmaceutical As
sociation.
Addressing the group was
Assemblyman Art Torres
(D-L.A.i, chairman of the As
sembly Ways & Means sub
committee on Health & Wel
fare. This subcommittee is the
one that reviews the Medi-Cal
budget.

lock Dharn^IL^JwprpEamSUTthREB^nSeKer!l Lur" Verne "Duck" Allen' Marv McClellan, UOP pharameetina in Sacramento 009 ti 6|
,W ° £ .8 macy 8,udent ,rom Hllmar, Assemblyman Carmen
meeting m Sacramento recently. Left to right: La Perino, Ernie Yotsuya, Derald Dunn and Lloyd
Souza.

SANDY FOX (left) AND BEVERLY TICKENOFF ADD TRAY
TO TABLE FILLED WITH EGGS

PEANUT BUTTER EGGS
(Makes 15 pppr!
1 cube butter
1 lb. powdered sugar
2 cups crunchy peanut butter
2v2 cups Rice Krispies
1 tsp. vanilla
Mix together. Shape into eggs.
Refrigerate. Dip in chocolate mix
ture, chill and decorate.
CHOCOLATE MIXTURE: Melt in
double boiler 1 8-oz. Hershey bar or
8 oz. Hershey kisses, 1 6-oz. pack
age semisweet chocolate chips, and
bar paraffin.

Of particular interest to the
pharmacists this year is the
senate bill SB-1045 which deals
with safeguarding the public
from medications recently re
moved from
prescription
status.
Attending from Turlock were
LaVerne "Duck" Allen. Mary
McClellan. Ernie Yotsuya, De
rald Dunn and Lloyd 3ouza.
Yotsuya is a director of the
Central Valley Pharmaceutical
Association.

ROBERT HUNNELL
Stockton (Calif.) Record
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Lodi Pharmacist Is Honored
Lodi pharmacist Robert Hunnell has been awarded the Bowl o
e!a
presented annually by the California Pharmacists As
sociation to the pharmacist who best exemplifies concern for his pa
nents and for involvement in community affairs.
HunneH, a former Lodi mayor, is a partner in Hunnell's Profes
sionai Pharmacy. He was association president for the 1976-77 term,
is a past president of the San Joaquin Pharmaceutical Society and is
a director of the Farmers & Merchants Bank.
cZ?

setsjs1? R"""t
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0p« 900, Stockton 96201 or call the City Oeak at 466-2662 between 10 a.m end 2 p.m. daily

The University of the Pacific School of Pharmacy is approved by the American Council
on Pharmaceutical Education as a provider of continuing pharmaceutical education.
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Program Agenda
-

9 : 00

REGISTRATION

9:00 -

9: 15

INTRODUCTION & PERSPECTIVE OF PROGRAM

9 : 1 5 -

10:00

CIMETIDINE HCL

10:00 -

10:45

LORAZEPAM (ATIVAN)

10:45 -

11:10

SNACK

11:10 -

1 1 : 55

DISOPYRAMIDE PHOSPHATE

11:55 -

12: 30

THE

12:30 -

12: 35

STRETCH BREAK

12:35 -

1:10

8:00

R.SUPERNAW,

PHARM.D.

R.JACOBS,

PHARM.D.

(TAGAMET)

A . G O S T A N I A N , P H A R M . D . , M. S .

& COFFEE BREAK
(NORPACE)

TREATMENT OF THE POST-CVA PATIENT

M.SPENCER,

PHARM.D.

R.SUPERNAW,

PHARM.D.

THE USE OF VASODILATORS I N
THE PATIENT WITH CHRONIC BRAIN SYNDROME

1 : 1 0 -

1 : 30

P.CATANIA,

PH.D.

EVALUATION

SUNDAY,

A P R I L

U N I V E R S I T Y
SCHOOL

OF

OF

9,

T H E

W&rcH of fashions

1 9 7 8
P A C I F I C

PHARMACY
TUITION:

Franklin High School's class of 1958
plans a class reunion dinner-dance next Oc
tober, according to Virginia Grunberg
Marion, 4208 Newton Road, reservations
chairman.
She said plans include a tour of new facil
ities at the high school. The school had 267
graduates 20 years ago. . . . Work created
by Delta College needle arts students under
the instruction of Vivian Purcell will be
displayed May 7 from 1 prm. until 5 p.m. in
Danner Hall at the college. . . . Jtfchard
giambruno^ owner of five local drug stores
including Alpine Drugs and Sievers Drugs,
has his name listed in "Who's Who in the
West." He is president of the Central Valley
Community Counseling Center. ... Eight local
students have been included in dean's list for
the winter quarter at the University of Cali
fornia at Santa Barbara. They are Stephen
Black, Donald Denton, Lindy Dunlap,
Marcia Elliott, Nelson Mark, Christine
Schmitt, all of Stockton, and Mark Wil
liams of Sonora. ... June Bamer of Lodi
recently has been assigned to the Soil Con
servation Servie in the Lockeford Plant Ma
terials Center. Her work involves testing
plants to find suitable ones for soil and wa
ter conservation
Miss Chinatown
U.S.A. was a guest this week at the annual
Lee Family Association dinner in Stock
ton's Chinatown: She is Stephanie Lee, a
member of the family's San Francisco
branch. The title-holder, a University of Cali
fornia at Berkeley graduate, received a
plaque from the Stockton association presi
dent, Stanley Lee, in a brief ceremony
punctuating the customary speeches at the
banquet, which attracted 500 men and
women.
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SAN JOAQUIN COUNTY PHARMACY AUXILIARY & PHAR-MRS.

3rd Annual March of Fashions
natP- Tuesday. March 28. 1978
Time: 7:30 p.m.
Place: Georgetown Manor - March Lane at Pacific Avenue

i *k
:
: *
! 5

—

PHONE ....

ADDRESS

NAME

I

•

>~ Clothiegs: John Falls, Moradian's. Renate s

«

DONATION - $3.00
Proceeds to further Pharmacy Scnolarah.ps^
Tickets Courtesy - ORGAN APOTHECARY

)
MAIN CAMPUS: STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA 95211

.

NEWS BUREAU DIRECTOR: RICHARD DOTY

.

TELEPHONE (209) 946-2311

WHAT

A

BARGAIN

*BEAUTIFUL FASHIONS FROM JOHN FALLS/ MORADIAN'.S/
AND RENATE S WILL BE MODELED
MANY GREAT DOOR PRIZES WILL BE GIVEN
PROCEEDS BENEFIT SCHOLARSHIP GIVEN ANNUALLY
TO A SCHOOL OF PHAFttlACY STUDENT

April 13, 1978 — W

UOP Pharmacy Student Is. Honored'-,

THE PHARMACY AUXILIARY WILL PROVIDE HORS D'OEUVRES, PHAR-MRS, WILL PROVIDE DESSERT
(A FREE COOKBOOK OF THEIR RECIPES WILL BE GIVEN OUT.)

STOCKTON —John R. Martin, a University of thee Pacific student, has been

named recipient of the Robert Wood Johnson ;«emorial Fellowship- from the American
Foundation For Riarmaceutical Education.
Martin, who is from Canoga Park, is a graduate student attthe UOP School

YOU CAN PURCHASE YOUR TICKET FROM TERRY TUTUPALLI
WHY NOT BUY TWO,

(EXT.

2528)

AND BRING A FRIEND?

of Pharmacy. The award for the 1978-79 academic year is for $4,200 for tuition
for his work in graduate studies at the pharmacy school.

mm#

*Your friendly neighboorhood ticket seller will be one of the fnodelsM x
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Livermore, CA
(Alameda Co.)
Tri-Valley Herald
(Cir. D. 11,170)
Manteca, Ca.
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At Long's Drugs

San Joaquin Co.
Bulletin
(Cir. 3xW. 6,232)

Tony Lee now behind
pharmacy counter
LIVERMORE — You may have noticed a
new face at Longs Drug store in Livermore.
The new employee, Tony Lee, is one of the
University of the Pacific's graduate pharma
cy student.
Lee, 29, a graduate of the University of
California at Berkeley's Biology department,
started UOP's three-year graduate program
in 1976. Lee said he chose UOP's school of
Pharmacy because it is the largest program
in the nation and the only graduate school
with a special internship for pharmacy stu
dents.
Working a 40 hour week at Longs under the

FEB 171878

Unique intern program
is largest in the world

direction of Carl Britto, an adjunct professor
at UOP, Lee hopes to land a permanent job
with Longs when he finishes school in the
near future.
Lee said the Livermore Longs Drug store
is especially efficient because it is the only
pharmacy in the area with the innovative
Apothe-Tech system which computerizes
each patients' record.
Originally from San Francisco, Lee said
he likes the atmosphere in Livermore, and
hopes that he and his wife will settle in a
town like Livermore. His wife is also in the
pharmacy school at UOP.

Leslie Clark and John Ng, University
of the Pacific School of Pharmacy
students, have been studying the
community
pharmacy
business
firsthand this semester through a
unique internship program that is the
largest in the world.
Clark is working full time at San
Joaquin County Hospital in French
Camp under the direction of Gordon
King and Alan Young, adjunct
professors at UOP. Ng is working fulltime at Rancho Pharmacy in Manteca
under the direction of Bob Belluomini
and Jim
Tsunekawa,
adjunct
professors at UOP.
A total of 58 future pharmacists at
Pacific are spending this semester in
the practical application of classroom
learning at pharmacies throughout
California, and Hawaii.
During the four-month period they
learn different aspects of pharmacy
under the close supervision of a
professional pharmacist, who serves as

the adjunct professor and off-campus
school faculty member. Included in the
duties are prescription practice,
learning the operational procedures of
a pharmacy, and working with
physicians and the public. The students
receive both remuneration and units
toward graduation while engaged in
this cooperative work period. They
have a manual to follow in performing
assignments in specific areas of
pharmacy. In many cases this project
has involved assistance in programs
pertaining to drug abuse, diabetes,
clinics, veneral disease and local public
health problems.
According to pharmacy school
officials at UOP, the number of
students involved in the program at
Pacific (some 200 annually) makes it
the largest anywhere, and the specified
duties and organization of the program
make it unique in pharmacy education
throughout the world.

Holtville, Calif.
Tribune
(Cir. W 1,135)
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Yuba City, CA
(Sutter Co.)
Morning Herald
(Cir. D. 5,393)
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Lee,

.

left, with

;

pharmacist Carl Britto

•

Hay Young, a pharmacy
intem at Sutter County
General Hospital in Yuba
Gity, is planning a poison
prevention
information

Modesto, CA
Bee
(Cir. 5xW. 51,568)
(Cir. Sun. 56,617)
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Blue satin ribbon ties it up
By Elizabeth Leedom
Bee staff writer

She answers the door in a neat
slacksuit, a blue satin award ribbon
pinned to one shoulder. The gold
printing on it says, "PTA Honored
Me."
When the photographer comes to
take her picture, you find yourself
asking her to take the ribbon off —
then searching for a reason that will
make some sense to either one of you.
"The story's not just because of the
PTA... " you begin. But of course it is.
If Connie Niemeyer hadn't been hon
ored — for the second time in her long
PTA service — with the group's annu
al award ... this time by the Modesto
PTA Council, of course you wouldn't
be here. The photographer wouldn't
be taking her picture...
"...It's because of who you are,"
you finish lamely. A blue satin ribbon
somehow sells her short, cannot begin
to say it all. But then neither can —
nor will — Connie Niemeyer.
What does?
In Connie Niemeyer's has-everything Wycliffe house — every room
opening onto the indoor swimming
pool with its beamed ceiling, glass
walls and tropical greenery — a
bright new Osterizer food processor
has been sitting unopened in its carton
for more than a month on the service
porch.

She has been too busy to mess with
it.
That says it a little, perhaps.
Busy with what?
Among other things —
Helping her husband Jack, who
heads Niemeyer Farms, they started
that thriving egg business virtually
from nothing a few years after they
were married almost 26 years ago.
She has been bookkeeper ever since.
Among other things —
Over the years, she also has been
busy with a lot of activities which
have kept her from from being the
world's fanciest housekeeper — al
though homemaking is what she loves
best.
There have been three children, all
kinds of offices in PTA — ranging
from room mother to Eighth District
treasurer. There have been Little
League, Girl Scouts, Boy Scouts,
Future Farmers of America, the
Beyer High School swim team — and
always she has been the light at the
end of the tunnel for new PTA unit
treasurers who are having trouble
telling one end of a balance sheet
from another.
When the Modesto council handed
her its Continuing Service Award

(that's Honorary Service Award the
second time around) there was this
special note: "She has been a tremen
dous help to units who have had to
struggle through reconstruction of
lost or neglected financial record
keeping."
"A surprising amount of women say
they can't even balance a check
book," says Connie Niemeyer mildly.
(And one who can — anyone who can
— is surely worth her weight in gold,
hardly just a blue satin ribbon...)
That word busy for Connie Niemey
er also includes flying all over the
country to business meetings with her
pilot husband, a member of the Flying
Farmers.
They are parents of two teen-age
sons and a 20-year-old daughter, a
major at thein—
Universityn of
pharmacy mal
the Pacific — who vowed she woul<
never, no never, be a bookkeeper like
her mother.
Why?
Connie Niemeyer laughs, shrugs:
"They see you working night and day
... " Busy. And proud of it. Winner of a
blue satin ribbon. And proud of it.
Really. A little hard to explain t6
her just why you want her to take it
off.

William (Bill) Carrico, 34,
has been a local businessman
since January 1976. A Valley
native, Bill was born and rais
ed in El Centro, attending El
Centro schools and graduating
from CUHS in 1962. Two
years later he earned his A.S.
degree from Imperial Valley
College, before attending the
University of Pacific at
Stockton, for four years,
graduating with his B. of S.
degree in Pharmacy. He work
ed for Thrifty Drug in El Cen
tro for a short time before he
was drafted and spent two
years in the military at Ford
Ord,

Lodi, Ca.
News-Sentinel
(Cir. 6xW. 11,534)

UOP workshop
on poisonous
indoor plants

IL_;;

Poison prevention
display set today

PHARMACY INTERN AT LONGS
Intern Tony

Pharmacist Tries For Council Seat

Steve LaMar

JOHN NG interns at Rancho Pharmacy

A workshop on poisonous
plants in and around the home
AS scheduled Thursday at the
University of the Pacific
School of Pharmacy.
As part of National Poison
Prevention
Week,
the
program will be sponsored by
the pharmacognosy
and
medicinal chemistry unit at
the pharmacy school, the Rho
Chi fraternity at the pharmacy
school and the Stockton
Unified School District Early
Childhood Education Advisory
Subcommittee.
A session from 9:30 to 11
a.m. will be for parents of
students in the early childhood
program at SUSD, and a
session from 1 to 3 p.m. will be
for the university community.
Each workshop will em
phasize the different types of
poisonings caused by such
plants as African Violets,
Diffenbachia
and
many
others.
^

display from 11 a.m. to 4
p.m. today at the Peach
Tree Mall.
The project aims to
provide information on
how to prevnt accidental
poisoning. Free pamphlets
and easy-to-read
brochures will be offered.
This project coincides
with National Poison
Prevention Month. It is
sponsored
by
the
pharmacy profession in
association
with
the
University of (fip Pacific,
School
of
Pharmacy
Preceptor-Intern
Program, Young said.
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Events

V

NEW SHAKESPEARE COMPANY: SiT""*
performances open with "A Midsun^^
Night's Dream," Sunday, I p.m., mea
East of Conservatory of Flowers
Kennedy Dr., Golden Gate Park.
—ONCE UPON A MATTRESS: Presit
Players' production of the musical bas<-—
on "The Princess and the Pea," Sunday^#
p.m., Presidio Playhouse, Moraga an
Montgomery.
d
—
CREATIVE COOKING WORKSHOP: Che
Carl Levinson in a seminar, Sunday, 6 p.m.,
'!t
S.F. Jewish Community Center, 3200
California.
School of Pharmacy and S.F. High Blood
Pressure Coordination Council tests blood
pressures free of charge, , Sunday, noon
Serramonte Center, Daly City.

mm"*

-
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Following his military service Bill went back into the
Thrifty chain, at their Vista,
California store. He remained
there for four years before
purchasing Parker's Phar
macy two years ago. Bill is
married to the former Peggy
Crittendon, who works with
him in his business. They have
[our children; Pam, 12,
r nf

Robbie- 7. and
Carricos live at
.
958 Maple, in Holtville.

OCH L

Mr. Carrico expresses his
reasons for running for Coun

WILLIAM (BILL) CARRICO
cil with the following state
ment: "Recognizing the fact
that Holtville's size and loca
tion makes it unique in that we
could almost have town
meetings where our citizens
can personally vote on each
issue at hand, but also
recognizing the fact that this is
impossible, I am running for
the position of City Coun
cilman.
4'I

expect no favors and will
show no favoritism to the
citizens of Holtville, but, if

3 JQ70

rnarmaceutical
Auxiliary
•>/
Meets at SLO Breakers
/

/

SAN LUIS OBISPO Last week, at a tour of the
University of California
School
of
Pharmacy
arranged by the San
Francisco Pharmacy
Auxiliary, Mrs.
Jens
(Sonia) Wagner, State
Auxiliary president, of
Arroyo Grande, and Mrs.
C. D. (Carol) Martin of
San Luis Obispo, State
secretary, were honored
by Dean Jere Goyen at a
luncheon on campus.
Early in March the state
officers will be making
official visits to the
Southern
California
Pharmacy Auxiliary and
will have an opportunity to

Beverly Hills, Calif
Beverly Hills Courier

(Cir.W.29,600)

Los Angeles, CA
(Los Angeles Co.)
Beverly Hills Post
(Cir. W. 11,000)

MAR 3 0 1978
Among the approximately 30
University of the Pacific phar
macy students receiving awards
for outstanding academic and
professional achievement was
DAVID ALAN SOMERS, wheb
was a recipient of an award fro^
the American Foundation
Pharmaceutical Education.
Connie Niemeyer, another PTA award.

"Being a businessman, I
recognize that the cost of liv
ing is going up and I will make
every effort to hold taxes
down, even though County,
State and Federal governments
sometimes mandate tax in
creases.

Arroyo Grande, CA
(San Luis Obispo Co.)
Five Cities Times
Press Recorder
(Cir. 2xW. 6,211)

San Francisco, CA
(San Francisco Co.)
Examiner
(Cir. D. 150,698)

—

elected, I will expect the
citizens to inform me of their
opinion on various issues
brought before the City Coun
cil.

APR 7
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David Alan Somers of
Beverly Hills was ofceW
two University of tne
Pacific students recently
honored by the American
f oundation for Phar
maceutical Education.
Approximately 30
University of the Pacific
pharmacy students
received other awards for (
outstanding academic!
and professional achieve
ment at a recent awards
convocation and ban
quet.

tour the University of
Southern California School
of Pharmacy.
Mrs. Richard (Virginia)
Miller of Pismo Beach
reported scholarship
grants acknowledged by
the University of the
Pacific deposited in the
names
of
pharmacy
students Cathy Dudley of
Lompoc and Ken Lund-,
gren of Santa Maria,
each in the amount of
$400.00
ACT chairman Mrs.
Robert (Joan) Gaugish of
Grover City, requested
Heart Fund cannisters
distributed by members
throughout the county be
collected and returned to
her at the next meeting.
Auxiliary
members
voted a donation of $40 to
sponsor two entrants in the
Junior Olympics to be held
in San Luis Obispo in May.
After lunch, Mrs. Louis
(Dorothy) Witsch of Los
Osos, program chairman,
introduced Mrs. Mary
Ellen Burge, who talked

about the revival of in
terest in the art of hand
loom weaving. Through
application of her training
and experience, she was
able to display beautiful
yardage and garments of
her own creation. Using
color, design, and texture;
and sometimes durable
yarn of her own spinning;
the garment created by
her became invested with
many hours of loving care
and an heirloom to be used
and cherished and passed
along to another genera
tion as continuity of an
enduring art. Mrs. Burge
will schedule classes at
her H-M Yarn Shop in the
village mall, Los Osos, for
those interested in learn
ing about weaving.
The March 15 meeting
will be a potluck luncheon
at the home of Mrs. Homer
(Frances)
Brown
of
Serrano Heights in San
Luis Obispo. Members are
welcome to bring wives of
pharmacists new in the
area.

"The crime rate is a topic all
citizens should be concerned
with. Not only does it cost us
personally but also through ci
ty expenditures. I hope to
secure HPD's assistance in
lowering vandalism and
burglary, by encouraging
residents to report suspiciouslooking activities.
"Ask yourself this question:
Why are there so many empty
buildings in downtown
Holtville, bare lots, junked-up
residential lots and other
eyesores in our community? Is
Holtville viable? Do you want
organized growth in our City?
"I hope, if I'm elected, to
serve Holtville's citizens in
helping direct Holtville's
future."

m -. v"
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May 8, 1978 — 542
Awards Presented At UOP Pharmacy Commencement

May l, 1978 — 531
UOP Pharmacy School Corrmencement Scheduled Sunday

STOCKTON — Three awards were presented Sunday (May 7) for outstanding service
at the University of the Pacific School of Pharmacy commencement proceedings.

STOCKTON — The 20th commencement is scheduled Sunday (May 7) at the University
of the Pacific School of Pharmacy with approximately 200 degrees to be awarded.

Dr. Ivan W. Rowland, dean of the school, presented:
— The Distinguished Alumnus Award to Norman H. Kobayashi of Palo Alto.

The 10 a.m. event is set for the lawn area between Knoles Hall and Burns Tower.

Kobayashi, who received a B.S. degree from Pacific in 1970 and M.S. decree in 1974,

Dr. Ivan W. Rowland, pharmacy school dean, and Dr. Stanley E. McCaffrey, UOP

works at Syntex Inc. as a processing section supervisor of pharmaceutical produc

president, will each present brief remarks to the graduates. Bachelor of Science

tions. He was honored for his contributions to the profession and continued interest

in Pharmacy degrees will be awarded to about 50 students, while Doctor of Pharmacy

in activities at the UOP pharmacy school.

degrees will go to some 150 students. McCaffrey will confer the degrees.
The program will include a student valedictory address titled "Patient Account

— The Precepter of the Year Award to Gordon E. Peterson, owner and manager of
Morrison Drugs in Orange. Peterson was honored in recognition of "exceptional and

ability - A Growing Challenge for Pharmacy" by James R. Lane Jr. of Sacramento.

effective teaching in a superior learning environment where high ethical standards,

Senior class president Rolin L. Wade of Patterson will also speak, and Rowland will

professional skills, leadership qualities and a friendly spirit prevail."

present three special honors, The Community Pharmacy Preceptor of the Year Award,
The Hospital Pharmacy Preceptor of the Year Award and The Distinguished Alumnus Aware!
Pharmacy commencement proceedings are held at this time of the year because

— The Hospital Pharmacy Preceptor Program Award to Mt. Diablo Hospital in
Concord where the pharmacists are Ronald F. Cortopassi, Vincent J. Poerio and Mary
Lynn Van Fleet. The award is in recognition of "the excellent team efforts of these

of an 11-month academic year at the school. Classes are in session during the

personnel in an outstanding health care facility and in commendation to the pharma

traditional June commencement time.

cists who provide the superior learning environment."

mu

Approximately 200 students received their degrees at the pharmacy graduation
ceremonies, which are held at this time of the year because the school operates on
an 11-month academic calendar.

mm
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PACIFIC DAY 1978
On Pacific Day, Saturday April 29, SAPhA's Professional Affairs
Committee (Joe Viviano, Tony Jewett and Rob Menet) presented a
School of Pharmacy booth which offered information regarding the
School of Pharmacy as well as Hypertension Screening. The screening
was tremendously successful with close to 200 patients (including
President McCaffrey!) having their blood pressures checked.
Preceptor-Intern Coordinator Jeff Jellin, Campus Pharmacy
director Diane LaRue, and local Pharmacist John Prioli were on hand
to interpret to the patient the readings taken by student volunteers
Pacific Day activities like these afford an excellent
opportunity for pharmacy students to get involved with the public
as both a health professional and as an information source for the
School of Pharmacy.
The Professional Affairs committee would like to thank Jeff
Jellin, Diane LaRue, John Prioli and each student who helped make
this a very successful venture. Let's make this a tradition!
Students Involved at Site:
Joe Viviano
Tony Jewett
John Miano
Rob Gehres
Charles Norconk

Paul Leonard
Toni Piazza
Mike Dokey
Mark Haddad
Jan Uleis

P A C I F I C

P H A R M A C Y
M A Y

A S S O C I A T E

N E W S L E T T E R

U P D A T E

ROWLEY HONORED
The Pacific Associates Award was presented to Rred C. Rowley at the
U.O.P. Luncheon, held during the C.Ph.A. Annual Meeting in Palm
Springs. In presenting the award, Dean Ivan W. Rowland made the
following conments:
The Special Pacific Associates' Award is not given each year. It is
given only when special recognition is mandated for a special individual.
It has been given but one time prior to today.
The recipient of this award is one of the few native californians.
He was born in Crockett, California. I won't give the exact date.
He attended school in Berkeley, California; and rose to the position of
Vice President of sales with Stayner Labs of that city. Through his
(and his colleague's ) efforts, for many years Stayner supported the
Pharmacy Program at Pacific. They gave each graduating senior, a new
P.D.R.
"Ens gentleman is now Regional Vice President of Vita Fresh, headquartered
in Garden Grove, California. With his new company, he has remained in
close contact with Pacific, and has been a Director of the Associates for
many years.
He is a good friend of U.O.P. President Stan McCaffrey, as both are
active Berkeley Rotarians. This man has served his comnunity through
Rotary and through his participation on the Berkeley Recreation Corrmission.
Along with this wife, this humanitarian has opened his heart and his home
to some 25 Foster children over the years.
As if his efforts in raising these children-in-need were not enough, this
man selects a charity or cause to support each year and dips generously
into his pocketbook for that project each and every month of that year.
It is time that the Pacific Associates recognize "one of their own"

IN THIS ISSUE: Information concerning the HUBERT H. HUMPHREY/
AMERICAN DRUGGIST AWARD to be presented to pharmacy students
for providing services to the underprivileged.

A
A
A
A

civic minded leader
great American Humanist
strong supporter of Pharmacy
loyal supporter of Pacific

Award^0^ °*

^
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Runoff slated for Tuesday
by Mulinda McMullen
Keiji Doizaki and Vincent Orange are
once again in a runoff election for ASUOP
president. Lori Kennedy defeated Mike
Thornburg in a landslide victory. Matt Brill
was running unopposed for financial vice
president; however, Proposition 4 passed
thus eliminating the office of financial vice
president.
The run-off election for the office of
ASUOP president will be held on Tuesday,
May 9. The location of the polls will be the
same as they were in last week's election:
Raymond-Callison and Covell students vote
in the Quad area, Pharmacy students in front
of the Pharmacy building, and all.other stu
dents may vote in the University Center Patio
area.

Eric Shaw placed third for the
presidential office with 232 votes. Mike
Burgos placed last with 17 votes.
Steve Chan won a position on the
Pacifican Publications Board with 651 votes.
Chan was running unopposed. However,
since there were two positions open on the
board a second member was chosen as a
result of the write-in votes.

Newport Beach, Calif.
Newporter - Mesa News

THE UNIVERSITY OF TIIE EMUIITC

Doizaki edges Orange
four votes... again

This was the third ASUOP election held
this year. The first two were invalidated. In
the first runoff (the second election), Doizaki
beat Orange by four votes. The four vote
margin was repeated in this week's election
when Doizaki topped Orange 342 to 338.

1 9 7 8

Pro'dgntiul runoff candidate.
Randy Bass, Steve Cecil, Don Marcetti
and Melinda McMullen each tied as write-in
candidates with three votes apiece. Cecil,
Marcetti and McMullen did not choose to vie
for the position in the runoff election.
Therefore, Bass will serve in the second seat.
All of the amendments passed.
In this election, the ASUOP Senate
attempted to avoid any election code viola
tions. For the first time in ASUOP's history,
they paid somebody to run the election. Don
Marcetti was salaried $175 to act as election

Vincent Orange, runoff candidate.
coordinator. Current ASUOP president
Randy Breschini served as chairman of the
ASUOP Senate Elections Committee. All
candidate's nights were eliminated and
replaced with an 'Open Forum' which was
held last Friday in the University Center
Patio and attended by about 25 people.
In addition, the Voter's Handbook was
printed in the Pacifican, thus saving ASUOP
about $150 in printing fees. All candidate's
deadlines were witnessed by members of
ASUOP and affidavits were signed, saying

Lori Kennedy, V P by a landslide.
that no violations had occurred up until that
time.
The violation which invalidated the last
runoff election was that the runoff was held
on a Monday.The election code by-laws state
that an election cannot be held on a Monday
or a Friday.
This fourth election (runoff) will be held
on a Tuesday.
ASUOP spent over $1,000 to hold the
second set of elections.

Pacific
Review
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Free Screening for
Hypertension Offered

Faculty Promotions Announced

Several promotions involving UOP faculty
members have been announced, effective
September 1, 1978.
Advancing from associate professor to
professor will be Rupert J. Groh and
Anthony Skrocki from McGeorge School
of Law, Dr. Bobby R. Hopkins and Dr.
Shirley M. Jennings at the School of
Education, Dr. Alice J. Matuszak at the
School of Pharmacy and Dr. Don E. Strub
and Dr. Lewis R. Eversole at the School of
Dentistry.
At College of Pacific there are several,
including Dr. Roger T. Barnett, Dr.
Kenneth L. Beauchamp, Dr. Robert W.
Blaney, Dr. Lee Christianson, Dr. Robert
S. Cox, Dr. Roland B. diFranco, Dr.
Richard P. Dodge, Dr. Lee C. Fennell,
Robert J. Mullen, Darrell C. Persels and
Dr. B. Jan Timmons.
Advancing from assistant professor to
associate professor will be Dr. Gary N.
Howells at Raymond-Callison College, Dr.
Larry G. Loos at the School of Dentistry,
David J. Maleski at McGeorge School of
Law, Dr. George L. Nemeth at the
Conservatory of Music, Dr. Ravindra C.
Vasavada at the School of Pharmacy, and
Dr. Michael J. Minch, Dr. Roger C. Katz,
'ck R. Jones, Dr. David T.
Dr. P
Hughes, Dr. William H. Ford, Dr. Robert
W. Dash, and Dr. Roy Childs at College of
Pacific.
Advancing from lecturer to assistant
professor will be Dr. Stephen M. Loy and
Dr. Dennis W. Hiramatsu at the School of
Dentistry, and Sandra L. Persels at College
of Pacific.
In Memoriam

B.F. Sowell, COP '17
John L. Ames, Jr., COP '24
J. Allen Lamer, COP '43
Michael Lucey, COP '44
George D. Lau, COP '60
John W. Bremner, School of Pharmacy '65
Vivian McProuty, School of Pharmcy '70
Steven Bruce Marra, School of Pharmacy '70
Susan Lee Brown, School of Pharmacy '71
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UOP Pharmacy School Honors Bay Area Resident
STOCKTON

Fred C. Rowley of Pleasant H.111, a pharmaceutical company executive.
CAciv- I Us

has been honored by the Pacific Associates at the University of the Pacific School

su^nw

of Pharmacy.
Rowley 3 a regional vice president of the Vita Fresh pharmaceutical firm, recent
ly received the Pacific Associates Award from Dr. Ivan W. Rowland, dean of the pharm

An

CITY OF STOCKTON WOMEN ' S SOFTBALL
LEAGUE
PHARMACY SCHOOL
"CHARLIE'S ANGELS"

acy school.

/7

4th row: Craig Lewandowski
3rd row (1 t o r ) : Charlie Williams,
Or• C. Roscoe, Julie Franceschi
Sue Millar, Leslie Clark
2nd row:Gael Loris, Lai Chui, Alyce
Fujimoto, Kathie Ikeda, Dora
Varela, Marcia Smith
Kneelin : Patti Kubo, Anne Pezzini,
Chin, Karen Petz, Mary Lou
Burch, Johanna Salamon

Rowley, who has aided the UOP school since its beginning in 1955, was honored
for his support of the profession, assistance given to UOP, civic contributions and
humanitarian concerns.
In presenting the engraved plaque, Rowland described Rowley as "a civic minded
leader, a great American humanist, a strong supporter of pharmacy and a loyal sup
porter of Pacific."
The Bay Area resident has been active in Rotary International, served with the
Berkeley Recreation Commission and been involved in the foster child program for
numerous years.
The Pacific Associates is an organization of professionals interested in phar
macy and support of the UOP School of Pharmacy.

V3/70
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SCHOOL OF PHARMACY COMMENCEMENT

The University of the Pacific School of Pharmacy is approved by the American Council
on Pharmaceutical Education as a provider of continuing pharmaceutical education.
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Agenda

REGISTRATION

9:00 - 9:15

INTRODUCTION & PERSPECTIVE OF PROGRAM

9 : 1 5 -10:00

THE ROLE OF DIETARY CHOLESTEROL IN DISEASE
COLESTIPOL HCL

11:00 - 1 1 : 2 5

SNACK & COFFEE BREAK

11:25 -12:15

ENCARE OVAL

12:15 -12:20

STRETCH BREAK

12:20 - 1:10

LOPERAMIDE HCL

1:10 - 1 : 3 0

(COLESTID)

& PROBUCOL
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Stockton (Calif.) Record

Three awards were presented
Sunday for outstanding service at
the University of the Pacific School
of Pharmacy commencement pro
ceedings.
Dr. Ivan W. Rowland, dean of the
school presented:
• The Distinguished Alumnus
Award to Norman H. Kobayashi of
Palo Alto. Kobayashi, who received
a bachelor of science degree from
UOP in 1970 and a masters degree
in 1974, works at Syntex Inc. as a
processing section supervisor of
pharmaceutical productions. He
was honored for his contributions to
the profession and continued inter
est in activities at the UOP phar
macy school.
.
.
n
r
•The Precepter of the Year
Award to Gordon E. Peterson,

R.SUPERNAW
R.WADE

(LORELCO). J.BYRNE

M.MILLS

(IMODIUM)

C.SMITH

EVALUATION

S U N D A Y

owner and manager of Morrison
Drugs in Orange. Peterson was hon
ored in recognition of 4'exceptional
and effective teaching in a superior
learning environment where high
ethical
standards,
professional
skills, leadership qualities and a
friendly spirit prevail."
• The Hospital Pharmacy Pre
ceptor Program Awad to Mt. Diablo
Hospital in Concord where the phar
macists are Ronald F. Cortopassi,
vincent J. Poerio an and Mary
Lynn Van FJeet. The award is in
recognition of "the excellent team
efforts of these personnel in an out
standing health care facility and in
commendation
to
pharmacists
r
w the
uxc pnarmacists
who provide the superior learning
environment."
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UOP
award given
to Palo Alton

LEON HAPPELL

Jadi Lynn
Pinkerton, daughter
iJLaa " wpwaaMM—•
w of
w i Lodi's
A # lmayor,
l l \ 4 y V S I f Vhas
I V I 3 IreC*
• '
ceivedi tne
me degree ot* doctor
of pharmacy, cum laude from
the University of the Pacific School of Pharmacy. She also
was selected for membership to Rho Chi, the pharmacy honor
society and Mortar Board, the senior honor society. ... Don
ald Duns, associate dean of the University of the Pacific,
was among the 12 lay persons chosen to serve on the Ad
ministrative Committee of the Chrishian Church (Disciples of
Christ). ... Senior Airman Lynn M. Davi, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Horace Davi of Modesto, is serving at George Air
Force Base as a passenger and household goods specialist.
.. Airman Charles W. Halford of Stockton has graduated
at Sheppard Air Force Base in Texas from the U.S. Air Force
technical training course for aircraft maintenance specialists.

Norman H. Kobayashi of Palo Alto was
presented the distinguished alumnus award
at recent commencement proceedings of
the University of the Pacific School of Phar
macy.
•—
Kobayashi received a B.S. degree from
Pacific in 1970 and an M.S. degree in 1974.
He works at Syntex, Inc. as a processing
section supervisor of phamaceutical prod
uctions. He was honored for his contribu
tions to the profession and continued
interest in activities at the UOP pharmacy
school.
About 200 students received their degrees
at the graduation, which is held in the
Spring because the school operates on an
11-month calendar.

r
19

Pioneering Pharmacist Dies at 85
Leon E. Happell, a prime mover
in the establishment of the School of
Pharmacy at the University of the
Pacific and a statewide leader in
the pharmaceutical profession, was
entombed Friday in San Joaquin
Mausebleum after private funeral
services.
Mr. Happell, 85, died Wednesday
in a local hospital after a long
illness.
A pharmacist since 1911, he oper
ated three Stockton drug stores,
selling the last one when he retired
in 1972. The stores still bear his
name.
In 1915, he was appointed county
chemist by the San Joaquin County
Board of Supervisors, a position he
held until his retirement. He also
was city chemist for many years.
Mr. Happell served two terms as
president of the California State

*

Carel'ia Lww, o graduate of Stagg High School, has re
ceived her diploma and school pin from the Merritt Hospital
School of Nursing. She will remain at Merritt as a staff
™rsf ?",™ hospital's respiratory care unit. ... Lorri A.
t *c u ,Lin^en High Scho°l has received the Freidberger
•Tnr"st, ^'a/ship, the Linden Alumni Scholarship and setectedjo
Who s Who Among Athletes in California High

(Stanislaus Co.)

COLLEGE AWARDS dinners
have honored another pair of local
students. Ron Wade, a pharmacy
student up at UOP, was awarded
the Rexall Mortar and Pestle at
recent ceremonies up in Stockton
while at Rexburg, Idaho, Brian
Marsh earned the outstanding
freshman farm crops award at
Ricks College. Wade is the son of
Shirley and Clarence Wade and
Marsh's parents are Mary and
Herb Marsh.

*

Dougherty is a native of
Bowling Green, Ky. He entered
the army in 1957. He comes to
Sharpe from Seoul, Korea,
where he was chief of the plans
and readiness branch at the
headquarters for the Eighth U.S.
Army.

"et

trey,' UOP ^es^dTntHwdfpr^emVri^m3^'

to
66-2652 Mtwwi 10 cm. and 2 p.m. dally.

Col. James E. Dougherty
became Sharpe Army Depot's
new commander in ceremonies
at the depot today. He succeeds
Col. James L. Hudson, who
has been commander at Sharpe
since April 1976. Hudson will
become deputy chief of staff for
logistics, Fifth U.S. Army, Fort
Sam Houston, Texas.

UOP Pharmacy School
Commencement Sunday
ADDRESS.

Stockton (Calif.) Record

Special Awards Presented
At Pharmacy Graduation

E D U C A T I O N

8:00 - 9:00

10:00 -11:00

14 Thur».,

H O U R S

27, 1978

Board of Pharmacy during his eight
years on the board from 1960 to
1%8. In October, 1966, he was "appell moved to Stockton from
named Pharmacist of the Month by ban Francisco with his family in
the Northern California Pharma fire
r
gre8t earth(Juake and
ceutical Association for his "out
He was a widely sought after
standing contributions to the profes
speaker and known for his wittv
sion and his community."
stories.
The first president of the Univers
Survivors include his wife, Elsieity of the Pacific Pharmacy Asso
ciates (1957-58) he was instrumental a daughter, Claire Hirvela of fii
in having the first State Board of Toro, Calif.;. a sister, Mildred
Schmitt of Woodside, Calif., and
onoT? fxarminatidn g^en at the four grandchildrerf.
UOP School of Pharmacy.
A World War I veteran, Mr. Hap
pell was state commander of the
i American Legion in 1942-43 and
TRACY — A junior frisbee con
served on the Legion's national for
test for youth aged 15 and under
eign relations commission. He was
will be held at 6:30 p.m. Wednes
a life member of the Karl Ross
American Legion Post and of the day, July 19, in Lincoln Park.
Judging will be 6n distance, curve
Elks Club.
throws and accuracy. Frisbees will
Born in Rochester, N.Y. Mr.
furnished for the contest.

Frisbee Contest

University Bulletin
Published Weekly by the Office of Public Relations, University of the Pacific
Copy Deadline:

Tuesday Noon

Volume 21, Number 28
April 7, 1978
£5—n.March 13-17,
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Department of Cheml.tty

Th.y

the Division of Chemical Education.

10

B Actlon:

Sulfonamides" to

Education Advisory SuLom^itterin^reSLtin^rjrogr^on5^!01 DJStrlct Early Childhood
on March 9. John Brown, professor of pharmaLgnosy and Jeln m°^ Pr™tlon f°r parents
of medicinal chemistry, presented slide talks on noCnn —usza-L» associate professor
Authentic specimens of poisonous plants were disnLvAT* P*ants in and around the home,
of Rho Chi, the Pharmacy Honor Society, assisted in settf 3 aboJ;atory exhibit. Members
y' asslsted in setting up the displavs and in serving
as tour guides.
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UOP Preceptor-Intern Program
By Ralph Saroyan, R.Ph.
Director of Student Guidance
School of Pharmacy
University of the Pacific
Stockton, California

The University of the Pacific, School
of Pharmacy is embarking upon an inno
vative Preceptor-Intern program. In this
program, the student will be enrolled in
the University and, at the same time,
work as a full time intern in a pharmacy
at any location in California.
A TWO-PHASE APPROACH
TO INTERNSHIP
This program involves a two-phase
concurrent approach to the internship
experience. Phase I relates to a super
vised planned internship period accom
panied by Phase II which incorporates the
academic approach to the field exper
ience.
PRACTICAL PHASE
In regard to Phase I, we believe that
there is little question as to the random
approach to much of the present-day
internship experience. This exists in spite
of the efforts and desire of many con
cerned persons to improve the situation.
We believe that a supervised internship
program has much to offer as a mitigating
factor. It was on this basis that we
modified our curriculum.
The first internship experience is prob
ably the most important orientation
phase of the pharmacist's education. It is
at this time that he encounters his first
exposures to the real life situations of
patient involvement. It is our opinion
that this exposure should occur as early
as feasible in order to properly direct the
pharmacy student to a patient orienta
tion. Therefore, as soon as practical, fol
lowing completion of two semesters of
pharmacy education and residency, it is
planned to place the student in a phar
macy under the guidance of a preceptor
for a period of one semester.
The first group of students partici
pating in our new program will intern
from May through August 1971, the

second group from September through
December 1971. Eventually we hope to
have students available on a year around
rotating basis.
We believe that the theories and con
cepts of the didactic material in the
curriculum will assume a far greater rele
vance when preceded by this semester of
internship.
We have implied that the internship
experience is apt to be haphazard and
random. It is anticipated that much of
this lack of uniformity will be eliminated
by means of standardization so that a
degree of predictability can be achieved.
Standardization will be made possible by
providing the students with personalized
guidance and supervision, not only from
the preceptor but also from a staff
member of the educational institution, so
that the student's activities can be moni
tored.
During this period of one semester
supervision, the intern will be paid ac
cording to an acceptable scale, and may
be able to acquire approximately 600
hours of internship experience.
ACADEMIC PHASE
Phase II, (the academic phase) refers
to the concurrent independent study pro
jects which we believe should be an
integral part of, and complementary to,
the practical internship phase.
Although the student will not be
taking any of the usual academic courses
at the University while interning, he will
be required to successfully complete, on
his own time outside the pharmacy, a
series of academic projects which are
designed to complement his internship.
These assignments will include such
things as: in-depth studies of diseases'
states and patient profiles, health prob
lems in the community and other selected
assignments.
The academic phase will be under the
direct control of the University of the
Pacific, School of Pharmacy. Since the
intern will be registered as a student of
the University, the student will be under
the guidance and the direction of the
University. Upon successful completion
of the program, the student will receive
fifteen units of academic credit toward
graduation requirements.

We must innovate in order to meet
changing educational needs. It is our
belief that the internship experience will
be much more meaningful if academic
projects are designed so as to complement
the internship period.
THE PRECEPTOR
The important role of the preceptor in
the total education of the pharmacist
cannot be over-emphasized. By accepting
this role, the pharmacist fulfills his obli
gation to assure the perpetuation of the
profession.
The relationship between preceptor
and intern should be that of teacherstudent rather than employer-employee.
This relationship is well described in the
Pharmacy Preceptor's Guide as it states
that: "The preceptor may not think of
himself as a teacher, but this he most
certainly is . . . The preceptor as a teacher
has at least one strong advantage over the
college teacher: The intern cannot fail to
recognize continuously the relevancy to
his chosen profession of what his precep
tor teaches ... In the pharmacy ... he
realizes that he is being guided over the
bridge between the study of pharmacy in
college and the practice of pharmacy in
the community.
"A satisfactory relationship between
teacher and student must include mutual
respect and courtesy. The preceptor must
recognize that the intern's greatest fault is
his inexperience. He is asking his pre
ceptor to correct this fault. The preceptor
must also recognize that the college does
not include extensive practical training in
its curriculum. The internship is intended
to fill this gap in the preparation of the
Pharmacist . . . The preceptor is the in
tern s principal source of significant in
formation on the practice of pharmacy."
We solicit the active participation of
California pharmacists to serve as pre
ceptors. Any pharmacist licensed in Cali
fornia who is interested in becoming a
part of our program as a preceptor is
asked to contact Ralph Saroyan, 751
Brookside Road, Stockton 95207, for
further details regarding the program. ©
{Reprinted from the
California Pharmacist,
March, 1971)

by
Gregory P. Matzen, R.Ph

™'bthis 9°al as the consideration, the University of the Pacific
School of Pharmacy sponsored California's first continuinq edu
cation symposium designed specifically for preceptors Based
upon input obtained during various preceptor meetings through
out California it was decided that the theme for the first preceptor
semmar would revolve around the topic of "Effective CommunicaOn May 6th, thirty-e ght of the pharmacists who are associated
StnrkJnn .n'VertIty 0f

PaC'f'C PreceP'°r-ln'ern Program

met in
Program directed towards meeting
m°™ °f'he,r needs as preceptors. Three presentations were
Sem'"ar Wlth each speaker lending a unique expertnfh
t|e;« to the area of communications.
The program was opened by Mrs. Diane Springer, a service
representative from the Bell Telephone Company who dis
cussed the Effective Utilization of the Telephone. This presenta
tion revolved around demonstrations of the most effective means
of utilizing the telephone as a "second door" to the pharmacy. It is
interesting to note that the preceptors requested that this type of
presentation be given to all interns prior to their internship semespartlcipate in 3

M'°'' Clinical Associate Professor of
Medicin«erqtLH;
Sch°01- and Sector, Livingston
Communitv Health q
How 2™1: Services, followed with a discussion entitled
stressed fhafa ^orces Medicine to Communicate. Dr. Johnson
effective mm S0' greatest challenge lies in establishing
W"h the pa,ient'the community, and the
student A
ing to Dr JoL'aan ,aspect°fetfectlve communication, accordwfs pointed om .hkt tK' 'S that one must be a 9°°d lia'aner." It

patients6 an^tcTthe

Or.

d"a

w^SS«KSSSS

Coordinator tor Preoeplor-.nlern Program, University of the Pacific School of Pharmacy.

make a conscious effort to communicate, to the student, those
aspects of the pharmacy practice which may have become au
tomatic procedures to the experienced pharmacist, but which
may go unnoticed by the novice.

macy student, in the new
project which involves the
future pharmacist spending
an entire semester in the
practical application of class
room learning.
During the four-month pe
riod, Yoshitomi will learn
various aspects of pharma
cy under the close supervi
sion of Van Sickle.
Included in the duties are
prescription practice, learn
JULY
ing the operational proce
Subscriptions Due
dures of a pharmacy and
All subscriptions expir working with doctors and
ing in July are now due the public.
and payable. Please check
Each student must also
the upper left hand corner
develop
a community proj
of page 1. Beside your name
is the month your paper is ect outside the pharmacy
due. If it is July, will and in many caises this has
you please clip the section involved assistance in pro
with this information out of grams pertaining to drug
the paper and mail it with abuse, venereal disease and
your check to the P. J. local public health problems.
University of the Pacific
Thank you.
is located in Stockton.
Norval Van Sickle, owner
of McCracken's Rexall (Phar
macy in Paramount, is par
ticipating in the new pre
ceptor-intern program at the
University of the Pacific
School of Pharmacy. Van
Sickle is supervising Ron
ald Yoshitomi, UOP phar-

Notice

Glenn Bernasconi, a University of the Pacific school of
pharmacy student, is working under the supervision of George
snimel at Paul's Rexall Drug in Ceres as part of a new pre
ceptor-intern program at the UOP school.
The project involves the future pharmacist spendingan entire
semester m the practical application of classroom learning.
During the four-month period he learns different aspects
of pharmacy under the close supervision of a professional
pharmacist. Included in the duties are prescription practice,
earning the operational procedures of a pharmacy, and work
ing with doctors and the public.
Each student also must develop a community project outside
the pharmacy, and in many cases this has involved assistance
m programs pertaining to drug abuse, venereal disease
and local public health problems.

n0InS!fhDd presentation was made by Max Lemberger, Assistant
Dean of Professional Studies, College of Pharmacy, University of
™ada' ln bls Presentation, entitled Mirrored Communication
9er emphasized the role of the preceptor as a
tpprhi;6 n
nrfr^H ; W3S p0lnted out that whi|e the preceptor is not ex
pected to present formal lectures, the preceptor should channel

^Pittsblfg fypesa^abel'SSS^'
d on
fabear
career
1
®P

Drug Store Owner
Fights Drug Abuse
By JOANNE DAVIDSON
(P-D Staff Writer)
When Chet Bolton worked as
a drug store delivery boy for
his uncle in Berkeley many
yg^rs ago, he probably never
imagined that in 20 or so years
he not only would be a phar
macist himself and owner of his
own store but a fighter against
drug abuse among the young as
well.
"It was probably my uncle
who influenced me the most to
become a pharmacist," the
owner of Bolton's Prescriptions
in West Pittsburg said. "I was
his first delivery boy."
Bolton, a native of Canada,
came to California as a
aS5
and
settled
nt1
in
Oakland.
After graduating from the
former University High School
on Grove Street there, he at
tended the school of pharmacy
at University of California
Medical Center in San Fran

situaetfnnLthTtber9fr described "mirrored communications" as the
situation that evolves when the preceptor communicates with a

t.r

!?nnnnth nj0ys 3 feeling of accePtanca- This supposition is based
upon the erroneous assumption that the placement of the intern in
that pharmacy implies that acceptance automatically exists
Dean Lemberger further stated that a successful orientation
involves building a foundation based on two principles. The first of
these principles concerned the preceptor's understanding of the
motivational needs of the intern. These needs are recognized as
^irTf. i,®90 security' social acceptance, social recognition, and
self-fulfillment of cognitive needs.
ind?JiHnaI"t°htiVati0nal ueeds are reco9nized and related to the
establish^ ?
!d bS encoura9ed to help the preceptor
S«
?? goals—goals in which success is possible
tionsesston'ha™ h6n thef'wo Principles, related to the orientaa fouf sten annm rf? establlshed, Dean Lemberger suggested
aPProach towards planning the instructional experience
1. Identifying education objectives.
2' iha?mfacv9 nHlihati0nal experiences available within the
a
3 Planrtinn co
"T'™9 °ther P^'macy resources,
bam
sequences of learning experiences at a suitable
learning pace for the student.
&u'wdw
4- Evaluation of goal attainment.

cisco, receiving his degree in pharmacist, Bolton has seen
1934.
the West Pittsburg area double
Prior to his college days, in population, survived pickets
Bolton said he held "various" in front of his store protesting
odd jobs, including the assist the non-unionization of phar
ant managership of a theatre. macists, and edged out com
In 1942, after working for a petitors who "set up fancy
time in Martinez, the phar stores
with
elaborate
macist came to Pittsburg to decorations."
work for Regal Pharmacy.
He resides in the West Pitts
Shortly thereafter, he became burg area with the belief that
manager of Anderson Drugs in "if a community is good enough
Tracy where he remained to support you, you should live
seven years before deciding to in it."
go into business for himself.
Pharmacy, he said, "is
He purchased the old Bella becoming more and more
Vista Drug Store in December, complicated today" in that
1950, and remains there today. "some of the drugs are
His wife, Liila, assists him in becoming so potent they can
running the store, performing harm a person's life if not used
such tasks as bookkeeping and properly."
selling cosmetics. The couple
Bolton added that pharmacy
has two children — one of them schools are now sending their
is a laboratory technician at students into communities to
John Muir Hospital and the discuss drugs and their effects
other a graduate student at San with young people.
Jose State College.
"I guess they feel that since
During his years as a loo 1 they are in the drug business,
they have to tell others about
what can happen when drugs
are abused." he aid.
Pharmacists, Bolton added,
do not believe legislation can
cure the drug problem.
"We feel we have to educate
the young before anything can
be done," he said, adding that
he was a member of the Am
brose Park drug committee —
a group dedicated to combat
abuse in the West Pittsburg
area.
"Right now the group is
trying to teach young married
couples with children to
recognize drugs and symptoms
of abuse," he said. "Later we
plan to tour Black Diamond
House in Pittsburg and have
•speakers
such as Paul
Namkung and Dr. John
Copeland."
This summer Bolton em
ployed a pharmacy "intern"
* M
from the University of the
Pacific, Cris Oyoung. Oyoung
will return to school in Sep
tember and will be replaced for
one semester by another UOP
student, Gina Gustaveson.
> I
The youths have completed a
major portion of their phar
macy training and by "in
terning" are learning the
profession "first-hand." They
receive college credit and pay
for their work

frnmltHiffaChtSpeaker aPProachin9 ^e topic of communications
from different points of view, it served to emphasize and to reim
ne
f0r the Pharmac'st-preceptor to analyze real
InHw
+ * .
and/or potential communication problems with the communitv
he patient and the interns. The calibre of the presentatb^ and
the interest evoked, were attested to by the question and answer
period that followed each presentation.

thi ct^HmrTl3ry,J3aClfiC S intPrnsh'P Program is an important part

of
3nC the preceP'°r-'eacher is the stimulus
that mfkP^thfUCa
lehirt! 3 k pr°9ram a success. The symposium offered a
veh cle whereby preceptors were provided the opportunity to
explore the topic of communications in some depth The preceptors were provided with some basic knowledge and skills which
b e S
physical

?rder ,0 enhance ,he re'a«°nships which must
between the preceptor and the intern, patient, and

k
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CY
Bolton's Pharmacy, West Pittsbu
!(
been chosen by the
c!nitVeDSity of Pac'f>c Pharmacy Ssf'h
Sl°cl«on anLhZ
state Board of Pharmerv™^
Pharmacy ™one nf,Ch001
^° at Stockton
and the
various cities of the staf#» tn Jits? • thirty_e,ght drug stores in
training program that consists o?a'Pateh8 Pha™acy Intern
(approximately four months) -nfe *'* hundred h°ursemeste?
dispensing and genera™™ ™Lcourse includes prescription

Mis^Gina0^!^1^©1^^ ''chi^'ha'b''^^^""'^'^'1^^ Boltorfand

°W"er °f B°lt0n'S PrescriPtio"s in
Prescription as he describes events in

(P-D photo)

patlents- Most important is the philosophy that both
nmrlnt
preceptor and intern should share in the experiences in order that
a proper perspective be maintained.

com™6 T9®rather than with the intern- To° often 'his type of
sCmntinnf h\CreateS 3 9ap in that the PrecaP'°' makes aswhTtS \ n TV n°'b® Valid' and the intern does not ka°w
3 consecluence. mirrored communications
teads to nnnor
most an rT* misunderstandings and problems. In alCaUS® ^ ^ traCed t0 the laCk °f 3 Well
nlann H
f'
planned orientation session between the preceptor and intern
resulting in mirrored communications."
Unfortunately, the preceptor often takes it for granted that the

a

wofking as a delivery boyforhis unde's dmeT intere.sted in the Profession while
8 Store and 18 now helPing fight drug
abuse among the young

hfnkfnn
rlnt0| th,0se exPeriences which expand the intern's
thinking, particularly as it relates to a humanistic approach in

10
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Intern Pharmacist at McCracken's
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CONTINUING EDUCATION AND THE PRECEPTOR
The utilization of practicing pharmacists as teacherpractitioners or preceptors in educating potential members of our
profession is neither unique, nor a new aspect to pharmaceutical
education. One need only look to history to recognize that the first
members of the pharmacy profession obtained their entire phar
maceutical expertise by means of an apprentice program Today
internship remains a significant aspect of the student's educa
tional process. Consequently, any activity that is undertaken in
order to improve this teaching environment and teachinq process
becomes extremely important.
The University of the Pacific has adopted the concept that an
early internship experience should be part of the formal educa
tional process and should offer the student an opportunity to see
hear and "feel" pharmacy in practice. Since this experience can
occur as early as the third semester in the professional cur
riculum, one can realize the importance of the preceptor as a
member of the University of the Pacific School of Pharmacy
off-campus faculty. As the student turns to the preceptor for
guidance, the knowledge and skills which are possessed by the
preceptor determine the parameters of the student-preceptor 1:1
relationship. With this situation as a major consideration, it be
comes paramount that action be taken to provide some proce
dure that will augment and advance those elements which will
enhance the educational process. The concept then becomes
basic in that as the knowledge and skills of the preceptors are
raised the educational parameters are widened, and both the
preceptors and the interns reap the benefits which accrue to the
preceptor-intern relationship.

STUDENT DRUGGIST: Ronald Yoshitomi, University of
the Pacific pharmacy student; is working for Norval Van
Sickle at McCracken's Rexall Pharmacy in Paramount as
part of the school's new preceptor-intern program. Ronald
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Roy Yoshitomi and the family
resides ait 5600 Sunlight Place in Los Angeles.

'ROGRAM ai bo"°n'S
S°"'s,

^ginning her semester
graded ^"lokon (thTperce f°'t0n'S The
are
units of credit by the college Reliif u and wil1 be 8iven 15
has also given valuable assistance dun^"".^'' St6Ve Stimac.
lives with his family in Isleton anH
®
Program. Chris
mate Nyla Hannum in £„ 1°'^ sta>"ng with classSSTJTSS or 'off?
to'come'1in°and
studies and grade requirements Vf. ^c^e™

lL OOK .j NI G BACK
T. 16, 1971
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Bellflower, Calif.
Paramount Hollydale
Call Enterprise

He is working full-time at
Encino Hospital Pharmacy

(Cir. 2xW)

charmacolop-v^Wa'S°n

courses
own^ vI pfnnTi^^ fm?®r
of operating a drug store""

Dennis Kwan, a Universi practical application of
ty of the Pacificjichool of classroom learning at'phar
Pharmacy student^ is study macies throughout Califor
ing the community phar nia and Hawaii.
macy business firsthand this
During the four-month
summer through a unique period they learn different
internship program that is aspects of pharmacy under
the largest in the world.
the close supervision of a
He is working full-time at professional pharmacist,
NicCracken Pharmacy in who serves as the adjunct
Paramount under the direc professor and school faculty
tion of pharmacist Norval member.
Van Sickle, an adjunct
Included in the duties are
professor at UOP.
prescription practice, lear
;1 A total of 64 future phar
ning the operational
macists at Pacific are spen procedures of a pharmacy,
ding this semester in the and working with doctors

iSJ learninS the

Practical application of college
at the Fair Oaks Pharmacy where
' supervisehis work a"d show him all phases

by workinS

& 51
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Antidrug GrOUP Opens Medfcal ClUC

'I1A n

rlt*»AAf i am
under lU
theA direction
of Ter
ranee Weiner, an adjunct
professor at UOP.

ii

A total of 64 future phar
macists at Pacific are spending this semester in
practical application at
pharmacies throughout
California and Hawaii.
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Pharmacy Student
Works' in Paramount

Record
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Student Learns Pharmacy Work
l\/I O PV T< 11 rVAVloinl*i
T
MarC
Rubenstein, an Uni
versity of the Pacific school
of pharmacy student, is
studying the hospital phar
macy business firsthand
this summer through a
unique internship program.

V

and the public.
The students receive both
remuneration and units
toward graduation while
engaged in this mandatory
work period. They also must
include a community project
outside the pharmacy. In
many cases this has involved
assistance in programs per
taining to drug abuse,
venereal disease and local
public health problems.
According to pharmacy
school officials at UOP, the
number of students involved
in the program at Pacific
(about 200 annually) makes
it the largest anywhere, and
the specified duties and
organization of the program
make it unique in pharmacy
education throughout the
world.
.

Friends, the antidrug abuse
organization, has opened a free
medical clinic in the former
armory at Harding Way and
Californa Street.
The street clinic, the first of
its kind in the county, is open
from 2 to 5 p.m. M o n d a y
through Friday and from 6:30
to 10 p.m. Monday, Tuesday,
Thursday and Friday.
Opened with the assistance
of San Joaquin County, the
clinic is directed by Peggy
Kruse, a registered nurse who
has worked at the HaightAshbury Clinic in San Fran
cisco and at similar clinics.
She is the wife of Quentin
Kruse, assistant director of
Friends.

sicians are recruited, the medi
cal services will expand.
Kruse said Stockton area res
idents can make appointments
to see the doctor Tuesday eve
nings by calling Friends.

CITIES SUCCESS

'HAVE ACCESS*
"Most kids have access to
medical help," Kruse empha
sizes, "but we want to see
those who need help but do not
want to go their with parents."
The clinic "does not want to
reinforce alienation" in fami
lies, he adds, but aims to bring
services and needs together.
"We intend to get people to
where they should be treated.
We will do all that other clinics
do — all the paper work and so
on — and on top of that we'll
try to be groovy."

Although Friends was estab
lished to deal with drug abu
sers, the brganization expects^
to serve others at its clinic —
particularly youth f e a r f u l
about seeking help elsewhere.

ADDS SERVICES
Kruse says the clinic will
add educational services as
these are needed, such as
classes in nutrition for "count
er-culture" youth who "spend
their money on ice cream and
cokes instead of on food."
The clinic makes use of the
dispensary area created by the
National Guard, previous ten
ant, and has been equipped by
the county with assistance
from various pharmaceutical
companies.

Dr. Louis Barber, superin
tendent of San Joaquin County
medical services, said "our
hope is that kids who will not
go to a normal clinic with their
problems will go to this one.1'
Other communities have had
success with such clinics, he
added.
A volunteer doctor will be on
duty every Tuesday night,
starting tonight. As more phy

THE PARAMOUNT JOURNAL
lhis Newspaper has more news about Paramount
than any other newspaper in the world.
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IN TRAINING - There's more to naming a drug store thau. meets the eye. That's the
point of a summer intern program launched by the University of Pacific in Stockton.
Local pharmacies are cooperating by hiring the students and working with them in all
phases of operating a pharmacy business. At Long and Fissori Pharmacy in Pismo
beach, owner Jerry Fissori checks a supply of medicine with intern Patrick Kurihara.

Woodland, Calif.
Democrat
(Cir. 6xW. 10,710)

Pharmacy Interns At Work
STOCKTON — Two students
from the University of the Paci
fic pharmacy school are doing
internships in three South
County Drug stores.
Patrick Kurihara of Orosi is
working part-time at two drug
stores. He is under the super
vision of Jerry Fissori at Long
and Fissori Pharmacy in Pismo
Beach and Eugene Bello at the
Grover City Pharmacy in Grover City.
Brent Watson, son of Mr. and
Mrs.
Forney
H. Watson of
Oceano, is under the supervi
sion of Chuck Brooner at the
Fair Oaks Pharmacy in Arroyo
Grande.

(Record photo)

During the four-month work
period, the student interns learn
different aspects of pharmacy
under the close supervision of
a professional pharmacist, who
serves as the preceptor. In
cluded in the duties willbeprescription practice, learning the
business management of a phar
macy and working with doctors
and the public.
Participation in the precep
tor-intern program is required
of all students at the UOP
School of Pharmacy, which is
operating in a new $404 million
complex that has been describ
ed as the finest pharmacy
education facility in the United
States.

Yuba City, Calif.
Independent-Herald
(Cir. 6xW. 5,997)
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BERT LUM, a
Schoo/ £f'; Pharmacy student, is
studying the hospital pharmacy
business this summer through a unique
internship. He is working full-time at
Sutter County Hospital in Yuba City
under direction of EVELYN FULLER^
an adjunct professor at UOP.
/
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DR. FRED KRUEGER CHECKS CHERI COOK
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A

Santa Cruz, Calif.
Sentinel
(Cir. 5xW. 20,886
Sun. 22,233)

Student trained
by ph/armacist

ws? m

/t OP Pharmacy
Intern Program
Two University of the Pacific
School of Pharmacy students
are getting some on - the - job
training with iocal firms as part
ot aninternship program.
Under the supervision of
1 akeshi Matano and Ken Siu at
bong's Drugs in Santa Cruz,
student Emilie Pappas is
working. Betty Corbett is
working under the supervision
of Ralph Mounts at Long's
Drugs in Capitola.
They learn the duties of an
actual pharmacist, preparing
prescriptions and working with
doctors and the public under the
super vision of a professional.

PATTI AKUNTL
Patti Akune is the new in
tern at MoCracken's Rexall
Pharmacy in Paramount.
She is a UOP pharmacy stu
dent at University of the
Pacific School off Pharmacy
in Stockton and will spend
the entire semester intern
ing at McCracken's under
the supervision of pharma
cist-owner Norv Van Sickle.
During her four months

San Jose, Calif.
Sun
(Cir. W. 15,092)

pi\/c rimer
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here Patti must develop a
community project outside
the pharmacy and will learn
prescription practice, learn
ing operational procedures
of a pharmacy and work
with doctors and the public.
Patti is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Akune
of Gardena and has a sis
ter, Susan, a sophomore at
Gardena High.

Wallace Louie, a University of the Pacific
school of pharmacy student, is studying ~the
community pharmacy business firsthand this
summer through a unique internship program
that is the largest in the world.
He is working full-time at Sirard's pharmacy
in Woodland under the direction of pharmacist
Barry Sirrard, an adjunct professor at UOP.
A total of 64 future pharmacists at Pacific are
spending this semester in the practical applica
tion of classroom learning at pharmacies
throughout California and Hawaii.
During the four-month period they learn dif
ferent aspects of pharmacy under the close sup
ervision of a professional pharmacist, who
serves as the adjunct professor and school facul
ty member. Included in the duties are prescrip
tion practice, learning the operational proce
dures of a pharmacy, and working with doctors
and the public. The students receive both renumeration and units torward graduation while
engaged in this mandatory, work period. They
also must include a commipiity project outside
the pharmacy. In many caq as this has involved
assistance in programs )ertaining to drug
abuse, venereal disease ai local public health
problems.
According to pharmacf school officials at
UOP, the number of studqits involved in the pro
gram at Pacific (some -210 annually) makes it
the largest anywhere, aid the specified duties
and organization of the pfogram make n unique j
in pharmacy education throughout the world. /

Arroyo Grande, Calif.

people in the news

PHARMACIST INTERN

University of the Pacific pharmacy stu
dent Nona Berry is studying the commun
ity pharmacy business first hand this sum
mer as an intern to pharmacist Irving
Sprugasci at Family pharmacy, 2061
Lincoln ave.
Berry is oneuf UOP's 64 future phar
macists interning in California and Hawaii
this summer. She is receiving both pay and
school credits.
Sprugasci is an adjunct professor at
UOP.

His internship here since April and will return to the
aet'ToM
continue his pharmacy studies. The youths
ge college credits while working here and the local
pharmacy ,s one of between 50 and 60 pharmacie
connect
" 5,0,6
connected program.

AUC5

197a

Students study locally
1

/

Two University of the
Pacific School of Pharmacy
students are working in
Roseville pharmacies as
part of a unique internship
program.
Nelson Soo Hoo is working
under the supervision of Art
Berliner and Art Whitney at
Kuhlman's Pharmacy, and
Dominick
Berttelli
is
working under the super
vision of Norman Ashcraft,
Robert Pokorny and Herb
Tanimoto at
Roseville
Community Hospital.
A total of 64 future
pharmacists at Pacific are
spending this semester in the
practical application of
classroom learning at phar
macies throughout Cali
fornia and Hawaii.
During the four-month
period they learn different
aspects of pharmacy under
the close supervision of a
professional pharmacist,
who serves as the adjunct
professor and school faculty

member. Included in the
duties are prescription
practice,
learning
the
operational procedures of a
pharmacy, and working with
doctors and the public. The
students
receive
both
renumeration and units
toward graduation while en
gaged in this mandatory
work period. They also must
include a community project
outside the pharmacy. In
many cases this has involved
assistance in programs per
taining to drug abuse,
venereal disease and local
public health problems.
According to pharmacy
school officials at UOP, the
number of students involved
in the program at Pacific
(some 200 annually) makes
it the largest anywhere, and
the specified duties and or
ganization of the program
make it unique in pharmacy,
education throughout
world.
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PHARMACY INTERNS — Vern Erno, left and Chuck
Brooner, right, are hosting their eighth intern, Rick Laine
(second from right) at Fair Oaks Pharmacy in Arroyo
Grande. Laine will work here until mid-December as part
of an approved college program at the University of
Pacific in Stockton, which also is his hometown. Roger
Crow (second from left) from Oxnard has been serving

Roseville, Calif.
Press-Tribune
(Cir. 5xW. 5,378)

P Q r t i c i P a '* ^ t h e UOP

John D. Heagerty, vice
president of CoaklyHeagerty,
advertising
agency, has been elect
ed president of the San
Jose Advertising club
for the year 1974-75.

Duarte, Calif.
Duartean Dispatch
(Cir. 2xW. 3,342)
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Student Is Studying
in Duarte Pharmacy
Jim Newman, a University of
the Pacific School of Pharmacy
student?"t5rstudying the com
munity pharmacy business
firsthand this summer in
Duarte through a unique
internship program that is the
largest in the world.
He is working full-time at
Kaufman's Pharmacy in
Duarte under the direction of
pharmacists Tom Montes and
Ron Miller, both adjunct
professors at UOP.

onn
f A A..L .
m
and
school faculty
member
Included in the duties are
prescription practice, learning
the operational procedures of a
pharmacy and working with
doctors and the public.
The students receive both
renumeration and units toward
graduation while engaged in
this mandatory work period.
They also must include a
community project outside the
pharmacy. In many cases this
has involved assistance in
A total of 64 future phar programs pertaining to drug
macists at Pacific are spending abuse, venereal disease and
this semester in the practical local public health problems
application of classroom learn
According to pharmacy
ing at pharmacies throughout school officials at UOP, the
California and Hawaii.
number of students involved in,
the program at pacific (some
During the four-month
J00 annually) makes it the
period, they learn different
largest anywhere, and the
aspects of pharmacy under the
specified duties and organiza
close supervision of a
tion of the program make it uni
professional pharmacist, who,
que in pharmacy education
serves as the adjunct professor
throughout the world.

Advance-Register
& Times
(Cir. 6xW. 6,388)
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Social and Personal J^ew*
Rosemary Thole, Editor

PHARMACISTS work side by side at Manteca Drug Store not only filling prescriptions but
as University of the Pacific Instructors. The drug store has been included in the UOP intern
program for its School of Pharmacy. Third from left is Larry Treber who is serving his 640
hours internship in Manteca. From left pharmacists Stanley Lee, Ed Larimer, Treber and Ted
Poulos. Treber recently received his masters degree from University of San Francisco.

Manteca Drug Begins
'Intern' Program
By KIM KOMENICH
Bulletin Staff Writer
Ever hear of an intern in a
drug store?
Sure enough, Manteca Drug
store has a fulltime intern
pharmacist in the person of
Larry Treber.
Larry is a pharmacy major
at the University of the
Pacific in Stockton and is in
the process of completing his
"internship in Practical
Experience" course at UOP.
The course comprises eight
16-week periods of which one
must be in the internship
program.

to USF almost convinced me
to change my major to
biology or marine biology."
On his hours off, Larry

enjoys water skiing and he
has been active on com
munity basketball teams.
Larry and his wife Claire
reside in Stockton.

Ceres, Calif.
Courier
(Cir. W. 1,348 - Free 2,913)
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During this time, Larry will
tour area convalescent
hospitals and other pharmacy
related areas. "In touring
these places," says Larry, "I
find that there is a lot more to
pharmacy
than
filling
prescriptions."
Larry is in his sixth week at
Manteca Drug, and according
to Ted Poulos, a partner in the
firm, he is a fulltime employe
and must put in 640 hours
before returning to the
classroom.
The (Jruggist will then confer
and return an evaluation to
UOP.
The young intern resided in
San Francisco before at
tending UOP.
Larry just received his
masters degree from the
University of San Francisco.
"I decided to become a
pharmacist when I was in
Junior College, but my going

Roseville, Calif.
World
(Cir. W 18,754)
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Students
study1
locally

Two University of the
Pacific ScheoLof Pharmacy
Roseville pharmacies as
part of a unique internship
program.
Nelson Soo Hoo is workinj
under the supervision of Art
Berliner and Art Whitney at
Kuhlman's Pharmacy, and
Dominick
Berttelli
is
working under the super
vision of Norman Ashcraft,
Robert Pokorny and Herb
Tanimoto at Roseville
Community Hospital.
A total of 64 futur**
pharmacists at Pacific are,
spending this semester in the
practical application i
classroom learning at phar
macies throughout Cali
fornia and Hawaii.

Chuck Brooner Adds
Intern Student to Staff
ARROYO GRANDE — the State Board of Pharmacy
Catherine Young of Morro and are allowed to perform
Bay is number ten in a series all aspects of pharmaceutical
of University of the Pacific services under the direct
Pharmacy Students interning supervision of a registered
at Fair Oaks Pharmacy.
pharmacist.
This unique
program
As Catherine Young is
* started over three years ago leaving the University for a
at UOP whereby pharmacy semester, Dennis Jackson of
students
leave
their
Kingsburg is returning to the
university classes for one
University' in Stockton to
semester in a "learn-by- complete his Pharmacy
doing" experience at selected
Education. During the 16pharmacies throughout the
week semester stay at Faiir
state. The intern pharmacists» Oaks Pharmacy, Dennis had.
are actually taking university
a varied work experience
credit for the entire semester including filling and com
and are supervised by
pounding prescriptions,
university counselors as well
counseling patients,
as a preceptor on a local
reviewing drug regimens of
basis.
local nosing home patients,
Chuck Brooner has been
and has had considerable
preceptor, since the inception
experience in ordering,
of the program and currently
receiving and pricing mer
holds the title of "Adjunct
chandise.
Professor of Pharmacy" at
Catherine is somewhat a
the University of the Pacific.
celebrity in that she is the
All interns are licensed by
UOP Student Representative
to the California Phar
maceutical Association, and
in this capacity will be at
tending
the
California
Pharmaceutical Associations
annual convention to be held
in San Francisco on Sunday
through Wednesday May 12 Chico, Calif.
15.

Jones checks prescription

Work with professionals
During the four-month per
iod they learn different as
pects of pharmacy under the
close supervision of a profes
sional pharmacist, who serves
as the adjunct professor and
school faculty member. Inclu
ded in the duties are prescrip

tion practice, learning the
operation of a pharmacy, and
working with doctors and the
public.
^
The students receive both
pay and units toward gradua
tion, but they also must
include a community project
outside the pharmacy. In
many cases this has involved
assistance in programs per
taining to drug abuse, vener
eal disease and local public
health problems.
Community project
Jones' community project
has alcoholism as its topic. He
has been attending meetings
of Alcoholics Anonymous and
plans to interview Stockton
police officers about public
drunkenness and drunk driv
ing. His research will culmi
nate in a written report and a
15-minute speech on the sub
ject.
According to pharmacy
school officials at UOP, the
number of students involved
in the program (some 200
annually) makes it the largest
anywhere, and the specified
duties and organization of the
program make it unique in
pharmacy education through
out the world.

left foreground, instructs Catherine
joined the staff of the Fair Oaks
left to continue his studies at the
Brooner and Mike Phillips,

TENTH IN SERIES

Enterprise-Record

Les Jones, a University of
the Pacific school of pharma
cy student, is studying the
community pharmacy busi
ness firsthand this summer
through an unusual internship
program said to be the largest
in the world.
He is working full-time at
Paul's Rexall Drug in Ceres
under the direction of pharma
cists George Shimel, Dan
Thiele and Jack Alvine, ad
junct professors at UOP.
Jones, 23, has been working
at the local drug store since
late April, and will return to
Stockton in September to
resume the academic portion
of the continuous three-year
work-study program.
A total of 64 future pharma
cists at Pacific are spending
this semester in the practical
application of classroom lear
ning at pharmacies through
out California and Hawaii.

Got a boat or a house trailer,
but no place to park it? Safe
Storage, a new idea in stor
age of goods for individuals,
has just begun construction on
So. Blackstone Street.
Safe Storage is owned by Tulareans Doyce Henderson and
Glen Sumruld. The facility
will be constructed just south
of 1115 So. Blackstone St.,
about two blocks south of
Bardsley Avenue.
Sumruld said the facility will
contain about 165 inside spaces
and also a large number of
outside spaces. The smallest
space will be four and a half
feet by eight feet, while the
largest space will be 12 feet by
22 feet.
As an extra protection from
fire, Sumruld said, the storage
units are being constructed of
cement blocks.
Each unit will have its own
key and a watchman will be
on duty 24 hours a day. Sum
ruld added that a watch dog
also would be on duty during
the night for extra protection.
The six-acre site will be sur
rounded by a cyclone fence,
Sumruld said.
Sumruld and Henderson be
lieve the smaller storage,
spaces will be ideal for busi
nesses to store certain files
and papers they are required
to keep for a certain length of
time.
Also antiques and other1
items could be stored in the
smaller spaces. The larger
spaces will hold cars, boats,
and even trailers, Sumruld
said.

i*

(Cir. 6xW. 20,803)

Local pharmacy trains
university intern

Shirley

LIONEL J. PIRES has been

THIS IS THE WAY. . . — Dennis Jackson,
Young, the new intern student that has
Pharmacy, replacing Dennis who has now
University of Stockton. Looking on are Chuck

mos

m

1JOP Pharmacy
SrutKTil Intern
At Chico Store
Scott Borges, a University of
the Pacific school ot pnarmacv
student, is studying the
community pharmacy business
firsthand this summer through
a unique internship program
that is the largest in the world.
He is working fulltime at
Longs Drug Store in Chico
under t h e direction of
pharmacist Ron Cavallo, an
adjunct professor at UOP.
A total of 64 future
pharmacists at Pacific are
spending the semester in the
practical application of
classroom learning at
pharmacies throughout
California and Hawaii.
During the four-month period
they learn different aspects of
pharmacy under the close
supervision of a professional
pharmacist, who serves as the
adjunct professor and school
faculty member.
According to pharmacy
school officials at UOP, the
number of students involved in
the program at Pacific (some
200 annually) makes it the
largest anywhere, and the
specified duties and
organization of the program
make it unique in pharmacy
education throughout the world^

Manteca, Calif.
Bulletin
(Cir. 3xW. 5,369)
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appointed loan officer at
Crocker Bank's Tulare office.
Pires, a native of Hanford,
joined Crocker Bank in 1968
and has served in operational
capacities with regional of*
fices. He was engaged in
farming prior to joining the
bank.
Pires is a graduate of the
College of the Sequoias.
He is a member of the1
American Institute of Banking
and the Tulare Breakfast Dons
Club.
v
THE UNIVERSITY of the

Paciiic_JS£hool of Pharmacy,
Stockton, has a unique intern
ship program which lets stu
dents apply classroom learn
ing on the job.
Working this semester in Tu
lare is student Linda Okada.
She is learning under the su
pervision of Owen "Boney"
Ringgenberg at Central Phar
macy.
During a four-month period,
the students learn different as
pects of pharmacy under the
close supervision of a profes
sional pharmacist, who serves
as the adjunct professor and
school faculty member.
Included in the duties are
prescription practice, learning
the operational procedures of
a pharmacy, and working with
doctors and the public. The
students receive both salary
and units toward graduation
while engaged in this manda
tory work period.
/

Porterville, Calif.
- Recorder
(Cir. 6xW. 10,162)
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/Students Get
Intern J<4hs
Two Univecsity_of Pacific
pharmacvstudents are
working inTulare County as
part of a unique internship
program.
Linda Okada is working
under supervision of Owen
Ringgenberg at Central
Pharmacy, Tulare, and
Rodney Valine is working
under Chester Tienken at
Tienken Drug, Lindsay.
A total of 64 future
pharmacists at Pacific are
spending this semester in
the practical application of
classroom learning at
pharmacies
throughout
California and Hawaii.
S
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UOP Interns Learn At Local Pharmacy
I *>/

Three University of the
Pacific School of Pharmacy
students are working in local
pharmacies as part of a
unique intership program
that is the largest in the
world.
In French Camp, Larry
Upjohn is working under the
supervision of Kenneth G.
MacDonald and Gordon King
at San Joaquin General
Hospital
Pharmacy.
In
Manteca, Larry Treber is
working under the super
vision of Ed Larimer, Stan
Lee, and Ted Poulos at
Manteca Drug Store and Ray
Oneto will work under the
supervision of Bob Belloumini
and Jim Tsunekawa at
Rancho Pharmacy.
Recently,
Tom
Stout
finished his intership at
Rancho and was replaced by
Larry Riffel of Stockton.
Riffel received his degree
. from UOP and is in the
process of completing 1900
hours of internship before he
is eligible for a pharmacy
license.
A total of 64 future phar
macists at Pacific are
spending this semester in the
practical application oi
Uaccroom ^ learning
ai
pharmacies throughout
California and Hawaii.
During the four-month
period they learn different
aspects of pharmacy under
the close supervision of a
professional pharmacist, who
serves as the adjunct
professor and school faculty
member. Included in the
duties are prescription
practice,
learning
the
operational procedures of a
pharmacy, and working with
doctors and the public.
The students receive both renumeration and units
toward graduation while
engaged in this mandatory
work period. They also must
include a community project
outside the pharmacy. In
many cases this has involved
assistance in programs
pertaining to drug abuse,
venereal disease and local
public health problems.
According to pharmacy
school officials at UOP, the
number of students involved
in the program at Pacific
(some 200 annually) makes it
the largest anywhere, and the
specified
duties
and
organization of the program
make it unique in pharmacy
education throughout the
world.

^m
QUITE A TEAM — Bob Belloumini teams up with his intern Larry Riffel to produce a quick
prescription at Rancho Pharmacy. Riffel was a student at University of the Pacific and last
week received his diploma. He was part of the "Internship in Practical Experience" program
at UOP and completed his 16 week "on the job" part of the program two years ago at
Rancho. Larry must now complete 1900 hours of internship before he is eligible for hU
pharmaceutical license.
/

i'
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Miller and Walker
Study at Pacific
School of Pharmacy
Patty Walker and Cindy
Miller, University of the
Pacific School of Pharmacy
students, are studying the
community pharmacy busi
ness firsthand this fall
through a unique internship
program.
Patty is working full-time
at Via Lido Drugs in
Newport Beach under the
direction of pharmacists
Dean Reavie and Gordon
Elwood, adjunct professors
at UOP. Cindy is working
full-time at Bayside Phar
macy in Newport Beach
under the direction of phar
macist David Wells, an
adjunct professor at UOP.
A total of 51 future phar
macists at Pacific are
spending this semester in the
practical application of
classroom
learning
at
pharmacies throughout Cali
fornia and Hawaii.

Marysville, California
Appeal-Democrat
(Cir. 6xW. 17,849)
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UOP Pharmacy
Student Here
Bert Lum, a University of the
Pacific School of Pharmacy
student, is studying the hospital
pharmacy business firsthand
this summer in Yuba City
through an internshit rogram.
He is working fullti.ue at Sut
ter County General Hospital
under the direction of Evelyn
Fuller, an adjunct professor at
UOP.
Included in his duties are
prescription practice, learning
the operational procedures of a
pharmacy and working with
doctors and the public. The
students receive both money
and units toward graduation
while engagecffin the mandatory
work period. fThey also must
include a cJnmunity project
outside the pmrmacy.

67
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Modesto Calif.
Journal & Valley
Citizen
(Cir. W. 6,500)
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4 Students Here
Work In Pharmacy
Inte^rfshlp Project
Four University of the
Pacific Scheoi of Pharmacy
students are working in Mo
desto pharmacies as part of a
unique internship program
that is the largest in the world.
Bradley Gilbertson is work
ing under the supervision of
George LaVaque at Longs
Drug Store, Arlene Uemoto is
working under the supervision
of Norman Van Walterop at
Scenic General Hospital Phar
macy, Phillip Ranzo is work
ing under the supervision of
Eugene Lobo at Doctor's
Hospital, and Lynn Jensen is
working under the supevision
of James Blomquist at City
Pharmacy, Modesto City Hos
pital.
A total of 64 future pharma
cists at Pacific are spending
this semester in the practical
application of classroom
learning at pharmacies in
California and Hawaii.
During the four-month per
iod they learn different as
pects of pharmacy under the
close supervision of a pro
fessional pharmacist, who
serves as the adjunct profes
sor and school faculty mem
ber. Included in the duties are
prescription practice, learn
ing the operational procedures
of a pharmacy, and working
with doctors and the public.
The students receive both
renumeration and units to
ward graduation while engag
ed in this mandatory work
period. They also must include
a community project outside
the pharmacy. In many cases
this has involved assistance in
programs pertaining to drug
abuse, venereal disease and
local public health programs.
According to pharmacy
school officials at UOP, the
number of students involved
in the program at Pacific
(some 200 annually) makes it
the largest anywhere, and the
specified duties and organiza
tion of the program makes it
unique in pharmacy education,
^throughout the world.

/
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Newcomers notes
fmy Carter com
pleted his army tour of duty he
and wife, Cheryl, moved to his
hometown to settle into civil
ian life. Jim told us their last
address was in Kileen, Tex.
He is with Allied Vans. Jennif
er and Clayton are their chil
dren. Gene and Mary Phillips
liked this area so moved in
from Durango, Colo. Flying is
his hobby while sewing rates
as one of hers. Gene is retired
from the Highway Patrol.
A transfer brought vice
president of W. W. Harper
Enterprises, Leonard Levine
from Beverly Hills with wife
Jessie. Len is a professional
organist and both enjoy civic
activities and traveling. A new
position with Occidental Pe
troleum brought attorney
Norm Sorrell from Houston.
He and Martha have two chil
dren, Virginia and Andree.
A new job as vice president
and general manager of
KERO TV found Paul Bluebaugh leaving Denver with his
wife Carol.

It was a home
coming for native son, Rich
ard Boss, when he and Linda
moved down from her home
town of San Francisco. Glenn
is their son.
Medford, Ore., is the past
address of Michael and Mari
lyn Williams although both are
originally from our communi
ty. He is a farm foreman. A
Goodyear transfer sent Grover
Cox III over the byways from
Taftwith his wife Pauline, and
Kelly and Steen their images
John and Ellen Cjlos relo
cated from Santa Rosa to con
tinue their work as a welder
and telephone operator respec
tively. Dina is their six-yearold. Swimming and skiing are
favored activities for Larry
and Pat Daniels returning to
her hometown from Modesto.
Larry is a bookkeeper. Conti
nental Telephone pilot Bob
Brown arrived from Santa
Monica to begin this job.
Donnie is his Mrs. and Robbie
is their pride and joy.
Gary and Darlene Krigbaum moved from Salem, Ore.

Gary is an insurance sales
man. Tommy and Scotty are
their children. Delano was ex
changed for a Bakersfield ad
dress by Eileen and James
Holman. Jim is with B & B
Printing. Kim is their young
ster.
Rochester, N.Y., is the re
cent address of Thomas and
Molly Falcone. A Mobil
Chemical transfer brought
them to Bakersfield. Tom is
the personnel manager. A son
in this area welcomed Mrs.
Marjorie Hatfield from Marshalltown, Iowa. Marjorie is a
retired teacher. Cutler is the!
former home of Mrs. Minnie
Hargis. This lady was a farm
er's wife most of her life and
originally hails from Ken
tucky. Two sons welcome her
to town.

Miss Gloria McCain jour
neyed in from Stockton to do
her pharmacy internship at a
local hospital. She halls from
Tehachapi and has been a stu
dent at the University of
Pacific.

Eight University of the
Pacific School of Phar
macy students are working
in Stockton pharmacies as
part of a unique internship
program that is the largest
in the world.
Jay Massman is working
under the supervision of
both C. R. Chase, Jr. at
Rose Pharmacy and
Howard Brutshe at Fair
Oaks Pharmacy; Edward
Carbone is working under
the supervision of Kathy
Owyoung and Harriet
Catania at St. Joseph Hos
pital Pharmacy; Joseph
Haid and John Main are
working under the super
vision of Don Shiromizu
and Sally Tsunekawa at
Cameron
Hospital
Pharmacy; Thomas
Rogers is working under
the supervision of both
Richard Giambruno at
Siever's Pharmacy and
Don Isetti at Delta
Pharmacy; Greg Mayer is
working under the super
vision of Ray Vignolo at
Fremont Center Phar
macy ; Mark Sanguinetti is
working under the super
vision of Doug Bennett at
El Dorado Drug; and
Roger Smith is working
under the supervision of
Charles Green at Green
Brothers Pharmacy.
A total of 64 future
pharmacists at Pacific are
spending this semester in
the practical application of
classroom learning at
pharmacies throughout
California and Hawaii.
During the four-month
period they learn different
aspects of pharmacy under
the close supervision of a
professional pharmacist,
who serves as the adjunct
professor and school
faculty member. Included
in the duties are prescrip
tion practice, learning the
operational procedures of
a pharmacy, and working
with doctors and the
public. The students re
ceive both renumeration
and units toward gradua
tion while engaged in this
mandatory work period.
They also must include a
community project outside
the pharmacy. In many

cases this has involved assistance in programs
pertaining to drug abuse,
venereal disease and local
public health problems.
According to. pharmacy
school officials at UOP, the
number of students in
volved in the program at
Pacific (some 200 annual
ly) makes it the largest
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Tienken Drug Co.
Chet Tienken, owner of
Tienken Drug Co., was
visiting a friend, Charles.
McNeill, when his dad,
A.C.Tienken, called him to
come to work. Chet at that
time was in the seventh grade
and his new job proved to be
the shaping of his life career.
"I worked before school,
after school, and on Saturdays
and made $9.50 a week," Chet
said. "I polished more bottles
than I care to remember, but
it was pretty good wages for
those days."
Tienken Drug Co. is one of
Lindsav's oldest businesses,
formed here in 1905 by A.C.
Tienken and E.L. Smith of

career. He entered the interest in the Lindsay store, desk, which adds a pleasant
University
of
Southern
At one time, in fact several nostalgia to the pharmacy
California where he passed years ago, according to Chet, lounge, came from Santa*
the state board as a registered Tienken Drug Co. housed the Barbara and at one time
assistant in pharmacy as a Associated Telephone Com- belonged to Mrs. Tienken's
freshman. To pay his tuition, pany in an office which has mother,
Chet took a job as registered since been torn out and conThe remodeled drug store
assistant pharmacist in a Los verted into the present features a Woman's World
Angeles drug store at 50 cents cosmetic area. The upper shop and a Squire Shop for
an hour and three years later offices were rented to various men. Woman's World carries
(1934), graduated with the physicians, among whom was a complete line of cosmetics
PHG degree.
Dr. W.P. Bowen.
and fragrances in the popular
"I nearly took a job in
Soon after purchasing his name brands of Faberge,
Hawaii," Chet said, "but dad dad's interest, Chet again Revlon, and Coty, while the
said he needed me here." So remodeled the store under the1 men's toiletries include Old
back to Lindsay he came expertise of his wife Grace, Spice, Faberge and Max
Meanwhile, young Chet had where he bought an interest in who assisted De Morrell of' Factor.
his heart set on becoming an the company. In 1962, Chet McKesson in designing. All
'Donald Scaggs. who inarchitect but Dad Tienken opened Community Drug work was done by Lindsay ternecfat"Tienken Drug prior
convinced him that he should Store in Strathmore and in firms
to
""w
w his graduation
giauuouuu from
iiuiu the
UIC
pursue a pharmaceutical 1968, he bought out his dad's The golden oak table andT University of the Pacific in
Visalia under the name of
Tienken
and
Smith
Proprietors, located on the
site presently occupied by
Chop Sticks Restaurant.
Four years later, they
purchased the corner lot at
Elmwood and Honolulu and
built the present two story
building which has since been,
remodeled three times.
Several years later, Tienken
purchased Smith's interest in
the company and changed the
name to Tienken Drug Co.

12&9* is the pleasant and
capable fulltime pharmicist
for the Lindsay store, and
Paul Finley, formerly a
pharmicist in Woodlake and
Porterville, works at the
Strathmore store.
Chet, a preceptor for Univ.
of the Pacific, spends most of
ffiiHime in "Lindsay, assisting
in Strathmore on Finley's
days off.
Tienken Drug Co., a
pleasant place to shop for
pharmacy and cosmetic
needs, is open Monday
through Sat. from 9 a.m. to 6
p.m. And for those unexpected
emergencies, Chet or Scaggs
are on 24 hour call.

Bye 'n love, Dottie

Fresno, California
Guide
(Cir. 3xW. 27,181)
(Cir. Free 54,621)
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Tienken Drug Co.

Chet Tienken and Don Scaggs
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UOP student gets local internship
University of the? Pacific
School
of
Pharmacy
student, is studying the
community
pharmacy
business firsthand this
summer through a unique
internship program that is
the largest in the world.
He is working full time at
Longs Drug Store in Fresno
under the direction of
pharmacists Jim Kuht, Jim

Hall and K. Watanabe,
adjunct professors at UOP.
A total of 64 future
pharmacists at Pacific are
spending this semester in
the practical application of
classroom
learning at
pharmacies throughout
California and Hawaii.
During the four-month
period they learn different
aspects of pharmacy under
the close supervision of a

professional pharmacist,
who -serves as the adjunct
professor and school faculty
member. Included in the
duties are prescription
practice,
learning the
operational procedures of a
pharmacy,
and working
with doctors and the public.
The students receive both
remuneration and units
toward graduation while
engaged in this mandatory

Monrovia, Calif.
Daily News Post
(Cir. D. 8,406)
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morning. In conjunction with the VALLEY TIMES offering total

work period. They also must
include a community project
outside the pharmacy. In
many cases this has involved
assistance in
programs
pertaining to drug abuse,
venereal disease and local
public health problems.
According to pharmacy
school officials at UOP, the
number of students involved
in the program at Pacific
(some 200 annually) makes
it the largest anywhere, and
the specified duties and
organization of the program
make it unique in pharmacy
educatioh throughout the
world.

Pharmacy student working in
Jim Newman, a University of
the Pacificjjchool ofTtiarmacy
student, is studying the com• munity pharmacy business
firsthand this summer through
a unique internship program
that is the largest in the world.
He is working full-time at
Kaufman's Pharmacy in
Duarte under the direction of
pharmacists Tom Montes and
Ron Miller, both adjunct
professors at UOP.
A total of 64 future phar
macists at Pacific are spending
this semester in the practical
application of classroom
learning at
pharmacies
throughout California and
, Hawaii.
During the four-month period
they learn different aspects of
pharmacy under the close
supervision of a professional
pharmacist, who serves as the
adjunct professor and school
faculty member. Included in the
duties are prescription prac
tice, learning the operational

en this page

Refrigeration is the work of
Jesse Speights, recent arrival
from Shreveport, La. He and
Jean were greeted by his
family.

14

Pharmacy sfudents in unique program

Regarding Space

LINDSAY GAZETTE

Californian
(Cir :. I). 45,187)

procedures of a pharmacy, and
working with doctors and the
public. The students receive
both renumeration and units
toward graduation while
engaged in this mandatory
work period. They also must
include a community project

/ , wtu,dents

Dutside the pharmacy. In many
sases this has involved
assistance in programs per
taining to drug abuse, vernereal
disease and local public health
problems.
According to pharmacy
sthool officials at UOP, the

in,ern at

' A1 Souza
Depra Howe, Robert
Miehon Gai] La Croix, Alice
Martini and Tom Sperry
University of the Pacific
School of Pharmacy students, are studying the
community
pharmacy
business firsthand this fall
through a unique intern
ship program that is the
largest in the world.
. Lee Woodcock is work
ing full-time at Rose
Pharmacy on Pacific Ave.
in Stockton under the
direction of pharmacist
• R. Chase. A1 Souza is
working full-time at St.
oi
Joseph's Hospital on Cali
forma Ave. in Stockton
under the direction of
pharmacists
Kathy
Owyoung and Harriet
Catania. Debra Howe is
working full-time at
Dameron Hospital on

number of students involved in
the program at Pacific (some
200 annually) makes it the
largest anywhere, and the
specified
duties
and
organization of the program
make it unique in pharmacy
education throughout the world.

local Pharmacies ^

Acacia in Stockton under
the direction of Don Shiromizu and Sally
Tsunekawa. Robert Migliori is working full-time at
Fremont Center Phar
macy on Fremont in Stock
ton under the direction of
Ray Vignolo, Gail La Croix
is working full-time at
Green
Brother's Phar-

macy on El Dorado in
atockton under the direc
tion of pharmacist Charles
Green. Alice Martini is
working full-time at El
Dorado Drug on Mariposa
in Stockton under the
direction of pharmacist
Doug Bennett TomT^
is worCg 'fun.^f^
Siever's Pharmacy on WH®°" Way in Stockton under
the direction °f pharmacist
Richard Giambruno. All of
these pharmacists are
adjunct professors of UOP
A total of 51 future
Pharmacists at Pacific are
spending this semester in
the practical application of
classroom learning at
pflUfmacies throughout
California and Hawaii
the four-month
period they learn different
aspects of pharmacy under
the close supervision of a
professional pharmacist,
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who serves as the adjunct
professor and off campus
school faculty member. In
cluded in the duties are
prescription
practice,
learning the operational
procedures of a pharmacy,
and working with physi
cians and the public. The
students receive both
renumeration and units
toward graduation while
engaged in this mandatory
work period. They also
must include a community
project outside the
pharmacy. In many cases
this has involved as
sistance in programs per
taining to drug abuse,
diabetis clinics, venereal
disease and local public
health problems.
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This pharmacist is
learning by doing'
ByLILLY AULT
Mike Clauser, a University of
the Pacific School of Pharmacy
student, is totally involved in a
unique internship program that
is the largest in the world. Mike
is one of a total of 51 future
pharmacists at Pacific who is
spending this semester in the
practical application of
classroom learning at
pharmacies throughout
California and Hawaii. Clauser,
formerly of Pleasanton now
residing in Mantecd, is working
full-time at Thompson's
Pharmacy in Pleasanton, under
the direction of Louis (Rusty)
Hewitson, owner of the drug
store as well as an adjunct
professor at UOP.
During the four-month
period, the interns will learn
different aspects of pharmacy
under the close supervision of a
professional pharmacist who
serves as the adjunct professor
and off campus faculty
member.
Included in Mike's internship
will be prescription practice,
operational procedures of a
pharmacy and working with
physicians and the public. All
students receive remuneration
and units toward graduation
while serving as internists.
The internist must also in
clude a community project out
side the pharmacy. Many
become involved in assisting in
programs pertaining to drug
abuse, diabetes clinics, veneral
disease and local public health
problems.
Mike will do a report on the
"Third Party Payment" as to
how it effects large and small
pharmacies for his community
project. The "Third Party
Payment" includes such
benefits as Medi-Care
Medi-Cal, etc.

According to Mike, state law
requires an internist to have
1500 hours of actual work in a
pharmacy. This could include
working as a stock boy, running
errands and delivering
medicine. However, Mike feels
the program he is participating
in is the best means of "getting
the real feel of what a
From page~one"

pharmacy is all about."
Mike has totaled
approximately 600 hours to date
and has until April of 1976 when
he will be taking his board test
to acquire the needed hours. "It
would be great to go right to
work after graduation than
have to do more internship," he
commented. He further stated,
"very few students meet the
required hours by graduation "
His board test will require
two days of examinations. The
first exam takes eight hours
and the second seven hours.
Mike feels taking actual part in
the pharmacy will

"undoubtedly help make the
test a little easier" as one can
never learn from a text book
what he is learning by actually
doing.
"The pharmacy business is
definitely a service business,"
commented Mike. "Getting to
know your people and taking
care of their needs as soon as
possible is a great asset to the
business."
Another factor Mike enjoys
about his "learning
experience" is that "on Friday
night you don't go home
worrying about an exam on
Monday."
When he returns to the
classroom after his "on the job
experienced," Mike feels he
also will be able to get more out
of his class work as he wil'

better understand what I
teacher is trying to get acri
and what is important.
Mike is a 1970 Amador Vail
High School graduate, attend
Chabot for three years and is
his second year at Pacific. H(
married to the former Ma
Kay Baratha who w
employed with the Pleasant
Recreation Department wh
living here. She is now worki
for the City of Mante
Recreation Department.
The 22"year-old internist
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Rob<
Clauser, who lived
Pleasanton for six years befc
moving to Manteca.
Upon graduation, Mike hop
to return to the Pleasanton ar
to work because he
pleasantoc very much."

MIKE CLAUSER AND LOUIS
(RUSTY) HEWITSON

For the next four months, Mike will be studv
•que internship program in pharmacy ui
Pleasanton?
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Prescription for learning pharmacy firsthand
EL CERRITO — "Now I can see what my instructors
about," says Jimmje Warmington, a
,a^f ^ee?
student of pharmacy at the University of the Pacific who
is part of a unique internship program here in El Cerrito.
Jimmie has been given a chance tosee thecommunity
pharmacy business firsthand while working at Plaza
Pharmacy at 6500 Fairmount Ave.
"This is real life. No more theoretical stuff," says
Jimmie enthusiastically. He will be a pharmacist some
day but says he'll probably only work in the community
pharmacy field for about five years. His later goal is
research.
Jimmie is working at Plaza Pharmacy under the
direction of Tom Tallerico, adjunct professor at UOP. He
also works at Fairmount Pharmacy, 7500 Fairmount
Ave., under Ernest Brensel, also an adjunct prof at UOP.
The internship program is allowing 63 future phar
macists from Pacific to spend a semester in practical
application of what they have learned in school. Their
work spots range throughout California and Hawaii.
During the four months of their internship these
students will learn practical aspects of their work under
the close supervision of professional pharmacists. Their
duties include prescription practice, operational proce
dures of a pharmacy, and work with physicians and the
public.
One of the practical aspects of the program is that
students get a chance at a paying job while receiving
school credit. They are given a manual which outlines
assignments in specific fields of study while they are
involved in the assistance program. Covered are fields of
pharmacy as far flung as drug abuse, diabetes clinics,
venereal disease treatment programs and local health
programs.
Some 200 students are involved in this program
annually, making it the largest of its kind anywhere. It is a
unique application of on-the-job learning coupled with
university study. As Jimmie says, "This is real life."

Lindsay, Calif.
Gazette
(Cir. W. 3,350)

AUG 7 m
'Pharmacist in
internship
program here
Two University of the
Pacific School of Pharmacy*
students &FG working in
Tulare County pharmacies,
one in Lindsay, as part of a
unique internship program
that is the largest in the world.
Linda Okada is working
under the supervision of Owen
Riggenberg at
Central
Pharmacy in Tulare and
Rodney Valine is working
under the supervision of
Chester Tienken at Tienken
Drug Company in Lindsay.
A total of 64 future phar
macists at Pacific are
spending this semester in the
practical application of
classroom
learning
at
pharmacies
throughout
California and Hawaii.
During the four-month
period they learn different
aspects of pharmacy^ under
the close supervision of a
professional pharmacist, who
serves as the adjunct
professor and school faculty
member. Included in the
duties are prescription
practice,
learning
the
operational procedures of a
pharmacy, and working with
doctors and the public. The
students
receive
both
renumeration and units
toward graduation while
engaged in this mandatory
work period. They also must
include a community project
outside the pharmacy. In
many cases this has involved
assistance in programs
pertaining to drug abuse,
venereal disease and local
public health problems.
According to pharmacy
school officials at UOP, the
number of students involved
in the program at Pacific
(some 200 annually) makes it
the'largest anywhere, and the
rspecified
duties
and
organization of the program
make it unique in pharmacy
education throughout the
world.

Palos Verdes, California
Peninsula News &
Rolling Hills Herald
( Cir. 2XW. 6,766 )

JUN 15 1978
'Timothy Breaux

j

Timothy Breaux of
Palos Verdes Estates was
a recent winner of the
Merck Manual Award at
the University of the
Pacific, in Stockton.
Timothy, a pharmacy
student at the university,
received his award at a
recent convocation and
banquet, where approx
imately 30 pharmacy stu
dents at the university
received awards for out
standing academic and
professional achievement.
.
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JIMMIE WARMINGTON LEARNS ON THE JOB
college program add practical experience

—I-G photo

the El Caj°n^ased owner and
operator of mobile home parks, has appointed John C

of wf k3
ft0r t0 fl11 the vaca"cy created by the death
of Scott King. Argue is the senior partner with the law firm

Modesto, CA

Arroyo Grande, Calif.
Five Cities Times
Press Recorder
(Cir. 2xW. 5,364)

(Cir. 5xW. 51,568)
(Cir. Sun. 56,617)
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•HOP' Pharmacy Students

Work in South County
ARROYO GRANDE —
Three University of the
Pacific School of Pharmacy
students are working in local
pharmacies as part of a
unique internship program
that is the largest in the
world.
Lynette Mendonca is
working under the super
vision of Gene Bello at Grover
City Pharmacy, Inc. in
Grover City; Catherine
Young is working under the
supervision of Chuck Brooner
at Fair Oaks Pharmacy in
Arroyo Grande; and Mary
Coelho is working under the
supervision of Richard Wilson
at Hurley's Pharmacy in San
Luis Obispo.
A total of 64. future phar
macists at Pacific are
spending this semester in the
practical application of
classroom
learning
at
pharmacies throughout
California and Hawaii.
During the four-month
period they learn different
aspects of pharmacy under
the close supervision of a
professional pharmacist, who
serves as the adjunct
professor and school faculty
member. Included in the
duties are prescription
practice,
learning
the
operational procedures of a
pharmacy, and working with
doctors and the public.
The students receive both
renumeration and units
toward graduation while
engaged in this mandatory
work period. They also must
include a community project
outside the pharmacy. In
many cases this has involved
assistance in programs
pertaining to drug abuse,
venereal disease and local
public health problems.
According to pharmacy
school officials at UOP, tlw
number of students involv
in the program at Paci

(some 200 annually) makes it
the largest anywhere, and the
specified
duties
and
organization of the program
I V unique
U I U \ J U V in
Mm m pharmacy
» * * * m, iauy
make it
education throughout
world.
7

UOP Students
Intern Locally

Poisonous plants
the home

Pharmacia th wi0l "ei^orh°od
pnarmactes throughout the state.

from Norval

'

Staff photo
otarr

Paramount pharmacy becomes
a science class-of sorts

as nirtnt tf .Sdl°01 of Pharmacy
Poison p
observance of National
from 9 t0 m nnt'°n Week' A sessi°"
rrom 9.30 to 11 a.m. will be for parents
the earIy childhood
educationtSprogram
education
in the Stockton
Unified School District and a 1 to 3

Beverly Yamada, working
•^ehmd
the
counter
a t
McCracken's Pharmacy in
Paramount, might not be as

ty™oSuyWillbef0rtheuniversi-

Kishori Chaubal, Bruce £athy <?wyoung and
Catania, adjunct
Toy, Lisa Schisler, Larry
r
Carnegie, Glen Kaiser
Pressors at UOP. Karen
rr__
. . .' Aoki is working full-time at
Mike Guthrie, Karen
Aoki,
Mike McCullough and California Pharmacy on
Greg Alston, University of North California Street in
the Pacific School of Stockton under the direc
Pharmacy students, are tion of Milton F. Nickel, an
studying the community adjunct professor at UOP.
M*ke McCullough
Mike
pharmacy business firstMcCullough is
is
hand this semester working full-time at Green
Brothers Pharmacy on
through a unique intern IT"™*
n/r i-_i
1
ship program that is the East Market under the
direction of Robert Matlargest in the world.
Kishori Chaubal is work zen, an adjunct professor
ing full-time at Rose at UOP. Greg Alston is
Pharmacy on Pacific working full-time at San
Avenue in Stockton under Joaquin General Hospital
the direction of C. R. in French Camp under the
Chase, an adjunct pro direction of Ken MacDonfessor at UOP. Bruce Toy ald and Gordon King,
and Lisa Schisler are adjunct professors at UOP.
A total of 66 future
working full-time at
Dameron Hospital on West pharmacists at Pacific are
Acacia in Stockton under spending this semester in
the direction of Don Shiro- the practical application of
m i z u a n d S a l l y classroom learning at
Tsunekawa, adjunct pro pharmacies throughout
California, Maryland and
fessors at UOP.
Larry Carnegie is work Hawaii.
During the four-month
ing full-time at Green
le^rn different
period they learn
different
Brother's Pharmacv on penod
North El Dorado in Stock- f.?Pects of Pharmacy under
ton under the direction of the/.clo?e supervision of a
Charles Green, an adiunct P^ofessional pharmacist,
professor at UOP. Glen
serves as the adjunct
Kaiser is working full-time pi?fessor and off campus
at Delta Pharmacv on
faculty member. InNnrth California
pnUfA^;„ Street
pi... , in
.
eluded in the duties are
North
practice,
Stockton under the direc prescription
tion of Don Isetti, an ad learning the operational
junct professor at UOP. procedures of a pharmacy,
Mike Guthrie is working and working with physi
full-time at St. Joseph's cians and the public. The
Hospital on North Cali students receive both
fornia Street in Stockton remuneration and units
"nder the direction of toward graduation while
engaged in this co
operative work period.
They have a manual to fol
low in performing assign
ments in specific areas of
pharmacy practice, and
they also must include a
community project outside
the pharmacy. In many
cases this project has in
volved assistance in pro
grams pertaining to drug
abuse, diabetes clinics,
venereal disease and local
public health problems.

Van Sickles'181™"110"

S. " .
!re(i 'n her underof Phar™acy a
®
•
s is
Norva; Van Sickle, but that's
to be expected. She is a
student and he is a teacher.

tical experience and learning
the job0"'

th3t

«

im!T.fCkle' Wh0 has heen
involved
the internship
Program for more than two
years,
tries
to let
the
students who work in
his,
store have as much experience in
meeting
the
customers as possible.

to put what had been jumbl
ed words into a meaningful
s
Paragraph."
' b e
P a r a m o u n t
pharmacist has plans to con,m.ue the agreement with-the
university,:
although
he
receives
no remuneration

In a unique program o f
pharmacy internship, Miss
get
hectic'" ifT
-thingS
nectic.
there is
a reason
Yamada is working at the
"1S involvment in a pro
Paramount pharmacv to gain
h„'Je're, ,in 3 Pe°P'e gram which sends students
smess. "e. said, "Educa
credits toward a bachelor of
from hundreds of miles away
tion not withstanding, unless
science degree, and Van
to learn the workings of his
you know how to com
Sickle is serving as adjunct
community pharmacy, it j,
municate with people, you
professor by providing her
that the learning process
are not serving the needs
j with on-the-job-training.
or the community."
to see." "8 beaUtiM thin*
I
Van Sickle receives no
for
The
pharmacist
praised
the
j
his services, only
Project, calling it "one 0f
I ^Position with the University
he best programs available
trajning P™^™.
Tho
i
aramount pharmacist for internship." The main ad
vantage, he thought, was the
! f as helped e,'ght students
ability
students
to
0f
om the university gain
determine whether they en
their training in a unique
joyed . working with people
I Program
to
make
i P h armaceutical
education and coping with the everyday
problems of a community \
more realistic.
pharmacy,.
Under "sual student pro|
It gives the kids a chance I
grams, the a p p r e n t i c e
to see how the laws and |
Pharmacist
studies
in
classrooms for eight years practices they've learned in
the classroom function " he
without a practical appliessaid
"and if they find they
t»on in the community. The
University of Pacific pro don t particularly like it, they I
gram allows students from
change."6 ^ °Pportunity '° |
the Stockton
campus
to
r
Many students use their
choose from many small
experience
as
a
guide
I
pharmacies throughout the'
Three University of the Pastate for four months of on- toward whether they will settie
in
the
community
or
go
i
the-job training.
on into industry 0r research. I
Originally from Ki» burg
1
Miss
Yamada
. h o s e Van Sickle pointed out that
!
few
students
have
any
idea
McCracken's P h a r m a c y
UOP School of Pharmacy
of how they will like a
because she has friends and
JaCk
Wallace.
working
pharmaceutical
career
relatives in the area, and
gS ln Santa
under
th»
S"
because "they've never tried
under the direction of Bill
she has never regreted her
le Ken s>". and Kevin Gardecision.
ro " ' r
"Usually they're walking
retty;
Lisa Hanke, working at
"This is , my first ex
Longs in Capitola under the
perience in a retail store," on eggshells the first four
weeks," he said. "But then
Mounts a d
she said, "and it is definitely
Garv Sbith
^a,ph
^ary
Stutheit,
and Sally R"P.
you can see them getting
different from the classroom.
demann. working at Vessev
You just can't get the prac- proud of the fact that they're
Drugs in Aptos under the direc
learning, that they're , able

*

Camperland, Inc., in
Lemon Grove has been
selected as an authorized
dealer for Apollo Motor
Homes recreational vehicles
in San Diego County. Frank
Pierson, president of
camperland, directs the
firms two sites (the other is
in Escondido), and has been
in the recreational vehicle
business for more than 15
years. Plans are underway
to complement the sales
facilities with al6-20bay ser
vice department. which will
provide full maintenance for
all recreational vehicles,
recreational vehicles.

Pr°™ students from
n scho°l spent 13 weeks

•^

w>!l be held Thursday at the Universi-
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Pharmacy in P™61" °f McC™Aen
rmacy m Paramount. In a uni-

STOCKTON-A workshop on poi-

wTbe hrMTh" ®!!d ar°Und

tleTni'' a !J,harmacy student from
the University of Pacific, receives
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Frank Pierson
j

| Dr. Robert McCoy Jr.
recently joined the
chiropractic staff of Dr. A
H
Markin at 1252

m0ney
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HOP study shows
cde %ine use rising
Cocaine is on the increase, use of
amphetamines is declining and there
are lethal differences in heroin quality
between Europe and the United States.
1 here are among the findings in the
latest Pacific Information Service on
Street Drugs report that is published by
the University of the Pacific School of
Pharmacy.
Dr. Marvin H. Malone, professor of
pharmacology and co-director of thei
street drug program with Dr. John K
Brown, said that the illicit use of
cocaine has increased in this country
during the past five years. He cited
figures showing that from 1969-72 it
accounted for 7.8 per cent of drugs
monitored on the illegal market, but
trom 1972-75 this figure was 20.2 per
cent.

amphetamine, "and people don't like to
pay a lot of money for caffeine or a
simple decongestant."
Malone
said
the
greatest
international differences are found in
regard to street heroin. Only 5 to 10
percent of the drug in this country
actually contains heroin, whereas in
Europe this figure can be in the 50 to 60
percent range. "The American heroin
user would have serious medical
problems if he used the much more
potent European heroin preparation,"
Malone said, "and many drug overdose
deaths are do to this."
Other findings in the report include:
LSD samples in both Europe and
the U.S. can have a wide variance of the
drug per dose. Alleged mescalinecontaining samples frequently rely on
The UOP professor said price is no
LSD for activity.
indication of quality in the purchase of
-- Psilocybin and mescaline are not
cocaine, and he cited a study showing
available, and LSD is the most common
some 65 per cent of the cocaine sold
substitute.
'l egally in this country is not
— Marijuana and hashish are usually
satisfactory to the users.
as they are alleged and not treated or
The current report, which involves
contaminated with other drugs such as
comparisons of the street drug market
PCP and opium. Hashish is common in
between the U.S. and Europe over the
Europe and increasing in the U.S.,
last several years, says that
where marijuana is common.
amphetamines, commonly called
Pacific Information Service On
White Crosses", were readily
Street Drugs is a seven-year old
available from 1969 to 1972. Since that
program where pharmacy students and
time, however, a drop in quality and
faculty analyze the content of various
increased deception in marketing the
illicit drugs, most of which are sent to
drug has brought a sharp decline in its
the school by drug abuse clinics in the
use.
San Joaquin Valley.
"An interesting aspect to this,"
The
findings
are
published
explained Malone, "is that strychnine
periodically in booklet form, through
didn't used to be seen on the West Coast
financial assistance from student
at all, but now it is coming through in
organizations on campus, and
the White Crosses. An overdose of this,
distributed throughout the world to
which can easily occur, can be fatal."
organizations interested in illicit drug
He added that today this drug also I control.
frequently contains caffeine of
ephedrine as a substitute for

(Butte Co.)

Merced, CA
(Merced Co.)

Herald
(Cir. 2xW. 2,850)

Sun-Star
(Cir. 6xW. 18,956)
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O u t s t a n d i n g P a c i f i c °harmacy A s s o c i a t e s
winner i n 1 9 7 7 a t D i s n e y l a n d H o t e l , Mr.
Jack F o l e y and h i s w i f e , B e r n i c e . The
l u n c h e o n was t h e s i t e f o r t h e p r e s e n t a 
tion.
ELISA WO9, representative of Mt. Diablo Hospital, lectures on prescription drug safety. In the
above picture, she talks to Heritage House resi-

dents Ethel Mellin, center, and Edna Beldinq at
right. The speaking service is part of the MDH Outreach Program.
—Transcript photo

Roseville
•'777
Press-Tribune

1 9 7 5 - 7 6 and 1 9 7 6 - 7 7 P a c i f i c A s s o c i a t e s
P r e s i d e n t , Mr. Robert Hunnell o f L o d i ,
p r e s i d e s a t t h e Annual Luncheon i n 1977

JUN 12 19
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PHARMACY STUDENT INTERNS HERE - Nfcati Aksov a Dharmacv
lver!ity of the Pacific in Stockton, fills out a prescription
2w£:«
•
lr)tern at Long's Drug Store in Antioch. Aksoy is one of
fid ihar^,Ving af
students
atyOP who are spending this semester getting
mrtfrTi'tvn
practical exrenence in pharmacies throughout California.
„

APRIL

k
View from
the plaza
®y L. N. Daddow

J

mistake or was it fed the
wrong information.
The
cards received by local
residents with their utility
bills could be interpreted to
mean that garbage bins
would be at various locations
all this week and people
could dump their trash in
them during Clean Up
Week. However, this isn't
the case, says PWD Jim
Ward, because the bins will
only be at these locations on
Saturday and Sunday, May
27 and 28. Several citizens
loaded pickups Sunday and
began looking for the bins to
no avail. Ward found out
about this early Monday (or
maybe at home on Sunday)
and says the city has set up a
receiving area in the fenced
area south of the Little
League Park to take trash
until the bins are put in
place Saturday by Nor Cal
Solid Waste. The computer
was right about one item alley cleanup began Monday.

Congratulations are
in
order - Peter Rush, son of
Ruth and Ed Rush, received
hiS Doctor of Pharmacy
degree from the University
oi PaciTTc^ Co11e g'eoT Ph'ar
jbacy at Stockton on May
and is how a pharmacist ai
Kaiser Hospital in Fontana.

Walnut Creek, CA
(Contra Costa Co.)

Roseville

\—^
Could the computer make a

Avanell Mathis of Haywarc
won the Bicentennial quilt
given away by the Sacred
Heart Altar Society at its
annual card party and
luncheon.

*

Norman Ashcraft

11

Music Circus tickets for
shows this season will go on
sale at Tony Panecaldo's
tlorist shop Saturday. The
first three attractions this
year are the John Davidson
Show, June 12-18, Mitz
Gaynor Show, June 19-2?
and Bob Hope Show, Jun<
26 July 1. After that, it wil
be nine weeks of musicals
Man of La Mancha, Petei
Pan, Fiddler on the Roof
High Button Shoes, Show
boat, Where's Charley, The
Sound of Music, Damr
Yankees, and Shenandoah.

- PAUZy LEp£-EK ) 4A> Tl octf, CaU A
Contra Costa Times
(Cir. 5xW. 33,249)
(Cir. Free 47,830)

pharmacist
Robert E.Pittman,
Ph.D.

Pittman Earns
Doctorate
Robert E. Pittman, Merced
pharmacist, has been granted
a doctorate in philosophy from
California Western University
in Santa Ana.
The degree is in the area of
psychobiology
and
psychopharmacology.
Dr. Piittman, who owns a
ocal pharmacy, plans to con
tinue the operation of his
business and will also teach
courses in the health sciences
and psychology at Chapman
rn Gge r°r Ca,ifornia State
College, Stanislaus at Turlock.
He has been a part time
educator, teaching courses to
physicians, nurses and pharmacists for several years
I he most recent course was in
Aspen, Colo., and it dealt with
Psychopharmacology
anfi
na
suicide.
He has ^51^ a paper on

suicide and is working on
several other papers for phar
macy journals. He has also
been doing volunteer work for
n, ge agency in Merced
fnr
for the last two years.
He and his wife have two
teen-age children. His wifp ic

currently pursuing a phar

macy doctors degree ""at
University
nT
fssnp
Stockton.
— y

honored
by UOP
Preceptor of the Year
awards have been presented
to pharmacists in San Jose
and Roseville for their parti
cipation in an internship pro
gram at the University of the
Pacific School of Pharmacy.
Irving Sprugasci, owner of
Family Pharmacy in San
Jose, and Norman Ashcraft,
the chief pharmacist at
Roseville Community Hos
pital, received the awards
recently at a dinner on the
UOP campus in Stockton.
The two men were honored
for their "effective partici
pation with the preceptorinternship program and
effective teaching and posi
tive influence upon their in
terns and profession. Their
efforts in teaching and over
all concern for the intern
nave been exhibited by their
understanding and leader
ship," the citation states,
"and their knowledge and
professional attitude are
reflected in the high stand
ards of their practice."
UOP pharmacy students
are required to participate in
the intern program, where
they spend four months
learning different aspects of
pharmacy under the close
supervision of a professional
pharmacist. The pharmacist
serves as an adjunct profes
sor for the school and offcampus faculty member.
With some 200 students
participating annually, the
UOP program is believed to
be the largest in the nation,
and the specified duties and
organization of the program
make it unique in pharmacy
education throughout the
*
world.
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Registration for the Mt. Diablo Adult School's summer
2895Palu « rpen aV&m- May 30 at the adult sch00'funewlo July 2°8nCOrd- ^ SUmmer pr°gram runs from
** # **
The Retired Public Employees Association of Califormri ii
y at 2 p m' in the Peacock Room of
rat
Gateway Clubhouse, Rossmoor. Current legislation af
fecting the Public Employees Retirement System will be
939 0159
arrangements with Arno Gustavson,

Mr. Robert Supernaw p r e s e n t s Mr. Robert
Hunnell w i t h s e r v i c e p l a q u e and g a v e l a s
a gesture of his presidency of Pacific
Pharmacy A s s o c i a t e s a t l u n c h e o n i n 1 9 7 7 .

*****

The class of 1968, San Ramon High School, will hold its
10-year reunion July 22 at Boundary Oak Restaurant
M7-4523Creek* F°r details' caI1 Nancy Schoefer Smith^

L

* * * * *

„«a?0nf ^seven-character personalized license
plates, to be issued in July, are now being taken at the
CostTllsra^ft^exiffhe Department of Motor Vehicles.
eac,h renewal- Proceeds benefit the
raHfJfrnif'v * 0
Rffifornja Environmental
j^edC. Rowley of Pleasant Hill
& ^ ^ y J M ^ h ^ . . b e e n a w a r d e d riV ia
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* * * * *

Hypertension," a course for people with
TV wbei?ffe^d Starting June 19 from
Diablo Hospital Medical Center, Con' cal1 the Mt Diablo Adult School,
* * * * *
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s 'ast meeting of the Mount Diablo Audubon
e™-TJ,e
Society will be a potluck dinner June I at 6:30 p.m. in the

tafkTnd firf h W<?me"'s club> 1224 Lincoln Ave. For de
tails and food assignments, call 676-9598 before May 30.

.

* * * * *
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Dean Ivan V . Rowland r e p o r t s on t h e
s t a t e o f t h e S c h o o l o f Pharmacy a t t h e
1 9 7 7 P a c i f i c Pharmacy A s s o c i a t e s
luncheon meeting.
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held ^Diablo Valley College*
1
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dealt wyi'th algebratlrigonometry
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Reunion-goers Look Back to PHS 50 Years Ago
The 50-year reunion of the
Pocatello High School class
of 1928 was a huge success,
from the opening brunch
July 15 at the home of Wen
dell and Ina Barber Wilson
on Taney Lane to the eve
ning dinner at the Bannock
Hotel.
Following registration and
the donning of large name
tags at the Wilson home, a
renewal of friendships and
reminiscing occupied the
time until brunch was
served.
At the evening dinner for
67 of the class members in
the Red Dining Room, it was
recalled that the senior
breakfast for these same
people also was held at the
Bannock Hotel fifty years
earlier. Gus Carr Anderson
was a master of ceremonies.
He was assisted by Lura
Roche, who awarded several
of the guests for special
achievements.
"Bus" Paulsen received a
football plaque for being out
standing in that sport in high
school.
Ivan Jtowland was given
an owl for Deing the "wise
old owl" and the award for
having been married the
least time.
Other awards included
Margaret Hackworth Somsen,
megaphone to help her be
cause of having the softest
voice; Nadine Osborne
Thacker, lamb for being the
"meekest"; Gladys Wilson
Meek, little red schoolhouse
for the educator; Vernal
"Doc" Horton, the goat for
being aggressive;* ttennair
Cushing, little car for travel
ing the farthest from New
Jersey and his son, Bill
Cushing, a helmet for travel
ing with his father; Thora
Christensen Newbold, a nurse
because that is her profes
sion; James Barbre, a baby
plaque for having the most
children (9); Echo Dell Wat
son Anderson, a knit hat for
being the fashion plate;
George Johnson, another wise
old owl for his career in ed
ucation; Wesley Shurtliff, a
toy pig for having gained the
most weight.
Gus Carr Anderson was
knighted and dubbed Sir
Garter and presented with a
garter complete with sword.
He also took the "Happiness
Is" award.
The following out-of-town
guests were present: Gladys
Bryning Ford, Ogden, Utah;
Thora Chr«;t::—*» NcwVld
and husband, Salt Lake City;
Bennair Cushing, wife and
son, Pitman, N.J.; Virginia
Evans Miles and husband,
West Linn, Ore.; Charles
Green and wife, Rexburg;
Elma Guyman Rhea and
husband, Fort Lauderdale,
Fla.; June Havenor Kunkel
and husband, Hollister; Clara
Lee Petre and husband,
Boise; Ivan Rowland and
Wife, Stockton. Cflft,: Itolfern
Ruggles Hradv
husband
Jamestown, Calif.; May Rug
gles Cunningham and hus
band, San Leandro, Calif.;
Horace Smith and wife, Lodi,
Calif ; Glen Thomas and
wife, Mesa, Ariz.; Echo Dell
Watson Anderson, Bellevue,

Itolfern Ruggles Brady and May Ruggles Cunningham
(Sisters traveled from Jamestown arid San Leandro, Calif.)

Wash.; Ruth Minshew Brown,
Underwood, N.D.; Delpha
Zimmerman Gallagher and
husband, Inglewood, Calif.;
Wesley Shurtliff, Las Vegas,
Nev.
Present from Pocatello
were Alma Willecke Garrett
and husband, Fred Westwood
and wife, Don Smith and
wife, Hazel Reddish Watlington, Gladys Wilson Meek,
Nadine Osborne Thacker and
husband, Christen "Bus"
Paulsen and wife, George
Johnson and wife, Vernal
"Doc" Horton and wife, He
len Hawkes Foster and hus
band, Margaret Conley Proc
tor, Edith Gladwin Jacobsen
and husband, Margaret Hackworth Somsen, Tom and
Kathryn Elliot Wilson, James
Barbre and wife, Ina Barber
Wilson and husband, Lura
Watson Roche, Gus Carr An
derson and wife. Several of
the dinner guests brought
daughters, sisters or other
members of their families. A
special guest was Cliff Mill
er, who led the singing ac
companied by Margarei
Proctor.
Tribute was paid to Bob
and Elma Guyman Rhea or
their golden wedding anniver
sary.
A special "thank you" ijl
in order to the food manage'
and the staff at the Bannock

Modesto, CA
(Stanislaus Co.)
Bee
(Cir. 5xW. 51,568)
(Cir. Sun. 56,617)

M 281978
Bloi

(Las Vegas class member visits with Pocatellan.)

orated with small bluebirds
to signify "happiness."
Gifts were presented from
other members of the class
to Lura Roche and Ina Wil
son for their hard work in
organizing the reunion.

Gridley, Ca.
(Butte Co.)
Herald
(Cir. 2xW. 2,850)
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Vitamin E:

Public's demand
justified?
According 10 recent medical literature, vitamm therapy is practiced by millions of Amer
icans, who depend on vitamins as a basic part
ol their daily nutrition.
s d™and for Vitamin E is unbtilievaM p
unansw 'ncreasing. This would lead to many
unanswered quesuons: What is this Vitamin
haI 18 " good for? Do you need if Are
countless Americans waisting their money?

Scientists have failed to show that Vitamin
E protects against miscarriages, ulcers,
diabetes and sterility. It has not been proven
yet that Vitamin E can.promote physical endur
ance, enhance sexual potency, prevent heart at
tacks, protect against air polution and slow the
aging process as it i«« often claimed.

The recommended dietary requirements(RDA) for infants are 5 IU (International
Units = Img.) of Vitamin E; for children 10-15
IU, and for adults 20-30 IU.

family'that'is soluble i^fa^'t basW3''0"01

anW^subsmn"1'WhiCh inhib"s the
^ a Preservative"1 InW![!ls0Xy8ev'and 'hUS aC'S
'ccts the degradation , 7*
*m'" E pr0"
Vitamins' Lii<c
Vitamin C, Vitamh, £
Protects the mho •
'S read,|y oxidized, it
and is found in acV,laniinS " - soluble ,n fa,
"We vitamins.
°C'at,on with
fat sol-

of

HaS Pr°Ven 'he

A balanced diet will provide adequate
amounts of Vitamin E, as 60% of it comes
directly or indirectly from vegetable oils such
as margarine, salad dressings and shortenings.
Another 10% comes from fruits and
vegetables. Smaller percentages come from
grain and other products. However some of
itamm E is lost in food processing.

"«essity

Clinical tests are still being conducted for

Ot vttamm E for a balanced diet, healthy nree
nancy as a preventive treatmen of cance

'a

others Due ^°r.muscular dystrophy and many
others. Due to its ant.oxidant properties it is

I

eXPa"din8 World

his'" '
'osmetics and
helps in treating burns and skin disorders.

arTiHn EHand verifica,i0n of former claims
are still under investigations. The average con"ln°l

have 10 WOrry about

of

Vitamin E because the amount needed by most
diet

'S sa"sf,ed bV 'he average well-balanced

Kaiser
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Bill Foster and Reunion Co-Chairwoman Ina Barber Wilson
(Enlarged name tags were helpful.)

SEPTEMBER 11, 1978

By Dick Mitchell
Of Hie Record Staff

V

ves
and friends
attending were his mother znYt
brother, his grandmother
f
p""' tW° S,Sters and
Ro8e™a,d
Francisco; the Jay Stuart 'and I
<•' San
ar'*n families of
Gridley. All attended a Hin
u T'
after the eeremony
" h°n°rin8 th" new

Pharmacists9 Role Is Changing
(Reunion chairwoman chats with Utah classmate.)

.1

after receiving his Doctor of Pharm^J
?
'Just
A Srad"ate
of Gridley Union High School Petsr
1
the
course in five years by not Uhinf
year
is presently working.If 8 ""J* summer vacations. He

STOCKTON RECORD

Lura Watson Roche and Thora Christensen Newbold

-V<

STdcKTON/---^More than half those
found to have high blood pressure in a
recent county-wide survey were not
aware of their condition, a disease
which is responsible for more than
60,000 deaths annually in the United
States. More than 1,200 people were
checked during a day-long screening
program conducted at seven different
sites in San Joaquin County, by Uni
versity of the Pacific pharmacy stu
dents in conjunction with local phar
macists.
Of those checked, 134, or more than
one in ten, had high blood pressure.
And 74 of the victims, or 55 percent, y
were unaware of it.
/

Wesley Shurtliff and L.C. (Bus) Paulsen

Hotel for the excellent din
ner, according to the reunion
committee. The head table
was decorated with a large
cake topped by*a "50" in
gold and doves for "peace."
The smaller tables were dec

ressure

role of pharmacists infringing into
the realm of the physician. He ex
plained that physicians will continue
to be the first medical professionals
people will see, but pharmacists will
free physicians to be more effective
in their treatment.

*

The image most people have of
the pharmacist as an anonymous in
dividual who dispensesmedicine pre
scribed by someone else is fading,
says Ivan W. Rowland, dean of Uni
versity of the Pacific's schoolof phar
macy.
Rowland contends it is not suffi
cient for the pharmacist to have only
professional training.
"What is required is that a profes
sional health care person have a deep
understanding of his fellow man and
he must be keenly attuned to the
needs of his community and the
peopL in it," he says.
Rowland, the first and only dean of
the pharmacy school, says that years
ago pharmacists were more in tune
with the community they served.
Those "corner counselors'" knew the
persons they served and their fami
lies.
All that changed over the past 20
years as industry started manufac
turing drugs in bulk and a schism
developed between pharmacists and
the medical profession, Rowland
says.
When that change came, all phar
macists could do was dispense medi
cine. It was unethical for them to
tell a person the effects of the drugs.
That was for doctors to do.
"Now this has come full circle,"
Rowland says.
Today, pharmacists have purer
drugs to dispense. They are highly
potent, and Rowland contends they
are given without too much direct
ion.
It is this area where the role of the
pharmacist has changed.
More and more they are partici
pating in preventive health care
programs and counseling people they
dispense drugs to.
Rowland said pharmacists could
play a valuable part in community

IVAN W. ROWLAND
health education efforts.
They could screen patients with
minor complaints, treat some with
over-the-counter medicines and refer
the others to laboratories for tests
before sending them to physicians.
They also could give prescribed in
jections to patients under medical
care, take blood pressures, tem
peratures, blood and urine samples
and even suture minor wounds.
And pharmacists could counsel the
public on the nature of the drugs cus
tomers have been prescribed, on the
precautions to take and what sideeffects to be expected.
"Pharmacists have the best drug
information available," Rowland
said. "They can take the picture
and let the physician diagnose the
case. The physician may know the
proper drug, but may want further
information."
Rowland doesn't see the expanded

Recent legislation has allowed
pharmacists to perform some of the
duties long considered the sole prov
ince of physicians.
Along with the changing roles of
pharmacists has come a change in
the method of educating them at
UOP.
Rowland explains:
"The pharmacy educational ap
proach has changed from that of a
product orientedinformation special
ist in physical science to an approach
that is biologically oriented to a pro
fessional, clinical and patientoriented pattern.
"By incorporating more social and
behavioral sciences into the curricu
lum we are helping te student relate
social conditions as a cause of physi
cal disease. The broadeningof health
care coverage to thepopulace creates
a need for our people to be better
educated in all aspects of health care
cost."
Putting the pharmaceutical educa
tion system into perspective, Row
land said that when he finished his
education, he didn't know anything
about pharmacy as a profession.
When he became dean of pharmacy,
he decided that would change for
students under his tutelage.
For the past 10 years, UOP phar
macy students have spent consider
able time off campus in work-study
and clinical workshop environments,
learning what the profession is all
about.
After his students complete their
core courses, they spend from 16 to 18
weeks off campus working with
pharmacists. They have to choose a

health care system in the community
and be prepared to explain and ana
lyze that system when they return to
campus.
Rowland explains that students
benefit by actually working with
pharmacists and the pharmacists
benefit by getting fresh new ideas
concerning the approach to his pro
fession from students.
During their senior year at the
pharmacy school, students again
leave campus to work in hospitals. It
is here that students actually make
rounds with physicians and learn a
team approach to preventive health
care.
"Practical experience remains an
essential requirement for pharmacy
licensure,and our students get this
through working in retail pharma
cies, hospital settings and nursing
homes," Rowland says. "The hospi
tal setting is becoming increasingly
important because it allows die
pharmacist a much more direct re
lationship with the patient and phys
ician."
He said UOP's approach to phar
macy education will enable phar
macists of thefuture todeliver better,
more comprehensive and more
meaningful health care services.
Rowland said he sees future phar
macists prescribing medicines ac
cording to a patient's Social Security
number.
This would be a method of moni
toring the different types of drugs a
patient is taking and prevent physic
ians prescribing different types of
drugs to one patient.
He said the machinery for moni
toring drug dispensing exists but the
cost of implementing the program
would be high.
But once in effect, the monitoring
system, coupled with counseling,
could lower the cost of preventive
health care, Rowland said.

y
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Leon E. H a p p e n , a prime mover i n t h e e s t a b l i s h m e n t
o f t h e School o f Pharmacy a t t h e U n i v e r s i t y o f t h e P a c i f 
i c and a s t a t e w i d e l e a d e r i n t h e p h a r m a c e u t i c a l p r o f e s 
s i o n , was entombed F r i d a y i n San J o a q u i n Mauseoleum a f t e r
private funeral services.
Mr. H a p p e l l , 8 5 d i e d Wednesday i n a l o c a l h o s i p t a l
after a long illness.
A pharmacist since 1911, he operated three Stockon
drug s t o r e s , s e l l i n g t h e l a s t one when h e r e t i r e d i n 1 9 7 2 .
The s t o r e s s t i l l b e a r h i s name.
In 1 9 1 5 , he was a p p o i n t e d c o u n t y c h e m i s t by t h e San
Joaquin County Board o f S u p e r v i s o r s , a p o s i t i o n he h e l d
u n t i l h i s r e t i r e m e n t . He a l s o was c i t y c h e m i s t f o r many
years.
Mr. Happell s e r v e d two terms a s p r e s i d e n t o f t h e
C a l i f o r n i a S t a t e Board o f Pharmacy d u r i n g h i s e i g h t y e a r s
on t h e board from 1960 t o 1 9 6 8 . In O c t o b e r 1 9 6 6 , h e was
LEON E. HAPPELL
named P h a r m a c i s t o f t h e Month by t h e Northern C a l i f o r n i a
FIRST PA PRESIDENT
Pharmaceutical A s s o c i a t i o n f o r h i s " o u t s t a n d i n g c o n t r i 
(1957-1958)
b u t i o n s t o t h e p r o f e s s i o n and h i s community."
The f i r s t p r e s i d e n t o f t h e U n i v e r s i t y o f t h e P a c i f i c
Pharmacy A s s o c i a t e s ( 1 9 5 7 - 5 8 ) he was i n s t r u m e n t a l i n
h a v i n g t h e f i r s t S t a t e Board o f Pharmacy e x a m i n a t i o n
g i v e n a t t h e UOP S c h o o l o f Pharmacy.
A World War I v e t e r a n , Mr. Happell was s t a t e commander o f t h e American
Legion P o s t and o f t h e E l k s C l u b .
Born i n R o c h e s t e r , N . Y . , Mr. Happell moved t o S t o c k t o n from San F r a n c i s c o
w i t h h i s f a m i l y i n 1906 a f t e r t h e g r e a t e a r t h q u a k e and f i r e .
He was a w i d e l y s o u g h t a f t e r s p e a k e r and known f o r h i s w i t t y s t o r i e s .
S u r v i v o r s i n c l u d e h i s w i f e , E l s i e ; a d a u g h t e r , C l a i r e H i r v e l a o f El T o r o ,
C a l i f . ; a s i s t e r , Mildred S c h m i t t o f Woodside, C a l i f . , and f o u r g r a n d c h i l d r e n .
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CONGRATULATIONS AND BEST WISHES, EARL.

UPDATE

SCHOOL OF PHARMACY

STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA

Bob Supernaw, Editor

1906 - 1978
Funeral services were held for long-time Pacific Associate
Thomas J. Green on July 21, 1978. Tom had supported U.O.P. Pharmacv
since its beginnings, as a financial donor and a donor of his time
and valued experience through the U.O.P. Externship Program.
B?rn

reared in Stockton, he was the son of the late Mary
Repetti, who also was born and reared here, and Thomas F. Green, who
was born in Volcano. His father was a Stockton policeman and guard.
and

iA graduate of St. Agnes Academy here, Mr. Green trained under
pharLcis^^^th^^111 1k 24' dt thS age °f 18' became a licensed
e
Was the y°un9est man in California to
fK cl 4. t^u
pass the State Pharmacy Board examination.
Yearo later' he opened a drug store in downtown Stockton with
K^;L,
his brother, Harry a pharmacy that operated until 1976. He built a
medical center at Sperry Avenue and El Dorado Street in 1961, the site
of his former home (the Sperry mansion built in 1851), and established
business also operates pharmacies on Maple
Strppf^nl • 5e"
Street and in two medical centers on California Street.

Mr

Green retired partially in 1970, leaving his son, Charles

therpha^acy?SineSS'

^

continued

to

devote a portion of each day to

laboratories gave him
"
°"e mllli°n

&£"££££

a plaque commemorating
« his MarJIt

flUea

He was a lifetime member of the California Pharmaceutical
"dTiu'tr^b0"

In recent human studies, overweight
patients with uncomplicated essential
hypertension participated in a dietary
weight reduction program. Varying
degrees of antihypertensive-drug ther
apy were used; some patients received no
drug therapy at all.
R^AuZtA: All patients lost at least 3 kg
and all but two showed a meaningful reduc
tion in blood pressure.
ConcZuA-ioyi' Although the potential role
of weight control in the treatment of
hypertension is still controversial, the
authors conclude that weight control is a
potent tool in the control of hypertension

Pacific Associate Director Earl
Giacolini has been named Vice Speaker
of the APhA House of Delegates (19781979).
Giacolini is a corporate officer
in Easton Drug, Fresno, CA. A member
of the APhA Board from 1976-1978, he
is a former president of the California
Pharmacists Association and served as
chairman of the 1974 APhA Reference
Committee on Public Affairs and the
1975-1976 APhA Policy Committee on
Professional Affairs.

S\ !,

THOMAS JOSEPH GREEN

WEIGHT LOSS & BLOOD PRESSURE
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Dale Boothby, President

PIONEERING PHARMACIST DIES AT 85

GIACOLINI
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>r. • •

5h\°dder

directors

°£„Rea

Men'

^

Elks

Assoc,-

Stockton

served on the Stockton Symphony board of

of T Sur^lvia9 are his wife, Gladice; two sons; Dr. Thomas F Green
of Lees Summit, Mo., and Charles of Stockton, also a member of the
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Faculty Picnic, July 1978
At Burn's Home i n Columbia

Miles Hildebrand Zumstein
at Graduation Reception in
S c h o o l o f Pharmacy C o u r t y a r d ,
May 1 9 7 8

U l y s s e s Chow, g r a d u a t e
at graduation Reception in
S c h o o l o f Pharmacy C o u r t y a r d
7
May 1 9 7 8
'
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The Grapevine
A home needed
YOUTH FOR UNDERSTANDING, an international exchange program,
is looking for a home for a Swedish exchange student. A 17-year-old boy,
Lars Gannedahl, will arrive August 11 or 12 and is need of a place to live
while in the U.S. He is fond of sports, music, reading and crafts and has
previously visited England, Germany and Denmark. His father is
engineer and his mother is a teacher,both living in the town of Vallingby.
For further information contact Charlene Peterson at 897-3577.

•

A DISCO DANCE with a disc jockey is planned by the Kingsburg Peace
Officers Association next Saturday, June 24 at the Valley Inn. Tickets at
$5 per couple and $2.50 for singles areavailable from local police officers,
merchants and at the door. The dance will be held from 9 p.m. to 2 a.m.
and will feature door prizes.
THE GOSPEL SINGING GROUP The Believers will appear in concert
this Sunday at 8 p.m. at Memorial Park as part of the summer services
program sponsored by the Kingsburg Ministerial Union.
THE KINGS COUPLES of the Evangelical Covenant Church traveled
to Fresno recently to play 18 holes 0? golf at Blackboard's Minature Golf
Course. After their game the couples went to Pizza and Pipes for
refreshments. In celebration of Ethel Junette's birthday the organist
played "Happy Birthday" for her on the large Wurlitzer theatre organ.
Couples planning the evening were the Rev. and Mrs. Dwight Elving, Mr.
and Mrs. Delmore Cederquist and Mr. and Mrs. Reuben Dahlgren.
MRS. FRANCES CAUDLE recently returned from Lake Charles, La.,
where she attended the funeral of her mother Mrs. Edith Dedmon. Aside
from Mrs. Caudle there are two other daughters surviving, Mrs. Geneva
Lee and Mrs. Peggy Russell. Mrs. Dedmon formerly lived in Los Angeles
and visited Kingsburg on several occasions.
A PIANO RECITAL was presented by Mrs. Faye Schmidt on June 2 at
the Church of the Nazarene. Performing students included: Phyllis
Culwell, Steve Lockwood, Kris Underwood, Tricia Underwood, Bradley
Holt, Cynthia Holt, Tina Perker, Rise Delgado, Rochelle Delgado, Mark
Bujulian, Cindy Vargas, David Vargas, Diane Ekizian, Jennifer Kataoka,
Laura Camp, Larry King, Sherry Borden, Nancy Shimoide, Hope Fraga,
Joy Fraga, Kelly Fillmore and Kathleen Fillmore. Refreshments were
served to parents and others attending.
NORMAN H. KOBAYASHI of Palo AJto was presented the
distinguished alumnus award at recent commencement proceedings of
the University of thgj&aeffic School of Pharmacy. Kobayashi received a
bachelor of science degree from that school in 1970 and a master of
science degree in 1974. Currently employed at Syntex, Inc. as a
processing section supervisor of pharmaceutical products, he was
honored for his contributions to the profession. Kobayashi is a graduate of
Kingsburg High School and his parents are Mr. and Mrs. George
Kobayashi of Avenue 408 in Kingsburg. He is married to the former
Connie Kataoka, also of Kingsburg.
A BABY SHOWER was given in honor of Sheila Steffen Poore and her
new daughter, Megan Elizabeth, who is five weeks old, the evening of
June 5. Guests included Kingsburg and Selma friends of Mrs. Poore. The
shower was held in the home of Mrs. Laurie Watkins in Kingsburg and
hostesses were Mrs. Watkins and Mesdames Elaine Araki, Terry Wilkin
and Claudette Moore.
A DAUGHTER Heather Evelyn, was born to Dr. and Mrs. Roger
Pearson June 1 in Geneva N. Y. The new arrival weighed 7 lbs. 6 oz.
Maternal grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Ted Saul of Mt. View, and
paternal grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Pearson of Kingsburg.
Dr. Pearson is assistant professor of plant pathology at Cornell
University.
INSTALLATION OF OFFICERS is scheduled for the American Legion
Post and Auxiliary at a joint meeting tonight at the American Legion
Hall. Ray Case and Tillie Jacobson will be installed as commander of the
post and president of the auxiliary, respectively. The installation will
start at 8 o'clock.

/
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Dr. Donald Barker,
Mace B e a r e r ,
G r a d u a t i o n Ceremony
May 1 9 7 8

TICKETS ARE STILL AVAIL
ABLE for the eighth annual Pleasant
Hill Citizen of the Year Awards Ban
quet to be held Friday evening at the
Community Center.
This year's theme will be Mexican,
with strolling troubadours and infor
mal dress.
The dinner-dance is being spon
sored by the Pleasant Hill Chamber
of Commerce and the Citizens Action
Committee.
The $7.50 tickets are available at
the Chamber office, 1881 Contra Cos
ta Boulevard; City Hall; the Park and
Recreation Center; or from any
member of the Friends Abroad Club.
This year's nominees are Dorothy
Golding, June Harman, Bob Harman, Debbie Coyle, Clarence Gau-
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chel, Jenny Murphy, Lenard Grote,
Joe DiRespini and Joan Butterfield.
THREE PHARMACISTS FROM
MT. DIABLO HOSPITAL, Ronald F.
Cortopassi, Vincent J. Poerio and
Mary Lynn Van Fleet, were recently
awarded the Hospital Pharmacy
Preceptor Program Award.
The award is in recognition of "the
excellent team efforts of these per
sonnel in an outstanding health care
facility and in commendation to the
pharmacists who provide the superi
or learning environment."
ThP presentation was made aUhe
TTnTvpr^Ttv of the Pacific SchooLflL
"Tarmacy pnmn1TTlfiT1fifTT1pnt Pro~
ceedmgs.
THE N ATION"S TRUCK
DRIVERS have been called upon to

put an end to one of the biggest
!#*$°!@ problems on the CB air
waves — foul language.
William Johns, director of the
American Trucking Association's
safety and security department, has
asked all professional drivers to res
tore their image and speak out
against the telling of dirty jokes and
use of obscene language on CB radio.
The CB, once helpful in calling for
aid on the road and filling long hours
behind the wheel, has now become a
"tool for prostitutes and borderline
sex perverts," said Johns.
He says CBers should tell their
good buddies out there to "deep-six"
that foul language.
You're $!*° # right, Will.

The Pacifican
October 20, 1978

She, sees a future as pharmacist
(r> '
/33)

Although Jennifer Hamada is the fourth student intern to be
employed at Ostrom's Pharmacy, she is the first of her gender to
hold such a position.
Ms. Hamada hopes to receive her bachelor of science degree in
pharmacy from University of the Pacific, Stockton next May and
is acquiring 15 units of college credit for her internship in
Kingsburg.
The daughter of Lillian and Jim Hamada, she is a native and
graduated from Kingsburg High School in 1975.
Although she would like to eventually work in a community
pharmacy, Ms. Hamada says she "will go to where the job
market is open" after graduation. The Los Angeles area, she
says, might be a possibility.
Owing her career choice to an interest in science, she says
working in a pharmacy also fulfills her desire "to work with
people." She also thinks it is a good field for a woman.
"The work is flexible enough so you can work yet still have
time with your family," she says.
When asked if she contemplates marrying and raising a
family, she is reticent but admits possibly "someday."
Since this is her first opportunity to work in a drug store she
says she is grateful to work with such accommodating people.
Bob, Evertt (Ostrom) and Fred (Westerling) are very patient
and they really try to help me out." she says, adding "I was
really green. Because I didn't have any experience it made it
doubly hard."
Her duties at Ostrom's include filling subscriptions and
orderings drugs. She is also learning more about the
"over-the-counter medications they sell.
As part of her intern project, she recently gave presentation to
students at Clay Elementary School which she attended, about
the detrimental effects of cigarette smoking.
Another intern project she completed was a speech she gave to
senior home economics students at KHS about commercial sun
tan products.
She believes communicating with the public is an important
aspect of the pharmacist's job.
Her predecessor at Ostrom's, a student named Ron Barba,
began a hypertension screening program which she is now
continuing. By taking the monthly blood pressure of local
citizens, particularly the elderly, it is believed cardiovascular
disease can be circumvented.
"That way we can catch it early," she says, stressing the
importance of the check because heart attacks and strokes are
"number one" causes of death in the U.S. and they are triggered
by high blood pressure.
This is done as a service and is free of charge.
The 21 year-old coed will return to UOP in September to
resume her studies.

JENNIFER HAMADA
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Homecoming
Semi-Finalists
announced
Fourteen campus co-eds were judged last
Wednesday to compete in this year's
Homecoming Queen competition which is
being sponsored by the University Center
Programs Council in conjunction with the
second
Annual
Agree
All-American
Homecoming Queen Contest.
The contestants were nominated from
various
University
dorms,
clubs,
organizations, fraternities, or sororities. These
contestants then presented a three minute
speech on the topic, "Why I want to be
Homecoming Queen" in front of a panel of
judges from the University community.
Based on total scores received in the
speaking event, the top 14 women were
classified as semi-finalists. They include: £hula
Allen.
Pharmacy:
Tammy
Brecht,
English/Drama; Tisa Coruccini, Business;
Chenoa Crockett, Comm. Arts; Niki Fernan
dez, Education; Karen Lavenda, Recreation;
Terri Mastellos, Biology; Pamela Moe. Phar
macy: Kathy Sullivan, Special Education;
Lynn Walker, Nursing; Deborah Wall, Comm.
Arts; Lori Way, Psychology; Janell Weide,
Special Education; and Julie Witherspoon, Pre
law.
These women will now compete in an
evening gown event and answer impromptu
questions before the same panel of judges, with
in the next two weeks.
The top seven from the evening gown
event will be finalists and will be included in the
Homecoming Queen elections slated for
Friday, November 10, in the University Center.

Roseville, CA
(Placer Co.)
Press-Tribune
(Cir. 5xW. 6,738)

Pharmacy
students
learn on job
Four pharmaceutical stu
dents have been studying
patient care and clinical pro
cedures as part of a 20-week
extern program at Roseville
Hospital.
The students are examin
ing their supportive role as
future pharmacists in the
operation of a hospital.
David Schuetz, assistant
director of pharmacy serv
ices, coordinates the extern
program of classroom and
clinical work.
The program is designed
to allow the pharmacy
school students from the
University oL the Pacific.
SJflfikton, to focus on the
patient as an individual. The
students make medical
rounds with doctors examin
ing impact of drug therapy
and patients' progress.
Students participating in
the program include Gary
Chin, Calvin Lee, Ron
Mikusky and James Wil
liams. All four are seniors at
t|ie UOP School of Phar
macy.

Modesto, CA
(Stanislaus Co.)
Bee
(Cir. 6xW. 51,301)
(Cir. Sun. 56,921)

PATIENT CARE procedure explanation is
given by Dr. David Schuetz (left) assistant
director of pharmacy services at Roseville
Hospital to extern James Williams. Schuetz
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Jean Matuszak, Chairman
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Don Floriddia
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"Never lose
that crucial
contact with
people..."
"I had 275 hours of internship, but when I went to
the hospital I felt like I knew nothing!"
Rosetta Cirelli is talking about her experience in
the School of Pharmacy externship program, which
she completed at the end of August. The nearly 300
hours she had already completed through an intern
ship—work experience not directly arranged
through the School—had apparently proven
considerably different from her externship at
Dameron Hospital.
"I had to be trained to the much more rigorous
work at the hospital."
Prospective pharmacists in California are
required not only to pass a state examination
before being issued a license to practice, but must
log 1500 hours of work experience. The School of
Pharmacy at University of the Pacific provides the
future pharmacist with some 600 hours toward the
state requirement. Doctor of Pharmacy students
may earn an additional 500 hours while in the
School program.
Yet after all of that, as many as 400 working
hours may remain to be acquired, which students
often fulfill in the first several months of
employment following graduation.
Rose Cirelli plans to graduate from the School
of Pharmacy in December of 1979. She has been
working in internship situations throughout her
School career.
The School of Pharmacy externship program is
a four-month, full-time, 40-hour week for
pharmacy students. Each student signs up for three
potential sites at which they would like to serve
their externship. Sites are available throughout the
State of California, and final placement is on a
competitive basis. Only a certain number of
positions are available within each area. Thus,
while pharmacy students are guaranteed placement
in the program, they are not guaranteed that
placement in a site of their choice.
Rose indicates that the competition for local
externship sites is keen. Many students prefer to
remain in the area, rather than shoulder the extra
headaches of relocating. She was one of those
selected for a local site, in the hospital pharmacy at
Stockton's Dameron Hospital. Having worked in
community pharmacy situations, she had sought
the new experience of a hospital.
At Dameron, she gained a lot of that
experience. Her duties included making intravenous
add mixtures, preparing total parenteral nutrition
diet solutions, preparing and delivering narcotics to
the hospital floors, maintaining i-v bottles on each
floor, filling in-patient prescriptions. . ."and a
whole lot of paperwork." Each step of her work
had to be checked by a preceptor, who was also
responsible for her work.
"There is still much more I want to do," says
Rose. "I try to do everthing." She indicates her
desire to gain as much experience in as many areas
of pharmacy as she can. Industrial pharmacy is
another aspect of the field that she would like to
experience, but that opportunity is no longer
available.
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Rosetta Cirelli: Intravenous mixtures, nutrition solutions, and patient prescriptions. . .but the people come first

Joi and David Grabenauer: Helping people help themselves through the local ostomy club they created

"There was a Food and Drug Administration
externship at one time, but government and industry
extemships are no longer recognized by the state
board."
Rose is explicit in her conviction that
pharmacists must not lose sight of their patients.
She expressed displeasure with people who pursue
the science as an avenue to financial wealth. "We

do get paid well," she says, referring to the
professional pharmacist. "But the pharmacist must
never lose that crucial contact with people as
human beings."
Two other pharmacy students who completed
their externships when Rose did are doing just that
carrying on direct patient contact.
Joi and David Grabenauer will hold the first
meeting of what they hope will become regular
meetings of a local ostomy club on October 18.

Be Dangerous

The project grew as a result of their externship
experiences. David worked in a local pharmacy that
is the only area distributor of ostomy supplies, and
Joi worked in the Dameron Hospital pharmacy, on
alternate shifts with Rose Cirelli.
An ostomy is an operation for intestinal
removal, often referred to as a bypass operation.
The most common cause for an ostomy is cancer
of the colon. The rectum of an ostomy patient, or
ostomat, is no longer in use. Bodily wastes are
discharged through a surgically created opening,
called a stoma, at a point on the body depending
on the amount of the patient's intestinal tract
removed.
Joi and David say that they have planned an
ostomy club in an effort to overcome the single
largest problem faced by ostomats—psychological
support. An ostomat is required to devote
considerable personal care and attention to himself
or herself. Extensive equipment is necessary.
Ostomats must maintain special bags, sanitized and
deodorized, at the stoma, for the discharge of
wastes. This discharge is most often beyond their
control.
While ostomies have been common operations
for many years, it is only very recently that
ostomats have, in effect, come out of hiding. Many
have gathered in clubs, learning that they are by no
means alone. Information is exchanged about the
latest supplies, and about how other ostomats have
grappled with their situations following the
operation, and have gone on to lead fully normal
lives.
This initial invaluable contact among peopte is
what the Grabenauers hope to achieve through the
formation of a local ostomy club. The project is
co-sponsored by Dameron Hospital and the
American Cancer Society. Once the club becomes a
reality, the Grabenauers will no longer participate
in it—ACS guidelines stress that clubs should be
run by ostomats. There is a national organization,
even a journal for members.
Area surgeons and specialists are scheduled to
address the club. David remarked that there is one
chemist he knows of, an ostomat himself, who
hopes to speak with club members and share his
own methods for making the continual care an
ostomat must render quicker and easier. The
chemist's message is face the reality and learn how
to handle it, rather than being controlled by it.
The Grabenauers also mentioned that it is now
possible for people to check for colon cancer on
their own, with the aid of a kit called a hemacult
screening. It is normally available without charge at
pharmacies.
The experiences that David and Joi Grabenauer
have acquired as a result of the School of
Pharmacy externship program have heightened
interest in continuing to apply their knowledge in
some manner cf public information service or,
perhaps, teaching. Later, they say, they might like
to own their own business together.
Rose Cirelli and David and Joi
Grabenauer—and there are certainly others—are
strong testimonials to the value of the pharmacy
externship program.
—C.S.

Rat root, mescal beans, passionflower, deadly
nightshade. Such potions are being advertised as "legal
highs." Some of these drugs are useless; others are
dangerous.
John Kennedy Brown, a professor of pharmacog
nosy (a branch of pharmacology dealing with crude
natural drugs) at the University o* the Pacific, has been
running a street-drug analysis program for the last
eight years. He was intrigued, he says, by the ads he'd
read for "superweed," "headseeds" and other "leeal
e
highs."
Along with Marvin H. Malone, a professor of
pharmacology, Brown undertook a study of the
substances currently being offered as exotic turn-ons.
"There has been a renewed interest in these plants,
and the use of them as intoxicants has caused a number
of medical emergencies," report the researchers.
Many of the substances have long histories of
magical and medicinal uses. Calamus root or sweet flag
(Acorus calamus), for example, has been used in India
for centuries for the treatment of such disorders as
epilepsy, flatulence and insanity/Some derivatives of
the calamus plant seem to have sedative properties
There is no evidence that this herb has ever proved
toxic, but one of its derivatives has been shown to cause
cancer.
Far wilder times are to be had with mescal beans
(seed of Sophora secundiflora). As far back as 7000 B.C.,
the Indians of Mexico and the United States were using
mescal beans for their psychotropic properties. The
drug brings on a host of symptoms, including vertigo
delirium and hallucinations. The lethal dose for a
human is not known, but as little as .5 gm/kg of the
active substance can kill a horse.
Passionflower (Passiflora incarnata) is reputed to
produce a marijuana-like high. The active ingredient in
the plant is indeed hallucinogenic. It can bring on
convulsions and respiratory paralysis as well Much
safer, apparently to the point of being useless are
damiana leaves (Turnera differsa). In the Bahamas, a
tea made from them is served to bedwelters "to
strengthen their backs." They also have been used as a
laxative, an aphrodisiac and a diuretic; yet there is no
evidence that the plant has "any predictable physiologi
cal activity," say the reports.
Similarly suspect is "lettuce opium" (Lactuca
virosa), which sells for $1200 a pound but will get its
user only as high as he or she believes it will.
, Perhaps the most exotic is deadly nightshade
(Atropa belladonna). This strange and potentially
dangerous herb has been smoked, chewed and drunk
for at least 5000 years and has acquired a reputation as
a powerful intoxicant.
Brown and Malone charge that the Food and Drug
Administration appears reluctant to.monitor the appar
ently profitable legal-high industry. They believe their
work provides evidence that the FDA should be
pressured to do so immediately.
Manson Wentern Syndicate
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Doizaki begins term with new plans
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BY LUCY CHAIDEZ
PACIFICAN STAFF WRITER

keiii Doizaki
this year's ASUOP
president, will bring some alterations and
additions to ASUOP, while retaining many of
their successful services of years past.
Among the reforms he is proposing are
for improving the senate and the ASUOP
administration. Doizaki's plans for senate
reform are based on increasing their
responsibilities.
If we 8ive them the responsibilities,
they should carry them out. In the past,
senators have not been given enough
responsibility", he contended.
Therefore, he is askingthat the senators
get involved in many of the major projects
outlined for the year. Doizaki expressed that
ne would like the senate to work with him on
r«!fr^84 Up the va8ar'es in the ASUOP
withth'JDAH'.?.Ullding a work»ng relationship
e PACIFICAN, and improving security.
?°U,d ,ike t0 see the senators have
£eewy (instead of bimonthly, as they've
oeen in the past) meetings. He would also

UOPc^™^lettenSSUedregUlarly,0the
•'hold°makl,alS0 feels

rMsl^h

^

,hat senators

0ttice hours"

should

For

*his

son, they will be given an office at ASUOP

U8StS
Carried out'
think?",h!?
ininks
that is will make them
more
accountable to the students.

Wishes t?frd t0 hlS admin'stration, Doizaki

SET

°" ar?as in which Problems
Jhe changes in the
constitution, and especially in the area of
eection bylaws, should improve future
elections markedly.
t

a,t

year

To insure that an elections fiasco, like

onoto by Sifcve Cecil

ASUOP President Keiji Doizaki - big plans for a big year.
last spring's, will not be repeated, Doizaki
has introduced another election into his
administration. An elections official vyas
named and will run all ASUOP elections.
He has also made plans for weekly
executive board meetings to keep
communications
open
between
the
directors and managers of ASUOP services
and himself. He also requests that they keep
journals for biweekly reports on their jobs.

Concerning the PACIFICAN, Doizaki
would like to help insure its right to freedom
of the press and is willing to work with the
PACIFICAN and the UOP administration to
achieve this end.
These problems aside, Doizaki con
cerns himself with the services that will be
returning to ASUOP. Along with the social
events, such as concerts and barbecues,
sponsored throughout the year, the Forum

program will return.
Highlighting this year's speaker line-up
may be Governor Edmund G. Brown Jr. and
John Dean. The ASUOP stores will continue
their services and a new store will be added
at the UOP School of Pharmacycampus.
Doizaki hopes "also to'bring'to the
attention of the students someof the major
services ASUOP has to offer. As an example,
he pointed out ASUOP's free legal service by
Stockton attorney Reid Roberts.
"If a student has a problem with a ticket,
or some other type of problem where legal
counsel is needed, he can come to the legal
services", Doizaki stated.
In order to make the UOP student aware
of these various services, Doizaki will be
improving the direction of the ASUOP
Information office, where all ASUOP
publicity is taken care of.
This summer, Doizaki met with other
private university student leaders from all
over California at workshops. The most
recent was held at Stanford where Doizaki
worked closely with such schools as Stanford
and USC.
Doizaki feels that, "working with these
schools, I think their ideas can help us a lot."
It is at these meetings where Doizaki has
gained more knowledge on how to best
utilize the $240,000 alotted to ASUOP for the
78-79 school year.
He does not favor increasing the ASUOP
student fee. hence he won't anticipate
adding any new major programs to ASUOP.
Rather, he feels that by improving the
programs that are already established, he
can present a better service to the students
of UOP.
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5"ACCREDITED" HOURS
OF CONTINUING

e series 1979

University of the Pacific
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EDUCATION

8:00- 9:00

Registration

9:00- 9:15

Introduction & Perspective of Program

9:15-10:10

Clonidine (Catapres) and Prazos in (Minipres) Kent E. Lieginger, Pharm. D.
Clinical Pharmacist,
University of Calif, at Davis
Medical Center.

10:00- 10:55

Metoprolol (Lopressor)

10:55- 11:20

Snack & Coffee Break

11:20- 12:05

E.P.T. (and others)

Louis A. Lallo, Pharm. D.
Community Pharmacist
Asst. Clinical Instructor.
U.C.S.F.

12:05- 12:50

The Preparation and Use of Topical
Clindamycin (Cleocin) and Topical
Tetracycline in Acne

William F. Taylor, M.S.
Research Chemist
Institute of Pharmaceutical
Sciences, Syntex Corp.

12:50- 12:55

Stretch Break

12:55- 1:50

Lactulose (Cephulac, Duphalac)

Tom Sheller, Pharm. D.
Director of Pharmacy Services

Post Test

Marshall - Hale Memorial
Hospital, San Francisco

1:50-2:20

Stephen Small, B.S. Pharm.
M. S. Candidate, U.O.P.
School of Pharmacy
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Water wells added aad reaovated
BY BRAD WOO PACIFICAN REPORTER

Two existing water wells are currently
undergoing reconditioning and a third well is
under construction. The University decided
to renovate the wells after they went dry last
year. Currently the university has been
purchasing water from the California water
service company at the rate of $10,000 per
month.
Testing for the new well site began last
year according to Bushy Crump, University
Architect and Planner. A 500' test well was
dug in the northeast corner of the pharmacy
building. By analyzing soil samples, this well
was proved to be very productive.
Calculated output of the well was
approximately 4000 gallons per minute, well
thC universitV's requirement of only
1000 gallons per minute.Through a series of
actual well tests, Crump and his associates
found that the well was capable of 25,000
gallons per minute. No additional testing
was conducted as this rate is more than
adequate for the university's water supply.
Actual output of the well is calibrated at
650 gallons per minute. The large structure
accompanying the well is an air compressor
designed to act as a shock absorber and
noise depressor created by the water pres
sure of the well.
The pipeline next to the tennis courts
and the university townhouses connects this
well to the water tower, located in Burns
Tower.

The second well is located near Burns
Tower. By using special photography tech
niques, the inside wall of the well shaft was
found to be coated with a substantial layer of
rust. Since perforations in the well shaft
allow water to enter the shaft, the rust thus
acted as a seal allowing no water into the
shaft to be pumped out, said Crump.
A series of explosive charges were set off
•nside the well shaft to break the rust loose.
Although the coat of rust was eliminated, the
rust still remained in the perforations. Sul
furic acid was then used to remove the rust
from the perforations.
Since sulfuric acid is already present in
small amounts in all valley water, the univer
sity was not addinganything to the water that
was not already present by doing this, stated
Crump.
After completing the re
conditioning, the well was calibrated at 350
gallons per minute.
The third well, located near Baun Hall, is
still undergoing reconditioning.
Life of a reconditioned well varies and
can only be guessed, according to Crump.
The reconditioning is expected to last for at
least five years. Construction began last
June and hopefully will be completed by
/
mid-October.
After the system is completed, the cost
to the university will be approximately $1000
per month as compared to $10,000 per
month if the university was to continue
purchasing water.

A test well at tha northaast corner of the pharmacy building.
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Get personal,
pharmacists told
By MICHAEL FALLON
Staff Writer

Pharmacy Director, Brian Rase, and Pharmacists, Frank Tarantino and Marie
Simard, get together with UOFs pharmacy students.

A Pharmacy is a Classroom Too!

Eight pharmacy students from the University of the
Pacific began clinical clerkship studies here at PMC on
August 14th. The new faces on the floors are Leslie
Fung, Sonny Lawrence, Levi Locke, Susan Loder,
Ken Manuele, Doug McCampbell, Randy Sasaki, and
Randy Urbina. They are here as part of the UOP
Doctor of Pharmacy program. The emphasis of this
clerkship is on training in clinical pharmacy, promoting
pharmacists' understanding of disease states, and to
get an overall view of medical care.
Before leaving on December 15th, these students
will serve rotations through various hospital depart
ments including oncology, renal care, pharmacy, ICU,
and general medicine. When on these rotations, they
will accompany attending physicians, residents, in
terns and nurses while monitoring patient therapy and
answering drug information questions. The students
can also be helpful in recommending dosing regimens,
checking for drug-drug interactions, monitoring drug
therapy, and patient drug education. They also attend
and participate in pharmacy management, grand
rounds, nursing education, and noon conferences.
All of the students are in their seventh semester of
Pharmacy school and are scheduled to graduate in
May, 1979.
Leslie Fung is a native of San Francisco. He has a
degree in marine biology from UC Berkeley. Leslie
enjoys fishing in the bay, along with water and snow
skiing.
Sonny Lawrence, from Redlands, California,
received a B.A. in mathematics at UC Riverside before
attending the UOP School of Pharmacy. Sonny has
various activities he does such as rock climbing,
mountaineering, water and snow skiing, scuba diving,
and para-gliding. He is also active in the Student
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American Pharmaceutical Association, Rho Chi
Honor Society, and mountain search and rescue
teams.
Levi Locke of Manteca, California, attended San
Joaquin Delta College before entering UOP. His
hobbies and interests include running (he's been on
the cross-country team for Cabrillo College), automechanics, and water skiing. Levi is editor for UOP's
Pharmacy Yearbook.
Susan Loder of Loma Linda, California, did prepharmacy studies at the Loma Linda University — La
Sierra campus before entering the Doctor of Pharmacy
program at UOP. She is currently active as a
photographer on the pharmacy yearbook staff and in
the Lamda Kappa Sigma Professional Fraternity.
Susan's other interests include skiing, sailing.
Ken Manuele of Visalia, California, has completed
courses at the College of the Sequoias, USC, and
Fresno State where he received a—B.A:
biology/zoology. Ken's interests when not active in
the Student American Pharmaceutical Association is
in hunting, fishing, boating, camping, and most sports
Doug McCampbell was born and raised in Palo
Alto, California. He attended UC Berkeley and UCLA
and was given a B.A. in economics prior to entering
UOP. His interests are sailing and skiing
Randy Sasaki, from Reedley, California, enrolled in
pre-pharmacy course work at UOP before entering the
school of Pharmacy. He is currently the cinema
director at UOP. He enjoys most sports, chess, and
reading science fiction.
Randy Urbina, a native of San Francisco, attended
City College of San Francisco and S.F. State where he
earned a B.S. in chemistry. Randy says he especially
enjoys basketball and wine tasting.

The Pacifican

STOCKTON—In our "drug-oriented
society," pharmacists must be far more
than dispensers of medicine, says Dr.
Ivan W. Rowland.
Pharmacists need to "get out from
behind the counter and talk to the peo
ple" about the drugs they are taking, he
says.
Rowland, dean of the University of the
Pacific's School of Pharmacy, sees a
trend in this direction—even in the large
chain stores—and believes it will contin
ue.
"We have more medicine than we ever
had before," he said in an interview.
"Many patients think there is a 'right'
package for them. It doesn't happen that
way, but people are led to believe it."
In the not-too-distant past, Rowland
said, pharmacists made up 80 percent of
prescriptions with "their own hands,
mortar and pestle."
But medicines today-are "highly
potent, carefully packaged" and fre
quently sold over the counter without
prescriptions for such ailments as aller
gies, he said.
Rowland said that physicians some
times may not know what over-thecounter drugs their patients use. "That's
what's lacking—the uniformity of know
ing what patients are taking," he said.
Pharmacists probably are in a better
position than physicians to counsel
patients about drug use and abuse, Row
land suggested.
"People are not so offish to pharma
cists. They're more friendly with phar
macists. They will tell them what they're
really taking with drugs."
But before pharmacists undertake a
more active counseling role, the shift in
the profession from "product oriented" to
"patient oriented" must continue, Row
land said.
"The one big hangup is that we have
been so conscious of products—the mark
up and sale of products—that we have not
been concerned about the rudimentary
thing. That's counseling with the
patient."
Rowland said many independent phar
macists, moving away from price-cutting
concerns, have set up semi-enclosed con
sulting rooms where they "can tell things
in private" to patients.

Hi, neighborl We want to Know about you. We want to know about the degree you got the
committee you've been named to, the award you've won, the honor you've received We went to
shareyour good news wttn your tallow readera. Juet drop us a line at Names In the News PO
Box «0, Stockton 96201, or call the City Desk at 466-2662 between 10 a.m. end 2 p.m dally.
We'd like to hear from you

Dr. Ivan W. Rowland
Chain stores, too, on a spotty basis are
establishing consulting areas, Rowland
said, in what he interprets as a "turning
back" to the corner pharmacy.
"I think most of us (as patients) would
like to deal with someone who knows us
and our name, and deals with us on a
personal level," he said. "The chains
have become conscious of that."
At the UOP campus pharmacy, a
computer has been brought into the
consulting picture. The computer pro
vides a profile of each patient by record
ing such information as age, health
problems, and both prescribed drugs and
over-the-counter medication taken by th«
patient.
Rowland said a screen will be installed
shortly, bringing the computerized infor
mation into immediate focus. "Then you
can contact a doctor, if necessary ... If
you see a danger, you can call it to the
attention of the doctor."
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Ralph Saroyan

SCHOOL OF

The friendly pharmacist who advises students
Mention the name Ralph Saroyan to most
any pharmacy student and you'll hear words
like "helpful", "friendly", "concerned" or

He also connects these experiences with his
responsibilities at Pacific; "I feel that in my

what we want it to be in the future, you need to

the

keep in touch with the reality of it and I don't
want to lose that."

students" and as a "liason between all the of
fices on the main campus that affect pharmacy
students."

II

dec., 1978—lincoln center chronicle-page 21

fraternity. Still interested in music, he also
plays percussion with small groups and you

New head for pharmacy
at St. Joseph''s Hospital

might see him directing the UOP marching
band at a football game.
wi.h^uden.s"163'1''"5

in'er,Ude Sh°WS R"Ph Sar0Van doinS wl"»

However, Ralph also feels that sometimes
what the students want is not always in their
best interests in the long run, although their
arguments may be good; "Student concerns

Being middle man between students and
administration can be a sometimes sticky
position, but Ralph feels that he has "good

are often immediate concerns and you have to
point out to them that we're looking a little
farther down the road to protect the whole ball
game."

has a "good boss" in Dean Rowland who is
very open and willing to listen to whatever the
students have to say.

The odds are 1.8 million
to one that 10-year-old Cub
Scout Robert C. Turula of
Sonora would be picked as
one of three persons to
represent the Boy Scouts of
America on a national basis
during 1979. But, that's just
what did happen to the
Columbia Grammar School
f ourth grader—chosen out of
1.8 million Cub Scouts in the
nation to stand beside a Boy
Scout from Scarsdale, N.Y.
and an Explorer Scout from
Albemarle, N.C. during the
coming year's Scouting
promotions. Young Turula is
the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Michael E. Turula, of the
TITDlTl a
19000 block of Rough and
lUItULA
Ready ."rail, Sonora.... GeraldlneMullally of lonehas been elected
student body president at Humphreys College. Other new officers
are Janet Smith of Lodi, vice president; Colleen Wallace of
Modesto, secretary; and Ursula Roesch of Lodi, treasurer. In
addition, student representatives elected are Jackie Coffer of
Lodi; Jennifer Dennis of Atwater; Mary GeRue of Ceres; Jullanna
Robblns of Oakley; Cheryl Waller of Gridley; and LaVon Camel,
Dawn English, Julie Hebert, Letltla Hernandez, Joyce Holiday,
Dorothy Perry, Kathy Rackley and Janice Vermillion, all of
Stockton.

recently been elected national Vice President of
Collegiate Affairs for Phi Delta Chi pharmacy

to UOP as Director of Student Affairs in 1970.

support from the administration" and that he

Ralph Pedersen has been
honored by the United Nations Association of the United States
which awarded him its 1978 Peace Medal for his 25 years of service
to the Stockton branch of the U. N. A.Pedersen has served three
times as president of the Stockton group and has been a member
of its board of directors si nee it was founded here... Lt.Guy Bryant,
a 1972 graduate of Stagg High School, has been assigned as the
Army Community Services officer at Fort Huachuca, Ariz., after two
years service as an assistant administrator in the Intelligence Center
and School at the same military post. His father, Don Bryant, is the
purchasing agent for the City of Stockton
Kappa Paj, a national
pharmaceutical fraternity with a chapter at the University^oT"tf>e
Pacific, has been making marks for itself in local community service
with its recent blood-pressure-measurement training class for
students. The three-hour class resulted in students becoming
certified to take other
persons blood pressure — all
part of the new national
awareness
toward
the
dangers of high blood
pressure.

When he's not busy on the job, Ralph en
joys flying, gardening, tennis, skiing and has

As a high school student, Ralph's interest
was mainly in music, but he "became disen
chanted with the future in music education"
and when he,came to Pacific as a freshman in
1959, it was to study pharmacy.

him in touch with the pharmacy school at
Pacific and eventually helped bring him back

SatuAday, November. 11, 1978

involvement in a field as a progressive trend
which is spreading to all educators at the
university level.

lot of enjoyment. Perhaps his success is due in
part to the fact that Ralph can view his job
through the two-fold experience of having been
both student and administrator at Pacific.

he practiced in the community and also in state
and local pharmacy associations which kept

1978 Homecoming Fe*tivitle*

In fact, Ralph sees this kind of practical

The general opinion across the bridge
se$ms to be that he does his job well and with a

After receiving his Bachelors of Science,

TO ATTEND THE

type of work, when you're having to relate to
these students what the practice is now and

As Director of Pharmacy Stude nt . Af
fairs, Ralph's job is mainly to act as a sort of
who fends for

COKDJALLV INVITES VOU

and works two weeks every year in an actual
pharmacy to do so.

•energetic".
With testimonials like these,
you'd certainly expect Ralph to be a man of
great warmth and charisma and you wouldn't
be disappointed.

"advocate/ombudsman

PMARMACV

Those who enjoy the Japanese Garden at Micke Grove Park,
might be interested in learning that one of its creators has been
"appreciated.'' Masoa ''Duke" Yoshlmura, has been accorded the
Outstanding Volunteer
Service Award by the Central
Valley
district
of
the
California
Parks
and
Recreation Society. The
award, for Yoshlmura'a work
at Micke Grove, comes just
after his retirement from 20
years service with the county.
He now works privately as an
oriental garden landscaper..
. .James K. Mahoney, retired
deputy administrator for San
Joaquin County, has been
honored by the National
Association of Counties for
his
"outstanding
contributions
to
public
service.'' Mahoney, was 1976
and 1977 president of the
association's council
of
intergovernmental
coordinators.
He
now
operates
a
consulting
business specializing in
YOSHIMURA
federal grant applications.

As spokesman for the students, Ralph
definitely sees their protection as an important
responsibility but also knows that "sometimes
you can't always go with the student sentiment

*e does best; keeping In toueh
Considering his own experiences as a
student, Saroyan feels that we should be

at the time because in the end result, you might
penalize them more." Most frustrating"to

careful not to let "our studies get in the way of
our educations" and take advantage of all op

Ralph is that change comes so slowly.

portunities for social and professional in
volvements.

"Students expect change faster than I ex
pect change and I expect change faster than the
dean expects change...you have to be patient
and learn that good change takes time."
Although he is no longer a practicing
pharmacist, Ralph feels that it's important to
keep current with new developments in his field

His credo is "when you study, study hard
and when you play, play hard" and that a
valuable education is a well-rounded one It's
easy to see that Ralph practices what he
preaches and that his diversity and sincere in
terest in each and every student make him quite
an asset to Pacific.

Schedule o(. Event* Imide

Harriet F. Catania, a staff
pharmacist at St. Joseph's istrative programs of
Hospital since 1970, was re pharipacy during her ei
cently appointed to head the years at the hospital and
promotion to director n
hospital s pharmacy.
gives her direct responsibi]
Tlle
™
Promotion was an
nounced by Larry Philipp, as- over all pharmacy activiti
The pharmacy at j
*!? executive director
Joseph's is currently i
re
C atania' 31> earned
hp^ H„ f
her doctor of pharmacy dergoing expansion a
remodeling, part of the :
£ fh!% T the diversity million building program tl
of the Pacific in 1976. She re
ceived her bachelor of was highlighted in August
pharmacy degree from UOP the opening of the new wir
Mrs. Catania's husban
in 1970.
Patrick, also has a doctoi
Mrs. Catania has been indegree and teaches at tl
V°
in many adminUOP School of Pharmacy.
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Coming home to
HOMECOMING!!
our dreams come true
PHOTOS BY JORGE RAYA
PHOTOGRAPHY EDITOR
TEXT BY K KLAPARDA
PACIFICAN REPORTER
How about a quick trivia quiz? Who was the Homecoming Queen of 1970-71? A) Janeen Krabbenschmidt, B) Kim Bradstreet, C) Phyllis George, D) Marie Osmond, E) None of the above.
If you guessed A) Janeen, you would have been close. Ms. Krabbenschmidt was the 1969-70 Home
coming Queen and the last to reign until the 1977-78 Queen, Kim Bradstreet was crowned last year.

Janell Weide
From Dps Palos, California, Janell is a senior majoring in Special Education.
She is a member of Delta Delta Delta sorority, and will graduate this May to
pursue a career working with handicapped children. Her hobbies include
danc*-". skiing, and traveling.

Question number two: Historically, what sort of activities have taken place on the Friday before the
Homecoming game? A) Greek house decorating, B) An all-campus barbeque, C) A pep-rally in the Conserva
tory, D) A giant Freshman sponsored bonfire on the Levee, E) All of the above.

Chenoa Crockett

-

Born in Heidelburg, Germany, but recently from Salinas, California, Chenoa
is the oldest of 3 children. This freshman Communications Arts major enjoys
baseball, football, swimming, sailing, and all kinds of music. She is pursuing
a Public Relations career as a band promoter, and hopes to learn to hangglide.

The correct answer is E) All of the above. Yes, Homecoming was a great big deal to UOP, collegians and
alumni alike.
Historically, Homecoming was a weekend to write home about.
But what happened?
Earth shattering protests? Were all these traditions dropped at one time? Not exactly:
of UOP, they just fizzled out.
The Homecoming Parade was truly a special event, with every Greek house entering its own float, not to
mention enthusiastic dorm participation. Saturday evening's All-Campus Dance was the social event of the
semester. They'd hop *n bop in their taffeta and bucks, the football team had won back the Bell.
The tradition of passing the Bell between UOP and San Jose State started in the 1920's. When UOP
moved from San Jose to Stockton, a rivalry started between the schools. A group of San Jose State collegians
came to UOP and stole the Bell from Archania. After futile attempts to retrieve the clanger, UOP settled for
a gentleman's agreement that gave possession of the Bell to the winning team at the Homecoming game.
k

Even today, when San Jose plays for our Homecoming or we play for theirs, the Bell is the prize for victory.
Twenty-nine girls were present to be judged on a speech entitled, "Why I want to be Homecoming
Queen". The girls' speeches were judged on inspiration, content, and enunciation, with adjodicators using
^^k

^

a number-code scoring system.

^^k

After all the candidates spoke, the eleven judges' scores were totaled. The fourteen highest scores were
selected. Of the fourteen contestants, six were Freshmen, two were Sophomores, two were Juniors, and four

^^k
^^k

were Seniors.
In 1970, it was felt that a Homecoming Queen was a sexist role and therefore discriminatory.

^^k
^^k
^Bk

Lisa Coruccini

But times and people change. This year the contest for Homecoming Queen is sponsored by the University Center Programs Council, in conjunction with the second Annual All-American Homecoming Queen
contest. Each living group and club received a memo from Vincent Orange, Homecoming Queen contest.
Chairman, and they were asked to nominate one or several girls as possible candidates for Queen.

Lisa received the President's Honors at Entrance upon enrolling at UOP this
fall. Her hobbies are skiing, traveling, music, and football. A business major,
she hopes to go to law school in 4 years.

Debra Wall
Coming from South Lake Tahoe, it's no surprise Debra is a competition skier.
She is a member of Delta Delta Delta Sorority, and recently directed a KUOP
Childrens Radio Theatre. A senior Communication Arts major, she has plans
to do graduate work at USC before pursuing a public relations career.

Chairman Orange said about the contest, "I think it's going very well. It takes intelligence, courage,
and pride to be Homecoming Queen. All these girls are exemplifying these qualities in their quest for the '
crown."

Lodian finally achieves lifelong ambition

give free blood pressure tests.
He can also recommend
doctors and give some advice
within legal constraints.
"We can't diagnose. We can
suggest
over-the-counter
drugs," he said. Druggists can
advise people when an illness
is "bad enough to see the
doctor."
Geiszler decided early in life
that he wanted to go into
pharmacy.
"1 started my first job in
1968," said Geiszler. He went
to work for Jerry Mann, who
owned the former Mann's
Pharmacy on School Street.
The pharmacy has since
become Coppi's Pharmacy. "I
decided in my senior year in
high school that that's where I
wanted to go."
After graduating from Lodi
High School and going through
Delta College, he went to
pharmacy school at the
University of the Pacific,
graduating with a B.S. in
pharmacy in 1973.

Geiszler began his career at
a drugstore in Modesto and
three years later worked in
Alameda.
In 1976, he was back in Lodi.
"Francis Wilson called me up
one day and asked if I wanted
to work for him." reminisced
Geiszler. "That was my op
portunity, which I grabbed."
He had grown up in Lodi.
and that's where he wanted to
spend his life.
When Wilson retired last
year, he offered to sell his
business to Geiszler. Because
of the trust which had
developed between the two.
Geiszler needed relatively
little cash to acquire the
business.
"I want to do a good job,
treat my people right and let
the financial rewards take
care of themselves," he said.

A freshman from Norco, California, Terry is a Biology major and enjoys
skiing, swimming, and riding horses. Terry's long range goal is to be speech
therapist and teach both children and adults who have speech problems.
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More to pharmacy than pills
By JIM AUSTIN
News-Sentinel staff writer
The pharmacist stands
among a bewildering array of
bottles containing powders,
liquids or pills of different
shapes and sizes. The colors of
the containers vary from clear
to shades of yellow or brown.
The pills come in all colors of
the spectrum.
Yet the trained pharmacist
knows what's in each of the
bottles and what differing
dmounts of it can do to a
person.
If the pharmacist owns the
business, he must know howmuch of all the drugs is
available, as well as the other
merchandise normally sold in
a drug store.
"People are always making
fun of us," said pharmacist
Stan Geiszler Jr.. 28. who on
Jan 1 acquired ownership of
Wilson's Pharmacy, 121 S.
School St.. from Francis
Wilson "They think all we do
is pour stuff out of a bottle. We
have to know which bottle to
pour it out of."
However. Geiszler believes
that his skills have been un
derutilized "People don't use
our knowledge," he said. The
pharmicist is authorized to

Shula Allen
A self-proclaimed jack-of-all-trades (but master of none). Shula is from
Pomona, California. She is the treasurer of Lambda Kappa Sigma Fraternity,
and the past Vice President of Delta Sigma Theta Service Sorority. She will
graduate from Pharmacy School this May with plans to design a Drug
Awareness program for young adults.

Terry Mastellos

Kathy Sullivan
Raised in Clayton, California, Kathy is a 19 year old sophomore at UOP.
She is majoring in special education, and hopes to pursue a career in this field.
Kathy, who is a member of the Council for Exceptional Children, also serves
on the Student Alumni Council. Her long range goal is to teach the educable
handicapped.

New owner of Wilson's argues

STAN GEISZLER, NEW OWNER OF WILSON'S

The

Homecoming Committee met and by a simple majority vote, decided to drop the Homecoming Queen,

It is not everyone who ends
up doing what he likes and
being a value to the com
munity at the same time. "It's
fun working here," he said. "It
makes the whole day a hell of a
lot nicer."
He likes dealing with people
whom he has come to know
throughout the years he has
lived in Lodi. "Everybody who
walks through the front door,
chances are that I'll know
him," he explained.
Geiszler is also a certified
cardiopulmonary resuscit
ation instructor who has given
classes in such places as Lodi
Memorial Hospital.

FOOD AND ENERGY
One-sixth of the total U.S.
energy supply is used to
produce, process and prepare
food. — CNS
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Drug abuse:

College Pharmacy Survives Competition With Big Chains
By LYNNE ENDERS GLASER
Bee Business Writer
"That we're able to be flexi
ble is the only reason any of the
independents are in business,"
says Charles E. Alstrom.
"That, and the ability to make
decisions on the firing line."
Alstrom is speaking as owner
of the College Pharmacy, which
was founded by his father, Ed,
and the late Ben Wiebe at the
tail of 1937 and which became
his property two-plus years ago.
He is speaking as a small busi
nessman in a trade dominated
by chains.
When the College Pharmacy

As business grew, the origi
nal partners made plans to
construct a larger store nearby.
They did, in fact, build a sand
wich shop on the same side of
Van Ness, a few hundred feet
up the block. "Dad and Ben
tried to buy the lot in between,"
said Alstrom. "They wanted to
build on it, but it never worked
out. Then a building across the
street came up for lease, so
they decided to move there."
That was in May 1949. And
the building to which they
moved — at 1429 N. Van Ness —
has been "home" to the compa
ny since. Title was changed to

first opened, it was located in a
small structure which the own
ers rented at 1414 N. Van Ness
Ave., next to a gas station on
the northeast corner of Van
Ness and Floradora Ave.
"When this area was built,"
remarked Alstrom, "it was the
furthest shopping center north
of town... this one and the area
right around Fresno High
School."
In addition to prescription
drugs, the store advertised
sundries, film and limited photo
equipment and lunches served
at a soda fountain. The fountain
became a gathering spot for
young matrons in the neighbor
hood, with babies in tow, and
for students from nearby Fres
no State College.
It was the proximity of FSC
which, of course, gave the phar
macy its name.

Charles E. Alstrom

the owners in the mid 1950s, and
extensive remodelling took
place in 1964. "The whole thing
sort of evolved," remarked
Alstrom. "Things just kind of
opened up...
"I'm toying with the idea of
doing some more remodelling,
of knocking out this office and
expanding the floor space, but I
get hot and cold on the idea.
Sometimes it's depressing when
you look around and see the
neighborhood," which has
changed in years recent. "You
wonder, 'Why am I going to
spend the money?'"
Before that he had said,
"Many of the buildings around
us are owned by older people,
who are retired or close to re
tired, and they don't want to
spend money fixing them up.
But as the neighborhood is
changing ownership into youn
ger hands, you see more
change. The younger, new
owners aren't afraid to invest
some money... Without a
large investment of money,
except to obtain the property,
this could be an attractive little
shopping area."
Even though his thoughts
blow "hot and cold," Alstrom
recently ordered a facelift for
the exterior of the store. This
included the addition of a wood
en frame around an alreadyexisting aluminum awning and
the design of a logo to key in on
the theme "old-fashioned store
with the old-fashioned service."
The logo features a horse-drawn
carriage of the type used by
pharmacies and other business
es circa 1900.
"We still consider ourself a
pharmacy," said Alstrom, a
1962 graduate of the pharmacy
school at the University of the
Pacific. "More than half our
sales volume comes from the
pharmacy.
"We still fit into the model of

Coming to grips
with America's problem
BY LINA ABOU-DHEIR
UOP PHARMACY INTERN

compulsive use of marijuana to satisfy psycho
logical needs.

Drug use is undoubtedly becoming a way
of life for many people. An increasing number
of Americans are testing and experimenting
with marijuana, LSD, uppers, downers, speed
and a few with heroin. Parents are more and
more concerned, puzzled, worried, anxious, or
even down right panicked. Most disturbing to
them is that drugs (especially marijuana) are
becoming popular even among junior highland
high school students.
Drug abusers take drugs for non-medical
reasons. They take drugs for "kicks" to es
cape reality.
They disregard medically
prescribed dosages.

Knowledge of the purity

or strength of the drug is usually unknown to
the user.
There are five principal categories of drugs
and chemical substances that are most often
abused. They are classified rather loosely un
der the headings of stimulants, depressants,
hallucinogens,
chemicals.

power shopping center, and
survive."
Of survival itself, he contin
ued, "Fifteen years ago there
was a trend for the one-man
store, but today fellows (phar
macists) can earm more money
by working for somebody else,
maybe a large drug chain. They
don't have the headaches of
ownership, but of course they
don't have the satisfaction of
owning their own store either.
They don't have the uncertainty
of owning a business.
"So today most of the oneman shops have closed. Mainly
they've closer because older
fellows have not been able to
sell them to younger ones. The
younger ones have not been
able to buy them. Even if they
can get the financing, they've

narcotics

and

volatile

Abuse of these substances can

cause injury to vital organs of the body, in
cluding the liver, kidneys and brain.

A neighborhood gathering and socializing spot in its early days.
the old-type pharmacy. We
haven't gone into batteries,
tires, auto needs, nursery
items, that sort of things... and
expansion of early, 1900 drug
store lines."
The store also offers delivery
service and its own version of
charge accounts. It's closed
Sundays. There's not a comput
er on the premise. "We send
our bills out to be processed,"
said Alstrom, "but we have a
copy of each transaction, of
every statement, every bill,
right here in the office, so we
have the ability to make chang
es if somebody calls in." It's all
part of staying "old fashioned."
In fact, added Alstrom, "I
don't know if we could even
take this style of business to a
high-rent location, to a high-

tied themselves down for years.
"Back then, when Dad and
Ben opened up, pharmacists
we're only making $100 a
month. You could start a store
on a limited amount of capital.
"I think the reason this store
has survived is that Dad started
it and I was able to buy it. Real
ly, he was able to make the sale
attractive enough so I wanted to
buy it... If he'd had to sell it to
a stranger, I don't things would
have been the same."
College Pharmacy was begun
as a "two-man shop." Today
there are 19 employees, some
working part time. Included is
Alstrom's 16-year-old son, Kirby. Included too — but without
pay — is Alstrom's wife, Linda,
who drops by to mark stock and
arrange gift items.

pages

Abuse can also lead to psychic (psycholo
gical) or physical dependence (or both) arising
I

in a person following administration of a drug
on a periodic or continuous basis. Many young
people who experiment with drugs begin with
marijuana.

j

The mode of drug action on a human body
in many cases follows a similar pattern. The
following elaboration regarding marijuana
could be applied to other drugs as well.

j

No

doubt, marijuana is the most controversial sub
stance of drug abuse. It is much less powerful
than other forms of drugs such as LSD (Ly
sergic Acid Diethylamide), DMT (Dimethyltrytamine), peyoteand mescaline.
Although marijuana doesn't result in phy
sical dependence, many experts believe that its
abuse can result in serious psychological depen
dence. Users may suffer withdrawal when the
drug is withheld; they may however develop a

Some users of marijuana may also experi
ment with more dangerous drugs such as barbituates or opiates and become dependent on
them.
The effects of marijuana may vary greatly
depending on various factors such as strength
or potency of the marijuana smoked, the
emotions of the abuser and his physical con
dition at the time of use.
Physical effects result after inhaling the
smoke. THC (tetrahydrocannabinol) passes
quickly into the bloodstream and begins to af
fect the brain centers in a matter of minutes.
This would result in an overall drop in body
temperature, a loss of ability to coordinate
body movements, a desire for sweets, a general
increase in appetite, possible nausea, dilated
pupils, and inaccurate spacial perception.
Psychological and emotional effects of
using marijuana may include giggling and
"hilarity, laziness, indifference and carelessness,
emotional instability, withdrawal from respon
sibilities and normal social contacts, anxiety
and deep depression.
Educators and social workers urge infor
med, reasoned discussions about drug abuse
instead of parental thunderbolts about drug
horrors and dangers.
Parents are to seek facts and information
to guide their children, and counter their
argumehts and positions about marijuana or
other drugs. Such information can be obtained
from local community meetings where authori
tative discussions of drugs and informative
courses are held regularly.
Drug abuse problems are dramatic and
constitute a heavy drain on human resources.
A logical way to solve this may be to use the
topical subject of drugs as an opportunity to
equip young people with both instruction and
practice in basic life skills, like problem
solving, coping with adversity and simple
decision making.
Corrective measures are urgently needed.
Its application needs the support and partici
pation of society.

OACCMnpU/
CA. pharmacists to try prescribing next year
Pharmacists will be prescribing
drugs by February of 1979 under a pilot
program recently approved by the Cal
ifornia Dept. of Health Planning. The
program, sponsored by the University
of Southern California School of Phar
macy, will last through 1982, according
to the provisions of California State
Assembly Bill 717.
Dr. GLENN STIMMEL, associate pro
fessor of clinical pharmacy and psychiatry
at USC, is director of the project. "We
want to determine whether a pharmacist
can safely and effectively prescribe drug
therapy", he said.
A few USC faculty members will par
ticipate in the project but basically, said
Stimmel, USC s role will be in serving as an
umbrella under which a variety of phar
macist-prescribing situations can operate.
The project will develop in two phases.
The first phase will make use of 40 phar
macists already providing a significant amount of patient care in their work, so that
special training will be minimal. Prior to
prescribing, they will take a course in
physical assessment skills, directed at as
sessing disease state changes.

UOP studenfa
Students of the University of the
Pacific School of Pharmacy teamed up
with local pharmacists in Stockton, CA
recently to conduct one-day communitywide blood pressure tests. They found that
more than half the people with high blood
pressure had been unaware of the problem.
JEFF JELLIN, a UOP School of Phar
macy official who helped coordinate the
event, said that 1,213 people were checked
for hypertension at seven different sites
throughout the county. The students and

FOR OINTMENTS
,E. FQUGERA & CO., Covina, CA. 91722
. Diviaon of Byk-Gulden, Inc.

"We don't see any need for phar
macists to get involved in diagnosing pa
tients, but once the diagnosis is estab
lished, a pharmacist should be able to take
over the prescribing and the monitoring of
the medication," Stimmel said. "We're
going to be doing things like charting
changes in the disease state as a function
of drug therapy, or identifying adverse
effects of medication."
The formularies, approved by the state
will vary according to the project site. The
limitations are self-imposed, said Stimmel:
"we've arranged a broad formulary for
skilled nursing facilities and ambulatory
care clinics, but pharmacists working in the
psychiatry clinic setting will be restricted to
psychiatric drugs. The acute care settings
will be using anti-biotics. We also have a
couple of anti-coagulation clinics in which
the formulary will be restricted just because
there is no need for other kinds of drugs."
Each prescribing pharmacist will meet
at least every two weeks with a supervisory
physician, who will be responsible for
closely reviewing and assessing the phar
macist's work and ensuring the patient's
safety and quality of care.
After a year the progress of the first
phase will be evaluated. If judged a sucpharmacists found that 134 of those people
had hypertension, including one patient
who was referred immediately to an emer
gency room because of a dangerously high
reading.
*
"These findings support the national
figures in this area and show the need for
people to have periodic blood pressure
checks," Jellin said, noting that hyperten
sion is the primary cause of some 60 000
deaths annually. It is also the underlying
cause of more than 1.5 million heart attacks
and strokes each year in the U.S.

Pharmacy students
in rural New Mexico
It is a good learning-experience for
the students to get away from the univer
sity setting and metropolitan pharmacies "
said WILLIAM KELLY in reference to the
University of New Mexico College of Phar
macy's rural clinical pharmacy program
Kelly, an assistant professor of pharmacy at
UNM, is director of the program, which

cess, the project will then enter into its
second phase: community pharmacy.
Community pharmacists, said Stimmel, will
be prescribing drug therapy for self-limiting
diseases, a variety of infectious processes
and common complaints like upper re
spiratory infections and dermatological
problems. They, also, will work in conjunc
tion with a physician, who will review their
work and be available for consultation.
Where will all this lead? If the project is
successful, said California State As
semblyman GORDON DUFFY (author of
AB 717) at a recent San Francisco meeting,
it could lead to a revision of the Pharmacy
Practices Act, which has not been re
viewed comprehensively for years. Cal
ifornia pharmacists may earn the privilege
of prescribing regularly.
In the two-phase process," said
Stimmel, "we're going to evaluate phar
macists prescribing in community phar
macy practices, clinic situations, and hos
pital situations; we're sampling the whole
scope of pharmacy and seeing how pre
scribing can fit into each of those areas. If
the results are positive, we will be able to
define for purposes of legislation what
pharmacists can do in terms of prescribinq
drugs."
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Venereal diseases
curable if discovered
and treated in time
BY LINA ABOU-DHEIR
UOP PHARMACY INTERN

birth control has cut down the use of the con
dom (a device employed now more often to

V.D. is a common way of referring to
venereal diseases. The word venereal comes
from the Latin VENUS, translated as love or
desire.

by body to body contact usually during sexual
intercourse.

The recent increase in V.D. has caused
a widespread (and justifiable) concern parti
cularly in the United States. More than 50
percent of the cases reported involve teenagers
and adults under the age of 25. V.D. can

H\RRIET CATANIA

Vincent A. Verlodhas been named general services manager for
Pacific Gas & Electric Co. 's Stockton Division. He succeeds Donald L.
Kennedy Jr., who has been named manager of the San Lius Obispo
F
District.
Verlod will supervise 90 employees in the 11-county district with
271,000 gas and electric customers.
He joined the company in 1947 and had been electrical engineer for
the firm at San Mateo and Belmont since 1968. -
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Few statistics are available about venereal
diseases among homosexuals. Gonorrhea,
Syphillis germs and other kinds of V.D.s can
enter the body by direct contact through
mucousal surface, such as the mouth. Homo
sexuals face as much rick of venereal infec
tion as heterosexuals. This increase is probab
ly due to the lack of knowledge of cause and
symptoms of V.D. plus the shame and em
barrassment of admitting and reporting such

be spread without obvious symptoms being
apparent. Recently acquired V.D. and be
treated quickly and completely. But first V.D.
stages may not give noticeable symptoms or

PG&E Division Manager

prevent pregnancy than to prevent infection)
and of contraceptive jellies, creams and foams,
foams.

Venereal diseases is the term applied

to a certain group of infectious or contagious
diseases sometimes called social diseases. They
are spread from on infected person to another

VINCENT VERLOD
gives pharmacy students a chance to work
in primary care clinics around the state.
The program is of great mutual benefit
to both students and communities. Stu
dents spend at least eight weeks at clinics
in El Rito, Truchas, Dixon, Penasco, the
Cuba area "checkerboard system," Shiprock, and the Gallup Indian Health Hos
pital. They receive one hour of elective
credit for each week spent at a clinic.
Students in the program advise pa
tients on their use of prescribed medica
tions, make house calls, monitor drug ther
apy, and run the pharmacy at the clinic.
The students also act as community druq
resource counselors, said Kelly.
In the last two years, 34 students from
both graduate and undergraduate phar
macy programs have been through the
rural clinical rotation program. The majority
of them are natives of New Mexico, though
some have come from the University of
California at San Francisco and others have
come from as far away as the University of
Connecticut. "Most of the students say
that their experience is a good one," said
Kelly.

ea

warnings. A person who contacts another with
the disease may carry and spread it without
realizing that he himself is a carrier.

An increase in sexual activity among teen
agers may be part of the explanation.

Medical experts believe that sexually trans
mitted diseases can be controlled. A basic
need is to change public-attitudes toward V.D.
so that the public, as well as health workers,
are less hostile and condemning. Vaccine re
search, better preventive measures and reliable
blood test are some of the means to curb the
spread of V.D.

Ac

cording to medical sources, 75 percent of
American females between the ages of 15-19
engage in premarital intercourse. Because
these individuals rarely use condoms, the
spread of V.D. that might be prevented by the
condom is left unchecked.

Among the contributing factors to this
dilemma is the misuse of contraceptives. The

At present the only effective method of
control is to discover and treat the infections
before they spread. A responsible attitude
includes not only going to a doctor for treat
ment but also cooperating with health authorit
ies in reporting the identity of sexual contacts
so that the spread of the disease can be
curbed.

pill (a female contraceptive) has played a part
For one thing, it has

It is necessary to convince those found

probably contributed to a more relaxed atti

with the disease to accept treatment. Misuse

tude toward sexual activity, which creates the
opportunity for passing on and receiving in
fection.

of some contraceptives has increased the sus
ceptibility of many people to the disease. The

in the V.D. epidemic.

Another factor is the possibility that the
"Pill" may change the chemical state of the
vagina to one that is more hospitable to in
vading germs. In addition, the increasing pop
ularity of the "Pill" as an effective method of

most respected and time-proven aid in the pre
vention of V.D. is the condom (also known
as a "skin" or a "rubber") when used proper
ly.
The life of many people need not be
blighted because of having been treated for a
V.D. and avoiding treatment is to invite
blindness, disability and probable death.
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Dean's Student Advisory Committee

Calendar of Events

Highlights from January 10,1979.
The Curriculum Committee will be looking into
the entire Pharmacy schedule and will recom
mend any. changes. The report will be out in
February. New tuition rates for 1979-80 school
ear were announced;$2408/term.
Students are to be reminded not to park in the
visitor parking spaces in the Pharmacy parking
lot. Dean I. Roland expressed thanks to those
who served on the committee last term, and
welcomed the new and returning members. It
was announced that ASUOP election dates will
be held on March 14-15, with runoffs on Mar.20
also, the check cashing booth will be closed
and Pacific Day eliminated.

Preference Day for Fraternity Rush...January 23.
Mary Munson Runge (Convocation hr)...February 8.
Last Day to Drop Classes
February28.
Tentative Racq.-Ball Tournament
Feb.-March.
Legislation Day
March.,.14.
Honor and Awards (Convocation hr)....March...15.
SAPhA Picnic
April
1.
Classes End
April....4.
Final Exams
.April.5-10.
APhA Annual meeting, Anaheim.
April.21-26
CPhA Annual meeting, Reno
June...3-7.
PHARM-Mrs
Round Table Meeting.February20.

i

SAPhA
Highlights from January 18,
Legislation Day was announced it will be held
on March 14. Sponsored by CPhA, this event is
»a great opportunity to meet with fellow students
and Pharmacists from your local areas and disIcuss with the new and returning legislators,
issues and pending legislation that concerns
the profession of Pharmacy. The function will
be held At Sacramento Comm. Convention Center.
Students are encouraged to participate and
those interested should sign up at the SAPhA
office. A carpool list will be available.
The CPhA report- This years' meeting was very
successful. Highlights were speakers Bob John
son and Mary Munson Runge. Two UOP students
participated in heading comm. and workshops.
There was a House of Delegates discussion on
[bill 1717K (which is the mandatory consultation
'to a new patient.) Speaker Mary Munson Runge,
newly elected APhA President will be here on
February 8. Congradulations to new SAPhA of
ficers; President Bob Nickell and fellow offic
ers; Scott Huhn, Janice Hoover, Jennifer Elder,
Flint Pendergraft,Alan Morita, Rick Friedman,
Andy Szczotka, Bob Seiwert.
On behalf of my executive officers, we as the
new incoming representatives of SAPhA hope to
accomihplish many goals to make SAPhA fulfill
the needs and wants of its members, by follow
ing through with every question asked, and dis
cussing and hopefully solving all problems
brought to our attention. We hope to make
SAPhA appeal to "every" pharmacists' interest.
Respectfully yours,
Bob Nickell, SAPhA President

Lambda Kappa Sigma
The women of LKS would like to welcome everyone
back from semester break. At our first meeting
this semester elections were held and the fol
lowing members were choosen as officers: Pres.Maryanne Loo, and fellow officers, Rose Cirelli,
Aleta Hentges, Theresa Liou, Nadine Marra,Elyse
Filderman, Mercy Bumanglag, Cindy Avery,Eileen
Addes, Liz Fong. These people will be happy to
answer any questions you may have about LKS.
Preference Day for LKS is Jan. 23 in front of
the Pharmacy library. Were looking forward for
all students turning out and cheering our
pledges on.
Elyse Filderman

STOCKTON — Dr. Raymond M. Quock of the University of the Pacific School of
Pharmacy faculty has received a $13,775 grant to conduct research in the area of
Parkinson's Disease.
This nervous system disease affects approximately one million people in this

Kappa Psi
The men of Kappa Psi welcome back their brothers
and other members of the student body from their
clerkship and internship experience. We also
hope that the holiday season was an enjoyable
break from the rigors of the academic life. The
brothers are currently involved with the rush
program. Gamma Nu is also busily preparing to
co-host the Kappa Psi National Cenntenial Conv.
to be held this August in Scotsdale, Arizona.
Brothers from all over the U.S. will be attending
so naturally we are excited about this event.
Lastly the men of Kappa Psi would like to wish
everyone the best of luck this semester and that
all their efforts are successful.

country annually, and it strikes mainly senior citizens.
Quock will be trying to determine if the drug Naloxone, which is currently
used to counter the effects of such narcotics as heroin and morphine, can be used
%

%
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to treat Parkinson's disease.
The 18-month study will be funded by The American Parkinson Disease Association
in New York City.
Quock, who has been doing research work in this area for the past eight years,
has been a UOP pharmacy school faculty member in the physiology-pharmacology field
since 1975.

Phi Delta Chi

mm#

The brothers* of Phi Delta Chi welcome the new
executive officers of SAPhA, and wish them luck
in all forth coming events. At present, rush
activities are coming to a close, with toramorrow
being preference day and pledging starting soon

•v /, v•
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TO PHARMACY STUDENT CENTER
At the Annual Homecoming Meeting of the Alpha Psi Alumni
Association of Phi Delta Chi, the professional pharmacy fraternity
voted to donate $1,000 to help build the Pacific Pharmacy Student
center. The project, which has been spearheaded by the Pacific
Associates, is well on its way to reach its goal of $72 000
Rawley Guerrero, Pharm. D. '78, presented the Phi Delta'Chi'check
to Dean I. W. Rowland during the recent Founders' Day Dinner acti
vities at the Phi Delt House. Dean Rowland thanked the Alpha Psi
Alumni for their continued support on behalf of the School of
Pharmacy and the Pacific Associates.

February 7, 1979 — 224
Special Days Scheduled At Various UOP Colleges
4

STOCKTON —• Several special days are planned for upcoming Saturdays at Univer
sity of the Pacific to acquaint prospective students with various academic programs
available at the university.

EXERCISE AND MEDICAL COSTS
According to a study just published in Med World News, peonle
money on medical care than
sedentary individuals. Dr. A.H. Ismail concluded that perhaps
people who regularly exercise should be granted lower insurance
premiums.

SLTrC1Se,re^laUy spend much less

The Conservatory of Music has scheduled February 24 for its program, while the
School of Pharmacy will be on March 3. On March 10 there will be two programs, one
involving the School of Engineering and the second featuring the natural sciences at
College of Pacific, the largest liberal arts college at the university.
The School of Business and Public Administration will be on March 17, along

HYPERTENSION AND COMPLIANCE
>rD

t+6 S^Ujy'

"IraPact

•+h
Patient Perceptions on Compliance
with Treatment for Hypertension," the relationships between patients'
perceptions of health, disease and medical treatment and compliance
were examined in personal interviews with 142 patients under
ment for high blood pressure. As described in Medical Care the
findings indicate that it might be expected that emphasis on the
effectiveness of treatment and on the potential threat posed hv
controinS1°n W°Uld motivate improved compliance and blood pressure

with two College of Pacific programs, one involving the humanities and the second
involving the social and behavioral sciences.
The last of the special days will be on March 24 for Elbert Covell College,
the Spanish-speaking liberal arts college at UOP.
During the programs prospective students will be able to talk with faculty,
students and administrators about specific programs and student life on campus.
For more infoimation contact the UOP Admissions Office at 946-2211,
mm
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The University of the Pacific
cordially invites you to explore

Please print or type the following information and return by February 28, 1979.
Yes, I will be attending the School of Pharmacy Open House, March 3, 1979

.

In addition, I will be bringing the following number of guests who wish to be included as guests of the University for lun
cheon

.

Name

Present school

Street Address

Year in present school

PREPARING THE VIALS OF LIFE

Sunday, Feb. 25, 1979
PERSPECTIVES IN THE USE
OF ANTIBIOTICS

Business Scene

Conducted by

University of the Pacific
School of Pharmacy

at the
Golden Gateway Holiday Inn
Thursday, March 22,1979
San Francisco, California

FIORELLA PASSAGLIA

JOHN HEIMANN

Pharmacists Association Installs
Fiorella Passaglia, who practices at the Graves Pharmacy, has been
installed as president of the San Joaquin Pharmacists Association.
Robert Hunnell of Lodi, past president of
California Pharmacists
Association, was master of ceremonies.
Other officers are John Hambright, vice president; Don Floriddia, record
ing secretary; Andy Stout, corresponding secretary; Primo Castagno,
treasurer. Directors are John Prioli and Don Isetti of Stockton and
A1 Fagundes of Jackson.

A
New
Lifeline
For the Elderly
Elderly people living alone often wonder what will happen to them
if something happens. Will an ambulance team figure out in time what
is wrong?
A solution being undertaken in San Joaquin County is to have an
easy-to-find medical history in the home. A"Vial of Life" program,
sponsored by the Commission on Aging of the Board of Supervisors,
began this week with the packing of 5,000 vials by volunteers.
On Monday, representatives of all county emergency and healthrelated services will be briefed on the Vial of Life program at 10 a.ra.
in the State Building, 31 E. Channel St.
Distribution of the vials to the county's elderly is scheduled to begin
by March 5.
Each vial, containing a rolled-up medical and drug history, can be
put in the upper right door compartment of an elderly person's re
frigerator. A sticker on the outside of the door will tell emergency
crews to look there.
_
The system, used in Los Angeles among other places, was first advo
cated here by Drs. Richard Jacobs and Jeff Jellin of the University of
Pacific School of Pharmacy.
It will cost the taxpayer $1,000, mainly for stickers and forms. Phar
macists throughout the county will supply the vials and distrfl>wte
them at their stores. According to Jacobs, from 50 to 60 pharmacies
have agreed to take part so far.
Members of Kappa Psi Pharmaceutical Fraternity at UOP are vol
unteering to help elderly persons fill out medical history forms and to
call on those who are bedridden.
Elderly persons are cautioned not to admit anyone to their home6
under pretense of being involved in the program, since no personal
visits will be made unless specifically requested.

The Pacifican
March 2, 1979
Pharmacy open house

Comanche Northshore General Manager
John A. Heimann has been named vice president and general manager of
the Camanche Northshore Resort.
For IS years, Heimann was an administrator in year-around family
destination resorts. He was a physical education and varsity high school
football coach in Pasadena for a decade, and for 20 years owned and
operated a series of recreation programs for youth and families. He also has
been a Boy Scout adult leader for 35 years.
Supported by a grant from
Schering Corporation

University
^PACIFIC
MAIN CAMPUS: STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA 95211

NEWS
NEWS BUREAU DIRECTOR: RICHARD DOTY
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Three Pharmacy Graduate Students At UOP
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UOP Pharmacy School To Host Japanese Guests
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TELEPHONE ,209) 946-23,

Pharmacists graduate Sunday
A Koi1f OAA >T/\r(tinnn ...ill I- —
11
About
200 degrees will be awarded
Sunday, at the 21st commencement
for the University of the Pacific's
School of.Pharmacy.

February 28, 1979 — 273

The 10 a.m. event is set for the

UOP Alumni To Discuss Careers With Current:

SnsaTowertWeen K"°leS

Ha" and

Dr. Ivan W. Rowland, pharmacy

k
STOCKTON - Approximately 20 tMveraity of the Pacific al»nl wh^We
ral„ed

111

_

school dean, and Dr. Stanley E.
McCaffrey, UOP president, will
each present brief remarks to the
graduates. Bachelor of Science in
Pharmacy degrees will be awarded
to about 50 students, while Doctor of
Pharmacy degrees will go to some
150 students. McCaffrey will confer
the degrees.
-

•

- - . .

distinction In their respective fields Kill return to the campus on Wednesday

J

(March 7) for the Second Alumni Fellows Day.

NEWS

The event is being arranged by the UOP Alumni Office to give students a
chance to learn about earning a living i„ their field, Job opportunities, and the
kinds of qualities and skills needed to succeed.
ta,ng those who Kill participate are San Carlos Onlted Hethodlst Church

MAIN CAMPUS: STOCKTON. CALIFORNIA 952,1

.

NEWS BUREAU DIRECTOR: RICHARD DOTV

.

TELEPHONE

ster Rev. Paul Sweet '65, with religious studies students; Llvermore pharmacy

1209) 946-2311

Jggr Carl Brltto '68, with pharmacy students; Modesto city Marager Oarth Llpsky
February 23, 1979 — 255

'52, with political science students; California youth Authority Director Pearl
1", with sociology students; Minnesota vikings quarterback

Boh tee .fia

Klth

Pharmacy School At UOP Plans Open House

Physical education students; la^ence llvemore laboratory chemist am physicist
Charles Bender '63, with chemistry and physics students, am San

JoSe

emlneer

STOCKTON - An open house is scheduled Saturday (rferch 3) at the University

Biyce Carroll '71, with engineering students.

of the Pacific School of Pharmacy to acauaint prospective students with the acade
mic programs available at the school.

Michelle Wells, coordinator of special programs In development and alumni
is directing the program. Ih, alumni felloe will be visiting with classes during

Students and faculty members will be present to discuss various tonics,

the morning am/or afternoon, am the activities Mil include a luncheon for the
guest speakers.

including the profession, the curriculum and student life at UOP.
There also will be guided tours of the school and a series of mini-seminars
on a variety of subjects.

Mm

The program will begin with 9:30 a.m. registration at the School of Pharmacy
Rotunda, followed by comments from Dr. Ivan W. Rowland, dean of the school.
For more information contact the UOP Admissions Office at 046-2211.

mm

SAPha

U

Office of Student Affairs

Calendar of Events

Financial Aid: 1) Priority Deadline for Appli
cants Is March 10 for students applying for
financial aid for school year 1979-80. Students
applying after that date will be considered on
a first cone first serve basis.
2) ££eclal_Interest_Free Loan for Gradual
students and Pharm.D. Candidates. Tha
'
cial Aids Office has announced the Jake Gimbel
oundation $1,000 - ten year interest free
andV3

aV®llable for

male', graduate students- •
and Pharm.D. Candidates. Information on this
ayallable at

Newsletter

DeaRH
Financial Aids Office
line is May 1, 1979 for the 1979-80 year
(Seniors need not apply).
the

Last Day to Drop Pharm. Classes...Feb..28.
entative Racq.Ball Tournament
Feb.-March
LEGISLATION DAY(SACRAMENTQ)
March.14.
School of Pharm.(Awards and Scholarships) @
Convocation hour Thurs. 11:00a.m..March..15
pring and Fall Faculty Advising and Course"
Planning.
26_April 4<

PHARMACY AND UOP

larm Mrs,.seniors banquet"
March.10.
Math-Science Day.UOPmain campus...March..3
LKS Hak%Salye
Hygeia Day
""franc
inals Begin
a p h !1!

March.12.
March 18
1.
April.4-10.

Serafsber

classes begin.....April.24.
APhA Annual (Anaheim)
April.21-26.

9:30-10:00 am
10:00-10:50 am

Open House

HPM 121, Derm. & Parent.(Both Sect.)M0n?Apr!9
HPA 1A7 r
r»
8:00—10:00.
A 147, Comm. Practice....Tues.Apr.10.8:00-

HIS?

P«TFLICTS'PLEASE

10:00.
C0NTACT

CPhA LEGISLATIVE DAY
A total of 92 students from our campus have
signed up for legislative day on Wed. March 14
The names of the students received on or before
Feb.26, were sent to their local chapters, so
that the students and Pharmacists from their
counties can meet along with the legislators
from their areas. Sign-ups will continue in
the SAPhA office up until the day of legisl.
For those students needing transportation
SAPhA will provide 2 buses , Sign-ups for the
buses will be first come first served. Please
check in the SAPhA office for details.

Therein k" 0Pe" h°"Se tQ PersPective students
e WUj
Plantations by the faculty and
tours will be given all day. All students are
welcome to attend. Pass the word around.Thanks.
Bulletin Boards

?hS "lndows

for

P°ating information any-

more. Thankyou your school.

T

he
i:irA £ "T;

ranRed from the regulation 6f
the PR '
J
he Pharmacist to women in Pharmacy. She defInetly stress that every student & Pharmacist

10:50-11:00 am

Special Prospective Pre-Pharmacy Student Meeting

10:50 am

School of Pharmacy Guided Tours

Marc LeFief.
PHI DELTA CHI

12:00 noon

Opportunity to Meet with Faculty and Students-School of Pharmacy Courtyard

12:20-12:40 pm

Mini Seminars (Select One)
"Miracle 11 Drugs from Mexico .... John K. Brown, Ph.D.
Rotunda 103
Euthanasia - Should the Laws Be Liberalized? .... Robert B.
Supernaw, Pharm.D.
Rotunda 107
rot slonous Plants in Your Home
Alice J. Matuszak, Ph.D.
Rotunda 106

Alterum Altefius Auxilio Eget-each needs the

Yv~
='sr«Jra-srs; b? SEE

Welcome „e„ brother,,«

Fcb.,,_

*

Rotunda 107

Forensic Medicine Laboratory .... Research Laboratories .... CPR
Demonstration .... Industrial Pharmacy .... Computerization of
Health Care .... Street Drug Analysis Pr-gram
Nuclear Pharmacy
.... Self-Teaching Center .... Experiential Learning Programs ....

enioyed Mrs".

Committee Members
U.O.P. Pharmacy students are needed to serve
on the evaluations comm. for Professors in our
school. If you would like to serve on a comm.
please drop by the SAPhA office and leave your
Thankyou, Bob Nickell.
name,etc

Student Life at Pacific
Robert P. Nickell, S.A.Ph.A. President
The Campus Community
Intramural Sports
Residential Life: Off Campus
Recreation
On Campus
Student Organizations

Mary Munson Runge Review
Feb7 ^"she
h 3 gU6St Sp6aker on Thurs"
She TrT
!?.'
Presented an excellent informative

Rotunda 103

The Curriculum
Katherine K. KNapp, Ph.D.
Science Course Work
Externship Concept
Clinical Capstone
Clerkship Concept
Advantages of the Year-'Round Program

Jotund^f"" b°ardS haVe b6en Placed ln the
Rotunda for annoucements, So please don't use
m^re

Welcome .... Robert B. Supernaw, Pharm.D.

The Profession
Gregory P. Matzen, M.S.
Community Practice
Governmental Affairs Practice
Clinic and Group Practice
Research
Acute Care - Hospital Practice
Nuclear Pharmacy
SNF Practice
Education
Industrial Practice
Forensic Medicine

Saturday March 3rd. Our School of Pharmacy is
HCl 188, Clinical Lab.&P.A.Fri.,Apr.6..1:30-'

School of Pharmacy

"Pharmacy and UOP, An Overview"
Ivan W. Rowland, Ph.D.
Dean, School of Pharmacy

Final Lxam Revisions
HCL 177 p -u !
Exam Date & Time
HCL 147'M i
Tues., Apr..10.8-10
HCL 147,Med. Microbiology..Fri..Apr.6..10:15-

REGISTRATION

1:00- 2:00 pm

Lunch - Grace Covell Dining Hall

2:15 pm

Opportunity for informal, individual consultation with members of the
Admissions and Financial Aids staff - Grace Covell Dining Hall

2:15 pm

Main Campus Tours

SCHQQL OF PHARMACY OPEN HOUS

- • • a «•.;• -• •'•"•-'••

« OI.DTIM1
DRtXJ STORE

h; i -iium
t 1 1tiitft'tt
bmm
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Col. Christopherson's Lab
Nuclear Pharmacy

Display of Old Drugs

School of Pharmacy Office:
Asst. Dean Polinsky
Dean Rowland
Dir, Matzen
Joanne Gagon

Or. George Pennebaker
Computors for Pharmacy

Display of Making Pills

Dr• Friese
Forensic Medicine Program

.= • - , <

iip
Dr. Catania,
Clinical Pharmacy

Or• Sayre
Alcohol Metabolism Research

Dr. Barker
History of School of Pharmacy

^r« Runion's Lab
Various Electrophysical
Research Projects

Dr. Vasavada's Lab
Industrial Pharmacy

Dr. Brown
Street Analysis Program

Or. Mills
Laminar Flow Hood

p •
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School of Pharmacy,
Kobe Gakkuin U n i v e r s i t y
Kobe, J a p a n
Faculty and Students

• •

JAPAN
:

:

MARCH

-

1979

Students at the School of Pharmacy,
University of Pacific, entertained
students and faculty of Kobe Gakuin
University School of Pharmacy
Gift of s i l k wall hanging presented by
School of Pharmacy, Kobe-Gakuin Univ.,
Kobe, Japan to the School of Pharmacy,
U.O.P., on occasion of their visit to
U . O . P . Campus, March
1979

Ralph Saroyan and assistants
at Barbecue gri11•

enjoying refreshments

D r . John K . Brown, UOP
Dr. Akaho, Kobe Gakuin Uni

Mr. Yamada, Stockton

m mmm

L to R: Prof. C. Kihara,
Dean Ivan V. Rowland,
Dean C. Kawasaki, Kobe
Gakuin University School
o f Pharmacy

Sunnyvale, CA
(Santa Clara Co.)
Scribe
(Cir. W.)

Monday/ March

5,

1979

PHARMACY WEST • March, 1979

Four senior students of
the University of the Pacific
School of Pharmacy in
Stockton, CA. have been
studying patient care and clin
ical procedures at Roseville
Hospital as part of a 20-week
extern program. Gary Chin,
Calvin Lee, Ron Mikusky, and
James Williams make medical
rounds with the doctors, ex
amining the impact of drug
therapy.

UOP AWARD
Gjiry Mahan of Sunny
vale will be among 14
students at the University
of Pacific to graduate this
spring who will receive
achievement awards from
the Pacific Alumni Asso
ciation. The students, who
will receive honor certi
ficates, were selected by
their colleges and schools
for the awards. He will
graduate from the School
Pharmacy.

Pacific
Review

FEBRUARY 1979

UOP Professor Receives
Grant To Study
Parkinson's Disease

Ready for Great Outdoors
A family room setting at Georgetown Manor
provides a casual backdrop for sports attire
selected by a quartet of "on-the-go" models
from the Pharmacy Auxiliary style parade that
is slated there March 13. Mannequins who will

circulate through the room settings will include
(left to right) Clare Christian, president of
sponsoring group and show chairman; Sabina
Grau, state Pharmacy Auxiliary chairman, and
her son and husband, Jeffrey and Dana.

Dr. Raymond M. Quock of the
University of the Pacific School of
Pharmacy faculty has received a
$13,775 grant to conduct research in
the area of Parkinson's Disease.
This nervous system disease
affects approximately one million
people in this country annually, and
it mainly strikes senior citizens.
Quock will be trying to determine
H the drug Naloxone, which is
currently used to counter the effects
of such narcotics as heroin and
morphine, can be used to treat
Parkinson's Disease.
The 18-month study will be
funded by The American Parkinson
Disease Association in New York
City.
Quock, who has been doing
research work in this area for the past
eight years, has been a UOP
pharmacy school faculty member in
the physiology-pharmacology field
since 1975.

Record photo

'March of Fashion ' Slated
Showgoers will enjoy a parade of
spring ensembles in a homelike set
ting when San Joaquin Pharmacy
Auxiliary stages its fourth annual
"March of Fashions" on March 13.
A capacity crowd is expected for
the 7:30 p.m. event at Georgetown
Manor, where guests will be seated
throughout the store in the lovely
room settings for the show. They will
be served homemade desserts and
gourmet hors d'oeuvres during in
termission.
Commentators will be stationed in
each room to describe the models'
ensembles as they circulate through
the room settings in attire from Girl
Talk, Furr Tique, Roos-Atkins,
Moradian's and Baby News.
Heading the roster of feminine
models will be Sabina Grau, state
president of the Pharmacy Auxiliary
Association. Other mannequins will
be Pam Laverone, Pam Regan, Echo
Polinsky, Sally Tsunek&wa, Nancy

Ferguson, Charmaine Peckinpaugh,
Harriet Catania, Alice-Jean Matuszak, Marlesse Young, and Clare
Christian, president of the local aux
iliary.
Members' husbands on the model
ing roster will be Matthew Matuszak,
Steve Laverone, Charles Green,
Frank Ferguson, Dana Grau, Alan
Young and Robert Christian.
Appearing in fashions for the youn
ger set will be Jeffrey Grau, Robin
and Ryan Regan, Angela and Craig
Laverone, Aaron Supernaw, Cath
erine, Theresa, Shannon and JulieAnn Green and Marc and Allison
Young.
Auxiliary members and their
husbands serving as commentators
will be Nancy Green, Cyndy Shiromizu, Pam Doty, Joan Chistopherson, Jane Schneider, Diane Super
naw, who is state auxiliary secre
tary; Cisco Kihara, Emily Takeuchi,
Helen Rowland, Linda Stonehocker,

Pat Catainia, Max Polinsky, Warren
Schneider and Robert Supernaw.
Mrs. Christian is heading plans for
the benefit event. Overseeing vari
ous facets of the show are Mmes.
Laverone, refreshments; Ferguson,
tickets and reservations; Young, dor
prizes; and Schneider, program.
Evelyn Carter of Georgetown Manor
is helping with coordinating of the
fashion parade.
Mrs. Rowland and Bertha Riedesel
will serve as hostesses, greeing
guests at the door.
A special feature in the program
booklet for the evening will be a
cookbook section containing recipes
for the delicacies guests will enjoy
during intermission.
Proceeds from the fashion show
will benefit the auxiliary's puppet
show for poion presentation and the
Pharamcy Student Scholarship
Fund, which aids students from San
Joaquin County.

Office of Public Relations
University of the Pacific
Stockton, California 95211
San Francisco, CA
(San Francisco Co.
Hokubei Mainichi
(Cir. 6xW. 8,000)

Richard Doty, News Bureau Director
209-946-2311

50 Kobe Gakuin
Pharmacists
On Calif. Tour

Pharmacy Coramencement Scheduled Soon At UOP
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STOCKTON ~ Approximately 200 decrees will be awarded on Sunday, nay 6,
the 21st dommencement for the University of the Pacific1 s School of Pharmacy.
The 10 a.m. event is set for the lawn area between Knoles Hall and Burns
Tower.
Ur. Ivan U. Rowland, pharmacy school dean, and Dr* Stanley E. McCaffrey,
UOF president, will each present brief remarks to the graduates.

Bachelor of

Science in Pharmacy degrees will be awarded to about 50 students, while Doctor of
Pharmacy degrees will go to some 150 students.

McCaffrey will confer the degrees.

The program will Include a student valedictory address titled "Changes" by
Gary Mahan of Sunnyvale.
speak.

Senior class president Robert Hooten of Chico also will

Rowland will present special honors to the Community Pharmacy Preceptor of

the Year, Hospital Pharmacy Preceptor of the Year and Clinical Pharmacy Preceptor
of the Year.
Pharmacy commencement proceedings are held at this time of the year because
of an 11-iaonth academic year at the school.
University of the Pacific

School of Pharmacy

traditional June commencement time.

Classes are in session during the

86
SPRING

Pharmacist to
jak at UOP

Stockton (Calif.) Record

Thursday, May 10, 1979

Mary Runge of Oakland,
president-elect of the
American Pharmaceutical
Association, will speak at
University of the Pacific
on Thursday (February 8).
Ms. Runge, who was
named California Phar
macist of the Year in 1978,
will discuss "The Governm e n t a n d Y o u r
Professional Future." Her
talk will be aimed toward
UOP pharmacy students,
but the program will be
open to the public.
She will speak at 11 a.m.
in R103 at the School of
Pharmacy. Sponsoring the
talk are Rho Chi, a
national pharmacy honor
society, and the Student
American Pharmaceutical
Association chapter at
UOP.
Ms. Runge has been
active in the pharmacy
profession for several
years. She is a former vice
president and president of
the California Phar
macists Association. She is
a past president of the
California Society of
Hospital Pharmacists.

19

Sheriff s Detective Commander David Derksen has
been elected to the national board of directors of
Friends Outside, a volunteer organization that offers
friendship, counseling and emergency assistance to
the families of men incarcerated in county jails and
federal and state prisons. It also assists inmates in
solving problems they cannot handle because of
incarceration.
_
The Stockton-San Joa
quin chapter, which has
received a new $20,000
federal grant for 1979 op
erations, raised matching
funds of $2,200 both this
year and In 1978 through
various projects, he
said.
The San Joaquin County
Bar Association made the
traditional May 1 law
Day a triple celebration by
honoring the 20th anni
versaries of the group'Sj
Legal Aid Society and the
Lawyers Reference Ser
vice.Special awards were
presented by the attor
neys to retired Superior
Court Judge William H.
Woodward and Adelle
Barrette. the associa
tion s executive secretary,
as "the persons most re
sponsible" for the fact that
both the society and the
reference service "got off
the ground."
Louis D. Magnasco, a
Li nden High school se
nior, has been named as
orve oi A .900 w\nners of
college-sponsored, four* year Nat ionaf Merit Scholarships. Magnasco's
^fihnlfirfthlnTBj E SSS#

Stockton (Calif.) Record

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Deborah McElhaney
is UofP a r a d u a t e
On Sunday, May 6,
Deborah McElhaney,
Vallejo, graduated
from the University of
the Pacific StpcfetOflT
with a Doctor of Phar
macy degree. She is the
daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Cox of
Vallejo and Mr. and
Mrs. Cliff McElhaney
of Torrance, and the
sister of Jeff and Lori
McElhaney and Julie
and Lisa White of
Torrance.
Deborah graduated

ber of the California
Scholarship Federation
She entered the
University
of
the
Pacific in September
1974 with President's
Honors. She is a mem
ber and served as VicePresident of Lambda
Kappa Sigma women's
pharmacy fraternity.
She is engaged to
Arthur Beauchamp,
son of Mrs. and Mrs.
Charles Beauchamp of
Davis, California. She
is the niece of Norma

from

Vallejo Senior
High School in June,

Sharon
Mrs.

1974 and is a life mem

McElhaney of Benicia.

and Mr. and
Kenneth

news

Office of Public Relations
University of the Pacific
Stockton, California 95211
Richard Doty, News Bureau Director
209-946-2311
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Awards Presented At UOP Pharmacy Conmencement
STOCKTON — Four special awards were presented Sunday (May 6) for outstanding
service at the University of the Pacific School of Pharmacy conmencement proceedings.
Dr. Ivan W. Rowland, dean of the school, presented the honors to the
Community Pharmacy Preceptor of the Year, Hospital Pharmacy Preceptor of the Year,
and Clinical Pharmacy Preceptor of the Year.

Sunday. May 6. 19791 21

Jerome R. Fletcher, owner of Fletcher*s pharmacy in Sacramento, was honored
as the Community Pharmacy selection. The hospital award was shared by

Walter Valentine, Ohio; Stefan Van Harmelen, San
Maria; Vern Verling, Nevada; Steven Walden, Loma
Linda.
Jack B. Wallace, Jr., Felton; Paulette Wiley,
Marysville; James Williams, Rialto; Leslie Williams,
Novato; David Williamson, Los Angeles; John Winzler,
Jr., Eureka; Chung Wong, Los Angeles, Edward Wong,
South Pasadena; Jenny Wong, Sacramento; Maple Woo
Monterey Park; Russell Woo, San Francisco; F. Kayode
Wlight, Nigeria; Gbrdon Yee, San Francisco; Mi
chael Yee, San Francisco; Joseph Young, San Fran
cisco; Raymond Young, Visalia

Edwin E. Muramotot, the pharmacy director at El Camino Hospital in Mountain View,
and Glenn M. Taketa, the assistant director of pharmacy at El Camino Hospital.
The award in clinical pharmacy went to David H. Schuetz, assistant director
of hospital services at Roseville Community Hospital.
All of the award recipients participate in pharmacy school " programs that
deal with students in off-campus settings to give the future pharmacists a •
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realistic view of their profession and greater understanding of the health care

Stockioa (CaSsf.) Hegord

field.

Eileen Addes, Richmond; Carolyn Broceo, Greenbrae; Neal Cardosa, Leucadia; Kirk Co/lins, Santa
Rosa; Daniel Conklin, Healdsburg; Lisa Mali, Honolu
lu; Don Douglas, Alabama; Janie Dunn.J&acramento;
Diane Fasig, Orangevale; Danny L. Fldts, Holtville;
David C. Grabenauer, Napa; Rebecca Gfay, Fullerton;
Jennifer Hamada, Kingsburg; Robert Hooten, ChicoRaul E. Infante, New York.
Kim Keller, Coalinga; Mary Kennedy/Salinas; Donna
Lapadula, Los Banos; Steven Laveringi^ichmond; Kim
Lee, Stockton; Vivian H. Lee, San Fralcisco; Cindy Li
Honolulu; Teresa Liou, Sunnyvale;
Mfviri H. Lum, Honolulu; Cliffor/ Mar, Havward
Nadme Marra, Santa Barbara; Kim
Long Beach!
Robert Meier, Nevada City; David/H. Miller, Citrus
Heights; Steven Moeller, Patterson.
Isaac Montelongo, Stockton; Jam} A. Montreuil Ora"ge , Lit Ng, Jr., Salinas; Alice Okita, Stockton

University nfthp Pacif

ic where he will enroll in
Qre-onarmacv courses
^SheTlaTBoore. of Stockton and a third-year medi
cal student at the Universi
ty of California, San Fran
cisco School of Medicine,
has been named the recip
ient of the $500 Bernice
Frankenheimer Scholar
ship for 1979-80. She was
chosen at the annual
meeting of the Lung As
sociation of the Valley
Lode Counties.
Lodi Unified School
District trustee Bonnie
Meyer has been selected
by the Capital Service
Center Council of the Cali
fornia Teacher's Associa
tion as the recipient of its
Gold Award to a public
official for 1979. The CTA
sponsored award goes
annually to an outstand•ng public official, com
munity leader and edu
cator in recognition of
outstanding contribu
tions.
Vic Wyckoff. an execu
tive at Holt Brothers, and
Chuck Opitz, manager of
the Holiday Inn, have been
appointed tofifl unexpired
terms on the board of
directors of the Greater
Stockton Chamber of
Commerce.
Stockton Sole Power
Walkathon to benefit the
National FoundationMarch of Dimes, collected
$18,181 in pledges. Top
pledge getter was David
Sherjdan with $494.
Tammy Ryans was sec
ond high with $406 and
Howard Mattingly third
with $383. The funds will
be used in research to
prevent birth defects.
Delta College art in
structor Joe Mariscal has
won the 1979 Kingsley
Oewitt award in ceramics.
Mairscal, who received
$250. has his works on
display at Open Ring
Gallery in Sacramento.
pharmacists Charles
Powers of Modesto. Dino
DeRanieri of San Bruno,
and Fred C. Rowley of
Pleasant Hillhave been
re-elected to the Pacific
Pharmacy
Associates
board at University of the
Pacific Colleen R. Carter,
a pharmacist in Camarillo!
was elected to her first
term on the board of the
organization created to
support pharmacy edu
cation at Pacific.
Corey Gee. a student at
okay High School in
Lodi, won the top prize in
a chemistry achievement
test administered recently I
at University of the Pacific, j
Gee was competing with
approximately 40 high 1
school chemistry stu
dents from San Joaquin
and Calaveras counties,
and he won a kit of chem
istry equipment. The UOP
Chemistry Deprtment and
American Chemical So
ciety sponsored the
event

Benicia, CA
(Solano Co.)
Herald
(Cir. W. 4,700)

Pharmacy Degrees for 200
University of the Pacific's School of Pharmacy
will award 20() degrees today at 10 a.m. at the 21st
commencement on the lawn area between Knoles
Hall and Burns Tower..
Ivan W. Rowland, pharmacy school dean, and Stanley
E. McCaffrey, UOP president, will address the grad
uates.
About 50 bachelor of science in pharmacy degrees
and 150 doctor of pharmacy degrees will be awarded by
McCaffrey. Rowland will present special honors to
the preceptors of the year.
Gary Mahan of Sunnyvale will give the valedictory
address and senior class president Robert Hooten of
Chico also will speak.
The graduates:

1979

Approximately 200 students received their degrees at the pharmacy graduation
ceremonies, which are held at this time of the year because the school operates on
an 11-month academic calendar.
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La,

NinhHHa
MS°n' ^ing City: Se"nghee Shin,
Northndge Margie lam, Honolulu; Oma Uzoigwe
Stockton, Mary Walsh, Elk; Somporn Washington
\ ictorvi le; David Wilcox, Kerman; Alan Wong, Stock'7;tl
w,e ^ong' Stockton; Richard Wulf, Fresno
Stephen Wurzburger, Fremont.
you QOt. th.

DOCTOR OF PHARMACY

W« d Ilka to haar from you.

Shula Allen Pomona; Ronald Barba, Hanford; Neill
arker, Woodside; Mark Beseda, Fremont; Kathryn
Boyson, Honolulu; Randy Brent, Fair Oaks; Martha
rodbeck, Lodn Gilbert E. Castillo, Stockton; Stanley
Chew, New York Vasiliki Chimiklis, Stockton; Gary
rh^,' ST'11?/ Peter Chock' Honolulu;
Chodoff, New York; Irving Choi, Gardena.

Lawrence

L

set1^ r m31
,H°nolului Irwin Cohen, Massachu
setts C Michael Coppedge, Huntington Beach; De
borah Corsiglia, Stockton; Jerry Costanzo, Leucadia;
Gregory Der, San Francisco; Robert Di Ponti, CerriRWerhaT
Fmfrk
Wasco'

UDlSmukeS'

Donahue,
Bruno; William
' aynaEvanoff. Berkeley; Billy Flynn,
,ge

Delan°i

Dwine11'

Yv°nne

San

Elizabeth Fong, Stockton; Milton Fong, Stockton
Rober? Fns
Chnst

S,0ckt0^'
Roseville;
LCSlie Fung' San ^cisco;
t
Graham if ' ®rentwood; 'reneGarcia, Lodi; Timothy
SafvIf * Sloughhouse; Janet Kay Greer, La Mirada;

L
a

n*'""1 ShirIey
d3" a g°; N°rman

Sc J 7'n

nnf

^

F°rd'
Fox'

Rober, H
Daie Har
Stockton; Lisa K. Hanke, Woodland;
lil
d
n
Leandro; Lonnie Hirabayashi
Lindsay, Patti Hirata, Kaneohe; Allan Hofer, Stockton'
Mane Ingrande, San Diego, Keith Jue, Sanger; Horace

^

Ottwaan 10 a,m. and 2 p.m. dally.

The Stockton Cathay Club made annual awards recently to four
members of the Chinese-American Community.
Honored were:
•o#nf«U^^l0.r C°UrtcJu<lflo Fronk K,m'the flr8t Chinese-American
W m Stockton- the f'rst to become a county deputy
? ~
st ct attorney and the first to become a county municipal court
judge.
^ n!ftlumy Lamm' e,ected the outstanding Cathay Clubmember for
1979. He is an executive at the Centro Mart Supermarket.
rhin«cf" G* Won®' v,oted the outstanding senior citizen of the
y'
rh n
D
currently is president of the Stockton
B®nev °,ent Association, the Wong Family Association and
A
the Ning Yan Association.
H

a volunteer fund raiser and One of the original
memLers who solicited contributions for the Confucuis
Temple, received a Special Recognition Award.

,rm'Chael; Mark Haddad> Cerri,0S

J^eph!!^0M7r,eno.aiJI Le°nard> G°rd°n F°nfl-Je8n K°8kela and
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UDP__Alumni Association To Honor Top Graduating Students
STOCKTON - Fourteen University of the Pacific students who will graduate

Association on Wednesday, April 18.

the students following a luncheon in the Regents Dining Room on canpus.
The students were selected by their respective colleges and schools on the

Oaks Timoth*51) Le6' 'f/f Angeles; StanleV Lee, Fair
I ew tan p
Leung Monterey Park; Alexander K.
Lew, San Francisco; Richard Lew, Stockton; Sammy

basis of academic excellence and contributions to their school. They will receive

Angeias; Levi Locke, Novato; Susan D
ff'r r
John Louie' Stockton.
m
Kathleen Mac Murphey, Sacramento; William Madsen, Roseville; Gary Mahan, Sunnyvale; Alison Mak
ban Francisco; Joseph Malloy, Los Banos; Kenneth
fanue'e' V'«lla; Eva Flynn, Rancho Palos Verdes
Edward W Markharh, San Jose; Alexandre Marques'
Stockton; Wayne Matthews, Redlands• Deborah
McElhaney, Vallejo; Lisa Carol Mecchi, SacramentoKenneth Mendoza, Alameda.
amento,

honor certificates.
Jhose honored will be Ruth Peabody of Mountain View from the Conservatory of
Mjsic; Rachel Burleson of Berkeley from Elbert Covell College; Gaither Loewenstein
of Burlingame from the School of Business and Public Administration;- Ginger Tulley

Lance Merkhofer, Cupertino; Ronald Mikusky, Stock
ton, Suzanne Millar, Pollack Pines; Pamela Moe Mo
desto; Alan Merita, Sacramento; Theresa Morrlf
entura, Judith Mossman, Moraga; Randy Muntifer-

f Sacramento from Raymond-Callison College; Gary Mahan of Sunnyvale from the
^School of Pharmacy, and Edward Brenner of San Francisco from the day division at

Njfkanf'f3' . fdla^ i^urPhree. Bakersfield; Charles
Nckano Guadalupe; Eric Nelson, Palo Alto; John Ng

sssasr "*** Berid": <»—

scnnLf nm0reoSaCrament0; Tor"e D SmittV TuLa
s
t t"°u' Earlima»; Thomas Szczotka,
Wendv Than 9Ta
' Stockton; Joe Tate, El Cajon;
Una t ! ' , "aS; Jan Uleis' New Yark; Joanne
ng, Us Angeles; Randolph Urbina, San Francisco

.

Jerry Pickering, president of the alumni grouo, will present the awards to

NnPfhHHoKlmu,mW0k' Fresn°; Diana Laubenstein,
gp'
le
Lawrence, Redlands; Anthony
Lee San Francisco; Calvin Lee, Oakland; Pamela Lee

L

952,1

this spring will receive outstanding achievement awards from the Pacific Alumni

Karn ?" Ua"c'Sco; Georee Kai, Fresno; Nickolai N.
M .rk" n'nSKM°nte!>ello; v'ncent Kelch, Stockton;
Park
Reddley; Shin-Ok Kim, Melow

, fbay?«m'u Dhadeyi, Stockton; Steven Ogata, Gar
dena, Michael Ontkean, Downey; Emerick M. Orimoto, Honolulu; Roberta Orzechowski, Cypress- Vir
ginia Partridge, Novato; Alexander S. Perry Pe
Phillips, Fair Oaks; Laurie Lynne
F m r f
" Ponedal. Garden Grove; Sally
a Rtjdernann. Walnut Creek; Michael M. Safani
Los Angeles, Randal Keith Sasaki, Reedley.

MAIN CAMPUS: STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA

McGeorge School of Law in Sacramento.
P " a8tatewld«
competition. She is a senior frnm Lf °
f,ve"year
curriculum at UOP. Russell Tanouye (rightfoflHon"
junior, won one of four third-place awards of
® UOP
rSh
They competed in a field of 22 uppTd^son « h 7 f
'PS'
California universities for the scholarship
,'rom 10
C°n"
suiting Engineers Association of California °

Edna G. Gebhardt of 1545 W. Longvtew Btorkton

u

Also, Andrea Miller of Dixon from the evening division of McGeorge;
Erika Peterson of Los Altos from the School of Dentistry in San Francisco:
QJnara Hurst of Stockton from the School of Education; Jerry Dunmire of Stockton
he School of Engineering; Terence Carney of Long Beach from the College of
acific (COP) social and behavioral sciences; Carole Horn of Fremont from the COP
natural sciences; Peter Rashe of Livermore from the COP natural sciences, and
Margaret Welton of Fountain Valley from the COP humanities area.

umu
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Bob SupeAnaw, EdUoA
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school of pharmacy

U.O.P. PROFESSORS AUTHOR TEXT FOR MONITORING PATIENTS

\

WHAT THE PHARMACIST SHOULV KNOW ABOUT...

introduction to Physical Assessment and Clinical Laboratory
Medicine is a concise text written especially for pharmacy students
oy Drs. James King and Lawrence Bratt. Dr. King is Professor of
Clinical Pharmacy and Dr. Bratt is an M.D. Adjunt Professor of
Clinical Pharmacy at U.O.P. The goal of the text is to familiarize
clinically oriented pharmacists with the fundamentals and languaqe
of the physical examination and the meaning of clinical laboratory

COSMETIC

L"oLS•

9:00

REGISTRATION

9:00 -

9:20

WELCOME AND COURSE PERSPECTIVE
Robert B. Supernaw, Pharm.D,
Assistant Professor of Health Care Administration
Coordinator of Postgraduate Education

i—I

and
Ravindra Vasavada, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Biopharmaceutics & Industrial Pharmacy
9:20 -

CD

The second section gives a concise description of the bases
o common laboratory tests and the meanings of abnormalities.
Drugs which interfere with the tests are also included.
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.7
series of case illustrations based on actual patients
give practice in using the information presented in the other sections
tihorain
°f medical abbreviations is provided. This
liberally illustrated volume, listed at $14.95, is published bv
Quercus Publication, Box 4021, Stockton, California 95204
a

><c
Q
CO
CO

Ctl

9:50

ESSENTIALS OF THE STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION OF THE SKIN
dry, normal, and oily skin

Speakers:
:50 - 10:35

Martin Katz, D.Sc.
Paula Mendenhall, Pharm.D.

FORMULATION OF CREAMS AND LOTIONS; AND TYPICAL PRODUCTS
emulsions, emolliency and moisturization, preservation
and adverse reactions

X

Speakers:

CL

Martin Katz, D.Sc.
Paula Mendenhall, Pharm.D.

U_

O

-J

DIRECTORS MEETING

SCIENCES

8:00 -

K"\
O
I
Qi
<
Q

The first section of the book emphasizes the techniques used
or evaluating physical findings, anatomic relationships and the
key signs of dysfunction. A special attempt has been made to
identify those signs which practicing pharmacits may see as they
i ° patle?ts even in the community setting. This is intended
avert LlLS^ting °U£ cr;!-tical and non-critical situations and to
vert delay of comprehensive medical care as people attempt to selfmedicate. Of course, a complete discussion of blood pressure
determination is included.

Finally»

pacific
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X
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10:35 - 10:50

MID-MORNING COFFEE BREAK

10:50 - 11:20

HAIR:

ITS ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY

<S)

»«s hew
«"tte SS,°LD^eCt0rS Meeting °£ the Paclfic Associates
, ,neiQ at tne School of Pharmacy on March 28
Mpinh^-rQ -in =
included P.A. President Dale Boothby; Director; DinTSeRaSer
Sn
Bruno; Ted Poulos, Manteca; Fred C. Rowley pJeasJn?!n
p*".
aulsen'
Mountain View; Coordinator Bob Supernaw, and Dean Cy Rowland?

fit

*5
far

ann™nced

Speaker:

o

REPRESENTATIVE FORMULATIONS AND THEIR FUNCTIONS IN HAIR CARE
specialized

shampoos, coloring agents, permanent wave
products, setting lotions

u
<

Cd
C_J

O
<c
m

membership plus contributors total 4 7 thus

11:20 - 12:20

CL

Speaker:

LU

X

Iu_

o

AFTERNOON APPLE BREAK

12:35 -

SKIN AND HAIR PRODUCT SAFETY AND CONSUMER CONSULTATION

1:35

—potential for adverse reactions, directions for use,
product safety

(XL

Speaker:

Pharmacy Student Affairs Office
Registration Information-Spring&Fall
Faculty Advising-March 26-April "3.1979
Students pick up registration material
and course schedules at the Registrar's
Office.
April 21.1979-9:10-11:10 a.m.
Spring Semester Sign-ins-Rotunda mez
zanine.
April 23.1979-1:10-3 110 p.m.
Fall Semester Sign-ins-Rot.Mezzanine .
Entrance to the sign-in area will be by
Lumber. Numbers will be handed out be;inning at 9s 15 a.m. for the morning
ession and lsl5 p.m. for the afternoon
ession.
Final Exam Revisions

1

HCL 177 Pathology
HCL 14? Med. Micro

fgtg.?gggtl5lBfl0

Fri.Apr.6,10:1512.15.
HCL 188 Clicical Lab.P.A.Fri.Apr.6.1>303«30.
HPM 121 Derm. &Parent.(both Sect.)Mon.Apr.9,8:00-10:00.
HPA 147 Comm. Pract. Tues. Apr.10,8>00-

10 >00.

Any Conflicts please contact Dr. Max
Polinsky.
SAPhA

The big event of the year is drawing
near, yes, the SAPhA Picnic. It will be
held this Sunday, April 1, at Victory
Park off Pershing Ave. Starts at 10:00
a.m. Tickets for the affair can be pick
-ed up at the SAPhA office. I hope all
will attend this gala affair.
Congradulations to the newly elected
officers >
President- Rick Friedmann
Vice-President-Mary Mazzaferri
Treasurer- Susanne Walker
AACP REP.- Marc LeFief
1st. Year Rep.- Janice Hoover
Historian- Bob Stagg
Social Chairman- Flint Pendergraft
The offices of Secretary, 2nd Year Rep..
&CPhA Rep. will be decided upon absentee
ballots with the final tally on Monday
April 2, at 5;00p.m.
Marc LeFief.

Ahmed El-Shimi, Ph.D.

12:20 - 12:35

to

/

Ahmed El-Shimi, Ph.D.

1:35 -

2:10

PANEL DISCUSSION
formalized discussion of specific problems, the experts
answer your questions

2:10 -

2:30

POST TEST/EVALUATION

/

PHARMACIST

TUTI0N

/_/

PHARMACIST

PLUS COSMETIC

Calendar of Events

R.PH. NAME

SAPhA Picnic
April,1., 10 >00.
Classes End
April,4.
Final Exams
April,5-10.
Spring Semester Classes Begin.April 24.
APhA Annual, Anaheim....April,21-26.
Late Registion(Fee of$10.)April,25-May8.
Last Day Pass/No Credit or Grade op
tion
May, 11.
Last Day to Add Pharmacy Classes,May,8.
CPhA Annual, Reno
June,3-7.
Last Day to Drop Pharm. Classes,June,18.

ADDRESS

James Whittam

$15.00
SALESPERSON

TUITION

BRING YOUR
PHARMACY'S
COSMETIC
SALESPERSON

$20.00

SAPhA. Annual Convention. Anaheim.
We are very fortunate this year to have
the Apha; SAPhA &ASHP annual meetings
in Anaheim, Calif. SAPhA is celebrating
its 10th anniversary as an APhA subdiv
ision. The executive committee of SAPhA
national has planned an exciting week
for all participants. There will be
workshops on nutrition,CPR,and a rap
session with other health care proffessionals. Students interested in the care
of the terminally ill patient can attend
a program called Pharmacists' Experience
m the Hospice Setting. Allergan Pharm
aceuticals is offering a tour of their
facilities. The SAPhA House of delegates
will meet to consider resoltions sub
mitted by the chapters through the 1978
Mee^ine Poiicy Proposal Forums.
SAPhA has planned a 10th anniv. dinner
and party for Sunday, April 22- this'is
open to all registrants. Also, the USC
chapter has planned a SAPhA- CaliforniaCasion Night on April 21. Disneyland
night is on Tuesday, the24th and is free
3° p3£*1?ipants- Registration is $15.
InH !?<h\membeiT 311(3 $20- for non-memb.
And $25. for members and their spouses.
Depending on the number of students at
tending, some reimbursement will be av
ailable. Accommodations will be at the
Magic Carpet Motel.
Come and Contribute and help plan your
future with SAPhA and APhA.
By: Rose Cirelli.
More exciting news on back page....
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April 2, 1079 -- 3*n
UOP Faculty Promotions Are Announced
STOCKTON — Several promotions involving various University of the Pacific
faculty members have been announced, effective September 1, 1079.
Advancing from associate professor to professor will be Dr. Donald G. Abrams
at the School of Dentistry, Dr. Michael H. .Ballot at the School of Business and
Public Administration, Oeorge L. Buckbee and Dr. M. Donald DaOrade at the
Conservatory of Music, Dr. Dale W. McNeal and Dr. Tapan Munroe at College of ^acific,
Dr. Rop:er C. <Tueller and Dr. R. Fu/rene Pice at Raymond-Ca11ison College, and.
TPr.

Arthur W, Swarm of the Library staff.
Advancing from assistant professor to associate professor will be

Dr. S. Thomas Stubbs at College of Pacific.
•Advancing from Instructor to assistant professor will be Terry L. Harbaugh
and Jeff PL,Jellln at the School of Pharmacy and Tony Kissane at the Conservatory
of Music.
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U , 0 , P , School of Pharmacy at 1979
Annual M e e t i n g o f A . P h . A . a t A n a h e i m ,
Calif., April 1979.
L t o R: D r . A r c h i e B e e b e , U . o f A u b u r n ,
Bob S u p e r n a w , I v a n W. R o w l a n d a n d J e f f

Jellin (facing). Other two persons
unidentified.
P i c t u r e s o f U . 0 . P • S c h o o l o f Pharmacy
Exhibit.

Drink up!
Parents at Shasta School, including those belonging
to students in the morning kindergarten class above,
ill have an opportunity to hear Dr. Howell Runion,
issociate professor in the School of Pharmacy at the
Iniversity of the Pacific talk on the importance of

nutrition when the PTA meets at 7 p.m., Tuesday,
March 13. Dr. Runion recently participated as a
speaker at the International Convention for
Children with Learning Disabilities. The public is
invited to attend and babysitting will be provided. ^

news
May.!, 1979

Modesto, CA
(Stanislaus Co.)
000
(Cir. D. 59,023)
(Cir. S. 63,567)
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Office of Public Relations
University of the Pacific
Stockton, California 95211
Richard Doty, News Bureau Director
209-946-2311

Consumer's headache

UOP pharmacy interns hold seminar on 'pain-reliever product
Admitting that "with all the ads on television for
all sorts of pain products," it's often hard for consumers to know which medicine to buy, two Univer
sity of the Pacific pharmacy interns are trying to
shed some light on the " Aspirin-Buff erin-AnacinExcedrin-Tylenol" competition for consumers'
headache dollars.
Basically, explained James Sylvia and Ki Vacca,
aspirin products are effective for use in fighting
headache pain, reducing fever and reducing inflam
mation and pain from inflammation.

*158

Appointments Announced To Pharmacy Board At UOP
STOCKTON — Four appointments have been announced to the Pacific Pharmacy
Associates Board of Directors at University of the Pacific.
Re-elected to another term have been pharmacists Charles Powers of Modesto.
Dino DeRanieri of San Bruno and Fred C. Rowley of Pleasant Hill.
Elected to her first term has be^n Colleen R. Carter, a pharmacist in
Camarillo. Miss Carter, who graduated from OOP's School of Pharmacy in 1976, is

The moaesio DW

Acetominophens, such as Tylenol, Percogesic
and Bayer's Non-Aspirin Pain Reliever, are equally
effective in reducing fever, 90 percent as effective
in fighting pain from headaches or toothaches, but
are not effective in fighting infiamation or pain
:h as arthi
iritis.
from infiamation, such;
They also may be less irritating to the stomach or
gastro-intestinal tract than aspirin products.
And, explained Vacca during a free public semi
nar this week at Modesto Junior College, while all
aspirins basically are alike there are differences
"especially with plain aspirin and buffered aspi-

f

other drugs contained, price per dose, effectiveness
against headache, fever and inflammation and side
effects, indicated a basic aspirin selling for 57 cents
for 200 tablets (1978 prices) gave the most relief for
the money, without any noticeable side effects.
Aspirins compared included McKesson, Squibb
and Bayer aspirin, Bufferin, Anacin, Ascriptin,
Emprin Compound and Excedrin.
Some products studied contain caffeine as well as
aspirin and contributed to insomnia, while others
seemed to especially cause gastric upset and others
showed reduced effectiveness against either fever
or infiamation. Buffered products, however, were
recommended for heavy use, as in the case of some
one taking aspirin for arthritis.
As another means of reducing gastro-intestinal
irritation, some aspirins and acetominophens con
tain magnesium and aluminum hydroxide. Sylvia
cautioned consumers to read labels and make sure
that, if added, the two are added in equal amounts.
"Magnesium hydroxide will cause constipation and
aluminum hydroxide will cause diarrhea so make
sure the two are equal to balance each other.''
Sylvia also cautioned against mixing over-thecounter pain relievers — particulary aspirin — with
other medication and said, for prescription and non
prescription medicine, "If you have any questions
atall, besafe, call your pharmacist."
***.

Buffered aspirin, he said, does ease stomach
upset that may be caused by aspirin but, TV claims
to the contrary, does not bring faster pain relief.
And enteric-coated aspirin, which prevents any
dissolution in the stomach at all, even further de
creasing possible stomach upset, does take longer
to bring pain relief.
Time-release aspirin has the benefit of offering a
;ed effect, but the drawback of not offering
"fast relief, Vacca said, and advised using such a
product at bedtime.
Makers of "extra-strength" pain relievers, he
said, "are trying to convince you that their product
is better or stronger. But you're just getting more of
the same thing. A stronger dose doesn't make it
more potent."
The two interns suggested with any pain reliever,
especially aspirin, that the typical storage spot —
the bathroom medicine cabinet — may cause the
medication to loose effectiveness. "A lot of drugs
are broken down by heat and humidity," Vacca said
and suggested a cool, dry storage area, out of chil
dren's reach.
A study of aspirins conducted at UOP, comparing
such things as the amount of aspirin per tablet,

from larpoc.
The Associates organization was created to support pharmacy education at
Pacific, During the past 20 years members of the organization have contributed
more than $120,000 toward improvements at the school.
Dale R. Boothby, a pharmacist in Grass Valley, is president of the
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UOP pharmacy interns hold seminar on 'pain-reliever' product
Admitting that "with all the ads on television for
all sorts of pain products," it's often hard for con
sumers to know which medicine to buy, two Univer
sity of the Pacific pharmacy interns are trying to
shed some light on the "Aspirin-Bufferin-AnacinExcedrin-Tylenol" competition for consumers'
headache dollars.
r
'
Basically, explained James Sylvia and Ki Vacca,
aspirin products are effective for use in fighting
headache pain, reducing fever and reducing inflam
mation and pain from Inflammation.
' •

•

• '

\
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. *

Acetominophens, such
Tylenol, Percogesic
and Bayer's Non-Aspirin Pain Reliever, are equally
effective in reducing fever. 90 percent as effective
in fighting pain from headaches or toothaches, but
are not effective in fighting infiamation or pain
from infiamation, such as arthritis.
... .. v " " 1 ;

I
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They also may be less irritating to the stomach or
gastro-intestinal tract than aspirin products.
And. explained Vacca during a free public semi
nar this week at Modesto Junior College, while all
aspirins basically arc alike there are differences
"especially with plain aspirin and buffered aspi
rin/'
<
•*
•

,

i

•

•

<

;

>

<

UOP
Today

organization.

Buffered aspirin, he said, does ease stomach other drugs contained, price per dose, effectiveness
upset that may be caused by aspirin but, TV claims against headache, fever and inflammation and side
effects, indicated a basic aspirin selling for 57 cents
to the contrary, does not bring faster4 pain relief.
• •
i i . ; for 200 tablets (1978 prices) gave the most relief for'
i
And enteric-coated aspirin, which prevents any the money, without any noticeable side effects.
Aspirins compared included McKesson, Squibb
dissolution in the stomach at all, even further de
creasing possible stomach upset, does take longer and Bayer aspirin, Bufferin, Anacin, Ascriptin,;
Emprin Compound and Excedrin.
"* r'*'.
i
to bring pain relief.
Some products studied contain caffeine as well as
Time-release aspirin has the benefit of offering a ' aspirin and contributed to insomnia, while others
prolonged effect, but the drawback of not offering seemed to especially cause gastric upset and others
ced effectiveness against either fever
fast relief, Vacca said, and advised using such a ' Showed reduced
product at bedtime.
'
, .
«' or infiamation. Buffered products,' However, were
recommended for heavy use, as in the case of some
Makers of "extra-strength" pain relievers, he one taking aspirin for arthritis.
As another means'of reducing gastro-intestinal
said, "ahe trying to convince you that their product
' is better or stronger. But you're Just getting more of irritation, some aspirins and acetominophens con
the same thing. A stronger dose doosn't make it, tain magnesium and aluminum hydroxide. Sylvia
cautioned consumers to read labels and make sure
morepotcnt."
that, if added,, the two are added In equal amounts.
The two interns suggested with any pain reliever, "Magnesium hydroxide will cause constipation and
especially aspirin, tnat the typical storage spot — aluminum hydroxide will cause diarrhea so make
the bathroom medicine cabinet — Tnav cause the sure the two are equal to balance each other."
Sylvia also cautioned against mixing over-themedication to loose effectiveness. "A lot of drugs
counter
pain relievers — particulary aspirin — with
are broken down by heat and humidity," Vacca said
and suggested a cool, dry storage area, out of chil other medication and said, for prescription and non
prescription medicine, "If you have any questions
dren's reach.
A study of aspirins conducted at UOP, comparing at all, be safe, call your pharmacist." r
such things as the amount of aspirin per tablet,

Faculty Promotions
Several promotions involving various
University of the Pacific faculty
members have been announced,
effective September 1, 1979.
Advancing from associate
professor to professor will be Dr.
Ronald G. Abrams at the School of
Dentistry, Dr. Michael H. Ballot at
the School of Business and Public
Administration, George L. Buckbee
and Dr. M. Donald DaGrade at the
Conservatory of Music, Dr. Dale W.
McNeal and Dr. Tapan Munroe at
College of the Pacific, Dr. Roger C.
Mueller and Dr. R. Eugene Rice at
Raymond-Callison College, and Dr.
Arthur W. Swann of the library staff.
Advancing from assistant
professor to associate professor will
be Dr. S. Thomas Stubbs at College
of the Pacific.
Advancing from instructor to
assistant professor will be Terry L.
Harbaufth and Jeff M. Jellin a< the
School nf
and Tony
Kissane at the Conservatory of
Music.
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Hypertension
Class at UOP

A continuing education
program for pharmacists
on hypertension is sche
duled for June 21 at the Uni
versity of the Pacific School
of Pharmacy.
The 7:30 p.m. meeting
will be in room R-107 of the
pharmacy rotunda. The
program has been listed for
two hours credit for con
tinuing education for phar
macists by te California
State Board of Pharmacy.
Persons wishing further
information should contact
the UOP School of Pharma
cy continuing education of
fice.

The Stockton News, Wednesday, August 22,1979

UOP school fills
3 faculty positions
Three appointments of faculty members
have been announced at the University of the
Pacific School of Pharmacy, and two of the
positions involve the school's clinical pharmacy
program.
Michael Brown has been named an assistant
professor and coordinator of the clinical phar
macy program at Tripler Army Hospital
Medical Center in Honolulu, Hawaii.
Larry Null II has been named an instructor
and coordinator of the clinical program in the
San Francisco area.
Brown was formerly in residence at the
University of California in San Francisco in the
clinical and hospital pharmacy area. He holds a
B.S. degree from the University of California at
Davis and a Doctor of Pharmacy degree from
UOP.
Null, who previously was a pharmacist at St.
Agnes Hospital in Fresno, has 10 years of ex
perience in retail and hospital pharmacy work.
He holds a Doctor of Pharmacy degree from

UOP

The third appointment is Helen Spencer as a
lecturer in the pharmaceutics area. She holds a
Doctor of Pharmacy degree from the University
of California at San Francisco. She was assistant
director of continuing education in pharmacy at
UC San Francisco for the last four years.

Pacific
Review
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Patricia Kawase Taj, School of
Pharmacy '66, was married in
August to Dr. Sayed Taj. They
have entered the restaurant
business and opened an Afghan
restaurant in Oakland, The
Khyber Pass.
Tim Miller, School of
Pharmacy *67, and his wife Sara
Lynn Schumann COP '64, live in
Torrance with their three
daughters. Tim is pharmacy
manager of the Guild Drug Store
in Redondo Beach, and they are
both active in church work.
Dr. Ramesh Achanya, School
of Pharmacy '67, has been
appointed supervisor of solids and
liquids formulation groups by the
Stuart Pharmaceuticals division of
ICI Americas Inc. He is located at
their corporate headquarters near
Wilmington, Delaware.
Ken Ota, School of Pharmacy
*70, and his wife Mary announce
the birth of their son, Ryan, born
in May, 1978. He is employed by
Longs Drug Company in Buena
Park, California.
Dr. Edward Epperson, School
of Pharmacy '73, has been
appointed director of pharmacy
services at Rideout Memorial
Hospital in Marysville, California,
where he has been asked to
establish a clinical pharmacy
program.
Dr. Jack Woo, School of
Pharmacy *73, was married in
November, 1978 to Irene Lee.
Jack is presently working as a
pharmacist at Walgreen's Drug in
San Francisco.
Thomas Baumgartner, School
of Pharmacy *76, is a clinical
pharmacy services supervisor for
the University of Florida, Shands
Teaching Hospital and Clinics in
Gainesville, Florida.

Internship
For Kozai
DUARTE - Gerald
Kozai, University of the
Pacific School of Pharmacy
student, has"Been studying
the community pharmacy
business firsthand this
semester through a unique
internship program that is
the largest in the world.
Kozai is working at City
of Hoyp National Medical
Center in Duarte under the
direction of Jeffrey
Chapman, adjunct
professor at UOP.

Stan's Sacramento
Norman stores or by calling 442-8397
or 442-8403.

A mtal of 60 future
pharmacists at Pacific are
spending this semester in
the practical application of
classroom learning at
.pharmacies throughout
California and Hawaii.
During the four-month
period they learn different
aspects of pharmacy under
the close supervision of a
professional pharmacist
who serves as the adjunct
professor and off-campus
school faculty member.
Included in the duties are
prescription practice,
learning the operational
procedues of a pharmacy,
and working with
physicians and the public.
The students receive both
renumeration and units
toward graduation while
engaged in this cooperative
work period. They have a
manual to follow in per
forming assignments in
specific areas of pharmacy.
In many cases this
project has involved
assistance in programs
pertaining to drug abuse,
diabetes clinics, veneral
disease and local public
health problems.
According to pharmacy
school officials at UOP, the
number of students in
volved in the program at
Pacific (some 200 annually)
makes it the largest
anywhere.

The children of Chris and John
Baker Sr. are making news all over
the place.
Last Saturday it was missionary
daughter Tonya, whom Dad gave
away at her marriage to fellow missioner Eduardo Orozco in Guatemala.
On the upcoming Saturday it'll be
baseballing son Dusty's turn when his
native Riverside honors the slugging
Dodgers outfielder with a "day" all
his own.
As for days, after all that Mom and
Dad will need one, too — just to rest
up.

It's a good thing Bell Pharmacy's
Ma£_Mu,rphey stocks greeting
At the retail price he might go
broke buying graduation cards for his
own family this spring.
Daughter Katny became the first
second-generation grad of the school
of pharmacy at UOP when she re
ceived her doctorate last Sunday.
George was in the school's first class
in 1959.
Next, wife and mother Janet will
get her bachelor of science in business
administration from CSUS on May 26
after seven years of hard work follow
ing a 17-year hiatus in her education.
Third,' daughter Mary is receiving
her associate in arts from American
River June 15 and will follow in
Mom's footsteps at CSUS right down
to the emphasis on accounting.
Even son John is marking an aca
demic milestone, completing the sixth
grade at Whitney School and advanc
ing to junior high at Winston Chur
chill.
The senior MacMurpheys have
another landmark to celebrate when
their Grant High class holds its 25year reunion June 9. It's obvious who
has a lock on the prize for being the
most recent — let's make that youn
gest—college grad. Attagirl, Janet.

You can make book that stars defi
nitely will shine on Grand Island's
Club Lido Saturday night at the River
Rendezvous Banquet and Ball to bene
fit the Stanford Home for Children.
The stellar attractions will be Glo
ria De Haven, John Walmsley of "The
Waltons" and Sacramento's own
LeVar Burton.
Chairman Pat Lunn — she recom
mends "casually elegant" attire —
notes that besides three lavish ban
quet tables other features will include
an 18-piece "big" band, disco music, a
piano bar and a strolling combo.
All that for the $50 ticket plus a
round-trip bus ride to assure that
everyone gets home safely.
Tickets are available at all Merle

"
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Or. Spencer
Or. Lum
Mrs. Lum
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Program For Pharmacists Scheduled At UOP

STOCKTON — Influenza viruses will be discussed at University of the
Pacific on Tuesday, July 24, at a continuing education program for area
pharmacists.
Dr. Stephan Billstein of Roche Laboratories in San Francisco will
be the guest speaker for the 7:30 p.m. presentation in Rotunda R-107 of
the UOP School of Pharmacy.
The two-hour program is accredited for two hours of continuing edu
cation credit for pharmacists by the California State Board of Pharmacy.
For more information call 946-2303 at the UOP School of Pharmacy.

TWENTY-FIRST
SCHOOL OF PHARMACY COMMENCEMENT

May 6, 1979

mm

news

Office of Public Relafions
University of the Pacific
Stockton, California 95211
Richard Doty, News Bureau Director
209-946-2311
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Pharmacy School Faculty Appointments Announced At UOP

UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC

STOCKTON -- Three appointments of faculty members have been

news

'

' ' "

announced at the University of the Pacific School of Pharmacy, and two
of the positions involve the school's clinical pharmacy program.
Michael S. Brown has been named an assistant professor and

Office of Public Relations
University of the Pacific
Stockton, California 95211

coordinator of the clinical pharmacy program at Tripler Army Hospital

Richard Doty, News Bureau Director
209-946-2311

Medical Center in Honolulu, Hawaii.

Larry T-T. Null II has been named

an instructor and coordinator of the clinical program in the San
Francisco area.
Both Brown and Null will be working with the program that involves

June 11, 1979 — 524

placement of pharmacy students in a hospital setting for a semester
of study.

Pharmacy Continuing Education Program Set At UOP
Brown was formerly in residence at the University of California
STOCKTON - A continuing education program for pharmacists on hypertension
is scheduled for Thursday, June 21, at the University of the Pacific School of
Pharmacy.

in San Francisco in the clinical and hospital pharmacy area.

a R.S. degree from the University of California at Davis and Doctor
of Pharmacy degree from UOP.

Dr. Karen Wood of Ins Angeles, who is with the pharmaceutical ranufacturing

and hospital pharmacy work.

Hypertension," which involves high blood pressure.

UOP.
The

Null, who previously was a pharmacist

at St. Agnes Hospital in Fresno, has 10 years of experience in retail

firm of Smith, Kline and French, will discuss "A Therapeutic Approach to

The 7:30 p.m. meeting will be in Room R-107 of the Pharmacy Rotunda.

He holds a Doctor of Pharmacy degree from

The third appointment is Helen F. Spencer as a lecturer in the

program has been listed for two hours of credit for continuing education for

pharmaceutics area.

Pharmacists by the California State Board of Pharmacy.

University of California at San Francisco.

For more information contact the UOP School of Pharmacy Continuing Education
Office at 946-2303.

nm

He holds

She holds a Doctor of Pharmacy degree from the
She was assistant director

of continuing education in pharmacy at UC San Francisco for the last
four years.
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A summer p i c n i c and barbecue was h e l d at the home
of Col. Christopherson, D i r . of Clinical Pharmacy,
i n l a t e J u n e 9 7 9 , h o n o r i n g D e a n I . W. R o w l a n d a n d
Dr. Carl C. Riedesel.

Dr. Runion

Mrs. Helen Rowland
Dean Rowland

L t o Rs M r s . M a r i l y n R o ^ c o e
Col. Christopherson

L

t0

Rs

Rs

Mrs. Joan

Mrs. Jane Schneider
Jr• B1ankenship

L

t0

Rs

Mrs-

Harris Catania
Or. Catania
Assist. Dean Riedesel

Dean R o w l a n d
Dr. Runion
Dr. King
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Mrs, Joan Christopherson
Dean R o w l a n d

christopherson

Or. King
Friese

L
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Dr. Chaubal
Riedesel

Dr. and Mrs. Malone

L to R:

Cisco Kihara
Dr. Burker
M r s . Brown

O r . 1/asavada
Or* Runion

to R:

Or. Barker
Mrs. Muriel
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D r . Sonja Conway
Mrs. Margie Friese

Pacific
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SEPTEMBER 1979
Tenure Granted To 30
UOP Faculty Members
Twenty University of the Pacific
faculty members have been granted
tenure, effective September 1, 1979.
The faculty members involved
are James Adams and Jerome Curtis
from McGeorge School of Law in
Sacramento; Dr. Richard P. Cohan,
Dr. Alexander Murphy and Dr. Gary

L to R: Or. Runion
Dr. Floriddia

Eight NEW
Courses

R. Nelson from the School of
Dentistry in S-m Francisco, and Dr.
David S. Fries and Dr. Ravindra*?"
Vasavada from the School of
Pharmacy.
Also, Dr. Hugh J. McBride, Dr.
Elmer U. Clawson and Dr. Augustine
Garcia from the School of Education;
Dr. David Q. Fletcher from the
School of Engineering, and Dr. Gary
N. Howells from Raymond-Callison
College.
From College of Pacific, Dr.
Roy F. Childs, Dr. William H. Ford,
Dr. James D. Heffernan, Dr. David
T. Hughes, Dr. Patrick R. Jones, Dr.
Roger C. Katz, Dr. Michael J.
Minch, and Dr. William J. Wolak.

from
The University
of the Pacific
School

Pharmacy Board
Appointments
Four appointments have been
announced to the Pacific Pharmacy
Associates Board of Directors at
UOP.
Re-elected to another term have
been pharmacists Charles Powers of
Modesto, Dino DeRanieri of San
Bruno and Fred C. Rowley of
Pleasant Hill.

Jan Ellison
Joanne Gagon
Tufa Hannania
Miss Hannania

Elected to her first term has been
Colleen R. Carter, a pharmacist in
Camarillo. Miss Carter, who
graduated from UOP's School of
Pharmacy in 1976, is from Lompoc.
The Associates organization was
created to support pharmacy
education at Pacific. During the past
20 years members of the organization
have contributed more than $120,000
toward improvements at the school.
Dale R. Boothby, a pharmacist
in Grass Valley, is president of the
organization.

news
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Stable Enrollment Reported At UOP

Nutrition Topic For Continuing Education Program At UOP

STOCKTON -- Fall enrollment figures at University of the Pacific
shot; approximately the same number of students as last year.

pharmacists on the subject of nutrition is scheduled for Sunday,

Dr. Lee C. Fennell, university registrar, reported that the fall
semester enrollment stands at 5,901.

This includes 4,130 on the

Stockton campus, 406 at the School of Dentistry in San Francisco and
1.365 at McGeorge School of Law in Sacramento.

The 5,901 compares to

a figure at about this time last year of 5,900.

largest class to enter the university in more than five years.

There

were 1,302 entering freshmen and transfer students, compared to 1,254
one year ago.
Two schools with noticeable increases are the School of Engi
neering, up from 309 to 364, and the School of Business and Public
Administration, up from 354 to 491.

Ue are extremely pleased that our enrollment has remained stable at
a time when many colleges and universities - both public and private We think this

constitutes an expression by students and parents of satisfaction and
enthusiasm about the educational experience students have at Pacific."
The university's full-time equivalent enrollment on the Stockton

#####

The five-hour session will begin at S a.m. and include a
nutritious break" around 12 noon so the participants can try various
special and therapeutic diets while discussing food content with

Subjects to be discussed include a functional approach to
human nutrition, clinical nutrition, food additives and fad diets.
The speakers will include George York, an extension technologist in
food science and technology from UC Davis, Doris Derelian, executive
secretary of the California Dietetic Association, and Sue Rodwell
Uilliams, chief of the nutrition program at Kaiser Permanete in
Oakland.

University President Stanley E. McCaffrey said of the enrollment,

campus is 3,094, compared to 3,891 a year ago.

October 28, at the University of the Pacific School of Pharmacy.

dietitians.

Ihis year 790 new freshmen students entered Pacific, which is the

are experiencing a decline in numbers of students.

STOCKTON -- A continuing education program for nurses and

The program has been approved for accreditation toward continuing
education for both pharmacists and registered nurses by their respec
tive state boards.
For more information telephone 946-2303.

#####
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Nutrition Program
A program for pharmacists and nurses on nutrition
will be held Oct. 28 at University of the Pacific.
The five-hour program at the UOP School of Pharma
cy will begin at 9 a.m.

Julie Patterson, Theresa Caffese and Peter Westbrook finished
10th In their division, missing a chance to advance to the quarter
finals. Of 21 college and university debate teams, Delta was the
only community college team of the six participants to make it to
the quarter finals. Delta's next tournament will be Friday at
California State University, Humboldt.

Bands in Lodi Review
Two Stockton high school bands have entere wade
competition at the Nov. 3 Lodi-Tokay Band Review in
Lodi where 40 top high school bands are expected to
perform.
Bob Stover will lead his St. Mary's High School Ram
Band in the 11 a.m. parade competition that starts at
Lower Sacramento Road, moves on Rim Street and ends
at the Lodi High School campus.
The Lincoln High School Trojan Marching Band also
has entered the parade lists. Bob Flentge is director.
Bill Dublin is drum major.
Day-long competition includes parade events and a
"half-time" field competition starting at 6 p.m. at the
Grape Bowl Stadium in Lawrence Park where 15 se
lected bands will compete.
It is the third year' tf competitive marching for the

srr

Hi. neighbor! We went to know about you. We went to know about the degree you got the

Covina, CA
(Los Angeles Co.)
San Gabriel Valley
Tribune
(Cir. D. 69,765)
(Cir. S. 72,376)

Hospital Training
Pharmacy Intern

In all, 57 future pharmacists
from the university are spend
ing the semster working in
^pharmacies throughout Cali-

Lodi, CA
(San Joaquin Co.)
Life & Times Magazine
of Lodi
(Cir. 2xW. 8,500)

Business

applied

to study

Linda Gaithei* and
Larry Gibson, University
of the PatTfTc School of
Pharmacy students,
have been studying the
community pharmacy
business firsthand this
past sememster through
a unique internship
program that is the
largest in the world.
Gaither and Gibson
are working full-time at
Lakewood Drugs in Lodi
under the direction of
Gordon Kost, Carl Fink,
Nick Spanos and Dick
Jurych,
adjunct
professors at UOP.
A total of 57 future
pharmacists at Pacific
have spent the semester
in the practical ap
plication of classroom
learning at pharmacies
throughout California
and Hawaii.
During the four-month
period they learn dif
ferent aspects of phar
macy under the close
supervision
of
a
p r o f e s s i o n a l phar
macist, who serves as
the adjunct professor
and off-campus school
faculty member. In
cluded in the duties are
prescription practice,
learning the operational
procedures of a phar
macy, and working with physicians and the
public. The students
receive
both
remuneration and units
toward graduation while
engaged
in
this
cooperative work period.
They have a manual to/
follow in performing
assignments in specific
areas of pharmacy. In
many cases this project
has involved assistance
in programs pertaining
to drug abuse, diabetes
\ clinics, venereal disease
\and local public health
problems.

•'
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Marshall Lujan of Stockton has been installed as lieutenant
governor of the California-Nevada-Hawaii District of Kiwanis In
ternational. The longtime Stocktonian and businessman, who will
coordinate activities of the 10 Kiwanis clubs in San Joaquin
County, succeeds Robert Erwln of Stockton in the Kiwanis
post.
Elaine K. Johnson, a Modesto Junior College part-time fashion
merchandising instructor, has joined the MJC faculty on a full-time
basis. A Bound Brook, N J. native, Ms. Johnson holds a bachelor s
degree in home economics from the University of Vermont and a
master s degree, also in home economics, from Oregon State
University.
Delta College's speech team made it to the quarter finals of the
senior division competition in the California State University at
Fullerton Forensics Tournament. KernTotten and William Aaron,
Delta College s top team, met teams from Redlands, Baylor, U.S.C.,
Loyala, Cal Poly, Cerritos and Arizona State in the preliminary
rounds, losing only to U.S.C and Baylor. Delta's second team of

JUN 2 S 197a

ARCADIA — Methodist
Hospital of Southern Califor
nia is doing its part this year
to help a college student pre
pare to help others.
Dan Kobold, a University of
Pacific School of Pharmacy
student, has been studying the
community pharmacy busi
ness this semester through an
internship program that spans
much of the West Coast.
Kobold is working full-time
at Methodist Hospital under
the direction of Horace Wil
liams, Don DeFazio and Su
zanne Wasp Shasha, adjunct
professors at UOP.

Cl,y °Mk

fornia and Hawaii.
During the four-month peri
od they learn about the busi
ness under the supervision of
a professional pharmacist,
who serves as adjunct profes
sor and off-campus faculty
member.

October 19, 1979

ington D C. to Paraguay and also collected $1,000 for his entry.
Burt wrote three three-page essays about the three Americans he
admires most — the late journalist Edward R. Murrow, former
Texas Congressional Representative Barbara Jordan, and car
toonist Walt Disney. Burt's entry was the best from among 75
f.^D?s 'rom sr®8ident8 of Paraguay. He is the first student from
UOP s Spanish-speaking Elbert Covell College to be elected
student body president,and had a book of 60 poems published last
year.

Ivan W. Rowland, who has been dean of the University of the
Pacific School of Pharmacy since it started in 1955, will retire in
June. Rowland, 69, has been active in pharmacy education formore than 40 years and a dean for 25years. He came to Pacific after
serving 18 years with the Idaho State University School of Pharma
cy, the last two as its dean. When Rowland started at Pacific, the
pharmacy program was housed in the Weber Hall science building
and had an enrollment of 20 prepharmacy students and 20 profes
sional students. Today, the school
has more than 150 pre-pharmacy
students, 540 undergraduate pro
fessional pharmacy students and 21
graduate students and operates in an
ultra-modern, $4.5-million facility
that was opened under his guidance
in 1969. Rowland has been active in
the pharmacy field, pushing for more
involvement by pharmacists in the
total health care field, and he has
developed several innovative phar
macy education programs, a Pacific
spokesman said. His numerous
awards and honors include eight
years as grant president of Phi Delta
Chi national pharmacy fraternity,
selection as California Pharmacist of
Dr. Rowland
the Year, election to the American Board of Diplomates in Pharma
cy, selection as Educator of the Year by the California Pharmacists
Association, recipient of the Distinguished Pharmacy Educator
Award from Abbott Laboratories and membership in the California
Commonwealth Club.

of Mr

*nd Mrs

Earl Johnson

Jr. of Stockton, has been awarded the outstanding recruit award
from the Navy League of the United States. While in boot camp in
Xf?Johnaon was recruit company petty officer in charge
of the 80 other men in his San Joaquin Valley company. He was
R^?Jn«!h8t^0,)0,r 'nfart becau8° h« Participated in the Navy
Reserve Officer Training Corps program at Edison High School. He
joined the Navy under the delayed entry program in December, and
went to boot camp in July after graduating from Edison. He is
scheduled for schooling in data processing in San Diego.
Two Stockton residents have been chosen to participate in the

1979-80 International Programs of the California State University

and College system. They are Unde Peterson at the Stanislaus
campus, who will attend the University of Uppsala in Sweden, and
Bruce Fong at the San Luis Obispo campus, who will attend the
University of Florence in Italy.
Joe Almendarez of Franklin High School and Marie D. Wilson
of Manteca High School have been accepted to the Phoenix
Institute of Technology in Arizona. Joe will study automotive
diagnostics and air conditioning while Mark will study architec
tural drafting and design.
San Joaquin County Supervisors Chairman George Barber has
been selected chairman of the California Local Agency Com
mission (CALAFCO) for a second consecutive year. LAFCO was
created in 1965 to encourage orderly governmental boundaries
and discourage urban sprawl.
Mattle Collin has retired as a community care home operator
after 14 years. She began operating her home for the aged after
working as a nurse at San Joaquin General Hospital.
University of the Pacific will be a recipient of a portion of a
$2,400 grant from J.C. Penney Co. to the Independent Col
leges of Northern California, Inc. The company has earmarked
$81,700 to state educational foundations this year, according to
Wayne Schaefli, Penney's Stockton store manager.

An Elbert Covell College student has won round trip tickets to
Paraguay in an essay contest. Martin Burt, winner of the contest
sponsored by the U.S. State Department's International Communi
cations Agency, is student body president at UOP. The 22-year-old
from Asuncion, Paraguay won two round trip tickets from Wash-

The Pacifican

San Francisco, California
Nichi Bei Times
(Cir.6xW.7,115)
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11 NIKKEI GET
UOP PHARMACY
DEGREES SUIIN DAY

STOCKTOtrf,
iTOCKTOtrf, . M$y
M$; 7 —
Eleven Japanese Americans
were among 200 who received
bachelor of science and doctor of
pharmacy degrees at University
of the Pacific Sunday,
Bachelor ol science in phar
macy were awarded to Jennifer
Hamada of Kingsburg and Alice
Okita of Stockton.
Doctor of pharmacy degrees
were awarded to:
Lonnie Hirabayashi, Lindsay;
Patti Hirata, Kaneohe; George
Kai, Fresno; Alan Morita, Sac
ramento; Charles Nakano,
Guadalupe; Michael Nishioka,
Berkeley; Steven Ogata, Gardena.
Also Emerick M. Orimoto,
Honolulu; Randal Keith Sasa
ki, Reedley, and Susan Tabuchi of Stockton.
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Pharmacy dean to retire

5 HOURS
Marysville, CA
(Yuba Co.)
Appeal-Democrat

(Cir. 6xW. 19,223)

f fk

c uan,

Rowland'

& Dean
3f the School of Pharmacy, has an
nounced his retirement at the end of
the 1979-80 academic year.
The UOP dean has been active in
pharmacy education for more than
40 years and a dean for 25 of those
years. He served two years as dean,

it?

6 yearS 3S a facu,ty member at
Ti L
the Idaho State University School of
Tharmacy.

In 1955 Rowland came to Pacific
to start the pharmacy school. He has
been the only dean the school has
ever had.
When Rowland started at UOP
the Pharmacy enrollment was 20 prepharmacy
students
and
20
professional students. The school was
housed in a portion of the Weber Hall
Science building. He has since led the
school to a current enrollment of
more than 150 pre-pharmacy stu540

Peggy Chin, 18, daugh
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Bing
T. chin of Yuba City, re
ceived a $500 scholar
ship from the American
Legion Auxiliary, Unit
705, Yuba City. A
graduate of Sutter High
School, she plans on at
tending the University of
the Pacific School of
Pharmacy in the fall
She is listed in Who's
Who of American High
School Students.

undergraduate

professional pharmacy students and
21 graduate students.
In 1969 a new ultra-modern $4 5
million facility for pharmacy
education was opened under his
guidance.
His awards and honors include
eight years as Grant President of PhiDelta Chi national pharmacy fratern
ity, selection as California Pharma
cist of the year, election to the Ameri
can Board of Diplomats in Phar
macy, selection as Educator of the
Year by the California Pharmacists
Association,
recipient
of
the
Distinguished Pharmacy Educator
Award from Abbott Laboratories,
and membership in the California
Lommonwealth Club.
Si^sanne Walker, a second year
student in the school of Pharmacy
and Sapha treasurer said, "We all
'ike and admire Dean Rowland, we
will hate to see him go."

Van Nuys, CA
(Los Angeles Co.)
Valley News
(Cir. 6xW. 265,337)

8:00 -

9:00

REGISTRATION

9:00 -

9:15

INTRODUCTION AND COURSE PERSPECTIVE

9:15 - 10:15

PROFESSIONAL LIABILITY

Carl Gainor, Ph.D. (Pharm.), J.D.
Clinical Instructor
University of Pittsburgh;
Partner, Law Firm of Synder & Gainor
10:15 - 10:30

MIDMORNING BREAK

10:30 - 11:15

PROFESSIONAL LIABILITY continued

11:15 - 12:00

ETHICS IN PHARMACY

12:00 -

L U N C H

1:30

Father Francis X. Quinn, S.J.
Special Assistant to the Dean
School of Business Administration
Temple University

Elbert Covell Dining Hall •
1:30 -

2:30

ETHICS IN PHARMACY continued

2:30 -

3:15

PANEL DISCUSSION

3:15 -

3:45

SELF-EVALUATION

Pharmacy students get
on-the-job training

yht?aeK!ng is working full time at
Shield Pharmacy in Van Nuys under
the direction of Mel Baron and Fred
Bray, adjunct professors a UOP Mi
kuni is working full tin e at Key

************************

Robert B, Supernaw, Pharm.D.
Assistant Professor of Health Care Practice
Director, Specialized Pharmacy School Programs

JUN 1 4187$

f'um Arecpong, Steve Mikuni and
Marilyn Arakaki, University of the
Pacific School of PhartYificv stu
dents, hwr-orar&tudying the com
munity pharmacy business firsthand
ifrLSh mCSter throuSh a unique in
ternship program (hat is the largest
in the world.

PROFESSIONAL LIABILITY AND ETHICS

*#***##**#

Pharmacy in North Hollywood un
der the direction of Ira freeman ad
junct professor at UOP. Arakaki is
working full time ai Medical Center
Pharmacy in Lake V]rw Terrace un
der the direction of Musumi Iwariga

sonrsatCUOP.N°VaU'

adjUnCl

^

During the four-month period they
learn different aspects of pharmacy
under the close supervision of a pro
fessional pharmacist, who serves as
tne adjunct professor.

/

/

PHARMACIST TUITION

$15.00

IMPORTANT — CALIFORNIA LICENSE NUMBER
NAME:
ADDRESS:

TO ASSURE SPACE, PRE-REGISTRATION FOR THIS PROGRAM I S REQUESTED
? t | A S E B y A K | = C H | CKsgA¥£BLEsTgBUiQzP.

751 Biookbtdc Road
Stockton, CaJH^oKnia 95207
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SUNDAY OCTOBER 2 8 , 1 9 7 9
SCHOOL OF PHARMACY ROTUNDA
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is is is is is is is is is is is is is is is is is is is is is is is is is is is is is is

8:00 -

9:00

REGISTRATION

9:00 -

9:15

WELCOME AND COURSE PERSPECTIVE
Jeff M. Jellin, Pharm.D.
Assistant Professor of Health Care Practices
Coordinator, Preceptor/Extern Program

9:15 - 10:55

HUMAN NUTRITION: A FUNCTIONAL APPROACH
the scientific basis of nutrition
CLINICAL NUTRITION
special and therapeutic diets
Sue Rodwell Williams, R.D., Ph.D.
i

10:55 - 11:25

11:25 - 12:35

12:35

12:40

12:40

2:20

B R E A K

FAD DIETS
the truth behind the popular diets
Speaker:

Doris Derelian, R.D., M.S.

2:20 -

2:50

PANEL DISCUSSION
formalized discussion, the experts will answer
your questions

2:50 -

3:00

CERTIFICATION

<
:c
(x

Mark,
with
whom
many
Mantecan's have become acquainted
during his six month internship here
at Rancho Pharmacy, calls his
question and answer type writing:
Magic Bullets.
The 28-year-old Bakersfield native
received his AA degree at the junior
college there. His Bachelor of Science
in biology and science at Cal State,
Bakersfield, was awarded magna
cum laude. He resides in Stockton
where he is winding up his doctorate
study at UOP School of Pharmacy.

By MARK DREBLOW
Pharm. D. (Intern)

Mark Dreblow
.
Stockton, Calif.
North Stockton News
(Cir.W.)
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Pharmacists
program set

Gerald Kozai, Michael sors at UOP
/ T i
ation procedures and
Influenza
virusel will be
Woo and Yuet Yun,
relating to physicians
Working under close
discussed at University of
University of the Parifand the public, and as
the Pacific on Tuesday
ic school of pharmacy supervision for four
sist in such clinics as
July 24, at a continuing
students, have been months, the students
d
r
u
g
a
b
u
s
e
,
d
i
a
b
e
t
e
s
,
studying the community practice such pharma
v e n e r e a l d i s e a s e a n d / education program for
area pharmacists.
pharmacy business first ceutical duties as pre
l o c a l p u b l i c h e a l t h p r oo h /
Dr. Stephan Billstein of
hand this s e m e s t e r scription practice, oper
lems.
Roche Laboratories in San
through a unique intern
Francisco will be the guest
ship program that is the
speaker for the 7:30 p.m
largest in the world.
presentation in Rotunda RKozai is working at
107 of the UOP School of
City of Hope National
Pharmacy.
Medical Center in
The two-hour program is
Duarte under the direc
accredited for two hours of
tion of Jeffrey Chap
continuing education
man, adjunct professor
Hacienda Heights, Calif.
credit for pharmacists by
(Los Angeles Co.)
at UOP. Woo and Yun
Highlander
the California State Board
are working fulltime at
of Pharmacy.
(serv. La Habra-Brea)
Methodist Hospital in
For more information
Arcadia under Horace
call 946-2303 at the UOP
/Williams. Don DeFazio
School of Pharmacy.
and Suzanne Wasp Shas
ta, also adjunct profes

George York, Ph.D.

S T R E T C H

magic
bullets

Have you ever wondered about the
potential side effects of an over-thecounter medicine in combination
with a remedy you are taking under a
physician's order?
If your answer is "yes" in either
case, take advantage of the Bulletin's
newest contributor, Mark Dreblow,
D. Ph., whose first column appears
today on pg. 4.

Methodist Hospital,
City of Hope involved
in pharmacy program

(

FOOD ADDITIVES: THEIR CHEMISTRY, FUNCTION, AND MATABOLISM
the what and why behind chemicals in food

i E E E

Ever struggle to make sense out of
the labels on drug store shelves -- Or
to comprehend the conflicting prattle
iii TV drug commercials?

APR 2 9 1979

NUTRITIOUS BREAK
enjoy a nutritious food break, sample various
special and therapeutic diets, and discuss the
the ingredients with the dietitians

Speaker:

Subjects to be discussed include a
functional approach to human
nutrition, clinical nutrition, food ad
ditives and fad diets. The speakers
will include George York, an exten
sion technologist in food science and
technology from UC Davis, Doris
Derelian, executive secretary of the
California Dietetic Association, and
Sue Rodwell Williams, chief of the
nutrition program at Kaiser Permanete in Oakland.
For more information telephone
946-2303.

Temple City, Calif.
(Los Angeles Co.)
Temple City Times
(Cir. W. 10,002)

and

Speaker:

Drug cotumn starts today

The five-hour session will begin
at 9 a.m. and include a- "nutritious
break around 12 noon so the par
ticipant can
vermis special and
therapeutic diets while, discussing
food content with dieticians.

school of pharmacy

Manteca, CA
(San Joaquin Co.)
Bulletin
(Cir. 2xW. 6,298)

Have a question?

A continuing education program
for nurses and pharmacists on the
subject of nutrition is scheduled for
Sunday, October 28, at the School of
Pharmacy.

Stockton, C A L I F O R N I A

5 HOURS
N U T R I T I O N

Manteca, CA
(San Joaquin Co.)
Bulletin
(Cir. 2xW. 6,298)

APR 11 1979

Nutrition topic of JUOP class
A continuing education program
for nurses and pharmacists on the
subject of nutrition is scheduled for
Oct 28, at the University of the
Pacific School of Pharmacy.
The five-hour session will begin at
9 a.m. and include a "nutritious
break ' around noon so the par
ticipants can try various special and
therapeutic diets while discussing
iood content with dietitians.

Subjects to be discussed include a
functional approach to human
nutrition, clinical nutrition, food
additives and fad diets. The
speakers will include George York,
an extension technologist in food
science and technology from the
University of California-Davis,

of the California
ietic
Association, and Sue Rodwell
Williams, chief of the nutrition
program at Kaiser Permanete in
Oakland.
The program has been approved
for accreditation toward continuing
education for both pharmacists and
registered nurses by their respec
tive state boards.
For more information persons
should telephone 946-2303.

wo Students Intern
n Pharmacy Program

I

LA HABRA — David
Kreuter and Frank Scapa,
University of the Pacific
school of pharmacy
students, haveT 'STen
studying the community
pharmacy business fir
sthand this semester
through a unique internship
program that is the largest
in the world.
Kreuter and Scapa are
working full-time at La
Habra Community Hospital
under the direction of
Dennis Petersen and Roger
Greenham, adjunct
professors at UOP.
A total of 60 future

pharmacists at Pacific are
spending this semester in
the practical application of
classroom learning at
pharmacies throughout
California and Hawaii.
During the four-month
period they learn different
aspects of pharmacy under
the close supervision of a
professional pharmacist
who serves as the adjunct
professor and off-campus
chool faculty member.
Included in the duties are
prescription practice,
learning the operational
procedures of a pharmacy
and working with
physicians and the public.
The students receive both
remuneration and units
toward graduation while
engaged in this cooperative
work period. They havens
manual to follow in per
forming assignments in
specific areas of pharmacy.
In many cases this project
has involved assistance in
programs pertaining to
drug abuse, diabetes
clinics, venereal disease
and local public health
problems.
According to pharmacy
school officials at UOP, the
number of students in
volved in the program at
pacific (some 200 annually)
makes it the largest
anywhere, and the specified
duties and organization of
the program make it unique
in pharmacy education
throughout the world.

Manteca, CA
(San Joaquin Co.)
Bulletin
(Cir. 2xW. 6,298)

AT THE NUTRITION LUNCHEON

JUL

18

1979

Program for
pharmacists
set at UOP
Influenza viruses will be discussed
University of the Pacific on
Tuesday, July 24, at a continuing
education program for area
pharmacists.
Dr. Stephan Billstein of Roche
Laboratories in San Francisco will be
the guest speaker for the 7:30 p.m.
presentation in Rotunda R-107 of the
UOP School of Pharmacy.
For more information call 946-2303
at the UOP School of Pharmacy.
at

Q. 1 he last time I was in my
pharmacy having some prescriptions
filled the pharmacist asked me if I
would like "generic drugs". Exactly
what are these?
A. Good question! When a drug
comes out on the market it is usually
only after years of research,
development, clinical testing and
costing millions of dollars. The
company that expends its resources
and time on this drug receive the sole
rights to market it for 19 years, thru
patent rights. The price of the drug is
usually high in order for the
manufacturer to recoup its
investments and show a profit. After
this patent period expires other
companies can produce the sanv drug
or drug compound and market it.
These "Generic companies" can
market the medication for a lower
price
because
their
initial
investments are low as to whether
you should substitute, always ask
your pharmacist and-or doctor. Tell
him if you've taken the drug before
and if so, for how long.
Q. In soms of the pharmacies I
have been in I've met people working
there called "interns". Just what is
their function at these stores?

A. These are students of
pharmacy, in this area usually from
UQEX^School 0f Pharmacy. The
interns are registered with the State
Board of Pharmacy and are required
to work
under the immediate
supervision of
a
registered
pharmacist. These students are in
effect getting away from the books
for awhile and working in the field.
This is the approximate line as seen
for the M.D. interns; it's a period of
supervised training. You will
probably find these students very
helpful in answering your questions
about disease, drugs and drug
therapy
But if your not satisfied or
are unsure of the interns' remarks
about your question ask to see the
pharmacist. Your local pharmacist is
a highly trained member of the
health profession and even though he
is usually very busy you'll find he's
more than willing to help you both
stay healthy and save money.
Q. A few weeks ago I read an
article about a new miracle drug
called L-tryptophan. The article said
that it was the best thing for
depression. Is this right? Should I
take it if I'm depressed?
A. L-tryptophan is an essential
amino acid and the precurser of a
chemical transmitter in the brain
called "Seratonin". There are many
of these "neurotransmitters" and
their overall functions are not
completely known. As far as Ltryptophan goes, it has been used in
the treatment of schizophrenics and
is indicated in the treatment of
anxiety or depression in some cases.

As far as being the best drug for
depression and if you should take it in
your case; First, each person is
different and therefore I can't really
say if it would be the medication for
your problem. Second, your
depression may be relieved by drug
therapy, but if some situation around
you is causing your depression, drug
therapy may not be the answer.
Remember the primary point of
treatment is eliminating the source of
the disease not just relieving the
symptoms and letting the disease
progress. The best route to follow
whenever you're ill is to check with
your pharmacist or doctor.
Q. Why does one always hear
"check with your pharmacist or
doctor?" Every time I see a doctor
it s $20 and if I don't see him and just
go to the pharmacist, he needs a
prescription to give me any
medicine?
A. The best route to follow if you
find yourself in need of medical
consultation, is to follow this line of
progression :
Go to your local community
pharmacy and consult with the
pharmacist. Explain your symptons,
how long you've had the symptoms, if
you're taking any medication now
and any other information that you
can think of that may relate to your
condition. With this information your
pharmacist can either recommend
an over-the-counter drug (OTC) or if
your symptoms warrant refer you to
your doctor or if you don't have one
refer to a doctor that will be able to
evaluate and treat your case.
The pharmacist can't diagnose
specific disease enitities legally but
can refer you to a physician for
diagnosis if you exhibit symptoms
characteristically associated with a
disease state.
If you have any questions on
health related subjects please
send them in and I will either
print or write and inform you as
to the answer. (No names will be
used in print and all mail is
confidential). Mark Dreblow,
Rancho Pharmacy, 1367 E.
Yosemite, Manteca, 95336.

/
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Salazar

is medgrad
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Sj&2L£ePacific School
of riuirmacy students have
been studying the com

from USC
Robert Salazar, son of
Alexandra and Henrv Sala-

fr,08ram

yi)iarmacy business
Sl
firsthand
through an intern-

»Tno Was.amo"8 the gradua
ting seniors June 2 at the
University of Southern Cali-

Hnf

Roseville

at

Hospital, 333 Sunrise Ave.

,hfaniaLeeand Kirk Collins,

0f Medicine
comL
omure
exercises
held on the medical campus.
oalazar was the 1971 reci
pient of the J.G. Boswell
Scholarship and a graduate
I.®"" High School. He
attended Stanford University
for four
years prior to
entering the USC medical
school.
Salazar now faces a year
of internship in Los Angeles
and another two to three
years residency requirement
in ^an Francisco. He is
specializing in anesthesiolo-

W,°rking fulltime
ttheSt0ckt0n
ur""

ve^v

Richmond, CA
(Contra Costa Co.)
North East Bay
Independent & Gazette
(Contra Costa Ed.)
(Cir. 6xW. 33,407)
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Salazar is one of eight
children and the first of two
>n the family to have won the
fq°77W!n Scho|arship. ln
**//, his sister, Rachel, was
also named a Boswell scho
lar; she is currently attend
ing USC, majoring in busi
ness administration.
Another son, Frank, is
currently enrolled in the
University of the Pacific and
will soon receive his doctor
of pharmacy degree. His
plans include working along
side his brother in a hospital
setting.
Of the Salazar's other
children, the oldest son.
Raymond, is an engineer;
Ruben has training in elec
tronics and is employed by
Southern California Edisona daughter, Ofelia, is a
computer worker in Moun
tain View; Mary Lou is a
housewife living in San Jose
and Johnny is an electrician
making his home in Corcor
an.

Manteca, CA
(San Joaquin Co.)
Bulletin
(Cir. 2xW. 6,298)
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Clark Gustafson and his staff at Medical Pharmacy are operating in
expanded facilities at 1911 17th St. The remodeled shop features ultra
modern technology and computerized records. Gustafson and pharmacists
Rich O'Neil and Julie Franceschi are all products of Kern County schools
and the University of the Pacific.
Gustafson and his wife Pam (Reynolds) are Bakersfield people, both
graduated from East High. He attended Bakersfield College then received
his degree from University of the Pacific in Stockton. After returning to
Bakersfield he began his "career at Community Pharmacy and in 1968
purchased Yant's Pharmacy which merged with Medical Pharmacy in
1974. He and his partners have grown to three locally owned and operated
pharmacies. He is past president of the Kern County Pharmacists Assoc.,
and now a trustee of the California State Pharmacists Assoc., member of
the board of directors of the Academy of LongTerm Care and active in Cal
State's Roadrunner Club. The Gustafsons have two sons, 8 and 3.
Rich O'Neil and his wife Nancy (Cantelmi) are graduates of
Bakersfield High and he also received his degree from University of the
Pacific. Rich is active in several pharmaceutical associations and the
Sierra Club.
Julie Franceschi is formerly of Shatter and graduated from UOP in
1978. She was an intern for Gustafson in 1976.
Other members of the staff include Mary Gomes, formerly with
Aladdin Pharmacy with 20 years experience, and Joanne Gardner,
pharmacy technician, also with 20 years experience, the last 10 years
working with Gustafson.
J

Appeal-Democrat
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Students learn different
aspects of pharmacy under
the close supervision of a
professional pharmacist
during the four month
Period. Included in the duties
are prescription practice,
learning the operation
procedures of a pharmacy
and working with the
Physician and the public.
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The Kingsburg Recorder. Kingsburg, CaUfomin, October 4.1979

Dr. Ivan W. Rowland, who came to Pacific to start the pharmacy

fs

school in 1955, has announced his retirement at the end of the 1979-80
"•

'

Ay:

academic year.
Rowland, 69, said he is announcing his retirement now so there
will be adequate time to conduct a nationwide search for his replace
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;

. • >7 4,.^

This search is now
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underway.
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built our School of Pharmacy into one of the finest in the nation,
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and its distinction is a living tribute to the tremendous contribution
he has made both to our university and to the pharmacy profession.
is one of the true builders of the university.

He

lean

Palo Alto, CA
(Santa Clara Co.]
Peninsula
Times Tribune
(Cir. D. 67,000)
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Jay Gould

SACRAMENTO - Jay Patrick
Gould, 26, a Palo Alto pharmacist,
was killed Monday night in an au
tomobile accident near Sacramen
to. Mr. Gould was returning from
an extended weekend at his parents
townhouse at Tahoe Keys when fiis
car and a motor home collided
10:30 p.m. He was alone in the ap
tomobile at the time.
Mr. Gould was born in Palo Alto,
and he was graduated from Gunn
High School in 1971. He attended
the College of Pharmacy at the Uni
versity of thewPg£ifie- in Stockton,
receiving a degree in pharmacy in
1976.
For the past two years he had
worked with his father, Carl Gould,
at the Mid town Pharmacy in Palo
Alto.
Mr. Gould was an avid sports
man. He enjoyed snow skiing and
water skiing and tennis, and he was
active in the Palo Alto Softball
League. His home was at 3852 LaDonna St., Palo Alto.
He was the only son of Mr. and
Mrs. Carl Gould of Palo Alto. Also
surviving are his sister, Dr. Karen
Lee Gould of Bucknell University,'
Lewisburg, Pa.; and his gran£
mothers, Mrs. Audrea Gould and
Mrs. Mary Shea, both of Menld
Park.
Services will be 1 p.m. Friday in'
the Bishop-Bronzini-Girouard Palo
Alto Chapel, 744 San Antonio Road
Palo Alto.
Burial will be private in Alta
Mesa Memorial Park, Palo Alto. *

He has earned retire

ment as dean, but we hope we can keep him associated with the univer
sity to benefit from his knowledge and splendid relationships through
out the state and nation."

Ostrom's newest intern, Frank

Pressures read

The UOP dean has been active in pharmacy education for more than
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Student intern
at FO pharmacy

Berkeley, CA
(Alameda Co.)
North East Bay
Independent & Gazette
(Berkeley Ed.)
(Cir. 6xW. 14,539)

Dr. Winter
remembered

noun^eedSatanU,!mhChefmical

Fair Oaks, Calif.
San Juan Record
(Cir. W 5,981 Free 8,900)

Dean Ivan Rowland honored the f i r s t
graduating class of the School of
Pharmacy, celebrating their 20th
Reunion on October 25, 1979, at
Albert's Restaurant.
Members of the faculty of t h i s f i r s t
class were also present.

L to R (around table): Mr. & Mrs.
George Silva 159; Beth Akers Biagini
•61; Jerry Biagini 160; Mr. & Mrs.
Lee Sing '59; Mr. & Mrs. Cary
Shimada '59

Standing:

Mrs. Ivan Rowland;
Dr. Donald Barker
Dr. Emerson Cobb

Standing:

Dr. Emerson Cobb

L to R:

Dr. Emerson Cobb
Dr. E l l i o t t Tay1 or
George Silva '59

Dean Ivan Rowland

L to R (standing) John Carroll 159;
(seated) Leroy Grainger '59;
Beth Biagini '61; George SiIva '59
(seated facing) Mrs. Cary Shimada

Standing:

L to R:

Donald Johansen

159

Standing: George MacMurphy '59
Mrs. Janet MacMurphy,
seated L

(Standing):

J. Cortland

159

Back:
Emeritus Professors:
Mrs. Cisco Kihara
Mrs. Ina Pearson

Lodi, CA
(San Joaquin Co.)
News-Sentinel
(Cir. 6xW. 12,626)

Future pharmacists intern
at Lakewood Drug Store
Linda Gaither and Larry
Gibson, University of the
Pacific School of Pharmacy
students, have been studying
the community pharmacy
business firsthand in Lodi this
semester through an in
ternship program.
The two students are
working full-time at Lakewood
Drug in Lodi under the
direction of Gordon Kost, Carl
Fink, Nick Spanos and Dick
Hurych, adjunct professors at

professor and off-campus
school faculty member The
program is the largest of its
kind in the world.
The students receive both
remuneration and units towad
graduation while engaged in

UOP.

A total of 57 future phar
macists at Pacific are spen
ding this semester in the
practical application of
classroom
learning
throughout California and
Hawaii.
During the four month
period, they learn different
aspects of pharmacy under the
close supervision of
a
professional pharmacist, who
serves as
the
adjunct

this cooperative work period.
According to pharmacy
school officials at UOP, the
number of students involved in
the program at Pacific, ap
proximately 200 annually,
make it the largest anywhere.

10 Monday, Nov. 5. 1979

Pharmacy school dean
at UOP is retiring

Stockton (Calif.) Record

Conference on Drugs
Drug use among youth in San Joaquin County is the
subject of a conference at the University of the Pacific
Nov. 10.
Dr. John K. Brown, a UOP School of Pharmacy
professor who co-directs a street drug analysis program
known throughout the world, will discuss "Changing
Patterns of Drug Use Among Youth" in a keynote ad
dress at 9 a.m. in the Regents Dining Room.
Another highlight of the conference will be a pre
sentation of findings of a county drug use survey by two
UOP sociologists, Dr. JohnC. Phillips and Dr. George H.
Lewis.
Dr. Marvin H. Malone, a pharmacy professor who
directs the street drug use program with Brown, will
92®
°,n identifying Street Drugs: What Is Out
There?" at 11 a.m.. Comments will also be heard from
counselors of drug users and law enforcement represen
tatives.

news
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The only dean the
nu
ln'° one of the
University of the Pacific
na
School of Pharmacy has ever h"? I"
t'on, and its
had is retiring
,
fl0 00 ls a living tribute
Dr. Ivan W. Rowland, who trihitil ,tor®mendous concame to Pacific to start the !,,,! !!
?S made both to
pharmacy school in 1955, has nharZT^ f 3nd to the
He is
announced his retirement at oneoHhe t£
t h e e n d o f t h e 1979-80 u n f v e r s d v R p v.
°f the
academic year.
university. He has earned
Rowland, 69, said he is hnnrement aS dean' but we
<ran keep him
announcing his retirement QJPeW1
now so there will be adequate to benpfU f th^he,uni versity
time to conduct a nationwide and snlenH?!? i ,nowled§e
sP'endid relationships
search for his replacement
and have the new dean here
* 8,3,6 and
next September. This search T ,,np .
,
is now underway.
f- .UUP dean has been
Dr. Stanley E. McCaffrev
fn».1Vein P^armacy education
40 years and a
UOP president, said, "Dean Hpo
Rowland has built our School Pacff,61" afty6arS' He came to
^acmc atter serving two
years as dean, and 16 years as
a faculty member,'at the
Idaho State University School
oi Pharmacy.
When Rowland started at
OP the pharmaty
enrollment was 20 prepharmacy students and 20
professional students. The
school was housed in a por
tion of the Weber Hall science
building. He has led the
school to a current
enrollment of more than 150
pre-pharmacy students, 540
undergraduate professional
pharmacy students and 21
graduate students for a
combined total of ap
proximately 710. Since the
school was established here
more than 2,000 graduates
degreeFeCeiVed pharmacy
In 1969 a new ultra-modern
$4.5 million facility for
Pharmacy education was
opened under his guidance.
Rowland has been active in
the profession, pushing for
more involvement by
pharmacists in the total
health care field, and he has
developed several innovative
Pharmacy education
programs.
His awards and honors are
numerous, and they include
eight years as Grant
President of Phi Delta Chi
national pharmacy frater
nity, selection as California
Pharmacist of the Year
election to the American
Board of Diplomats in
Pharmacy, selection as
Educator of the Year by the
California Pharmacists
Association, recipient of the
Distinguished Pharmacv
Educator Award from Abbott
Laboratories, and mem
bership in the California
commonwealth Club.

Pharmacy Liability & Ethics To Be Discussed At UOP

STOCKTON — A continuing education program for pharmacists on professional
liability and ethics is scheduled for Sunday, November 18, at University of the

day-long program is accredited for five hours of credit by the California
State Board of Pharmacy.
Included will be a talk on professional liability by Carl Gainor, a pharmacy
from the University of Pittsburgh who also is an attorney, and discussion
on ethics by Father Francis X. Quinn, special assistant to the dean at the Temple
School of Business Administration.
For more information on the program contact Robert Supernaw

at the UOP School

of Pharmacy at (209) 946-2303.
#####

news
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UOP Drug Use Conference Termed Success
STOCKTON -- Drug use among San Joaquin County youth was the topic
oE a recent conference held at the University of the Pacific Saturday,
November 10.
Over 60 local educators, law enforcement officials, and health ca
personnel attended the conference, sponsored by the UOP Sociology
Department and San Joaquin County Mental Health Services. The day-Ion
event carried one unit of extension credit.
The conference featured a welcoming speech by county supervisor
Doug Wilhoit, and the keynote address, "Changing Patterns of Drug Use
Among Youth," delivered by Dr. John Brown of the UOP School of Pharmac
Brown is also the co-director of a street drug analysis program known
throughout the world.
Other highlights included a dxscussxon led by Dr. Marvin Malone
pharmacy professor who co-directs the street drug program with Brown, .
"Identifying Street Drugs:

What Is Out There?", and a presentation of

a San Joaquin County drug use survey compiled by two UOP sociologists,
Dr. John C. Phillips and Dr. George H. Lewis.
Key findings in the survey were that the most likely "first" drug
for anyone is alcohol, and that the most important variables in
predicting drug use seem to be the amount of parental super- ision,
church attendance , and school truancy. The surx-ay found that,
excluding alcohol and marijuana usage, there is not a substantial usage
of drugs reported among county youth.
The success of this conference gives incentive for a follow-up
conference to be held next year concerning violence in San Joaquin
County.
#####

Seated L:

Dean and M r s . I v a n W.
Rowland
Miss Catherine Davis

Standing:

John C a r r o l l ' 5 9
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Standing!

Tbe ^ dean the University of the Pacific
School of Pharmacy has ever had is retiring.
r
.W' Row'and, who came to Pacific to
start the pharmacy school in 1955, has an
nounced his retirement at the end of the 1979-80
academic year.
Rowland, 69, said he is announcing his
etirement now so there will be adequate time to
conduct a nationwide search for his replacement
and have the new dean here next September
inis search is now underway

P,'.

saidD'.nStanlRy Ei' McCaffrey, UOP president,
said, Dean Rowland has built our School of
Pharmacy mto one of the finest in the nation, and
Its distinction is a living tribute to the tremendous contribution he has made both to our
mi nfTh f3" 1°
Pharmacy profession. He is
one of the true builders of the university He has
earned retirement as dean, but we hope we can
hpnL f ^ associated with the university to
benefU from his knowledge and splendid
relationships throughout the state and nation."
been active in pharmacy
eri.iZt6 ?
education for more than 40 years and a dean for
45 years. He came to Pacific after serving two

Standing:

Dr. Donald Barker

afTi? aL tan,ca"?16 years as a faculty member,

macy

State University School of Phar-

When Rowland started at UOP, the phar
macy enrollment was 20 pre-pharmacy students
and 20 professional students. The school was
housed in a portion of the Weber Hall science
building. He has led the school to a current
enrollment of more than 150 pre-pharmacy
students, 540 undergraduate professional
Pharmacy students and 21 graduate students for
total of approximately 710. Since the
Lu° i
chool was established here, more than 2,000
graduates have received pharmacy degrees
fanii ? 1?69 aunew ultra-modern $4.5 million
.
Pharmacy education was opened
under his guidance.
Rowland has been active in the profession
pushmg for more involvement by pharmacists in
the total health care field, and he has developed
several innovative pharmacy education
programs.
His awards and honors are numerous, and
Ph?n?le'ght years as Grant President of
seiLl
i", "atlonal Pharmacy fraternity,
ewr 1af Cal'forma Pharmacist of the Year,
election to the American Board of Diplomates in
rnarmacy, selection as Educator of the Year by

recinfent1 /".I

pharmacists

Association,
PHnfof a
J1? Dlstlnguished Pharmacy
Educator Award from Abbott Laboratories and
membership in the California Commonweal
Club.
Rowland received his B.S. degree in nharmacy from Idaho State in 1932, a M.S. degree
rom the University of Colorado in 1952 and Ph.-

- ^ * varound t a b l e ) : M r s . i n a
P e a r s o n ; M r s . C i s c o K i h a r a ; Or and
• E l l i o t t T a y l o r ; D r . and M r s
Emerson C o b b , D r . D o n a l d B a r k e r
M r s . Emmons E . R 0 S C O P

wI NTER

1979/80

i -a \\\\
K\\\w\

Student Steven Plantek being awarded
$ 1 0 0 0 , by Dean I v a n V R o w l a n d ,
January, 1980 for being the recipient
o f t h e NACOS Pharm. E d u c , F o u n d a t i o n
Scholarship.

Gary P . H a m i l t o n , 1 9 8 c R e c i p i e n t
ARCS A w a r d , S c h o o l o f Pharmacy
University of the Pacific
Stockton, California

Robert A. Louie, 1980 Recipient
ARCS A w a r d , S c h o o l o f Pharmacy
University of the Pacific,
Stockton, California

Andrew A. Lettes, 1930 Recipient
ARCS A w a r d , S c h o o l o f Pharmacy
University of the Pacific
Stockton, California

HOSPITAL OF SACRAMENTO
UPDATE
October 1979

RALPH ORLANDELLA, Pharm.D., Director of Pharmacy
Supervision of all pharmacy operations at Methodist Hospital
is handled by director of pharmacy, Ralph Orlandella, who
explains that he chose a career in hospital pharmacy rather than
community pharmacy because he enjoys close contact with
physicians and the opportunity to follow the patient's progress
more closely than would be possible in a neighborhood drug

_
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A^. lT, IT7%
A Tribute to IWR (sung to the tune of
Rudolph the Red—Nosed Reindeer)
Ivan W. Rowland
is the dean of pharmacy.
All of the pharmacy faculty
are sad he's leaving UOP.
Before coming to Pacific,
Ivan taught at Idaho.
He never thought that Stockton
would become his brand new home.

store.
Ralph earned his degree at the University of the Pacific. His
internship and residency are both in hospital pharmacy and he
holds a doctorate in clinical pharmacy.

His duties are diverse, as he is not only responsible for the supervision of all medications, as
well as employees, but must keep himself constantly updated educationally. He says,
"Physicians have a lot of questions on drugs and that's one thing we're here for."
The pharmacy department also conducts specialized training education lectures for
physicians and nurses. Pharmacy personnel are part of a team which explains the control and
treatment of various problems to new patients, as in the case of diabetes.

Then one day in '55
Ivan came to town.
"Rowland your the best of all,
start our school in Weber Hall."

The Department of I.V. Therapy also operates under the pharmacy. For example, when a
patient is unable to take anything by mouth and all his nutrition must be supplied intravenously,
the pharmacy works with the physician to prepare solutions which will provide all protein
requirements, as well as other nutrients needed.

Since then he's raised Pacific
to 4the top in Pharmacy.
Ivan W. Rowland,
you'll go down in history.

As director of all these operations, Ralph fills a position with tremendous responsibility, but
one that he finds rewarding.

Mark H . B e r m a n , 1 9 8 0 R e c i p i e n t
ARCS A w a r d , S c h o o l o f P h a r m a c y
University of the Pacific
Stockton, California

—W.
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Good advice: How to use those cold remedies

By Stan
an Linnet

(Stan Linnet is a CUHS
graduate who is now a
student at the University of
the Pacific in Stockton
where he is studying phar
macology.)
When visiting your local
pharmacy you as a patient
may be greeted by many
varied stimuli. An electronic
ping may acknowledge^your
entrance into the place of
business. The sound of your
shoes trodding on a wooden
floor may surprise you. You
may come in contact with
greeting cards for holidays
or for that special sweet
heart in your life. Stimuli
such as these may influence
your opinion of the phar
macy as a store. Not until
you meet the practicing
pharmacist will you truly be
satisfied (or dissatisfied) to
bring your business to any
particular pharmacy. What
makes you prefer one phar
macist over another? What
makes one pharmacist dif
ferent from another?
A pharmacist has the
capability to not only fill

vour nrpci-rintinn
your
prescription orders
competently, but to; also
make his knowledge of drug
actions, contraindications,
precautions, and dosage
forms available to you.
When you need Over The
Counter (OTC) medications
you can get valuable information from your'pharmacist.
It is the desire of most
pharmacists to share this
information with their
patients.
If your pharmacist doesn't
tell you to take your tetra
cycline prescription on an
empty stomach, he should. If
your pharmacist doesn't explain to you the bad physical
effects of mixing Darvon and
alcohol, it could be a deathly
omittance. Does it take a
police investigation to get
your pharmacist to explain
why you feel drowsiness
when you take your Drixoral
twice a day? Does your
pharmacist care about the
community a* a whole? Care
with action?
The following article is
presented as an example of
the type of information you
can expect, and should in-

r
quire, from
your pharmacist,
•
FightAgaihst
The Cold
Can the common coid be
cured? Will antibiotics fight
off a cold? What product is
the best to buy?
The common cold is by
definition an "acute selflimiting virile infection."
Since colds are caused by
viruses, antibiotics are not
useful in curing colds as they
work by killing bacteria.
Also, since there is no cure
for a cold, it is said to, be selflimiting, a cold will run its
course regardless of at
tempts to treat the condition. The symptoms of
cold may be alleviated some
what so that the victim of
the cold feels less discom
fort.
Prevention, the first and
most logical means of fight
ing a cold begins with good
nutrition. Eating well- is
truly important. Not be-coming fatigued and staying
warm and dry also is helpful
Since the spread of respira
tory diseases such as the
common cold, is direct from
person to person, those who
I

exceiiem expectorant, wnicn
is found in gg Tussin,
Rubitussin, and Tussciden.
Suppressants are indi
cated when the cough be
comes hacking and intoler
able. A suppressant acts
upon the cough center by
paralyzing its response to
irritation. Dextromethor
phan is the OTC product
active ingredient to look for
in products like Robitussin
and Cheracol-D.
The sore throat symptom

1979-1980 president of the New Jer
sey Pharmaceutical Association.
Other new Association officers in
clude Loretta Ridolfi of Trenton,
president-elect; John Sugameli of
Mendham, second vice president;
Arthur Reses of Pleasantville, treas
urer; and Board of Trustee members
Marleen Brenner of Toms River,
Gilbert Finkelstein of Brigantine,
Leonard Lenzen of Brielle, Nathan
Singer of Camden, and Martin
Feldman of Perth Amboy. Feldman
also has been appointed the Asso
ciation's third-party coordinator.
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numbers of people are more
cold.
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(Continued On Page 3)

The Pennsylvania Pharmaceutical
Association has elected the follow
ing officers: Richard T. Englehart of
Camp Hill, president-elect; Alan J.
Vogenberg of Levittown, president;
Pauline R. Montgomery of Hughesville, first vice president; and
George Searight of Harrisburg, se
cond vice president.
The U.S. Pharmacopeial Conven
tion has appointed two committees
in preparation for its 1980 Quin
quennial Meeting. The resolutions
committee is composed of John T.
Fay, chairman, Clinton N. Corder,
William J. Lancaster, John J. Sciarra, and Walter L. Way. The constitu
tion and bylaws committee consists
of Paul L. McLain, chairman, John
V. Bergen, Alan K. Done, Melvin
R. Gibson, and Marcus Reidenberg.
.Rovce Friesen, of Redding CA
was named 1979 "Pharmacist of the
Year" by the California Pharmacists
Association in recognition of his
work with CPhA's Academy of
Pharmacy Management.
Jerry L. Graff of Spanish Fork,
UT, has been named to a five-year
term on the Utah State Board of
Pharmacy. Graff is a former presi
dent of the Utah Pharmaceutical
Association.
Eric Herfindal, of San Francisco,
CA, and William E. Smith of Long
Beach, CA, have been elected direc
tors of the American Society of Hos
pital Pharmacists.
Clifford E. Hynniman, of Louis
ville, KY, was installed as ASHP
president for 1979-1980.
Leon Lachman, vice president of
development and control at Endo
Laboratories, Inc., won this year's
Academy of Pharmaceutical Sci
ences
Research
Achievement
Award in Pharmaceutics.
Carl D. Lyons, of Tulsa, OK, was
elected chairman of the ASHP
House of Delegates.
Louis A. Mitchell of Swedesboro,
NJ, has been installed as the

American Pharmacy Vol. NS19. No.
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Jerome A. Reinstein was chosen
as director of Bio
medical Research
for Vick Interna
tional,
Europe/
Africa
Division,
with headquarters
in Paris.
Gerald E. Ritzman of Ackron,
OH, has been named a member of
the Region Six Peer Review Corpo
ration's long-term care committee.
Ray Sandusky of Forest Hills,
NY, has been given the award of
merit by the New York Society of
Hospital Pharmacists. Sandusky is
the associate director of pharmacy at
Brookvale Medical Center.
Kenneth W. Schafermeyer of
Richmond is the new executive
director of the Virginia Pharmaceu
tical Association.
Major Robert I. Selle, chief of
pharmacy services at Malcolm Grow
USAF Medical Center, Andrews
AFB, DC, was presented the Out
standing Air Force Pharmacist
Award at the USAF tenth annual
pharmacy officer seminar at Lack
land AFB, TX.
Aaron Silnutzer, of Williamstown, NJ, received the Oscar Singer
Award for outstanding work in pro
fessional pharmacy from the New
Jersey Pharmaceutical Association
at its annual convention in Hershev.
y
PA.
Milton W. Skolaut of Chapel Hill,
NC, has been named the recipient
of the Harvey A.K. Whitney Lecture
Award by the American Society of
Hospital Pharmacists,

November 1979/665

The Pharmaceutical Society of the
State of New York has appointed a
legislative committee and advisory
council. Lester Smith of Levittown
will chair the new committee Thp
council will include Peter Zimmei
man of St. Louis Park, MN; Sal J.
Rubino of Pleasantville, NY; Barry
Gersten of Albany, NY; and James
Krahulec of Harrisburg, PA.
Sheldon Sones of Newington, CT,
has been appointed director of phar
macy services at the Memorial Hos
pital in Meridan.
Max Stollman, of Beverly Hills,
CA, is the 1979-1980 president of the
California Pharmacists Association.
Susan Torrico of Orlando, FL, is
the 1980-1981 president of APhA's
Academy of Pharmacy Practice. Tor
rico, a consultant pharmacist, serves
as pharmacy director for a 422-bed
skilled care facility.
William W. Wright has been
awarded the Public Health Service
Superior Service Award. Wright is
senior scientist in the Drug Stan
dards Division of the U.S. Pharma
copeial Convention.
David A. Zilz, director of phar
macy, respiratory therapy, and cen
tral services at the University of Wis
consin Hospitals in Madison, is the
1980-1981 president of the American
society of Hospital Pharmacists. •

Emulsifying
VUtax,N.F.?
contact Croda
51 Madison Ave. New York, N.Y.
10010 Tel. (212) 683-3089
*XIY, 1975.
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Los Altos, CA
(Santa Clara Co.)
Town Crier
(Cir. W. 18,278)
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PHARMACY STUDIES

Placerville, CA
(El Dorado Co.)
Mountain Democrat
& Times
(Cir. 2xW. 13,196)

Thpee students at the University of
Pacific School or Pharmacy are getting
first-hand experience through an intern
ship program at local pharmacies. Scott
Robertson is working at Los Altos Phar
macy; Gail Lee at Longs Drug Store,
Mountain View; Michael Marsman at El
Camino Hospital.

Medical Center Pharmacy

I

Three
Generations
Attend
Pacific

I

Something for snuffles and sneezes

Jack Green

Barbara Toller Green
John Green

i
J ohn Green is a

freshman at University of the
Pacific this fall.
But he is not the first member of his family
to be in this position.
His mother went here. His father went
here. His uncle went here. His grandmother
went here. And his grandfather was honored
by Pacific for his contributions to the
University.
The Greens are an example of hundreds of
families that have attended Pacific during the
University's 128-year existence as an institution
of higher learning.
This fall, for example, the alumni office
compiled a list of 70 incoming freshmen whose
relatives attended Pacific. Most of these are

either the mother or father, but it also includes
sisters, brothers, aunts, uncles and
grandparents.
Several of the characteristics that
make Pacific what it is today are reflected
throughout the years of their attendence.
In the case of the Green family, the majors
of the family members while here reflect the
diversity of the institution: math, business,
English, pharmacy, and engineering. One
member of the family earned a degree here,
went in the service, changed his mind about a
career field and came back to UOP to pursue

a second undergraduate degree in a different
field. John's father also had his collegiate
years interrupted by the service, and he was '
the first Korean War veteran to be admitted to
Pacific. All of the family members interviewed
cited the beauty of the campus and friendliness
of the people here as positive qualities
concerning the University.
Thousands of students who went through
Pacific have met their spouses on the Stockton
campus, and the Greens are no exception to
this situation.
Yet, even with the lengthy family ties to the
University, both John's mother and father
expressed surprise when they learned their son
decided to enroll at his parents' alma mater.
"We don't feel we pushed him toward Pacific
Continued

Albany, CA
(Alameda Co.)
Times
(Cir. W. 10,200)

\ Albany Rotarians headed
by President Craig B. Lacy
will participate in the sec
ond annual Rotary International Festival Nov. 9
through 11 at Oakland
Municipal Auditorium
Arena.
Local Rotarians will join
other civic dignitaries from
throughout the Bay Area at

a special preview of the col
orful event at 5 p.m., Fri
day, Nov. 9.

•

•

•

Maria Alexander, daugh
ter of Mr. and Mrs. OhTen
Alexander of Albany, has
been named to the Honors
List for the fall term at the
Orme School, a college pre
paratory boarding school in

Mayer, Ariz.

•

•

•

Chuck Countryman, a
University of the Pacific
School of Phasnwcy'student, has been studying the
community pharmacy bus
iness firsthand this semes
ter through a unique intern
ship program. He is work
ing at Fairmount Phar

Tracy, CA
(San Joaquin Co.)
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In Brief...

Nutrition topic of UOP class

Subjects to be discussed include a
functional approach to human
nutrition, clinical nutrition, food
additives and fad diets. The
speakers will include George York,
an extension technologist in food
science and technology from the
University of California-Davis,

31, 1980

"

(Cir. 3xW. 7,220)

A continuing education program
for nurses and pharmacists on the
subject of nutrition is scheduled for
Oct. 28, at the University of the
Pacific School of Pharmacy.
The five-hour session will begin at
9 a.m. and include a "nutritious
break" around noon so the par
ticipants can try various special and
therapeutic diets while discussing
food content with dietitians.

recent studies conductedby
psychologist Diane L.
Bndgeman and a group of
undergraduate students at
the University of Califor
macy and Plaza Pharmacy, nia, Santa Cruz. Participat
both located in El Cerrito, ing in the study was Cheryl
under the direction of Er Eppson of Albany, who re
nest Brensel and Tom Tal- ceived honors for her senior
lerico, adjunct professors thesis.
at UOP.
'•
•
•
• • •
Exchange student Ricky
Little children may be a Westmoreland is staying
lot more caring, empathic with the Verne Odlin family
and generous than most in El Cerrito. He will return
people realize, according to to Australia Jan. 4.

Doris Derelian, executive secretary
of the California Dietetic
Association, and Sue Rodwell
Williams, chief of the nutrition
program at Kaiser Permanete in
Oakland.
The program has been approved
for accreditation toward continuing
education for both pharmacists and
registered nurses by their respec
tive state boards.
For more information persons
should telephone 946-2303.

t

Scholarships
Four graduate students
at the University of the Pa
cific School of Pharmacy
have been selected for
$1,500 scholarships from the
Achievement Rewards for
College Scientists Founda
tion of Northern Califor
nia.
Mark H. Berman and
Robert A. Louie, both of Los
Angeles, Gary P. Hamilton
of LaMirada and Andrew A.
Lettes of New York City
will receive their awards at
a luncheon in San Francis
co.

Livermore, CA
(Alameda Co.)
Valley Times
(Cir. 5xW. 24,850)

Valley notes
on business
FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF PLEASANTON will
?G^e the c°mmunity First National Bank on Jan.
accord*n^ *° barren Harding, bank president
The name change is an attempt to represent the
bank s service area, which includes Dublin and Liv
ermore in the near future.
"Although this indicates a break in a long tradition
ot 69 years, it does not represent any change in owner
ship control, management or banking philosophy "
F J'
Harding said.
Existing check forms, savings passbooks and other
materials can continue to be used until replaced over
several months with forms bearing the bank's new
name.
LAUREN B. MARSH has been named manager of
«»,w kCW L,oyds Bank California's Dublin branch
which is now open in the Dublin Place Shopping Cenai
?as J)een invoIved in banking for 26 years. Ben
Hnn?" fmis assistant manager in charge of opera
tions and Tom Conde, assistant manager in charge of
ThiS iS Lloyds' 99th office in the
stateUmer
PHARMACY STUDENT Patrick Fleming, a Uniyf,^yof Pacific School of Pharmacy, is workingMltime at Longs Drug Store in Livermore through a
unique internsip program — largest in the world The

bSTfirstehanded

t0 StUdy COmmunity

Pharma^
SANDIA LABORATORIES recented honored sevs"Sin" emP!°yees fr°m this area. The group inRnfn i l
'r' Ryan of Castro Valley; Louis J.
W Si' °w ,u' Rltcliff' Melvin L Callabresi, Lutz
w £'• u bur E' Jor8ensen, John C. Keilman,
t.ary W. Kirchner, Daniel H. Morse, Ronald S Ilafner, Marion McCain and Michael R. Stefanski, all of
Livermore; William J. Spencer and Michael I
Baskes, both of Danville; James J. Bartel, Steven L
Robinson and James B. Woodard. all of Pleasanton'
and Diane S. Shimada of Dublin.

The Medical Center
Pharmacy has been around
for a number of years,
fulfilling
the
phar:
maceutical needs of the
community. Just recently
the ownership of the
business has changed and
the new owners would like
to take this opportunity to
let the people of the area
know that they hope to
make the new, up-to-date
pharmacy a real asset to
the community. The store
is completely equipped and
modern in every detail.
Their entire effort is
devoted to giving you the
best possible service.
Experienced registered
pharmacists are in charge
of
the
prescription
department, which is well
stocked with antibiotics,
pharmaceuticals, chemic
als and special products.

No matter what your
physician orders, they can
fill your prescription. For
your convenience, they
also maintain a large
selection of prescription
accessories and sickroom
supplies.
The Medical Center
Pharmacy will be main
taining a high level of
health and beauty aids, as
well as offering delivery
service, family profiles,
specialty items and per
sonalized service.
Owners are John and
Nancy Fox. John is the
business manager of the
pharmacy and also vice
president of marketing for
national pharmaceutical
company.
Nancy is the pharmacist
for the shop and is a
graduate of the University
of California at Berkeley
and the University of the

Pacific at Stockton with a
duCtu^s degree in phar
macy and a bachelor's
degree in nutrition. Her
past clinical experience
includes being supervisor
of ambulatory care ser
vices at Children's hospital
medical £enter-in- Oakland
and clinical pharmacist at
Marin general hospital in
San Rafael. She is con
sulting pharmacist for the
Sierra Family group clinic
and for the non-physician
nurse
practitioner
prescriber project spon
sored through UC Davis
Medical school.
Nancy would like to
stress that the pharmacy
provides family profiles
and that she has extensive
training -in the field of
nutrition.
Working in the pharmacy
for nine years is Virginia
Immer. She has been in

Placerville for 34 years and
her husband Myron, is a
native to Placerville. They
have four children and
seven grandchildren. She
and her husband love
fishing and Virginia loves
to cook.
Medical Center Phar
macy is offering a getacquainted sale good
October
31
through
November 3. There will be
a 20 to 75 percent savings
on various departments. So
come in and save.
Future plans include
projects to expand on all
departments and services.
Medical Center Phar
macy is located at 903
Spring street. The hours
are Mondays through
Fridays 9 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
and Saturdays 9 a.m. to 1
p.m. The
telephone
numbers are 622-2081 anj
622-0991.

Saint Anthony, Idaho
Fremont County
Chronicle-News
(Cir. W. 1,923)

Fowler Ca.
(Fresno Co.)
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Pharmacy student
interns at local store
•

/

l

Janice Schott, a University of
Pacific School of Pharmacy
student, has been studying the
community pharmacy business
firsthand this semester at
Colonial Drug in Fowler.
She has been studying
through a unique internship
program that is the largest in
the world. She has been work
ing at the Fowler drug store
under the direction of Larry
Reis and Jane Corbett, adjunct
professors at UQP.
A total of 59 future pharma
cists at Pacific are spending this
semester in
the
practical
application of classroom learn
ing at pharmacies, such as
Colonial
Drug,
throughout
California and Hawaii.
During the four month per
iod, the students learn dif
ferent aspects- of pharmacy
under the close supervison of
a professional pharmacist, who
serves as the adjunt professor
and off-campus school faculty
nieijiber.

Included in Janice's duties at
Colonial Drug are prescription
practice, learning the operation
al procedures of a pharmacy,
and working with physicians
and the public. The students
receive both remuneration and
units toward graduation while
engaged in this cooperative
work period. Students such as
Janice have a manuel to follow
in performing assignments in
specific areas of pharmacy. In
many cases this project has
involved assistance in programs
pertaining to drug abuse,
diabetes clinics, veneral dis
ease and local public health
pproblems.
According
to
pharmacy
school officials at UOP, the
number of students involved
in the program at Pacific
(some 200 annually) makes it
the largest anywhere, and the
specified duties and organ
ization of the program make it
unique in pharmacy eduation
throughout the world.

Fresno, CA
(Fresno Co.)
Guide
(Cir. 5xW. 21,514)
(Cir. Free 60,210)

UOP pharmacy students in
Fresrib to learn first hand
Robert Takeda and Gordon Hayashi, University of
Pacific School of Pharmacy students, have been
studying the community pharmacy business firsthand
this semester through a unique internship program that
is the largest in the world.
Takeda is working at Medical-Dental Pharmacy in
Fresno under the direction of Barry Smith and Dana
Anderson, adjunct professors at UOP. Hayashi is
working at Fresno Community Hospital under the
direction of Ron Cortopassi and Dan Giusti, adjunct
professors at UOP.
A total of 59 future pharmacists at Pacific are
spending this semester in the practical application of
classromm learning at pharmaciesthroughout
California and Hawaii.
During the four-month period they learn different
aspects of pharmacy under the close supervision of a
professional pharmacist, who serves as the adjunct
professor and off-campus school faculty member.
Included in the duties are prescription practice,
learning the operational procedures of a pharmacy and
working with physicians and the public. The students
receive both remuneration and units towards
graduation while engaged in this cooperative wokr
period.

Dr. Boyd Poulsen

S F graduate
is appointed
vice president
Dr. Boyd Poulsen, son of Mrs.
Poulsen of St. Anthony, has been appoi
vice president of a research compan
Palo Alto, Calif.
Poulsen is a graduate of South Frer
High School and Idaho State Pharn
School at Idaho State University
Pocatello.
He joined Syntex Research in 1965
held positions as group leader and hea
dosage design, pharmaceutical developr
labs and associate director of the Institui
Pharmaceutical Sciences. He was appoi]
director of the Institute of Pharmaceu
Sciences in 1977.
He also is an adjunct professor at
University of the Pacific and fellow of
Academy of Pharmaceutical Sciences
has served on a number of APS commit
and currently is vice chairman of the
dustrial Pharmaceutical Technol
Section.
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Four UOP Pharmacy Graduate Students Receive Honors

UOP Pharmacy Professor Co-Authors Book

STOCKTON -- A University of the Pacific School of Pharmacy professor
has co-authored a book that deals with identifying illnesses and how
laboratory medicine can be of assistance to health professionals.

STOCKTON -- Three graduate students at the University of the Pacific
School of Pharmacy have been selected for scholarships of $1,500 each
from the Achievement Rewards for College Scientists Foundation (ARCS)
of Northern California.
Mark H. Berman and Robert A. Louie, both of Los Angeles, Gary P.

Dr. James C. King, a professor of clinical pharmacy at UOP, and Dr.
Lawrence P. Bratt, director of outpatient clinics at San Joaquin
General Hospital, wrote the 224-page book.
Titled "Introduction to Physical Assessment and Clinical Laboratory

Hamilton of LaMirada and Andrew A. Lettes of New York City will
formally be presented with their awards at an upcoming luncheon in
San Francisco.
Berman is working in the physiology-pharmacology area in the study

Medicine," the book is designed for students in the health professions
and those para-professionals "who need to be conversant in the para
meters by which illnesses may be identified and by which the course of
progress may be monitored."

Sections of the book deal with physical

assessment, the utility of clinical laboratory tests, and case studies.

of how cocaine stimulates the central nervous system of selected
animals.

Lettes, also in the physiology-pharmacology field, is

interested in the influence of sex hormones on the production of certain
compounds in animals.
Hamilton, studying pharmaceutics, is concerned with blood clotting

#####

therapy in intravenous systems.

Louie, also in the pharmaceutics area,

is studying the dosing quantities of digoxin, a heart medication for the
elderly.
The ARCS Foundation is a national non-profit organization of
women volunteers devoted to the support of future scientists.

It in

dedicated to the cause of promoting advancement of science and tech
nology by providing scholarship funds for top college science students.

#####
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Programs For Prospective Students Set At UOP
STOCKTON -- Several special days are scheduled for upcoming
Saturdays at University of the Pacific to acquaint prospective
students with the diverse academic programs available at the
university.

FACULTY FACTS
OFFICERS

DALE R. BOOTHBY
PRESIDENT
Grass Valley

STEVE MOHOROVICH
VICE PRESIDENT

VRS. J. K. BROWN cuid H. RUNWN were recently involved in an accredited

continuing education program for Primary Health Care Nurses at Lodi Memoria
Hospital. Dr. Brown spoke on street drugs and Dr. Bunion on alcohol "e^

Stockton

EARL K. WONG
SECRETARY-TREASURER
Dos Palos

ROBERT B. SUPERNAW
COORDINATOR
Stockton

All of the sessions are being coordinated by personnel in the

DIRECTORS

COLLEEN CARTER
Camarillo

Admissions Office.

Stockton, Callfornia.

Richard Doty, News Bureau Director
209-946-2311

There will be presentations on specific majors

and professional programs, plus general sessions dealing with the

DINO De RANIERI

LR;,±^r

Burlingame

WILLIAM M. EAMES
Lafayette

JOHN FOLEY

total university.
Programs will be highlighted at the Conservatory of Music on
February 23, Elbert Covell College, a Spanish-speaking liberal arts

Berkeley

EARL GIACOLINI
Fresno

NEIL HANSON

ering and mathematics and natural sciences at College of the Pacific

Lodi

humanities, social sciences and behavioral sciences at College of the

mWN WaS recent1^

^ AlG°h01

reappointed for a three year term to the
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RIEDESEL TO RETIRE THIS YEAR

Seattle

GORDON PETERSON
Costa Mesa

THEODORE POULOS
Manteca

on March 15, and the School of Business and Public Administration and

lr

chairman?111

Santa Barbara

ROBERT F. HUNNELL
JACK KURIHARA

college, and the School of Pharmacy on March 8, the School of Engine

2n TELL

1980?TAh! i!

AbusfplRIEPESEL

haS

annOUnced

his

Plans to retire at the end of

CHARLES POWERS
Modesto

FRED C. ROWLEY
Pleasant Hill

will becin f-rsi ninr. -m. •
IT lac;L r^1®3• F°r his new career. Dean Riedes.
and will retire later thifyear. ^ Wl11 retUrn to his Present duties in May

GAIL PAULSEN

Pacific on March 22.
For more information on these programs contact the UOP Admissions

Mountain View

HAROLD SANTOS
Modesto

STAN SAROYAN
Fresno

Office at 946-2211 in Stockton.

PACIFIC ASSOCIATES AGAIN AHEAD
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San Jose
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Hospital hosts interns
from'stockton college
R0SEV1LLE — Two
University of the Pacific
(UOPrswetefflS have enroll
ed in a pharmacy internship
program
at
Roseville
Hospital.
Frank Huang and Daryl
Lance are studying the com
munity pharmacy business
first-hand during the UOP
fall semester through an
internship program operat
ed by the Stockton univer
sity.
The university's phar
maceutical internship pj$:
gram is the largest in the
world.
The two students are work
ing full time at Roseville
Hospital under the direction
of Norman Ashcraft, Herb
Tanimoto, Robert Pokorny,
Dave Schuetz and Art Ludwick.
The university has 59 stu
dent pharmacists spending a
semester in the practical
application of classroom
learning at pharmacies

throughout California and
Hawaii.
Students learn aspects of
the profession under the
close supervision of a phar
macist who serves as an offcampus professor during the
four-month period.
Included in the duties are
prescription practice, learn
ing the operation procedures
of a pharmacy and working
with physicians and the
public.
The students receive both

RCVICW
nto

Larry Ellien, School of Pharmacy
'65, is the owner of Shrader's
Pharmacy in Norco, California.

(6xW. 12,896)
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UOP students learning
pharmacy business locally
r—c

S

been studying the community pharmacy Dusin

Lodi this semester.
akewood Drug under the
DeniseWoodiswortangfMe^Lak^^g^ ^
direction of Gordon Kost, CarI Fink, »
Hurych, adjunct professors at uur.
Drug under the

ss

Livermore, CA
(Alameda Co.)
Valley Times
(Cir. 5xW. 24,850)

FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF PLEASANTON will
become the Community First National Bank on Jan.
1, 1980, according to Warren Harding, bank presi
dent.
The name change is an attempt to represent the
bank's service area, which includes Dublin and Liv
ermore in the near future.
"Although this indicates a break in a long tradition
of 69 years, it does not represent any change in owner
ship, control, management or banking philosophy,"
Harding said.
Existing check forms, savings passbooks and other
materials can continue to be used until replaced over
several months with forms bearing the bank's new
name.
LAUREN B. MARSH has been named manager of
the new Lloyds Bank California's Dublin branch
which is now open in the Dublin Place Shopping Cen
ter. He has been involved in banking for 26 years. Ben
Alexander is assistant manager in charge of opera
tions and Toni Conde, assistant manager in charge of
consumer loans. This is Lloyds' 99th office in the
state
PHARMACY STUDENT Patrick Fleming, a Univ
ersity oLEaeific School of Pharmacy, is workmglulltime at Longs Drug Store in Livermore through a
unique internsip program — largest in the world. The
program is designed to study community pharmacy
business first hand.
SANDIA LABORATORIES recented honored sev
eral veteran employees from this area. The group in
cluded William T. Ryan of Castro Valley; Louis J.
Rosnoski, Iona E. Ratcliff, Melvin L. Callabresi, Lutz
W. Dahlke, Wilbur E. Jorgensen, John C. Keilman,
Gary W. Kirchner, Daniel H. Morse, Ronald S. Hafner, Marion McCain and Michael R. Stefanski, all of
Livermore; William J. Spencer and Michael I.
Baskes, both of Danville; James J. Bartel, Steven L.
Robinson and James B. Woodard, all of Pleasanton,
and Diane S. Shimada of Dublin.

NATIONAL CONDOM KEEK

Dr. Jerry Griffin, School of
Pharmacy '71, has been selected for
promotion to Major, Medical Corps,
as well as being appointed attending
physician in the Emergency Medical
Service at Brooke Army Medical
Center, Ft. Sam Houston, Texas. The
Griffin's have established a home in
San Antonio.
Greg Matzen, School of Pharmacy
'71, was married last April to Sheryl
Roberts Matzen. Greg is presently the
Director of the Preceptor-Extern
Program with the School of
Pharmacy.

National Condom Week is February 14 21, sponsored by the Population Institute
of San Francisco and the Pharmacists Plan
ning Services, Inc., of Sausalito.
The purpose of National Condom Week
is to encourage nation-wide awareness of
the condom as effective protection against
venereal disease and unwanted pregnancy
As you my recall, 38 VD cases were reported at the Health Clinic here last se
mester, and who knows how many cases were
not reported. VD is a serious infection,
which if allowed to go untreated, can in
fect the reproductive organs to the point
o sterility. There is a need for condom
consciousness and elimination of the em
barrassment associated with talking about
tnem.

George Polhemus, School of
Pharmacy '74, is, along with his, wife
Sally, the owner and operator of
Striker's Pharmacy in Sacramento.
The couple has one son.

The Pacifican
February 29, 1980

A continuing education pro
gram for burses apd phar
macists on the subject of nutri
tion will be held Sunday, Oct.
28, at the University of the
Pacific School of Pharmacy.
The five-hour session will
begin at 9 a.m. Subjects to be
discussed include a functional
approach to human nutrition,
food additives and fad diets.
George York, an extension
technologist in food science
and technology from UC Davis,
Doris Derelian, executive
secretary of the California
Dietetic Association, and Sue
Rodwell Williams, chief of the
nutrition program at Kaiser
Permanete in Oakland are the
scheduled speakers.
The program has been ap
proved for accreditation
toward continuing education
for both pharmacists and
registered nurses by their
respective state boards. For
more information, call 9462303.

'
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A University of the Pacific
School of Pharmacy professor has coauthored a book that deals with iden
tifying ilnesses and how laboratory
medicine can be of assistance to
health professionals.
Dr. James C. King, a professor of
clinical plharmacy at UOP, and Dr.
Lawrence P. Bratt, director of out
patient clinics at San Joaquin Gen
eral Hospital, wrote the 224-page
book.
Titled "Introduction to Physical
Assessment and Clinical Laboratory
Medicine," the book is designed for
students in the health professions and
those para-professionals "who need
to be conversant in the parameters by
which illnesses may be identified and
by which the course of progress may
be monitored."

The only dean the University of
the Pacific School of Pharmacy has
ever had is retiring.
Dr. Ivan W. Rowland, who came to
Pacific to start the pharmacy school
in 1955, has announced his
retirement at the end of the 1979-80
academic year.
Rowland, 69, said he is announcing
his retirement this fall so there will
be adequate time to conduct a
nationwide search for his
replacement and have the new dean
in Stockton next September. The
search is under way.
Dr. Stanley E. McCaffrey, UOP
president, said Dean Rowland "has
built our School of Pharmacy into
one of the finest in the nation, and its
distinction is a living tribute to the
tremendous contribution he has
made both to our university and to
the pharmacy profession. He is one
of the true builders of the university.
He has earned retirement as dean,
but we hope he can keep him
associated with the university to
benefit from his knowledge and
splendid relationships throughout
the state and nation."
The UOP dean has been active in
of
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lacy student: h as
commup.typyrmacy business firsthand
through an internship program that is the la g

School

Mazzaferri is working tull-time a t ^ m i t l ^ D o n
Hospital under the direction of Deanna D mmiU^D
Lazzaretto and Jan Beste, adjunct professor^t u ^ •
A total of 59 future pharmacists at Pacific are
spending this semester m the practical
classroom learning at pharmacies throughout Cahtor

and Hawaii.

< r o m ' T , dnity

firsthand'this semester
through a unique intern
ship program that is the
largest in the world
at P h a ^ 0 ^ 1 ' " 8 ' u l l "time
at Pharmaceutical Services
i n D a l y C i t y under the
of

R u

™

Rhoades, Tom Nico and
Barry King, adjunct pro
p
fessors at UOP.

STOCKTON RECORD

A Second Term
As Pharmacists
Unit President
Fiorella Passaglia has been elect
ed to a second term as president of
the San Joaquin Pharmacists Asso
ciation.
The Graves Pharamcy pharmacist
and other association officers were
installed at a recent dinner.
They are: John Hambright, presi
dent-elect; Dana Grau, vice presi
dent ; Andy Stout, corresponding sec
retary; Lynn Richardson, recording
secretary; Ed Larimer, treasurer,
and directors Lee Owning, Robert
Grady and Robert Supernaw.
Norm Silva, an association past
president, was the installing officer.
Charles Green, a trustee of Califor
nia Pharmacists Association District
2, was master of ceremonies.
Guests were Mrs. Pat Duarte of
the San Joaquin County Commission
on Aging, Leo Burke, a Delta College
trustee, and Howard Bowen of Valley
Wholesale Drug Co.

A r

Denise Smith, a University of the Pacific
School of Pharmacy student, has been studying
the community pharmacy business firsthand
this semester through an internship program
that is the largest in the world.
Smith is working at Sirard's Pharmacy in
Woodland under the direction of Barry Sirard,
adjunct professor at UOP.

Fiorella Passaglia

Pharmacy first hand

A total of 55 future phar
m a c i s t s a t P a c i f i c ;a r e
spending this semester in
he practical application of
classroom learning at
C^p/na.cies throughout
California and Hawaii.
n J •ur'PP the four-month
'hey learn dif.mH dSPects o f pharmacy
u n d e r t h•pe cr llo^sde s u p e rJv i s i o n of a
pharmacist/"wKo°servests'
the adjunct professor and
off-campus
faculty
member.
'

Included in the duties
fre prescription practice,
learning the operational
r,es of a

Pharmacy,

and working with physi
cians and the public. The
students receive both
remuneration and units

toward graduation while
engaged in this coopera
tive work period. They
have a manual to follow in
performing assignments in
specific areas of pharmacy.
According to pharmacy
school officials at UOP, the

14 Tncidiy,
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number of students involv
ed in the program at
Pacific (some 200 annually)
makes it t h e largest
aI InCyUw h e, r e , a n d t h e s p e d
fied duties and organi
zations of the
progran
m a k e it u n i q u e .

Stockton (CaHL) Record

Soroptimists Honor
Women's Advocate
Soroptimist International
of North Stockton will honor
Cisco Kihara as recipient of
its Women Helping Women
Award during a noon lun
cheon meeting Wednesday
at Black Angus Restau
rant.
The purpose of the award
program is to pay tribute to
women who have consis
tently and effectively given
of their time and efforts to
advance the status of
women through their in
volvement in the areas of
education, government,
profession, media/publish
ing, business/industry or
volunteer. It is to give rec
ognition to women who
have been active in working
for the elimination of eco
nomic, legal, social or polit
ical discrimination of
women; in advancing the
equal rights
of women in
relation to education and
employment opportunities;
in reducing the dependency
of women on welfare pro
grams; or in any way con
tributing to the improve
ment of the women's role in
the community.
.Mrs. Kihara is a past
president of the Pan Pacific
-South East Asia Women's
Association (PPSEAWA),
which was founded in 1928
to strengthen bonds of
peace and foster better un
derstanding and friendship
-among women of all Pacific
and Southeast Asia areas,
and currently is one of its
four international vice pres
idents.

Student interns
at pharmacy^ .

APR 2 1980

" u D n s ,Vu, a University of
the Pacific SchooTbf Phars^nt,
has been
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San Mateo, Ca.
San Bruno Herald
(Cir. 2xW.)

direction
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pharmacy education for more th« n
40 years and a dean for 25 years. He
came to Pacific after serving two
years as dean, and 16 years as a
faculty member, at the Idaho State
University School of Pharmacy.
When Rowland started at UOP the
pharmacy enrollment was 20 prepharmacy students and 20
professional students. The school
was housed in a portion of the Weber
Hall science building. He has led the
school to a current enrollment of
more than 150 pre-pharmacy
students, 540 undergraduate
professional pharmacy students and
21 graduate students for a combined
total of about 710. Since the school
was established more than 2,000
graduates have received pharmacy
degrees.
In 1969 a new ultra-modern $4.5
million facility for pharmacy
education was opened under his
guidance.
Rowland has been active in the
profession, pushing for more in
volvement by pharmacists in the
total health care field, and he has
developed several innovative
pharmacy education programs.

Pacific

Mary Mazzaferri, a University een Imdying the
,r

ohaVSf

WANT

We'll Take Anything!!!

/

the

Under the direction of Br. Jeff Jellin
and Howard Berkowitz, the National Medica
tion Awareness Test has gotten "off the
ground here in the San Joaquin area. The
NMAT is a prepared program given by a local
pharmacist and UOP pharmacy student to help
explain the proper use of medicines. The
program is presented to a group or organi
zation by slide and tape presentation.
Each person gets a test and views the pro
gram. Then the pharmacist and the student
explains the answers. Everyone will get
a certificate of completion.
Any student interested in participating
is welcome and can contact the Pharmacists
Association Office, 478-2797.

The SAPhA organization here at UOP is planning a Rummage
SalelI!—set for February 2 ,
1980—to raise money for SAPhAfs social and professional affairs
box with some of those odds and ends you always wanted to get rid Just fill up a sack or
of (but hated to throw
away) and take it to the SAPhA office located in the Pharmacy School Rotunda

1st, only dean retires
from UOP pharmacy school

San Anselmo, CA
(Marin Co.)
Ross Valley Reporter
(Cir. W. 1,994)

/

•v

The purpose of the
National Medication
Awareness Testis to
make everyone more
aware of how to take
medicines properly, by
emphasizing why it is
necessary to understand
and follow instructions.

jyr
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Pharm prof
authors book

WE

Tracy, CA
(San Joaquin Co.)
Press
(Cir. 3xW. 7,220)

scheduled Oct. 28

NATIONAL
MEDICATION
AWARENESS
TEST

Here at UOP, SAPhA will promote National
Condom Week at the main campus (near the
bookstore) on January 30 and at the Pharmacv
School on February 18. A table will be set"
up with information for students, petitions
to get condom advertising on radio and tele
vision, rules for a "condom couplet contest"
(a copy is enclosed as an insert), 12-4 pm.

(San Joaquin Co.)
News-Sentinel
(Cir. 6xW. 12,626)

Nutrition program

Lorraine Elliott
Joanne Agua

UOP SAPhA CHAPTER
PROMOTES 2 PROJECTS

Dr. Ivan Dickerson, School of
physicians and the public. ftffipials
at UOP, the number of
Pharmacy '76, is the director of
According to pharmacy sc^^°"1Cp^cSific some 200 annually,, pharmaceutical services for Sierra
students involved in the program at Pacific, some
Hospital in Sonora. He resides with
/
makes it the largest anywhere.
his wife and son in Sonora.
Tom Sperry, School of Pharmacy,
76, and Debbi Vaughn Sperry, COP
'76, announce the birth of their first
daughter, Jennifer Lynn, in
Lodi, CA
September of 1979.

Valley notes
on business

Student
American
Pharmaceutical
Association

EDITOR ETC:
ASSISTANT EDITOR:

FEBRUARY 1980

James Franco, School of
Pharmacy '69, is an insurance agent
for State Farm Insurance. He lives in
Danville, California with his wife
Joanne and their one child.
Irwin Chow, Jr., School of
Pharmacy '70, and Christine Leong
Chow, COP '71, announce the birth
of their first son, David Nicholas.
Irwin is the owner of Lanmark
Pharmacy in Fresno and Christine is
a teacher at the General Grant School
in Reedley. The couple live in Fresno.

(San Joaquin Co.)
News-Sentinel

School of Pharmacy

saphanews ©

FEBRUARY

pay and units towaro
graduation for the work.
Students follow a manual
in performing assignments
in specific areas of phar
macy. In many cases, the
project has involved
assisting in programs per
taining to drug abuse, dia
betes
clinics,
veneral
disease and local public
health.
More than 200 students are
involved in the internship
program through UOP.

Lodi, CA

Two UM,

UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC

Mrs. Kihara's began
teaching in 1929 at Idaho
State University's School of
Pharmacy and came to the
University of the Pacific as
a professor of pharmaceu
tics in 1957. She served as a
student advisor and coun-

Mrs. Kihara
selor until her retirement
seven years ago and con
tinues as a part-time lectur
er and advisor to both the
collegiate and alumni chap
ters of Lamba Kappa
Sigma, women's pharma
ceutical fraternity.
She continues to advance
her advocacy for women
through her active mem
bership in American Asso
ciation for the Advance
ment of Science, American
Association of University
Women, American Coilege
of Apothecaries, Altrusa
International, Community
Concert Association, Phi
Kappa Phi, a national honor
society that she served as
president when the local
chapter was formed, and
United Nations Association,
which she served as board
member for many years.
Judy Burnham and Edith
Malan will present the
award to Mrs. Kihara on
Wednesday.
May Santos, program
chairman of the day, will
introduce Lurette Matychowiak, who will speak
about "Education: Inter
national Experience."
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Victor Nonaka, School of
Pharmacy '69, and his wife Lie,
announce the birth of their son
And ew J

ffre

j n S e p t e m b e r ".

e
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William Sisco, School of
harmacy '73, was transferred from
Claremore, Oklahoma to Phoenix
Arizona. His duties will include
designing and implementing a unit
dose program for USPHS an inHdlan
Health Service.

Choking infant is saved with
quick action by pharmacist

IMN PHOTOS—Judy P a i n e

CHARMAINE PALMER AND DAUGHTER, JULIA

By JUDY PAINE
BURNEY — What started out to be a leisurely shopping
trip for Glenburn resident Charmaine Palmer, her cousin
and children turned out to be a near tragedy for her
seven-month-old da'ughter Julia.
"I want to promote the idea for everybody to be ready (to
give aid)," Thrifty pharmacist Michael Guthrie said in an
interview with the IM News following emergency aid he
had given to Julia at the newly opened Thrifty store here.
Guthrie assisted the infant who was choking on a piece of
sucker lodged in her throat, blocking the airway.
"She was in the cart just coughing," the young mother
said.
The frightened Charmaine stuck her fingers in Julia's
mouth in an effort to retrieve the candy.
"She's so small I didn't know what todo," Charmaine said.
"I was back working when half-a-dozen people moved
toward me," Guthrie said describing the incident.
Guthrie, who has advanced first aid and emergency care
certification, cardiopulmonary (CPR) training and is
presently enrolled in an emergency medical technician
course (EMT), took the choking infant.
Holding Julia by her feet, he knelt down with the infant's
chest resting on his knee.
He gave Julia four sharp blows on her back. In the midst of
the mother's and Guthrie's efforts to help the child, the piece
of candy was dislodged and the infant swallowed it down the
correct passageway.
While emergency aid was being given to the child, Guthrie

hvr£/i -dtou/ursi //y
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March of Fashion
San Joaquin Pharmacy Auxiliary members are get
ting ready for their fifth annual "March of Fashions,"
which they will stage March 12 at Kincaid's-Ethan Alien
Gallery.
A capacity audience will be seated in room settings
throughout the store for the 7:30 p.m. fashion parade,
with a commentator in each room describing the en
sembles as models circulate through the store.
During the intermission, showgoers will enjoy
champagne and punch along with hors d'oeuvres and
cookies. The auxiliary also will continue a tradition of
past years by presenting each guest with a cook
book containing recipes for the evening's delicacies.
Providing ensembles for the style parade will be
Furrtique, Girl Talk, Moradian's, Baby News and
Gall's.
Appearing in the latest spring ensembles for women
will be Pam Regan, Harriet Catania, Pam Doty,
Nancy Green, Julie Green, Terry Tutupalli, Allison
Young, Marlesse Young, Alice Jean Matuszak and
Nancy Ferguson.
Robert Christian, Steve Laverone, Don Shiromizu and
Lohit Tutupalli will be men mannequins, and outfits
for the younger set will be donned by Robin and Ryan
Regan, Angela and Craig Laverone, Jeffery Grau,
Aaron and Tara Supernaw, Catherine, Theresa and
Shannon Green, Kelly Shiromizu, Michelle and Brian
Doty, Matthew and Jimmy Matuszak and Ann Marie
Christian.
Auxiliary members and their husbands serving as
commentators will be Cisco Kihara, Joan Christopherson, Pam Laverone, Sabina Grau, Cyndy Shiro
mizu, Emily Takeuchi, Debbie Corsiglia, Echo Polinsky, Pat Chinn, Sally Tsunekawa, Diane Supernaw
and Drs. Pat Catania, Robert Supernaw and Warren
Schneider.
Mrs. Supernaw, auxiliary president, is also chairman
for the benefit show, proceeds from which will be
added to the Pharmacy Student Fund that aids students
from San Joaquin County:
Claire Christian is co-chairman, and Mrs. Laverone is
in charge of refreshments and cookbooks. Robert
Christian and Frank Ferguson are arranging door
prizes, and Carol Sarnoff ^uid Jan Schneider are in
charge of booklets.
Helen Rowland and Bertha Riedesel will greet guests
at the door, and Evelyn Carter of Kincaid's is helping
with coordination.

/Y&ws

called an ambulance. When the emergency crew arrived the
infant's breathing had been restored to normal.
Later Guthrie made arrangements for the mother and
infant to be taken to a Burney physician for examination.
While at work, two days before his daughter ne.eded the
emergency aid, Julia's father, Michael Palmer, who is a
Citizens Utilities linesman here, was reading an American
Red Cross manual entitled "First Aid For Foreign Body
Obstruction Of The Airway."
One of the articles showed a diagram and gave the correct
procedure to use for relieving airway obstruction in an
infant. Unknowingly, he was reading the very information
his wife would soon be needing.
But Palmer set the article aside.
Young Julia, who was delivered in August by her father in
a planned home delivery, was at Lake Britton Sunday
afternoon enjoying some sun with her family and friends.
"I thanked him again and again," the grateful mother said
about the assistance Guthrie had given her daughter.
Guthrie, who worked in a private pharmacy in Redding
before his employment began with Thrifty's opening Feb. 28,
encourages citizens to receive emergency medical training,
especially in the rural, mountaineous areas.
"I lived in Trinity County for a couple of years and T
it
make the difference in life and deatjk>>'said Guthrie, who iy'a
1976 University of Pacific graduate^
"""
fcrutime sayslhe Americ^lTITgafrAssociation wants one
member in every family to have CPR instruction so
emergency respiratory aid can be given to a victim.
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Scott Hayworth, School of '
Pharmacy '74, and his wife Ruthie,
.74>

Pam Regan and her 10-year-old daughter,
Robin, model elegant attire in an elegant dining
room setting at KincaidVEthan Allen Gallery,

completed 14 weeks of

preparation for a
Jwonyear l™"'"8
assignment in Manama,
rain, m the Arabian Gulf with the
M?Vement' a specialized
vocational ministry of Campus
Crusade for Christ International.
Mario Sylvestri, School of
Pharmacy '76, is currently at the

^nixf^!ty 0f Nebraska working on
his M.D./P.H.D.

MICHAEL GUTHRIE

Drs. J. Scott Joslyn and Dianne.
Kane Joslyn, School of Pharmacy
'77, are living in Cypress, California,
where Dianne is senior pharmacist in
charge of the Regional Poison Center
of Orange County, at UC Irvine
Medical Center and Scott is now a
senior systems analyst for
Information Processing at Long
Beach Memorial Hospital.
Debbie Greene, School of
Pharmacy '77, has been at
Eisenhower Medical Center at Palm
Springs, California, where she is a
staff pharmacist specializing in
investigation and chemotherapy
agents.
Peter Rush, School of Pharmacy
'78, is working as a staff pharmacist
at Ajloun Baptist Hospital in
Mashemite, Jordan.

8o)
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where San Joaquin Pharmacy Auxiliary will be
staging its spring style show March 12.
Record Photo
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Bert L. Lum. clinical pharmacy clerkshop coordinator in the San Francisco area, and Jean
L. Brown. a senior clerkship student, received a $1,500 National Cancer Institute Consultant
Grant.
-•*
School of Pharmacy, recently addressed secondary education staff members of the
California Youth Authority in a workshop on the brain. The topic discussed was: the
relationship of nutrition to MBD children concurrently receiving therapeutic management
for hyperactive impulsive behaviour.

William J. McGregor, director of placement, had an article titled "Pep in the West" published
in the spring issue of the Journal of College Placement. The article detailed the Profes
sional Exchange Program (PEP) of the Western College Placement Association of which Mr.
McGregor is an active member.

-3-
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SPECIAL EVENTS
Members of the faculty, staff and others of the University community are cordially invited
to a slide presentation by Dr« Harold Berkman of a recent trip to Mainland China to be
held at 12:45 p.m., Monday, April 7 in the Gold Room. This is a beautifully prepared
presentation which those who have seen it consider to be one of the finest they have ever
viewed.
All faculty and staff members are invited to bring their families to the April 18th Arbor
Day Barbecue sponsored by the Alumni Office and Food Service. The menu will feature
delicious barbecued chicken or beef ribs, entertainment, and good fun. Faculty and staff
who pay for two reservations ($3 each), before April 15, may bring their children free of
charge. Pick up your tickets at the Alumni Office, Third Floor, Burns Tower.
Students, faculty and staff are invited
Auditorium, Friday, April 18 at 10 a.m.
"Word Power" is a sound slide show that
and spoken language and points out ways
of both sexes.

to attend a showing of "Word Power" in the Albright
or 12 noon, sponsored by the University Library.
illustrates the affects of sex-bias in written
to restructure the language to be fair and inclusive

UNIVERSITY NEWS
Pacific Music Camp guest conductors have been announced for this summer. Dates for the
camp will be June 15 - July 13 for the senior division and June 18 - July 17 for the junior
division. Among the guest music educators in band, choral and orchestra will be Frederick
Fennell, conductor in residence at the University of Miami and founder of the Eastman Wind
Ensemble; Paul Freeman, music director and conductor of the Victoria, British Columbia
Symphony, and Louis Magor, conductor of the San Francisco Symphony Chorus....The physics
building on the UOP South Campus has been named Olson Hall in honor of Winifred Olson Raney
of Turlock. Mrs. Raney, a UOP Regent, contributed funds necessary for the renovation of the
building, and she also has contributed significantly to other projects at the University
for more than 20 years.

Gilbert Schedler, Department of Religious Studies and the English Department, has a poem,
"Creative Glut," published in the winter issue of the California State Poetry Quarterly
(Vol. VII, No. 1). Another poem, "Limits," appeared in the most recent issue of Blue
Unicorn; A Tri-Quarterly of Poetry (Vol. Ill, No. 1).
Ernestine Smutnv, in charge of the Serials Department at the University Library, recently
served as moderator of a 49-99/CAL Workshop at the Stanislaus County Library on Computers
and Libraries—The Basics." Erwin Burmeister, in charge of the Catalog Department, was
among a panel of users discussing specific computer application to libraries.
Louis C. Martinp.l 1 i. dean of the Creighton University School of Pharmacy in Omaha, Nebraska
has been named dean of the University of the Pacific School of Pharmacy. Dr. Martinelli will
assume his duties officially on September 1. Dr. Ivan Rowland, the only dean the school
has ever had, is retiring after directing the school for 25 years.
Student advisers Lori Best, Jane Dominik, Kathy Linan. and Jason Donchin along with
Doug Smith and Yvonne Schildt recently presented a paper at the National Orientation
Directors Association Conference at Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo. The presentation was
titled, "Orientation: Building a Supportive Relationship." In addition to attending
the NODA Conference, Doug Smith, Lori Best, and Jane Dominik gave a presentation on the
Student Advising Program at UOP at the NASPA/CCPA Region IV Workshop.
Bruce La Brack, Sociology Department, participated in the joint meetings of the International
Society for Educational, Cultural, and Scientific Interchanges (ISECSI) and the International
Studies Association (ISA). He delivered a paper, "What is the Result of International
Experience for U.S. Students: Bi-Culturalism or Dual Ethnocentrism?" for a panel on the
Utilization and Impact of Study Abroad After Return Home and was a discussant for a panel
on Programs of Cross-Cultural Encounter, Los Angeles, March 20-21.
William Christopherson.Jr.. director of clinical pharmacy, presented a lecture titled
"Trends in Nuclear Pharmacy Education, Registration and Practice" at the first annual
Triservices Nuclear Pharmacy Orientation Course on March 20 at Letterman Army Medical
Center, Presidio of San Francisco.

UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC WOMEN

MISCELLANEOUS

The UOP Women's Group will meet Tuesday, April 15 at 1:30 p.m. in the Gold Room. The
program will be a talk by Dr. Dewey Chambers, professor of education, on "Growing Up
Gifted." Also a new slate of officers will be presented. Hostesses for the meeting will
be Corrie Barr and Jeanne Gassman. Any questions on the above, please call Pat Reimer,
951-2159.
PERSONALS
Robert W. Blaney. chairperson, Religious Studies Department, showed the film on the life
of Dietrich Bonhoeffer which he helped produce and presented his paper "Dietrich Bonhoeffer,
In His Steps" at the Pacific Section meeting of the Society for Christian Ethics held in
Southern California March 14-15. Dr. Blaney was elected president of the Pacific Section
and was program chairman for the Section meeting. Dr. Blaney was elected vice-chairperson
of the Crime Awareness and Prevention Commission locally.
Arthur H. Maynard. professor, Religious Studies Department, has been notified that his
article titled "The Role of Peter in the Fourth Gospel" has been accepted for publication
in the Journal of New Testament Studies published by Cambridge University Press,
Two organ students of Dr. Charles Schilling have been chosen through the twenty-seventh
annual Junior Bach Festival in Berkeley to perform at Hertz Hall on the U.C. campus. Bruce
McClung, a freshman, performed on March 26 and Mark Barville, a junior, will perform at
a paid concert on Saturday, March 29 at 8 p.m.
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Send out your typing needs.

For expert typing please call Cynthia Schrader at 951-2197.

FOR SALE: Kenwood 5400 receiver, 36 watts; BIC 940 turntable, micro acoustics cartridge;
pair of Advent speakers, large size; Sony cassette deck. Sell as a unit or by components.
Call Joe at ext. 2311 or 951-8746.
HOUSE SITTER AVAILABLE: Faculty returning from leave; needs accommodations June 15 August 1. Please call ext. 2347 or (415) 854-2179.
BLANEY CABIN: Available in Aptos, California, at $125 per week for the months of June
and July. Please call Laura Blaney, 462-3169.
FOR SALE: IBM Selectric I typewriter, excellent condition; 10 pitch-PICA, 13" carriage;
$450. Call Bill Woolley, ext. 2463 (1-5 p.m.) or 931-2000.
WANTED: One oval braided rug in brown tones.
464-2430 evenings.

Must be 10* 6" x 14* 6" or larger.

Call

mm

program for persons over 60, will bring 30 to 40 "elders" to the campus for 2 weeks of non-credit classes. MENTE, a
program for talented high schoolers from migrant backgrounds, offers 100 youngsters a six-week academic program.
Special interest programs for high school students are being offered in pharmacy, energy, animal behavior, dance, and
journalism. Pacific Summer Adventure, for youngsters 9 to 16, and Pacific Alumni Camp will be offered at high Sierra
locations.

State Bar Examination. McGeorge graduates compiled an 87.3% pass rate this year as compared to the next highest pass
rate by graduates of U.C. Boalt Hall of 82.6% and Stanford of 80%. Over a five-year period, McGeorge also leads with
a pass rate of 89.3% as compared to the next highest of Stanford at 85.1% and U.C. Boalt with 84.6%. Heartiest
congratulations to Dean Gordon Schaber, the faculty of McGeorge and the graduates who have compiled this
outstanding record.

The Continuing Education program is directed in two areas. First, is the development and offering of courses for nondegree oriented students, as well as teachers who must complete credentials, etc., for their enjoyment, stimulation and
personal development. The second area is the development and promotion of programs of those seeking degrees,
primarily adult part-time students. General approval of policies and plans for this Continuing Education program has
been given by appropriate faculty and administrative committees after careful review during the past weeks of the Fall
semester. The ultimate objective is to assure a sound academic program which will conform with University quality
standards, as well as one that is financially viable, and which will serve citizens of the San Joaquin Valley area. We feel
the Summer Sessions and Continuing Education programs are developing in a very promising way and have high hopes
for them in the future.

In the commercial world, repeat business" is always considered to be a mark of success. Thus we at the University take
particular pride that so many alumni of this University have sent their sons and daughters to Pacific for their education.
1 his year we have some 68 sons and daughters of alumni of the University who are in attendance at the Stockton campus.
Beth and I will have the pleasure of having a reception for these students at the President's Home on Wednesday
afternoon, April 23rd.

The third annual Alumni Fellows Day was held on the Stockton campus on Wednesday, March 12th when some 30
Universit> of the I acific alumni returned to the campus to meet with students and faculty in their respective disciplines.
The idea of having graduates return to the campus to share their experiences in the practical world of work with students
and faculty was the idea of Regent George Wilson. The Day has proved to be an increasingly successful one and we are
grateful both to those graduates who returned to the campus and to all who cooperated in making the Day such an
interesting and worthwhile one.
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HOUSE FOR RENT from April until mid-August. Rent is negotiable. Located near campus.
Call or write: Dave Fries, 1007 Fifth Street, S.E., Minneapolis, Minnesota 55414, (612)
378-0815.
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As many of you know, 1 have initiated a new series of monthly all-campus "University Forums" to discuss topics of
general campus interest. The first two meetings have been interesting and informative. All students, faculty and staff
members are invited to these discussion forums. The last two meetings of this academic year will be held in the Gold
Room at 4:00 p.m. on Wednesday, April 9th (University budget discussion) and Wednesday, May 7th (Report of the
Commission on the Future).

Si

Want responsible person with local refer
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All of us are concerned about the necessity of increasing tuition and while it is little consolation to us, it is nevertheless
interesting to note that most other colleges and universities across the country have had to increase their tuition by
amounts even greater than ours at Pacific. Stanford has increased their tuition by 12.3% to $6,285; Harvard by 13.2% to
$6,000; M.I.T. by 17% to $6,200; Amherst by 18.2%, for its comprehensive fee for tuition, board and room, to $8,450;
Dartmouth by 13.1% to $6,075, and other universities across the country by comparable amounts.

:

FREE RENT in exchange for house and yard care.
ences. Call 463-3403.

Congratulations to Ron Pool and Kristin Almquist on being elected, respectively, ASUOP President and Vice President.
We look forward to working closely with you during the coming year and hope that under your leadership the ASUOP
continues to serve students and the overall University. We wish to express our appreciation to Martin Burt and Baynes
Bank for their service as President and Vice President of the ASUOP this past year. It has been a pleasure to work with
both of them and we commend them on their devotion to their important responsibilities.
Congratulations to Vice President Judith Chambers on her election as a Regional Vjce President of the National
Association of Student Personnel Administrators. It was my pleasure to appoint Judith Chambers first as Dean of
Students and then as the first University Vice President for Student Life. She is not only the first woman Vice President
of our University but also the first woman elected to this regional Vice Presidency of the National Association of Student
Personnel Administrators. In this capacity she will direct the activities of the Association for the region which includes
California, Guam and Hawaii. She has also just concluded a very successful year as President of the United Way of San
Joaquin County, an important contribution to our community of which we in the University are proud.
UOP students won top honors in the Miss San Joaquin County contest recently held as Marleta Warneke was selected as
Miss San Joaquin County from among over twenty contestants and Marriam Recio was chosen as runner-up. Both
Marleta and Marriam are students in the Conservatory of Music. Marleta will now represent San Joaquin County'in the
Miss California pageant to be held in Santa Cruz early this summer.
McGeorge School of Law continues to lead all other California Law Schools in the success of its graduates in passing the

I have appointed a Spanos Center Board of Control to plan policies for the use of the Spanos Center. Serving as
Chairman of this Board will be Financial Vice President Robert Winterberg, along with the following members: From
the Administration, Clifford Dochterman, Vice President-Executive Assistant, and Ike Isaac, Athletic Director; Faculty,
Professors Kathy Klein, Physical Education and Recreation, Dave Goedecke, Music, and Roger Reimer, Education;
Students, former ASUOP Vice President Baynes Bank, Lisa Villiers, Student at Large, and Brad Post, Intramurals; Ort
Lofthus from the community; and Leo d'Or from the immediate neighborhood. A study is now being completed of the
operation of other similar centers at such campuses as Stanford, U.C. Berkeley, U.C. Davis, UCLA, etc., which the
Board will find useful in its considerations. I have also appointed another committee under the Chairmanship of Vice
President Clifford Dochterman, to plan a series of opening events to be held in January and February of 1981. Persons
with ideas they may wish to contribute to either the Board of Control or the Opening Events Committee are encouraged
to do so to either Vice Presidents Winterberg or Dochterman.

As I announced to members of the University community in my letter of January 14, 1980, we are very pleased with
several developments which are taking place which promise to effect a significant improvement in our Library facilities.
On December 4, 1979, a proposal was submitted for a National Endowment for the Humanities (NEH) Challenge Grant
requesting $700,000. We hope this will be approved within the next several months. This grant, to be combined with the
niversity s fund-raising effort of $2.2 million for the Library, is expected to stimulate new and increased giving to the
niversity for the renovation and expansion of Library facilities. Also, as I reported previously, Mr. Holt Atherton,
recently elected member of our Board of Regents, who has made previous substantial gifts to the Holt-Atherton Pacific
enter or Western Studies, has made a $1 million pledge to assist in the enhancement and access to the Holt-Atherton
enter t rough the integration of the Center's collection in an expanded and greatly improved Library facility. In
a qion, we have retained the firm of Ratcliff Architects to conduct a feasibility/master plan study of Library space
"f 6 i u 1S e x P e c t e d t b a t the results of this study will be of great assistance in the identification, planning and articulation
o a i rary building program commensurate with the academic needs of the University. I am very pleased to report on
t ese positive developments which I believe clearly indicate the important role of the Library in the educational process
an t e University s commitment to insure that Library facilities and resources support the academic excellence we strive
tor at the University.

Commencements will be with us before we know it, with the Pharmacy Commencement scheduled"for I\Tay 4fh."thVs wu.
be the final Commencement presided over by Dean Cy Rowland, the only Dean the School of Pharmacy has ever had. As
note ear ler, Dean Rowland will be retiring at the end of this academic year after nearly 25 years of outstanding service
as Dean of the School of Pharmacy.
All of us are proud of the progress which our School of Pharmacy has made under Dean Rowland's leadership and we
s a I always be grateful to him for the lasting contribution he has made in the development of our School of Pharmacy.
iyos i George logasaki will be the Commencement speaker at the University Convocation to be held on May 16th.
r. Togasaki retired publisher of the Japan Times of Tokyo, is the founder of International Christian University and
as een a leader in the establishment of the Boy Scout movement and Christian movement in Japan. He is a Past
V ?unu0n al and 3 leadCr in JaPanese-Amcri^n relationships. The Commencement speaker at the
School
°r
A
.r. ° ®US,neSS and Pub,lc Adm,n'stralion on Sunday morning. May 18th, will be Mr. John W. Hanley, Chairman
and Chief Executive Officer of Monsanto. Mr. Hanley, one of America's outstanding business leaders, has also been
active in public service, having been chairman of the National United Way.
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UOP Pharmacy School Dean Named
Dr. Louis C Martinelli,
42, dean erf the Creighton
University School of Phar
macy in Omaha, Neb., has
been named to succeed Dr.
Ivan W. Rowland, who is
retiring as dean of the Uni
versity of the Pacific School
of Pharmacy.
Martinelli, who will as
sume his duties here on
Sept. 1, was selected after a
nationwide search to re
place Rowland, the only
dean the UOP pharmacy
school has had.
"We are fortunate to ap
point someone with the ad
ministrative experience
Louis C. Martinelli
and professional qualifica
tions erf Dr. Martinelli and leadership needed at our
we feel he will provide the School of Pharmacy in the

Ten University of the Pacific School of
Pharmacy students are getting practical
experience by serving internships at
Stockton pharmacies.
They are among 55 pharmacy students
from UOP who are spending the semester
in practical application of their classroom
studies at pharmacies throughout Califor
nia and Hawaii.
During the four-month period they are
working under the supervision of profes
sional pharmacists who are serving as
adjunct professors and off-campus faculty
members.
Some 200 students are involved each
year in the program, the largest of any
pharmacy school, according to pharmacy
school officials, who said the specific
duties involved and the organization of the
program make it unique.
Those interning in the Stockton area
are:
Arian Moini, working full time at Cam
pus Pharmacy on Brookside Road under
the direction of Dianne LaRue and Patricia Stegen

MID-MORNING COFFEE BREAK

TTTUD-

v

years ahead," said UOP
Academic Vice President
Clifford J. Hand.
Martinelli, who was
reared in Oroville, Calif.,
has served as dean and
professor of medicinal
chemistry at Creighton for
two years. He was an asso
ciate professor and coordi
nator of clinical pharmacy
at West Virginia University
from 1974 to 1978 and an
assistant professor of me
dicinal chemistry at the
University of Georgia from
1968 to 1974.
He received his doctor of
pharmacy degree in 1963
and his doctorate in 1978

UOP Pharmacy Students Serve Internships

ANTIBIOTIC - ASSOCIATED ADVERSE DRUG REACTIONS
Michael R. Spencer, Pharm.D.
Assistant Professor of
Clinical Pharmacy
University of the Pacific

gJ-OV

|T*}
No

PHARMACOKINETIC CONSIDERATIONS IN ANTIBIOTIC THERAPY
Terry L. Harbaugh, Pharm.D.
Assistant Professor of Clinical Pharmacy
University of the Pacific

Tom Tway, working at Rose Phar
macy on Pacific Avenue under the direct
ion of C.R. Chase and Don Behler.
Robert Young, working full time at
Dameron Hospital under the direction of
Don Shiromizu, Sally Tsunekawa, Steve
Laverone and Robert Christian.
Walter Cooley, working at Paper's
Pharmacy on Harding Way under the di
rection of Mike Paper.
Ray Scott, working under Charles Green
and Randy Gibson at Green Brothers
Pharmacy, where Peter Johnson is
working under Robert Grady.
Susanne Walker, working full time at St.
Joseph's Hospital Pharmacy under Re
becca Hedberg and Harriet Catania.
Eric Ozimy, working full time at Delta
Pharmacy on California Street under Don
Isetti.
Howard Berkowitz, working at Stockton
State Hospital J^harmacy under Leslie
Leicht.
Brian Benson, working under Milt
Nickel at California Pharmacy on North
California Street.

from the University of Cali
fornia School of Pharmacy
in San Francisco.
The new dean comes
from a school with an en
rollment of some 230 stu
dents and 20 full time facul
ty members. At Pacific, he

will direct a school with an
enrollment of nearly 560students and 35 full time
faculty members.
There are approximately
70 schools of pharmacy in
the United States. UOP's is
one of three in California

The Stockton News, Wednesday, April 30,1980
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Pharmacy School
Approximately
180
degrees will be awarded on
Sunday, May 4, at the 22nd
commencement for the
University of the Pacific's
School of Pharmacy.
The 10 a.m. event will be
on the lawn area between
Knoles Hall and Burns
Tower.
Dr. Ivan W. Rowland,
retiring dean of the school,
and Dr. Stanley E. Mc
Caffrey, UOP president,
will each present brief
remarks to the graduates.
Rowland, the only dean in
the history of the school,
has been at UOP for 25
years and will be retiring
this summer.
Bachelor of Science in
Pharmacy degrees will be
awarded to some 50

students, while Doctor of
Pharmacy degrees will go
to some 130 students.
The program will in
clude two student
valedictorians. Mary C.
Lefevre of Charleston,
West Virginia will speak on
"Health Care and The
Government," and Janet
M. Roskam of Shafter will
discuss "Thoughts For The
Future." Senior Class
President Charles E.
Stearns of Lindsay also
will speak.
Rowland will present
special honors to the
Community Pharmacy
Preceptor of the Year,
Hospital Pharmacy
Preceptor of the Year and
Clinical
Pharmacy
Preceptor of the Year.

LUNCH - RAYMOND DINING HALL
RECENT ADVANCES IN CEPHALOSPORIN THERAPY
Stephen E. Stoner, Pharm.D.
Staff Pharmacist
St. Joseph's Hospital
Stockton, California
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AFTERNOON BREAK
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PANEL DISCUSSION

CALENDAR

POST-TEST AND SEMINAR EVALUATION
Sun.

• PHARMACIST TUITION
•NURSE TUITION
NAME:

$40 00
$40.00

_

ADDRESS:

10 a.m.
7 p.m.

SCHOOL OF PHARMACY COMMENCEMENT
Concert Band - Conservatory

Knoles Lawn

PERSONALS

Continuing Education
School ofi PhaAmacy
UnlveAAlty ofi the
Paddle
Stockton, CA 952 11

Jeff M. Jellin« School of Pharmacy, was recently awarded a Commendation from the County of
San Joaquin for his work in establishing the Vial-of-Life Program in San Joaquin County.
Thousands of senior citizens have been enrolled in the program through the participation
of 97% of all pharmacies in the county. The life-saving device is currently being offered
to seniors during presentations led by teams of local pharmacists and pharmacy students at
dozens of civic groups.

PLEASE MAKE CHECK PAYABLE TO U.O.P.

The Stockton News, Wednesday, April 23,1980

Chemotherapy study
grant awarded at UOP

PHARMACY

UNIVERSITY
°,'h. PACIFIC
Stockton, California

1980-81
Dean's Letter
The Profession
""^he Program
) Experiential
" earning
Admission
Student Life
Support

A UOP School of Phar
macy administrator and
student have received a
$1,500 grant to work with
patients in the Northern
California area who are re
ceiving
chemotherapy
treatment.
Bert L. Lum, clinical
pharmacy
clerkship
coordinator in the San
Francisco area, and Jean
L. Brown, a senior clerk
ship student, received the
National Cancer Institute
Consultant Grant.
Purpose of the grant is
to assess patient attitudes
and needs regarding
cancer chemotherapy drug

San Francisco, CA
(San Francisco Co.)
Examiner
(Cir. D. 157,192)

information resources and
to develop patient care in
formation guidelines.
Lum said they will be
working with approxi
mately 500 patients from
throughout Northern Cali
fornia. "Essentially, we
want to find out what the
patients would like to know
about chemotherapy, and
the drugs involved," Lum
said.
The six-month project
grant was presented by the
Northern
California
Cancer Program and
Northern California On
cology group of Palo Alto.

Modesto, CA
(Stanislaus Co.)
Bee
(Cir. D. 12,099)
(Cir. S. 12,022)
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UOP to get a new dean
The dean Qf-flreieJitoi University's
school of fiharmpcy ;in' Omaha has
resigned effective April 1 to accept a
similar post at the University of Pacific
in Stockton.
Dr. Louis Martinelli, who joined
Creighton in January 1978, said return
ing to his home state was a primary
consideration in his decision to leave
Creighton.

THE DEAN 1 S 7 0 t h BIRTHDAY PARTY

MEMORANDUM
Scfiool of Pharmacy

UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC

Stockton.California 95211

DATE:

TO:

VhaAmacy Faculty and Staff

FROM:

Uel and

SUBJECT:

Vean Rowland'* SuAprtse Birthday Party

MaAch 14, 19SO

Vcan Rowland'* *uAprise Birthday Party will be held on Thursday,
Masick 21th at 2:30 p.m. In the Faculty Lounge.
Li you have not paid youA $1.00 toward* a gift certificate foA
t h e Vean, please * t o p by C 102 and l e a v e youA money w i t h Joy
\Klldred. Net will pa** aAound a caAd foA youA *lgnatuAe
aAound WaAch 20th.
OA

Let'* make this a veAy *peclal Birthday foA

OUA

L to R:

D e a n I v a n W. R o w l a n d
President Stanley McCaffrey
M r s . I v a n W. R o w l a n d

Vean!

L:

D e a n I v a n W. R o w l a n d

Ri

Dr. Warren Schneider

THE BIRTHDAY CAKE

University of the Pacific

L t o R:
S a n d r a McGowan, C o n s u l t . - S u p e r v . A u d i o Tutorial Program
Mildred Yamamura, Sec. Pharm. Sciences
Cisco Kihara, Professor Emeritus

6:30 p.m., Thursday, May 1, 1980

Ls

Dean I v a n W. Rowland

R»

Academic V i c e - P r e s i d e n t
C l i f f o r d Hand
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April 25, 1980 -- 420
April 2, 1980 — 357
Pharmacy Commencement Planned At UOP
UOP Pharmacy Personnel To Work With Chemotherapy Patients
STOCKTON — A School of Pharmacy administrator and student have
received a $1,500 grant to work with patients in the Northern

STOCKTON — Approximately 180 degrees will be awarded on Sunday,
May 4, at the 22nd commencement for the University of the Pacific's
School of Pharmacy.

California area who are receiving chemotherapy treatment.
Bert L. Lum, clinical pharmacy clerkshop coordinator in the

The 10 a.m. event will be on the lawn area between Knoles Hall
and Burns Tower.

San Francisco area, and Jean L. Brown, a senior clerkship student,
received the National Cancer Institute Consultant Grant.
Purpose of the grant is to assess patient attitudes and needs
regarding cancer chemotherapy drug information resources and to develop

E. McCaffrey, UOP president, will each present brief remarks to the
graduates.

Rowland, the only dean in the history of the school, has

been at UOP for 25 years and will be retiring this summer.

patient care information guidelines.
Lum said they will be working with approximately 500 patients
from throughout Northern California.

Dr. Ivan W. Rowland, retiring dean of the school, and Dr. Stanley

1'Essentially,

we want to find

out what the patients would like to know about chemotherapy, and the

Bachelor of Science in Pharmacy degrees will be awarded to some
50 students, while Doctor of Pharmacy degrees will go to some 130
students.

McCaffrey will confer the degrees.

The program will include two student valedictorians.

drugs involved/1 Lum said.
The six-month project grant was presented by the Northern
California Cancer Program and Northern California Oncology group of

Lefevre of Charleston, West Virginia will speak on "Health Care And
The Government," and Janet M. Roskam of Shafter will discuss "Thoughts
For The Future."

Palo Alto.

Mary C.

Senior Class President Charles E. Stearns of Lindsay

also will speak.

**********

Rowland will present special honors to the Community Pharmacy
Preceptor of the Year, Hospital Pharmacy Preceptor of the Year and
Clinical Pharmacy Preceptor of the Year.
Pharmacy commencement exercises are held at this time of the year
because of an 11-month academic year at the school.

Classes are in

session during the traditional June commencement time.

news

Office of Public Relations
University of the Pacific
Stockton, California 95211
Richard Doty, News Bureau Director
209-946-2311
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MEMORANDUM
School of Pharmacy

UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC Stocfcton,California95211

ALL U.O.P. PHARMACY ALUMNI

Retiring UOF Faculty To Be Honored

DATE: APRIL 25, 1980

BOB SUPERNAW, DIRECTOR
SPECIALIZED PHARMACY SCHOOL PROGRAMS

STOCKTON — Six retiring University of the Pacific faculty
members, who collectively represent more than 160 years at the
university, will be honored Thursday (Hay 1) at a retirement dinner.
Dr. Stanley E. McCaffrey, UOP president, will preside at the

I am p l e a s e ^ / g i v ^ y o u ^ u r ^ o s ^ r e c e n ^ p u b l i c a t i o n 0 " P h a r m a c y Program.
S c h o o l , t h e curriculum^and'^admissi'o^requirements0"
^v n i / n n e S C f t b e
is interested in pharmacy, please oive him/herthe'hJ^J
^ ? a student who
r
o
d
u
r
e
a
n
for you upon request. While we are in the' JmJ? LJ 2 ' d I will replace it
entering and total enrollment we still want J
^ I ? a P l a n n e d decrease in
3
from which we can select thr^cream^^thrJrJp." 1 " 1 3 1 " 3 1a, " 9e a PP l i c a t i o n Pool

dinner honoring Dean Margaret L. Cormack of Raymond-Callison College;
Professor Floyd F. Helton of the Mathematics Department at College of
the Facific; Assistant Dean Carl C. Riedesel of the School of
Pharmacy; Dean Ivan W. Rowland of the School of Pharmacy Professor

exploring°the n prospects 1 of ph^mac/a^a^Ireei^th S t u d e n t w b o i s int erested in
be of interest. Each student oartinLtinn •
P r °gram described below may
Pharmacy student as a big brother/sister in additinnT 9 ^ "J- 1 b e a s s i 9 n e d a
and laboratory sessions. Upon completion nf
attending special classes
should have an excellent idea of what n h 3 ™
week-long course, the student
aC,y e n t a i l s a n d w h a t academic preparation
is necessary for the program.

Richard H. Reynolds of the Art Department at COP, and Professor
Edward S. Betz of the Communication Department at COP.
Dean Cormack came to UOF in 1969 to teach at then Callison
College.

She later became dean of Callison, dean of Raymond-Callison,

and is a professor of international education.

SPECIAL SUMMER PROGRAM

Helton, a UOP faculty

member since 1959, was chairman of the Mathematics Department for 15

PHARMACY:JEXPLORING A PROFESSION
^
June 122-28, 1980
Dr. Robert Supernaw, Coordinator

years.
Riedesel, a professor of physiology-pharmacology, came to UOP
in 1956.

He has been an assistant dean for the Division of Pharmaceu

tical Sciences since 1970.
Pharmacy has ever had.

Rowland is the only dean the School of

He came here in 1955 to start the school and

spent 25 years in charge of pharmacy education at Pacific.
P.eynolds joined UOP in 1939 and was chairman of the Art Departwent for 25 years.

Betz has the most seniority of those retiring, as

he has been at Pacific since 1938.

His duties have included dean of

men, dean of stuaents, director of forensics, dean of all-university
programs and professor of communications.

Ttiis workshop offers a week-long opportunity for high school
students to live on campus and attend special classes designed to
provide insight into pharmacy and the academic preparation for the
profession. Includes discussion of:
cparauon 'or the
Pathology, alcoholism, thanatology, poisoning

• Antipsychotic and over-the-counter drugs
• Cancer
• The right of patients to collect damages for medical negligence

• Poisonous plants and street drugs
• Employment opportunities and professional values

SSSSES
COSTS.

Residential program (room, board & tuition)
Commuter program (tuition & lunches)

$175.00
$115.00

yop
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Third Alumni Fellows
Day Held On Campus
Approximately 30 alumni returned to
the campus on March 12 for the
Third Alumni. Fellows Day.
The event was arranged by the
UOP Alumni Office to give students
a chance to learn about earning a
living in their field, job opportunities,
and the kinds of qualities and skills
needed to succeed.
Alumni were present from such
areas as art, biology, black studies,
chemistry, drama, English, physical
education, political science, history,
philosophy, business, education,
music, pharmacy and engineering.
The alumni guests visited with
classes during the morning and/or
afternoon, and the activities included
a luncheon for the guest speakers.
A list of the academic areas, and
the guest alumni, follows.
ART - Clinton E. Ward, director of
sales & marketing, Pisani Carlisle
Graphics, San Francisco.
BIOLOGY - Dr. Ron Wihlidal,
dentist, Stockton.
BLACK STUDIES - Emile Ransom,
Jr., CYA high school teacher,
Stockton.
CHEMISTRY - Robert E.
Davenport, industrial economist,
Fremont, and Rosanne W.
Slingsby, chemist, Clorox Corp.,
Pleasanton.
COMMUNICATION - Melinda
McMullen, account executive,
Botsford Ketchum Advertising
and Public Relations, San
Francisco.
COMMUNICATIVE DISORDERS Edwina R. Serventi, speech
therapist, Stockton.
DRAMA - Dean Moore Butler, actor,
Los Angeles.
ECONOMICS - Tom Tesluk,
California State Energy Office,
Solar Division, Sacramento.
ENGLISH - Hilda H. Yao,
operations/finance analyst, Visa
International, San Francisco.
HISTORY - Leslie E. Crow, historic
inventory coordinator, City of
Vacaville.
MODERN LANGUAGE & LIT Steven Chin, title searcher,
Universal Title Corp., San Jose,
and Richard Edelstein, currently
in Ph.D. program in Educational
Administration and Comparative
Education, Berkeley.
PHILOSOPHY - Virginia Van
Druten, clinical social worker,
Lafayette.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION Kathleen Peets, dancer, Stockton.
PHYSICS - Kimo Welch, manager of
research and development for
Palo Alto Vacuum, Division of
Varian Associates, Mountain
View.

10
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Three

(UPO) School of Pharmacy
students have learned their
profession first hand this
semester through an intern
ship program at two Rose
ville pharmacies.
Randall Correia and Rob
ert McLanahan have been
working full-time in the
Roseville Community Hos
pital Pharmacy, 333 Sunrise
Ave. The students have been
under the direction of
Norman Ashcraft, Herb
Tanimoto, Robert Pokorny,
Dave Schuetz and Art Ludwick.
Mark Wrightman has been
working at the Roseville
Medical Center Pharmacy,
400 Sunrise Ave. He has
worked under the direction
of Greg Rowe and Gary
Reeder, also adjuct pro
fessors at UOP.
During the four-month
period, the students learn
different aspects of phar
macy under close super
vision of a professional phar
macist who also serves as an
off-campus faculty member.
Duties of the students in
clude prescription practice,
learning the operational pro
cedures of a pharmacy and
working with physicians and
the public.

^

POLITICAL SCIENCE - Allene
Zanger, law school student,
Oakland, and Jack Coward,
attorney, and business law
teacher at San Jose State.
RELIGIOUS STUDIES - Alice Ann
Glenn, director of Christian
education, United Methodist
Church, Paradise.
SOCIOLOGY - Linda Fawcett,
executive director, Community
Council of Stockton.
RAYMOND-CALLISON - Mary
Larkins, health educator/
coordinator, Newcomer Families
for Health Project, San Francisco
Health Department.
ELBERT COVELL COLLEGE - Jose
Alva, San Joaquin County
supervisor.
BUSINESS - Donald Held,
accountant with Fox and
Company, Stockton, and Bill
Stoermer, sales manager/ partner,
Chicago Title, Stockton.
MUSIC - John L. Mortarotti, dean,
Division of Fine Arts, Foothill
College, Los Altos Hills.
EDUCATION - Dr. Julius Manrique,
director of adult education,
Modesto Junior College.
PHARMACY - Duncan McCarter,
pharmacist/owner, Care
Pharmacies, Inc., Salinas.
ENGINEERING - John Pattqti,
contracts supervisor, Bechtel
Inc., Walnut Creek, and Richard
A. Zacharias, electrical engineer,
Manteca.

Building Named After
UOP Regent
Faraday Hall on the UOP South
Campus has been renamed Olson
Hall in honor of Winifred Olson
Raney of Turlock.
The building that houses the
Physics Department was recently
named after the 21-year member of
the UOP Board of Regents. Her
contributions to the University have
included the funds necessary for
renovation of the building for use by
the Physics Department.
The building was named Faraday
Hall when it was occupied by Delta
College several years ago. When
Delta moved in 1974, UOP purchased
the property that has since been
developed as the South Campus.

Robert Mann, School ot
Pharmacy '64, is a pharmacist at
Guy's Drug Store in Moraga,
California. He and his wife Linda
have three children and make their
home in Moraga.
Duncan McCarter, School of
Pharmacy '69, and Leslie Parker
McCarter, COP '68, are living in
Salinas, California with their two
children. Duncan is the
pharmacist/owner of Care
Pharmacies Inc., and Leslie is a
book keeper /homemaker.
Louis HewitsonSchool of
Pharmacy '68, is a pharmacist for
Alisal Drug Stores Inc., in
Pleasanton. He and his wife Paula
have a son and also make their home
in Pleasanton.
William Locke, School of
Pharmacy '69, is working for Ryland
Pharmacy in Reno, Nevada. He and
his wife Sarah have a daughter, Kate.
Robert Tamblyn, COP '69, and
Judith Noack Tamblyn, School of
Pharmacy '70, are living in
Woodland, California with their son
Robert. Robert is a high school
teacher for Esparto Unified School
District and Judith is a staff
pharmacist for the Yolo County
Hospital Pharmacy.
Gail Turner Paulsen, School of
Pharmacy '72, is employed as a
pharmacy manager by Long's Drug
Store in Mountain View, California.
She and her husband Ray make their
home in Santa Clara.
Dennis Tribble, School of
Pharmacy '74, and Jill Fryer Tribble,
^ t ' a n n o u c e d 'he birth of their
second daughter-last fall. Dennis has
recently become director of pharmacy
at Alex'an Brothers Medical Center in
Elk Grove Village, Illinois. They reside
in a suburb of Chicago.
Mel K. Nakashima, School of "
Pharmacy '77, and Melanie J. Yee
School of Pharmacy '77, returned to
the Morns Chapel and were married
January 19, 1980. They are now
residing in Venice, California.
Maxine Barry, Callison '78, is
attending the School for International
' raining and is a candidate for a
Master's Degree in International
Administration. She is living with her
husband and daughter in Auburn,
California.

A Prescription
For Success
lhe School of Pharmacy at the College of the
Pacific was organized in February 1955 and
began formal instruction seven months later.
The first pre-pharmacy class of 20 students,
and the first professional year class of 20
students, were selected by Dr. Emerson Cobb,
chairman of the Chemistry Department, in
conference with Elliott Taylor, who was the
director of admissions. Dr. Cobb was also
named acting dean for the school until I could
arrive on February 1, 1956.
During the period between August 1955
and February 1956, it was my pleasure to
commute between Pocatello, Idaho and
Stockton to meet with the students and let
them see and work with their newly appointed
Dean until I could actually reside in Stockton.
Dr. Cobb and I met on several occasions
prior to my arrival at COP to set up the
curriculum for the new school and to make
plans for its physical facilities. We met with
the American Council on Pharmaceutical
Education in Pocatello, Idaho to be sure we
could meet all of their requirements for setting
up and getting a new school fully accredited.
It was a rather interesting situation at the
outset. Here was a new school with a new
curriculum, acting dean, 40 students, and an
appointed dean who was actively directing
another school at the same time in another
site. The school did not have a single office,
classroom, or laboratory of its own as it began
its operation.
However, the school did have great
potential with the interest and support of the
state pharmacy board, the state pharmacy
association and the local pharmacy association.
Furthermore, the COP faculty and all of the
COP administrative personnel were in strong
support of the new venture.
We were able to take full advantage of the
new recommendations for curricula which had
come about from the 1948 findings and
recommendations of the pharmaceutical
survey. It was easy to establish a five-year
curriculum in a new school under these
guidelines. However, it was not until 1965 that
every school of pharmacy in the U.S. was
operating on the five-year program.
The new five-year program, leading to the
B.S. in pharmacy, enabled us to incorporate
considerable basic science and general
education into the curriculum. This was not
possible in the usual four-year programs which
had been in effect prior to that time.
In those times, we were preparing our
students for community pharmacy careers
heavily indoctrinated with everything a
pharmacist needed to know about the
prescription products which he was still
compounding. Our pharmacy students were
also well-prepared chemistry majors because of
the orientation of our curriculum to chemistry,
math, and physics. We also provided
considerable business management in the
curriculum.

Dr. Ivan W. Rowland, the only dean in the history of the UOP School of Pharmacy,
retires this year after 25 years at Pacific.

Space to begin the operation of the new
school miraculously developed when the
Stockton College, later to become San Joaquin
Delta College, began moving from Weber Hall
facilities into its new campus on Kensington
Way adjacent to the Pacific campus.
By 1959 the School of Pharmacy had
reached an enrollment of 250 students and
graduated its first class. The school was
accredited by the American Council on
Pharmaceutical Education. Weber Hall had
officially become the home for the new school.
The school grew from a single office in Weber
Hall to one that provided offices for each
faculty member, laboratories for all of the
disciplines including, physiology-pharmacy,
pharmacognosy, pharmacy and pharmaceutical
chemistry.
A pharmacy library, animal room,
stockroom, and a lecture room were
established. But the school kept growing in
enrollment. It was then that the faculty and
dean began planning for a totally new facility
that ultimately became a reality in 1969.
The six-year Doctor of Pharmacy degree
program began developing in California about
1960. Interestingly enough, the preparation for
the degree of that vintage was not related to
the type of preparation and depth of
knowledge in clinical sciences as we now know
it.
It was not until 1970 that the present
clinical pharmacy orientation of the Pharm.D.

degree materialized. Only then did our faculty
and students develop the concept for a new
orientation toward health care. By 1976, we
had made the dramatic — and oft times
traumatic — changes to bring about a totally
new kind of clinical pharmacy education.
The new approach features the
pharmacist's role in self health care, primary
health care, drug product selection, patient
monitoring, disease prevention, mental health
problems of the aged, and adverse drug
reactions.
It will take some more time until our
professional image and the vast resources
which our young pharmacists can bring to the
patients will be fully utilized. It is an
exceedingly slow process, but it will come
about. Hopefully, for all the patients who
could benefit from the pharmacist's expertise,
the time will not be too long.
In conclusion, let me say that these 25
years have gone all too quickly. There has
never been a dull moment. It has been a most
rewarding personal experience, and 1 look
forward to the next 25 years with much
excitement and eagerness.
Commentary is an article reflecting the opinion of the
author on an item of interest to a member of the
University community.
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April 38-May#
Monday, April 28, Men's Baseball,
Home vs. Stockton Ports, 7:30
p.m.
Opera Theatre Scenes,
Conservatory, 8:15 p.m.
Tuesday, April 29, Women's Tennis,
Home vs. UC Davis, 2:30 p.m.
Men's Tennis at Delta College,
2:30 p.m.
Thursday, May 1, Women's Tennis,
Home vs. University of San
Francisco, 2:30 p.m.
Friday, May 2, Men's Baseball,
Home vs. Nevada-Reno, 7:30
p.m.
Saturday, May 3, Men's Baseball,
Home vs. Nevada-Reno (2), 12
noon.
Sunday, May 4, School of Pharmacy
Commencement, Knoles Lawn,
10 a.m.
Concert Band, Conservatory,
7:30 p.m.
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Speech Contest
Three winners have been an
nounced m the Fourth Japanese
Speee; h Contest at UOP.
Sarah Nakada won the event tor
beginning Japanese on the topic
Japanese Language And I," Walter
Chang discussed "American Judo" to
win lor intermediate Japanese and
Barbara Schwartz won for advanced
Japanese on the subject "Silent Con
versation .
The Department of Modern
Language and
Literature,
and
Japanese
Speaking
Society
of
America, Stockton Branch, sponsored
the recent competition, which. in
volved approximately 30
UOP
students.
'
Nakada is a freshman bioloev
major from Honolulu, Hawaii
Chang is a sophomore business administrtion major from Atherton
and Schwartz is a junior inter
im L I . „ r e , a t i o n s
major
from
Highland Park, Illinois.
The judges were the Honorable
Takashi
Matsumura,
consulate
general of Japan at San Francisco;
Joward
Imazcki,
president
of
Hokubei Mai inch i newspaper; Iwao
Namekawa, vice-president and editor

of Nichi-Bei Ji ji newspaper, and KanJi Kuramoto, president of
the
teiecae
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Society

Cancer Program Grant

°f

Hansen to Austria
r
-^ r l e n J' Hansen, a professor
i? l c - L y r e , has been named a
rulbright Lecturer for the 1980-81
academic
year
a UOP faculty member
since 1969, will spend the year at the
University
university of
ot Vienna
Vienna in Austria.
Austria. His
duties will include lecturing to classes
on American literature and culture at
the university's Interpreter's Institute.
Hansen was selected for the
position from among some 250 can
didates from the English, political
science and histroy fields.
The
ulbright program of overseas study
and research is administered by the
Council For International Exchange
Of Scholars in Washington, D.C.

-[A School of Pharmacy ad
ministrator
an PC student
have
received a $ 1,500 grant to work with
patients in the Northern California
area who are receiving chemotherapy
treatment.
i ,Bfrt
Eum, clinical pfharmacy
clerkshop coordinator in the San
Francisco area, and Jean L. Brown, a
senior clerkship student, received the
Grant

" I n s t i t u t e Consultant

Purpose of the grant is to assess
patient attitudes and needs regarding
cancer chemotherapy drug infor
mation resources and to develop
patient care information guidelines.
Lum said they will be working
from .ahPproxuimate'y 5<J0 patients
from throughout Northern Califor. Essentially, we want to find out
what the patients would like to know
about chemotherapy, and the drugs
involved, Lum said.
The six-month project grant was
presented by the Northern California
™S r a n i and
Northern
California Oncology group of Palo
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Three Honorary
Degrees Highlight
Commencement
The Pacifican

April 25, 1980

New Deans named to Pharmacy; Conservatory

Dr. Louis C. Martinelli
Dr. Louis C. Martinelli, clean of
the Creighton University School of
Ph;mn;K; in C*m;ili;i, Nebraska, has
been named clean of the School of
Pharmacy.
Martinelli, who was born and
raised in Northern California, was
selected in a nationwide search to

succeed Dr. Ivan W. Rowland.
Rowland, the only dean the school
has-ever had, is retiring after direc
ting the school for 25 years.
The new dean will officially
assume his duties on September 1 of
this year.
Martinelli, 42, has served as dean
and professor of medicinal chemistry
at Creighton for two years. He was
previously an asociate professor and
coordinator of clinical pharmacy at
West Virginia University from 1974
to 1978 and an assistant professor of
medicinal chemistry at the University
of Georgia from 1968 to 1974.
"We are fortunate to appoint
someone with the administrative ex
perience
and
professional
qualifications of Dr. Martinelli," said
UOP Academic Vice President Clif
ford ]. Hand, "and we feel he will
provide the leadership needed at our
School of Pharmacy in the years

ahead."
In addition to his administrative
duties, Martinelli has published
numerous research articles in the
field of med. inal chemistry and
taken an active role in faculty gover
nance at the universities where he has
served.
Martinelli was raised in Oroville,
California
and
holds an
un
dergraduate Doctor of Pharmacy
degree (1963) and PH.D. degree
(1968), both from the University of
California School of Pharmacy in
San Francisco.
The new dean comes from a
school with an enrollment of some
230 students and 20 full-time faculty
members. At Pacific he will direct a
school with an enrollment of nearly
560 students and 35 full-time faculty
members.
Martinelli has received several
honors and awards in pharmacy, has

Ken Wornick

UDIMED
loubt one of my fondest memories here at
Pacific is one of myself and a few friends pon
dering over the newly issued course description
catalogue, anxiously deciding which courses
were best suited for us in our headlong
pursuit of academia.
If any of you are having a tough time deciding
which classes you are going to take, allow me to
make a suggestion.
The class is called, "Getting Out Of Bed 1A!"
For starters the class meets once a week on
Tuesday at two in the afternoon. Only infor
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mation that is truly useless is presented. This
allows the more active students to catch up on
sleep during class. The class is taught by a
Cambodian refugee whose only concern isfood*.
Bringing a sack lunch to class, therefore, is the
only requirement.
Here is just a taste of some of the course
material: Did you know that "Jackdows love
my big sphinx of quartz" is the shortest English
sentence that includes all the letters of the
alphabet?
This class reminds me of people whose lives

licensure in California, Nevada and
West Virginia and is a member of
such organizations as the American
Pharmaceutical
Association,
American Association of Colleges of
Pharmacy, National Association of
Retail Druggists, American Society of
Hospital Pharmacists, Phi Delta Chi,
and Rho Chi.
Dr. Carl E, Nosse, coordinator of :
undergraduate studios at the Florida
State University School ot Music in
Tallahassee, was recently named
dean of the Conservatory of Music.
Nosse, 47, will succeed Ira C.
Lehn, who is resigning from the
position of dean to return to full-time
teaching.
Nosse, a music educator and
composer for mqre than 20 years, has
been at Florida State since 1972. He
has served the university in such
positions as assistant professor in

Dr. Carl E. Nosse
music
composition
and
music
history, vice provost of the division of
the fine and performing arts, and the
coordinator role. ^
The new dean, selected after a
nationwide search involving some 60
applicants, will officially assume the
position on September 1. "We were

have meaning, and their education, a pur
pose. I feel that I must help stop them from at
taining their inevitable successes. I have to tell
them that celery requires more calories to be in
gested into the body than it offers the body.
They should not miss out on the fact that the
female black widow spider devours her mate af
ter mating and that she may dispatch as many
as 25 suitors a day (which didn't impress me as
much as when a classmate told me he knew a
girl who...). James Garfield could write Latin
with one hand and Greek with the other; at the
same time. Caterpillars have 2,000 muscles. A
mole can dig a 300 foot tunnel in one night.
Las Vegas gambling casinos do not have clocks.
I could go on, but I've got to get some sleep
before class
Well..Liii\(^iiJT/(D (j^l£TJijil..Who out there is
registered for the primaries? And who out there
is going to familiarize themselves with Prop 9?
That s the one that may have a drastic effect on
U.O.P. And who in the world out there is going
to help Pat McDowell with The Pacifican next
fall? Not me! I'll either be making thousands of
dollars a year as a geologist, or touring Europe

looking for someone with the ex
perience and initiative of Dr. Nosse,"
said UOP Academic Vice President
Clifford J. Hand, "and we are very
pleased with this appointment."
Nosse has held several school and
university committee positions at
Florida State.
He received a BA
degree in applied music from Tarkio
College in Missouri in 1954, a MM
degree in composition for Duquesene
University in 1961 and DM degree in
composition from Florida State in
1973.
Before joining the faculty at
Florida State, Nosse spent 13 years as
music director of the Avalon School
District in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
He also has served as an educational
consultant and has composed nearly
30 works in the last 18 years, mostly
for choral groups and other large en
semble groups.

totally broke. Now stop and think about that
for a minute. Don't cross my name out of the
staff box yet, Pat.
I've been making jokes about graduation
ceremony and the whole weekend before I
realized my folks and grandparents are coming
up. Now this is really serious stuff. Best
behavior, etc. There will be a little party at the
President's house and all the graduates will
stand around on the lawn with their cocktails in
hand. Frozen smiles glued to their faces, a
great disguise over their grumbling gut
gurgling at the thought of where they will be
sleeping on May 21.
This may be my last chance at one more gar
bage mouth (I know, you thought this was gar
bage mouth, but wait) as next week's Pacfican
is the last one of the year. Don't all cry at once.
Return of the garbage mouth II. Have you
every been really depresssed? Have you ever
had the urge to just scream? Have you ever
wanted to push a friend over a high cliff?
Good, then go see a doctor. You're sick!

Retha Jean White Barkett,
School of Pharmacy '74, is living jn
Portland, Oregon with Peter, her
husband. She presently is waiting to
take the Oregon pharmacy board
exam for licensure in that state.
Darrell J. Robertson, School of
Pharmacy '75, and Renee Beck
Robertson, School of Education '74,
recently announced the birth of their
first child, a daughter, Pierrette
DeEtta. The family lives in
Cloverdale, California. Darrell is a
staff pharmacist at Warrack Hospital
in Santa Rosa and Renee is a learning
disabilities teacher in the Mark West
School District.
Glen Kaiser, School of Pharmacy
77, and his wife Sharen recently
announced the birth of their daughter
Lindsay, born in February. Glen is a
pharmacist for Gemco Pharmacy in
Stockton, where he and his family

San Francisco, CA
(San Francisco Co.)
Nichi Bei Times
(Cir. 5xW. 7,115)
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North Stockton honored Cisco
Kihara as recipient of its
durina" He,pi?S Women award
lasluncheon meeting
reliant6"127 31 B'atk A"«'"
Mrs. Kihara is a past presj.

Should medicine be socialized in the U.S.?
PRO
"Socialized medicine?!"
I ye often wondered which reactionary muckracker first gave to public
medicine such a blackeye-without even having to deal an on-target blow.
He certainly knew what affect that contagious shot would have upon the
people: anything m America deemed "Socialized" has little chance for survival.
Doubtful that socialized education' would have gotten far, either, if our
I" U/\l If 1 t*l f l f» *1 I 4" ftll
1/kK/kf <> 1>L Am.^. L_ a _1 i.l
1>
r •.
I
//
• • .
a
.
capitalistic forefathers had thought of it as such. A "public school
red, though, and it s as socialized" as anything imaginable (it is
. .
H/ now for American children to attend school, whether or not
their parents are among those who pay the taxes which provide for this oppor
tunity) Its truly a question of semantics; public medicine should be judged
right along side with other government-provided institutions (national defense,
social security, education, etc.).
Historically, our government has provided those services which were both
possible and deemed essential for its citizens.
Edication for over a century, has fit both requirements: it's always been
judged essential to the upkeep of our country, and public teaching has been
possible since weel before the Greeks.
Only recently however has medical care been as widely available as
education. Now public health is possible, as well as essential (it's surely just as
important to keep a person healthy as it is to educate him!). But somehow this
idea is thought to be threatening to our scruples and to our society.
. ,Thf,real' nay>the only question is one of responsibility: should it be an in
dividual s or a societys responsibility to provide for individual medical care or
even for an educat.on? The answer depends on a society's perspective
is then- concern for the group, or for its members? A group will survive without
meT
If the
j- therf alwayS W'" be rcsources enough for the most fit.
f the emphasis does he with the group, then those less fit will not get medical
Ca'efclbat
will notnee/those unfortunates for its ownsur" vah
Our society s perspective eludes me. If we agree with our policy for public
eduction public health should follow-had it not been for lacking technology
socialized health would have surely come before "socialized education "

Stanley Jirka, School of
Education '70, and Henriette Durniat
Jirka, School of Pharmacy '65 are
living in Altaville, California, where
Stanley is a teacher at Bret Harte
Union High School, and Henrietta is
employed by Altaville Drug. The
couple have three children.

Stockton Soroptimist Awar<
s oS^iiIed uop
Professor
dent of the Pan Pacific Sou

See you for the next and final week

viewpoint/

Don Stebbins is a sophomore in the School of Business and Public Ad
ministration

The awarding of three honorary
degrees and the Order of Pacific for
several retiring faculty members were
part of commencement activities
recently on the Stockton campus.
At the School of Pharmacy
exercises on May 4, Thomas J. Long
of Longs Drug Stores received the
honorary Doctor of Laws degree.
Pharmacy Dean Ivan W. Rowland
and Assistant Dean for
Pharmaceutical Sciences Carl C.
Riedesel each received the Order of
Pacific.
At the May 16-18 commencement
for the other Stockton campus

CISCO KIHARA

CON
SehodofE'acy""10" " '

°f ^^Pharmacology - the

to r2 ';VF,Under socia'ism for four years in Great Britain. As a tourist going
waf an ideal on' 7 ^ Ame"Can' X0" would think that the socialistic system
was an ideal one, because when you break your leg you wind up in a loca
emergency hospital being treated and then when you finish with the broken lee
you say how much do I owe you" and they say "Oh nothing, it's on the
National Health" and people will'come back a,7d s.y "Oh mT ^'this isTu
system h^t T ftft * ** T ^ B«d a"d tbe Br,7h re^ have a
system, but what the American doesn t realize is that the British person Davs a
weekly health insurance tax, and that tax represents somewhere around 1^ °/° of
blSar7"al ?ross national income, and that's not all that is paid into the nation

i&wiritsBrsBSWBSBf«
eXaC%

^

the

Pa>* ^

X?VnSrentat,0n- LHat Physician must simply takeahistory Eyta
do the best academic guessing he can, to find out what's wrong with you
If he finds something that needs investigation he'll send vou to a loca
erring center. He will write the center describing what he finis and the een

Cyou^&eZ^ *7

treatment.

,ine

S

Pitman to deliver your appointment card for referral

required InTh^Z^^ time V°Ur.dottor bribed that surgery was
th?ee^ekstt^xmonths ^^^y°Ur Card' Ca" be anywbere
The upshot of it is that national health is inefficient wasteful and
eco7.mey .SqUan rmg
"ational resourMS, » Hterallly breaking the British
So I have to say that I'm definitely opposed to national health systems.

Lodi, CA
(San Joaquin Co.)
Life & Times
Magazine of Lodi
(Cir. 2xW. 8,500)

*OR 7 0 1980,
Mahrmelii
nanh^d dean
Dr. Louis C. Mar
tinelli, dean of the
Creighton University
School of Pharmacy in
Omaha, Neb., has
been named dean of
the University of the
Pacific School of
Pharmacy.
Martinelli, who was
born and raised in
Northern California,
was selected in a
nationwide search to
succeed Dr. Ivan W.
Rowland. Rowland,
the only dean the
school has ever had, is
retiring after directing
the school for 25 years.

East Asia Women's Assi
i
/ /fhich was founded t
Jane Addams in 1928.
This organization seeks i
strengthen bonds of peace an
foster better understanding an
friendship among women of a
Pacific and Southeast Asi
areas, and promote cooperatioi
among women for the study an<
improvement of social condi
tions.

n
£ihara represented the
United States at the Triennial
in°"/o^nCeS 'J? Western Samoa
,n Seoul, Korea, in
iQ7c
iv/S, Honolulu, Oahu, Tonga
and Auckland, New Zealand.
At present, she is one of the
four international vice presi
dents of PRSEAWA. The organ
ization is one of the few non
governmental agencies and or
ganizations of the United Na
tions.
Mrs. Kihara started teaching
in 1929 at the Idaho State
university school of pharmacy.
ln lZ5Jj,.?~S-ca-mc t0. th_e Uni
K
versity of the Pacific as a pro
fessor of .pharmaceutics end
served as student advisor and
counselor until her retirement
from active teaching in 1973.
She continues as a part-time
ecturer and advisor to both the
collegiate and alumni chapteis
of Lamba Kappa Sigma. Wom
en's Pharmaceutical Fraternity.
International.
Some of the profession.,
organizations through which sh
e hhe
has continued to advanco
advocacy for wotpetj^rdtj„ ATerl
dvancc
can Association lot Adv

ment of Science, America
Association of Universjty Woir
en, American College of Apoth
ecaries and Community Concei
assn.
She also was active with th.
Phi Kappa Phi, national hono
society UOP chapter, as firs
woman president; United Na
tions Assn., where she servec
many years as board members;
Altrusa International, Inc., Na
tional Geographic Society and
the Smithsonian.
The purpose of the Soropti
mist WHW award program is to
honor and pay tribute to women
who have consistently and
effectively given of their, time
and efforts td bf\p".<pd to
advance the statirS^of women.
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Area student enters honors program
By Lynn Simoneau
Staff writer j
-< j
When Mary Frances Carretta learned of her selec
tion as an Outstanding
Young Woman of America
for 1979, she couldn't be
lieve it.
Last July, the 24-year-old
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Ralph Carretta of Palos
Verdes Estates was
nominated to the Outstanding Young Women of
America program by Jeff
Jellin, a professor at Un
iversity of the Pacific in
Stockton, Calif.
"I was so suprised. I
couldn't believe it," Ms.
Carretta said about hearing

the news of her selection.
As a third-year student at
the university's School of
Pharmacy, she has become
increasingly involved in
academic and community
activities, both considered
criteria for eligibility into
the nationwide honors
program.
The Palos Verdes High
School graduate has al
ready earned a bachelor of
science degree in biology
and hopes to become a clin
ical pharmacist in Southern
California after receiving
her doctorate this spring.
Outside of clinical
studies, Ms. Carretta is an
assistant editor of the

school's yearbook and a
member of the Student's
American Pharmacy As
sociation.
She also roller skates,
snow skis and collects
elephant figurines and or
naments from around the
world.
Recently, Ms. Carretta
spearheaded a petition
drive at the university
which changed the policy
about numerous final ex
ams on the same day.
"I collected nearly 100
signatures and presented
them to the dean," Ms. Car
retta recalled. "I figured if
somebody doesn't do some
thing, it's never going to

SCHOOL of I

S

PHARMACY

Mary Carretta
change or help the students
under me."
Ms. Carretta's name will
be listed in the 1979 edition
of Outstanding Young Wo
men of America.
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Stockton(CdilQBetord_
Way,M.y 4, 1980 81
Monterey; Robert Gussenhoton;
Bernice
H.
Moye,
San
ven, Buena Park.
Hamad A. AJ-Hajiri, Kuwait;
Francisco; Karen L. Murlin
Nancy F. Anderson, BurlinGain M. Hagopian, El Toro; Aurora.
game; Wipawan Arrepong, Los
Approximately 180 de vered by McCaffrey and by Barbara M. McCown-Hahne,
Stephen Kwok-W&i Ng, New Angeles; Valorie Avants, LomChico; Norman M. Hamada,
grees will be awarded Sun Dr. Ivan W. Rowland, who Bellflower; Larry W. Harker, York, N.Y.; Victor Y. Ng. San pac; Cynthia L. Avery, Carmiday when the University of founded the pharmacy El Monte; Lynn S. Harris, Mo-' Francisco; Jacklyn D. Nie- chael; Byron G. Barclay, Pal
meyer, Modesto; Paul M. myra, N.Y.; George Randal
the Pacific School of Phar school and is retiring as desto; August Harter, Rich Norris,
El Centro; Taisa Vasi- Barsamian, Patterson; John M.
mond;
Cindie
Hartman,
Rasemacy holds its 22nd com its dean after 25 years at the
ville; Nancy Hatai, Visalia; llvna Pavelko, San Francisco; Boone, Lakeside; Robert T.
Toni D. Piazza, Orland; Scar Brensel, El Cerrito.
mencement exercises.
university.
John Headding, Pittsburgh
S Rainey, Goleta; Mark
The pharmacy com
Edward Castillo, Wesley
Doctor of Pharmacy de Marjie E. Hebert, Live Oak; lett
Aleta M. Hentges, Yuba City; Rathjen, Portland, Ore.; Young Ok. Cha, Fullerton; Amy
mencement is held this grees will be given to:
Jeanne
Marie
Reed,
Salinas;
W Chang Honolulu, Hawaii;
Susan A. Hodges, Torrance;
time because the school has
Dennis M. Horn, Victorville; Jeanne A. Rosati, Holliser; Randy J. Choy, San Francisco;
Carole
J.
Rosenquist,
Garden
an 11-month academic year
Linda Sadi Abou-Dheir
Peter K. Chung, San Francisco;
Donna A. Hopkins, Cupertino
Grove; Janet M. Roskam, Jean Dietzel, Stockton;
and classes will be in ses Kuwait; Emmanuel C. Acho-' Jan L. Iwata, Ojai.
Shafter;
Norma
Lynn
Ross
lonu, Nigeria; Janet Y. Artn,
Kathryn H. Fujikawa, Lodi;
Daniel M. Jardin, Castro
sion during the traditional San Francisco; Bharateshwar
Bakersfield; Benedicto A.'
graduation month of June. P. Arwade, Concord; Stephen Valley; Leonard L. Jensen, Se- Rustia, Concord; Charles O. Ron Fukunaga, Lodi; Linda J.
Gaither, Acton; Larry L. Gib
lima; Tony C. Jewett, Cuper
It will begin at 10 a.m. on Dale Bhartlett, Porterville; tino; Mike Karagounis, Lodi; Rydell, Santa Barbara.
son III, Stockton; Jeff R. Giese,
Mary
T.
Beucler,
Modesto;
Kirk
F.
Sakamoto,
Bakersthe lawn area between
Salinas; Olga Erendida GuHelga O. Kim, Bur bank; Denis
Thomas A. Boragno, Sanger; A. Kitayama, Whittier; Jean K. field; Frank Scapa. Torrance; tierres, Monterey Park.
Knoles Hall and Burns Jean
L. Brown, Long Beach;' Koskela, Santa Craz; Daniel Y. Jerrold Edward Schrier. EnP£ul Anthony Harris, ReTower.
Tom W. Broyles, Redding; Koyama, Los Angeles; Gerald cino; Mark H. Shinmoto, dondo Beach; Ying-Win Ho,
University president Charles C. Bruner, Lodi; Mercy T. Kozai, Los Angeles; Dennis French Camp; Adediji Andeso- Malaysia; Charles Hudson,
Stanley E. McCaffrey will S. Bumanglag, Mt. View.
E. Krajci, Sun Valley; David J. la Soremekun, Lagoa, Nigeria; Oakland; Daniel W. Kobold,
Sandra Gail Cain, Madera; Kreuter, San Bernardino; Wil Charles E. Stearns, Lindsay- Chino; Janis Elaine Lee, Sacra
award bachelor of science Osman
O. Carrim, South Afri
Allen Kmger, Anderson, Jeffrey L. Stimson, Garden mento; Catherine S. Li, Oak
degrees to some 50 students ca; Irene L. Chan, Santa Moni liam
Grove; Pamela M. Stout, Stock land; Kyle R. Luden, Norwalk
Ind.
and doctor of pharmacy ca; Lucian T. Cheng, Hong
Catherine S. Lau, San Fran ton; James T. Stuka, Escondi- Pauline Frances Macri, Red
degrees to approximately Kong; Elaina M. Chin, San cisco; Syliva Lynn Lau, San do; Deborah M. Suttie, Santa wood City; Fred H. Mann, Riv
Francisco; William Newton Francisco; Bertram Lee
Rosa; James J. Sylvia, Modes erside; Jeff M. Martin, Upland
130 students.
Chinn, Honolulu, Hawaii; Her Stockton; Edwyn Lee, Oak to.
Bryan E. Mead, Redlands
Two valedictorians have bert H. Cho, Stockton; Lori Cho,
Bruce G. Tanigawa, Gar- Steven D. Mikuni, Canoga
land; Mary C. Lefevre,
been selected — Mary C Saledad; Rosetta Antonietta Charleston.
Jena;
Mark
S.
Thalken,
Sacra
Park; Joseph A. Murabito, San
W. Va.; Jon G.
Lefevre of Charleston, Maria Cirelli, San Francisco; LeGrant, Lancaster; James mento; Gary Thimes, San Jose.
Philip W. Creger, Lancaster; Paul Leonard, Hanford; Laura Diego; David William Todd
Sherry L. Newman, Stock
W.Va., and Janet M. Ros- Darlene Da no, Sacramento
Monterey; Keith Ken Tokumokam of Shafter. Brief re Michael A. Dokey, Sacrament M. Litzenburger, Springfield; to, Honolulu' Hawaii; Martin ton, Peter J. Nudo, Whitesboro,
N Y.; Gerald J. Orecchia, j
Maryanne K. Loo, Honolulu;
marks also will be deli to; Mark O. Dreblow, Bakers- John
A Loporto, Riverside; Kinsman Vacca, Modesto; Jo Rodeo; Stephen L. Piontek, I
field.
seph
P.
Viviano,
Stockton;
Orland; William A. Quan.San
Gael Ann Loris, Sacramento;
John E. Dunn, San Luis Obi Chung-Che
Tommy Lu, Stock Gary K. Wong. Wailuku, Ha Francisco;Richard A. Rananospo; Sandra G. Fiornini, Mac- ton; Kenneth D Lundgren, waii; Susan Kaing Wong vich, Mariposa; J. Reid-i
fa Hand; John E. Fisch, San Santa Man a.
Fresno; Michael Kuo Woo, Lo® Spencer, Torrance; Mark Sey
Leandro; Gordon D. Fong, San
Angeles; Randall Milton Woo, Stockton; Wesley Dean Shigio'
John
Macko,
Redwood
GtyFrancisco; Milton L. Fong
San Francisco; Darrell Kiyoshi Monterey Park; Frank Steger
Stockton; Thomas A. Gamble' Michael A. Mattes, Van Nuys; Yamada, Kingsburg; Lytme Stockton;
Susan Stier, CaramiAlyson
Mau,
Fresno;
Douglas
Los Angeles; Robert J. GarYarnarnoto, Fresno; Alan Shoji chael; Steven Stonick, Palm
derner, Bellflower, Robert W. Keith McCampbell, Palo Alto; Yayesaki, Sacramento; Linda Springs.
Mclntyre, Los Angeles'
Gehres, Merced; Joseph Le John
Larry Thomas, Lauvacca,
Robert Menet, Los Angeles' Susan Yen, St. Louis. Mo.;
Roy Geierman, San Bernar Giovanni S. Miano, Modesto
Allen Yiu Yu, San Francisco; Ark.; Holy Thornton, Bloodino; Neil H Gong, Hanford;
Yeut
K.
Yun,
Los
Angeles.
mington, 111.; Dennis S. Toney
Victor M. Minetti, Merced;
Christopher J. Gordon, Hills Clyde
Miyagawa, Waipahu, Ha
Wea verville; William R.'
borough; Joi Grabenauer, San
Bachelor of Science De Vasak, Santa Monica; David B
Bernardino; Robert V. Grady, wan; Michael D. Moffat, GlenWattes, Stockton; Barbara
dale; Josephine Moreno, Stock- grees will go to:
Jean Yunge, Carmichael

Grads Named
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UOP Honors Pharmacy Preceptors
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STOCKTON -- Three awards were presented to preceptors at the
University of the Pacific School of Pharmacy commencement exercises
last Sunday (May 4).
'

•

—

STOCKTON -- Thomas J. Long of Longs Drug Stores received the

•

D*XIvan W. Rowland, dean of the school, presented the honors to

the Community Pharmacy Preceptor of the Year, Hospital Pharmacy
Preceptor of the Year, and Clinical Pharmacy Preceptor of the Year.
Gordon D. Elwood o:: the Via Lido Pharmacy in Newport Beach was
named for the community award.

Honorary Degree, Orders Of Pacific At UOP Pharmacy Event

The hospital award went to Mrs. Ann

Woo Haraguchi of the Veteran's Administration Hospital in Martinez.

honorary Doctor of Lax^s degree yesterday (May 4) at commencement
exercises for the University of the Pacific School of Pharmacy.
Long, along with retiring pharmacy dean Ivan W. Rowland and
assistant dean Carl C. Riedesel, received major honors at the
graduation ceremonies for 180 students.
Rowland, the first and only dean in the history of the school,

Sister Marilyn Dittbrenner, the nursing administrator at St. Joseph's

and Riedesel, the assistant dean for the Division of Pharmaceutical

Hospital in Stockton, received the clinical pharmacy honor.

Sciences, each received the Order of Pacific, which is the highest

All of the award recipients participate in pharmacy school pro
grams that deal with students in off-campus settings.

The preceptor

honor the university can present to one of its oxvn personnel.
Long, who resides in Walnut Creek, is the retired chairman of

programs give the future pharmacists a realistic view of their pro

the board of the drug store chain that he founded in 1938 with his

fession and greater understanding of the health care field.

brother Joseph.

Approximately 200 students received their degrees at the pharmacy
graduation ceremonies.

pharmacy school faculty member who has served for five years as edito*
American Journal of Pharmaceutical Education

throughout the Western U.S.
He was honored for the interest and financial support he has

Special citations were presented to Dr. Marvin H. Malone, a

of the

There nox? are more than 130 Longs Drug Stores

and Dr. Herschel

shown the university during the last 25 years.

He has made several

gifts to the School of Pharmacy and financed the renovation of the
South Campus drama facility that is named the Long Theatre.

He also

Frye, a Chemistry Department professor who has had a close associatioi

served for 11 years on the UOP Board of Regents and now is an

with the pharmacy school for several years.

honorary regent.

(more)
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New Deans Announced
In Music, Pharmacy
New deans in pharmacy and music
have been announced at the
University by Dr. Clifford J. Hand,
academic vice president.
Selected after a nationwide
search were Dr. Louis C. Martinelli
to succeed Dr. Ivan W. Rowland as
dean of the School of Pharmacy and
Dr. Carl E. Nosse to succeed Ira
Lehn as dean of the Conservatory of
Music.
Martinelli, 42, was previously
dean of the Creighton University
School of Pharmacy in Omaha,
Nebraska. The Northern California
native was dean and professor of
medicinal chemistry at Creighton for
two years.
Martinelli earned his under
graduate and Ph.D. degrees from the
University of California in San
Francisco.
Nosse, 47, was previously
coordinator of undergraduate studies
at the Florida State University School
of Music in Tallahassee. A music
educator and composer for more than
20 years,-Nosse has been at Florida
State since 1972 in teaching and
administrative positions. He holds a
B.A. degree from Tarkio College in
Missouri, M.M. degree from
Duquesene University and D.M.
degree from Florida State.
Both new deans will officially
assume their positions on September
1, 1980.

These six retiring faculty members, who collectively represent more than 160 years at the
University, were honored at a special dinner on May 1. The honorees, and the year they
joined Pacific are, left to right, Richard Reynolds, 1939; Dr. Floyd F. Helton, 1959; Dean
Margaret S. Cormack, 1969; Dr. Edward S. Betz, 1938; Dean Ivan W. Rowland, 1955;
and Dr. Carl C. Riedesel, 1956.

THE UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC
School of Pharmacy

welcomes you to

A TESTIMONIAL DINNER

honoring
Dr. Louis C. Martinelli

CARL C. RIEDESEL, Ph.D.
*

' 1 * ' ' S xi • / Li •

Professor Physiology-Pharmacology
and
Assistant Dean Pharmaceutical Sciences

Pacific Club
Stockton, California
June 6, 1980

Dr. Carl E. Nosse

13
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Victimes not aware
of hypertension
Twenty-five percent of
Their findings report the
the over 1,200 Stockton n a t i o n a l f i g u r e s t h a t
residents
screened hypertension is the
recently for high blood primary cause of some
pressure were found to be 60,000 deaths annually and
hypertensive and nearly the underlying cause of
one third of them were more than 1.5 million heart
unaware of their condition. attacks and strokes each
These findings were the year in the United States.
results of a city-wide
Alan and Debbie
Hypertension Screening on Roscelli, co-ordinators for
Sunday, June 1, sponsored the program which had
by the San Joaquin County p h a r m a c i s t s
and
Pharmacists Association pharmacy students at six
in conjunction with the l o c a t i o n s i n S t o c k t o n
University of the Pacific including K-Mart (South,
Student
A m e r i c a n Long's (Hammer Ranch),
Pharmaceutical
Asso- F r y ' s , G e m c o , a n d
c i a t i o n , R h o C h i Weberstown and Sherwood
Honor Society, Lambda Malls, also screened 200
Kappa Sigma, Kappa Psi, Linden residents during
a n d P h i D e l t a C h i the Cherry Festival.
Along with Hypertension
fraternities.

Screening program, "Vials
of Life," a free life-saving
program sponsored by the
Pharmacists Association
together with the County
Department on Aging and
supported by all. County
Emergency Personnel,
were given out. The
brightly labeled Vial of
Life is placed in the
refrigerator containing
valuable personal medical
information to be used
during
medical
emergencies.
Persons
wishing more information
or a free Vial of Life kit
should contact their
pharmacist.

i-
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Dean and Mrs. Ivan Rowland
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Bob Supeinaw, Editon

LOUIS C. MARTINELLI SELECTED
After a quarter-of-a-century under
t h e d i r e c t i o n o f I v a n W. R o w l a n d , a
new dean has been selected f o r the
School of Pharmacy.
He i s Louis Carl
Martinelli, a native Californian born
i n Oroville, September 2, 1937.
Dr. M a r t i n e l l i had made C a l i f o r n i a
h i s home through 1968 a t t e n d i n g Chico
State College; the University of
California, Berkeley; and the University
o f C a l i f o r n i a , San Francisco.
He
received h i s Pharm.D. and PhD. i n Phar
maceutical Chemistry in l968.
He
moved t o Athens, Georgia, i n January,
1968, serving the University of Georgia
as an Assistant Professor of Medicinal
Chemistry.
I n June, 197*+, Dr. M a r t i n e l l i
moved on t o West V i r g i n i a University
as an Associate Professor and Coordi
nator of Clinical Pharmacy.
In January,
1978, he assumed the p o s i t i o n o f Dean
and Professor of Medicinal Chemistry
at Creighton University School of Phar
macy i n Omaha, Nebraska.
Upon confirmation o f Dr. M a r t i n e l l i 1
selection as P a c i f i c ' s new Pharmacy
D e a n , UOP A c a d e m i c V i c e P r e s i d e n t
C l i f f o r d J. Hand said, "we are fortunate
t o appoint someone w i t h the adminis
t r a t i v e experience and professional
q u a l i f i c a t i o n s o f Dr. M a r t i n e l l i ; and we feel he w i l l provide the leadership needed a t
our School of Pharmacy i n the years ahead."
In addition t o his administrative duties, Lou Martinel i has contributed numerous
publications i n the f i e l d o f medicinal chemistry research, He has also taken an a c t i v e
role in faculty governance at the universities where he has served.
Dr. Martinelli has received several honors and awards n pharmacy, i s a licensed
pharmacist i n C a l i f o r n i a , Nevada and West V i r g i n i a and i s a member o f such organizations
as the American Pharmaceutical Association, American Association of Colleges of Pharmacy,
National Association of Retail Druggists, American Society of Hospital Pharmacists, Phi
Delta Chi and Rho Chi. He i s married t o the former Carol L. Foutch o f Upper Lake,
California.
The Martinellis have three children, two daughters and a son.
One daughter
w i l l r e m a i n i n Omaha a n d c o m p l e t e h e r d e n t a l d e g r e e a t C r e i g h t o n .
The new Dean w i l l assume h i s new post
w a i t i n g f o r S p r i n g a n d Summer t o p a s s .

The Stockton N«ws, Wednesday, April 2,1980

New Pharmacy Dean selected

UPDATE

UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC A SCHOOL OF PHARMACY A STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA
Vale Boothby, Pietldent

i 900

1 n September and i s currently anxiously
m

Dr. Louis C. Martinelli,
dean of the Creighton
University School of
Pharmacy in Omaha,
Nebraska, has been named
dean of the University of
the Pacific School of
Pharmacy.
Martinelli, who was born
and raised in Northern
California, was selected in
a nationwide search to
succeed Dr. Ivan W.
Rowland. Rowland, the
only dean the school has
ever had, is retiring after
directing the school for 25
years.
The new dean will
assume his duties officially
on Sept. 1.
Martinelli, 42, has
served as dean and
professor of medicinal
chemistry at Creighton for
two years. He was
previously an associate
professor and coordinator
of clinical pharmacy at
West Virginia University
from 1974 to 1978 and an
assistant professor of
medicinal chemistry at the
University of Georgia from
1968 to 1974.
"We are fortunate to
appoint someone with the
administrative experience
and
professional
qualifications of Dr.
Martinelli," said UOP
Academic Vice President
Clifford J. Hand, "and we
feel he will provide the
leadership needed at our
School of Pharmacy in the
years ahead."
In addition to his ad
ministrative
duties,
Martinelli has published
numerous research ar
ticles in the field of
medicinal chemistry and
taken an active role in
faculty governance at the
universities where he has
served.
Martinelli was raised in
Oroville, California, where
his parents still reside. His
wife is the former Carol L.
Foutch of Upper Lake in
Lake County.
Martinelli holds an
undergraduate Doctor of
Pharmacy degree (1963)
and Ph.D. degree (1968),
both from the Diversity of
California School of

Pho
con Fran
v—
rmo/.„ in San
Pharmacy
cisco.
The new dean comes
from a school with an
enrollment of some 230
students and 20 full-time
faculty members. At
Pacific he will direct a
school with an enrollment
of nearly 560 students and
35 full-time faculty

members.
Martinelli has received
several honors and awards
in pharmacy, has licensure
in California, Nevada and
West Virginia and is a
member of such
organizations as the
American Pharmaceutical
Association, American
Association of Colleges of

Pharmacy,
National
Association of Retail
Druggists, American
Society of Hospital
Pharmacists, Phi Delta
Chi and Rho Chi
T h e r e a r e a p 
proximately 70 schools of
pharmacy in the United
States, and Pacific is one
of three in California.

The University of the Pacific
PRESENTS

Continuing Education in Pharmacy
on the
Caribbean

First fleet of the Caribbean.
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UNIVERSITY NEWS
Six retiring faculty members were honored last week at a retire™,,.- A4
0" CamPUS'
The
honorees, who collectively total more than 160 years It the Unit
Cormack, Floyd F. Helton Carl c
i
t
University, are Margaret L.
m
S. Betz... .The 10th anniwr^rv I f r h r
' pSn
Rowland, Richard H. Reynolds and Edward
observed this week at Whllns in til
^ SCh°°X °f E^ine"ing was ob
C° °n ^ursdey anc* Stockton on Friday.
resentatives of some 100 f-lrmQ
t- u
Repto the two events....An honorary L t p T l n i r t h e w o r k - s t u d y p r o g r a m w e r e i n v i t e d

CALENDAR
Thurs.

May 15

5 p.m.

r ri.

May 16

4 p.m.
7:30 p.m.

Sat.

May 17

9 a.m.
3 p.m.
7:30 p.m.

Sun.

May 18

8:30 a.m.

- reciting ph,„.cy H.an

Academic Council Meeting - Tower Conference Room
Commencement Chapel Service - Morris Chapel
All-University Convocation - Knoles Lawn

COLLEGE OF THE PACIFIC COMMENCEMENT - Knoles Lawn
RAYMOND-CALLISON COMMENCEMENT - Long Theatre
CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC COMMENCEMENT f CoIIelvatory
SCHSIl«

4

Six retire from Pacific
Six retiring University of
the Pacific faculty
members, who collectively
represent more than 160
years at the university,
were honored May 1 at a
retirement dinner.
Dr. Stanley E. Mc
Caffrey, UOP president,
presided at the dinner
honoring Dean Margaret
L. Cormack of RaymondCallison
College;
Professor Floyd F. Helton
of the Mathematics
Department at College of
the Pacific; Assistant
Dean Carl C. Riedesel of
School of pharmacy:
n Ivan W. Rowland qf
School of Pharmacy
fessor Richard ~H.
Reynolds of the Art
Department at COP, and
Professor Edward S. Betz
of the Communication
Department at' COP.
Dean Cormack came to
UOP in 1969 to teach at
then Callison College. She
later became dean of
Callison, dean of
Raymond-Callison, and is

f

10:30 a.m.
1:30 p.m.
3:30 p.m.

The Stockton News, Wednesday, May 14,1980

a professor of international
education. Helton, a UOP
faculty member since 1959.
was chairman of the
Mathematics Department
for 15 years.
Riedesel. a professor of
physiology-pharmacology,
came to UOP in 1956. He
has been an assistant dean
for the Division of Phar
maceutical Sciences since
1970. Rowlan^ is the only
dean tneScnool of Phar
macy has ever had. He
came here in 1955 to start
the school and spent 25
years in charge of phar
macy education at Pacific.
Reynolds joined UOP in
1939 and was chairman of
the Art Department for 25
years. Betz has the most
seniority of those retiring,
as he has been at Pacific
since 1938. His duties have
included dean of men, dean
of students, director of
forensics, dean of alluniversity programs and
professor of com
munications.

?IwfESS

AND PUBLIC ADMINIST*ATION

COMMENCEMENT

™ COVELL COLLEGE COMMENCEMENT - Long Theatre
SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING COMMENCEMENT - Conservatory
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION COMMENCEMENT - Conllrvlt^y

Art Exhibit bv Four Seniors -

S^ie^rfp^il'M^ril Chapel' "111 fTctlT "d C°®mencement ChaPel Service, Friday,
attend. Dr. Chirlls slSllinl wl 11
* Vadministration and staff are invited to
Schilling will be the organist and Nancy Riggen, class of 1980, will
be the soloist.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
This will be the

flnw1 lssue

of

the

University Bulletin for the 1970-80 academic year.
ItTV

FFnan?lal MdS-

diversity Center

Keyboard Typist, Admissions.' Senior Clerk Typist^Offi^^f^ """k* Adnlissions- Power
Assistant. Senior Secretarv T ran-n-ai r
•
A*?
President-Executive
Bilingual Secretary, H.E.p/ clll PerlL^sIrvices IVeZZlltt?'
1ower'conterence ZolZ "

there

"U1

t6 3

SpBClal meetin8

°f

SCh°01

EdUCatl°n'

Academic Council in the

UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC WOMF.N
Downs. EdnaBoIunIe'will r"lL"u!I ™eet.May.22» 10 a-m* . at the home of Cloe Lentz, 1201
Please call CloHentzall^A^
*ace the Hind by Harold Kre^ts.
Lentz at 478-4527 or Phyllis Lightfoot at 946-2367 if you wish to attend.

P. Leiner — Leslie Leiner,
chairman of the board of P. Leiner
and Sons, Ltd., recently an
nounced the purchase of P. Leiner
and Sons, America, Vitamin and
Food Supplement Division, by the
company's present U.S. manage
ment, including Michael Leiner,
Dave Brubaker, Carl Short and
Don Brown. Michael Leiner is
president of the newly-formed
company, P. Leiner Nutritional
Products, Inc.

YEE
California - Pharmacist/phy
sician Richard Yee has found that
herbs can be as effective a treat
ment as prescription drugs. Yee,
who earned his pharmacy doctor
ate from the University of Califor
nia and his M.D. from UC Irvine,
deepened his knowledge of herbal
medicine last fall on a medical tour
of China, where he visited hospi
tals nationwide. Having success
fully used herbs to treat arthritis,
headaches, gastrointestinal dis
orders and neuralgia, Yee believes
herbal medicine should be in
corporated into Western medicine.
Idaho — Pharmacist Ben B/is
is manager of the new Clarkston
Heights Pharmacy in Clarkston,
ID. Following his graduation from
Washington State University Col
lege of Pharmacy in 1976, Ellis
worked for a year in Valdez, AK.
Previous to taking his present posi
tion, Ellis, a native of Kirkland,
WA., was employed for a year and
a half at Drug Fair in Moscow, ID.

: - —•

ELLIS

California — James Stewart
of Del Mar, CA. was recently
appointed director of pharmacy
services at Mercy Hospital and
Medical Center. A graduate of
the University of Southern Cali
fornia School of Pharmacy,
Stewart had previously served ten
years as staff pharmacist and most
recently had been the pharmacy's
assistant director.

Pay 'n Save — Gordon L.
Smith has been elected a vice
president of the corporation, ac
cording toM. Lamont Bean, presi
dent and chief executive officer.
As corporate director of human
resources, Smith is responsible for
all personnel functions including
management development, train
ing, benefits and labor relations.
Smith joined Pay 'n Save in 1977
after serving three years as vice
president of Personnel and Train
ing for Skaggs Companies, Inc. in
Salt Lake City. Prior to that he was
controller for Sav-On Drugs in Los
Angeles.

— Two students from the
University of the Pacific School of
Pharmacy just finished a semester
of studying community pharmacy
firsthand in Lodi, CA. Denise
Wood worked full-time at Lakewood Drug under the direction of
Gordon Kost, Carl Fink, Nick
Spanos, and Dick Hurych. Katie
Kim also worked full-time, under
the supervision of Community
Pharmacist Dennis McComb at
Avenue Drug. According to UOP
pharmacy school officials, the
school's internship program fields
as many as 200 students per year,
making it one of the largest such
programs anywhere.

Ames — According to a re
cent announcement by Laurence
W. Cappel, director of Sales, U.S.
and Caribbean, Brenda L. Smith
has been employed as a clinical
information systems representa
tive for the Ames Division of Miles
Laboratories, Inc. Smith will be
headquartered in the San Mateo,
CA. area. She received her B.S.
degree in Medical Technol
ogy/Science from Wayne State
University, Detroit, ML, and her
MA degree in Management/Su
pervision from Central Michigan
University. Prior to joining Ames,
she was employed as a senior
medical technologist with the City
of Detroit.

New Mexico — Hobbs Phar
macist Dickey Neat of the Norte
Vista Pharmacy recently spent a
portion of his afternoon explaining
osteomies to a meeting of the
American Cancer Society. He
noted that psychological problems
are a common complication of the
operation and that the purpose of
his presentation was to encourage
more understanding and accept
ance of people with stomas.
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Blood Pressure Testing To Involve UOP Pharmacy Students

students and local pharmacists will be involvedTrT a city-wide
hypertension screening program on Sunday, June 1.
Several different locations throughout Stockton will be staffed
at various hours during the day by the students and an estimated
100 local pharmacists.

I

GROSSMAN

providing an interpretation of the results.

Washington — After serving
the medication needs of the people
of Puyallup for nearly 30 years,
Pharmacist Hugh Grossman is re
tiring. Having owned and operated
Fair Drug since 1941, he recently
sold his business to Larry Norris,
owner and operator of Beall's
Rexall Store, also in Puyallup.
Grossman plans to spend his re
tirement remodeling old houses
with his son, Blaze, and working
on his favorite hobby—painting.

Locations for the screening will be the Weberstown Mall,
Sherwood Mall and Gemco from 12 noon to 4 p.m., Longs Drug Store
at Hammer Ranch and K-Mart South from 10:30 a.m. to 4 p.m., and
Frys from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
The San Joaquin County Pharmacists Association is sponsoring
the event, in cooperation with the Student American Pharmaceutical

California - Robert A. McLemore, director of Pharmacy and
Material Management at the Little
Company of Mary Hospital in
Torrance, was recently re-elected
and installed as vice-president of
the Torrance Board of Education.
Also, he is currently serving a term
as vice-president of the Torrance
Area Chamber of Commerce. McLemore earned his pharmacy
doctorate at the University of
Southern California.

Association chapter at UOP and several other student pharmacy

groups at Pacific.

#####
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Norman Ashcraft
Roseville Community Hospital
Roseville

1976
Charles R. Chase
Rose Pharmacy/Stockton
Horace B. Williams, Jr.
Donald C. Hudson, Jr.
Donald J. DeFazio
Methodist Hospital of Arcadia

1977
Charles R. Green
Green Bros. Pharmacy/Stockton
Don Shiromizu
Sally Tsunekawa
Robert Christian
Steve Laverone
Dameron Hospital/Stockton

1978
Gordon Peterson
Morrison Drug/Orange
Ronald F. Cortopassi
Vince Poerio
Mary Van Fleet
Mt. Diablo Hospital/Concord

1979
Jerome Fletcher
Fletcher's Pharmacy
Ed Muramoto
Glenn Taketa
El Camino Hospital/Mt. View
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UOP Sets Sugmer_Programs For High School Students
STOCKTON — Five special workshops have been planned for high
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PRECEPTORS OF THF YEAR:
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Family Pharmacy/San Jose

Both the students and pharmacists are

certified to take blood pressure readings, with the pharmacist
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University of the Pacific
School of Pharmacy

Richard Doty, News Bureau Director
209-946-2311

STOCKTON -- University of the Pacific School of Pharmacy

ASCP — Beverly Clark of
Nampa, ID. drew recognition at
the annual convention of the
American Society of Consultant
Pharmacists when she was chosen
to present a research study she
wrote in collaboration with Dr. Lee
Strandberg of the Oregon State
University College of Pharmacy,
Corvallis. The study analyzed data
from Idaho nursing homes to de
termine the dollar savings to pa
tients in nursing homes serviced by
tightly controlled drug distribution
systems.

Hawaii — Pharmacist Miles
Lahr, formerly general manager,
has been elevated to full partner of
K-l Pharmacies of Kauai, ac
cording to fellow partner James
Remes, president. The company
owns and operates Island Phar
macy in Lihu'e Shopping Center
Annex, Kaua'i Pharmacy in the
Lihu'e Shopping Plaza Building,
and the newly-opened Kapa'a
Pharmacy in the Waipouli Plaza.

news

Oregon — Former
Salem
pharmacist Gene Collins has hit
the big time: he recently appeared
on NBC television's "Days of Our
Lives" soap opera in the role of a
down-at-the-heels justice of the
peace.
The
pharmacist-actor
worked at the South Salem Fred
Meyer drug store and appeared in
Salem productions of "Hello
Dolly" and "The Mandrake" be
fore moving to Los Angeles 2%
years ago to study at the American
Academy of Dramatic Arts. Since
then, he has appeared in a number
of Hollywood roles.

Office of Public Relations
University of the Pacific
Stockton, California 95211
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school Stents this summer at University of the Pacific.
"Each rill focus on a topic of special interest to young people
enable them to explore vocational opportunities," said Dr.
wrence R. Murphy, dean of continuing education and summer sessions.
One week programs in animal behavior, pharmacy, and journalism
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Dr. Riohard Tenaza of the Biological Sciences Department will
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rect the workshop on animal hahavior.

Murphy said the participants

"e able to handle and observe such tame exotic animals as tigers
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Munir Nasser of the Communication Department will head the
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UOP Faculty Promotions Announced

JUNE

STOCKTON -- Several promotions have been announced involving fac

1980

CO-EDITORS ETC.:

Student
American
Pharmaceutical
Association

JOANNE AGUA & LORRAINE ELLIOTT

ulty members at University of the Pacific, effective September 1, 1980.

USP DISPENSMG

Promoted from instructor to assistant professor are Mark P. Boero,
Dr. James S. Dower, Dr. James L. Logan, Dr. Anthony R. Kaniscalco and
Dr. Dennis D. Sliinbori at the School of Dentistry; Bertram L. Lum at
the School of Pharmacy, and Karen Bradley and Sarah J. Stebbins at
College of the Pacific.
Advancing from assistant professor to associate professor are W.
David East at McGeorge School of Law; Rex Cooper at the Conservatory of
Music; Dr. Robert D. Morrow at the School of Education; Dr. Darwin
Sarnoff at the School of Pharmacy; Dr. William II. Brennan, Dr. J. Curti
Kramer, John R. Murphy and Dr. John C. Phillips at COP, and Dr. Gerald
J. DeGregori, Kenneth W. Pieri and Dr. Martin P. Flayman at the School
of Dentistry.
Promoted from associate professor to professor are Dr. James C.
Campbell Jr. and Dr. Jack G. Chamberlain at the School of Dentistry;
Stephen C. McCaffrey and Fred K. Morrison at McGeorge School of Law;
Dr. Howell I. Pvunion at the School of Pharmacy, and Dr. Ray Sylvester
at the School of Business 6c Fublic Administration.
*lso, Dr. Steven C. Anderson, Dr. Roseann Hannon, Dr. Robert T.
Knighton, Dr. George H. Lewis, Ronald J. Pecchenino, Dr. John D. Smith,

1

TOOL

ORDERING DEADLINE IS JUNE 6
FOR ON-CAMPUS STUDENTS &

EXTENDED ONE-WEEK FOR OFF-CAMPUS STUDENTS
ORDER YOURS NOW

#####

news

D I AGNOST IC

First there was the x-ray, then the CAT
Scanner and now there's PETT. This latest
diagnostic tool shows x-ray movies of the
body's biochemistry.
Altenatives to the controversial Patient
By introducing radioactive tag substances,
Package Insert abound. From the USP comes, per
such as glucose or oxygen, into a person's
haps, the most complete set of monographs for
body, doctors can actually watch biochemical
both practitioner and patient. The publication,
changes in human body tissue, like the brain
United States Pharmacopeia-Dispensing Information
or heart, on a TV screen. The PETT shows
(USP-DI) 1980, is divided into two sections.
subtle metabolic changes going on inside
Section I contains "provider-oriented" infor
living organs. Compared to the CAT Scan,
mation about specific drugs. Each drug is listed
a corpse's brain would still yield an image
by generic name in alphabetical sequence. Infor
with the CAT Scan, while a PETT scan of the
mation about the drugs includes therapeutic
same brain would show nothing because no
category, precautions, side effects, patient
metabolism is taking place.
consultation outlines, general dosing information,
PETT works by measuring the concentration
and a listing of dosage forms;..
of radioactive tagged substances and relays
Section II contains patient-oriented informa
the measurements to a computer. The compu
tion-patient consultation guidelines in nontech
ter then reconstructs these measurements into
nical language. Here drugs are often grouped by
images, which are played in color on a TV
category, e.g., adrenocorticoids, rather than
screen, which then could be photographed or
discussing each one separately. Once again, the
videotaped.
counselor is encouraged to photocopy the pages
Physicians could use PETT to watch a
in this section for free distribution to the
person's brain while s/he is talking, read
patient.
ing, or even thinking. It could study the
You can order yours now through the SAPhA
brain for tumors or damage of stroke, and
office for only $16. Please allow 4 to 6 weeks
then evaluate therapies for these conditions.
for delivery. You will be contacted by telephone
The PETT was developed at Washington Univ
when your copy arrives.
versity Medical School in St. Louis princi
pally by Dr. Michael Ter-Pogosslan. It is
currently used there on some of their heart
patients, and Dr. Ter-Pogosslan projects it
will be a valuable diagnostic tool across
the country in the next few years.

Dr. Larry 0. Spreer, Dr. William R. Topp, Dr. Graciela Urteaga, Dr.
William J. Wolak and Dr. Leonard A. Humphreys, al l. at COP.

NEW

ELECTION

YEAR

Election year is finally here,
And wouldn't it be a ball,
Tf instead of electing a President,
e could vote against them all.'
Nipsey Russell

Office of Public Relations
University of the Pacific
Stockton, California 95211
Richard Doty, News Bureau Director
209-946-2311

June 5, 1980 -- 470
Tenure Granted To 11 UOP Faculty Members

AMERICAN BUSINESS WOMEN1 S ASSOCIATION
Tuleburg Chapter
May 8, I98O

Student American Pharmaceutical Assn.
School of Pharmacy
University of the Pacific
95211
Stockton, CA
Dear Jeff Jellin,

STOCKTON -- Tenure has been granted to 11 University of the
Pacific faculty members, effective September 1, 1980.
The faculty members are Rex Cooper and Frank H. wiens from the
Conservatory of Music; Anthony Skrocki from McGeorge School of Law in
Sacramento; Dr. Edward B. Evans from the School of Engineering;
Dr. Katherine K. Knapp from the School of Pharmacy, and Dr. Robert
D. Morrow from the School of Education.
Also, five faculty members from College of the Pacific:
Dr. William H. Brennan of the History Department, Dr. Clifford W.
Kelly of the Communication Department; Athletic Director Elkin "Ike'
Isaac of the Physical Education and Recreation Department, and Dr.
John C. Phillips and Dr. Bruce W. LaBrack of the Sociology Department.

The officers and members of the Tuleburg Chapter of the American

Business "omen's Association wish to thank student, Howard Berkowitz,
for an exceptional presentation on the Eational Medication Awareness
Test, presented at our meeting held at the Cosmopolitan Boom of the
former "Islander", on May 1, I98O.

It was an excellent presentation, very informative, interesting
and a job well done.
A thank you also should go out to Mr. Lee Owning, pharmacist,
who generously gave some of his time in Answering some of the members'
inquiries.
Thank you again for providing our members and guests with the
above informative program.

#####
icerely yours,

'Ha Krejci
Program Chairmai
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WELCOME
O e a n I v a n W. R o w l a n d

Gordon Hayashi

ftev. Robert Fickenscher

President

Andrew's Luthern Church

CL . 'V

A.

'

Presentations
Dr. Barker
Andrew Oederer

My Nie h g b o r s

and Bertha

Grandson
Donald

My P o c a t e l 1 o F r i e n d
Cisco Kihara
Presentations
Or, Barker, M.C
Biography

•

Dr. Carl C. Riedesel Retirement
Dinner, June 6, 1980.
Additional Scenes.

m-

L t o Rs Mrs. Ina Pearson
Mrs. Emmons Roscoe
Mrs. Cisco Kihara

Or. Patrick Catania

k

L t o R: Mrs. Max Polinsky
Dr• Max Polinsky
Dr. Donald Shirachi

Fiorel 1a Passaglia
A1umna

Mr. Robert Peeler
Mrs. .Roberta Goodman
Mrs. Mildred Yamamura
Mrs. Erna Dederer
Mr. Juan Byron
Mr
Dai»1 r.nnrlmRn

Front

Cisco Kihara
Nel Horvath
Mildred Y*-mamu
Dan till son

Ralph Saroyan
Director of Students

Mrs. Peggy Rosson
Rev. and Mrs. Fichenscher
Mrs. Barbara Weeks
Mr. an i Mrs. Robert Peelei
Mr. Gerald Moore

L

t 0

Rs

° r - Pace (back)
Wiss Catherine Davis
Mr. Ear 1 Wong
Mrs. Ina Pearson
Mi e r

.1 1

a
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RESPONit
Or. Carl C. Riedesel

S 1 UD £ V I S
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am.

Terry Harbaugh
Vern Verling

Pam Oismukes
Jim Hughey

V.A.M.C. - ^an Dieqo
Fall 1978

£1 Cajon Valley Hospital
Fall 1973

C A P T . Whi» H a r r i s o n
Chief, Infect. Disease
NRMC S a n D i e g o
Pam Sout - Fall I979

___
.

•

•

Rochel i e (Rocky) Uillard
and Patient
Miles Hildebrand (back)
Lain Buxton
NRMC - S a n D i e g o
Fall 1977

NRMC - S a n D i e q o
Fall 1977

.

Pacific Beach, CA
(San Diego Co.)
Kearny Mesa Sentinel
(Cir. W. 14,100)

SUMMER

Fowler Calif.
Ensign
(Cir. W. 925)
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Pharmacy interns learn from Sharp pros
I

Ron Lowrence types
Photos/Jim Fisk.

o

)33/

prescription.

9 Local firm helps studeiws learn

learn 12 different methods, then choose the best
Internships or apprenticeships are available in
one."
almost every profession, from medicine to auto
The duties of the interns include working on
mechanics. It offers novice an opportunity to work
prescriptions, operational procedures and working
under the guidance of a professionals while lear
with the physicians, nurses and the patients.
ning the trade first-hand. Karl Cremer, pharmacy
Rea search keeps the pharmaceutical industry
intern at Sharp Hospital in Kearny Mesa, calls it a
:hanging
quickly. The students say they read "20 to
"way of assuring your profession."
SO journals a month to keep up." And pharmacists
Cremer, 22, and Ronald Lawrence, 26, who also
must take continuing education classes throughout
works at Sharp Hospital, and Patti Wernette, 22, at
their career. According to Cremer, it is the
Centre City Hospital downtown all are pharmacy
responsibility of doctors, nurses and pharmacist
students at the Unive£sity^oLJfie, Pacific in
that
patients receive their proper medication and
Stockton. The students can select any' of 70
dosages.
hospitalsliTCalifornia and Hawaii.
The future pharmacists are responsible for
All pharmacy students are required to serve as
interns for 1,500 hours before they may enter the ' participating in a community project during their
four-month visit here.
industry.
Their projects do not deal with the stereotype
Since they started working in early January until
pharmacists'
role grinding drugs on a mortar.
April 22, each intern has been under the supervision
Wemetter pointed out that working with patients,
of a professional pharmacist or preceptor. It is the
explaining side effects and how drugs interact with
preceptors' responsibility to teach the students all
the body is becoming a more command role of the
aspects of running a pharmacy.
pharmacist.
They have "so much information to keep us
"Sometimes they don't realize that even their
confused on end," said Cremer. "The interns are in
diet may effect how the drug interacts."
a different position than the technical aids, because
Wernetter,who lives in Pacific Beach, is helping
we do everything."
in the Beach Area Community Clinic pharmacy.
But the schedule of an intern does not always
Lawrence is working in the Hypertension Control
coincide with the preceptors. But Cremer likes
working under several people because "everyone . Project in Southeast San Diego with the Com
has their own way of doing things, and you can prehensive Health Center in Ocean Beach. And

Staff

Korl Cremer uses o laminor air flow hood for
preparing sterile IVs.

Cremer was working with the Chronic Airways
Disease Rehabilitation and Exercise Program,
educating people about emphysema, asthma and
respiratory therapy.
"It's not enough to read books," says Cremer.
"You don't learn enough about the subject until you
work with people who are doing it every day. As an
intern, you are a student, but you are an intrical
part of the team."

Marysvillef
Appcal-lX-mocrat
bxW.
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Business Scene

Castelo Named
To Bank Post

JUN 28 1980

Ricardo Castelo has been ap
pointed assistant vice president
of the Stockton branch of Mid-Cal
National Bank. Castelo has been
associated with Mid-Cal for two
years.
He was previously a loan offi
cer for the branch and has been a
resident of Stockton for six
years.

Passaglia Accepts Award
- California Pharmacists Association has recognized the San Joaquin
Pharmacist's Association as the "local association of the year" at its
recent annual meeting in San Diego.
The local group is one of 39 county pharmacists associations in the
state.
Fiorella Passaglia, second term president of the San Joaquin as
sociation and employed at Organ Apothecary, received the award for
the group.
The county association, with more than 200 members in San Joa
quin, Amador, Calaveras and Tuolumne counties, was recognized for
its community contributions in hypertension screening, Vial of Life
and Medic Alert programs, its contribution in the state legislative
process and its role in state and national pharmacy organizations.

Rough Notes
And Casual Thoughts
A/l l t i At f o o f a r a w j u s t f o r o n e
OKIE? It wasn't how many but who. And the answer
to that is ROY MILLER, up for his demotion roast
ing as he gave up the office of president of the Yuba
City Rotary Club to MIKE GABHART, the podiat
rist ... ROY IS a native of Hydro, Okla., migrated at
the age of 5, and that was theme enough for party
planners TOM HARRIS nd LYLE GISI ... THE
MOTIF was a secret to Roy and family. So they were
the only ones to show up in jackets and ties and party
dresses. Everybody else came in bib overalls and
bare feet and whatever was the fashion for Oklaho
ma farm women in the early '30s ... STRETCHED
across the Peach Tree Country Club parking lot,
club building to power pole, was a banner that read,
"OKIE IS A Four-Letter Word"..."I never saw so
many Rotarians have so much fun in my life," said
Roy, who seldom had had more fun himself.

Aquino to Lead
Stockton Chapter

i

Browne Elected Society Chief

Ricardo Castelo

Robert T. Browne, M.D., a Stockton family practitioner, has been
elected president of the San Joaquin Medical Society. He succeeds
Jack J. Williams, M.D., district health officer.
William Shinn, M.D., a thoracic and cardiovascular surgeon from
Stockton, is the society's new president-elect. The new member of the
society's board of directors is Peter Salamon, M.D. Robert Chard,
M.D., and M.A. Platsko, M.D., have been re-elected to the board. Dora
A. Lee, M.D., Stockton family practitioner, was elected secretarytreasurer for her 22nd consecutive term.

Freeman New
Delta Director
Fay Freeman of Santa Ana
College was named by the Board
of Trustees as the new director of
financial aids at San Joaquin
Delta College, replacing Richard
Bullard, who resigned to go back
to the classroom as of Aug. 1.
Freeman served as the director
of financial aids for Santa Ana
Community College for seven
years.

Cannistraci Named Top Manager
Dan Cannistraci, chartered life under riter of Stockton, has been
honored by the Equitable Life Assurance Society as its top agency
manager in the Western region. In a national sales campaign, the
Cannistraci Agency placed second in the nation by attaining more
than 371 percent of its assigned goal.
At the same time, agency district manager, Mike DiSerio, placed
fourth among 1,000 district managers nationally by attaining more
than 376 percent of his sales goal.

Gary T. Aquino, controller of
Central Valley Hardware Co.,
has been elected president of the
Stockton Chapter of the Admin
istrative Management Society.
Other officers include Walter
E. Plumb, director of the San
Joaquin Employer's Council as
vice president for programs;
Stephen Campodonico, controller
at Hickinbotham Bros. Ltd, as
vice president for membership;
Harry Clyde, controller at King
Bearing Inc., vice president for
education; Sharla Blythe, owner
of Professional Transcribers,
secretary, and David Cole of
Cutting-Thompson Ihsurance
Co., treasurer.

OLD ACQUAINTANCE: FRANCES DUNCAN
(widow of Dr. John Duncan, one of the founders of
the Marysville Medical Clinic) gave a birthday par
ty in her Marysville home Monday in honor of hei
friend ANNA GATES (widow of Chester Gates,
longtime Marysville City Clerk). They have been
friends since each was10 years old. They are now 94.

Two Added at Accounting Firm
The accounting and consulting firm of Keller, Blomberg, Griffin and
Co. has added two new staff members to the staff. David Simpson has
joined the professional staff of the auditing department. Melony
Roberts, joined the small business acconuting section of the firm.

Fay Freeman

20,649

Ccionial Drtgfof Fowler is partici
pating in a unique internship program
that is the largest in the world.
Under the program, Anita Chow a
University of Pacific School of Pharmar-v
student, liay neen studying the commun
ity pharmacy business firsthand this
semester by working full time at Col
onial Drug under the direction of Larry
Keis and Jane Corbett^ adjunct profess
ors at UOP.
A total of 55 future pharmacists at
Pacific are spending this semester in
the practical application of classroom
learning at pharmacies. throughout
California and Hawaii.
During the four months they learn
different aspects of pharmacy under the
close supervisionof a professional
pharmacist, who serves as the adjunct
professor and off-campus faculty mem
ber. Included in the duties are prescrip
tion practice, the learning the opera
tional procedures of a pharmacy, and
working with physicians and the public.
The students receive both remunera
tion and units toward graduation while
engaged in this cooperative work per
iod. They have a manuel to follow in
performing assignments in specific
areas of pharmacy. In many cases this
project has involved assistance in pro
grams pertaining to drug abuse, dia
betes clinics, veneral disease and local
public health problems.
According to pharmacy school officials
at UOP, the number of students involved
in the program at Pacific (some 200
annually) makes it the largest anywhere,
and the specified duties and organization
of the program make it unique in phar
macy education throughout the world.

its
20

(Cir. 6xW. 244,892)
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Pharmacies to have
special crime hotline
By MARY ANN MILBOURN

techniques now being used by people who want
to sell the drugs.

pharmacist8

Local
may soon have a special
hotline m the Valley to alert each other to rob
beries, burglaries and attempted forgeries of
prescriptions, thanks to the efforts of two phar
macy school interns.

He said it is getting increasingly difficult for'
pharmacists to verify a forged prescription be
cause of the lengths some of the forgers are
going to.
For example, he said some forgers will go so
far as to print subscription blanks for a physi
cian, set up a phone number with an answering
service, then have any calls referred to a person
who will answer with the name of the doctor's
office.

The Pharmalert system is the brainchild of Ira
Freeman, a pharmacist in North Hollywood who
was recently the victim of a robbery.
crimes have increased tremen
dously in the last year," said Freeman.
iS r.ealIy needed- he

•
decided, is some
re Phan"acists can warn
Si
each other when someone commits a robbery or
burglary or tries to use a forged prescription.

In terms of robberies and burglaries, he said
pharmacists can warn each other about the
identification of the person in case he tries to hit
another pharmacy.

"But we needed people with extra energy to
ert system>" said Freeman, who
noted there are an estimated 300 hospital, com-

Jaber said, so far, he and Dolinka have just
gotten to the stage of collecting the numbers of
all the pharmacies in the Valley.

Fernando^Salone31 pharmacies in the San

"Then we have to map them out, do some PR
work and footwork," he said.

the
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Faculty promotions
announced at UOP

Van Nuys, CA
(Los Angeles Co.)
Valley News

Twl T?SWer 1°
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Problem came in the form

SBKMMuawR
jng internships m the Vallejg—^—"

Lodi, CA
(San Joaquin Co.)
News-Sentinel
(Cir. 6xW. 12,014)

As part of their pharmacy internship, the stuents must participate in at least one communi
ty project.
In the past Freeman, who supervises the stuwnrtS' ??£ f, the interns do their community
work at the Free Clinic.
^ This year, Freeman hit upon the idea of the
harmalert system, which would both fulfill the
community service requirement and provided a
continuing service for pharmacists.
Jaber said he liked the idea "because I would
get ai lot more out of it and I can come back and
it will still be here."
Under the plan, pharmacies will be divided
geographically between the East and West Val
ley with pharmacists in each area getting a spe
cific number to call when they have been vic
tims of a robbery, burglary or attempted for
gery.
The person called will, in turn, notify two
other pharmacists until, within an hour, all the
pharmacies in the Valley have been notified.
Freeman said the system will be particularly
useful in forgeries because of the sophisticated

i
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Lodi druggists help students
Three University of Pacific School of Pharmarv

SSK?"8
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This semester the students are Working as inter™ in
at UOpUg'St°reS' "nder the direction of adjunct progessors

Several promotions have
been announced involving
faculty members at
University of the Pacific,
effective September 1,
1980.

Promoted
from
instructor to assistant
professor are Mark P.
Boero, Dr. James S.
Dower, Dr. James L.
Logan, Dr. Anthony R.
Maniscalco and Dr. Dennis
D. Shinbori at the School of
Dentistry; Bertram L.
Lum at the School of
Pharmacy, and Karen
Bradley and Sarah J.
Stebbins at College of the
Pacific.

Advancing
from
assistant professor to
associate professor are W.
David East at McGeorge
School of Law; Rex ^Cooper
at the Conservatory of
Music; Dr. Robert
Morrow at the School of
Education; g
irwin
£arnoff at the School 01
Pharmacy; Dr. William h:
Brennan, Dr.
~~
Curti
Kramer, John R. Murphy
and Dr. John C Phillips at
COP, and Dr. Gerald J.
DeGregori, I nneth W.
Pieri and Dr. Martin

Rayman at the School of
Dentistry.
Promoted
from
associate professor to
professor are Dr. James C.
Campbell Jr. and Dr. Jack
G. Chamberlain at the
School of DentistryStephen C. McCaffrey and
Fred K. Morrison at
McGeorge School of Law;
Dr. Howell I. Rim inn at the
School of Pharmacy, and
Or. Ray SylveStoTat the
School of Business &
Public Administration.
Also, Dr. Steven
Anderson, Dr. Roseann
Hannon, Dr. Robert T.

CONGRATULATIONS — BERTRAM LESTER
LUM son of Mr. and Mrs. BUNN LUM of Marysvilfe, has been selected as one of the Outstanding
Young Men of 1980, which means his biography will
appear in an awards volume by the same name. He

Daly City, CA
(San Mateo Co.)
Record
<Cir. 2xW. 33,567)

Knighton, Dr. George H.
Lewis, Ronald J.
Pecchenino - Dr. John D.
Smith, Dr. Larry O.
Spreer, Dr. William R.
Topp, Dr. Graciela
Urteaga, Dr. William J.
Wolak and Dr. Leonard A.
Humphreys, all at COP.

and is an assistant professor of clin;cat pharmacy at
UoP. He and his wife live in Montara.

r 1 * m>
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UOP Faculty Members

v,?,,?®®?®11 Promotions
members have
.

* « COP; andDr. Gerald

Going from instructor to assistant pro
fessor are Karen Bradley and SarohT
Co,lege of

AH°f ^ Sch°°l

of

°ie Pacific-

Benbstry

J
Aiivnnnmn f
Advanctng from ass.stant professor to
associate
DavidE^
at
»sociate professor are W. David
East at
McGeorge School of Law, RexS *

Kramer, John R. Murphy and Dr. John C.

Promnt a V

nrof

501,001 of
m ass°ciate

Dentistry,

professor to

the
awl 'ste^n C
McCaffrey^and Fred K.
Morrison a,
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J1®?601®® School of Law; Dr Stephen C
McCaff
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"""Pl^a.

Pharmacy Students Receiving
penence Through Internship
I en Universitv nf

.

»
ers

Pharmaey on North El Dorado Street
and Barry Shapiro is working at Green
Br0tiera Pharmacy on East Maple St^".

;i=gs==s=

Joseph Huante is working in St in^., u >
Joseph s
Hospital Pharmacy. ^
Robert Nickell is working at Delta

hrr ncfr * VT ^ Spendin®

l.he\et4terLfpractica

D

vii-

HospRa^ph^JJ1gCy0r'tin® at dleCameron
PharmacyE.dgar 'S

workta« at

Paper's

Ross Domke is working at Green Broth-

KSgf f
Vanessa Mar and Susan Wono
PITM'"* 8t

Joaqum

Generai

HJS-

the world,
D.

Miss Chan is, w°'kinS full"time a

Pharmaceutical Services in Daly Cit)
under the direction of Rust)
Rhoades,
•
' Tom 'Nico and
' V Barry
L/UI King
adjunct professors at UOP.
A total of 52 future pharmacists
Pacific are spending this semester
the practical application (
classroom learning at pharmacii
throughout the California an
Hawaii.
During the four-month peric
they learn different aspects of pha
macy under the close supervision c
a professional pharmacist, wh
serves as the adjunct professor an
off-campus school faculty membei
Included in the duties ar
prescription practice, learning th
operational procedures of a phar
macy, and working with physician
and the public.
Students receive both remunera
tion and units toward graduatior
while engaged in this cooperative
work perioa. They have a manual tc
follow in performing assignments ir
specific areas of pharmacy.
In many cases this project has in
volved assistance in programs per
taining to drug abuse, diabetes
clinics, venereal disease and local
public health problems.
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Richard Doty, News Bureau Director
209-946-2311

August 13, 1980 -- 578

New School Year Begins Soon At UOP
August 7, 1980 -- 574

STOCKTON -- The 1980-81 academic year at University of the

TOP National Honor For UOP Pharmacy Fraternity

Pacific will begin on Wednesday, September 10, with approximately
4,000 students expected on the Stockton campus.

STOCKTON — The University of the Pacific chapter of Phi Delta
Chi. a professional pharmacy fraternity, has been awarded the highest

This fall will mark the beginning of the 130th year for UOP,
which was founded in 1851 as the first chartered institution of

honor available by the national organization.

higher education in California.

The UOP School of Pharmacy chapter recently received the Emory

Progress in the university's $30 million fund drive will be

Thurston Grand President's Award that is presented annually to the

evident to students as they look around the campus.

leading collegiate chapter of the 45 in the U.S.

way on a two-story structure that will eventually house eight

The local chapter also collected first place awards for their
publications and professional service projects, second place honors
in brotherhood and scholarship, and a third place award for a window

chemistry laboratories, and progress also is being made on the Alex
G. Spanos Center, a 6,000 seat facility designed for athletic,
concert and lecture use.

display.

Both of these projects should be completed

during the upcoming school year.

The honors were presented at the annual Phi Delta Chi Awards
Luncheon in Washington, D.C.

Work is under

Remodeling is underway on the South Campus to provide new

Retiring UOP Pharmacy Dean Ivan W.

Rowland attended the event, along with faculty members and students

quarters for the Psychology Department, and work is expected to
begin during the year on a new building for the School of Engineering

at the school.

Several new academic programs will begin this year.

#####

There will

be a music management major at the Conservatory, the School of
Business and Public Administration has added a program in personnel
management, a Japanese language major has been added in College of
the Pacific, and there will be a degree program available in human
development.
New administrators on campus will include Dr. Louis C.
Martinelli as dean of the School of Pharmacy and Dr. Carl E. Nosse
as dean of the Conservatory of Music.
JUUUkJI:
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So. San Francisco, CA
(San Mateo Co.)
Today
(Cir. W.)
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Unique internship program
has student learn first-hand

HarysviAle, CA.
A PP ca 1- D c - m o c r a t

t£w. 20« b49

pharmacy business firsthand this
semester through a unique in
ternship program that is the largest

Grace Chan, a University of the
Pacific School of Pharmacy student,
has been studying the community

JUN 2 7 *

ut Hospital Auxiliary,
ideout
which has been awarding
scholarships since it was
organized in 1958, this year
awarded scholarships amoun
ting to $1,600 to area students.
The scholarship committee,
composed of Mrs. Joanne Eich
and Lillian French, selected the
following recipients:
Patricia Cressey of Lindhurst
High School, $300 to attend the
University oUheJEacific School

of Pharmacy; Beatrice Rhom
and Virginia Howard, Licensed
Vocational Nurses at the
hospital, $100 each for an exter
nal degree program at the
University of New York leading
to the registered nurse degree;
Karen Hawes, a ward clerk at
the hospital, $200 to attend the
University of San Francisco
School of Nursing; Debra Arp of
Sutter High School, $100 to
attend Yuba College LVN
program; Linda Thompson of

Fair Oaks, CA
(Sacramento Co.)
East Sacramento Sun
(Cir. W. 13,782)

Counties are eligible to apply fo
these scholarships. Further
information is available from
counselors, at their respective
schools or by calling Melissa
Easton, Rideout Hospital
Auxiliary office, no later than
the end of the first semester as
a high school senior or the end
of the first college quarter.
A student must be planning to
study in some area of medicine
to be considered as an
Students of Sutter and Yuba applicant.

SHS,' $200 to attend Fresno State
University School of Physical
Therapy; Lisa Davis of SHS,
$150 to attend Chico State
University School of Nursing;
Suzanne Maxey of Yuba City
High School, $250 to attend the
UC Los Angeles School of
Medicine; Victor Lim of
Marysville, University of the
Pacific student, $100 to continue
at the UOP School of Dentistry.

Lodi, CA
(San Joaquin Co.)
News-Sentinel
(6xW. 12,896)

JUN 2 51980*

Pharmacy
students
study here

T

Villi
Williatn
dkiino and Robert Sandstrom, University of the Pacific
School of Pharmacy students, have
been studying the community phar
macy business firsthand this semes
ter through a unique internship pro
gram that is the largest in the world.
Okuno is working full-time at Val
ley Pharmacy in Sacramento under
the direction of Lou Lallo and Bill
Ingram, adjunct professors at UOP.
Sandstrom is working full-time at
Fletcher's Pharmacy in Sacra
mento under the direction of Jerry
Fletcher,
adjunct
professor at
UOP.
A total of 52 future pharmacists at
Pacific are spending this semester
in the practical application of class
room
learning
at
pharmacies
throughout California and Hawaii.

^ MA7 1

1980

UOP to graduate
180 in pharmacy
University of the Pacific's
School of Pharmacy will
award 180 degrees Sunday in
its 22nd commencement
exercises.
/
/
Set for 10a.m . the event will
be held on the lawn between
Knoles Hall and Burns Tower.
Valedictorians Mary ('
Lefevreof Charleston. VV. Va.,
and Janet M Roskam of
Shafter. and Senior Class
President Charles E Stearns
of Lindsay will all present
speeches
I)r Ivan W. Rowland, who is
retiring as the school's first
1
r 'an. and UOP President Dr.
anley E. McCaffrey also will
f. esent brief remarks before
diplomas are presented.

Fair Oaks, CA
(Sacramento Co.)
Rancho Cordovan
(Cir. W. 18,051)

)
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Pharmacy
students
study here
'

William Okuno and Robert SandUniversity of the Pacific
,7 Pharmacy students, have
been studying the community phartT thr TSS firsthand this semes
ter through a unique internship pro
gram that is the largest in the world
Okuno is working full-time at Valrh» Pha™acy ln Sacramento under
the direction of Lou Lallo and Bill
Ingram, adjunct professors at UOP
l
a
w
o
r
k
i
n
PWSh
g full-time at
Fletcher s Pharmacy in Sacra
mento under the direction of Jerry
adJunct
UOP
professor at
Pa^if?tal °f

52 future

Pharmacists at

W-ssautTC
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UOP students
working in
pharmacies

in the world.
Miss Chan is working full-time at
Pharmaceutical Services in Daly City
under the direction of Rusty
J ^hoades, Tom Nico and Barry King,
adjunct professors at UOP.

A total of 52 future pharmacists at
Pacific are spending this semester in
the practical application of
classroom learning at pharmacies
throughout the California and
Hawaii.
During the four-month period
they learn different aspects of phar
macy under the close supervision of
a professional pharmacist, who
serves as the adjunct professor and
off-campus school faculty member.
Included in the duties are
prescription practice, learning the
operational procedures of a phar
macy, and working with physicians
and the public.
Students receive both remunera
tion and units toward graduation
while engaged in this cooperative
work period. They have a manual to
follow in performing assignments in
specific areas of pharmacy.
In many cases this project has in
volved assistance in programs per
taining to drug abuse, diabetes
clinics, venereal disease and local
public health problems.

SHOWN RECEIVING THE Emory Thurston Grand President's Award are (back
row) Greg Matzen, Dean Rowland, Ralph Saroyan and Jeff Jellin. In the front are
Steve Edgar, (left) and Rick Friedmann, (right). Edgar and Friedmann are
students and Matzen, Saroyan and Jellip are faculty members, all at the UOP
School of Pharmacy.

Top national honor for UOP fraternity
The University of the
Pacific chapter of Phi
Delta Chi, a professional
pharmacy fraternity, has
been awarded the highest
honor available by the
national organization.
The UOP School of Phar
macy chapter recently
received the Emory
Thurston Grand Presi

dent's Award that is window display.
presented annually to the
leading collegiate chapter
The honors were pre
of the 45 in the U.S.
sented at the annual Phi
The local chapter also D e l t a C h i A w a r d s
c o l l e c t e d f i r s t p l a c e Luncheon in Washington,
awards for their publi D.C. Retiring UOP Phar
cations and professional macy Dean Ivan W. Row
service projects, second land attended the event,
place honors in brother a l o n g w i t h f a c u l t y
hood and scholarship, and members and students at
a third place award for a the school.

Kenneth Kemp and
Terri Coyle, University of
the Pacific School of
Pharmacy students, have
been studying the
community pharmacy
business firsthand this
semester through a
unique intership
program that is the
largest in the world.
Kemp is working fulltime at Colonial Drug in
Fowler under the
direction of Larry Reis
and Jane Corbett, ad
junct professors at UOP.
Coyle is working full-time
at Fresno Community
Hospital Pharmacy'
under the direction of
Ron Cortopassi and Don
Giusti,
adjunct
professors at UOP.
A total of 52 future
pharmacists at Pacific
are spending this
semester in the practical
application of classroom
learning at pharmacies
throughout California
and Hawaii.
During the four-month
period they learn dif
ferent aspects of phar
macy under the close
supervision of
a
professional pharmacist,
who serves as the adjunot
professor and off-campus
school faculty member.
Included in the duties are
prescription practice,
learning the operational
procedures of a phar
macy, and working with
physicians and the
public.

t
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25 years ago: Princess Margaret makes decision
Stockton (Caiif.) Record Saturday, Oct. 25, 1980 19

This commentary on customs and happenings
a quarter century ago is based on issues of the
Stockton Record for Oct.24-31, 1955

Not since her uncle abdicated the throne to marry the
woman he loved had the British people been so involved
in a royal romance as when Princess Margaret made
headlines around the world 25 years ago this week.
"Townsend Pays Princess a Visit" wps the Record's
front page headline Oct. 24, 1955 — and nobody had to
read any further to determine the principals' identities.
According to the story:
"A smiling Peter Townsend arrived at Clarence House
late today to see Princess Margaret. It was their ninth
meeting in 12 days amid the mounting controversy of
their reputed wish to marry. Margaret was expected to
give the handsome RAF group captain the latest in
formation on Queen Elizabeth's attitude toward their
romance."
So thorough was press coverage of the event that
halfway around the world in Stockton, Record readers
learned that Capt. Townsend "wore the same dark suit
he always has worn when he visited the Clarence House
residence of Margaret and the Queen Mother."
"Eden Keeps Mum on Royal Romance" was the next
day's headline (showing high-level government invol
vement), followed on Oct. 26 by a story headlined
"Editor Warns Margaret on Marriage Plan" (showing
involvement of the "influential" London Times). The
Times published an editorial saying that Margaret
would be "entering into a union which vast numbers of
her sister's people... cannot in all conscience regard as
a marriage." (For those too young to remember,
Townsend was a divorced man and the Church of En
gland still refused to recognize divorce — the same
situation that faced Margaret's uncle when he wished to
marry Wallis Warfield Simpson.)
Then, on Oct. 31, half of the Record's front page was
devoted to pictures and stories bringing the saga to an
end.
"Princess Gives Up Man She Loves for Church and
Duty" was the headline over a story from London that
began, "A royal announcement said tonight that Prin
cess Margaret will not wed RAF Group Capt. Peter
Townsend. . . It ended 2Vz years of speculation which
rose to fever pitch after the princess' 25th birthday in
August and Townsend's return from 'exile' as air at* jhe at the British Embassy in Brussels early this

Marcia
Gray

m,

THE RECORD STAFF

month. . Margaret's statement made it clear that she .
loves Townsend. But it also made clear that she gave
him up for church and crown."

Verdict for 'Little Mo'
Considering how legal settlements have zoomed in the
past 25 years — and how women's tennis has become a
big money phenomenon — a story appearing in the
Record's sport section Oct. 27, 1955, seems financially
anemic. It referred to a jury's verdict awarding "For
mer Tennis Queen Maureen Connolly ... $95,000 in her
damage suit against a concrete firm whose truck
brushed her from her horse" the previous year. "She
claimed a broken leg she suffered forced her to give up
her tennis career."
The pretty 21-year-old, pictured with her husband,
Nonhan Brink, "said she considered the verdict fair."

known, even though only three are still alive. They were
"Pacific Avenue Crusaders," according to the caption.
The quintet of men "spearheading the United Crusade
drive among merchants and employees of Pacific Ave
nue business firms" were Ernie Reed, J. M. "Sandy"
Senderov, Cletus Doneux, George Leistner and Douglas
Campbell.

Wedding belles

Another photograph showed Mrs. Cecil Rehnert,
newly installed president of the Philomathean Club, who
succeded Mrs. Scott Rex after a two-year term.

Silver wedding anniversary greetings to:
IRENE BATRES and FIORI ANGOLETTA, who were
married Oct. 16 in St. Mary's Catholic Church. The.bride
was a graduate of local schools, while her husband, a St.
Mary's High alum, was completing Army duty with the
Military Police in Oakland. (Their entire married life
has been spent in Stockton, where he is a meat cutter for
Lucky Stores and she is a long-time employee of
Berg's.)

Among local youth groups, Marcia Montgomery,
daughter of the Winfield Montgomerys of Lockeford,
was pictured as new worthy advisor of Wood-lo As
sembly of Rainbow Girls, and Janet McGinley, daughter
of the Harry McGinleys, was shown as the new Ree Club
president.

DIANNE CRANDELL LIGHT and ALFRED CURTIS
RUBY III, who met at the Morris Chapel altar Sept. 20.
The Rubys, both graduates of Stockton schools, started
married life in Bakersfield, where he was employed.
(They are now Stocktonians, and he is a member of the
Stockton Police Department.)

academy
reporter

Another 25-year-old photograph showed Dr. Ivan W.
Rowland, "dean of pharmacy at Idaho State College,
who will take over as the first dean of the new School of
Pharmacy at College of the Pacific next semester." He
was making a one-day visit to the local campus to meet
his prospective pupils.
"The 28 students now enrolled here are working at the
first and second-year levels. The school is housed in
Weber Hall and facilities will be added as the enrollment
grows. The school will offer a full 5-year course," the
story explained. (Dr. Rowland retired at the close of the
spring semester — the only dean UOP's pharmacy
school had in its quarter century of remarkable ex
pansion.

Briefs: news about APS, its
members and the profession
John V. Bergen has been named director of the Allied
Health Professions Program at Wright State University
in Ohio...Information is now available on three 1981 1982 National Science Foundation Fellowship Pro
grams -postdoctoral fellowships in science, graduate
fellowships and minority graduate programs. Contact:
Fellowship Office, National Research Council, 2101
Constitution Avenue, N.W., Washington, DC 20418.. Ivan
W. Rowland has been named Dean Emeritus ofTfie
University of theTacjtic School ot pharmacy. Lojis t
fyLadinelTis the, njw de ^p ...The 1981 edition of USAN
andtneUSlP Dictionary of Drug Names is available for
$19.50 USA, $20 elsewhere from: U.S. Pharmacopeial
Convention, Inc., 12601 Twinbrook Parkway, Rockville,
MD 20852...Interferon will have its own quarterly
publication, the Journal of Interferon Research. Contact:
Mary Ann Liebert, Inc., 500 E. 85th Street, New York, NY
10028. ..Gerald J. Yakatan is the new director of
pharmacokinetics and drug metabolism at WarnerLambert Laboratories...Ten APS members were among

Picture gallery
Also on display in the Record's picture gallery 25
years ago were five local men whose names are still well

P a t t e r s o n # CA
Irrigator
( C i r . W, 2025

PHARMACY HOSTS
RESIDENT STUDENT
Encino Hospital's Pharmacy
Department is playing host to a
new resident pharmacist—Safwat
Salem, an Egyptian national. The
residency is in association with
University of the Pacific, Stockton,
California. Encino Hospital is one
of a small number of area hospitals participating in the extern program.
ofS7?SAWh°
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Walnut Creek, CA
(Contra Costa Co.)
Rossmoor News
(Cir. W. 6,400)

Rolin Lee Wade gets
Pharmacy Master's

i J* t • i
Rolin Lee Wade, son of Clarence
and Shirley Wade, will receive his
MS degree in PhysiologyPharmacology next Tuesday at the
University of the Pacific. He
receivecHns BS in Pharmacy there
in 1978, and has been a teaching
assistant at the School of
Pharmacy 1978-80.

4

^
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tW° VearS haS been

^
remanent resident
he USA was a practicing pharmacist in his native Egypt
For a time during his studies; he held positions with Bayer
Company in Germany and with another manufacturer in

New series

ArabiC' German. English and
some FrenT H
W3S W°rkinS in a military hosPital in Cairo,
Eount hf
gyPt before emigrating to this country.
Safwat chose to attend UoP - one of only three phar-

Honors at UOP included Rho Chi
Society and Phi Kappa Phi
Society.

t0 Work toward his PharmD
DeqYefSsF
Degree. His Egyptian license is not valid in this country so
instead of just studying in refresher courses to qualify for'the
state boards, he chose to further his education with the
higher degree (Other pharmacy schools are USC in Los
Angeles and UC-San Francisco.)

Wade will begin work next week
as manager of Paper's Pharmacy
on Wading Avenue in Stockton. He
formerly worked for the Patterson
Irrigator.

During his 16 week residency at Encino Hospital, Safwat
' be exP°sed to all aspects of hospital drug related acaN of whUt'hTtl0n'
country

dispensin9 and

^^

distribution procedures;

qU'te different from those

in his own

Safwat is currently staying with his brother in Culver City
He plans to remain in California as a participating phar
macist after completing his degree and licensing

•
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Oroville, CA
(Butte Co.)
Mercury-Register
(Cir. 6xW. 10,064)
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SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENT - Leslie Hall, right, of Oroville
scholarsh'Pfrom Northern Valley Indian Health
?nre?hS "i
Inc. She also received an Indian Health Service Scholarship and
SCh<M>1 0f Pharmacy at the University
of PaHfi/pr
. y
L
, ng the check t0 Leslie is Mattie DaviToTthe
Indian health center. Many other scholarships are available to
qualifying native American Indians in the health field. For in-

formation call 534-8440.

AUg 1
—

Janice Hoover, an Intern pharmacist working on a
community involvement project for the University of
the Psjclflc will be the first speaker in tf^RTdWood
Lounge s Friday at Ten" series. Hoover will speak
about allergies, their sources and whot to do for
them. Coll 939-1211, ext. 362, or sign up on the
Lounge bulletin board to reserve a place at the free
Aug. 1 lecture.
from the
Redwood Lounge
The Redwood Lounge
will sponsor a series of
classes covering a broad
scope of topics, begin
ning Aug. 1. The series
will be called "Friday at
Ten and will meet on
Fridays at 10 a.m. in the
Live Oak Room, adjacent
to the lounge.
The first class is
"Allergies and You"
and
will w
"T, w
will focus on allerg.es,
sources of allergies and
over-the-counter
and
perscription drugs for
allergies.
The speaker is Janice
Hoover,
an
intern
pharmacist working on a
community-involvement
project for the University
of' the Pacific. Hoover

• /
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(Colusa Co.)

Sun Herald
(Cir. 5xW. 3,301)
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Colusa, Ca.

invites all interested
residents to attend and
will allow plenty of time
for questions.
The seminar and the
lounge program are
sponsored
by
the
Community
Relations
Department.
Reserve a place in the
class by signing up on the
provided sheet on the
bulletin board in the
hallway outside the
Redwood Lounge, or by
calling 939-1211, ext.
362.

3 1980

Colin Boggs Is
Pharmacy Student
Colin Boggs of Oroville is a
senior in Pharmacy at the
University of Pacific. He was
elected to do his^lerkship in
Hawaii.
/
/
Colin Boggs is the son of
Mrs. Eugene Peary of
Oroville;
the
former
Charlene Starnater and the
son of the late Stanley Boggs,
former residents of Colusa.
He is the grandson of Mr.
and Mrs. Sheldon Starnater
of Colusa. He is the nephew of
Jack and Jim Boggs of Colusa
and of Sheldon Starnater, Jr.
of Grimes.
-

San Jose, CA
(Santa Clara Co.)
Mountain View Sun
(Cir. W.)

GARDEN HOUSE

G^den House Senior
Citizens-Association of Los
Altos will learn about the
proper use of medicines in
a talk by Marc J. Lefief, a
student of pharmacy at the
University of the Pacific.
He will administer the Na
tional Medication Aware
ness Test developed by the
aan Joaquin Pharmacists'
Association at 7:30 pm
Tuesday, Aug. 19 at Garden
House, 400 University Ave., /
Los Altos.

Briefing
Academy
September-October 1980 members
on news and
Volume 16, Number 5
developments
in the
pharmaceutical
sciences

18 scientists elected to the General Committee of Revision
for the USP-NF for 1980-1985: William J. Mader, Clyde

R. Erskine, William R. Ebert, Joseph R. Robinson,
Leslie G. Chatten, Eugene Farkas, Boen T. Kho, Edward
L. Pratt, James K. Guillory and Stephen G. Schulman
...University of Florida graduate research professor
Edward R. Garrett was presented the Volwiler Award at
the annual meeting of the American Association of
Colleges of Pharmacy in July... Gerald. R. Pflug has
been named vice president of proprietary development
for the Carter Products Division of Carter-Wallace...The
new director of pharmacology at the Sterling-Winthrop
Research Institute is Lawrence W. Chakrin... Information
on the 1981-1982 program for U.S.-France exchange
of scientists may be obtained by contacting: Division of
International Programs, National Science Foundation,
1800 G Street, N.W., Washington, DC 20550. ..James
Doluisio is a member of the search committee formed
to find a replacement for FDA Bureau of Drugs Director
J. Richard Crout... Francis B. Chapura has been
promoted to section chief of pharmaceutical manufacturing
development at Norwich-Eaton Pharmaceuticals.

academy
reporter
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Spring Quarter, 1HK0
Second Class Postage Paid
At Pocatello, Idaho 83209
USPS 270-840
DR. IVAN W. ROWLAND (Phar
macy, 1932) was honored at a
testimonial dinner in the Hyatt
Hotel on Union Square in San
Francisco Aug. 2 for his service in
organizing and serving as dean of
the University of thePacific School
of Pharmacy for 25 years. He
received his M.S. in pharmaceuti
cal chemistry in 1947 from the
University of Colorado and his
Ph.D. from the University of
Washington in 1954. During those
years he taught science in Ririe
and Pocatello public schools. He
served as dean of the ISU College
of Pharmacy before going to the
University of the Pacific at Stock
ton, Calif.
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theSchool of Pharmacy at the Universltxof the Pacific.
Specifically, the obverse side is made up of two halve
The top half pays tribute to the immense effort and
dedication ot Dean Rowland in the build,ng of a new
home for the School of Pharmacy on the University of the
Pacific campus; and his leadership as Dean for.25_years^
The 3 R's represent. I. Rowland, C. Riedesel, and E. Roscoe
as key figures in this endeavor.
The lower half symbolizes the profession of pharmacy: the
Bowl of Hygeia with the intertwining snake of knowledge
of z\esculapius is the international symbol of pharmacy;
foxglove represents the importance of plants in the history
of pharmacy; Rx, capsules and mortar and pestle represent
the compounding of drugs and treatment of diseases; and
the retort represents the importance of chemistry in tne
growth of pharmacy as a profession.
The ribbon of time separates the halves and depicts the
evolution of chemical symbols beginning at one side with
ancient alchemy and moving to the contemporary
symbols of chemistry on the other.
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The reverse side pays tribute to the men and

together with Dr. Burns and Dr. Cobb, created the School
of Pharmacy at the University of the Pacific.
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The California Pharmacists Association
has reserved a block of rooms for the
night of August 2. If you wish overnight
accommodations at the Hyatt, please call
(415)398-1234, and ask for a room in the
C.Ph.A. Block. Room requests must be
made by July 15.
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Pharmacy
group
Installs
Kern County Pharma
ceutical Association held
its 20th annual dinnerdance and installation of
1974 officers Saturday.
Ron Serrano took over as
new president, succeeding
Jon Van Boening.
Guest
speaker
was
educator
- pharmacist
Jon Von Boening, left, outgoing pre.ident of Kern County Pharmaceutical Association
Ralph Saroyan, director
of student
affiars at
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University of Pacific's
School of Pharmacy. He
spoke on the changing
roles of pharmacists in
delivery of health care
and how UOP is chang
ing its curriculum to
meet needs of today's
and tomorrow's pharma
cists.
Van Boening's talk was
on poison
prevention,
drug abuse education and
the pharmacist's role in
i VD control.
Other officers installed
(
in the presence of more
than 100 pharmacists and
their wives were: Wvman
Dickerson,
vice presi
dent;
Don
Bickford,
recording
secretary:
Dave Kinoshita, corre
sponding secretary; and
Stan Boyce, treasurer.
Board members this year
are Van Boening, Art
Tognini, Steve Briggs and
'aul Battistoni.
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